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I. INTRODUCTION

For the analy.sis of the symptoms of nervous disease in terms of

normal function, the fundamental importance of the experimental

physiology of the nervous system can scarcely be i»verostimatcil.

Unfortunately, the demands of clinical neurology rarely allow us the

opportunity of studying at fir.st hand the experimental side of neurol-

ogy. ^Moreover, althougli tlic fruits of experimental research are avail-

able to us in the literature, yet the correlation of animal experiments

with clinical observation is a matter of no little difficulty, and unless

attempted with considerable caution is a ready source oi error and

confusion for the clinical observer.
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Nowhere in neiirolngy are we more cle|)endent (;n the experi-

mental analysis of function than in the case of the motor activities of

the nervous system, and nowhere has the physiologist more brilliantly

served us. We cannot hope to understand the numerous and complex

disorders of muscle tone and of movement without some insight into

the normal nervous processes underlying the coordination of move-

ment. The last decade has seen a steadily increasing desire on the

part of neurologists to avail themselves of the inspiration to he drawn
from the physiologic laboratory. However, this method of apj^roach

is as difficult as it is full of j^romise, and the careful study f)f some
recently published descriptions of what purports to be "decerebrate

rigidity in man" indicates that grave misconception exists in the minds

of many clinicians as to the postulates to be satisfied before a diagnosis

in these terms can be established. Indeed, the meaning of this term

has been so modified and debased in some clinical writings that we
see it applied to conditions having no relation whatever to this very

clear-cut, experimentally produced state of the musculature.

It is therefoie proposed in the present paper to discuss briefly the

anatomic and physiologic factors concerned in the production and

maintenance of decerebrate rigidity in animals, and thereupon to pro-

ceed to the clinical application of this knowledge. Finally, to illustrate

the conclusions reached, a small series of cases will be discussed from

the point of view of their possible relationship to experimental

decerebrate rigidity.

II. ANATOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

The pioneer observations and the minute physiologic analysis of

the rigidity we owe to the genius of Sherrington.^ and during the years

1912 to 1920 a series of over twenty papers have come from the

laboratory of Professor Magnus of Utrecht, recording beautiful

researches which have considerably amplified our knowledge of the

postural activities underlying the coordination of movement.

1. Planes of Transection.—The decerebrate animal is a mammal
(rabbit, cat, dog, or monkey) in which the brain-stem has been

divided in the region of the tentorium, between the anterior and
posterior colliculi. In these circumstances the extensor groups of

muscles enter almost at once into a state of heightened tone,

which has provided the medium for Sherrington's classic researches

on this phenomenon, and which he has named "decerebrate rigidity."

He found that transections as far caudad as the pons had the same
eftect. but that as soon as the plane of section reached the neigh-

borhood of the calamus scriptorius, the rigidity was abolished

1. Sherrington, C. S. : Cataleptoid Reflexes in the Monkey. Proc. Roy. Soc.

60:411, 1897; Decerebrate Rigidity and Reflex Coordination of Movements,

J. Physiol. 22:319, Pt. 4, 1898.
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and the musculature became flaccid. Thiele- found that successive

coronal transections, passing from the anterior end of the brain back-

wards, resulted in the appearance of rigidity only when the plane of

transection reached that of the posterior end of the thalamus. Magnus ^

confirmed this observation finding that rigidity did not develop until

the section reached a plane bounded dorsally by the posterior limits

of the anterior colliculi and ventrally by the region immediately caudad

to the corpora mammilaria. On further coronal sections the rigidity

persisted undiminished until the plane of entry of the eighth nerves

Fig. 1.—Median sagittal section of cat's brain (from Potter and Winkler's

Atlas). A, transections cephalad to this transverse plane result in the pro-

duction of an animal with tone of normal intensity. The animal can walk,

jump and stand, and actively take up any posture on appropriate stimulation.

B, transections of the brain-stem between the planes A and B result in the

production of decerebrate rigidity or "refle.\ standing." The animal cannot

right itself if overturned, walk or run. If any reflex change of posture occurs

the animal falls. Transections caudad to the plane B abolish the rigidity and

the musculature becomes flaccid.

2. Thiele, F. H. : On the Efferent Relationship of the Optic Thalamus and

Deiter's Nucleus to the Spinal Cord, with Especial Reference to the Cerebellar

Influx of Dr. Hughlings Jackson and the Genesis of the Decerebrate Rigidity

of Ord and Sherrington, J. Physiol. 32:358. Pt. S and 6. 19(15.

3. Magnus, R. : Welche Tcile des Zentralncrvensystems nuissen fur das

Zustandekommen dcr tonischen Hals- und Lahyrinthreflcxe auf die Korper-

muskulatur vorhanden sein? Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. 159:224. 1914; Beitrage

zum Problem der Korpcrstcllung. I. Stellroflcxe beim Zwischenhirn- und

Mittelhirnkaninchen, ibid. 163:405. 1916.
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was passed \um\ the cal.inius scriptorius reacliefl. Caudad to this, tran-

section abolished the rif,ddity. These observations are best summarized

in a diagram ( I'ig. 1) of a sagittal section of the cat's brain, taken

from the Atlas of Winkler and Potter, in which these limits have been

indicated.

2. The Ccrchcllitin.—Contrary to the observations of \\ eed,' which

in this respect we must now reject, Sherrington,* Thiele,- Horsley ^

and Magnus ' have all found that extirpation of the cerebellum does

not abolish decerebrate rigidity. In a large series of observations on

the rabbit, cat, dog and ape, Magnus has finally established beyond

any doubt that the cerebellum is not essential to the maintenance of

decerebrate rigidity, which persists undiminished after removal of

this structure and bilateral division of the eighth nerves.

3. The Red Nucleus and Superior Cerebellar Peduncles.—From
these observations and the more recent ones of Bazett and Pen-

field ® it follows that ablation of the red nuclei and division of

both superior cerebellar peduncles do not abolish the rigidity. It is

further clear that in the more caudad transections, the greater part of

the pons and of the middle peduncles are also removed.

It is established, therefore, that the reflex centers concerned in the

maintenance of decerebrate rigidity lie entirely in the pons and medulla,

and that the afferent and efferent limbs of the arc do not pass through

the cerebellum or its peduncles. In the cord these paths appear to lie

in the ventrolateral columns, and such anatomic identification of the

efiferent path as is possible indicates Deiter's nucleus and the vestibulo-

spinal tract as concerned in the reflex. As Sherrington has pointed

out, the arc arises and ends in the muscles, for the tone of a given

muscle depends essentially on the integrity of its aiTerent nerve supply.

III. PHYSIOLOGIC CONSIDERATIONS

The decerebrate animal is one from which the whole of the fore-

brain and 'tween-brain and the anterior part, or the whole, of the

midbrain has been removed. In these circumstances all the muscles

which maintain the animal in a standing posture are in strong tonic

spasm. These include the limb extensors, the elevators of the head,

neck and tail and the extensors of the spine, making up what Sher-

rington has called the "antigravity" muscles. The rigidity is an

exaggeration of normal tone, and under the law of reciprocal inner-

vation we accordingly find that the antagonistic flexor groups of muscles

4. Weed, L. H. : Observations on Decerebrate Rigidity, J. Physiol. 48:205,

Pt. 2 and 3. 1914.

5. Horsley, Victor: The Functions of the Cerebellum. Brain 29:446, Pt. 4,

1906.

6. Bazett, H. C, and Penfield. \V. G. : A Study of the Sherrington Decere-

brate Animal in the Chronic as Well as in the Acute Condition, Brain 45:185,

Pt. 2. 1922.
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are correspondingly inhibited and atonic. The head of the animal is

upheld, the spine fully extended, the tail maintained horizontally and
the limbs fully extended. The upper limbs are retracted at the shoulder

and the forefeet held with the palmar surfaces directed ventrad as in

standing. The hind limbs are similarly held. Such an animal, if care-

fully placed on its feet, can stand. It breathes automatically with a

normal rhythm and shows numerous pseudafifective and other reflex

reactions. Having no power of temperature regulation it cannot be

kept alive for more than a few hours except with great difficulty in an

incubator. Bazett and Penfield succeeded in keeping such animals alive

for periods up to three weeks. Under these conditions, the rigidity

is maintained throughout, though it is apt to be replaced from time

to time by a plastic flexor rigidity. This receives some explanation in

the light of Magnus and de Kleijn's observations to be referred to

later. The study of the "chronic preparations" confirms the conclu-

sions reached by Sherrington from his acute i)reparations as to the

characters of decerebrate rigidity.

But although it can stand when passively erected, the animal can

neither walk, run, nor jump, and if overturned has no power to right

itself, but lies passively in the position determined by gravity. It may

indeed take a single leap, but, unable to maintain its balance, it falls

at once.

1. Standing Reflexes.—To appreciate fully the significance of this

condition we must consider as a whole the nervous mechanisms by

which posture is regulated.

In the course of his experiments, Sherrington ' had observed that

while the tone of a given muscle depended essentially on the integrity

of its afiferent nerve-supply, yet it was not wholly independent of

afferent impulses from other regions. Thus, active or passive rotation

of the head of the decerebrate animal on the neck inhibited the extensor

tone in the limbs of that side of the body to which the vertex was

turned. Still utilizing the decerebrate animal, Magnus and de Klcijn*

found that by varying the position of the animal's head in relation to

space and in relation to the neck and trunk it was possible to produce

certain constant modifications in the tonus of the neck, trunk, and limb

muscles, and thus in the posture of the animal. The existence of two

groups of reflexes was determined, labyrinthine and neck reflexes. In

each case the reactions are tonic in the sense that they are produced.

7. Sherrington, C. S. : Flexion Reflex of the Limh. Crossed Extension

Reflex, and Reflex Stepping and Standing, J. Physiol. 40:27. Pt. 1 and 2. 1910.

8. Magnus, R., and De Kleijn. A.: Die .Ahhangigkeit dcs Tonus dcr

Extremitaten-muskeln von der Kopfstellung, Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. 145:455.

1912.
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not Ijy nioveiiK'iU, hut l)y the changed posture of the head, and they

persist so long as the new posture is maintained, even though this Ije

for months.

The labyrintliine reflexes arise from stimulation of the otcjlith

organs of the labyrinths when the position of these is changed in

relation to the horizontal plane. They reinforce the extensor tonus of

the body musculature. The labyrinths affect all four limbs identically

(identical innervation). After their destruction it is still possible to

influence tone by varying the position of the head in relation to the

neck and trunk (tonic neck reflexes). The neck reflexes arise in the

proprioceptive nerve endings of the cervical muscles and joints. Thus,

it is found that rotation of the head on its long axis, lateral fle.xion,

dorsal flexion and ventral flexion produce constant changes in muscle

tone and posture. Thus rotation of the head to the right (vertex to

right, snout to left) causes increased extensor tonus in the limbs of

the left side (the side to which the snout i)oints, "Keiferbeine").

Lateral flexion of the head to the right causes increased e.xtensor tonus

in the right limbs and diminished or abolished extensor tonus in the

left limbs. Hence, we see that alterations in the symmetrical relation-

ship of the head to the trunk aft'ect the limbs of the two sides recipro-

cally, and not identically.

2. Position Reflexes (Stellreflexe) in the Thalamus and Midbrain

Animals.—The posture of the head (the leading segment, Sherrington)

determines the attitude of the whole body (Kori:)erstellung), and in

the decerebrate animal we can vary the body posture at will, by using

the head as a handle. However, we have only to consider the capacity

of the normal animal to vary the position of its head and of its trunk

at need, to realize that the reflexes we have so far studied are not

the sum total of the postural reflexes active in the intact animal. The

decerebrate animal possesses no reflex by which the position of its head

can be actively modified. The head is unalterably retracted. Hence

the animal can do nothing but stand. It is clear, therefore, that we

must look in the higher levels of the nervous system for these postural

reactions which the normal animal possesses and the so-called decere-

brate animal lacks.

For this purpose Magnus has made use of the "thalamus" and

"midbrain" preparations.^ In an animal—rabbit, cat, dog, or monkey

—the whole of the cerebral hemispheres, including the corpora striata

are removed. The thalamus, subthalamic region, and midbrain remain

intact. The midbrain preparation is one in which the thalamus also

is removed, leaving part of the subthalamic structures and the whole

midbrain intact. These preparations differ in but a single respect,

namely, in the retention by the "thalamus" animal of normal tempera-
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ture regulation, which the midljrain animal has lost. Although both

these preparations are deprived of their cerebral hemisphere.-^, vet thev

differ in a remarkable manner from the decerebrate animal with which

we have so far been dealing. When the operation is completed, the

animal (rabbit) is laid on its side, and as it recovers from the

anesthetic it gradually rises to a squatting position, head first, and the

neck and trunk slowly right themselves until the animal sits erect in

a natural posture. The distribution of tone in the musculature is

what Magnus describes as "normal." There is no extensor rigidity,

and both extensors and flexors exhibit, as demonstrated by passive

manipulation of the limbs, tone of normal intensity. Left to itself the

thalamus or midbrain animal remains motionless, but it can be stimu-

lated by auditory or cutaneous stimuli to movement—walking, run-

ning, or jumping. All these are carried out in a normal manner with

perfect coordination, and when they cease the animal resumes its

sitting position. If overturned it rights itself at once, and in what-

ever position the animal be placed, the head at once resumes the upright

normal posture. The sum total of all these reflexes. Magnus desig-

nates position reflexes (Stellreflexe), as opposed to the tonic reactions

described in. the preceding section which he groups together as stand-

ing reflexes (Stehreflexe). For further details of these reactions the

reader is referred to a recent review by the present writer in Medical

Science.'*

In the decerebrate animal all four groups of Stellreflexe are absent.

Hence it is clear that the centers concerned lie in the midbrain cephalad

to the plane of the posterior corpora quadrigemina. They persist after

ablation of the cerebellum, and their afferent and efferent paths cannot,

therefore, pass through this organ.

Observations on normal animals show tliat the tonic labyrinthine

and neck reflexes and the position reflexes are the sum total of all the

postural reactions of the intact animal.

We are now in a position to formulate the relative significance of

decerebrate rigidity. The nervous mechanism concerned in the postural

side of muscular coordination may be said to consist of two main

elements, (a) of a reflex arc which by its activity maintains muscle

tone. Tone is the basis, the raw material, of posture. Its atljustinent

in harmony with the various motor activities of the living organism

is achieved by (b) a series of brain-stem centers and paths extending

from the anterior end of the miilbrain to the medulla. In tlie midbrain

animal the whole of this regulating mechanism is in acti<in T" the

9. Walshe, F. M. R. : The Work of Magnus and His Collahor.i;.'!^ .m, ihe

Nervous Regulation of Posture, and Its Bearings on Some Modern N'curologieal

Problems. Med. Science 7:109 (Xov.) I'L'.'.
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so-called deccrtliratc aiiiinal. however, the ^reatt-r and dominant ]>art

of it has been destroyed. Such elements of it as are left can be thrown

into action only by jjassive manipulation of the animal's head. It seems

rea.sonal)le to supix)se, therefore, that decerebrate rigidity repre.sents

the exclusive and unfettered control of the reflex arc whose activity

maintains tone by the standing reflexes. This leads to an intensified

tonic contraction in the muscles which keep the animal erect, and to a

correspondingly great inhibition of lone in the antagonistic flexor

groups. In short, the reflex mechanism which maintains tone is released

not alone from cerebral cortical control, but also from that of the

chief subcortical centers in the midbrain.

3. Unilateral Decerebrate Rigidity.—Since the clinical type of

decerebrate rigidity most commonly found in man is, as we shall see,

the spasticity of hemiplegia, it is clear that a consideration of

unilateral experimental rigidity is essential. In his original studies

on the subject, Sherrington found that hemidecerebration gave

rise to homolateral extensor rigidity, which was a less constant

phenomenon than the rigidity following complete decerebration. He
also observed that stimulation of the intact excitable motor cortex

could inhibit the rigidity. For example, in the case of the knee

extensors, stimulation of a cortical point wdiich gave rise to knee flexion

inhibited the rigidity of the knee extensors. Therefore, the cortical

influence on decerebrate rigidity is a crossed one, a fact not readily

reconciled with the occurrence of homolateral rigidity on removal of

one hemisphere. Later, Thiele found that in the more anterior hemi-

decerebrations, extensor rigidity was crossed, and he concluded that

its appearance was due to removal of an influence descending from

the thalamus and travelling in a path which decussated in the region

of the rubrospinal decussation. Weed also confirmed Sherrington's

observation that extensor rigidity was homolateral after hemidecere-

bration, and like this observer was able to inhibit it by stimulation of

the intact crossed cortex.

Bazett and Penfield's chronic hemidecerebrate preparations have

provided the solution of this paradox, for it is found that after an

initial phase of homolateral extensor rigidity, a crossed extensor

rigidity develops and persists as long as the pre])aration survives. The
initial phase they regard as due to operative stimulation, the second and

permanent phase as representing true reflex decerebrate rigidity due

to "release." There are other points of interest in their obser\-ations

with which we are not at present concerned, while on the other hand,

information that w'ould be most useful to us in our effort to correlate

experimental with clinical phenomena is not provided by them. For

example, they make no very definite statement as to the degree of

paralysis of voluntary movement in the crossed rigid limbs. It appears
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that there is some weakness, but not absolute loss of power, and to

what extent it is permanent we are not told. A further study of

hemidecerebrate rigidity is therefore called for before a complete com-
parison with hemiplegia in the human subject is possible.

4. The Physiologic Qualities of Decerebrate Rigidity.—Not less

important than the aspects of the question we have been consider-

ing are the qualities of the rigidity. In his paper on The Postural

Activity of Muscle and Nerve in Brain in 1913, Sherrington gave

a minute account of these. ^" Muscle tone, and hence decerebrate

rigidity also, is a proprioceptive reflex arising in the tonic muscle.

Hence posterior root section, or "de-afferentation," as Sherrington

expresses it, abolishes tone in the muscle. The "plasticity" of the

rigidity is the resultant of two distinct reflex reactions, the "shorten-

ing" and "lengthening" reactions, by which the muscle tends to retain

a new length imposed on it either by active contraction or inhibi-

tion, or by passive manipulation. In any sustained movement, the

intervals which would otherwise occur between the component con-

tractions are bridged over, and a continuous, instead of an intermittent,

contraction results. Like all tonic reflex muscular reactions, decere-

brate rigidity is readily inhibited for the time being by reflex reactions

of phasic type. Thus, flexion, crossed extension and extensor thrust

reflexes are obtainable in the decerebrate preparation on appropriate

stimulation. These reactions break through the tonic posture of the

animal, which however is at once restored by a compensatory rebound

as soon as the movement is completed. Another characteristic feature

is the occurrence of clonus."

5. Other Forms of Muscular Spasm Producing an Extensor Atti-

tude: Tonic Fits.—We have seen that the tonic contraction of the exten-

sor muscles in the decerebrate animal produces a general attitude of

extension, but, in uncomplicated cases, without much head retraction or

opisthotonus. We must now consider whether there is anything specific

in this general attitude for the form of rigidity now under discussion,

and whether it can be taken as an infallible indication of the presence

of decerebrate rigidity.

A moment's thought will show that both these questions must be

answered in the negative. This posture is familiar to us in the geti-

eralized tonic spasnls produced by strychnin and tetanus toxin poison-

ing, both of which, as Sherrington was the first to point out.'- are

10. Sherrington. C. S. : Postural .Activity of Muscle and Xerve. Brain 38:

191. Pt. 3, 1915.

11. Viets, H. : Relation of the Form of the Knee Jerk and Patellar Clonus

to Muscle Tonus, Brain 43:269. Pt. 3. 1920.

12. Sherrington. C. S. : The Integrative Action of the Nervous System,

London. Constalile & Co., 1906; New York. Charles Scrihncr's Sons. 19(Xi.
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examples f)f generalized spasm of all the skeletal muscles, that is, of

an ovcrthrf»\v of rccii)rocal innervation, in contradistinction to the

selective extensor spasm of decerebrate rigidity. Further, not only may
generalized muscular spasm produce the so-called decerebrate jxisture,

but Sherrington ' has observed that decerebrate rigidity is but a type

of extensor spasm of which allied examples follow various other lesions

of the cerebellocerebral region.

This brings us to the very imj)ortant question of tonic fits. The
circumstances under which these may occur in the experimental animal

throw considerable light on their ap})earance in man, and indicate their

essential difiference frt)m the reflex tonic contraction we have been

considering. Bazett ^^ working in Sherrington's laboratory, found that

"the occurrence of tonic fits is comparatively rare, and is limited to

the first few hours after the operation, except in some cats in which

meningitis has developed. In the early cases the opisthotonus is

extreme, the respiration is generally slow, but may be fast and shallow,

and occasionally with a slow respiratory rate the fits themselves have

a respiratory rhythm. These animals are very different from the

better preparations in which the respiratory rate is normal, and they

rarely survive long if the fits are at all severe. The operation often

causes a certain amount of hemorrhage below the tentorium into the

subarachnoid space, but this hemorrhage seems to have been particu-

larly noticeable in the animals which have shown these fits." In

Bazett's later paper with Penfield these remarks are amplified. They
indicate clearly the process operative in the production of the fits.

The reflux of blood round the medulla leads to compression of this

structure and to interference with the blood supply of the medullary

centers. The initial reaction of nervous tissue to oxygen starvation,

or anoxemia, is the development of hyperexcitability. The fits and
the respiratory irregularities are discharges from anoxemic centers.^*

Therefore, the fits are not reflex reactions, but are the equivalent of

stimulation experiments.

Speaking of similar discharges from the cells of the spinal cord,

and contrasting them with reflex motor reactions, Sherrington ^^ says

"In the same way, asphyxia, especially when rapidly produced, evokes
discharges of the motor neurones of the cord, and the discharge pro-

duced by it, is of both extensors and flexors, and occurs as readily

13. Bazett, H. C. : Brain 43:306. Pt. 3. 1920.

14. Walshe, F. M. R. : On the Physiology of Symptom Production in Dis-
ease and Injury of the Nervous System. Brit. M. J. 2:837 (Nov. 19) 1921 ; The
Role of Anoxaemia in the Production of Symptoms in Disease and Injury of
the Nervous System, Med. Science 4:427 (Aug.) 1921.

15. Sherrington. C. S. : Spinal Reflex Action, Croonian Lecture, 1897, Phil.
Trans. Roy. Soc. B. 190:128. 1898.

t
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when all the afferent roots remain intact. The chemical excitation

of the asphyxial condition so far resembles that of strychnia that in

contradiction to the tonic conditions under discussion here, it is due
to an excitation not conveyed via the afferent roots but must be autoch-

thonous in the gray matter of the cord. . . . Both stand out

together in strong contrast with such a condition as decerebrate

rigidity ..." These remarks may be applied to tonic fits.

In conclusion, not only is strychnin and tetanus spasm of totally

different quality from decerebrate rigidity, but it appears highly prob-

able that tonic fits are also generalized muscular spasms produced by

a form of chemical excitation, and therefore equally distinct from

decerebrate rigidity, which is a pure reflex reaction showing reciprocal

innervation. Yet in every instance the general attitude of the animal

is much the same, except that in generalized spasm head retraction

and opisthotonus are more marked. Therefore, the term decerebrate

posture is misleading and devoid of precision.

Finally, one further observation may appropriately be made here,

namely, that neither Sherrington, Magnus, Bazett, nor any other

authority has recorded the occurrence of involuntary movements of

the tremor, choreiform or athetosis varieties in the decerebrate animal.

IV. CLINICAL CONSIDERATIONS

The conception of decerebrate rigidity as a condition occurring in

man is not altogether new. However, it is only since the publication of

Wilson's recent paper that the subject has aroused a general interest

among clinical neurologists, and with the appearance of each new study

of the question it is becoming more apparent that already clinicians

understand something very different from the clearly defined condition

described by Sherrington and named decerebrate rigidity.

1. Spasticity in Hemiplegia and in Paraplegia in Extension as

a Form of Decerebrate Rigidity.— It was the study of the

spasticity following lesions of the pyramidal system that first sug-

gested to clinical neurologists that a form of decerebrate rigidity

was not uncommon in man. The idea found its first general

expression in 1901 in a paper by Collier and Buzzard on descend-

ing mesencephalic tracts in the cat, monkey and man.^" In 1905.

Thiele - opened the discussion of his experimental observations

with a consideration of spasticity in man as a form of decerebrate

rigidity, but he made no clinical studies to confirm his analogy. In

the following year, in his Hughlings Jackson Lecture.^ ?Iorslcy

referred to decerebrate rigidity in this connection and correlated

16. Collier, J. S.. and Buzzard, E. F. : Descending Mesencephalic Tracts in

Cat, Monkey and Man. Brain 24:177. Pt. 2. 1901.
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Jackson's "ccrcltellar iiiHiix" with SliiTrington's dccerel)rate rij^idity.

In 1914, and again in 191',', tiic ijrescnt writer recorded a systematic

analysis of various types of spastic paralysis in the light of Sherring-

ton's experimental researches on the nervous syNtem.'" It was pcjinted

out that in a spastic hemiplegia, and in paraplegia in extension the

lower limhs lie fully extended and adducted with the feet plantarflexed

(i. e. extended). The limb extensors (including plantarflexors) are

in a state of increased tone, give brisk tendon reflexes and may show

clonus. The antagonistic flexor (and dorsiflexor) groups, on the other

hand, not only retain much less voluntary power than the extensor

group, but show a peculiar phasic type of reflex activity, which is seen

in the flexion reflex with its component Babinski plantar response.

This group does not present the characteristic spasticity of the exten-

sors. The physiologic differentiation of the two groups was discussed,

and it was concluded that in the hypertonus of the extensors we had

a form of tonic muscular activity identical with experimentally pro-

duced decerebrate rigidity, and like this possessing a long reflex arc

extending into the brain stem. An analysis of spasticity confirmed

this \iew. The incidence of the spasticity is selective in the limb

extensors. It shows both shortening and lengthening reactions ; the

former seen in the tonic prolongation of the knee jerk under these

conditions, and the latter seen as the clasp-knife quality of the rigidity

on passively lengthening a muscle, as, for example, on flexing the knee.

Further, de-aft'erentation of the tonic muscle by posterior root sec-

tion abolishes the rigidity. Finally, just as decerebrate rigidity in the

animal preparation can be temporarily overset (reciprocally inhibited)

by such phasic reflex reactions as the flexion and crossed extension

reflexes, so in man, these two reactions were identified and found to

cause a temporary modification of extensor spasticity. Graphic rec-

ords were given demonstrating several of these points.^' In the case

of the lower limb, therefore, no single physiologic quality was want-

ing for the complete identification of spasticity with experimentally

produced decerebrate rigidity. In the case of the upper limb, however,

a special problem was presented, for this commonly becomes spastic in

flexion. It has been pointed out by several writers that the upper limb

in man has lost its primitive function as a locomotor prop and has

taken on new and highly complex activities, in which flexion rather

than extension may be said to be the predominant factor. Possibly,

17. Walshe, F. M. R. : The Physiological Significance of the Reflex Phe-
nomena in Spastic Paralysis of the Lower Limbs, Brain 37:269, Pt. 2, 1914;

On the Genesis and Physiological Significance of Spasticit}- and Other Dis-

orders of Motor Innervation, with Special Reference to the Functional Rela-

tionships of the Pyramidal System, Brain 40:1. Pt. 1. 1919.
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the profoundly altered physiologic role of this limb may contain the

clue to the peculiar incidence of spasticity in the flexors. Be this as

it may, the studies of Riddoch and Buzzard ^^ on the reflex movements

of the arm indicate that here, as in the lower limb, phasic reflex reac-

tions can temporarily overset the hypertonus, and there can be little

doubt but that in quality the rigidity in the two limbs is identical.

It is clear, however, that we can scarcely speak of the patient with

hemiplegia, still less the one with paraplegia in extension, as wholly

decerebrate. Further, there are considerable difficulties as soon as

we attempt to correlate the lesions producing these states of the mus-

culature in man with those essential to the production of decerebrate

rigidity in animals. We cannot hope to see reproduced in man the

complete anatomic transections possible in animals. It has generally

been assumed that a lesion of the pyramidal system is an adequate

cause not only of loss of voluntary power, but also, through release

of subordinate motor mechanisms, of spasticity. It seems probable

that in respect of the latter we shall have to modify our views. The

occurrence of paralysis without spasticity as a result of lesions con-

fined to the excitable motor cortex has long been known. ^^ Moreover,

Collier and Buzzard in the paper already referred to, and later Marie

and Guillain -° have observed that pyramidal degenerations are more

bulky when the lesion is situated in the subthalamic region or caudad

than when it is in the forebrain. Therefore, what we speak of as a

pyramidal tract lesion must frequently invoKe non-pyramidal fibers

in addition. There are also some indications that lesions of the fronto-

pontine fibers may play a part in the genesis of spasticity. In short,

in man, as in the experimental animal, there are at least two factors

essential to the production of that spasticity which we believe to ht

physiologically identical with decerebrate rigidity, namely, interrup-

tion of the corticospinal path at some part of its course, and inter-

ference w'ith the functions of the brain stem mechanisms concerned

in the maintenance and regulation of postural tone, or of aflferent or

efiferent paths in relation with them. The occurrence of spasticity in

spinal diseases indicates that lesions of descending paths from the

brain stem centers may suffice to produce an efiect similar to that of

a lesion in the centers themselves. We must admit, however, that the

18. Riddoch, George, and Buzzard, E. F. : Reflex Movements and Postural

Reflex Reactions in Quadriplegia and Hemiplegia, with Especial Reference to

Those of the Upper Limb, Brain 44:397, Pt. 4. 1921.

19. Bergmark, G. : Cerebral Monoplegia, with Special Reference to Sensa-

tion and to Spastic Phenomena. Brain 32:342, 1909.

20. Marie and Guillain : Les degenerations secondaires du cordon anterieur

de la moelle. Rev. Neurol.. 1904. No. 14.
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anatomic correlation of the clinical with the experimental f)roblem is

not yet complete, notwithstanding that the physiologic study of

spasticity i)r(ivides ample evidence of the identity of the two.

2. "Decerebrate Man" and Tonic Fits.— In 1912, Magnus and

de Kleijn described a series of five cases of what they believed to be

an approximation to the exi)crimental condition of decerebration, in

that there was a more or less complete abolition of cerebral function in

all.*' Clinically, however, except that in all the cases various Magnus
and dc Kleijn postural reflexes were observed, they form a very hetero-

geneous series. Thus, Case 1 was that of a child with hydrocephalus

and optic atrophy. The child was unconscious and wholly atonic

throughout the months of observation. Case 2 was that of a child

with hydrocephalus, who walked with a spastic, ataxic and paretic

gait, and in whom there cannot have been a very profound abrogation

of cerebral function. Case 3 was an old man, the subject of a ven-

tricular hemorrhage. He survived this for less than forty-eight

hours, during which period he lay in rigid extension with arms

extended and adducted. Tonic fits are not mentioned. It is probable

that his rigidity was not reflex in origin, but the result of increasing

medullary compression and of direct stimulation of brain stem centers

by asphyxial blood. Case 4 was that of a new-born child, which did

not breathe for nearly an hour after a difficult delivery. It was in

strong extensor rigidity with tremor. This appears to have lasted less

than a week, and for the remaining three months of life there was no

rigidity. Case 5 was one of septic meningitis with convulsions.

The cases of their second series-^ in 1915 are equally mixed, and

both series may be taken to show, not so much the presence of decere-

brate rigidity in man, as the appearance of tonic labyrinthine and neck

reflexes after various cerebral lesions. Indeed, it was the demonstra-

tion of these reflexes that Magnus and de Kleijn were primarily con-

cerned to carry out. Brouwer," Winkler, Weiland and De Bruin, all

Dutch neurologists, have from time to time published isolated cases

of the same kind, and like Magnus and de Kleijn have been more con-

cerned to demonstrate tonic neck and labyrinthine reflexes than to

21. Magnus, R., and De Kleijn. A. : Weiterc Beobachtungen iiber Hals- und
Labyrinthreflexe auf die Gliedermuskeln der Menschen, Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol.

160:429. 1915; Kleinhirn, Hirnstamm und Labyrinthreflexe, Miinchen. med.
Wchnschr. 66:523, 1919; Ueber die Unabhangigkeit der Labyrinthreflexe vom
Kleinhirn und uber die Lage der Zentren fiir die Labyrinthreflexe im Hirn-
stamm, Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. 178:124, 1920.

22. Brouwer, B. : Klinisch-anatomische Untersuchung iiber partielle Anen-
cephalie. Ztschr. f. d. ges. Neurol, u. Psychiat. 32:164, 1916; Ueber Meningo-
encephalitis und die Magnus-de-Kleijnschen Reflexe, ibid. 36:161, 1917.
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verify by the necessary investigation the presence of true decerebrate

rigidity in their subjects. None of these writers has made any attempt

to study the quaHty of the rigidity in such of their cases as it was

present.

In 1920, Wilson -^ gave a fresh impetus to the clinical study of the

subject, but, unlike the authors referred to above, he was primarily

concerned with the recognition of decerebrate rigidity in man, and

gave very little attention to Magnus and de Kleijn's tonic reflexes.

Of his cases it may be said that they include every clinical variety of

d!sorder of motor function; spastic paralysis, extrapyramidal syn-

dromes, and cerebellar symptoms, while tetanus and hysterical spasm

are also quoted as manifestations of decerebrate rigidity. Throughout

his paper the attitude of extension, either general or confined to a

limb or limb segment, and with or without muscular spasm, is taken

as the sole criterion by which the identification with experimentally

produced decerebrate rigidity is established. No attempt is made to

exclude generalized incoordinate muscular spasm, nor to distinguish

manifestations of "release of function" from those of direct excitation

or stimulation. Finally, the quality of the muscular spasm present

has not been studied. In these circumstances, it can only be by chance

that genuine examples find inclusion in so heterogeneous a collection

of clinical conditions. From the brief data provided by \\'ilson it

seems highly probable that his Cases 6 and 9 are examples of decere-

brate rigidity, but for the rest there is no obvious basis for the diag-

nosis, except the fallacious one of attitude. It is not necessary to add

to the remarks already made on this point, and Wilson's use of the

words "attitude" and "rigidity" as synonymous and his statement that

"tonic fits are in reality attacks of decerebrate rigidity" reveal how

wholly dififerent from the physiologist's is his conception of decerebrate

rigidity.

In this connection we note that the tonic fits described and quoted

by Wilson all occur in the same circumstances of gross disturbance

in' the blood supply to the brain stem as obtained in the case of Bazett

and Penfield's cats, namely, pressure by tumors or by hemorrhage.

It is in strict accord with this that the signs of direct stimulation, or

to use a less accurate but more familiar term "irritation." are present

in all. These are gross irregularity in force and frequency of respira-

tion, bradycardia, hyperpyrexia, cyanosis, fixed dilated pupils, with

extreme head retraction and opisthotonus. All of these terminate more

or less rapidly in death, and are no part of reflex decerebrate rigidity.

22,. Wilson, S. A. K. : On Decerebrate Rigidity in Man and the Occurrence

of Tonic Fits, Brain 43:220, Pt. 3, 1920.
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In short, a survey of the clinical literature indicates that the term

decerehrate rigidity has been applied in man to conditions of three main

types (1) Spastic paralysis: Here the chief justification is the fact that,

physiolo,i»-ically considered, spasticity is identical with exi>erimentally

prorluced decerebrate rigidity. (2) Tonic muscular spasm in extension

in comatose patients, with or without tonic fits. The examples so far

recorded in this group include various forms of generalized tonic

muscular s[)asm due to direct excitation of grey matter, and in none of

them have the essential qualities of the rigidity been investigated or

verified, l-'urther, a fallacious standard, that of attitude, has been

adopted as the sole and essential one. (3) Cases of so-called fragmen-

tary decerebrate attitude. By no adequate standard can these, as

recorded hitherto, be accejjted as in any way related to the experi-

mentally produced decerebrate rigidity.

3. The Clinical Application of the Facts of Experimental Observa-

tioh.—As a preliminary to the study of some illustrative cases, we may
now summarize the characteristics by which we may hope either to

establish or to reject a diagnosis of decerebrate rigidity in man.

1. The Quality of the Rigidity.—This will be of the kind familiar

to us in spastic hemiplegia and in paraplegia in extension, the so-called

spasticity of pyramidal system lesions. It is a true hypertonus, employ-

ing Sherrington's sense of the word tonus. It is therefore a propriocep-

tive reflex reaction, selective in its incidence in the musculature and

showing reciprocal innervation. It is abolished by posterior root section.

It presents the quality of plasticity described by Sherrington, though, in

longstanding cases of spastic paralysis, fibrous contracture tends to

mask this. Clinically, the two component reactions which confer

plasticity, the shortening and the lengthening reactions, are readily

observed, the former as the tonic prolongation of the tendon jerk>,

and the latter as the sudden yielding of the rigiditv- on passive stretch-

ing of the muscle, with the adoption of a new and increased length,

the clasp-knife rigidity of clinical writers. Like all tonic reactions,

spasticity is readily overset or inhibited by certain phasic spinal reflexes,

such as the flexion reflex. This reflex, with its component the Babinski

plantar response, is readily demonstrable in man as in the decerebrate

animal. Clonus, another characteristic reaction of tonic muscles, is

also found in man in these circumstances.

In man, however, in the case of the upper limb, spasticity in flexion

is more common than in extension, but as Riddoch and Buzzard ^^ have

shown the latter form does occur, and in both instances they have

found that phasic spinal reflexes may momentarily inhibit and replace

the rigidity, as in the decerebrate animal.
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2. Clinical Types.—From what has been said it is clear that muscular

rigidity comparable with experimentally produced decerebrate rigidity

is most commonly seen in man in association with hemiplegia, with

cerebral diplegia of pure pyramidal type and in paraplegia in extension

from spinal cord lesions. It is possible, also, that from time to time,

there occurs in man a more exact approximation to the condition of

the decerebrate animal, with bilateral extensor rigidity and total abroga-

tion of cerebral function. However, such a condition has not yet been

satisfactorily established by clinical observation. Moreover, it is highly

probable that the cases hitherto put forward as examples of decere-

brate man have been instances of generalized muscular spasm resulting

from direct stimulation of grey matter in pons and medulla by com-

pression and a resulting anoxemia. The role of anoxemia in this con-

nection has been fully discussed by the present writer elsewhere."

Strychnin and tetanus spasm tonic fits are examples of direct stimula-

tion and not of true reflex muscular spasm.

Therefore, considerable caution is necessary in accepting as cases

of decerebrate rigidity in man, all those which present so-called irrita-

tive symptoms such as cardiac and respiratory irregularities, especially

when these lead rapidly to respiratory failure and death, cyanosis, a

rising temperature, fixed and dilated pupils and tonic fits.

3. Extrapyramidal Motor Disease.—It follows from these considera-

tions that all forms of extrapyramidal motor disease associated with

muscular rigidity, with or without involuntary movements, must be

rejected as having no relation with decerebrate rigidity. In such cases,

the qualities of the rigidity and its incidence, and the absence of the

essential interference with the functions of the pyramidal system

clearly indicate that we are dealing with a fundamentally different

set of phenomena.

4. Attitude of Extension.—It has to be remembered that an attitude

of extension of head, trunk and limbs is not peculiar to decerebrate

rigidity, and its presence cannot be regarded as diagnostic in the absence

of the other and specific features we have mentioned.

In the light of Magnus and de Kleijn's work on postural reactions,

we shall in future have to look for the presence of these reactions in

cases of suspected decerebrate rigidity in man. Apart from the studies

of the Dutch neurologists referred to earlier, no systematic investiga-

tion on these lines has yet been recorded.

Finally, it may not be superfluous to emphasize that decerebrate

rigidity, as described by Sherrington, is a very clearly defined condition.

If we are to adopt this term of precision from experimental j^hysiology

we must be careful to use it precisely, and we have no right to emjiloy

it to descril)e clinical conditions which differ in essential features from

the experimentally produced one known by that name.
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KKI'OKT OF CASES

In this section there are desorihed three cases: one of residual heini-

ple^ia with spasticity; one of tonic lits without intervening rigidity;

and one of generalized muscular rigidity of extrapyramidal type. They

are analyzed in the light of the j)hysiologic conception of decerebrate

rigidity, and reasons are given for concluding that the first alone is an

example of this condition, while the second and third illustrate two

other and fundamentally different forms of tonic muscular spasm.

Case 1. Cerebral capsular thrombosis tcitli residual spastic hemiplegia of
the ordinary type. This spasticity presents the qualities of decerebrate rigidity.

History.—A. C, a man aged 45, fell suddenly unconscious from a chair in

April, 1913. He states that he was unconscious for over a day, and that on

recovery he found himself totally paralyzed down the right side and with

great difficulty in articulation. He was admitted to the National Hospital,

Queen Square, under the care of Dr. James Collier within a month of the

onset. His condition at that time was one of right hemiplegia with dysarthria

and slight right hemianesthesia. The right arm was spastic in flexion, and

except for feeble elevation at the shoulder no voluntary movement was pos-

sible in the liml). The leg was spastic in extension and had recovered suf-

ficient power to render walking with support possible. The reflex changes

were those usual in the condition. The viscera were healthy. The Wasser-
mann reaction in the blood was negative.

Examination in December, 1922, revealed a residual hemiplegia, no defect

of articulation and no objective sehsory loss. There was slight spontaneous

aching pain in the affected arm and leg and a definite over-response to

cutaneous stimuli of nocuous character on that half of the body.

Motor System.—As the patient stood, there was a visible paresis of the

lower part of the face on the right; the right arm was adducted, flexed and
held across the body; the right leg was extended and the foot pointed. The
motor cranial nerves were normal, with the exception of the right facial

paresis. The right upper limb had regained power in coarse movements at

the shoulder, elbow and wrist. At the two latter joints the power of flexion

was distinctly better than that of extension. Full range of extension was
impossible. He could not extend the clasped hand, but when the observer's

finger was inserted into the fist, he was able to clench with moderate power."

On all forced movements of the opposite (normal) limb, there was involun-

tary associated flexion of the paralyzed arm at all joints. There was con-
siderable spasticity in the flexors of elbow, wrist and digits and in the adductors
of the shoulder, but there was no permanent contracture. Once the limb was
passively extended, no spasticity could be demonstrated in the extensors and
passive flexion met with no tonic resistance.

The right lower limb was extended, adducted and the foot plantarflexed.

The hallux was in moderate dorsiflexion. Voluntary extension and plantar-

flexion were of good, though not normal, force. Flexion at hip and knee was
very feeble, while there was no voluntary power of dorsiflexion of the foot,

and very little of the digits. There was considerable spasticity in the hip
and knee extensors and in the plantarflexors of the foot.
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Tendon Reflexes.—The tendon reflexes were brisk on both sides, but more
markedly so on the right, where there was both patellar and ankle clonus.

The right abdominal reflexes were absent, those of the left present. The right

plantar response was extensor in type. It was obtainable from a cutaneous

receptive field including the sole and dorsum of the foot, and the leg up to

the knee and from the skin on the mesial aspect of the thigh in its lower half.

It could also be obtained by pressure on muscles, tendons and bones up to

the level of the knee. When strong stimuli were used it was invariably

accompanied by visible flexion of the limb at knee and hip. When the sole

was lightly stroked, no visible flexion was seen, but there was palpable and

visible contraction in the hamstring muscles. In other words, a fully developed

nociceptive flexion with its component Babinski response was present, and

could be elicited from a wide receptive field. There was no crossed extensor

reflex (that is, crossed plantarflexor hallux reflex).

The case presents the type of spasticity characteristic of residual hemi-

plegia. It was selective in incidence, being found in the flexors of the upper

and the extensors (and plantarflexors) of the lower limb. Clonus was present.

The spasticity was, in the case of the lower limb, readily overset by the phasic

spinal flexion reflex which was obtainable from a wide cutaneous and deep

sees
Fig. 2.—A series of supinator jerks showing tonic after-contraction, or

shortening reactions. The vertical movement is the record of each tendon

reflex. Relaxation is seen to be very incomplete, so that an additional degree

of shortening of the muscle remains after each reflex. Taken on a slow mov-

ing kymograph drum. Time is recorded in seconds. The amplitude of the

record is one-fifth that of the actual excursion.

receptive field. In the case of the upper limb, the phasic reflex described by

Riddoch and Buzzard was not obtained. The quality known as plasticity

was also present and was readily demonstrated in the upper limb. As the

patient stood with flexed arm, the forearm was pronated and held horizontally.

In this position the supinator jerk was readily obtained without supporting

the limb. Thus elicited, the reflex was brisk and ample, but relaxation was

not complete and after each of a series of rhythmically repeated taps on the

lower end of the radius, the degree of flexion of the forearm on the upper

arm was slightly increased. This is well seen in the accompanying records.

Figs. 2 and 3.

In Figure 2, taken on a slow moving kymograph drum, after each tap on

the tendon there is seen a rapid twitch with incomplete relaxation, so that

the subsequent reflex starts from a higher level, and a step-ladder record is

produced. In Figure 3, taken on a fast moving drum a similar tonic after-
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contraction, or shortening reflex, is also seen and can he contrasted with a

similar record taken from the normal arm, where this is not present. The
reciprocal inhibition of the spasticity which occurs when a flexion reflex is

elicited is also capable of graphic record. The patient was laid on his back

and the patellar tendon and hallux were connected with the kymograph.

While an assistant pressed the patella distalwards and produced a patellar

clonus, the sole of the foot was stroked and a flexion reflex produced. Flexion

at hip and knee was prevented by fixing the thigh and leg to the board on

which they lay extended. It is seen (Fig. 4, A, B) that the clonus and the

length of the vasti muscles are materially modified by the intercurrent flexion

reflex. In Figure 4, A, the clonus is completely inhibited and there is a

Fig. 3.—Supinator jerks from same patient taken on a rapidly moving drum.

The upper record is from the normal arm (L) and shows complete and rapid

relaxation of the muscle, the lower is from the spastic arm (right) and

shows the shortening reaction. The initial downward movement in each record

is due to the depression of the forearm caused by the tap on the tendon and

is seen to be synchronous wih the signal, which indicates the time and dura-

tion of the tap. The upper record is twice the amplitude of the actual excur-

sion of the limb and the lower only three-fourths that of the actual reflex.

These modifications were introduced to render the two records approximately

equal in range, and do not affect either the form or time relations of the two
jerks. For technical details see appendix.

I

distinct though slight lengthening of the vastus. In B, the clonus is not com-

pletely extinguished, but diminished in amplitude and the same tonic lengthen-

ing of vastus is seen.

Postural reflexes (tonic labyrinth and neck reflexes of Magnus and de

Kleijn).—Distinct evidence of these reactions was present. Xeck reflex: the
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patient was laid on his back and the head rotated away from the right

(paralyzed) side, that is, with the face pointing to the left shoulder. The
head was then slowly rotated by the observer to the opposite side, that is,

with the face pointing to the right shoulder. As rotation became complete

a slow extensor spasm occurred in the flexed right arm, which became almost

fully extended at the elbow, while the forearm went into full pronation. The
head was now rotated back again to its original position, that is, face point-

ing to left shoulder. As this movement was being completed, the extensor

spasm relaxed and the arm returned to its initial position of flexion. No
similar response was obtained from the lower limb in this case.

Vestibular reflex : Magnus found that the reinforcing influence of the

labyrinths on extensor tonus was maximal when the animal lay on its back

with the snout pointing upwards. In this patient, no variation of limb tonus

was found on laying him down from a sitting position. However, signs of

FLEX.t
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Fig. A A and 4 5.—Showing reciprocal inhibition of patellar clonus, which

is a phenomenon of the extensor group, by the flexion reflex, a reaction employ-

ing the antagonistic flexor group. The upper record is that of hallux and foot

dorsiflexion. Hip and knee flexion were prevented l)y fixing the limb. There-

fore, the upper record comprises the Babinski plantar response plus dorsiflexion

of the foot. The record is one-third the amplitude of the actual excursion.

The lower record is that of the clonus. Upward movement represents con-

traction of the vasti and downward movement lengthening. In A, the clonus is

abolished and there is a lengthening reaction of vasti. In B, the clonus is

not completely abolished, but goes on at a greater length of the reacting

muscles. Time is recorded in seconds and in fifths.

labyrinthine influence were observed in that the extensor spasm in the upper

limb produced by rotation of the head (face to right shoulder) was more

ample in range and more forceful when the patient lay on his back than

when he was standing. Technical difiiculties excluded the graphic recording

of this labyrinthine reaction.

Comment.—The case is one of residual hemiplegia with spasticity. It is

seen that the spasticity is selective in incidence and presents: clonus; reciprocal
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inhil)ition by the phasic spinal flexion reflex; the shortening reaction; and the

presence of the postural reflexes of Magnus and de Kleijn. In short, the

spasticity presents all the features of experimentally produced decerebrate

rigidity.

Case 2. Partial ancnccphaly, total absence of forehrain and of part of

midhraiu. Survival after birth, eighteen hours. No rigidity, but tonic fits

produced at zs.ntl by pressure on defect in skull. These fits zvere found to

differ essentially from true decerebrate rigidity.

History.—M. B., a female child, delivered at full term, weighed 7 pounds,

and was of normal development except in respect of the skull and brain. This

monster will be the subject of later detailed anatomic and clinical reports, and

is dealt with here simply as demonstrating the probable nature of tonic fits.

Q
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Fig. 5.—Tonic neck reflex (Magnus and de Kleijn) in right arm. Here,

upward movement indicates extension of the limb, and downward movement
flexion. Of the two records below, the upper at A records the time and dura-

tion of head rotation to the right (face points to right side), and B time and

duration of head rotation back to original position (face pointing to left side).

It is seen that as the initial rotation is becoming complete the right (paralyzed)

arm goes into strong extensor spasm. This relaxes when the rotation of the

head back again to the left is nearly complete. The record is of one-fifth

the amplitude of the actual excursion of the limb. Extension was also accom-

panied by complete pronation of the forearm. Time in seconds.

The child was examined twelve hours after delivery. There was no

external abnormality except in the case of the head. The whole of the cal-

varium seemed to be absent. There was no skull or scalp above a line drawn

round the head immediately above the eyes in front, above the pinnae lat-
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erally and thence carried round the occipital region posteriorly. There was

a fringe of hairy scalp al)ove the ears and posteriorly. The position of the

cerebral hemispheres was occupied by a small, soft, pink, lobular mass, which

in no way resembled cerebral tissue to naked eye inspection, and did not

pulsate. The head was retracted, the eyelids were extremely swollen and

approximated and the eyes were not seen.

The child lay immobile in the normal attitude of the newborn. There was

neither extensor attitude nor extensor rigidity. There was clearly no tem-

perature regulation and the temperature gradually sank from the time of

delivery. At the moment of examination it was 96 F., and the child felt cold.

Respirations were 32 per minute, markedly irregular in force and frequency.

The child could suck, and cried when handled. It was cyanosed. The abdom-

inal reflexes were brisk and equal on the two sides, the knee jerks were

present, but the ankle jerks were not obtainable. The plantar responses were

either simple plantarflexion, or plantarflexion followed immediately by dorsi-

flexion of the hallux and some limb flexion. The flexion was most pronounced

Fig. 6.—Drawings of head of monster (Case 2), for which I am indebted to

Miss Ruth Clulow, house physician to the medical unit. The shaded areas

indicate the soft, tissue replacing the cerebral hemispheres. The attitude of

the head in the profile drawing is that taken up during a tonic fit. The swollen

and closed eyelids are readily seen.

on pricking the sole with a pin, and in these circumstances there was, in

addition, an elevation of both arms at the shoulders. No Magnus and

de Kleijn reflexes, labyrinthine or from the neck, were obtainable. In this

respect the case agrees with a similar one recorded by Brouwer."

Transient pressure on the pink mass presenting on top of the head pro-

duced rapid flexion movements of the limbs, sometimes unilateral, but gen-

erally bilateral. A tonic fit could be produced I)y pressure with the pulp of

the thumb on the center of the pink mass and maintained for two or three

seconds. At the expiration of this time, the child went into opisthotonus, with

legs rigidly extended and adducted, feet plantarflexed. and the arms adducted

and flexed at the elbows with the fists clenched and the forearms half pronated.

Respiration ceased entirely, the chest became fixed in strong tonic spa.sm and

there was deep and increasing cyanosis. Examination of the musculature
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now revealed intense tonic spasm in all muscles, every muscle was hard and

contracted. No reflex responses could be obtained, either tendon jerks, abdom-
inal reflexes f)r plantar responses. The condition was one of intense tonic

spasm of the entire skeletal musculature, and clearly distinguishable from

true reflex decerebrate rigidity. Each fit lasted for from forty to fifty seconds

and then suddenly passed ofif. Respiration was resumed and the cyanosis

diminished in intensity, l)Ut never entirely disappeared. Such fits could be

produced in the manner described at short intervals and without fail.

Anatomic investigation of the nervous and other systems of this monster

is at present being carried out in the Department of Anatomy, University Col-

lege (Professor Elliot Smith), by Dr. H. A. Harris, whf> will in due course

publish a full anatomic account of the specimen. In the meantime, and for

our present purpose, which is simply the description and analysis of a tonic

fit, it suffices to say that the whole forebrain and 'tween brain and the

cephalad portion of the midbrain were absent. Therefore, anatomically the

monster was a decerebrate animal, but showed no trace of decerebrate rigidity,

nor of any form of muscular spasm in the intervals between the fits described.

Comment.—.\ full-term child born without forebrain and surviving delivery

for several hours. It displayed no persistent decerebrate rigidity and its atti-

tude was that normal for the new-born child, except during the tonic fits

described. Temperature regulation was absent, respiration was irregular in

force and frequency and there was cyanosis throughout the survival period.

The reflexes present have been described. In these circumstances, pressure

upon the unprotected brain stem evoked tonic fits of the type described by
Hughlings Jackson and later writers, and differed from certain of them in

the involvement of the respiratory musculature in strong tonic spasm and
temporary suppression of the respiratory movements. The tonic muscular spasm
was generalized and differed in this respect, and in the reflex reactions obtain-

able during its presence, from true reflex decerebrate rigidity. The mechanism
of its production appears to have been the common one, namely, a sudden
increase in the degree of asphyxia present throughout survival, which sufficed

to render the gray matter of the brain stem hyperexcitable and to cause a

discharge into all the motor neurons of the skeletal musculatory.

Case 3. Generalized muscular rigidity following an attack of lethargic
encephalitis and of eighteen months' standing. Xo true paralysis, but move-
ments prevented by intensity of muscular spasm. Xo signs of pyramidal lesion.
The condition not related to decerebrate rigidity, although the general attitude
is one of extension.

History.—A. F., a carman, aged 36, was admitted to the National Hospital
under the care of Dr. Aldren Turner in December, 1922, with the following
history. He was originally admitted to Winchester Hospital in January, 1920,

with an acute illness diagnosed as lethargic encephalitis. There were no
focal nervous symptoms recorded except a diminution of the knee jerks, and
radiating pains in the legs. In January, 1921, he was noted to have rigidity

of the jaw muscles which prevented him from freely opening his mouth,
absence of the knee jerks and general weakness. By November. 1921, he
had developed a generalized muscular rigidity and looked and held himself
like a case of paralysis agitans without tremor. During the ensuing year these
symptoms increased in severity and for several months he had been bedridden
and helpless.
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Examination.—Dec. 12, 1922, he is seen to lie absolutely motionless in bed

with his eyes closed, his under lip drawn in between his teeth, and his head,

trunk and limbs extended. An e.xception must be made in the case of the right

arm which is constantly flexed at the elbow and laid across the trunk. The
muscular rigidity is intense and when moved or rolled about in the bed he

is completely statuesque. He understands spoken speech and, when his eyes

are opened, recognizes print and objects. He cannot articulate, but groans

when he wishes to attract attention and can manage to indicate his needs in

this fashion. Vision (acuity, fields and fundi) is normal. Hearing is normal.

The pupils are equal, central and circular, but react very poorly both to light

and to accommodation. There is an external squint of the right eye and

convergence is defective, but lateral and vertical movements are normal. The
face muscles, masseters and temporals are in strong tonic spasm. He cannot

voluntarily open his eyes, except imperfectly and very slowly, but when they

have been opened for him he can close them more rapidly and a little

tremulously. He cannot make any facial movements, and there is absolutely

Fig. 7.—The patient A. F. (Case 3). .A.t the time this photograph wa.s taken

the leg was slightly flexed at hip and knee, hut this position was not invarialile.

When the pillow was taken from beneath the patient's head, this remained in

space and did not fall liack on the bed.

no play of expression over his features. The lower lip is constantly sucked

in between the teeth. He cannot open his mouth, and the teeth are almost

approximated, necessitating liquid feeds through a tube. He can swallow

slowly and his feeding takes considerable time on this account. He cannot

articulate. Painful stimuli to the skin of the face evoke no trace of reflex

movement of the face nutscles. The tongue has never been seen, nor have

the palate and fauces, for it is not possible to open his mouth.

The Motor System.—The patient lies fully extended on his hack with the

neck extended, the lower limbs e.xtended and adducted. and the feet fully

plantarflexed. At times the knees are found crossed and slightly flexed (Fig. 7).

The right arm is flexed at the elbow, adducted at the shoulder, with the fore-

arm half pronated. The wrist is slightly flexed, and the fingers fully so and

pressed into the palm. The extended thumb lies pressed against the index.

The left arm lies fuliv extended and adducted. The f'lreiirm is fully i)r(>nated
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and the attitude of tin- hand and digits is as on the right. All the muscles,

neck, trunk and limit, are the scat of an intense rigidity, which persists

undiminished throughout the whrtle range of passive movement at a limb joint.

Flexing the head on the neck, or flexing the left arm at the elbow is like

bending a lead pipe, and the new posture thus imposed is retained. In this

sense the rigidity is plastic, but it differs from the clasp-knife character ot

pyramidal spasticity, in that the resistance to stretching does not abate

throughout tiic whole range of movement. Further, in the case of the logs,

manipulation in this way calls forth none of the reflex flexion spasms or

clonus seen in spastic paralysis under these conditions. In the case of several

joints, such as the shoulder, wrist, ankle and distal joints, a full range of

movement is impossil)le with ordinary degrees of force. Further, in the limbs

and trunk, each muscle belly stands out as though in strong voluntary con-

traction and is tense to palpation. Voluntary movement is almost extinguished

by this spasm. Very slowly, and apparently with great effort, the patient

can raise the arm to the vertical, or lift the extended leg from the bed.

We may adapt a phrase in use among athletes and describe the patient as

muscle-bound.

Reflexes.—The arm jerks are absent. The knee jerks are of normal brisk-

ness and rapidity. In this they are in strong contrast with the extreme slow-

ness of voluntary muscular contraction. The intense plantarflcxor spasm pre-

vents the ankle jerks from being obtained. The abdominal reflexes are brisk

and, like the knee jerks, rapid in contraction and relaxation. Stimulation of

the soles evokes a normal plantarflexor response on the left and a variable

response on the right. In neither case is there any associated hamstring

contraction, liut a brisk and rapid contraction of tensor fasciae femoris is

visible. Apart from this, pin pricks, pinching of skin and muscles, and pres-

sure on bones and tendons in the upper or lower limbs evoke no trace of

reflex movement.

There is no sensory loss to such simple tests as are possible. There is

normal sphincter control.

Comment.—There is an intense generalized tonic spasm of the whole skeletal

musculature, which has imposed upon the patient an attitude of extension of

head, trunk and limbs, with the single exception of the right arm which is

flexed. The forearms are pronated and the digits clinched. In the case of

certain muscles, permanent fibrosis has occurred and a full range of passive

movement is not possible at all joints. This rigidity differs from experimentally

produced decerebrate rigidity, not alone in having a diffuse incidence through-

out the skeletal musculature, but also qualitatively. Inspection and palpation

reveal firmly contracted muscles and a tendency to fixation in new attitudes

passively imposed, of a kind not seen in decerebrate rigidity. With the single

exception of the plantar responses, which are of normal type, there are to be

seen no phasic spinal reflex movements on cutaneous and deep stimuli of

nocuous character, such as are invariably associated with decerebrate rigidity

in animals and with spasticity in man. Further, the increased amplitude of

tendon jerks and their tonic prolongation, which are also an invariable accom-
paniment of decerebrate rigidity and spasticity, are absent. There is also no
true paralysis, and in a word none of the signs which accompany what we
regard as a lesion of the pyramidal system, an essential factor in the pro-

duction of decerebrate rigidity in animals and of spasticity in man. are present.
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The sole feature in this case capable of correlation with decerebrate rigidity

is the attitude of the patient, and this, as we have seen, is not a feature

peculiar to the condition in question. In short, the patient presents what has

somewhat equivocally been called a decerebrate attitude associated with mus-
cular spasm, and yet shows none of the characters of true decerebrate rigidity.

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

1. The anatomic factors essential to the experimental production of

decerebrate rigidity are briefly stated, and the physiologic qualities and

significance of this form of tonic reflex reaction described. The occur-

rence of other forms of muscular spasm, superficially resembling, but

fundamentally differing from, true reflex decerebrate rigidity is dis-

cussed. The spasm of strychnin and tetanus toxin poisoning and

tonic fits are identified as .such forms of muscular spasm, unrelated to

decerebrate rigidity.

2. The history of decerebrate rigidity as a clinical conception is

briefly reviewed, and it is put forward that the spasticity of pyramidal

system lesions was the form of tonic muscular contraction in man first

regarded as akin to experimentally produced decerebrate rigidity, and

the only form in which the identity has been systematically investigated

and verified. The qualities of spasticity in man and of experimentally

produced decerebrate rigidity are fully compared, and certain anatomic

difficulties in the comparison are noted. It is suggested that many

cases recently described as decerebrate rigidity in man are in all

probability examples of those forms of generalized muscular spasm

which are not related to reflex decerebrate rigidity, and further that

they are for the most part manifestations of direct chemical stimulation

of grey matter by defective oxygenation, or anoxemia, or fonns of

so-called extrapyramidal rigidity.

3. Finally, the standards to be observed in endeavoring to recognize

decerebrate rigidity, as a clinically occurring condition in man, are

stated, and three cases of different forms of tonic muscular spasm

observed in man are reported. From the study of these, reasons are

given for the conclusion that the spasticity seen in hemiplegia is physio-

logically identical with experimentally produced decerebrate rigidity,

and that tonic fits and extrapyramidal muscular rigidity differ in essen-

tials and are not related to it.

APPENDIX

The method of graphic recording employed in the analysis of Case 1

is indicated in the accompanying diagram (Fig. 8). The instrument

consists of a standard Sherrington-Starling drum mounted on a base

fitted with two special arms, the one having two light grooved pulleys
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round which runs a thread carrying a writing jxnnt. and terminating

in a long spiral spring at one end, and at the other being fastened to

one of the five speeds of a large coned vulcanite pulley. From the

latter another thread is led off to the limb or group of muscles under

investigation. The excursion of the writing point may be varied in

amplitude as re(|uired according to the grooves selected on the vulcanite

pulley, on which are clips for securing the threads. The length of the

thread leading to the subject can be adjusted in the well-known manner

adopted to tighten tent ropes, and the tension of tiie spring can be varied

Fig. 8.—Recording kymograph.

by vertical adjustment of either of the pulleys'on the upright arm. Two
simultaneous records can be obtained by placing two grooved pulleys

on each arm on the upright, and \vhere the movement to be recorded

is small, direct connection between subject and writing point can be

made. The drum is driven by a small geared motor. The apparatus

has been made by C. F. Palmer of London. The recording of the

moment of stimulation in eliciting tendon or other reflexes has been

described by the author in Brain, 37: ZZi, 1914.



TELANGIECTASIS OF THE SPINAL CORD*
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Telangiectasis of the vessels of the spinal cord or hrain is not of

common occurrence. It may be present many years without causing

pronounced sym])toms, and when in the spinal cord may be as latent

as spina bifida occulta. The latter condition we have known to produce

the first serious symptoms in early adult life. W'hen no unusual demand

is made on the function of the lower cord the lesion may escape detec-

tion. The activity of the sexual function may be responsible in some

cases for the a])pearance of symptoms in early adult life. The sexual

organs, as well as the bladder and rectum, have a representation in the

lower sacral cord, although dou])tless the sympathetic system is much

concerned in the control of these organs.

The case of telangiectasis of the lower ])art of the spinal cord

which we report is interesting, from the fact that, in 1912, sym]}toms

suggesting myelitis developed with the rapidity common in this condi-

tion. The im])rovement in myelitis was unusual, although about a year

was required before the j)atient was able to walk in an almost normal

manner. It seems possible that, as a result of the myelitis, telangiec-

tasis of the spinal vessels developed from secondary congestion, and yet

for about six and a half years the woman was able to dance, swim and

play tennis, and she ])erformed these exercises strenuously with the

idea of strengthening her lower limbs, Init during this period her right

foot had a tendency to turn inward and she walked on her right toes

strongly flexed. She probably overstrained weakened ner\e cells of the

spinal cord, and had she been more careful she might have escaped

paralysis. She married in September, 1919. and ])aralvsis of motion

and sensation in tlie knver limbs began again in b\'bruar\, l''J(), and

reached considerable severity. She was obliged to walk with a caiie.

In the hope of benefiting her surgically, operation was undertaken.

It is difilcult to decide regarding ligation when one is confronted

with telangiectasis of the brain or spin.al cord. If too many vessels are

ligated, the i)ossibility of disturbing the nutrition of the cord must be

considered. In the case reported in this ])aper interxention \\a> lim-

ited to ligation of only one ves.sel, and even this caused temporary

impairment of function. We have observed a case of telangiectasis

of one cerebral hemisphere, in which a ccmsiderable number ot distemled

Presented l)cfore tlie Plnladilpliia Neurological Society. Jan. 26. 1923.
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vessels were ligated. l-dllowing the ()i)erati(tn the jjatient (levelo])ed

henii|)aresis. from which lie only ])artially recovered. In anotiier case

lij^ation of a few ves>els in telanj^iectasis of the cerebral hemisphere

caused suhinrtiial hemorrhage in the affected area; while in still another

Telangiectasis of Cord.

similar case ligation only sufficient to control the vessels bleeding from

the operation with exposure of the brain, resulted in great improve-

ment in jacksonian e])ilepsy with cessation of convulsions for several

vears.
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The following case was referred by Dr. W. W. Richardson, of

Mercer, Pa.

Clinical History.—Mrs. F. G., 25 years of age, was first seen Sept. 11, 1920.

It was said that on July 3, 1912, she suddenly began to have severe pains in

both lower limbs, which lasted about two hours. She managed to walk home,

a distance of two or three blocks, and while doing so noticed that her lower

limbs were stiff and weak ; when she reached home she could scarcely walk.

She was given a hypodermic injection to relieve the pain and has had no pain

since that time. Tested by pinprick she was found to have great disturbance

of the sensation in the lower limbs. She does not recall whether she had any

elevation of temperature. She required catheterization for two weeks and was

constipated. After two weeks she was able to sit in a chair and gradually

learned to walk again. She became able to swim, play tennis and dance, but

the right foot had a tendency to turn inward.

She remained in good health until February, 1920. She then noticed that

she was getting weak and stiff in the right lower limb. The symptoms increased

gradually, so that for two months before coming under observation she could

hardly walk, and when first seen could only walk about one block with the

use of a cane. The patellar reflexes were greatly exaggerated; the right foot

showed a tendency to turn inward, but this could be overcome by passive move-

ment; the ankle joint showed considerable flaccidity, but the muscles of the

right knee were a little spastic. The Babinski reflex could not be obtained,

but the Oppenheim reflex was present. Tactile and pain sensations were

affected in the distribution of the sacral roots of each side. The right lower

limb was spastic and the toes of the right foot were dragged along the ground

in walking. The functions of the bowels and bladder were somewhat disturbed.

Operation.—An exploratory laminectomy was performed Sept. 24, 1920. The

spinous processes and laminae of the twelfth thoracic and first lumbar vertebrae

were removed. The dura was opened and, immediately, the lesion was exposed

exactly at the level of the first lumbar segment. This was composed of a

collection of convoluted varicose vessels of various dimensions, which seemed

to extend well down along the right side of the cord, and to a certain extent

on the left side. Whether the varicosities entirely surrounded the cord could

not be determined. The largest of these vessels was ligated. In doing this the

vessel was torn, but hemorrhage was finally controlled with the aid of a muscle

graft. The dural wound was closed with a continuous suture and the muscles

with tier sutures. Tubular drainage was used.

Course.—The patient's condition was somewhat worse for a time after the

operation, liut she gradually improved and when reexamined June 7, 1922, her

condition was al)out as it bad been before the operation.

The qtiestion wlicthcr it would he safe fur our patient to have a

child arose on account of the serious implication of the sacral region

of the cord. Although the functions of the bladder and bowels are

greatly disturbed by a severe lesion of the lower sacral levels of the

cord, the uterine functions seem to be more independent ot this region.

Dr. Richard C. Norris. who has had an extensive experience covering

many years in obstetrical work, informs us that he knows that a woman

with advanced tabes mav have a normal childbirth, although with less
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labor ])ain ; and that tin- saiiic is true (if a woman with severe lesion

of the lower sacral re^'ion of the eortl. P>owing ' has recently reported

the same residt in rej^^ard t<» tlie cord lesion.

A case with a lesion similar to the one described here has been

reported by Cobb.- who also collected the rejxirts of seven cases in the

literature. In two of the cases recurretit attacks occurred, but not with

so lon^' an interval of aj^parent health as in our case. It is jjossible that

the attack in our patient which liej^an on July 3. 1912, was really the

first clinical evidence of a previously e.xistinj,' telangiectasis. The

interval of about six and a half years between the two attacks was

e.\ce])tionall\- long. Nf) nevi of the skin were observed in f)ur patient.

1. Bowing: Dcutsch. Ztschr. f. Xcrvciilicilk. 75: Xos. 4 and 5. 1922.

2. Cohh. Stanley: .Annals of Surgery 62:641. 1915.
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Bastian's law which has generally been accepted since 1882 is

:

Total, complete severance of the spinal cord causes absolute anesthesia

to all forms of stimuli and flaccid paraplegia, with loss of all reflexes

and all visceral reactions, below the site of the lesion. In this con-

nection Collier,^ as late as 1916, advised careful study of the plantar

reflexes as offering some clue to prognosis, a progressive change from

no reflex to reduced but returned reflex arguing for incomplete lesion.

There is ample clinical evidence, especially that based on obser-

vations during the late war, to cause a modification of Bastian's law,

particularly in regard to the so-called superficial reflexes. Riddock -

has shown that in complete section there is a stage of flaccidity ; then

a stage of reflex activity, when the bladder and rectum may act auto-

matically (vegetative pathways), and muscle tonus may pick up; and

then a gradual failure of all reflex activities.

Head '' states "when the spinal cord has been completely divided,

without widespread destruction or septic infection, the lower end may,

under favorable conditions, regain its tonic influence and reflex excita-

bility. As shock disappears its various functions gradually return ; but

they now assume a form in which the reflexes have lost, to a great

extent, their local signature, and the reaction is massive rather than

specific."

Guillian and Barre ^ have made an exhaustive study of the reflexes

in fifteen cases of complete lesion of the spinal cord due to war injuries,

the lesions being located between the last cervical and last dorsal

segments, and oft'er the following conclusions: (1) Complete lesion is

not necessarily accompanied always at first by muscular hypotonia.

(2) The tendon reflexes are usually abolished and remain so until

death. (3) The plantar cutaneous reflex is almost always present, but

1. Collier, James: Lancet 1:711 (.\pril 1) 1916.

2. Riddock, George: "The Refie.x Reactions of the Completely Divided

Spinal Cord in Man, Compared with Those Associated witli Less Severe

Lesions." Brain 40:264, 1917.

3. Head, Henry: Studies in Neurology, Oxford University Press, 1920.

4. Guillian, George, and Barre, J. A.: Anatomical Clinical Study of Fifteen

Cases of Complete Lesion of the Spinal Cord, Ann. d. Med. de Paris, 4: 178. 1917.
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is .slug;p;isli and tardy; it ditTcrs sdinewhat from the normal type.

(4) Keflcxcs of rlc-fensc. >oiij;lit by classic methods, are rare, very

weak, and an- only occasionally produced by stimulation of the dorsum

of the foot; stimulation on the sole of the foot, on the contrary, gives

in the same paraplegias diffuse reactions which have the same character-

istics as reflexes of defense, and are observed in more than half the

cases. (5) Cremasteric reflexes are often preserved. (6) Abdominal

cutaneous reflexes are rarely observed. (7) Anesthesia is total in all

senses, namely; touch, ])ain, temperature, etc. At the up])er limit of

anesthesia there is dissociation of sensations. (8) Retention of urine

is the rule. (9) Incontinence rather than retention of feces is more

often observed. ( 10) The extremities are u>ually warmer than normal,

the temperature being higher toward the feet.

REI'OKT OF CASES

I wish to report briefly three cases which were observed during iny

service as neurological surgeon to Mobile Hospital Xo. 1, during the

St. Mihiel offensive. In each case, one or more of the superficial

reflexes were retained below the level of the lesion, although at necropsy

the cords disclosed complete transverse lesions.

C.\SE 1.—W. S. was admitted Sept. 16, 1918, 31 hours after being wound-ed.

He was in a state of extreme shock. The pulse was very rapid and hardly

perceptible. There was a perforating wound of the neck at the level of the

fourth or fifth cervical segment.

Xriirnlagic Findings: Loss of sensation existed below the level of the second

rib on both sides, and there was loss of sensation in both arms. Motor

paralysis was complete in both forearms and hands, and in both legs. Breathing"

was of purely abdominal type. X'o contraction of the intercostal muscles occurred

during respiration. There was loss of all deep and superficial reflexes below

the level of the lesion with the exception of the cremasteric reflexes which were

present both on the right and the left. There was no paralysis of the cervical

sympathetics.

Death occurred Sept. 17. 1Q18.

Xecrofysy findings: Lesion of tlie spinal cftrd with complete destruction of

the fourth and fifth cervical scL;mciits. (Specimen A in accompanying

illustration.)

Case 2.—G. Y., was admitted Sept. 19, 1918, 28 hours after being wounded,

in a condition of severe shock. A penetrating wound 2 cm. in diameter

was present just to the left of the fifth thoracic vertebra. A watery discharge

was observed from the wound which was either cerebrospinal or pleuritic fluid.

Roentgen-ray examination disclosed a shell fragment. 4 by 12 mm., which

moved with respiration, in the left side of the mediastinum and a pneumothorax
on the right side.

Neurologic Findings: There was complete loss of all sensibility below the

sixth rib on both sides. All deep reflexes were absent below the lesion.

Epigastric, abdominal, cremasteric and plantar reflexes (fle.xor type) were
active both on the right and left sides. There was loss of bladder and rectal
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control. Priapism was present. There was a zone of hyperesthesia above the

upper limit of anesthesia, 6 cm. wide on the left and 10 cm. wide on the right.

Operation: Debridement of the wound and laminectomy were performed 35

hours after the injury. The spinal cord at the level of the sixth thoracic seg-

ment was found completely divided. Death occurred Sept. 21, 1918.

Necropsy: The spinal cord was completely divided at tlie level of the sixth

and seventh thoracic segments (Specimen B). There was right pneumohemn-

A. Spinal (.'(iicl from Case 1. \!>. Spinal cord from Case 2. C. Spinal cord
from Case ,i.

thorax; and a slieil fragment, 4 by 12 mm., was lodged in tlie wall of the right
bronchus just to the right of the bifurcation.

Case 3.—M. R., was admitted Se])!. 14, 1918, approximately 24 hours after
being wounded, in a condition of severe shock. There was a pene-
tratmg wound in the mid-back region at the level of the third thoracic vertebra.
Roentgen-ray examination disclosed a small shell fragment 4 cm. deep in the
third dorsal region.
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\'rur(>li>(/ic /•iuiliiitis : (Diiipletc ni<jt<»r and sensory |)ara4>sis was j)resent

liiliiu the k-vcl cif tile tliinl dnrsal segiiifiit ; tlitrc was al)ScMicc of all deep

nlkxes in tlie le>,'s, and absence of the plantar reflexes. Abdominal and

cremasteric reflexes were present on both sides.

Opcnitiou: Debridement of the wound and laminectomy were performed.

The spinal cord was found apparently completely divided at the second dorsal

segment. The shell fragment was removed from the body of the second dorsal

vertebra anterior to the cord. Death occurred Sept. 16, 1918.

A'l'f ;('/> .vv; i lie spinal lord was found practically divided at I be level of the

third dorsal segment. .A small i)ortion of the cord seemed intact on the left

side. (Specimen C.)

The si)ecimens from the three cases were sent to Dr. W. G. Spiller. Phila-

delphia, for examination. The accompanying photographs were kindly furnished

by him. I-'ollowing is Dr. Spiller's report: "The three cords are so completely

destroyed to the naked eye at the level of the lesion that it is useless to make
microscopic sections to prove this. This destruction is well shown in the photo-

graphs. The only doubt could l)e as regards cord C. and that doubt could exist

only from examining the photograph. The specimen shows such complete

destruction that it is useless to make sections for the microscope to prove com-

plete division of the cord. The tissue present at the level of the lesion is disin-

tegrated. Certainly no reasonable person after looking at the photographs

could hold that continuous nerve paths existed at the level of the lesion in

cords .\ and B."

SUMMARY

Three cases are reported, with necropsies, in which there was com-

plete severance of the cord at the levels of the fourth and fifth cervical

segments, sixth and seventh thoracic segments, and third tlioracic seg-

ment respecti\ely. In si)ile of this tiiere was retention of the following

superficial reflexes in the parts below the level of the lesion : cremasteric

reflexes on both sides ; epigastric, abdominal, cremasteric and plantar-

reflexes (flexor type) on both sides; abdominal and cremasteric reflexes

on both sides.

78 Forrest Ave.
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recognized thr(tuj,'linut the wholt- of ilie efferent nervous system, sub-

serving resj)ectively the functions of motion and posture. W'liile the

generalization which ] then formulated was ai)i)lied to the wliole efferent

mechanism, my arj^ument was concerned chiefly with the cerebrospinal

nervous system and Ndhmtary muscles, in tlie ])resent study I projjose

to elaborate this subject still fiu'ther, giving,' sjjecial consideration to the

static and kinetic systems in the vegetative nervous mechanism and invol-

imtary muscle. .\s an intr(i(luctit»n to my subject, and before proceeding

to a discussion of the inv(jluntary nervous system, I will review briefly

my views regarding,' the static and kinetic components of the cerebro-

spinal system and their relation to the symptomatology of motor

disorders.

I. THK CFCREBROSPINAL NERVOUS SYSTEM
1. THK STATIC AND KINETIC COMPONENTS

Ihe function of motility may be resolved into two components, each

represented throughout the entire efferent nervous system by separate

neural mechanisms, which are physiologically and anatomically distinct.

One of these components is the movement jjroper, which is subser^'ed

by the kinetic system. 'Jlie other comjionent is that more passive form

of contractility, underlying postural tone, and is subserved by the static

system. The term static is used here to designate that peculiar ])roperty

of muscle by which it becomes fixed in posture.

The field of motility in animal life is generally divided by physiol-

ogists into three large groups : reflex, automatic-associated, and isolated-

synergic types of movement. These various types of movement,

although showing very distinct differences, merge by imperceptible

gradation into one another.

In the lowest forms of life, movement and jwsture are of a purely

reflex character and dej^end on a jirimitive reflex arc, which is the

functional unit of the nervous system {archeokinetic and archcostatic

systems). In higher forms these reflex units are combined and more

comi)licated reflex activities result, and these in turn are gradually

brought under the control of still higher integrating and correlating

centers with corresponding advances in the variety and forms of move-

ment and of posture ; it may l>e stated as a general principle that there

is no form of movement from the simple reflex of the vegetative nervous

system to the highest type of cortical expression which functions without

a corresponding static mechanism.

Generally speaking, both from the anatomic and physiologic stand-

point, the central nervous system may be said to represent three great

structural and functional divisions. One is the segmental nervous

system which contains the great reflex systems of the neuraxis ; and is

the archaic representation in man of the nervous reactions of the lowest
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forms of life. The other is the paleo-encephalon represented by pre-

cursors of the corpus striatum and optic thalamus which constitute the

higher coordinating sensory and motor mechanisms of the lower forms

of life. The neo-encephalon represents the latest stage in the evolution

of the nervous system and has its greatest development in man.

These three functional divisions of the nervous system are related

to the three great types of movement and posture already mentioned,

and are represented by corresponding kinetic and static mechanisms.

There are, for example, archeokinctic and archeostatic systems sub-

serving the function of reflex movements and postures of the segmental

nervous system. There are also paleokinetic and paleostatic systems

subserving the function of automatic-associated movements and pos-

tures ; and neokinetic and neostatic systems subserving the function of

isolated-synergic types of movement and posture.

In this rather schematic division of motility and its mechanisms

it should be understood that the development from one type of move-

ment to another, and from one structural division to another, is a gradual

one. It represents a transition of structure and function which may
be traced in the phylogenetic history of animal life and the imprint of

which remains stamped on the central nervous system of man.

2. ANATOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

1. The Static System.—The essential integrating and correlating

mechanism for the control of the static or posture function of motility,

I believe to l)e the cere])ellum.- Afferent impulses from the periphery

and efferent impulses from the cerebral cortex pass to this organ before

their final distribution by way of the cerebellospinal systems to the

myostatic or posturing mechanism of skeletal muscles.

Edinger pointed out some years ago that the cerebellum presents

phylogenetic evidences of two great divisions, which correspond to

similar divisions of the cerebrum. The paleocerebellum receives

impulses which ])ass from the s])inal cord to the vermis, and constitute

the vermian system. The neocerebellum receives impulses from the

cereJjral cortex, which i)ass by way of the pons varolii to the cerebellar

hemispheres, forming the hemis])heric system.

The j)aleostatic system, which controls the postural functions of

automatic and associated type, takes its origin in the older nuclei of

the vermis cerebelli (nucleus fastigius. globosus, and embolifonnis).

The cerebellar hemispheres, on the other hand, regulate the higher

postural functions of motility through the medium of a neostatic

system, which takes its origin in the cells of the dentate nucleus. The

2. Hunt, Ramsay: The Static or Posture System and Its Relation to

Postural Hypertonic States of the Skeletal Muscles. Neurol. Bull. 3:207. 1921.
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neostatic system is controlled from the cerebral cortex by special tracts

which pass to the nuclei of the pons varolii, and thence to the oj)posite

hemisphere of the cerebellum.

It is probable, on phylof^enetic grounds, that the parietotemporo-

occipitai tract which terminates in the dorsal pontine nuclei is older than

the frontopontine system which descends from the frontal lobe to the

ventral nuclei of the pons. This latter system I regard as the homologue

in the static mechanism of the corticospinal or neokinetic .system. The
frontopontocerebellar or neostatic system descends in the anterior limb

of the internal capsule and the mesial portion of the cerebral peduncle

in close relationship with the pyramidal tract, and it is interesting to

note that both of these structures, the one sub.serving the neostatic and

the other the neokinetic functions of motility, receive their myelin

sheaths subsequent to birth.

The other corticocerebellar systems (parietooccipitotemporal sys-

tems) pass in the lateral portion of the crus cerebri to the dorsal pontile

nuclei, and thence to the opposite cerebellar hemisphere. I belie\e that

they represent corticocerebellar connections subserving higher types of

posture in connection with the reflex activities of the various sensor}^

areas of the cerebral cortex. They are the homologues in the static

sphere of the corticothalamic connections with the striospinal or

paleokinetic system.

The chief efferent systems of the cerebellum ( paleoslatic and neo-

static) pass by way of the superior peduncles to special cellular divi-

sions of the nucleus ruber. The paleocerebellar system terminates in

the nucleus magnocellulatus and the neocerebellar system in the nucleus

parvicellulatus. From here they descend in the rubrospinal and other

systems of the spinal cord, then passing to the sarcoplasm of the skeletal

muscles as peri])heral static systems. The distribution of the static

system in peripheral nerves and its mode of termination in the muscle

fiber is still one of the mooted questions in histology and physiology.

There is, how^ever, considerable evidence in favor of the dual innerva-

tion of the striated fiber, but anatomists differ widely as to the manner

in which these peripheral static or posture systems reach the muscles.

When, however, one considers the w^ell developed central mechanism

for the dual functions of the efferent system, there is little doubt as

to the existence of a corresponding difference of structure and function

in peripheral nerves. Ransom ^ has already demonstrated, by a special

method of staining, the existence of large numbers of non-medullated

nerve fibers in peripheral nerves, and perhaps here is concealed the

solution of this intricate question.

3. Ransom: Unmyelinated Nerve Fibers as Conductors of Protopathic

Sensation. Brain 38:381. 1915.
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It is interesting to observe that all the posture systems, neostatic

as well as paleostatic, pass to the cerebellum for final integration and

coordination. This is in accord with the nature of the posturing mecha-

nism and its secondary and unconscious role in motility. For while the

higher forms of movement are initiated as conscious and voluntary pro-

cesses, the corresponding postures are secondary, and follow automatic-

ally in the path of movement. For this reason, the neostatic system

does not pass directly to the gray columns of the spinal cord, as do the

pyramidal tracts (neokinetic system) but is directed first to the cere-

bellum, which is the great central correlating mechanism for posture

function. This aspect of the static system I have already considered

in a study of the relation of the cerebellum to the posture synergies

of movement.*

2. The Kinetic System.—The kinetic component of motility is con-

cerned with the transmission of impulses underlying movement. As

has already been mentioned, the primitive reflex mechanisms subserving

movement are represented in the archeokinetic systems of the segmental

nervous system. The higher motor centers for the control of kinetic

function are represented in the corpus striatum and the rolandic areas

of the cerebral cortex.

In a study of paralysis agitans ^ I expressed myself as favoring the

conception of two great motor systems from brain to muscle, one sub-

serving paleokinetic and the other neokinetic functions. The corpus

striatum, according to this view, is the paleokinetic center for the control

of "automatic and associated movements," and the rolandic area is the

neokinetic center for dissociated synergic movements of cortical origin.

Their static functions, as has already been indicated, I believe are sub-

served by other pathways.

It is interesting to note, however, that the thalamic portion of the

paleo-encephalon is closely associated with the cerebral cortex by both

afferent and eft'erent tracts. It is, I believe, through the medium of these

tracts, and the optic thalamus that paleokinetic motility is controlled from

the cortical sphere (corticostriospinal system). This higher control of

the striospinal system makes possible a finer differentiation of paleo-

kinetic motility, and would explain the occurrence of purely involuntary

movements of cortical origin.

4. Hunt, Ramsay: Dyssynergia Cerebellaris Myoclonica (Primary Atrophy

of the Dentate System). A Contribution to the Pathology and Symptomatology

of the Cerebellum, Brain 44:490, 1921.

5. Hunt, Ramsay: Progressive Atrophy of the Globus Pallidus: A System
Disease of the Paralysis Agitans Type. Characterized by Atrophy of the Motor
Cells of the Globus Pallidus Mechanism. A Contribution to the Functions 6f

the Corpus Striatum, Brain 40:58, 1917.
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The existence of these intermediate kinetic and .static systems con-

necting the various sensory areas of the cortex with the thalamostriate

mechanism on tlic one hand (corticopaleokinetic system), and the ponto-

cerehellar mechanism on tlie other, are confirmatory of mv view of the

l)arallehsm of structure and function which underhes the development

of motion ancl posture.

The neokinetic system is in striking contrast to the paleokinetic

system. It is a direct pathway from the cerebral cortex to the spinal

cord for the control of isolated synergic movement. It takes its origin

in the motor cells of the rolandic area and passes by way of the

pyramidal system directly to the motor cells of the brain stem and

spinal cord ; and from there to special disk representations in muscles,

subserving the dissociated movements of cortical origin.

These two great motor .systems, the neokinetic and paleokinetic,

according to this theory, have both a functional representation in nerves

and skeletal muscles. They are in a sense complementary and their

independence is only unmasked by the dissociations oi disease. The

neokinetic and paleokinetic system I regard as the functional counter-

part in the motor sphere of Head's epicritic and jjrotopathic systems

in the realm of sensation.

A critical analysis of the symptomatology of pyramidal and extra-

pyramidal disease (spastic paralysis and paralysis agitans) are strongly

corroborative of this hypothesis."

Prespinal or Supraspinal Centers of Motion and of Posture.—In the

crura, pons and medulla oblongata are found a number of important

ganglionic structures of rather obscure function. Some years ago, the

motor centers of this region were grouped together by Edinger undei-

the general heading of nucleus motorius tegmenti (nucleus ruber,

Deiter's nucleus).

These motor centers form the connecting link between the cere-

bellum, on the one hand, and the corpus striatum, on the other, by

means of which these organs exercise their function on the skeletal

musculature.

I have already presented the evidence showing that the efferent

pallidal system of the corpus striatum represents an internuncial com-

mon path for the transmission of motor impulses from the striatum

to certain ganglionic structures of the midbrain and subthalamic region,

in the interest of automatic-associated movements. '^

6. Hunt. Ramsay : The Existence of Two Distinct Physiological Systems

for the Transmission of Motor Impulses in Peripheral Nerves, Brain 41:302,

1918.

7. Hunt, Ramsay: The Efferent Pallidal System of the Corpus Striatum.

A Consideration of Its Functions and Symptomatology, J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis.

46:44. 1917.
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In the same manner the cerebelkim by means of its efferent dentate

system sends fibers subserving a postural function t(j the nucleus ruber

and other nuclear structures of the midbrain and medulla.

The essential point in my conception of the functional relationship

of these systems is as follows : The pallidal system of the striatum is

kinetic and passes to nuclear structures in which are represented motion

formulas, while the dentate system of the cerebellum has a static func-

tion and passes to nuclear structures in which are represented posture

formulas. In other words the motor centers of the pres])inal mechanism

which play so important a role in motility have l)0th a kinetic and

static representation, which in functional terms may be expressed by

motion and ])osture formulas.

3. Peripheral Myostatic and Myokinetic Systems.—The striated

muscle fiber is composed of two distinct substances, one subserving

a contractile, the other a postural function. The sarcostyle is the con-

tractile portion of the muscle fiiber and represents the myokinetic mecha-

nism ; the sarcoplasm is a more homogeneous substance and represents

the postural or myostatic mechanism. In a general way it is estimated

that the sarcostyle constitutes from one sixth to one half of the total

muscle mass, the remaining portion of which is sarcoplasm. Each

striated fiber contains a motor nerve ending, which is the terminal of

a medullated nerve fiber. For many years this was thought to be the

sole innervation of the muscle fiber, until Perroncito * and Boeke ^

demonstrated the existence of another smaller nerve ending in the

striated muscle fiber, the terminal of a non-medullated nerve.

Boeke expressed the opinion that the motor end plate of the

medullated nerve fiber furnished the stimulus for the disk system while

the accessory non-medullated fiber was in control of the sarcoplasmic

portion of the contractile mechanism, a conception which Mosso ^" had

previously expressed in his interpretation of the tonus and twitch

components of muscle function.

It is interesting to mention that physiologists have also detected

certain differences in the metabolism of muscles which are probably

related to these two forms of activitv. Pekelharing " demonstrated the

8. Perroncito: Etudes ulterieures sur le terminaison des nerfs dans les

muscles a fibres striees, Arch. Ital. d. Biol. 38:393, 1902.

9. Boeke : Die motorische Endplatte hex den holieren X'ertebraten, .\nat.

Anz. 25:193 and 481. 1909.

10. Mosso and Pellacani : Sur les functions de la vessie. Arcii. Ital. d. Biol.

1:97 and 291, 1882.

11. Pekelharing and Van Hoogenhuyze : Die Bildung des Kreatins im Muskel
beim Tonus und bei der Starre, Ztschr. f. physiol. Chem. 64:262, 1910: Pekel-

haring : Die Kreatininausscheidung beim Menschen unter dem Einfluss von
Muskeltonus, Ztschr. f. physiol. Chem. 75:207. 1911.
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existence of two chemical processes in muscle metabolism. One was

related to the disk system, and involved the utilization of non-nitro-

genous substances. The other was concerned with the utilization of

albuminates and was {jrobably dependent on the chemical activity of

sarct)plasm. ( )ther experiments have shown that the expenditure of

energy of the active muscle contraction (tetanus) is far greater than is

that of posturing muscle (tonus) which explains the relative imfatig-

ability of the posturing or sarcoplasmic function of muscle. It is

certainly significant that muscle fibers which consist of two distinct

types of contractile substance should also present two distinct forms

of chemical activity, under different functional conditions.

Comparative anatomy also shows clearly that the muscular system,

like all other structures of the body, is in a state of evolution, adapting

itself to the changing conditions of the organism. Development is

from the slow movement of the unstriped to the quick movement of the

striated muscle fiber. And in mrin all gradations may be observed from

the lowest type of unstri})ed muscle to the highest type of striated muscle

fiber. This subject will be discussed more in detail in a subsequent

chapter dealing with unstriped muscle and the vegetative nervous

system.

A clear conception of the phylogeny of contractile tissue is important

to the theory of a dual system of motility, as the skeletal muscle mass

in man is not to be regarded as a mere aggregation of striped or

unstriped muscle fibers of standard type ; but rather as systems of con-

tractile or efifector end organs representing various stages of phylo-

genetic development, and thus corresponding in some measure to the

phylogeny of nerve tissue.

I believe that the higher functions of motility, in both voluntary and

involuntary muscle, are carried out by more highly developed muscle

fibers than are lower forms of movement. The neokinetic function is

associated with a higher type of muscle fiber and more finely differ-

entiated disk mechanism than are those subserving archeokinetic and

paleokinetic functions. The efferent nervous system and muscle tissue

are so closely associated that evolutionary progress in one proceeds w-ith

corresponding changes in the other, to meet the demands of more

elaborate function activity.

3. THE RELATION OF THE STATIC AND KINETIC COMPONENTS
OF THE CEREBROSPINAL NERVOUS SYSTEM TO

SYMPTOMATOLOGY

I will now pass to a consideration of the relation of the static and

kinetic systems to the various disorders of motility. It may be stated,

as a general principle of symptomatology, that a lesion of the kinetic

system causes a disorder of movement, and injury of the static system
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a disorder of posture. Under certain conditions there are apparent

exceptions to this rule. For example, an injury to the cerebellum may

cause a disorder of movement (cerebellar dyssynergia— intention

tremor). These motor manifestations, however, are merely secondary

to the loss of postural control and represent compensatory manifestations

in the kinetic sphere. Therefore, loss of the static mechanism with con-

sequent disturbances of postural control, may, by reason of secondary

kinetic manifestations, simulate very closely a primary disorder of the

motion system.

In nearly all disorders of motility both systems participate, although

it is often possible to indicate one or the other as the primary or essential

factor involved.

At the reflex level of the nervous system, the tendon reflex is a

typical example of kinetic function as is reflex posture of the static

function. Exaggeration of the tendon reflexes and muscle clonus,

(ankle clonus, patellar clonus and wrist clonus) are referable to dis-

orders of the myokinetic mechanism. On the other hand exaggerations

of postural tone and reflex postural activity are referable to the myo-

static mechanism. Foix ^^ has recently considered the question of

postural reflexes and plastic contractures in relation to certain organic

nervous diseases.

It has been shown by Langelaan ^' that tonus consists of two com-

ponents, a contractile tonus referable to the sarcostyles, and a plastic

tonus of sarcoplasmic origin.

By an analysis of the extension curves of tonic muscle, Langelaan

reached the conclusion that the tonic muscle is continually in a state

of slight contraction, combined with a state of increased plasticity.

The source of the stimuli which maintain this peculiar state of the

muscle are the movements of the body which excite continuously the

proprioceptors of the whole apparatus of locomotion. These physiologic

facts he brings into association with the morphologic discoveries of

Boeke,^ and the conclusion is reached that plasticity is the chief property

of the sarcoplasmatic part of the muscle, while the maintenance of a

slight state of contraction is due to the striped apparatus. The plastic

component of tonus, according to Boeke, is controlled by the sympathetic

system, and the contractile component is imder the control of the motor

cell of the anterior horn. Of these two components of tonus, the con-

tractile is the more variable. The plasticity or autonomic component

is withdrawn from voluntary control and is the more stable factor in

muscle tone.

12. Foix, M. C. : Reflexes tonique de posture. Rev. neurol. 28:1130. 1922.

13. Langelaan. J. W. : On Muscle Tonus, Brain 38:2.^5. 1Q15.
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In acconlatice. therefore, with the conceptiitn of the duaHty of

function of the efferent system, contractile tonus is related to the kinetic

system, and plastic tonu> to the static system. The former may be

termed kiiictotonus and the latter statotoinis. thus indicating their

dependence on these two fundamental systems for the rei^ulaiion of

their contractile function.

These two divisions of the contractile mechani>m may also he recog-

nized on direct percussion of the muscle. The kinetic comi>onent may
he distinguished by the <[uick contracti<jns of myotatic irritability and

the static by the more persistent local reactions of the iditjmuscular

response (myedema). Direct percussion of muscle in myotonia shows

very clearly the prolongation of the local reaction due to the persistence

of the contraction of the sarcoplasm.

Spasmodic disorders of motility, such as chorea, paramyoclonus

multiplex, myokymia, and fibrillary twitchings are referable to the

kinetic mechanism. These spasmodic manifestations in the kinetic

sphere occur as a result of irritation, or as release phenomena in

subordinate motor systems due to loss of higher inhibitory control.

The clonus of spastic paralysis (ankle, patellar and wrist clonus)

and the tremor of paralysis agitans are both of kinetic origin and refer-

able to the kinetic system. In a study of organic tremor. I have already

considered the relation of the tremor of paralysis agitans (striatal

tremor) to the kinetic mechanism, and that of cerebellar origin (cere-

bellar tremor) to the static mechanism." The striatal tremor occurs

spontaneously, is rhythmical and is associated with lesions of the corpus

striatum which release the subordinate motor centers of the extra-

pyramidal system from control.

The cerebellar tremor, on the other hand, is not spontaneous but

occurs only on movement and is of the so-called intention type. It is

due to a loss of the postural function of the cerebellum and is exag-

gerated by the compensatory activities of the kinetic mechanism. A
combined form of striocerebellar tremor also occurs in multiple sclerosis,

pseudosclerosis and other organic affections from combined involvement

of these two systems in the cerebellum and the corpus striatum or their

point of junction in the midbrain.

In both the clonus of spasticity and the tremor of paralysis agitans

there is loss of inhibitory control of higher neural mechanisms. In

spastic clonus the cerebral inhibition of the spinal centers is abolished

by a lesion of the pyramidal tract (corticospinal systems). In the

tremor of paralysis agitans there is a loss of striatal inhibition of the

extrapyramidal tracts by lesions of the corpus striatum. In both of

14. Hunt, Ramsay: The Strio-Cerebellar Tremor (Trans. Am. Xeurol. Assoc.

1922) Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 8:664 (Dec.) 1922.
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these forms of central palsy there are secondary- exaggerations of the

plastic component of muscle tone.

Postural Hypcrtonicify of the Skeletal Muscles.—Postural hyper-

tonicity of the skeletal muscles bears a definite relation to the static

system and the sarcoplasmic function of muscle.- Many different types

of postural hypertonus following paralysis may be recognized, which

depend on the nature and localization of the lesion within the central

nervous system. The more important of these are the spasticity of

pyramidal tract disease ; the musclar rigidity of paralysis agitans ; the

decerebrate rigidity of midbrain section, and the postural hypertonic

effects of transverse lesions of the pons, medulla and spinal cord.

Cortical or Pyramidal Types of Postural Hypertonus (Spasticity) :

One of the most characteristic symptoms of organic disease of the

central nervous system is spastic hypertonicity of the skeletal muscles.

The affected muscles, while weak or paralyzed, are in a state of postural

fixation which is dependent on the release and overactivity of sub-

ordinate kinetic and static centers.

Any injury of the neokinetic or corticospinal system is followed

by paralysis of the isolated-synergic movements of cortical origin and

release of the lower motor mechanism of the spinal cord. There is a

kinetic discharge which is accompanied by postural fixation. Paralysis

of the corticospinal or neokinetic system releases the subordinate neo-

kinetic spinal mechanism which is especially concerned with this type of

motion.

It is for this reason that the chief postural deformities of the spastic

state are so sharply localized in the distal portion of the extremities, and

more especially the hands and fingers. For the hand is the chief

instrument of the higher neokinetic activities of man, and therefore

shows the greatest degree of palsy in hemiplegia of the pyramidal type.

The tendency to clonus, the exaggerated tendon and periosteal

reflexes in spastic states, I would also explain by the heightened reflex

activities of the spinal cord. The corticospinal system passes directly

to the reflex mechanisms of the spinal cord, in the interest of the dis-

sociation of movement, and any diminution or loss of this inhibitory

control releases the neospinal mechanism, which explains the increased

reflex activity of tendon and muscle response.

A further elaboration of this question will be found in an earlier

study of neokinetic and paleokinetic representations in peripheral

nerves. **

Striatal or Pallidal Types of Posture Hypertonus (Paralysis Agitans

Rigidity) : The rigidity of paralysis agitans is a postural hypertonicity

resulting from paralysis of the pallidal system of the striospinal path-

way. In previous studies of paralysis agitans this point of view has
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been presented, tdgetlier with evidences showing that the efferent motor

system of the c(iri)us striatum
(
])alhdal system; represents an inter-

nuncial common pathway for the passage of motor impulses for

automatic-associated types of movement (paleokinetic system)."

The characteristic attitude and ])ostural deformities of this alTec-

tion ])resent many points of (htil'erence from those associated with the

s])astic slate. Furthermore, tlie hypertonicity is more of the plastic

waxy ty])e, and lacks certain elements which characterize the spastic

state. This I would exjjlain by the ])C'culiar location of the lesion in

the pallidal system of the corjnis striatum. I'aralysis of this system

releases from inhibition the various kinetic centers of the midbrain

and hypothalamic region, among which may be mentioned such struc-

tures as the red nucleus, and the substantia nigra. When these sub-

ordinate centers of the j)alet)kinetic system are released, their various

motion-complexes are released and become fixed in postures.

It will be recalled, however, that the hypertonicity of paralysis

agitans is not accompanied bv clonus and other evidences of exaggera-

tion of the reflex activities. The reason for this is obvious. The
lesion of i)aralysis agitans releases only the kinetic centers of the

midbrain and hypothalamic region, and the reflex kinetic centers of the

spinal cord are still controlled at this higher level. Whereas, in lesions

of the corticospinal pathway (pyramidal tracts), all central inhibition

of the lower spinal mechanism is abolished, with the development of

the characteristic reflex activities of the spastic state.

Another point of interest is the tremor of paralysis agitans, which

is so characteristic of the pallidal type of palsy. This tremor is also

the expression of subordinate kinetic centers of the hypothalamic and

midbrain region which are under the control of the corpus striatum,

and which when released express themselves in terms of tremor. It

is not unlikely that the striatal connections with the red nucleus are

closely related to this form of tremor; but here we are still in a very

conjectural field. It would appear probable, however, that the red

nucleus in addition to its static component, which stands in relation

to the cerebellum, has also a kinetic component which is under the

control of the corpus striatum. This phase of the subject I have

considered more in detail in my contribution to the combined form of

striocerebellar tremor.^*

Pallidopyramidal Types of Postural Hypertonus (Spastic Rigidity) :

The proximity of the corpus striatum (pallidal system) to the internal

capsule (pyramidal system) is such that simultaneous involvement of

15. Hunt, Ramsay: Primary Atrophy of the Pallidal System: A Contribu-

tion to the Symptomatology and Pathology of Paralysis Agitans, Arch. Int.

Med. 22:647, 1918.
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both structures is not uncommon. Indeed, in vascular lesions of the

basal ganglions, it is probable that pure forms of either pyramidal or

pallidal palsy are quite rare and that a combination of the two types

is more common. Involvement of both systems, the pallidal and

pyramidal, produces a spastic-rigid state which combines in varying

degrees the characteristics of both types of postural rigidity.

In the combined or palHdopyramidal types of palsy there is not

only loss of isolated-synergic movements of cortical origin, but also of

the automatic-associated movement, referable to the striatal mechanism.

With this combined form there is also a corresponding fusion of their

postural elements which to my mind explains the variety of postural

types in the ordinary vascular hemiplegia (pallidopyramidal type of

hemiplegia).

The special feature of this fusion of hypertonicity is the combina-

tion of the waxy rigidity of paralysis agitans and the characteristic

symptoms of the spastic state. Indeed, all degrees of variations mav
be observed in the combined types of hemiplegia, depending on the

relative loss of the two great types of movement, automatic-associated

and isolated-synergic, and the corresponding postural changes.

Midbrain or Paleocerebellar Type of Postural Hypertonus (Decere-

brate Rigidity) : Another type of hypertonicity which has awakened

considerable interest and investigation is the decerebrate rigidity of

Sherrington. This is a peculiar state of muscular rigidity which is

produced by a section through the midbrain at the level of the anterior

colliculi. A mesencephalic transection at this level severs the pyramidal

tracts (neokinetic system) and the extrapyramidal tracts (paleokinetic

system), as well as the corticopontocerebellar tracts (cortical static

systems). The various subordinate centers of the pons, medulla and

cord, both kinetic and static, are thus released and the skeletal muscles

assume the postural rigidity of standing which is characteristic of this

level.

As the older static system of the cerebellum for the control of

posture is still functioning, retaining its afferent connections with the

spinal cord and the efferent with the red nucleus, the automatic posture

of standing, characteristic of decerebrate rigidity is maintained.

Spinal Ty])es of Postural Hypertonus : Certain spinal types may
also be recognized. There is, for example, the paraplegia in flexion and

the paraplegia in extension. A transverse lesion of the cord would

sever all of the long projection systems, both static and kinetic, and

thus release its various intrinsic reflex mechanisms. In response to

this loss of the higher inhibitory control, the characteristic reflex of

flexion would develop, which then becomes fixed in jiostural hyper-

tonus. the extreme of which is "paraplegia in flexion."
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An cxtensdr type of spinal ])aralysis is also enc<tuntcrc(l ( paraplej^ia

in cNtcnsicm). Tliis form is characteristic of ])yranii<lal tract disease

and is merely the -^pinal expression of the pyramidal type of hvpertonus,

as ohserved in ])nrely sjjastic states.

Myotonia: The disorder of motility which is termed myotonia,

whether cerehral. cerehellar, spinal or peri])heral in its origin is, I

helieve, referahle to the static mechanism. A disorder of the myostatic

mechanistii is resjMinsihle for the [)eculiar character of myotonia, viz;

the ])ersistence of the contraction, and the inahility t(j relax muscles

after the contraction. There is a more or less persistent state of postural

hxation which is not suhject to the niceties of neural contrrd and thus

interferes with the course of movement itself.

Ciregor and Schikler,'" in their study of myotonia were able to

demonstrate the presence of two distinct contraction waves in the electro-

myogram ; the one quick and referable to the disk system, the other

slow, more sustained and prol)al)ly of sarcoplasmic origin.

The relationship of the frontopontocerebellar system to various

mvotonic phenomena has already been emphasized by Kleist ^' and by

Kinnier Wilson.'" Kleist mentions the occurrence of myotonia in

myelitis and syringomyelia, with the ty])ical mechanical and electrical

myotonic response of the perijjheral localization. There are other

central types of myotonia, however, in which the mechanical and elec-

trical responses are wanting and in which the myotonia is not diminished

by repetition of the movement. Myotonia of this type he has observed

in Friedreich's ataxia and Marie's cerebellar ataxia, also in certain

forms of myotonia atrophica. He refers also to adiadokokinesis and

catalepsy as a form of myotonic disorder, as well as the tonic per-

severation and considers their possible relation to the frontopontine

system.

Kinnier Wilson and Walshe '" have also made the important observa-

tion that tumors of the frontal lobe anterior to the motor area may

produce myotonia, a peculiar feature of which is the limitation of the

disturbance to voluntary movements. Bumke ^^ has also described a

family disorder characterized by the occurrence of myotonia with both

voluntary and automatic types of movement. In these central forms

16. Gregor and Schilder : Zur Theorie Der Myotonia, Xeurol. Centrlbl. 32:85,

1913.

17. Kleist : Ueber nachdauernde Muskelkontraction, T. f. Psychiat. u.

Neurol. 10:116. 1907-1908.

18. Wilson. S. A. K.. and Walshe. F. M. R. : The Phenomena of Tonic Inner-

vation and Its Relation to Motor .^praxia. Brain 37:199, 1914.

19. Bumke: Eine familiare Form von Intentionskrampf, Ztschr. f. Neurol, u.

Psychiat. 4:644, 1910.
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of myotonia the usual electrical and mechanical evidences of myotonia

congenita are absent, which proves the myotonic disorder to be of

central origin.

As v^^as stated in my original paper, I regard the essential and char-

acteristic symptoms of cerebellar disease, e. g. dyssynergia, dysmetria

dysdiadokokinesis and intention tremor as manifestations of a disorder

of the static system. The cerebellum is the essential organ for the

control and regulation of the posture synergies of movement. This

subject I have considered more in detail in a recent contribution to

the symptomatology of the cerebellum.^ There is also much in favor

of the hypothesis that certain tonic postural spasms of cerebellar origin

and the tonic rigidity of tetanus are essentially manifestations of the

static system and the sarcoplasmic function of contractile tissue.

Static and Kinetic Seizures in Epilepsy.—In the motor manifesta-

tions of epilepsy there are also evidences of a static and kinetic mecha-

nism. -° The convulsive manifestations of epilepsy, both tonic and

clonic, are related to the kinetic component of motility. This is true

of both the jacksonian type and the general convulsion. The kinetic

type of seizure is the common one and may result from a variety of

causes, toxic, organic and emotional. In epilepsy, how^ever, there is

another type of seizure which I believe is related to the static system,

and which, up to the present time, I have observed only in cases of

idiopathic epilepsy.

Static seizures are characterized by a sudden loss of postural control,

just as the kinetic seizure is characterized by a sudden release of

motion mechanisms. Static seizures may occur alone, as a dissociated

manifestation of epilepsy. The loss of postural control is sudden and

shocklike, the patient falling to the ground with abrupt violence in

response to the law of gravity. While the drop is sudden and immediate

the postural relaxation is only of short duration, the patient rising

almost immediately from the ground without assistance. The fall is

usually associated with transitory loss of consciousness, which may,

however, be very slight. In not a few instances there is scarcely any

appreciable obscuration of consciousness. The fall is usually forward

and is associated with a sudden rela.xation or "giving way" of the lower

extremities. As a rule there are no convulsive manifestations, although

the two varieties of attacks may be combined. In the type of seizure

just described the postural relaxation is more or less general in char-

acter, the patient falling in a heap from complete loss of postural

control.

20. Hunt, Ramsay: On the Occurrence of Static Seizures in Epilepsy

(Trans. New York Neurol. Soc), Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 8:315 (Sept.) 1922.
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The typical drop >ei/.ure.s are by no means common and when

present they tend to recur with a certain degree of regularity and

persistence. In addition to the general type of postural relaxation,

these patients often show a more limited or local form of the disorder,

which may he quite circumscribed in character and distribution, and

is associated with myoclonic jerks or starts. Such myoclonic mani-

festations are not unconunon in the early morning hours in cases of

epilepsy and particularly on arising, and are often relieved or lessened

by the recumbent posture.

W'hile in the present state of our knowledge one cannot assert

positively that these myoclonic manifestations are related to the static

system, it is my belief that a very close relationship e.xists, and that

the myoclonic jerk is often only a compensatory kinetic manifestation

in response to sudden localized relaxations in the jjosture sphere.

Experimental evidence shows that some posture relaxation precedes, or

accompanies, nearly every form of cortical movement, so that it is

possible that both elements may play a role in these minor motor

manifestations of epilepsy.

Under the title dyssynergia cerebellaris myoclonica I reported

recently a group of cases with symjjtoms of cerebellar disease, asso-

ciated with myoclonus epilepsy.* In these patients typical static or

drop-seizures were observed and the (|uestion of the relation of myo-

clonus to the static system was considered. In one case histologic

examination showed a primary atrophy of the efferent system of the

cerebellum (cells of the dentate nucleus and the superior cerebellar

peduncles). Such a lesion would cause a break in the static or posture,

system and may have some bearing on the myoclonia. In this group

of cases it certainly is of more than passing interest that myoclonus-

epilepsy with typical drop-seizures should be found associated with an

organic lesion in the static mechanism.

I will now detail certain experimental evidence showing the impor-

tance of this system in the regulation of the static function of muscles.

Hering and Sherrington -^ in 1898, in their study of reciprocal

innervation showed very clearly that postural inhibition and muscular

contraction could both be elicited by electrical excitation of the cerebral

cortex, and that there exists a form of coordinate innervation in which

the relaxation of one group of muscles occurs as an accompaniment

of the active contraction of another set. They mention the experimental

21. Hering and Sherrington: Ueber Hemmung der Contraktion willkiirlichen

Muskeln bei elektrisches Reizung der Grosshirnrinde. Pflitger's Arch. 67:222,

1897; Inhibition of the Contraction of Voluntary Musdes by Electrical Excita-

tion of the Cortex Cerebri. J. Physiol. 23:, 1898-1899.
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studies of Bubnoff and Heidenhain -- on the excitati(jn and inhibition

of the motor centers of the cortex and similar studies of Exner on

the cortex of the rabbit.

The experiments of Sherrington were carried out on cats and

monkeys. He was able to show that stimulation of an appropriate

center, e. g., that presiding over extension of the elbow, produced an

immediate relaxation of the biceps, together with active contraction of

the triceps. If the biceps or relaxing muscle is palpated during this

experiment it becomes suddenly soft as if it were melting away under

the examiner's touch, while the forearm is extended by contraction of

the triceps. As soon as the stimulation is discontinued the arm returns

to its previous posture of flexion. By weakening the faradic current,

relaxation can in many instances be induced without any obvious con-

traction of the opposed muscles. The relaxation seems to occur quite

synchronously with, or sometimes a little prior to, the contraction of

the opposite group. The points of cerebral cortex from which relaxa-

tion and contraction of a particular muscle, e. g. biceps brachii, can be

evoked respectively are distinct from one another, and often even in

a small monkey lie more than a centimeter apart. In conclusion Sher-

rington made the following significant statement, "Besides therefore a

localization for muscles according to their contraction there is also a

cortical localization different in scheme and capable of demarcation by

observations with relaxation as index. This correlation of relaxation

of one set of muscles with contraction of the antagonistic set furnishes

a further example of reciprocal innervation." One could hardly ask for

more conclusive experimental evidence to prove the existence of motion

and posture centers in the cerebral cortex.

Sherrington -^ also confirmed these results by cortical stimulation

in decerebrate rigidity. After alilation of one cerebral hemisphere a

homonymous extensor rigidity develops which presents an opportunity'

for examination of the sphere of excitation of the cortex on the extensor

muscles of the crossed elbow and knee.

He found in the rolandic region of the monkey a cortical area,

which gives markedly and forthwith, inhibition of the contraction of

the extensors of the elbow, and another cortical area which similarly,

when excited, inhibits the contraction of the extensor of the knee. This

is in accord with his previous experiments with Hering already noted.

22. BubnofF and Heidenhain : Ueher Erregungs- und Honimungs-vorgange
inncrhall) der motorische Hirncentren, Pfliiger's Arch. 26:181.

23. Sherrington, C. S. : Decerebrate Rigidity and Reflex Coordination,

J. Physiol. 22:319, 1897-1898; Integrative Action of the Nervous System,

New York: Charles Scribner's Sons, 1906; Decerebrate Rigidity, pp. 302-304;

Reciprocal Inhibition, pp. 105-106.
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\\ eed -^ in an elahoratc study of decerebrate rigidity has still further

clarified this subject. Weed found that inhibition of the extensor spasm

of decerebrate rigidity could be obtainerl from the motor cortex of the

rolandic area, from the mesial anterior portion of the interna! c;ij)sule,

from the mesial sixth of the crus cerebri.

Cobb, Bailey and Holtz -'' also investigated the genesis and inhibition

of extensor rigidity in cats. They found that electrical stimulation of

the cortex of the anterior lobe of the cereljellum jjroduced an inhibition

of the rigidity in the ipsolateral muscles. In agreement with Weed,
they place the tentative jiathway for this inhibition fimction in the

anterior portion of the internal capsule, the crus, the contralateral por-

tion of the j)ons. and anterior lobe of the cerebellum and the dentate

rubral tract.

The Static and Kinetic Components in the Psychomotor Sphere.—
In addition to the various somatic types of kinetic and static function

a ])sychostatic and psychokinetic representation may be recognized in

the psychic sphere.

Among the kinetic flisturbances of psychic origin may be mentioned

the psychic forms of tremor, chorea, convulsions, myoclonus, and con-

vulsive tic. In the .static sphere, are catalepsy, catatonia, astasia, stereo-

typed postures and attitudes. The symptoms of tonic perseveration

which have been the subject of careful investigation by Wilson and

Walshe '^ would also seem to reveal evidences of a dual representation

in the psychomotor sphere in the so-called active and ])assive persevera-

tion. The authors, in summing up, state that, "the repetition of a

given movement in place of another and the continued repetition of a,

given movement when in a normal individual it would cease, should

be known as active perseveration ; whereas, the cessation of action

which results in the maintenance of an attitude, either in the middle or

the end of a given movement complex, should be know'n as passive

perseveration." A somewhat analogous differentiation may be observed

in the stereotyped movements and stereotyped postures of dementia

precox, produced, I believe, by the release of kinetic or static repre-

sentations in the psychic sphere.

Gak-anomctric Studies of Tonus and Reflexes.—In a recent study of

tonus and reflexes, with the Einthoven string galvanometer. W'ertheim-

Salomonson -' has furnished valuable clinical evidence of a kinetic and

24. Weed, L. H. : Observations upon Decerebrate Rigidity. T. Physiol. 48:

205, 1914.

25. Cobb, S., Bailey. A. A., and Holtz. P. R. : On the Genesis and Inhibition

of Extensor Rigidity. Am. J. Physiol. 44:239. 1917.

26. Wertheim-Salomonson. J. K. A.: Tonus and Reflexes, Brain, 43:369,

1921.
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static system. He has also confirmed the relation of these two systems

to many of the disorders of motility, which I outlined in my original

communication to The American Neurological Association. His inves-

tigations included the making of graphic records of the electrical and

mechanical responses of human muscles in conditions of health and

disease. He distinguishes two types of contraction, tetanic and tonic.

The former occurs as a result of electrical or voluntary stimulation of

the muscle; the tonic contraction, on the other hand, is secondary to

the tetanic contraction. The tetanic contraction, which is the kinetic

component, registers an electrical response on the string galvanometer

;

the tonic contraction produces no electrical response. For example,

passive movements of the extremities produce no movements of the

string galvanometer although there is a considerable "shortening and

lengthening reaction" of muscle tone.

The convulsive manifestations of epilepsy, myoclonus epilepsy and

chorea show a tetanic character of response with movements of the

string. Clonus, tendon reflexes and cutaneous reflexes are also kinetic

and cause an action current. Such disorders as catatonia, catalepsy and

the carpopedal spasms of tetany are tonic, and produce no action

current. It is interesting to note that postparaMic hypertonicity of

muscles as in the spasticity of pyramidal tract disease and the rigidity

of paralysis agitans are not associated with action currents and produce

no movements of the string. In conclusion, he emphasizes the impor-

tance of this method in the study of motor disorders, and states that

the absence of a typical action current is the surest means of dii^^eren-

tiation between a tetanic and a tonic spasm.

Goodhart and Tilney ^^ in their bradykinetic analysis of motor dis-

orders by means of ultrarapid moving pictures have also confirmed my
conception of the efiferent system. Careful analyses were made of

Huntington's chorea, intention tremor, dystonia musculorum deformans,

and cases of cerebellar disease, from which they conclude that purjjosive

movements depend on concurrent and synchronized operations of a

kinetic and static mechanism.

II. THE VEGETATIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM

1. THE STATIC AND KINETIC COMPONENTS

»

If the principle of a dual motion and posture function be ap])lical)le

to all levels of the somatic system this should also apply to the vegetative

mechanism, which represents the lowest phylogenetic level of the nervous

27. Goodhart, S. P., and Tilney. Frederick: Bradykinetic Analysis of

Somatic Motor Disturbances. Neurol. Bull. 3:295. 1921.

28. Preliminary report to the American Neurological Association, June 15,

1921.
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system. If it he true of striped skeletal muscle, it should al^o be true

of the unstrijjed visceral musculature, as one type of contractile tissue

has merged imperceptibly into the other during the slow processes of

evolution.

The object of the present chai)ter is to show that the vegetative

nervous system has both static and kinetic mechanisms similar in func-

tion to those of the somatic nervous system. The static component is

concerned with the postural function of involuntary muscle, and the

kinetic component with motility ])roper. Evidence will be jire.sented

which favors the conception that the ])rimitive pcjstural function is sub-

served by the sym])athetic systetn proper and that primitive motility is

under the control of the parasympathetic system.

In this connection it is interesting to mention the conclusion of

Marshall -'' after an exhaustive study of the muscles of both vertebrate

and invertebrate forms. Marshall's investigations would appear to

show that the disk mechanism of the striated muscle fiber is the final

stage in evolution from the primitive intracellular network of the cell.

This is represented in the unstriped muscle fiber by the longitudinal

fibrillations. He thus traces from its origin the gradual development of

the contractile mechanism of the muscle cell and shows its relation to

the quality of movement. A movement is slow or quick, according

to the quality and degree of differentiation of this contractile consti-

tuent of the muscle fiber.

All involuntary muscles which are innervated by the vegetative

nervous system, with the exception of the heart, are of the unstriped

variety, in this respect differing from the striated muscle of the cerebro-

spinal system.

The unstriped contractile fiber, like the striped variety, is also com-

posed of two distinct substances, the fibrillae, a kind of primitive sar-

costyle, and the sarcoplasm. In accordance with the general conception

which I have formulated for the whole efferent system, it seems probable

that the fibrillae of unstriped muscle are concerned with primitive types

of motion (contractility), w'hile the sarcoplasmic substance subserves

the primitive types of posture (tonus).

2. AX.\TOMIC COXSIDER.ATIOXS

The vegetative nervous system as it exists in man is a primordial

mechanism and is the oldest portion of the nervous system in the phy-

logenetic sense. It corresponds to the ganglionic nervous system of the

lowest forms of animal life and in man is concerned with the regula-

29. Marshall. C. F. : Observations on the Structure and Distribution of

Striped and Unstriped Muscle in the Animal Kingdom and a Theory of

Muscular Contraction. Quart. J. of Microsc. Sci. 28:75. 1888.
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tion of the automatic functions of the viscera, blood vessels and glands.

Although under a certain degree of control from the higher levels of

the nervous system, it is essentially an autonomic mechanism and was

therefore termed the autonomic system by Langley.

According to the researches of Gaskell ^° and Langley,"^ the great

pathfinders in this intricate realm, the vegetative nervous system may

be divided into two parts or systems, which are anatomically, physio-

logically and pharmacologically distinct. One was termed by Gaskell

the sympathetic outflow, which is represented by the thoracicolumbar

portion of the sympathetic system which goes to make up the splanchnic,

the cervical and sacral sympathetic. This portion of the vegetative or

autonomic system is composed of non-medullated nerve fibers w"hich

pass to various groups of ganglions designated as vertebral, prevertebral

and peripheral ganglions, because of their relative proximity to the

vertebral column. The fibers of the sympathetic outflow originate in

cells of the lateral horns of the spinal cord.

Gaskell's other system was termed the parasympathetic outflow, and

differed from the preceding in that it emerged from certain portions

only of the neuraxis, viz. : the gray matter of the midbrain, and medulla

(cranial outflow) and the sacral region of the spinal cord (sacral

outflow). Another important difference was that the fibers composing

this system were medullated fibers and therefore of a higher order

anatomically and functionally than were those of the sympathetic out-

flow. This midbrain, bulbar and sacral outflow' of the parasympathetic

system has been called the autonomic system by German writers,

although this term was suggested by Langley for the whole vegetative

nervous system. This is an abuse of Langley's original conception and

only leads to confusion. I shall, therefore, use the terms sympathetic

and parasympathetic to indicate these two divisions of the vegetative

or autonomic nervous system.

(1) The Syinpafhctic (Static) System.—The fibers of the sympa-

thetic system take their origin in the spinal cord (first dorsal to third

lunil)ar) and ])ass by way of the anterior roots and white rami to the

symi:)athetic ganglions which are ranged on either side of the spinal

column as a distinct ganglionic chain (vertebral ganglions). From the

vertebral ganglions the sympathetic fibers pass to prevertebral ganglions

and thence to terminate in peripheral ganglion cells or ganglionic

plexuses in connection with the organs themselves. The nerve fibers

of the sympathetic are medullated as they take their exit from the

spinal cord but lose their medullary sheath after leaving the vertebral

30. Gaskell. W. H. : The Involuntary Xervous System. Xew York: Long-

mans, Green & Co., 1916.

31. Langley, T. W. : The Autonomic Xervous System, Brain 26:1, 1903.
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ganglions. The i)rcgan;,fli()iiic lihers (wliite ramus) are therefore

nicdullated while the postganglionic fibers are non-niedullated.

The cervical and sacral sympathetic may be regarded as white rami

which have undergone a displacement and fusi(jn in their respective

regions to meet the requirements of the somatic innervation of the

extremities.

All structures which are embraced under the general heading of

glandular, visceral and vascular systems are innervated by the sympa-

thetic outflow.

(2) The Parasympathetic (Kinetic) System.—The parasympathetic

outflow emerges by three routes. The midbrain portion originates in

the nuclear complex of the oculomotor nerve, passing to the ciliar}'

ganglion, which it leaves via the short ciliary nerves to participate in the

innervation of the iris, and the muscle of accommodation. The bulbar

portion originates in the nuclear complex of the glossopharyngeal-vagus

nerve. The latter, which is the so-called extended vagus, is the more
important structure and participates in the innervation of the visceral

contents of the thorax and abdomen.

The sacral portion of the parasympathetic, originates in the cells of

the anterior cornua of the sacral part of the cord and emerges as the

pelvic nerve. It participates in the innervation of the contents of the

pelvis and lower abdomen. Because its function is similar to the vagus,

this nerve is sometimes termed the sacral vagus. The fibers composing

the craniosacral outflow of the parasympathetic system are medullated

and pass directly to the mural and juxtamural ganglions of the per-

ipheral visceral system, without passing through intermediate ganglionic

structures as is the case with the sympathetic system. The fibers of the

s}mpathetic system dift'er from those of the parasympathetic system in

being non-meduUated. They are of the type of the so-called fibers of

Remak. The fibers of the parasympathetic system diflfer from those of

the cerebrospinal ner\es in being of smaller caliber with a fine medul-

lated sheath. These morphologic diflferences may be regarded as repre-

senting evidence of ])hylogenetic development, an adaptation to the

complexities of functional requirements.

All visceral, glandular and vascular structures are also supplied by

the parasympathetic outflow, with the possible exception of the sweat

glands, the pilomotor muscles of the skin and the blood vessels. There

is. however, already some evidence to show that the vasodilators of the

vascular system are innervated by parasympathetic fibers, and nearly

all authorities, Higier.^- Muller,^^ are agreed that the blood vessels, the

32. Higier, Heinrich : \'egetative Xeurology. J. Xerv. & Merit. Dis. Mono-
graph, Nos. 27 and 28. 1918-1919.

33. Miiller. L. H. : Das \'egetative X'ervensvstem, Berlin: 1920.
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pilomotor muscles and sweat glands have also an innervation of para-

sympathetic origin.

Therefore all visceral structures, with the possible exception of

those noted above, have a double innervation, sympathetic and para-

sympathetic, which are mutually antagonistic in their function.

In the vegetative nervous system, therefore, two separate and dis-

tinct systems may be recognized which differ in structure and in

function. They are mutually antagonistic and all vegetative structures

are under this dual and antagonistic control. The cervicothoracic por-

tion of the sympathetic is opposed by the cranial parasympathetic (mid-

brain and bulbar outflow) while the thoracicolumbar portion of the

sympathetic is opposed by the sacral parasympathetic. Each group

contains two classes of fibers : excitors and inhibitors, which control the

various motor and secretory functions of the vegetative nervous system.

The Intrinsic Nervous Mechanism of \'iscera: In addition to the

sympathetic and parasympathetic outflow of the central nervous system

which participate in the innervation of blood vessels, viscera and glands,

there is also an important intrinsic nervous mechanism. This consists

of a network of ganglion cells and fibers, situated within and on the

walls of the viscera (mural or juxtamural systems). In its simplest

form this is composed of nonmedullated fibers which represent a kind

of diffuse nervous system, similar to that described by Bethe and Xicolai

in the lowest forms of life, and which is still represented in the visceral

nervous system of man.

In the gastro-intestinal tract of man there is also present a network

of ganglions and fibers known as Auerbach's plexus, which represents

a fairly complex neural mechanism. It is thought that this plexus plays

an important role in the regulation of various automatic motor activities

of the gastro-intestinal tract. For even if the stomach and intestines

are completely sei)arated from the sympathetic and parasympathetic

systems, the motor functions still continue reflexly, by reason of the

existence of this intrinsic ganglionic mechanism.

It is interesting to note that the vagus nerve of the parasympathetic

system terminates in relation to the plexus of Auerbach, which is

regarded by physiologists as having a motor function.

In the heart, this intrinsic nervous system has reached a nuich higher

degree of dift'erentiation and specialization, and practically controls the

complicated automatic activities of this vital organ. There are aggre-

gations of ganglions in the sinus, the auricles and the ventricles, all of

which play an important rcMe in the automatic function of the heart.

The vagus nerve also terminates in relation to these e'lnfflions. It is
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interesting to note that the stiuhes of Kuntz, AbeP* and His, Jr.,^'

show that cells from the vagal nuclei migrate from the central nervous

system to both the heart and gastro-intestinal tract ; and tiiat the cells

of Auerhach's ])le.\us are all of vagal origin. I'hysiokigic experiments

with drugs also confirm this embryologic evidence and would j^rove that

vagal cells only are found on both the heart and the gut. This anatomic

evidence would ajjpear to favor the conception of the kinetic function

of the ])arasym])athetic outflow.

The existence of a well developed intrin>ic nervous system ex])lains

in large ])art the automatic and autonomous nature of visceral functions

which are maintained by the reflex activities of these primcjrdial neural

mechanisms.

In the gastro-intestinal tract, the plexus of Meissner is supposed to

subserve a sensory function and probably plays an important role in

primitive reflex movements and posture, an example of which is the

myenteric reflex.

It is also very proljable that the dual and antagonistic innervation of

glands and viscera as represented by the sympathetic and parasympa-

thetic system, is also ])resent in this primitive intrinsic system.

3. The Myostatic and Myokinctic Components of Inz'oluntary

Muscle.—The contractile tissue which is imder the control of the

vegetative nervous system is composed of unstriped muscle fibers which

are the forerunners of the striped muscle fibers of the sensorimotor

system. The heart muscle occupies a place between the striped and

unstriped muscle fiber and may be regarded as a transition form uniting

these two fundamental types of contractile tissue.

The unstriped muscle cell is composed of two substances, fibrillary

and sarcoplasmic, whicli may be regarded as the homologues of the

sarcostyles and sarcoplasm of the striated muscle fiber. According to

Heidenhain ^^ and Apathy there are two distinct varieties of fibrillae in

unstriped muscle and Benda ^' has confirmed this point of view.

There are finer fibrillae which are evenly distributed over the whole

cross section of the fiber, and in addition, coarser fibrillae which form

a concentric ring around the periphery of the fiber. These fibrillae

which are supposed to represent dififerent stages of development of the

contractile fibrillarv substance do not terminate in the ends of the cell

34. Abel : The Development of the Autonomic Nerve Mechanism in the

Alimentary Canal of the Chick. Proc. Roy. Soc. Edinburgh 30: 1909-1910.

35. His, Junior : Die Entwickehmg des Herznervensystems bei wirbel-

thieren Abh. d. k. Sachs. Gesellsch. d. wissensch., math. phys. Classe, 18, 1891.

36. Heidenhain, M. : Die kontraktilen Substanz. Bardeleben's Handbuch der

Anatomic des !Menschen. Vol. 8.

y?. Benda : Ueber den feineren Bau der glatten Muskelfasern der Menschen.

Anat. Anz. 16 to 19:214, 1902-1905.
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but pass from one cell to another, thus forming a sort of continuity of

fibrillar structure in a longitudinal direction. It is held by some histol-

ogists that unstriped muscle fibers form a kind of syncytial membrane,

the fibrillae passing from one cell to another, and forming a kind of

contractile network, Rouget ^^ and McGill."^

(ienerally speaking the sarcoplasm is the predominating structure in

unstriped muscle fiber and is in excess of the contractile fibrillae. This

is in accord with the function of unstriped muscle which is character-

ized by sluggishness of movement and slow alterations of tone rather

than by those sudden changes from activity to rest which characterize

the function of skeletal muscles.

Another difiference is the behavior of the muscle fiber after section

of its nerve supply. In the case of striated muscle, the muscle fibers

undergo atrophy. Section of the nerves passing to the visceral mecha-

nism causes no atrophic changes in the unstriped muscle fibers. It

must not be forgotten, however, that conditions are not wholly analogous,

as after section of the extrinsic system (sympathetic and parasympa-

thetic) of the vegetative mechanism there still remains the intrinsic

nervous mechanism, which would be sufficient to maintain trophic func-

tion, if it were essential to this variety of muscle fiber.

Although the rate of contraction of unstriped muscle is very slow

—

much slower than that of the skeletal muscles—there are considerable

variations in the rate of contraction in different organs and of the

skeletal muscles themselves.

This is in accord with the statement which was previously made
that the various types of movement and posture pass by imperceptible

gradations, one into the other, and is also in accord with the evolutionary

conception of contractile tissue.

The same is true of the histologic structures of the unstriped muscle

fiber. There are many varieties of these cells which differ considerably

in size, relative quantity of contractile fibrillae and sarcoplasm. In

some unstriped cells the fibrillae have a spiral arrangement and others

even show a tendency to transverse striation.

In the sensitive grading of contraction required by skeletal muscles,

it is important that the fibers should act separately. In the smooth

muscle of the heart the wave of contraction travels from fiber to fiber

by virtue of the interlacing network of the fiber mass. It is likely that

the lower fomi of motility of the other viscera is carried on in a similar

manner.

38. Rouget, C. : Memoire sur les tissus contractiles et la contractilite. J. d.

physiol. 6:647, 1863.

39. McGill, Caroline: Histogenesis of Smooth 2Juscle. Intern. Men. .^nat.

& Physiol. 24:209. 1907-1908.
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Unstriped muscle fibers also show certain peculiarities of function

which are abolished or largel\- iiiodilied in skeletal nui>cles. Among the

more important of these are : a tenflency to automatic rhythmic con-

tractility and tonicity, and a special sensitiveness hi mechanical and

thermal stimuli. This quality probably plays an important role in

maintaining the automatic reflex activities of the viscera.

To summarize briefly, the essential point which 1 wish to enipiiasize

as bearing on my conception of a duality of function of the efferent

system is as follows : The kinetic component is represented in the

parasympathetic, and the static compcjnent in the sympathetic outflow

of the vegetative nervous system.

The fibrillary structure of tlie unstriped muscle cells is related to

the kinetic fibers of the parasympathetic system, while the sarcoplasm

is controlled by the static fibers of the sympathetic system. One is the

juyokinctic mechanism for the control of primitive forms of movement,

in unstrij^ed musculature, while the other is the myostatic mechanism

for the maintenance of primiti\e forms of posture.

3. PHYSIOLOGIC CONSIDERATION'S

In the realm of physiology there are also many facts which cor-

roborate the theory of a dual system of motility. Indeed. Mosso,^"

Botazzi,^" Sherrington.^' Magnus and Kleijn *'- and de Boer *^ laid the

foundation for this conception by their work on the motor function of

the vegetative and reflex nervous systems.

The unstriped musculature of the blood vessels, glands and viscera

is arranged in layers, forming muscular sacs and tubes for the storage

and conduction of fluid and semifluid contents. These muscular organs,

undergo considerable alteration in volume and caliber as their contents

are displaced by the force of gravity and muscular contraction.

According to the conception which was presented in the previous

chapter the maintenance of static or postural tone is a function of the

sarcoplasm which is under the control of the sympathetic system. The

primitive motility is subserved by the contractile fibrillae which are under

the control of the parasympathetic system. As this fibrillary structure

of involuntary muscle forms an intercommunicating network or con-

40. Botazzi, P.: The Oscillations of the Auricular Tonus in the Batrachian

Heart, with a Theory of the Function of Sarcoplasm in Muscular Tissues.

J. Physiol. 21:1, 1897.

41. Sherrington, C. S.: Postural Activity of Muscle and Xerve, Brain 38:

191. 1915.

42. Magnus and Kleijn : Die Abhangigkeit des Tonus der Extremitaten-

muskeln von der Kopfstellung. Pflitger's Arch. f. d. ges. Physiol. 145:455. 1912.

43. De Boer : Die Bedeutung der tonischen Innervation fiir die Funktion

der quergestreiften Muskeln, Ztschr. f. Biol. 47:239, 1914.
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tractile nieniljrane. a slow form of wavy inoxemetit is imparted to the

muscular tissue of the viscera. The function of the sarcoplasm is to

maintain the viscus in a state of postural tone in relation to its contents,

analogous to postural fixation of skeletal muscles.

Where the viscus empties its contents into the narrow lumen of a

tube or duct there is usually a thickening of the circular musculature

of the region which is termed the sphincter and which holds the contents

within the cavity. This sphincter function represents a specialization

of the static or postural mechanism of the viscera and will be discussed

later, imder reciprocal innervation.

An original and very important contribution to the posturing func-

tion of viscera was made as early as 1882 by ^losso and Pellacani.

These investigators showed that within certain limits the bladder adjusts

its walls to its contents, maintaining the same degree of intravesical

pressure, save for the pressure of the fluid, whether the organ be full

or empty. They showed that the vesical bladder is no mere elastic sac

which expands with increase of tension as it becomes distended, but a

muscular membrane which adjusts itself in terms of postural tone to its

contents. Sherrington " has pointed out the similarity of this mani-

festation in involuntary muscle to the plastic tonus observed by him

in skeletal muscle and which underlies the so-called lengthening and

shortening reaction of striated muscle.

Previous to this in 1871, Schatz ** had already shown the existence

of a similar mechanism in the uterus during parturition. He found

by manometric measurements of intrauterine pressure that the column

of mercury rose to 100 mm. during labor pains. In the pain free

intervals, however, the column of mercury fell to 25 mm. in spite of

the fact that the uterus had by contraction, changed its form and become

smaller. Thus showing that in the uterus the same postural or capacity

adjustment to changes of contents exist as in the case of the bladder.

Perhaps no tissue of the human body is subject to so many changes

in size as unstriped muscle and this peculiarity is probably due to an

actual displacement of the muscle cells. For example, Griitzner *' in his

classical work on involuntary muscle has shown that the muscle cells of

the empty stomach of a frog are arranged in su|)erimposed lavers. about

twenty in number. When the frog's stomach is distended the lavers of

superimposed muscle fibers are reduced in number to four or five. This

displacement of muscle cells takes place in both a longitudinal and trans-

verse direction and is due to postural alterations in length without

corresjionding changes in tension. In this so-called "'shortening and

44. Schatz. F. : Beitriige zur Physiologic dcr Cielnirtskunde. Arcli. f.

Gynaekol. 3:58. 1871.

45. Griitzner. P.: Die glatteii Muskeln. Ergeh. der Physiol. 3:1J. 1904.
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lengthenin<,' reaction" (if muscle ( iriitzner jjostulatcs the existence of

an internal fixation or check mechanism, which he likens to a catch

and ratchet meciianisni. In means of which the contractile cell may
become t'lxed in anv length. In referring to the contracted stomach of

a hungry frog he emphasizes the fact that this organ is not in a state

of tetanus, analogous to the tetanic contraction of striated muscle, hut

that the muscle cells are simply resting in a state of shortened tone, a

])ostural adjustment to diminished contents. In this relation he refers

to the closing muscle of the molluscs and states that if this function

were contractile and in the nature of tetanus it would give way under

pressure. This particular ])hase of the subject has in recent years been

the subject of a series of brilliant investigations by Von Uexkiill.'"''

In conclusion Griitzner states that smooth muscle is suliject to the

same changes as regards motion and posture as striped muscle, save

that these activities are involuntary; furthermore, that the involuntary

nervous mechanism which regulates these functions is automatic and

reflex, and when it is apparently influenced by the voluntary nervous

system, in reality it is only a voluntary production of a reflex action.

Von Uexkull's elaborate studies have contributed very materially

to our knowledge of this important problem of muscle physiology.

These researches were carried out on vertebrates and invertebrates and

include both striated and non-striated muscle. His more important con-

clusions are briefly, as follows

:

Formerly, in muscle physiology one considered only excitation, con-

traction and tonus, the latter being more apparent at rest. The

conception of "Sperrung" which is the fixation or check component

of muscular action has changed this. At the present time we must

consider not only excitation and contraction, but, in the realm of tonus,

also excitation and fixation. The contraction in indicated by the move-

ment of the muscle mass. The fixation (Sperrung) is indicated by the

hardness of the muscle.

This general conception of internal fixation was formulated by

Griitzner some years before for involuntary muscle, in which he postu-

lated the existence of a catch and ratchet mechanism. Von Uexkiill has

shown that there are two kinds of fixation, one he terms maximal and

the other gliding fixation (gleitende Sperrung). Maximal fixation is

characteristic of smooth or non-striated muscles, while gliding fixation

characterizes the postural function of striated muscle. Maximal fixa-

tion implies the utilization of the whole fixation power of the muscle.

46. Von Uexkiill: Die Physiol, dcs Seeigel Stcchel. Zeitschr. f. Biol. 21:73,

1900; with Noyon : Die Harte der Muskeln. ibid. 56:139, 1911; Die Pilger

Muschel. ibid. 58:305. 1912: and with Gross: Studien iiber den Tonus (Die

Schere des Fluss Rebses), ibid. 60:334. 1913.
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It has n(j gradations and is analogous to the "all or nothing" theory of

Bowditch for the contractile function of unstriped muscle. Gliding

fixation, on the other hand, implies the existence of various degrees and

gradations of "Sperrung" corresponding to the varying shades and dif-

ferences of muscular contraction which characterize the function of

skeletal muscles. The skeletal muscles of man are capable of a weak

or strong gliding fixation.

It is interesting to note that Parnas *" has shown that the maximal

fixation of unstriped muscle is unaccompanied by any demonstrable

elevation of metabolism. This is similar to the results obtained by

Pekelharing in striated muscle, who showed that the tonus or posturing

function of nuiscle operates at a lesser turnover of energy than that of

its contractile function. Therefore, the statotonic function of contractile

tissue, which fixes the various parts of the body in postural adjustments,

is a more economical process than the kinetic function, and is in

harmony with the relative un fatigability of posture as contrasted with

movement.

In this conception of internal fixation, Von Uexkiill believes that

the muscle fiber is converted into a mechanical apparatus by chemical

means, by a conversion of sol into gel and a reconversion of gel to

sol. The fixation fiber would therefore require two qualities, viz ; those

of clotting and unclotting the sarcoplasmic contents of the cell.

In the physiology of the heart a similar duality of function was

noted by Botazzi ^'^ in 1897 in a study of the auricular tonus of the

batrachian heart. This author reached the conclusion that the motor

activity of the heart muscle consists of two components, one the beat

which he refers to the fibrillary or disk system, and the other a tonic

wave or oscillation which was thought to be of sarcoplasmic origin.

After the demonstration ])y experiment of these two forms of muscular

contraction, he formulated the suggestive theory of the functicni of

sarcoplasm by which it is supposed to support and reinforce the quicker

contractions of the sarcostyles or contractile mechanism.

Three years later, he investigated tiie action of the vagus and sympa-

thetic nerves on the auricles of the tortoise, and confirmed his previous

conclusions.*^ Stimulation of the vagus nerve abolished the elementary

rhythmic contraction of tl,ie heart beat of the auricle, the tonus oscilla-

tions either increasing or remaining unaltered. Stimulation of the

sympathetic, on the other hand, abolished the tonus oscillation and

excited the elementary contractions or heart beat. He expresses the

47. Parnas, J.: Encrgctik glatter Muskcln, Pfliiger's Arcli. 134:441, 1910.

48. Botazzi, P.: Action du vague et du sympathique sur orcillettt-s du coeur

de I'emys europoca, Arch. Ital. d. Biol. 34:17, 19(K) : and with Greenbalim

:

Function of Unstriped Muscle. T. Physiol. 24:51, 1899.
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(ipinion that these two ty])es f>f nniscle function have separate and

distinct forms of innervation. The action of the vagus and sympathetic

are therefore antagonistic and he helieves that each nerve contains both

excitomotor and inhibitory fibers, a subject wliich has been investigated

in great detail Ijy Spadohni.'"'

In the same year, 1900, Fano and Bodano •''" repeated the experi-

ment of Botazzi on the auricle of the tortoise and reached the satne

conclusions as to the role fif the sympathetic and vagus nerves and

their relation to the tonus and contractile activities of the muscle, so that

for heart muscle, which stands midway between striped and unstriped

muscle, the duality of function, contractile and postural, has been

demonstrated by exact experimental methods.

The tonus function or "lengtliening and shortening reaction'' of

muscles of the peripheral static system was investigated by Sherrington,

in 1909.''^ This intrinsic property of muscle tissue is dependent on pos-

tural tone, by means of which a muscle may be lengthened or shortened

during contraction without corresponding changes of tension. This

alteration in postural length without corresponding changes of tension

facilitates the easy transition from posture to movement which charac-

terizes motility and corresponds to what has already been demonstrated

in visceral muscle by Schatz, Mosso and Pellacani and Griitzner.

Sherrington in a more recent study ,*^ (1915) of the postural activity

of nerve and muscle has also shown the great importance of this

posturing mechanism in the function of the hollow^ viscera and blood-

vessels. He presents in most convincing manner the evidence in favor

of a posture mechanism in both the vegetative and reflex nervous

systems.

Sherrington has also recognized a duality of function in the various

reflex activities of the segmental nervous system, and reached the con-

clusion that two types of reflex action may be recognized. One, the

reflex movement, which he terms the phasic reflex, and the other a

reflex posture which he terms the tonic or postural reflex ; in the realm

of reflex activity he has indicated the existence of a duality of function

which I have extended to the whole efferent system.

Slierrington has also called attention to the fact that such phenomena

as coordination and reciprocal innervation are as much a part of the

49. Spadolini : Les actions antagonistiques dans les systemes autonomes,

Archiv. d. Fisiol. 15:1, 1917.

50. Fano and Bodano: Sur des causes et signification des oscillations du

tonus auriculaire dans le coeur de Temys europoea, Arch. Ital. d. Biol. 34:303,

1900.

51. Sherrington. C. S. : On Plastic Tonus and Proprioceptive Reflexes,

Quart. J. Exper. Physiol. 2:109, 1909; On Double Reciprocal Innervation, Folia

neuro. biol. Ill, 1909-1910.
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tonic or postural reflex as they are of the phasic reflex mechanism.

His experiments on decerebrate rigidity, as well as those of Magnus

and Kleijn, show conclusively that innervation and coordination are

as important in the realm of posture as in that of movement.

Reflex action is therefore dependent on a peripheral kinetic system

which terminates in the sarcostyles (myokinetic mechanism), and reflex

posture is dependent on a peripheral static system which terminates in

the sarcoplasm (myostatic mechanism). These are the neuromuscular

representatives at the reflex or segmental level of the kinetic and static

pathways of motility.

In any study of the physiology of motion of the vegetative mecha-

nism, the automatic and autonomous nature of its function must be

considered. This automaticity is so striking a characteristic of all

visceral function, that some investigators believe that it resides in the

inherent contractility of muscle tissue itself, and is quite independent

of the nervous system. Others, however, while recognizing the inherent

automatic and rhythmic qualities of involuntary contractile tissue insist

that there must be an associated neural mechanism subserving the

various reflex activities of vegetative function, e. g. the myenteric reflex,

heart beat and vesical function; while the higher coordination of move-

ment of the intestine is dependent on the sympathetic and para-

sympathetic outflow of the central nervous system. This reflex motor

and postural activity of the gastro-intestinal tract is dependent on the

intrinsic nervous mechanism (nerves and ganglions) of the heart,

bladder, etc. which are under the control of the sympathetic and

parasympathetic sy.stems. That the peripheral vegetative system is

autonomous is indicated by the relatively normal progression of diges-

tion in the dog after transection of the vagus and the spinal cord. The
so-called myenteric reflex. Cannon '- or the law of the intestine, Bayliss

and Starling -'^ is a classical example of the function of this intrinsic

mechanism. A rubber ball placed in the Intestine gradually descends by

the action of this reflex, i. e. contraction of the circular muscles above

the bolus and dilatation below-. It is a simple type of reciprocal inner-

vation, the sensory components of which probably reside in the plexus

of Meissner and the motor components in the plexus of Auerbach.

That reciprocal innervation of higher order exists in the hollow viscera,

is shown by stimulation of the parasympathetic system which causes

relaxation of the sphincter muscle and contraction of the detrusor. On
the other hand stimulation of the sympathetic causes contraction of the

52. Cannon. W. B. : Peristalsis. Segmentation and the Myenteric Reflex.

Am. J. Physiol. 30:67. 1912.

53. Bayliss and Starling: Movements and Innervation of the Large Intestine,

J. Physiol. 26:107, 1900; Movements and Innervation of the Small Intestine,

ibid., p. 125.
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sphincter aiul relaxation (tf the detrusor function. ( laskeil an<l Lanjjlev

have shown the existence of recijjrocal innervation in the pyloric, ve>ical

and rectal s])hincters. Bainhridji^e and 1 )ale '* have also shown a similar

reciprocal innervation in the i^all bladder >tiinulation of the vaj^us caus-

ing contractions of the gall bladder and relaxation of the sphincters.

The evidence shows that the extrinsic nervous system passing to the

viscera is not in a position to produce a movement as such, hut exercises

this function by exciting or inhil)itin<( the motor or postural activities of

the intramural reflexes. All the evidence tends to show that the involun-

tary ner\ous system is built on the same ])lan as the voluntary nervous

system. There are alYerent and efferent pathways, excitation, inhibition

and reciprocal innervation in both the autonomic and cerebrospinal

systems.

Physiologic studies of the motor functions of the gastro-intestinal

tract by Bayliss and Starling ^^ also confirm the existence of a static

and kinetic component in the splanchnic mechanism. These investiga-

tors have shown that the vagus is the motor nerve of the gastro-

intestinal tract, while the sympathetic exercises a tonic and inhibitory

function. Their enterographic studies show very clearly that, after

stimulation of the vagus nerve, movement takes place in both the circular

and longitudinal muscular layers of the intestines, while stimulation of

the sympathetic produces a general increase of tone. These experiments

would therefore seem to disprove the hypothesis of Basch and Fellner
'"''

of the \'ienna School, who associated the longitudinal layer of the small

and large intestine with the vagal and sacral outflow (parasympathetic)

and the circular layer with the sympathetic system.

Langley and Anderson '"^ have also shown that the large intestine

receives its motor supply from the pelvic nerve (sacral parasympathetic)

and that only the sphincter is innervated by the sympathetic, and Elliott

has confirmed these results by use of the epinephrin method (cited by

Gaskell).

Spadolini *^ in a comprehensive survey of the antagonistic action of

the autonomic system and as a result of his own researches in this field

has reached similar conclusions. According to his views the funda-

mental control of the contractile element of smooth muscle is the para-

sympathetic, while the tonic control is the sympathetic. The first system

he believes has to do with relatively rapid movement, while the second

54. Bainbridge and Dale : The Contractile Mechanism of the Gal! Bladder.

J. Physiol. 33:150. 1905.

55. Fellner, L. : Weitere Mittheillungen ueber die Bewegungs- und
Hemmumgs-nerven des Rectums, Arch. f. Physiol. 56:542, 1894.

56. Langley and Anderson : On the Innervation of the Pelvic and Adjoining
Viscera, J. Physiol. 18:, 1895.
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produces a more general tonic response. He has also advanced the

theory that both excitatory and inhibitory nerves of the sympathetic

and parasympathetic pass together in their course and that weak stimula-

tion inhibits function, while strong stimuli excites it.

In subsequent experiments he has been able to demonstrate these

l)eculiarities in experiments on the stomach and intestines of the dog

and cat.'^^

An antagonistic innervation of the vascular system has been shown

to exist exactly as in the case of the viscera. It has been shown that

stimulation of the hypogastric nerve (sympathetic) produces a constric-

tion of the vessels of the internal and external genitalia. In contrast

to this, however, stimulation of the nervus erigens (sacral parasympa-

thetic) produces erection, i. e. dilatation of the corpora cavernosa.

Again, stimulation of the cervical sympathetic produces constriction of

the vessels of the submaxillary gland, while stimulation of the chorda

tympani (midbrain parasympathetic) is followed by dilatation.

Gaskell states that there is also evidence to show that the constrictors

and dilators of the pupil have an antagonistic action, similar in nature

to that observed in the vegetative system. Waymouth Reid investigated

this question by electrical tests and reached the conclusion that the

law of reciprocal innervation holds for the eye as for other parts.

In this relation it is also interesting to record that the tensor tympani.

which is the essential fixation or posturing mechanism of the tympanic

membrane, is innervated by a filament from the sympathetic. The

essential motor nerve of this region is the nervus stapedius, a branch

from the facial nerve, which causes movement of the tympanum by its

action on the stapes.

4. PH.ARMACOLOGICAL CONSIDER.ATIONS

In addition to the differences of structure and function which have

been indicated, there are also pharmacologic evidences of a dual system

of vegetative motility. The vegetative nervous system is essentially

a reflex mechanism, the function of which is regulated bv afferent

stimuli, psychic stimuli and by the direct action of hormones.

These two systems, the sympathetic and parasympathetic, in which

are represented the kinetic and static components of motility, react

differently to certain drugs and hormones. In this respect there is a

certain resemblance to the drug dissociations of the myokinetic and

myostatic functions of the striated muscle fiber, strychnin acting on the

contractile element of the nuiscle fiber, and veratrin on the sarcoplasm.

57. Spadolini : Le azioni antagonistiche autonomi. Physiol. Ahst. 3:18.

1918-1919; Reazioni reflesse del tenue, iliid. 4:23, 1919-1920.
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These differences of reaction in the vegetative niechanisin may be

general or local. A drug or h(jrmone may exercise a selective action on

all portions of the system or the effect may have a very limited distribu-

tion. Certain drugs, for example, involve the central more than the

peripheral portion of the mechanism.

Among the drugs which have a special action on the i)arasympathetic,

pilocarpin is perhaps the most important. Physostigmin and muscarin

also act specifically on the parasympathetic. In the realm of the sympa-

thetic proper, ei)inephrin is the most imjjortant, and has the same effect

as electrical stimulation. It is the sympathicotropic hormone formed

by the cells of the chromaffin .system and is the great chemical factor

in maintaining tone.

The importance and special significance of epinephrin in the func-

tion of the sympathetic system is such that many investigators believe

there must be a similar substance, also of endocrine origin, for the

control of the parasympathetic. As yet, however, this hypothetical

hormone has not been isolated.

It is very probable that the vegetative system is largely controlled

by the endocrine glands and that hormones play a predominant role

in the regulation of vegetative function, secretory, motor and inhibitory.

5. RELATION OF THE STATIC AN-D KINETIC COMPONENTS OF THE
VEGETATIVE NERVOUS SYSTEM TO SYMPTOMATOLOGY

I shall now consider the relation of the vegetative system to symp-

tomatology. While the evidence at this functional level of the nervous

system is by no means so convincing as in the somatic sphere, there

are nevertheless many facts in the autonomic system which are favorable

to our hypothesis. Involuntary muscle, like voluntary, contains a con-

tractile and a fixation mechanism which are innervated res])ectively by

the parasympathetic and sympathetic systems. Langelaan, in his study

of muscle tonus, reached the conclusion that contractile tonus is con-

trolled by the cerebros])inal system and plastic or autonomic tonus by

the sympathetic. He states that investigations on the tonus of smooth

muscles have led to similar results. The plastic tonus of striped

muscles, agrees in its essential features with the "Substanztonus" of

P. Schultz, and the "neurogene tonus" of the same author resembles

in many respects the contractile tonus of the skeletal muscles.

The postural system of visceral structures, like that subserving the

function of skeletal muscles, is concerned with the maintenance of

postural tone. This is the predominating function in hollow viscera and

serves to adapt these organs to their contents and corresponding changes

in hydrostatic pressure. Take, for example, the continuous postural

activity of the vesical bladder and compare this with the comparatively

slight degree of active motility which this organ manifests.
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It may be stated, therefore as a general princi])le, that a disorder

of the myostatic component of the vegetative mechanism causes a dis-

turbance of postural tone, and a disturbance of the myokinetic com-

ponent is characterized by a disorder of movement itself.

Such differences in function have already been noted by clinicians

in the realm of gastric motility, and it is well recognized that increased

tone and increased peristalsis do not always coincide. Observations are

recorded in which there was a considerable diminution of the muscular

tone in association with increased peristaltic activity.

Some years ago Eppinger and Hess -'^ attempted to establish a

specific symptomatology for the two great divisions of the vegetative

nervous system, which had already been differentiated by the anatomic

and pliysiologic investigations of Gaskell and Langley.

Largely by the use of pharmacologic methods, they separated into

two large clinical groups, the rather complicated symptomatology of

this region. One group, of parasympathetic origin, was termed vago-

tonia, because of the relation of the extended vagus to the symptomat-

ology. The other, was referred to the sympathetic proper and was

called sympathicotonia. Broadly speaking both syndromes were charac-

terized by hyperexcitability of their respective systems. Furthermore,

a state of hyperexcitability in one system was apparently associated with

a state of hypoexcitability in the other. In other words, one or the

other system assumed the center of the stage and dominated the clinical

])icture. This corresponds to the physiologic relationship of these two
systems, which are mutually antagonistic and inhibitory.

In vagotonia, they recognized not only a condition of general vago-

tonia, but also local areas of vagotonic reaction, limited to the midbrain,

bulbar or sacral distribution of the parasympathetic. As pilocarpin

stimulates the parasympathetic, symptoms of vagotonia could be elicited

or aggravated by the administration of this drug; and many of their

deductions were based upon its effects.

Epinephrin. on the other hand, activates the sympathetic system

and its administration would aggravate an already existing condition

of sympathicotonia ; or, under normal conditions, might induce symp-

toms of the sympathicotonic state. For these two important systems

of the vegetative mechanism are antagonistic, and in conditions of dis-

ease are characterized by differences in symptomatology. As tlie systems

are mutually antagonistic, an increase of tone in one is incompatible

with an increase of tone in the other. Thus an individual who reacts

umluly to pilocarpin shows a lessened reaction to e])ine])Iirin and atropin.

58. Eppinger and Hess : Vagotonia, Monograph Xo. 20. J. Xerv. & Mont. Dis.,

1915.
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'I'he symptomatology of vagotonia as given by these authors cor-

responds very closely to the exi)erimental results of stimulation of the

parasympathetic system, both by electricity and jjilocarpin. X'agotonia

ill the sphere of the midbrain autonomic, is characterized by contraction

of the pujjil (myosis), spasm of accommodation and X'on (Jraefe svmi)-

toms from excitation of the levator palpebrae. There also exists a

tendency to salivation, lachrymation and sweating.

In the bulbar autonomic there is produced gastric hyperacidity,

pylorospasm, cardiospasm and esophagospasm, spastic constipation, also

diarrhea from increased secretion and increased peristalsis; spasm of

the gall bladder and gall duct; bronchial asthma due to contraction of

the nmsde walls of the bronchi and increased secretion ; bradycardia

and mild anginoid symptoms from contraction of the coronary artery.

Vagotonia in the distribution of the sacral autonomic produces

urgency of micturition, spermatorrhea, erections and rectal tenesmus.

It is also interesting to note that all of the above symptoms of vagotonia

are diminished by atropin and increased by pilocarpin. In conclusion

they state that vagotonia is probably the expression of an inferior

makeup, possibly associated with a defect of the chromaffin or of the

thymic and lymphatic systems.

In sympathicotonia, there is a reversal of the pharmacologic reaction

noted above. There is failure to react in the usual manner to pilocarpin.

together with evidence of an undue susceptibility to epinephrin.

This conception of Eppinger and Hess is based on anatomic, physio-

logic and also to large extent on pharmacologic data. It represents an

attempt to separate the function and symptomatology of the two great

neural systems of the vegetative mechanism. It has by no means

obtained general acceptance and is probably only in ])art correct. It

is, however, a very suggestive hypothesis and has paved the way for

further investigations of this important question. My reason for allud-

ing to it at some length here is to show the importance of the para-

sympathetic outflow in the realm of active" motility (kinesis), which

to that extent tends to confirm my hy])othesis of the dual nature of

the efferent system.

In the realm of visceral symptomatology, a disorder of postural

tone may be referred to the static component of motility. Among these

may be mentioned: atony and dilatation of the stomach (gastrectasia),

and intestines ; atony and insufficiency of the sphincters, pyloric, cardiac,

and rectal.

Corresponding disorders of the kinetic component are manifested

in the gastro-intestinal tract by hyperkinesis. peristaltic unrest, nervous
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vomiting and nervous diarrhea. It is also likely that spasmodic con-

tractions of the sphincter muscles, pyloric, cardiac and rectal, are also

of kinetic origin, although the possibility of spasmodic postural fixation

must also be considered. The same may also be true of the so-called

spastic form of constipation.

In the sphere of circulation, disorders of the purely contractile

mechanism (heart beat) are referable to the myokinetic mechanism,

e. g. tachycardia and bradycardia; while atonic states of the cardiac

muscles (dilatation) are in part referable to the myostatic mechanism.

Atonic states of the vascular system are also of static or postural origin

and referable to the sympathetic system.

III. THE AFFERENT XERVOUS SYSTEM

1. THE STATIC AND KINETIC COMPONENTS-"

In the foregoing chapters the evidence in favor of the functional and

mor])hologic duality of the efferent system has been presented from

various points of view. In the present chapter I shall consider the

static and kinetic components of the afferent sphere.

The Kinesthetic and Statesthetic Systems.—The sense of movement

and the sense of posture are well recognized components of deep sen-

sibility. They are composed of sensory impressions derived from

various sources, chiefly from the muscles, but also from the joints,

tendons and fascia. The vestibular mechanism, is also closely related

to the proprioceptive system and plays an important role in the regula-

tion of po.stural tone. And it is interesting to note that recent inves-

tigators, Magnus and Kleijn,*^ Barany '"" and Hunter ''^ recognize the

existence of a kinetic as well as a static labyrinth, in which, the semi-

circular canals yield kinetic impulses and the otoliths static impressions,

in the regulation of movement and posture.

This point of view was foreshadowed by Sherrington,-^ some years

ago in his classical work on the Integrative Action of the Nervous

System ; "In many forms of animals, e. g. in vertebrates, there lies in

one of the leading segments a receptor organ (the labyrinth) derived

from the exteroceptive field, but later recessed oft' from it ; and this is

combined in action with receptors of the proprioceptive field of the

remaining segments. This receptive organ, like those of the proprio-

59. Preliminary report to the New York Neurological Society. June, 1922.

60. Barany, R. : Diagnosis of Disease of the Otolith Apparatus. J. Laryngol.

& Otol. 36:229, 1921.

61. Hunter. R. T. : Disease of the Otolith Apparatus, witli the Report of a

Case. .\rch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 7:795, 1922.
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cc|)ti\e lield. is a(la])tc'(l to iiieclumical stimuli. It consists of two parts,

l)otli endowed with low rece])tive thresholcl and with rehned selective

difFerentiation. ' )nc part, the otolith orj^an, is adapted to react to

chatij^es in the incidence and dej^ree of jjressurc exerte<l on its nerve-

endings hy a little weight of higher specific gravity than the fluid other-

wise tilling the organ. The other ]).'u-t, the semicircular canals, reacts

to minute mass movements of fluid contained within it. These two parts

constitute the lahyrinth. The incidence and degree of ])ressure of the

otoliths ui)on their receptive hed change with changes in the ])osition

of the segment, in which the lahyrinth lies, relatively to the horizon line.

Movements of the segment likewise stimulate the labyrinthine receptors

through the inertia of the labyrinthine fluid and the otoliths."

More recently, Magnus and Kleijn ''- have investigated this subject.

They rotated animals in a centrifuge at two thousand revolutions per

minute, thus dislocating the otoliths in the otolith membranes. By
testing the reflexes of the animals before and after rotation, and after

examination of the otolith organs histologically, they reached the con-

clusion that these organs are exclusively concerned with the transmis-

sion of tonic labyrinthine refle.xes to the body muscles, and in the mainte-

nance of posture reflexes. They concluded also that the otolith appa-

ratus is not stimulated by centrifugal force or, in the case of rectilinear

motion, by any lagging of the otoliths on progression ; and they call

attention to the fact that, in case of the canals, the stimulus is on move-

ment either starting or stopping; whereas, in the otolith membranes,

the stimulus is constant from the time the head moves from the hori-

zontal |U)sition. These investigators believe that, even in this position,

there is a constant minimum stimulus for tonus. If this is the case,

then disease of the otolith organs would cause signs induced by the

position of the head rather than by rotation or movement of the head.

From their studies on the labyrinthine function of the rabbit, they

recognize the existence of tw^o types of reflex action ; reflexes of move-

ment and reflexes of posture. The former is concerned with the reac-

tion of rotation and progressive movements ; the latter with the tonic

reflexes of skeletal muscles, and labyrinthine posture reflex and com-

pensatory ocular fixation. Barany '"'" and Hunter "^ report cases in which

postural anomalies, giddiness, and nystagmus were referable to disease

of the otolith apparatus mechanism, the semicircular canals presenting

no evidences of disease.

The trend of modern investigations, anatomic, physiologic and clinical

seems, therefore, to indicate that the labyrinth has both a statesthetic

and a kinesthetic function, separate and distinct from one another, sub-

serving respectively the sensory aspects of posture and of motion.

62. Magnus: Die Funktion der Otolithen. Ber. ii. d. ges. Physiol. 2:174, 1920.
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In the conception of a statesthetic and kinesthetic function, which

is here presented, I have reference more particularly to muscle sen-

sibility (myesthesia) and its relation to the dual functions of motility.

For if it be true that the efferent nervous system from its earliest

development in the vegetative mechanism to its highest expression in the

cerebral cortex, shows evidence of a static and a kinetic mechanism,

the existence of a similar division in the afferent sphere is very probable.

For the efferent system is only one limb of the reflex arc, and where two

separate physiologic systems exist subserving the function of motility,

so different in the nature of their contractile function, there must also

be corresponding differences in the function and morphology of their

afferent mechanism.

One may postulate, therefore, in both skeletal and visceral muscle,

the existence of special afferent systems for the transmission of sensa-

tions of movement and of posture to the central nervous mechanism.

One is the kinesthetic component of muscle sensibility conveying

impulses of movement (kinesthesia) ; the other is the statesthetic com-

ponent conveying impulses underlying postural tone (statesthesia).

These two functions of contractile tissue, Sherrington *^ has des-

cribed as follows : "Unstriped muscle like skeletal muscles, evidently

functions for two main purposes, which in some ways it is possible

and desirable to consider apart. Of these, one is the performance of

movements which overcome resistance by the development of tension

;

the other is the adjustment of contractile length without necessary

alterations of mechanical tension." This expresses what Von Uexkijll *^

has demonstrated in both striated and nonstriated muscles ; that muscle

function may lie resolved into two distinct components: a contractile

component which is indicated by movement ; and a fixation component

which is manifested by the hardness of the muscle mass. In the muscle,

for example, he has shown that these two functions are served

by separate muscles and reflex mechanisms which may be isolated

e.xperimentally.

In the whole animal series, therefore, the contractile and fixation

properties of the muscle fiber are independent functions. It has been

suggested that the fixation mechanism of the muscle fiber is produced

by the development of a mechanical apparatus through chemical means,

i. e. by the conversion of sol into gel and its reconversion from gel

to sol. According to this theory, clotting and unclotting of the sarco-

plasmic contents of the cell is effected by means of a special innerva-

tion, which converts the muscle fiber into a static mechanism.

When one considers the high degree of dift'erentiation of these two

"effector mechanisms" their jihysiologic and anatomic dift"erences, the
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existence of special aflectors and eti'erent systems which suhserve these

dissimilar and highly integrated types of reflex function can scarcely be

denied.

Sherrington,"^' *•''• •'' in a number of studies, has shown the great

im])ortance of the reflex factor in the production of reciprocal innerva-

tion, lie has shown that the tonus of voluntary muscle may be

inhibited by excitation of its antagonists. That movement at a joint

in any normal direction involves the shortening of one set of muscles

and the elongation of another (antagonistic) set. The stretching of

a muscle produced by the contraction of its antagonist may excite

(mechanically) the sensorial organs in the muscle that is under exten-

sion; in this way a reflex of pure muscular initiation may be started.

One of his experiments shows ''that electrical excitation of the central

end of an exclusively muscular nerve produces inhibition of the tonus

of its antagonist. (1) The central end of the severed hamstring nerve

is faradized. This nerve contains in the cat about 1,810 sensory nerve

fibers out of a total of 4,510 nerve fibers from the flexor muscles of

the knee. The effect of this on the tonus of the extensor muscles of

the knee is seen (a) in elongation of those muscles, (b) in tetnporary

diminution of the kneejerk. (2) The exposed flexor muscles detached

from the knee, and therefore incapable of mechanically affecting the

position of the joint, are stretched or kneaded. This produces a reflex

elongation of the extensor muscles of the knee and a temporary diminu-

tion of the kneejerk. The effects are in fact the same as those pro-

duced by faradization of the central end of the nerve supplying them.

It may therefore be that reci])rocal innervation, which I have pointed'

out previously is a common form of coordination of antagonistic

muscles, is secured by a simple reflex mechanism, an important factor

in its execution being the tendency for the action of a muscle to pro-

duce its own inhibition reflexly by mechanical stimulation of the sensory

apparatus in its antagonist."

Sherrington,^"* in a discussion of reciprocal inhibition also states:

"The striking correspondence observed between the reflex inhibition

and the reflex contraction, when examined in one and the same type-

reflex, allows the inference that the nerve fibers from the receptive

63. Sherrington, C. S. : Further Experimental Xote on the Correlation of

Action of Antagonistic Muscles. Proc. Roy. Soc. of London, 53:407, 1893;

Experimental Note on the Movements of the Eye, J. Physiol. 17:, Xo. 1, 1894;

Cataleptoid Reflexes in the Monkey, Proc. Roy. Soc. of London 60:411, 1896-

1897; On Reciprocal Innervation of Antagonistic Muscles, ibid. 76:160, 1905;

On Reciprocal Innervation of Antagonistic Muscles, ibid. 79:337, 1907; Pro-

prioceptive Reflexes, ibid. 80:552, 1908: On Double Reciprocal Innervation,

Folia neuro-biol. Ill, 1909-1910.
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field of the reflex each divide in the spinal cord into end-branches (e. g.

collateral), one set of which, when the nerve fiber is active, produces

excitation, while another set, when the nerve fiber is active, produces

inhibition. The single afferent nerve fiber would therefore, in regard

to one set of its terminal branches, be specifically excitor ; and, in regard

to another set of its central endings, be specifically inhibitory. It would,

in this respect, be duplex centrally. There is analogy between the

structural arrangement for reflex reciprocal innervation and that of

Astacus claw, if it be supposed that the individual nerve fibers of the

crayfish-claw preparation dichotomize, one division of the nerve fiber

passing to the closing muscle, the other to the opening muscle ; so

that one division of the fiber exerts the excitor action, the other the

well-known inhibitory, studied by Richet, Biedermann. Piotrowski,

and others."

These ex])eriments of Sherrington, I believe, also favor the inference

that there are two separate systems in the afferent sphere for the

control of posture and of movement ; and that the harmonious coopera-

tion of these two systems, in both the afferent and efiferent sphere,

underlie the phenomena of reciprocal innervation, by which the static

or fixation system relaxes in harmony with the kinetic or contractile

function of its antagonists. This harmonious cooperation of kinetic

and static function, in terms of reciprocal innervation, is present in the

cerebrospinal as well as the vegetative nervous system and is demon-

strable in all forms of muscular activitv, reflex, automatic-associated

and isolated-synergic.

2. ANATOMIC CONSIDERATIONS

As has already been mentioned, the striated muscle fiber has two

types of motor nerve endings, which are probably related to the dual

systems of motility. One is the motor end plate which is the terminal

of a medullated nerve fiber (myokinetic effector) ; the other is a sympa-

thetic type of nerve ending, the terminal of a nonmedullated nerve

fiber (myostatic effector). Both of these terminals are beneath the

sarcolemma ( hypolemmal ) and therefore in direct relation with the

contractile contents of the muscle fiber.

In addition to these motor types of nerve endings, the investigations

of Huber "^ and Dogiel "' have shown the existence of other terminals

64. Huber: Note on the Sensory Nerve Endings in the Extrinsic Eye Muscles

of the Rabbit, Anat. Anz. 15:335, 1898-1899.

65. Dogiel: Die Endigungcn der sensiblen Nerven in don Augennniskcln

und deren Sehnen beim Menschen und den Saugethieren. .\rch. f. mikroskop.

.Anat. 68:501, 1906.
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of a sensory character in relation to tlie muscle fiber. These are nerve

endings of both niedullated and nonniedullated nerves, and are situated

outside the sarcolemma. They are found on the outer surface of the

muscle fiber, the tendon and muscle-tendinous junction, as well as in

the intermuscular connective tissue and are evidently sensory in their

function.

Dogiel."' who used the methylene blue method and whose investiga-

tions were carried out on the ocular muscles (recti) of man and mam-

mals, reached the conclusion that there are two kinds of sensory nerve

endings for each muscle filler. These are the terminals of both niedul-

lated and nonniedullated types of nerve fibers. In one form the nerve

ending entwines the muscle fiber, very frequently throughout its whole

length. The other, surrounds the end of the muscle fiber in the form

of a palisade, the fiber fitting snugly into this end apparatus. Between

these two typical types of sensory nerve endings of muscle fiber there

are various transition forms. It is very evident from these investiga-

tions that muscle fibers are well supplied with sensory nerves, and

nerve endings of both niedullated and nonmedullated types.

It would be premature to attempt any correlation between these

histologic studies and a possible kinesthetic and statesthetic function.

As, however, in the effector sphere there is already considerable evidence

showing that kinetic function is controlled by a niedullated nerve fiber

and static function by a nonmedullated nerve fiber, it is possible that a

similar morj^hologic difference and correlation may hold for the aftectors

and the afferent system. For the greatest evolution and highest differ-

entiation of motility is in the kinetic sphere, and it is therefore possible

that posture function, which is automatic and secondary, is subserved

in both the afferent and efferent sphere by nerve fibers of primitive

nonmedullated character.

Course and Tcnninafiou.—The statesthetic and kinesthetic com-

ponents of muscle sensibility unite with fibers from other structures

subserving the sense of movement and of posture and pass together

in the spinal cord, the brain stem and the thalamocortical pathway. In

conditions of disease, because of their proximity, both components of

the proprioceptive system are usually involved together. That is, dis-

orders of the sense of posture are usually associated with loss of the

sense of movement.

Within the spinal cord, the kinesthetic and statesthetic systems pass

together in the columns of Goll and Burdach to the nuclei of the

posterior column. From these nuclei, secondary pathways pass in the

corpora restiformia to the cerebellum in the interest of postural func-

tion, wdiile other fibers, both kinesthetic and statesthetic, are continued
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in the brain stem to their secondary termination in the optic thalamus.

The ventral and dorsal direct cerebellar tracts pass directly to the

vermis cerebelli from their primary stations in the gray matter of the

spinal cord.

From the optic thalamus, kinesthetic and statesthetic impulses are

conveyed by its commisural system to the corpus striatum for the

regulation of automatic-associated movement (paleokinesis). From the

optic thalamus, the kinesthetic and statesthetic systems are then con-

tinued in their tertiary and final pathway to the parietal lobe of the

cerebral cortex. From the terminal sensory mechanisms underlying

posture and motion sensibility, kinesthetic and statesthetic impulses are

reflected to the kinetic and static spheres of the cerebral cortex, i. e.

the corticospinal system which subserves a neokinetic function, and

the frontopontine tracts which regulate the neostatic functions of the

cerebellum.

In addition, therefore, to those sensory structures which participate

in the reflex postural and kinetic functions of the segmental nervous

system, three great sensory stations representing posture-motion group-

ings may be recognized: in the myelencephalon (nuclei of Goll and

Burdach) ; the diencephalon (optic thalamus) ; and the neo-encephalon

(parietal lobe).

3. RELATION OF THE STATESTHETIC AND KINESTHETIC
SYSTEM TO SYMPTOMATOLOGY

It may be stated as a general principle of symptomatology that a

disorder of the kinesthetic system produces a loss of the sense of move-

ment—a kinetic ataxia ; and a disorder of the statesthetic system pro-

duces a loss of postural sensibility—a static ataxia. The statesthetic

system is the sensory component underlying plastic tonus ( statotonus )

,

the "lengthening and shortening reactions" of muscles and other mani-

festations of postural tone, e. g. reflexes of posture. The kinesthetic

system is the sensory component underlying the "twitch." the contractile

tonus (kinetotonus)—and reflexes of movement.

These two functions of the proprioceptive system are usually involved

together and frequently in the same degree. In some cases, e. g. in

tabes, a more selective involvement may occur, causing ataxia, loss of

tendon reflexes, with little or no loss of postural tone ; on the other

hand, there may be well marked hypotonia without ataxia or loss of

tendon reflexes.

Involvement of the corpus resti forme, by cutting off statesthetic or

postural stimuli to the cerebellum produces a static ataxia. This is a

pure ataxic disorder due to loss of the postural synergy of the cere-
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helium and is not associated with other disturhances of deep sensihility.

Kinetic ataxia is an incoordination of movement; static ataxia is an

incoordination of ])o>ture.

IV. COMMENTS AND CONCLUSIONS

In the ])receding chapters, I have i)resented in detail the evidence

from many sources in favor of the dual nature of the efferent nervous

system. The conception of a static and kinetic mechanism, fnnctionins;

tojjether in the interest <jf motion and ])osture. t'mds confirmation in

many different fields of research— in histoloj^y, physiology, biology,

chemistry, comparative anatomy and neurology.

I have attempted to lay the foundation for tlie hypothesis that these

two components of motility present a parallelism of structure and func-

tion at all levels of the efferent mechanism. In other words, that the

neural systems of motility, like those of sensibility, may be resolved

into more than one comi)<)nent, subserving different types of function,

corresponding to special ada])tations of the organism to surrounding

]>hysical forces.

The animal body in its relation to the outer world is in a state of

rest or in a state of motion, functions which are subserved by the

etlerent nervous system and its effector organs.

Movement always starts from posture and terminates in posture.

Indeed, posture follows movement like a shadow, adding strength,

stability and accuracy to movement itself. In this sense the postural

fimction is secondary and the automatic companion of movement.

^^'hen movement ceases it serves to convert the muscle into a resting

or static mechanism, which resists the continuous forces of gravity and

atmospheric pressure.

There is mutual cooperation and harmony of these two systems

during muscular activity. A striking evidence of this cooperation is

the reciprocal innervation, which is represented in the muscular activities

of both the vegetative and the cerebrospinal nervous system.

While I have stated that the static system is concerned with

posture and the kinetic system with motion, each system cooperates

to some extent in both movement and posture. The static system con-

tributes to the stability and accuracy of movement; the kinetic system

plays a role in sustaining posture and attitude. It is the harmonious

interplay of innervation, denervation and reciprocal innervation in ihe

realm of these two systems, which underlies the various phenomena

of motility.

Xot only in the nervous system, but in the muscle fiber itself, there

is evidence of a duality of structure and function. Movement is

dependent on the fibrillary structure of the muscle fiber and postural
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fixation on its sarcoplasm. The differentiation of these two substances

may be followed through the various stages of muscle development in

the evolution of the striated from the nonstriated muscle fiber.

The dual nature (jf the vegetative ner\ous system, is shown by the

posturing function of viscera and those more primitive forms of motility

which are detached from voluntary control.

In the splanchnic division of the eft'erent system, the static com-

ponent preponderates and is subserved by the sympathetic system. The

kinetic component is represented in the parasympathetic outflow. These

two systems also show very clearly a cooperation of function in the

realm of excitation, inhibition and reciprocal innervation.

In the cerebrospinal nerv^otis system evidences of a dual function

are present at all of the great functional levels, archeokinetic, paleo-

kinetic and neokinetic, which subserve respectively the functions of

reflex, automatic-associated and isolated-synergic types of movement.

Here also are found the phenomena of reciprocal innervation and the

mutual cooperation of static and kinetic systems.

The chief correlating center of the static system is the cerebellum,

an organ which I believe is concerned with the regulation of ])osture

synergies of motility. This organ has important connections with the

cerebrum and subserves the higher functions of posture.

In the peripheral nervous system, the evidence would seem to show

that the fibers subserving a static function are nonmedullated and those

of kinetic function are medullated. Here is a morphologic similarity

with the sympathetic and paras\-mpathetic sy.stems of the vegetative

mechanism, and is in accord with the secondarv* and automatic role of

posture in the realm of motility.

The anatomic description of the static and kinetic systems, which

I have given is tentative only, and to be regarded as a starting point

for further refinements of localization. And while I have described

these two sy.stems in rather a schematic manner, it is with the full

realization of the incomplete and provisional nature uf mv uutline.

I have also considered the question of the static and kinetic com-

ponents of sensibility in the proprioceptive system. For if contractile

tissue is developing along two distinct evolutionary lines, in the interest

of kinesis and stasis respectively, there must be corresponding afferent

systems subserving kinesthetic and statesthetic functions.

In the realm of symptomatolog}- there is also nuich to favor the

conception of the dual nature of the efierent system, both in the somatic

and si)lanchnic s])here. A number of disorders may be referred to

the kinetic system, while others are related to the static mechanism.

In general, a disorder of movement implies a kinetic localization of
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origin, and a disorder of jjosture a disturljance in the static sphere.

While both systems participate in any motor disorder, it is often possible

to indicate one or the other system as primarily at fault.

In conclusion, therefore, I postulate for the whole efferent system a

duality of function and structure in the interest of motility : a kinetic

component for the i)roduction of movement; and a static component

for the maintenance of posture.



Critical Reviews

YELLOW SPINAL FLUID ITS ORIGIN
AND SIGNIFICANCE *

FRANCIS J. SCULLY, M.D.

HOT SPRINGS, ARK.

The finding of yellow spinal fluid on lumbar puncture can no longer

be considered rare ; a review of the literature indicates its presence in

a great variety of conditions. From a report by Nammack ^ a yellow

coloration is found in about 1.6 per cent, of spinal fluids. This per-

centage is based on nine years' work by the meningitis division of the

New York Health Department. Of 5.801 fluids examined, only 96

showed a yellow color. Over 350 cases are reported in the literature

in such conditions as new growths of the brain and cord, compression

of the cord by neoplasm or deformities of the vertebrae, hemorrhage

into the spinal canal, and inflammatory diseases of the cord and

meninges. This will serve to point out that the yellow coloration is

not pathognomonic of any one pathologic state, but is dependent on

certain factors common to many. This phase of the subject will be

taken up in more detail later.

Froin - is usually credited with being the first to have reported the

finding of yellow spinal fluid, but he was preceded by Busch,^ in 1897,

who noted its occurrence in a case of sarcoma of the third and fourth

ventricles, and by Schroeder,* in 1899, who likewise found it with a

diffuse sarcoma of the brain and cord. However, they did not note

the spontaneous massive coagulation that was so characteristic of the

cases reported by Froin in 1903. He described the spinal fluids from

three cases of organic nervous disease in which he found yellow color,

increased number of lymphocytes, and marked and rapid coagulation.

Since then his name has been associated with the svndrome: xantho-

chromia, massive coagulation, and increased cell count.

* Read licforc the Milwaukee Neuro-Psychiatric Society. Milwaukee. Wis.,

Oct. 26. 1922.

1. Nammack, C. H. : The Significance of Yellow Spinal Fluid. .-Xm. J. ^L Sc.

159:540 (April) 1920.

2. Froin, G. : Inflammations meningees avec reactions chromatique fibrineuse

et cytologique du liquide cephalorachidien, Gaz. d. hop., Paris 76:1005, 1903.

3. Busch : Quoted by Leschke (Footnote 20).

4. Scbroeder: Quoted by Leschke (Footnote 20).
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111 1904. Hahiiiski ' reported this syiulronn- in a case of svpliiliiic

pacliyiueningitis. He was followed by Ccstan and Ravaut." IJonath.'

Foniaca." Kleineberger " and others. Sicard and Descomps,'** in 1908,

stated that the syndrome was caused only by meningitis, but this was
refuted by Hlanchetiere and Lejonne " who stated it could occur in

tumors as well and rc]K)rted its occurrence in a tumor of the dura.

In 1912 Mestrezat.*- in a detailed study of tiie s])inal fluid, collected

twenty-one cases of xanthochromia, and considered it as having a

definite relationship t(» compression of the cord and the formation of a

lumbar culdesac. The first cases reported in the American literature

were those of Cooper ''• in 1910, and of Collins and IClsberg '* in 1914;

they occurred with an angiosarcoma of tlie cord and a giant tumor

of the Cauda equina, resi)ectively.

In 1915. Mix ^' reviewed thirty-three cases in the literature and

reported an adcHtional case with cord tumor. lie considered only

those cases that showed the complete syndrome of Froin, and there-

fore did not include all cases of yellow spinal fluid. Since then, its

presence has been described by many observers. Elsberg and Roch-

fort.^" in ninety-two cases of cord tumors and other chronic surgical

conditions of the spinal cord, noted yellow fluifl in fourteen, ten of

5. Bahinski, J.: Meiiingitc hemorragique fihrineuse
;
paraplegic spasmodique

lombaire; treatment mercuriel
;
guerison, Bull. et. mem. Soc. med. d. hop. de

Paris 20:1803 (Oct. 23) 1903.

6. Cestan et Ravaut: Coagulation en masse et xanthochromic dn liquidc

cephalorachidien dans un cas dc pachymeningomyelitc du cone tcrminale. Gaz.

d. hop.. Paris 77:985. 1904.

7. Donath, J.: Beitrag zur Landry'schen Paralvse. W'ien klin. Wchnschr.

18:1327, 1905.

8. Fornaca : Coagulahilita e xantocromia del liquido cerehrospinale in un

caso di lesione dclla coda equina, Gazz. d. osp. 27:497 (Aug. 4) 1906.

9. Kleineberger: Ein eigenthumlicher Liquorbefund liei Riickcnmarks-

tumoren, Monatschr. f. Psychiat. u. Neurol. 28:346, 1910.

10. Sicard et Descomps : Syndrome de coagulation massive, de xantho-

chromic, et d'hemato-lymphocytose du liquidc cephalorachidien. Gaz. d. hop..

Paris 81:1431 (Oct. 20) 1908.

11. Blanchetiere et Lejonne: Syndrome de coagulation massive et de xantho-

chromic du liquidc cephalorachidien dans un cas de sarcome de la durcmere.

Gaz. des h6p.. Paris 82:1303 (Sept. 14) 1909.

12. Mestrczat : Lc liquidc cephalorachidien. Paris. 1912.

13. Cooper, C. M. : Cerebrospinal Fluid of Anomalous Character in a Case

of Intraspinal Tumor, J. A. M. A. 55:2298. 1910.

14. Collins and Elsberg: Giant Tumors of Conus and Cauda Equina. Am.

J. M. Sc. 147:493. 1914.

15. Mix. C. L. : Spontaneous Massive Coagulation of Cerebrospinal Fluid

with Xanthochromia. Murphy's Surg. Clin. 4:317, 1915.

16. Elsberg. C. A., and Rochfort. E. L. : Xanthochromia and Other Changes

in Cerebrospinal Fluid. J. A. M. A. 68:1802 (June .16) 1917.
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which were extrameduUary tumors, two gummas, one varicose veins of

the cord, and one neuritis of the cauda equina. The same year Sprunt

and Walker ^^ reported 100 cases from the literature and added five of

their own. More recently Xammack ^ reported ninety-six cases. Sixty

of these, in which the diagnosis was confirmed, were tabulated and

showed its occurrence in forty cases of tuberculous meningitis and in

thirteen cases of poliomyelitis. In the past year reviews have been

made by GreenfiekP^ in England, by LantuejouP'' in France, and by

Leschke ^" in Germany who was able to collect 310 cases. This is the

largest number collected together thus far. His figures are given in

Table 1 and will be considered in comparison with the cases I have

collected from the literature, which are shown in detail in Table 2.

Table 1.

—

Cases Collected by Leschke

Cases Showintr
Cases Coagulation

Bleeding from puncture 5

Trauma 30 1

Cerebral hemorrhage 11 1

Brain tumor 7

Cord tumor 67 16

Diffuse sarcoma of meninges 8 2
Tuberculosis of spine 20 16

Hemorrhagic pachymeningitis and leptomeningitis 7 2

Glioma 1

Tuberculous meningitis 6.5 12

Cerebrospinal meningitis and sequelae 10 3

Syphilitic meningomyelitis '. 6 2

Myelitis and meningomyelitis 10

Poliomyelitis 18 5

Myelitis transversa 3 1

Myelitis funicularis 1

Landry's paralysis 3 3
Cerebrospinal syphilis 12

Encephalitis lethargica 2

Kncephalitis hemorrhagica after salvarsan 1 1

Encephalitis in eclampsia 1

Encephalitis in epilepsy 3 n

Localized recurrences of syphilis (Xenrorezi<live"i 2

Heart insufficiency 10
Pneumonia, appendicitis, malaria 7

Total 310 a5

In Tal)le 2 are grouped 339 cases of yellow spinal fluid from the

literature. It is not claimed that the list is complete and includes all

cases reported. In some instances the articles, or abstracts of them,

were not readilv available and these are omitted. In this class are the

17. Sprunt, T. P., and Walker, J. E. : The Significance of Xanthochromia
of the Cerebrospinal Fluid, Bull. Johns Hopkins Hosp. 28:80 (Feb.) 1917.

18. (Greenfield, J. G. : On Froin's Syndrome and Its Relation to Allied Con-

ditions in the Cerebrospinal Fluid, J. Xeurol. and P.sychopath. 2:105 (Aug.) 1921.

19. Lantuejoul, P.: Le Coagulation massive et spontanee du liquide cepha-

lorachidien. Rev. neurol. 36:339. 1920.

20. Leschke, E. : Ueber die Gelbfarlnuig der Cerebrospinalfliissigkeit.

Deutsch. med. Wcbnschr. 47:376 (.\pril 7) 1921.
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articles by lleilij,',-' rilotti," and Lantuejoul.'" Besides these, other

reix)rts dealing with this subject have probably been overlooked, partic-

ularly in the foreign journals.

The reports of Xonne -^ and Kaven -' have given some difficulty.

Greater attention was given by these observers to the increase of protein

indicated by the phase I reaction, the yellow col(tr or massive coagula-

tion being noted only incidentally. Some writers have included all of

Raven's series of forty-seven cases as having yellow colored fluids, but

this is not correct. As far as I have been able to ascertain, only

seventeen showed yellow fluids, eight with extradural compression and

eleven with intradural compression. In Table 2, I have included only

one of these, a case of tuberculosis of the spine. This leaves sixteen

more to be added and brings the total to 355 cases.

In comparing the tables it will be noted that in certain pathologic

conditions, Leschke has found a greater number of cases than I have,

and in other conditions I have recorded the greater number. This can

be seen more readily in Table 3. From this table it is apparent that

Leschke has found 110 cases additional to those that I have included

in my table. He has probably included the cases reported by Raven -*

which I have omitted. But even if these sixteen cases are deducted

there are still ninety-four cases in excess. Even allowing for dupli-

cations this would carry the number of reported cases well over 400.

Another interesting comparison is in the number of cases showing

the complete syndrome of Froin. Leschke found it in one-fifth of the

cases he reviewed, while I found it in a greater number, nearly one-

third of the cases presenting this feature. The percentage is probably

somew^here between these figures. The difference may be due to the

standard or dividing line of what constituted massive coagulation.

ORIGIN OF THE YELLOW COLOR

There has been considerable question and controversy as to the

origin of the yellow coloration of the spinal fluid in these cases. Its

21. Heilig: Ueber Pigmenterythrozytose der Cerebrospinalfliissigkeit,

Monatschr. f. Psychiat. u. Neurol. 29:95, 1911.

22. Pilotti, G. : Sulla sindrome "xanthochromia, coagulazione del liquor,"

Rev. sper. di freniat. 44:513. 1920.

23. Nonne : Ueber das Vorkommen von starker Phase I Reaktion bei

fehlender Lymphocytose bei 6 Fallen von Riickenmarkstumor. Deutsch. Ztschr.

f. Nervenh. 40:161. 1910; Weitere Erfahrungen zum Kapitel der Diagnose von

komprimierenden Riickenmarkstumoren. ibid. 47:436. 1913.

24. Raven, W. : Die Bedeutung der isolierten Eiweissvermehung und der

Xanthochromic im Liquor cerebrospinalis fiir die Diagnose von Kompression
der Riickenmark. Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Xervenh. 44:380, 1912; Weitere Beitrage

zur Kenntnis des Kompressions-syndroms im Liquor cerebrospinalis. ibid. 49:

36, 1913.



Table 2.

—

Cases Collected from the Literature

Inflammations:
Tuberculous meningitis
Epidemic meningitis
Poliomyelitis
Staphylococcus meningitis
Meningomyelitis and paebymeningitis
Landry's paralysis
Meningomyelitis after stovain
Meningoencephalitis
Cerebrospinal syphilis
Syphilitic pachymeningitis
Neuritis of cauda eQuina

Inflammations with Pressure:
Solitary tubercle of cord
Myelitis funicularis
Cystic disease
Extradural abscess
Gumma of cord

Extradural Pressure:
Carcinoma of vertebrae
Sarcoma of vertebrae
Tuberculosis of spine
Cholesteatoma
Spondylitis
Echinococcus cyst
Fracture of spine
Dislocation of vertebrae
Cysticercus

Intradural Pressure:
Tumor of cord and meninges—intramedullary,

extramedullary.
Tumor of cauda equina
Syringomyelia
Varicose veins of cord

Hemorrhage:
Brain tumor
Cerebral gumma
Pachymeningitis hemorrhagica interna
Meningeal hemorrhage
Cerebral hemorrhage
After puncture

Xon-nervous AfTections:
Heart insufliciency
Pneumonia, appendicitis
Jaundice

Unelasslfled .•

Totals

Cases
51

16

Cases Showing
Coagulation

7

2
3
1

11
4

1

1

7

12
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causation is not always clear, and is apparently not the same in all

the various pathologic states. It is generally agreed that the yellow

l)ignient is ultimately of hematogenous origin. As to the exact method

of its origin from the blood stream several theories have been advanced,

and have been much discussed.

According to origin, the cases may be conveniently divided into three

groui)s : (1) Those of serogenic origin, as from transudative pro-

cesses. (2) Those of hemolytic origin, as from minute hemorrhages,

the hemoglobin being broken uj) into bilirubin. (3) Those of icteroid

origin, as in jaundice.

The first group includes those cases in which no red blood cells

are observed and in which tests for hemoglobin are negative. Such

fluids are usually found in compression of the spinal cord with obstruc-

tion to the spinal canal. Thus a portion of the subarachnoid space is

cut off and forms a pocket or culdesac. Sicard and Descomps '" first

called attention to this fact, but Mestrezat ^'-
tirst pointed out its signi-

ficance in the production of the xanthochromia. Since then the impor-

tance of the i)ouch formation" has been agreed to by most observers.

Recently Ayer -^ produced xanthochromic fluids experimentally by cord

compression from paraffin injected into the- spinal canal.

The obstruction may be produced ])y tumor or by meningeal

adhesions. The degree of obstruction determines to a considerable

extent the character of the fluid. Some question has arisen as to the

exact method of the passage of the color material from the blood stream

to the cavity, but it is usually considered to be a transudative process.

There is diminished pressure in the culdesac, as connection with the

spinal fluid above the compression has been cut; and at the site of

compression the pial veins are dilated and make it easy for transudation

to occur.

Sprunt and Walker ^' favor the transudative origin and state. 'Tt

is not necessary to presuppose minute hemorrhages into the meninges

to explain the color of the fluid in which no red blood cells can be

found, and in which tests for hemoglobin are negative. From the

large amounts of globulin and fibrinogen present, it is evident that con-

siderable transudation of blood plasma must have occurred. Normal

plasma, somewhat concentrated in the thermostat at 2)7 C. for several

days, more nearly approximates in color the bright yellow of these

fluids than do dilute preparations of hemoglobin so treated." Mix "

has pointed out that the fibrin separates out from these fluids much as

blood clot behaves, the fibrin content of the fluids being very close to

tiiat of the blood. However, Greenfield ^* states that this approxima-

25. Aver, T. B. : Cercbro.'^pinal Fluid in Experimental Compression of the

Spinal Cord. Arch. Xeurol. & Psychiat. 2:158 (.-Xug.) 1919.
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tion is never so complete as to render it identical. Hanes,'-'' also

explains the color on the basis of a transudation of blood serum. He
believes that pressure on the veins of the pia at the site of compression

of the cord results in stasis of the blood stream and allows transuda-

tion to occur. The high fibrin and protein content and the presence of

but few cells support this view; the fluid thus is analogous to a pleural

exudate in venous compression.

It is possible that the stasis of the spinal fluid in the isolated pocket

may be an important factor. Gordon -' remarks that the pigments

accumulate in greater concentration where there is stasis and a limited

area for abscjrption, as in a closed sac. He believes that the spinal fluid

in the sacculated portion of the subarachnoid space, being cut otif from

the choroid plexus through which it is filtered, reverts to a simple

lymphoid material, yellow, coagulable, and cellular. He reports an illus-

trative case in which meningitis obstructed the foramen of the fourth

ventricle and led to the production of internal hydrocephalus. The

enlarged brain thus produced was pushed into the foramen magnum and

caused a separation and sacculation of the spinal arachnoid space. The
fluid of the ventricles was normal while the spinal fluid was yellow and

coagulated on standing.

Babes -'" found yellow spinal fluid in patients suffering with a heart

that was unable to make a complete systole, or a systole sufticient to

expel the blood from the ventricle. He explains the occurrence of

the yellow coloration in these cases by stagnation of the blood, with

transudation of blood i)igments through the blood vessels into the spinal

fluid.

In some instances minute capillary hemorrhages have been claimed

in addition to transudation of blood serum. Mestrezat, one of the

early workers in this field, believed that, in addition to the efifect of

stasis, there was an alteration in the walls of the cavity, of infectious

or toxic character, which so alYected the vessels that transudation or

small microscopic hemorrhages occurred. This would be true in cases

of obstruction of the spinal canal by inflammatory meningeal adhesions,

or in certain vascular tumors. However, in most instances of com-
pression with the formation of a subarachnoid pocket, the yellow fluids

can be accounted for by the transudation of blood serum.

The second group includes those in which the yellow color is due

to the presence of red blood cells or to dissolved hemoglobin. It

26. Hanes, F. M. : 'llie Spinal Fluid Syndromes of Nonnc and Froin and
Their Diagnostic Significance, Am. J. M. Sc. 152:66. 1916.

27. Gordon, A. H. : Internal Hydrocephalus with Xanthochromia of Spinal

Fluid. Canad. M. A. J. 9:1005. 1Q19.

28. Babes: La xantliochromie du liquide cephaloracliidien chez les asys-

toliques. Compt. rend. Soc. de l)iol. 76:.^lo, 1914.
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includes cases of inflaniniation, neoplasm or trauma. The color of the

fluid is due to dissolved hemoglobin or its derivatives. Usually it

occurs without demonstrable compression of the cord. Many cases

are recorded in the literature that illustrate the occurrence of xantho-

chromia with conditions permitting a slow escajje of blood into the

spinal fluid. In 1904 Cestan and Revaut " rejMJrted a case of syphilitic

pachymeningitis with yellow fluid which they considered to be due to

a serotibrinous exudate and minute hemorrhages into the fluid.

Babinski '' also explained the color of the fluid in his case on this basis.

Nonne believed that the yellow color was due to a mixture of blood

pigments as a consecjuence of hemorrhage; and Leschke identified the

pigments experimentally as bilirubin, formed from the hemoglobin by

a ferment that was produced by the action of the red corj)uscles on

the cells of the spinal meninges.

Red blood cells have been frequently found in the fluids from

meningeal inflammations such as tuberculous and epidemic meningitis,

and poliomyelitis; in a considerable number of such cases yellow spinal

fluid has been noted. Here the hemorrhagic tendency is credited with

])laying the important part in the production of the color. Wallgren ^^

regarded these minute hemorrhages as the explanation for the yellow

color in his cases of epidemic meningitis. Nammack noted yellow

fluids in about two-thirds of his cases of tuberculous meningitis.

Reich ^*' described a case of tuberculous meningitis in which the fluid

was bloody; on centrifugation it became a golden brown. The sedi-

ment contained many red cells and lymj)hocytes. At necropsy the

hemorrhagic condition was revealed.

Vascular tumors of the cord may give rise to repeated hemorrhage

with the production of xanthochromia. Such a case was described by

Blanchetiere and Lejonne.^' They found a small vascular tumor of

the dura compressing the seventh and eighth dorsal segments of the

cord and containing many hemorrhagic areas. The fluid contained only

a few cells but they considered that the yellow color was due to hemo-

globin derivatives from the minute hemorrhages that occurred during

the growth of the tumor.

Very signihcant and interesting are the cases of pachymeningitis

hemorrhagica interna reported recently by Dunn.'*^ The first lumbar

puncture yielded a hemorrhagic spinal fluid : subsequent punctures gave

29. Wallgren: Xanthochromia in Cerebrospinal Fluid, Acta. Med. Scandinav.

53:303 (May) 1920.

30. Reich, J.: Ueber Gelbfarbung der Cerebrospinalfliissigkeit, Mitt. a. d.

Grenzgeb. d. Med. u. Chir. 25:721, 1913.

31. Dunn, A. D. : Pachymeningitis Hemorrhagica Interna, A Study of Five

Cases of Non-Traumatic Hemorrhagic Spinal Fluid, Am. J. M. Sc. 163:819

(June) 1922.
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fluids that progressed from a red to brown and tlien to a bright yellow

color, without cells. This is definite proof of the hemolytic origin of

the yellow color in inflammatory conditions with hemorrhage.

Xanthrochromia with red cells is not limited to the pathologic con-

ditions of the cord and its meninges so far discussed. There are many

cases which suggest that conditions in the cranial cavity may be respon-

sible for the production of the red cells and yellow color. These fall

in two groups : those in which the hemorrhage is rather marked and

due to vascular rupture ; and those in which the hemorrhage is small

and continuous, as in tumors of the brain and dura.

In the first group are those cases where there has been rupture

of the middle meningeal artery or fine vessels of the leptomeninges

as a result of skull fracture. After the third day there appears a

yellow tinge to the spinal fluid which becomes more marked as the

hemoglobin is transformed into bilirubin ; the color continues marked

until about the fifteenth day when it disappears. Chatelin^'- has also

noted a faint yellow tint in cases of concussion of the brain and believes

this is due to small capillary hemorrhages which usually accompany

this injury. In disease of the vessels, such as in syphilis, arteriosclerosis,

and alcoholism, rupture may occur with bleeding into the ventricles or

subdural space. In such cases the fluids resemble those that follow

skull fracture. Longcope '^ reports such a case in advanced arterio-

sclerosis and arterial hypertension, with hemorrhage into the lateral

ventricle.

The second group is made up of those tumors of the brain which

are in contact with the dura or extend into the ventricles. Red blood

cells are usually present in the fluid, though they may be completely

dissolved and leave only the yellow color. Spontaneous coagulation of

these fluids rarely, if ever, occurs. Such cases have l)een reported by

Quincke ^* and Vincent. •''•''

Greenfield ^'' also noted a yellow fluid with

decaying red cells in a case of cerebral gumma. Sprunt and Walker, in

their review of 100 cases from the literature, grouped these cases as

exceptions to those that are explained on the basis of compression and
obstruction, and regarded the yellow color as due to repeated small

hemorrhages into the ventricles or the subarachnoid space. In support

of this view they add a case of endothelioma of the dura in which the

32. Qiatelin: The Cerebrospinal Fluid, in Nelson's Living Medicine. Thos.
Nelson & Sons, N. Y. 6:97, 1920.

Zi. Longcope, W. T. : Reported by Sprunt and Walker (Footnote 17).

34. Quincke: Zu Pathologic der Mcningen, Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenh.
40:78, 1910.

35. Vincent. CI.: Quoted by Greenfield (Footnote 24).

36. Greenfield: Quantitative Albumin Estimation of Cerebrospinal Fluid,
Lancet 2:685, 1912.
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spinal fluid was yellow and contained a lew crenated red cells. An
instance of l)lee(linf,' into the ventricle is rejxirted hy Horrax •'"

in a

boy of twelvi- with a tumor of the pineal j^land. Tlu- spinal fluid was

straw-colored and contained a large nuniher of distintegrated red cells.

A similar fluid was obtained from the ventricles. In this case it was

found that the tumor had grown into the ventricles and allowed the

escape of red cells into the fluid.

Because of the presence of erythrocytes in the spinal flui<l in these

cases, the term erythrochromia has been applied, and some observers

have proposed placing them in a separate group. Hanes ^" has attached

considerable importance to this condition and has given the following

characteristics of erythrochromic fluids : ( 1 ) the color varies from

shades of brownish red to dark amber and changes from day to day

;

that of xanthochromia is a lighter yellow and is more constant; (2)

red blood cells or their shadows are seen and hemoglobin tests are

positive; (3) the fibrin content is not high and the fluids do not coagu-

late massively.

He distinguishes this group shar])ly from the xanthochromias, and

would place any yellow fluid containing red cells in this group. This

finely drawn division is hardly justified on a pathologic basis. In many

cases the yellow color arises by transudation of the blood serum; in

others it is due to repeated hemorrhages. This would give an apparent

basis for the division ; but there are cases in which both factors are

operating, as in vascular cord tumors and in pachymeningitis with

capillary bleeding. Such a separation, therefore, would lead to unneces-

sary confusion. Both factors, transudation and hemorrhage, are impor-

tant and either one may predominate in a given case.

Another interesting view was presented by Schnitzler ^* wdio claimed

that the yellow coloration does not come from the blood pigments.

but from color derivatives classed under the general group of luteins.

An illustrative case was reported by Clarke and Lansdow^n '^'^

of an

intramedullary tumor of the cord. However this does not discredit the

evidence that the color has been found to be due to bilirubin.

The cases of icteroid origin can be dismissed very briefly. The

occasional instances in which the spinal fluid is discolored in icteroid

states are not generally included in the classification of xanthochromia.

2,7. Horrax. G. : Studies on Pineal Gland, Arch. Int. Med. 17:627 (May)
1916.

38. Schnitzler, J. G. : Klinische Beitrage zur Kenntnis der mit Muskel-

atrophien verlaufendcn Formen von multipler Sklerose und chronischer Myelite,

Ztschr. f. d. ges. Neurol, u. Psychiat. 12:310, 1912.

39. Clarke and Lansdown : Intramedullary Tumor of Spinal Cord, Brit. M. J.

1:1009 (May) 1914.
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A case has l)een reported in detail by Levison.*" It is possible that

yellow spinal fluid would be found quite frequently if more sjnnal

punctures were made in patients with jaundice.

After intraspinal injections of serum, some cases show a yellow

tinge of the spinal fluid which persists for some time. These cases

should not be considered as true instances of xanthochromia.

ASSOCIATION WITH OTHER CHANGES

The yellow coloration is generally associated with other changes

such as spontaneous coagulation, increase of globulins, and variations

in the cell count, which permit a further classification of yellow spinal

fluids. These are important and merit consideration.

Spontaneous coagulation is due to the presence of a large amount of

albumin and fibrinogen. It was first noted by Lepine *^ in a case of

tuberculous meningitis. The coagulation may be so marked as to take

place in the needle, usually it requires ten to fifteen minutes and may
take several hours, ^^'here it is marked, the tube containing the fluid

may be inverted without spilling the contents. The amount of albumin

may be very high. Mestrezat reported it as high as 4 per cent, and

Denis and Ayer *- as much as 2.01 gm. per 100 c.c.

For the production of sufficient albumin and fibrin to cause coagula-

tion, it is necessary to have some obstructive lesion of the spinal canal

that interrupts the flow of spinal fluid, and the formation of a pocket

in which the fluid stagnates. Mestrezat and others have considered

this important.

An increase in albumin is one of the earliest changes in compres-

sion of the cord, often without cell increase ; this constitutes the albtunin-

cytological dissociation syndrome of Sicard and Foix.*^ The degree

and duration of the compression determine the amount of albumin, and

therefore the occurrence of spontaneous coagulation. When the pres-

sure has been insufticient to cut off the spinal canal entirely, there occurs

a fluid containing an abundance of globulin and albumin, which does

not clot and may not contain cells. Such a fluid corresponds to the

syndrome observed by Nonne in cases of cord tumor. Ilanes considers

Nonne's syndrome as only an early stage of the same process that

Sfives Froin's svndrome. Vhv fluid mav be colorless earlv and the

40. Levison, L. .X. : Xanthocliromia with Report of Three Cases, Arch. Int.

Med. 26:459 (Oct.) 1920.

41. Lepine, J.: Le liquide cephalorachidien dans les processus meninges

subaigus d'origine rheumatismale, Lyons med. 101:298 (Aug. 23) 190j.

42. Denis, W., and .\ycr, J. B.: A Method for the Quantitative Determina-

tion of Protein in the Cerebrospinal Fluid, Arch. Int. Med. 26:436 (Oct.) 1920.

43. Sicard. J. A., et Foix, Ch. : Dissociation albuminocytologiquc au cours

dcs compressions rachidiens, Prcsse med. 20:1013 (Dec. 4) 1912.
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xanthocliroiiiia appear later. Therefore, depending upon the duration

and extent of tlie compression, there may he found all variations from

a colorless fluid with increased glohulin to one showing the complete

syndrome of xanthochromia and massive coagulation. Raven ^* states

that rapid severe compression of the cord leads to xanthochromia more

often than does a slowly increasing pressure.

The association of massive coagulation with xanthochromia was

noted hy Elsherg and Rochfort '" in seven of their fourteen cases of

chronic spinal disease with yellow fluids. This is 50 ])er cent, and is

rather a high percentage ; but Sjirunt and Walker state from their

analysis of 100 cases that it occurs in the majority of cases showing

yellow fluid. On the other hand Xamniack found it in only six

instances in ninety-six cases of meningitis. Referring to Table 2 of

339 cases, massive coagulation occurred in 108 cases or in about one-

third. A somewhat smaller percentage was noted by Leschke (Table 1).

Certain ])athologic conditions producing .xanthochromia seem to bear

an important relationship to the presence of coagulation. For con-

venience the cases in Table 2 are grouped in six classes according to

the main causative factors.

With inflammatory conditions, 26 per cent, showed coagulation

;

in intradural compression it was present in 53 per cent. When the

inflammatory condition was associated with compression, the percentage

was increased. In hemorrhage coagulation was extremely rare. The
two cases in which it was noted were in cases of meningeal hemor-

rhage reported by Nammack. No details were given, but it is possible

that additional factors were present.

An increase in globulin is usually present. All of Nammack's cases'

of meningitis with yellow fluid showed a marked increase. Elsberg

and Rochfort noted it in all but one of their cases, the exception being

a case of neuritis of the cauda equina. Abt *^ is of the opinion that

all fluids with xanthochromia have increased globulin, although the

quantity may dilYer.

Variations in the cell count as a rule depend on the presence or

absence of inflammatory reaction. If the pathologic process is asso-

ciated with an inflammation of the meninges there will be an increase

in the cells, either lymphocytes or leukocytes according to the type of

the infection. Both syphilis and tuberculosis produce a lymphocytosis,

while the purulent types of meningitis are associated with a leuko-

cytic increase. It is generally held that an increase of cells indicates

some reaction on the part of the meninges, and some writers have used

44. Raven, W. : Der Liquor cerebrospinalis bei Ruckenmarkskompression.

Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenh. 67:55, 1920.

45. Abt, I. A., and Tumpeer, I. H. : The Significance of Xanthochromia of

the Cerebrospinal FUiid. Ara. T. Dis. Child. 20:153 (Sept.) 1920.
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the cellular content of the fluid as a ditterential point between tumors

(without cells) and inflammatory processes (with cells). In nonin-

flammatory growths such as the smooth tumors, there is no change in

the cell count; but in certain diffuse sarcomas and in the giant tumors

of the Cauda very high cell counts may be noted. Sprunt and Walker

found that of fifty-one cases of tumor, seventeen showed a cell increase.

Therefore the cell count has a limited differential value.

Various combinations of the above features have been described.

The first, and probably the best known, is that of Froin which consists

of xanthochromia, spontaneous massive coagulation, and an increase

in the cell count. As has been shown, the conditions necessary for its

development are the closed cavity, and changes in the vessels of the

cavity wall such as allow transudation to occur. Wegeforth, Ayer and

Essick *'' demonstrated this closed cavity by an intraspinal injection of

ink followed by a cisterna puncture from which no ink was obtained.

At necropsy a block was revealed in the spinal canal at the sixth

dorsal level.

Table 4.

—

Froin's Syndrome

No. of Cases Showing
Cases Coagulation Percentage

Inflammation 141 37 26
Inflammation and Pressure 13 8 61
Intradural pressure 60 32 53
Extradural pressure 24 7 28
Hemorrhage 26 2 7
Non-nervous affections 16

In addition to the w^ell marked cases of Froin's sydrome. a number

are found that do not conform in all particulars. These make up the

cas frustes reported by various observers. Nonne's syndrome is the

best known of these, and will be considered with other incomplete

syndromes

:

1. Cases showing massive coagulation but absence of xanthochromia,

as illustrated by Lepine's case of tuberculous meningitis.'*^

2. Cases showing an excess of protein but no cell increase. Yellow

color may or may not be present. This is usually known as Nonne's

syndrome. He reported a number of cases of cord tumor with these

appearances. Raven also reviewed a number of such cases. The
German observers were more interested in the large amounts of globulin

found in the fluids (Nonne's syndrome), while the French observers

looked for xanthochromia and massive coagulation (Froin's syndrome).

3. Cases showing yellow color, spontaneous coagulation but no

cell increase. This a combination of Nonne's and Froin's syndromes,

and occurs more frequently than the complete syndrome of Froin

46. Wegeforth, Ayer, and Essick: The Method of 01)taining Cerchrospinal

Fluid by Puncture of the Cisterna Magna, Am. J. M. Sc. 157:789. 1919.
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with iiicrcasfd cells. Indeed most observers do not distin^niish this

from the syndrome described by J'Voin, and have included >uch cases

under that classification without regard to the cell count. Blanchetiere

and Lejonne in 1909 were the first to call attention to the fact that

few cells may be present in Froin's syndrome.

4. Ca.ses showing yellow color and massive coagulation on .some

punctures and not on others. Sicard and Descom|)s rejKirt such a

case and regard the variations in the findings as being due to friable,

transitory adhesions.

5. Cases showing yellow fluid with little albumin, and red blood

cells, but no clotting. Such cases were noted in meningeal and cerebral

hemorrhage. These are the erythrochroniias of ] lanes.

6. Cases showing yellow color, increased cells and varying amounts

of albumin, but no massive coagulation such as occurred in the ca.ses

of meningitis reported by Nanimack.

SIGNIFICANCE OF X ANTI lOC II ROM I.\

All {\\)(ts of yellow s])inal fluid are significant of organic disease,

but not necessarily of the nervous system. However, with the few

exceptions such as occur in jaundice it is indicative of organic nervous

disease. In the cases of jaundice the diagnosis is obvious and the

finding of yellow spinal fluid may be ex])ected without changes being

present in the nervous system.

The yellow coloration is not as im})ortant as otlier features that

accompany it such as spontaneous coagulation and variations in the

cell count. Indeed these features are often more characteristic and

diagnostic tlian the yellow color. On the basis of coagulability of the

fluid the cases may be divided into two groups.

The first group includes those in which there is a sufficient increase

in albumin for spontaneous coagulation to take place. This finding

is more pathognomonic than the xanthochromia itself. It practically

always indicates an obstructive lesion of the spinal canal with inter-

ruption of the flow of the spinal fluid. Mix states that whenever

spinal fluid is found to conform to this syndrome it means there is:

a meningitis which has sealed the meninges to the surface of the cord ;

a pachymeningitis or tumor which compresses intradurally ; or an extra-

dural tumor. From his study of thirty-three cases of Froin's syndrome

he stated that it occurred in three types of cases: (1) Certain acute

cases probably all meningeal, and probably including Landry's paral-

ysis. In these cases it would seem that there is an agglutination sonie-

w^here in the lower dorsal or upper lumbar portion of the spinal canal.

As the meningitis subsides and the transitory agglutinations dissolve,

the cerebrospinal fluid tends to return to normal. (2) Paraplegias of

either flaccid or spastic type depending on whether the process is con-
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fined to the cauda equina or to the lower part of the cord. In most

of these cases there has been a pachymeningitis of the conns. (3)

Tumors of two types. The first are neoplastic formations, especially

the sarcomas and granulomas, which limit themselves to the dura and

pia and divide the canal into two compartments, the lower one con-

taining the yellow fluid. The second are those smooth tumors that

apparently cut ofif the lower part of the canal by a ball valve action

without adhesions.

Sprunt and Walker noted this syndrome in two cases of extra-

medullary tumor and Elsberg and Rochfort found it in ten out of

twenty-four of their cases of extramedullary growths. Other cases

have been reported by Mix ^^ and by Parker.*' It occurred regularly

in the cases of giant tumor of the cauda equina. An instance of intra-

medullary tumor giving the syndrome was reported by Adams ;
'^^ but

it is more often found in the extramedullary growths. This agrees

with Raven.** who states that spontaneous coagulation of spinal fluid

has been seen principally in extramedullary tumors, intradural in

origin.

Instances of Froin's syndrome in other conditions have been

reported in syphilitic i)achymeningitis ^' *'- "'' tuberculous meningitis,^

poliomyelitis,*^' ^ solitary tubercle of the cord."''^' gumma of the cord,^"

and in tuberculosis of the spine.
'''^' ^^

It is doubtful if the complete syndrome of Froin ever occurs in

conditions other than obstructive lesions of the spinal canal. Levison *"

believes that the few instances in which the syndrome has been reported

in acute conditions such as tuberculous meningitis and poliomyelitis,

may be accounted for on the assumption of an interference with the

continuity of the spinal canal by an exudative process or an extra-

vasation of blood.

The second group is made up of those cases in which spontaneous

coagulation does not occur. Here the yellow color is significant of

hemorrhage. It includes the cases of acute meningeal inflammation

47. Parker, H. I.. : The Diagnosis of Tumors of the Cauda Equina. Conus.

and Epiconus Medullaris, Am. J. M. Sc. 163:342 (March) 1922.

48. Adams, D. S. : Glioma of Lumbar Cord, Boston M. & S. J. 186:738

(June 1) 1922.

49. Abramson : The Spinal Fhiid in Poliomyelitis and Its Dififerentiation

from Fluids of Other Infections, Am. J. Dis. Child. 10:344, 1915.

50. Thalhimer, W., and Hassin, G. B. : Clinicopathologic Notes on Solitary

Tubercle of the Spinal Cord, J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 55:161 (March) 1922.

51. Sicard, Foix et Salin : Reactions du liquide cephalorachidien an cours

de la pachymeningitie Pottique, Presse med. 18:977 (Dec. 28) 1910.

52. Bromer, R. S. : The Syndrome of "Coagulation Massive et Xantho-
chromie" Occurring in a Case of Tuberculosis of the Cervical Spine, Am. J.

M. Sc. 151:378 (March) 1916.
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such as were dliserved hy AhranistJii *'•* in poliomyelitis, I^vison *" in

syphilitic ])achymeningitis. Dunn " in iKicliynieninj^itis hemorrhagica

inttrna, and hy Nammack in tuberculous meningitis and epidemic

meningitis. Here also are included the cases of brain tumor •'"• '^

giving rise to repeated hemorrhages into the ventricles or subarachnoid

space, as well as cases of more marked bleeding such as apoplexy ^'- ^°

and skull fracture. Spinal puncture alone does not indicate the type

of lesion in these cases, and must be considered with the general physical

findings. In these cases the cell count and the varieties of the cells

are important. Yellow spinal fluid after skull fracture is significant

of rupture of meningeal vessels and indicates a greater degree of

injury.

X'ariations in the cell count have some significance; if the pathologic

change is associated with inflammation of the meninges there will be

an increased cell count, but when due to noninflammatory growths no

increase is present. When the cellular elements are present in more

than normal numbers, syphilis or tuberculosis should be susj)ected.

In poliomyelitis and epidemic meningitis, the leukocvtes are increased;

in tuberculosis and syphilis there is a lymphocytosis. In giant tumors

of the Cauda equina, very high counts have been noted. Occasionally

large cells are observed, but it is difficult to demonstrate the neoplastic

character of isolated cells.

As to the localization of the lesion Raven ** states that as we descend

the cord the tendency to high protein content diminishes but the

tendency to xanthochromia increases ; it would therefore appear that

yellow fluid indicates a lesion in the lower portion of the spinal canal.

This is probably true in most instances of cord compression, for

Elsberg and Rochfort found the lesion in the lower dorsal or lumbar

region in all but one of their cases with yellow fluid.

Wallgren -" is practically the only observer who has reported any

data of prognostic significance in the yellow coloration of the fluid.

He found the mortality in 103 cases of epidemic meningitis, after the

tirst twenty-four hours. 19.6 per cent. In seventy-four cases without

yellow color it was only 14.8 per cent. ; in the cases with xanthochromia

it was 39 per cent. He concluded that the gravity of the case was

increased by xanthochromia and warned of the necessity for injecting

serum into the ventricles.

Yellow spinal fluids have a certain diagnostic value in relation

with other findings. Yellow spinal fluid that coagulates spontaneously

justifies, in most instances, the suspicion of an extramedullary tumor,

especially if the cell count is normal. If there is an increase in lympho-

cytes, tuberculosis or syphilis would also have to be considered. In

a case with yellow spinal fluid that does not coagulate, one would

suspect meningitis or hemorrhage. Cases with meningeal symptoms
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would suggest the diagnosis of tuberculous meningitis, epidemic menin-

gitis or poliomyelitis. In cases of hemorrhage there would most likely

be the findings of arterial disease or of injury to the spine or the skull.

Mix states that if Froin's syndrome be present an operation is

indicated, provided the case does not belong to the acute meningitis

group, and syphilitic pachymeningitis can be excluded.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Xanthochromia has been reported in over 350 cases in the litera-

ture in association with pressure on the cord, hemorrhagic inflammation

and hemorrhage into the spinal fluid.

2. The xanthochromia is ultimately of hematogenous origin, and

may develop in two ways : transudation of blood serum ; and hemor-

rhage. Both are important and one or the other may predominate

in a given case.

3. Froin's syndrome, xanthochromia and massive coagulation,

occurred in about one-third of the cases.

4. On the basis of spontaneous coagulation, yellow fluids are divided

into two groups. As a rule, those showing coagulation indicate obstruc-

tion of the spinal canal ; those without coagulation indicate hemorrhage

into the spinal fluid.

5. Xanthochromia, with few exceptions is indicative of organic

nervous disease.

6. An exact diagnosis of spinal disease cannot be made on the basis

of the spinal fluid findings alone. In general: xanthochromia and

massive coagulation indicate meningeal adhesions or compression of

the cord by tumors ; xanthochromia without coagulation indicates

meningeal infllammation or hemorrhage into the spinal fluid.
^^

53. Additional reference to articles of interest in the literature will appear

in the reprints.
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1S47-1922

l-'roiii the iiiomcnl when < )l)er.steiner entered on his career as a

teacher in N'ienna. students began to conie from America, attracted by

liis personal charm, his ability as a teacher and his excellent command
of luiglish. It was soon recognized that Ohersteiner was more than a

good teacher, and that he belonged with the great \'iennese scholars

of tradition in whom were combined excellence of scientific attainment

with exalted love for humanity.

( )l)ersteiner was born, Nov. 13. 1847, and died, Nov. 19, 1922. As
the son of a physician, he was familiar with sick people from his earliest

youth. His instructors in medicine included Hyrtl, Briicke, Skoda,

(^p])olzer and Billroth, men who had done much to establish the fame

of the medical school of \'ienna. (Jbersteiner did not simply succeed

them; he also inherited from them the mantle of creative genius.

Through his parents he became the owner of a private sanatorium for

mental diseases, and his energies thus received twofold direction: on

the one hand toward practical neuropsychiatry, on the other toward the

academic study of the anatomy. ])hysiology and pathology of the

nervous system. He was one of the first to attack the problem of

general paralysis and discovered its relations with syphilis. In col-

laboration with his jnipil Redlich, he demonstrated that tabes dor.salis

is a disease of the ]X)sterior roots. He produced epilepsy experimentally

and proved that it had a relation with heredity and trauma. He was

the first to investigate commotio spinalis and proved that it is caused

by molecular changes in the nervous tissue. He was the first to describe

allochiria. His studies on morphinism, the intoxication psychoses and

hallucinations, together with his book on general paralysis, assured him
lasting fame as a clinician. As an anatomist he devoted himself to the

study of the normal histology, comparative anatomy and pathology of

the cerebellum. He was the first to establish that the pigment in

ganglion cells is a lipochrome and a jjroduct of catabolism. He found

this pigment also in the glia cells, and from his investigations it seems

not improbable that corpora amylacea are derived from glia cells. In

the anatomy of nerve tracts, he occupied himself with the association

paths and with abnormal fasciculi. But he is known best by his text

book, the first edition of which appeared in 1888; the fifth German
edition was jntblished in 1912. and has been translated into all modern
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languages. It is today probably the most comprehensive text Ijook on

the theory of neurology, simple and lucid, with careful attention to

detail. The Neurologic Institute of Vienna, probably the first of its

kind, founded in 1882, will stand as his lasting monument. It already

has given an incomparable training to a great many pupils and has

produced more than five hundred scientific publications, most of them

in the "Arbeiten aus dem Wiener neurologischen Institute."

Obersteiner was admitted to the faculty in 1873 ; later he became

associate professor, and finally the supreme rank of Professor with the

title "Hofrat" was conferred on him. Honors were showered on him

from all parts of the world, none more greatly appreciated than the

love and esteem of his pupils to whom he devoted himself with

invariable courtesy and good will. As a scholar of international repute

he had scarcely a living equal. There is no field of anatomic, clinical

or therapeutic neurology that has not been enriched by his studies. As
a teacher he reached the highest pinnacle of success and became one of

the foremost exponents of neurolog}-. As a man he won the love and

admiration of all who had the good fortune to come in contact with him.

Otto M.arburg, \'iexn.\.



News and Comment

FIFTIETH ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AMERICAN
NEUROLOGICAL ASSOCIATION

The fiftieth annual meeting of the American Neurological Association will

be held in Philadelphia, in 1924, with the following officers : president, Dr.

Charles K. Mills, Philadelphia; vice-presidents, Dr. Charles L. Dana, New
York, Lr. Morton Prince, Boston; secretary-treasurer. Dr. Frederick Tilney,

New York.



Abstracts from Current Literature

THE GANGLIA, PLEXUSES, AND NERVE-TERMLNATIONS OF THE
MAMMALIAN LUNG AND PLEURA PULMONALIS. O. Larsell.

J. Comp. Neurol. 35:97, 1922.

The nerves which enter the lung from the anterior and posterior pulmonary

plexuses become segregated within the organ near the hilum into three groups

of plexuses, namely: (1) a bronchial group, (2) a vascular group, and (3) a

plexus which is distributed to the pleura pulmonalis. The bronchial plexuses

are two in number, an extrachondrial and a subchondrial ; these fuse about

the smaller bronchi. The extrachondrial plexus is composed of relatively large

nerve trunks with many myelinated fibers and clusters of ganglion cells. The
subchondrial plexus is composed of smaller nerve trunks ; their unmyelinated

fil)ers pass to the smooth muscles of the bronchi and their myelinated fibers

to sensory terminations in the epithelium and to smooth muscle bands.

The intrapulmonary ganglions are found chiefly in the extrachondrial plexus

and are characteristically located at the division points of the bronchi and

larger nerve trunks. Their cells are surrounded by pericellular baskets repre-

senting terminal arborizations of preganglionic fibers of the vagus. A type

of sensory termination which appears to correspond with the muscle spindles

of striated muscle is present in the smooth muscle bands of the bronchial

muscle. These terminations are designated smooth muscle nerve spindles.

They are terminations of myelinated fibers of large size.

Nerve plexuses are present about the blood vessels, a rich plexus extending

over the branches of the pulmonary artery, including the arterioles. The
nerve fibers terminate in relation to the smooth muscle cells of the tunica media

of these vessels. Sensory nerve endings are also present in the walls of the

pulmonary artery near the hilum of the lung. The pulmonary veins and

lymphatics have but few nerve fibers, but the relation appears to be the same

as in the arteries.

The pleura pulmonalis receives nerve trunks from the periarterial plexus.

The fibers, chiefly myelinated, pass to the margins of the pulmonary lobes.

They terminate as sensor}' endings near the lobar margins, principally on the

dorsal and interlobar margins of the lobes.
Herrick, Chicago.

THE SIGNIFICANCE AND MANAGEMENT OF HYPOCHONDRIACAL
TRENDS IN CHILDREN. Esther Loring Rich.ards. Ment. Hvg. 7:43

(Jan.) 1923.

This is an interesting study and interpretation of hypochondriacal trends

in twenty-two children treated at the Phipps Psychiatric Clinic. In age they

averaged about 9.5 years, the youngest being 3 and the oldest 15. Their
somatic complaints had existed from three weeks in recent cases to a period

of nine years in chronic conditions. The symptomatic content faithfully

reproduced the vocabulary of adult "invalids." but this in itself is scarcely

astonishing nor conclusive since even in the presence of definite organic
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disease, patients are often either restricted and vague or over-elahorativc

in their descriptive efforts. The actual somatic facts were few and relatively

unimportant and in twelve instances the general health was normal. Under
"reactional pattern" and "situational data" are descrilied, respectively, the

particular neurotic traits in adult relatives which the children appeared to

mimic and the family setting, personal and environmental, which presumably

favored the development of the neurosis. This is perhaps another way of

stating one of the long established psychologic attributes of childhood: namely,

imitativeness. In the cases cited, the genesis of the symptom complex is

usually fairly obvious ; occasionally the connection I)etween it and the reaction

pattern and situational data is somewhat obscure. The adjustment program

is replete with common sense therapeutic recommendations which bore fruit

in the recovery of eighteen of the twenty-two children.

Any neuropsychiatrist who has had experience in dispensary work will be

able to substantiate the author's findings and agree that her methods are

applicable to certain groups of patients. It will not detract from the value of

tiie article to add, that the mechanism described is not by any means all-

inclusive and that there are equally large groups consisting of children whose

"hypociiondriasis" is a definite response to serious organic ailments. Their

readjustment is accomplished by close attention to the real physical needs.

Strecker, Philadelphia.

EPILEPSY AND GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF THE HEAD. W. Aldrex
TuRXER. J. Neurol. & Psychopath. 3:309 (Feb.) 1923.

There are here tabulated 38 cases of generalized, and 10 cases of focal epi-

lepsy associated with gunshot wounds of the head. The patients were officers

applying for compensation and were seen only once. They can be divided into

two groups according as there was or was not a penetrating wound of the

skull. In the former the seizures were both focal and generalized; in the

latter they were of general character. All types of general seizures were

noted—major, minor and "psychic." They were associated with lesions in all

regions of the cerebrum: 10 of the frontal, 16 of the parietal. 9 of the occipital

and 3 of the temporal lobe. It seemed probalile that parietal injuries were

more liable to result in epilepsy. No correlation was detected between the

extent of bony injury nor the severity of the original cerebral trauma and the

frequency of epilepsy.

An interesting feature is the observation that focal seizures developed early

after the trauma and tended to disappear; they rarely passed over into the

generalized form. They were frequently accompanied by paralytic and other

phenomena of focal damage. The generalized seizures on the other hand,

usually appear late—25 in the first year and 11 in from one to two and a half

years in the cases in which the date of the first fit was known—after the

injury, are relatively frequent and run a chronic course.

Turner is inclined to believe that traumatic epilepsy after gunshot wounds

of the head is more frequent than the figures of Sargent and Holmes (5 and

6 per cent.) indicate and suggests that the proportion would be higher if a

longer interval had elapsed before the investigation. He concludes that the

epilepsy is not due to the local injury alone, but is inclined to ascribe much
importance to neuropathic heredity. The cases reported were not investigated

from this point of view; but of 9 cases of epilepsy with head injury seen in
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civil practice, 4 gave a family history of epilepsy or mental defect. This

factor is offered as an explanation for the imfavoraljle outcome in the series

reported.
.

biNGER, Chicago.

STUDIES OF THE BRAIN STEM. VI. AN EXPERIMENTAL STUDY
OF THE CORPUS STRIATUM OF THE PIGEON AS RELATED
TO VARIOUS INSTINCTIVE TYPES OF BEHAVIOR. Fred T. Rogers,

J. Comp. Neurol. 35:21, 1922.

Of the numerous experimental studies which have been directed toward

functional localization in the forebrains of birds, most have been sadly deficient

in adequate anatomic control. To avoid this defect Rogers studied micro-

scopic preparations of the pigeon's brain before performing the extirpations

described and at necropsy he supplemented the gross examination with study

of serial microscopic sections in nearly every case. These experiments were

preceded by prolonged study of the behavior of normal pigeons and by obser-

vations on the individual peculiarities of the specimens chosen for operation.

Usually a complete mating cycle and rearing of young preceded the operations,

but in some cases young squabs were operated on. The birds were kept alive

after operation for several months, in a number of cases for two years or

more with observation of breeding behavior.

The cerebral cortex of birds is very poorly differentiated, but the corpus

striatum complex here attains maximum size and complexity of organization

among vertebrates. These animals are, accordingly, favorable subjects for the

analysis of the subcortical functions of the forebrain. In a series of pigeons

decerebration operations were performed, from superficial lesions involving

only cortical structures to practically complete removal of the cerebral hemi-

spheres. The results are striking and very instructive.

The poorly differentiated cortical layer is thin except in the anterior part

of the hemisphere and its cells are not arranged in layers as in mammals. The

corpus striatum as described liy Edinger includes a deep core-nucleus, the

mesostriatum (probably part of the most primitive component of the striatum

termed paleostriatum by recent writers), superficial to which are several large

areas (ektostriatum. hyperstriatum, epistriatum, etc.), in more or less con-

centric arrangement.

Removal of one complete cerebral hemisphere produces no obvious perma-

nent defects of behavior save for a certain degree of visual disturbance on the

opposite side. Destruction of Ijoth frontal areas causes no observed difference

in behavior. Loss of nearly all of the cortex without serious damage of the

underlying striatum is followed by no disturbance of the usual laboratory

behavior, including complete mating cycle and rearing of young. These reac-

tions are largely instinctive. Whether under more natural conditions the

individually acquired components of behavior would have been affected was not

determined.

Destruction of the more superficial parts of the striatum complex (hyper-

striatum) is followed by a long period of helplessness, but the bird may regain

al'ility to feed itself. It does not go through the mating or nesting cycles of

behavior. On the other hand, birds with hyperstriatal area intact but without

the corte.x can carry out a simple association or learning process involving the

correlation of several different physiologic reactions to form the customary

behavior cycle. In that bird in which there was the greatest loss of cerebral
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tissue with subsequent regaining of ability to feed itself the ektostriatum, epi-

striatum and mesostriatum of one hemisphere were present, reduced in size.

Injury to the mesostriatum involves serious disturbance of the fundamental

reriexes.
Hkrrick, Chicago.

FOLLOW-UP WORK IN MEXTAL AND SURGICAL CASES. E.xri. D.

Bond, Am. J. Psychiat. 2:445 (Jan.) 1923.

The results of treatment in ?>77 consecutive mental jiatients after a lapse

of five years are analyzed : 94 or 25 per cent, recovered; 68 or 18 per cent, were

improved; 114 or 30 per cent, were unimproved; and 101 or 27 per cent. died.

The manic-depressive group naturally yielded the greatest number of recoveries,

sixty-one of a total of 160; the death rate was also high, 24 per cent.; thus,

the acute and critical course of the affective psychoses is statistically

emphasized. Dementia praecox is a chronic condition and of eighty patients

only two had recovered and eight improved. Two elements of this work deserve

particular mention. The first concerns the rigorous care that was exercised

in passing judgment on the final status of a patient. Whenever a case presented

even minor debatable points, it was excluded from the recovered list, so that

the statistics may be used for basic comparisons. In the second place, there

is included, a statistical contrast with the end results of surgery. In 314 surgical

patients 30 per cent, recovered and 1 per cent, improved. There were

20 per cent, fewer unimproved, and 11 per cent, fewer deaths. In view of the

facts that (1) five year surveys are not available in surgery and usually merely

the direct operative outcome is taken into account; (2) that pathologic

phenomena, either organic or functional, which arise subsequent to the opera-

tion, are generally not permitted to negative the effect statistically unless they

are definitely related to the original disease either as complications or sequels,

and finally, (3) that simple and local conditions such as a finger abscess or

inguinal hernia or "clean" appendix which tend to increase surgical recoveries,

scarcely have an analogue in psychiatry—it is easy to answer the author's

query, "Is there any reason why a psychiatrist getting 25 per cent, recoveries,

after illnesses which have drawn into action all the forces of the person, should

not feel his work compares well with that of the surgeon who is getting 55 per

cent, from general and partial illnesses?" with a decided negative.

Strecker. Philadelphia.

CAUSALGIA AND ALLIED PAINFUL CONDITIONS DUE TO LESIONS
OF PERIPHERAL NERVES. H. S. C.\rter. J. Neurol. & Psychopath.

3:1 (May) 1922.

This is a report of twenty-four (twenty-three gunshot wounds) cases of

causalgia. The war cases occurred among 3.000 cases of peripheral nerve

injuries, i. e., one in 130. Major causalgia occurred once in 750 cases. The
author considers the diagnosis, differential diagnosis, pathogenesis, pathology,

bacteriology, treatment (medical and surgical), and prognosis in detail. He
tabulates the results of the study of the twenty-four cases, and gives photo-

graphs and microphotographs of the changes described. Carter concludes that

the causal lesion in causalgia and allied conditions is one of intraneural and
perineural sclerosis and that the irritation of the fibers set up at the site of

the injury to the nerve results in perverted afferent impulses being sent to

the cord and possibly to the subcortical and cortical centers, and thence

efferent responses of vasodilator, secretory and trophic natures are reflected
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to the peripheral distribution of the nerve where the reaction is interpreted

as pain. He doubts that a special group of organisms causes this type of

inflammatory reaction in nerves. The most that can be said is that there is

some peculiarity in the trauma of the nerve in these few cases which causes

disturbance of those cells in the brain w'hose function it is to interpret pain.

By resection of the irritated and sclerosed portion of the nerve, the source

of the perverted impulses is removed, the pain vanishes and regeneration

remakes the path for normal impulses.
'

Potter, Mercer, Pa.

OX CERTAIX FEATURES OF THE LATEROSENSORY CANALS OF
THE PLAGIOSTOMI. Edward Phelps Allis, Jr., J. Comp. Neurol. 35:

1. 1922.

The conflicting statements in the literature regarding the embryologic devel-

opment and homologies of the lateral line nerves of fishes are reviewed. It is

concluded that the laterosensory organs in Plagiostomi and TcJeostorni differ

radically, not only in the manner in which they become enclosed in their canals,

but also in their relations to the dorsolateral placodes and in the manner of

development of the nerves that supply them. The author does not consider the

further possibility that among the Plagiostomi themselves there may be dif-

ferences in mode of development and that these differences as described in

various species may rest on diversities in actual fact and not on faulty obser-

vation. The recent observations of Bartelmez and others on the development

of cranial ganglions in mammals suggest that this may well be the case and

the entire question needs further comparative study.

Allis believes that the development of the lateral line nerves and ganglions

suggests that these must be regarded as intrinsic to several primary segments

of the head—trigeminal, facial, glossopharj-ngeal and vagal. He seems also to

persist in an opinion formerly expressed, that terminal buds of fishes (cutaneous

taste buds") and lateral line organs may be regarded as homologous structures

or that their innervation in different species may be by homologous nerves. This

latter view is quite at variance with the most careful embryologic and anatomic

studies of recent vears.
Herrick, Chicago.

OTITIC ABSCESS OF THE CEREBELLUM. C. F. Yerger, J. A. M. A.

80:244 (Jan. 27) 1923.

The case reported is a metastatic abscess of the cerebellum secondary to

suppurative otitic disease in a man, aged 43 years. The present complaint

began two weeks previous to his admission to the hospital with headache, which

was almost continuous and involved the frontal and occipital regions and was

associated with earache. He had had a chronic suppurative otitis media,

involving the right ear, for the preceding eighteen years. Shortly after the

onset of the headache he began to have attacks of vertigo, which were asso-

ciated with falling to the right, but unaccompanied by nausea or vomiting.

Turbid fluid under pressure was found on lumbar puncture : there was
increased globulin in the fluid and the cell count was 3.110 per cubic millimeter,

with 96 per cent, polymorphonuclear cells.

An exploration of the right mastoid region revealed arrested development

of pneumatization of the mastoid and the author calls attention to the fact

that these cases are especially predisposed to the development of suppurative

intracranial complications.
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( )ii ()i)iratinn an abscess was located in tlic ri^;lit lohr of tlic cerebellum and

15 CO. (if tbick, Kreenisb yellow pus was evacuated. Tbe patient died the

following day.
Nixon, San Francisco.

THE rHKXOMKXON OF .-KBRE-ACTIOX. R. G. CoRrx.s. J. Neurol &
r.sycbc.path. 3:322 (Feb. 192.3.

ConccMJing tbe tbcraiieutic vahK- of "alireaction" in tbe muroses, Gordon liere

attempts td discover some basis for an intelligible statement of the nature and

effects of the phenomenon. He points out the impossibility, in anatomic and

j)hysiol()gic terms, of an idea or a feeling lieing retained as such; and that a

stimulus can only activate an engram which includes vegetative as well as

central nervous system neurones. He discusses the six criteria involved in

memory formulated by Lloyd Morgan—"register, registration, retention,

revival, recognition or renewal with a sense of 'againness,' and reference in

time and space." The first three can be observed in non-living matter; the

last three require life. Recognition and reference to time and space are essen-

tially conscious and involve the cerebral cortex.

Repression, suppression (Rivers) or forgetting is referred to a possible

endocrine action on synapses, the glands being in some way activated by the

emotion belonging to the experience repressed. When, in analysis through

associations, a repressed memory is revived, recognized and referred, there is

not only activation of the original engram, liut also of vegetative activities

resulting in "a feeling attached to the recognition" which is independent of

the original engram and will account for the emotion experienced in the

abreaction. The value of this 'psychocatharsis' depends on the recognition and

reference to time and space, which imply cortical control and fusion with the

personality, and is not due to a "freeing of bottled-up emotion."

SiXGER, Chicago.

.WATOMICAL STUDIES ON THE MOTOR CORTEX OF MACACUS
RHESUS. Juan C. Nanagas, J. Comp. Neurol. 35:67, 1922.

In this anatomic examination of the motor cortex of the Philippine macaque
monkey, the aim is to correlate structural localization with the results of pre-

vious experimental work on this species. After a preliminary survey of the

gross relations of the Rolandic region, the microscopic structure of tbe pre-

central area is fully described.

The lamination pattern of the cortical cells dififers in various parts of

the physiologically excitable cortex. In this region there are three sizes of

large cells of the Betz type in Brodmann's fifth layer. The largest are limited

to a narrow zone in the anterior lip of the central fissure. The area of medium
cells covers a wide field and the small cells are still more widely distributed.

The area controlling the leg has the largest Betz cells; that controlling the

arm has only medium and small cells. The fourth (granular) layer is absent

in the area of large Betz cells and in most of the area of medium cells it is

absent or reduced. The density of the pyramidal cells of the third layer is

inversely proportional to the size of the underlying Betz cells and directly

proportional to the thickness of the fourth layer. In those territories where the

largest Betz cells are found (leg area) the pyramidal cells are more dispersed,

probably because of the enormous development of the dendrites of these Betz
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cells. These observations suggest that there is a topographic pattern of

arrangement of cells in various parts of the motor cortex in correlation with

functional diversity, and this point the author hopes to be able to subject to

further experimental control.
Herrick, Chicago.

ORG.^NIZATIOX AND SCOPE OF A STATE BUREAU OF MENTAL
HEALTH. WiLLi.AM C. Saxdv, Alent. Hyg. 7:119 (Tan.) 1923.

Among the more important plans for the future outlined by the Pennsyl-

vania State Bureau of Mental Health are the following: "(1) complete state

care of mental patients as a goal to be attained gradually over a series of

years; (2) increase of institutional capacity in accordance with a state-wide

plan; (3) the establishment of at least two psychopathic hospitals for early

diagnosis by intensive methods, to be utilized also as research and teaching

centers for hospital physicians and other neuropsychiatrists
; (4) establish-

ment of facilities for the proper care and custody of defective delinquents

;

e. g., in separate institutions or in divisions of already existing institutions

;

(5) serious consideration of colonization of mental defectives, a method suc-

cessfully carried on in other states; (6) continued endeavor to raise the

standard of care and treatment of mental patients; (7) stimulation of vigorous

efforts to rehabilitate more patients by parole and later discharge, aided by

means of more clinics and more social workers in the hospitals."

Each one of these projects is worth while and of far-reaching import.

Some of the county institutions are still hopelessly archaic in every respect

and practically none of them are properly equipped or adequately staffed. As
a class they scarcely attain to modern custodial standards. In the state hos-

pitals, congestion makes scientific care and treatment an increasingly dif-

ficult problem. The establishment of psychopathic hospitals would make it

possible to utilize an immense amount of valuable material for both teaching

and research and would give impetus to intensive therapeutic efforts. Every

psychiatrist should endorse Dr. Sandy's plans and give him whole-hearted

Strecker, Philadelphia.

PONTOBULBAR CRISES ASSOCIATED WITH SIALORRHEA IN

SYPHILIS OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM. Ernst P. Boas and Walter
M. Kraus, J. Neurol. & Psychopath. 3:329 (Feli.) 1923.

The case here recorded is that of a man of 35 who had been infected with

syphilis at the age of 18. He presented irregular. Argyll Robertson pupils but

no other sign of tabes. The tendon jerks were all active; there was no change

in any form of sensibility and no Romberg sign. The blood Wassermann
had been -r + + +• hut under treatment became negative. The spinal fluid

gave a doubtful Wassermann reaction, contained 7 cells and positive globulin,

and the colloidal gold test on two occasions gave the results : 0133100000 and

0111000000.

The principal symptoms were severe crises characterized by: (1) profuse

secretion of thin and watery saliva: (2) gastric hypersecretion; (3) attacks

of vomiting related to salivation; (.4) tachycardia; (5) attacks of high blood

pressure; (6) sensation of bad taste in the mouth; (7) pain in the suprasternal

notch radiating downward and to the left ; and (S) diminution of pharyngeal and

absence of laryngeal reflexes. The authors incline to the view that these
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symptoms art- of cciilral uriKin and are due ti> involveiiuiit of the dorsal, visceral

vaRiis nucleus; the adjacent sensory va^us nucleus; the fasciculus solitarius;

the nuclei salivaturii of Kohnstamm ; and the Klossopharyn^eal and vagus nuclei.

The article is well illustrated and a review of the literature is K'ven.

Singer. Chicago.

Till". DII.ATOK rLlMl.LAl-: A\U THK SYM I'ATHKTIC. X. Wiu.iam
IxcAi.i.s. J. Com]). Xeurol. 35:163, 1923.

Attention is called to certain physiologic differences between the neuromotor
apparatus of contraction and dilation of the pupil. The sphincter mechanism
is more specialized in every way and is of far greater importance in vision than

the dilator. The two inuscles differ in mode and time of development and in

adult histologic structure. The sphincter is a stronger muscle and it contracts

more rapidly; indeed, the oculomotor mechanism alone seems quite equal to

the task of regulating the pupil for purely visual purposes, for this function

can he carried on after total paralysis of the dilator nerves.

The dilator of the iris, on the other hand, has a two-fold function—first,

and prohably more primitively, a visual function, and second what may be

called the sensory reflex, that is, reactions ordinarily elicited by cutaneous
stimulation. Dilation of the iris comes into play as part of a coinplex reaction

which includes smooth muscle of cutaneous vessels, hairs or glands, and various

visceral activities, all of these being frequently associated with emotional dis-

turbance. "The actions of the sympathetic {sen. sir.) on the eye are all

calculated to render it more conspicuous and impressive to the beholder, the dif-

ferences for the possessor are negligible."
Herrick, Chicago.

THE CONSTITUTIONAL PSYCHOPATHIC INFERIOR—A PROBLEM
IN DIAGNOSIS. Alice E. Johnson, M. D.. Am. J. Psychiat. 2:467 (Tan.)

1923.

Johnson attempts a sharp differentiation between the constitutional psycho-

pathic inferior and the psychoneurotic person on the l)asis of their reaction to

fear. The former do not profit by the experience of pain ; and the quality, which

may be termed moral impressionability, stands at a very low level. Conse-

quently, there is complete failure of adjustment. "The condition is seen ni very

young children and in all ages thereafter. These people come from every class

of society; they may have a higher or lower grade of intellectual ability, may
be organically defective or perfect specimens of physical development. In

manner they are often pleasant and agreeable on first appearance. Except

when frustrated in some desire they are good natured enough. But they are

bad citizens and they do not improve. They forget the past and think hope-

fully or not at all of the future. In short, they are motivated almost entirely

by the desire of the moment. Their inhibitions are weak and evanescent." On
the other hand, psychoneurotics also fail to meet the ordinary demands of

socialization, but for a different reason. They have too much apprehension and

their symptoms and maladjustment spring from endless and hopeless efforts to

produce an "illusion of safety." From the standpoint of prognosis the author

feels that the constitutional psychopathic inferior cannot be cured because the

defect is inborn and not acquired. Psychoneurotics may be readjusted.

Strecker, Philadelphia
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OBSERVATIONS ON CREATINURIA AND GLYCOSURIA L\ MYAS-
THENIA GRAVIS. B. W. Williams and S. C. Dyke, Quart. J. Med.

15:269 (July) 1922.

In four cases of myasthenia gravis investigated, creatinuria was present.

One case showed considerable amounts of creatin in the urine when the

patient was on a creatin-creatinin free diet. Two patients were unable to

deal with small amounts of creatin when given by mouth. In two cases the

percentage of muscle creatin was estimated from biopsy specimens and was
found to be low. In all four cases the glucose tolerance was lower than

normal. Williams and Dyke conclude that the defective muscles are respon-

sible for the altered carbohydrate tolerance in myasthenia gravis and that the

creatinuria observed in these four cases was probably secondary to this

defective glucose metabolism.
Potter, fiercer, Pa. •

CASE OF CEREBRAL NEOPLASM SIMULATING DEMENTIA PAR.\-

LYTICA, WITH OPERATION AND COMPLETE NEUROLOGIC
AND MENTAL RECOVERY. Charles Rosen heck. J. A. M. A. 80:

470 (Jan. 17) 1923.

The patient, whose case is reported in detail, presented the neurologic

signs and psychiatric picture of an intracranial growth in a manner so vivid

and clear cut that the diagnosis and localization were a matter of comparative

ease. The mental changes simulated those of dementia paralytica quite faith-

fully. A large endothelioma of the right frontoparietal area was removed and

at the time of the report, six months after the operation, the patient was

apparently in excellent physical and mental condition.

Nixox, San Francisco.

ORIGIN AND DISTRIBUTION OF THE TRACTUS SOLITARIUS IN
THE GUINEA-PIG. William F. Allen, J. Comp. Neurol. 35:171, 1923.

This is part of an extensive experimental program directed toward the

analysis of gustatory and general visceral conduction pathways in the mam-
malian brain. The roots of the seventh, ninth and tenth cranial nerves were

torn out, each in a different animal, and in other cases the fasciculus solitarius

was cut across in its intrabulbar course. The resulting degenerations were

studied by the Marchi method. The result is a very exact determination of

the central courses of each of the sensory systems of fibers which enter the

fasciculus solitarius.

No facialis fibers descend in the fasciculus solitarius below the level of

entrance of the first vagus rootlet, and no glossopharyngeal fibers descend

below the level of entrance of the third sensory vagus rootlet. The nucleus

accompanies the tract for its entire length. That part of it lying rostrally

of the third vagal rootlet receives practically all of the gustatory fibers. The
greatly expanded spinal end is probably devoted to general visceral functions.

A second paper on the degenerations resulting from lesions of the nucleus

of the fasciculus solitarius is in the press. ^^ _, .

Herrick, Chicago.

SPIROCHETOSIS OF THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID. D. O. Riddel and

R. M. Stewart. J. Neurol. & Psychopath. 3:345 (Feb.)' 1923.

The spinal fluids of li cases of general paralysis—7 acute, 16 subacute or

chronic—were examined with dark-field illumination immodiatelv after with-
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drawal and also in smears from the deposit obtained by centrifugation at

low speed. The latter were stained with the Giemsa or the Fontana-Tribondeau

silver method. Successful results were also obtained by impregnating the

deposit by Jahnel's method and embedding in parafTm.

The results were negative except in one case, the Huid from a lad of 20

with juvenile general paralysis. Spirochetes were discovered on six consecu-

tive punctures during a period of forty-one days. Thereafter they disappeared

and could not be found in twelve more punctures. Fluid obtained by cisternal

puncture contained more organisms than that by lumbar puncture. Attempts

at cultivation were unsuccessful.
Singer, Chicago.

THE MEXT.\L HE.\LTH OF 463 CHILDREN FROM DEMEXTl.A-
PRAECOX STOCK. Myrtelle M. C.\navan, M.D., and Ros.\mond Clark,

Menl. Hyg. 7:137 (Jan.) 1923.

Canavan and Clark investigated the mental health of the offspring of

dementia praecox stock. Of 381 children, the product of 186 matings, 86 devi-

ated from the normal, either mentally, physically, or socially. The deviators

consisted of: 5 dementia-praecox patients; 4 feebleminded; 12 backward; 12

nervous; 17 physically diseased, and 36 with conduct disorders. The mother
had dementia praecox in 74 and the father in 12 cases. Two hundred and

fifty schizophrenic mothers and 45 fathers mated with presumably sound stock

and produced 295 normal children. The authors recognize a potential wide

margin of error arising from the fact that 68 per cent, of the deviated group

and 79 per cent, of the normals were less than 16 years old. It is not

improbable that the further statistical reviews which arc contemplated in

1925 and 1930 will increase the number of deviates.

Strecker, Philadelphia.

INTRASPINAL THERAPY IN NEUROSYPHILIS. J. A. Fordvce, Am. J.

Syphilis 6:198 (April) 1922.

Fordyce asserts that "intraspinal treatment cures certain types of neuro-

syphilis in which intravenous treatment alone or when combined with spinal

drainage has failed," and bases his assertion on four years of observation of

llie method. Fordyce does not drain the fluid preliminary to the introduction

of arsphenaminized serum, but effects its introduction under pressure ; he

has found that the clinical and serologic results are l)Ctter without preliminary

drainage.
Vo.NDERAHE, Philadelphia.

A NOTE ON THE EXCITABLE AREAS OF THE CEREBRAL HEMI-
SPHERES OF THE PIGEON. Fred T. Rogers, J. Comp. Neurol. 35:61,

1922.

This brief article reports experiments on the motor responses derived from

electric excitation of the cerebral hemisphere of the pigeon. There is no

excitable cortex related to the control of skeletal muscle analogous with that

of mammals. Two definite cortical responses involving the sympathetic ner-

vous system can be secured: (1) constriction of the pupil of the contralateral

eye from an area at the dorso-medial border about midway between frontal

and occipital poles of the hemispheres. (The same effect can be obtained, but

less certainly, from the occipital cortex.) (2) Depression of the feathers of
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the facial region from a frontal area close to the olfactory bulb. Besides

these strictly cortical motor areas, motor responses to deeper stimulation of

the underlying corpus striatum are described: (1; movements of the beak from

the ektostriatum
; (2) bilateral winking of the eyelids, also from the ekto-

striatum.
.

Herrick, Chicago.

VENTRICULOSCOPY AND INTRAVENTRICULAR PHOTOGRAPHY
IN INTERNAL HYDROCEPHALUS. Temple F.w and F. C. Gr.\xt.

J. A. M. A. 80:461 (Feb. 17) 1923.

The authors did ventriculoscopy and intraventricular photography in a case

of hydrocephalus and found that these procedures were followed In- little or

no reaction when properly conducted.

Direct inspection of the ventricles may assist in determining the location

and the extent of growth of subcortical lesions causing deformities of the

ventricles and will permit callosal puncture under direct observation.

Nixon, San Francisco.

CATATONIC DEMENTIA PRAECOX ; PHYSIOTHERAPEUTICS, AND
RESULTS OBTAINED IN A SERIES OF TWENTY CASES. Daniel
C. M.\iN. Am. J. Psychiat. 2:473 (Jan.) 1923.

Dr. Main has attacked the problems of profound inertia, mental deterioration,

and untidiness in a group of twenty cases of catatonic dementia praecox. He
has not tried to give the patient an occupation by which he can earn a living

outside of the hospital, but by which he can adjust to the hospital. Brief

histories are given of twenty patients in the second and third decades, illus-

trating change of attitude through interest in work and incidentally recording

several recoveries. Dr. Main's remark in his discussion is illuminating: "I

think controls can be found on the "back" wards of any of our hospitals."

Bond, Philadelphia.
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ACHONDROPLASIA IX MOTHER AND CHILD (Illustrated with lantern

slides). Dr. Peter Bassoe.

A little woman, aged 31, was admitted to my service in the Presbyterian

Hospital on account of weakness of the right arm and leg which had been

coming on for over a year. It was apparent at once that she was a typical

short-limbed dwarf. Her total height was 130 cm., (SlVs inches) ; height at

the shoulders 100 cm., at the iliac crest 60 cm.; weight 125 pounds (57 kg.).

Her head was relatively large, its horizontal circumference being 56.6 cm.

;

the forehead was prominent, the insertion of the nose rather deep ; the head

was distinctly brachycephalic. The length of the upper extremities from the

acromion to the tip of the middle finger was 53 cm. ; of the lower extremity

from the anterior superior spine of the ilium to the inner malleolus, was
56 cm. The second and third toes were partly webbed. The length of the

fingers was as follows: First 5 cm.; second 7.3 cm.; third 7.8 cm.; fourth 7 cm.;

fifth 5.5 cm. The appearance was that of a trident hand. The patient was
well nourished. The breasts and genitalia were well developed and the hairy

development and distribution were normal. Roentgenologic examination by

Dr. Cassie B. Rose, showed the base of the skull to be very short, measuring

8.5 cm., while the vault measured 14.8 cm. in height, and 21.5 cm. in the

greatest anteroposterior diameter. The front region was protruding and
rounded ; the suture lines were still open and the vascular markings prominent

;

the sella was of normal size, with well defined margins ; because of the short

skull base, the nasal region appeared to be pushed inward but there was no
unusual alinement of the teeth. The basal angle was acute, representing a

basal kyphosis which probably accounted for the apparent retraction of the

face and nasal region. Practically the entire skeleton was examined and, aside

from the shortness of the long bones, the most striking features were : the

shortness of the neck of the femur, and the high position of the head of the

fibula in relation to the knee joint.

The patient was married. The first child was still-born but the second,

aged 4V2, was delivered by cesarean section. This child is a girl, 86.5 cm. tall,

whose head is of the same shape as that of the mother. Her arms arc short,

reaching only to the lower end of the trochanter. The lower extremities

are not strikingly shortened, but the head of the fibula is also high. The
circumference of the head is 51 cm. In the roentgenogram the base of the

skull measures 7 cm. There seems to be an unusual amount of ossification

about the base, particularly beneath the sella. The sphenoidal sinus cannot

be made out. There is an irregular excavation under the anterior clinoid

process, similar in appearance to that described by Timme as characteristic

of mongolian idiocy. The suture lines are open and vascular markings are
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prominent. This child is remarkably agile and hypotonic. She can separate

the legs and slide down on the floor with the legs at a right angle to the

trunk and touching the floor along their entire inner borders.

The nature of the hemiparesis of the mother was not determined. We
were in doubt as to whether it was caused by the slight chronic hydrocephalus,

which has been shown by Dandy to be the cause of the enlargement of the

head in this condition, or whether it was hysterical.

The cause of achrondoplasia remains unknown as we cannot accept the

recent hypothesis of Murk Janson that it is due to abnormalities of the amnion.

The presence of the skeletal deformities early in fetal life makes it difficult

to attribute the condition to endocrine disorders. However, one is struck by

the fact that these dwarfs are just the opposite of eunuchs or eunuchoid indi-

viduals; the dwarfs have large heads, long trunks, short extremities and,

usually, excessively developed genitals and muscular system ; the eunuchs have

small heads, short trunks, long extremities, defective genitals and flabby

muscles. These contrasts do not suffice to stamp the condition of achrondro-

plasia as due to hypergenitalism. lait the latter apparently is a feature of it.

TWO SPECIMENS OF OCCIPITAL LOBE LESIONS. Dr. John Favill.

Recently two cases of occipital lobe lesions in the same ward of the County

Hospital came to necropsy during the same week, and it was thought that a

brief review of their histories, together with the gross specimens, might be of

interest.

Case l.^A negro, aged 37 years, entered the hospital, Feb. 22, 1923,

complaining of headache, vomiting, dizziness and "falling spells," which had

g'radually developed during the preceding three w'eeks. He remembered that

six months ago his left leg once gave way. The headache was "like a vise" at

times and the vomiting w-ould come without warning. It was noted that

his pupils did not react to light, but he refused to permit further examination

and went home. He entered again March 7, being in a rather clouded mental

condition with frequent spells of real coma. He complained of ringing in the

left ear of two months' duration. The previous complaints were accentuated.

Examination revealed: deviation and falling to the left on attempting to

walk; ataxia of the left arm; w'eakness of the left arm and leg, with increased

tendon reflexes ; absent cremasteric and abdominal reflexes and positive

Babinski sign on the left. Sensation could not be satisfactorily tested. The
pupils were immobile to light and there was some weakness of the left seventh

nerve. Speech was normal, but memory for recent events was bad. A pre-

liminarj' diagnosis of cerebrospinal syphilis was made, but the Wassermann
reaction with blood and spinal fluid and the colloidal gold test proved to be

negative. The cell count was 6 and tests for blood and globulin were nega-

tive. The diagnosis was changed to left cerebellopontile angle tumor. A few

days later, left homonymous hemianopia was noted. Optic neuritis developed

and was more severe on the right. Attacks of stupor and coma came more
frequently and on March 20, he went into coma from which he did not rally.

Two days later his eyes were directed up and slightly outward ; the head was

turned rigidly to the left and showed an interesting dissociation of the usual

occulocephalogyric mechanism. There was no apparent facial paralysis. A
final diagnosis of tumor of the right hemisphere was then made, further local-

ization being difficult. He died March 24.
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The necropsy showed tension in both occipital lobes. The spinal fluid was

clear. On cutting the right parieto-occipital lohe, yellow fluid escaped from

a cavity. The specimen shows a soft gelatinous finger-like projection in this

cavity, and behind the projection is firm tumor tissue. The right lateral

ventricle is completely collapsed and the left dilated. The anatomic diagn«»is

is glioma with cystic and colloid degeneration.

Case 2.—A Pole, aged 34 years, entered the hospital Dec. 17, 19J2,

complaining of headache and right-sided weakness which began three weeks

previously. Two months before this, he had had an abdominal operation,

probably for appendical abscess, judging from the scars of McBurney and

riglit lumbar incisions. The right leg was weak and spastic but without

definite tendon reflex increase or positive Baijinski sign. .\I)dominal and

cremasteric reflexes were absent. General sensibility and cranial nerves were

normal, the pupils being regular, equal and reactive to light. The heart, lungs

and abdomen gave negative findings. The spinal fluid cell count was 200 with

positive globulin and negative Wassermann reactions. I)ut the blood Wasser-

mann reaction was positive. A preliminary diagnosis of cereljrospinal syphilis

was made and antisypliilitic treatment was begun. A week after entrance, right

homonymous heniianopia was ol)served and the diagnosis was then elal)orated

as hemorrhage or thrombosis involving the posterior portion of the left internal

capsule. He gradually improved under continued antisyphilitic treatment

during January, but l)egan to fail in February, going into occasional states of

stupor. He developed a cough in March with sanguinopurulent sputum and

signs of cavity formation in the right lung between the scapula and spinal

column. Roentgen-ray examination revealed a lung abscess on the right with

probable tuberculous 1)ronchopneumonia. The sputum showed streptococci,

bacilli and diplococci, but no tubercle bacilli. He died March 23, 1923.

The necropsy revealed extensive gangrene of the right lung. There was

brown fluid in the right sphenoid cells. Hemolytic streptococci were cultured

from the pleural fluid, spinal fluid and the infected sphenoid. The specirpen

shows a piece of adherent dura over the left parieto-occipital region of the

brain. Under this, and beneath the cortex, is a definite abscess cavity about

2 cm. in diameter. Several other smaller cavities can be found in the

neighborhood.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Peter Bassoe: I have looked up records of six cases of occipital lobe

tumor that came to necropsy. Each one presented some difficulty or other in

diagnosis. The first patient was a young man, a heavy drinker, who com-

plained of headache, occasional dizziness, and sometimes a symptom described

by Dr. Favill ; namely, a feeling of going right down. The disks were normal.

I saw him at my office and sent him to the hospital thinking that the case

was either alcoholic dementia or general paralysis. When I reached the

hospital the next morning, the intern had found that he had heniianopia. He

died within two days. A glioma of considerable size was found in the occipital

lobe.

Another case was that of a nurse, aged 60, who had worked very hard.

She had been in the hospital for some time, was considered a case of neuras-

thenia and had been allowed to leave. She came in again and at that time

had distinct delusions. I thought it a case of presenile paranoid state. There

were no definite physical signs. Just when she was to be sent to a sanitarium.
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she had a sort of stroke and developed a partial hemiplegia. She was so ill

mentally that it was impossible to test the optic fields. Necropsy disclosed

a glioma in the occipital lobe.

Another case was in a man who worked for a railroad company, had had a

minor injury and complained of dizziness. The fields were normal on rough

test and the disks were normal. We thought it a case of traumatic neurosis.

Some months later, necropsy disclosed a tumor of the occipital lobe. I under-

stand that hemianopia had developed before death. I saw him only in the

early stage and it was almost impossible to determine whether he had an

organic brain lesion.

Another case was in a man, aged 60, who had heart disease and broncho-

pneumonia. He was very weak and complained a great deal of headache. He
grdually developed a left hemiplegia; hemianesthesia and hemianopia were

also present. At no time was there any change in the disks. While I sus-

pected abscess, I was rather inclined to think it a case of thrombosis. At

necropsy we found a glioma in the occipital lobe with extensive softening.

An elderly man had definite signs of an occipital lobe lesion. There were

hemianopia and hemiplegia. The spinal fluid gave a positive Wassermann
reaction, but the colloidal gold reaction was far to the right. His brain was

examined postmortem and metastatic carcinoma was found.

The sixth patient was a young man who complained of headache, with

only general tumor symptoms and a great deal of occipital pain. Subtemporal

decompression was immediately followed by hemianesthesia and hemianopia.

Necropsy revealed a large endothelioma of the dura that had started at the

torcula Herophili and filled the longitudinal sinus! Undoubtedly the shifting

of the brain at the decompression caused the hemianopia to appear so suddenly.

My experience has been that occipital lobe tumors, which ought to be easy

of diagnosis, often give a great deal of difficulty.

Dr. Yudelsox : Were sensory changes found in the second case which

would suggest a diagnosis of an internal capsular lesion?

Dr. L. J. Pollock: In Case 2, although there was hemiparesis of three

weeks duration, the history given me was that the paralysis had developed

slowly within a period of less than two daj^s. On examination he had a complete

right hemiplegia, hyperesthesia and right homonymous hemianopia. In the

absence of other findings it looked like a case of cerebral thrombosis involving

the posterior limb of the internal capsule. Pulmonary changes were not

detected until three or four days before death. Looking back one can see how
this mistake could have been avoided. The hemiplegia was incomplete and

the sensory changes were very slight; hemianopia was complete, such a dis-

sociation of these three symptoms should have led to the inference that the lesion

was not capsular, but further back, so that some motor and sensory fibers

could escape.

Dr. H. D. Singer: I am impressed with the striking uniformity in the

occurrence of mental symptoms. Both cases of Dr. Favill and most of those

mentioned by Dr. Bassoe presented stupor and lack of cooperation. This

observation in occipital lobe lesions is of interest and I wish Dr. Favill would
give any further details of the mental state he may possess.

Dr. F.WILL (closing) : I am sorry that I cannot give any important details

of the mental condition. There was poor cooperation, frequent stupor and

little material on which to base any conclusion. It seems to me that the

lesson to be learned from these cases is the importance of testing for hemianopia.
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even under conditions in which only the rouglust estimate can he made. This

was true in the first case and the finding was of more help than anvthing

else ni giving an idea as to localization.

NEUROPSVCHIA'i KIC .\.\.\LYSIS OK 2.500 1:X-.S1:RVR"E MEN WITH
SPECIAL STUDY OF THE RELATION OF THE THYROID TO
PSYCHONEUROSES. Dr. Ralph P. Trlitt.

Eleven thousand ex-service men were discharged from the army in the

Chicago district, which includes the States of Wisconsin, Michigan and Illinois,

Iiecause of ncuropsychiatric disahility. Of this number 6,000 had been examined

l)efore Decemljcr, 1922. Two thousand five hundred cases were examined

(many of them reexamined) during a period of little more than a year while

I was in charge of the ncuropsychiatric examining and out-patient treatment

departments of the U. S. Veteran's Bureau in Chicago. This group of cases

which, in many instances, had the advantages of hospital and laboratory study

has l)ecn analy.-.cd diajiiiostically. The study revealed the following diagnoses :

Psychoneuroscs 1,238

Constitutional Psychojiathic Personality 237
Dementia Praeco.x 190

Neurosyphilis 133

Nerve Injuries 102

Mental Deficiency 98
Dysthyroidism 83
Cerel)ral Injuries 45
Epilepsies 43
Manic-Depressive Psychoses 22
Post-Encephalitic Conditions 20
Facial Paralyses 19

Post-Meningitic ( Epidemic ) Conditions 18

Sciatic Nerve Involvement 16
Multiple Sclerosis 12
Migraine 8

Raynaud's Disease 7

Spinal Muscular Atrophy 5

Pituitary Disorders 4
Poliomyelitis 4

Cerebral Tumor, Syringomyelia, Trifacial Neuralgia,
Optic Nerve Blindness, Nerve Deafness and Spinal
Sclerosis. 3 each 18

Muscular Dystrophies, Myatonia Congenita, Myelitis, Mul-
tiple Neuritis, Arteriosclerosis and Cranial Nerve
Injuries, 2 each 12

No Ncuropsychiatric Disorder 131

Undiagnosed 35

2,500

Over one-half (701) of the psychoncurosis group were anxiety neuroses or

anxiety states, about one-third (391) were neurasthenia, 128 were hysteria,

and 18 were cases of psychasthenia. The great number of psychopaths may
be accounted for by the fact that Chicago is a gathering point for "hobos"

and other examples of the country's floating population. Many psychotic cases

were already confined in institutions, which accounts for the small number

found at this date. The syphilis group embraces : cerebrospinal syphilis, 102

cases ;
general paralysis, 17 cases ; and tabes, 14 cases. The nerve injury group

was about equally divided between the right and left sides of the body, but
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there was a 3: 1 ratio between upper and lower halves of the body. Enlarge-

ment of the thyroid gland was noted in 346 cases. Metabolic ratings were

made in 86 cases and there were 19 thyroidectomies.

Analysis of the enlarged thyroid cases revealed :

Anxiety Neuroses 164

Neurasthenia 82
Hyperthyroidism 26
Exopthahnic Cioiter 14

Hysteria 13

Constitutional Psychopathic States 12

Dementia Praecox 7

Cerebrospinal Syphilis 6

Goiter 6

Miscellaneous 16

Total 346

Subjective causes for the condition found on examination, as given by sixt}'

claimants in the cases on which metabolic ratings were made were : High
explosives, fright, etc., 18; exposure and overwork, 9; gassing, 8; wounded
and fright, 7; influenza. 6; gassed and wounded, 5; influenza-pneumonia, 4;

and vaccine injections, 3.

The chief subjective and objective symptoms of the cases with metabolic

rating, in order of frequency, were : Tremor, anxiety, tension, fatigue, rapid

cardiac action, cardiac distress, respiratory difficulties, sweating, increased

deep reflexes, disturbed sleep, dizziness, cyanosis and flushing, gastro-intestinal,

weakness, fainting, vague pains, ocular signs, headaches, frequent urination, loss

of weight, twitchings and lack of mental concentration. A study of the

metabolic ratings (made by National Pathological Laboratory with the Jones

apparatus) is of interest and is shown in the accompanying table:

Basal Metabolism Rates

Increased Diminished

90 61-80 41-60 21-40 11-20 1-10 Normal 1-10 11-20
Exophthalmic Goiter 1 2 1 — — — — — —
Hyperthyroidism — — 2 i 4 — — — —
Anxiety Neuroses •

—

— — 3 10 17 2 3 —
Neurasthenia — — — — — 7 4 12 4
Simple Goiter — — — — — — — 1 1

Analysis of the present condition of the thyroidcctomj' cases revealed : Three
worse; ten, no change; four, improved; and two recovered. One of these cases

was cerebrospinal syphilis; one was considered to be hysteria; two were cases

of psychopathic personality; four were neurasthenia; four had anxiety neuroses;

three had hyperthyroidism; and four were cases of exophthalmic goiter. One
of the exophthalmic goiter cases, following ligation of one thyroid artery, had
a complete hemiplegia.

The similarity of symptoms in anxiety neuroses to those of hyperthyroidism

and thyrotoxicosis is sufficient to call for further study, especially as increased

metabolic rates may be found in anxiety conditions. The possible relation

of emotional states and the sympathetic nervous system to the thyroid gland

have been mentioned by various authors. The anxiety neuroses may be asso-

ciated with hyperthyroid activity, but neurasthenia, the opposite of anxiety as

a "nervous" condition, would appear to be more commonly associated with

hypothyroid activity. The relation of anxiety conditions to hyperthyroid states

and enlargement of the thyroid is not definitely known. One lieutenant in
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the air service was found to have exophthalmic goiter (metabolic rate -f- 85

to -f- 108) ten months after falling from the air in a burning airplane, while

on his second flight. He was not injured and continued flying, but was anxious,

fearful, tremulous, easily fatigued, and uneasy. Ten months later, he had

cardiac distress, exophthalmos and moderate general enlargement of the thyroid

gland. The right lobe and half of the left lobe were excised sixteen months

after the accident with gradual improvement and fair recovery in fine year.

Three weeks before the accident he had passed an examination for oversea

service and there had been no intercurrent illness. There were other similar

cases, less definite and acute ; such cases certainly need explanation.

In many of the cases studied, the onset was acute, in others more gradual

;

still others were considered* to be of emotionally unstable constitution. Gen-

erally, the thyroid enlargement was noted several months, even a year or two,

after the initial anxiety. There was a notable absence of negroes. The educa-

tion of those studied was above the average and many gave no history of

previous anxiety. The psychoneurotic and emotionally unstable cases in gen-

eral showed fluctuating metabolic ratings, and reduction of the higher rates

accompanied improvement in the mental condition. One man with a typical

anxiety condition had a + 39 metabolic rating. A few of the cases had a

definite history of anxiety hysteria at the onset, but now presented the usual

neurasthenic picture. Some patients dated the onset of their condition after

the armistice or on return home after discharge. Some were examples of

"compensation (anxiety) neurosis."

The anxiety patients were, in many respects, similar to those with thyroid

disease; they were alert, tense, unable to relax, easily excited, frightened,

explosive and expectant. The neurasthenics, on the other hand, were rather

slow and phlegmatic and made numerous vague complaints that were out of

keeping with the actual findings; they were perpetually tired and weak, instead

of showing exhaustion after an episode of excitement, as observed in the

thyroid and anxiety cases.

Estimation of basal metabolism is a great aid in dififerentiating the psycho-

neurotic from the active thyroid disorders, Ijut one rating is often not suffi-

cient. The size of the thyroid means little. Distinct and repeated elevation of

the metabolic rate is the best criterion for diagnosing hyperthyroid states

proper. One cannot but feel that anxiety and emotional states have important

causal relations to dysthyroidism of all grades ; this phase of the question

should be more thoroughly studied and not passed over by applying the terms

"neurasthenia" and "nervousness."

DISCUSSIOX

Dr. Markw.\li) (by invitation) : Our laljoratory made the majority of the

metabolic determinations in these cases, some of which were sent back for

repeated examination. In the cases presenting the "anxiety" factor, one could

not help noticing the lowering of the metabolic rate on the second, or later

examination. As regards the pulse rate, I am thoroughly in accord with Dr.

Sanford of the Mayo Clinic who believes that there is a definite relation

between the pulse rate, pulse pressure and metabolic rate. We found that.

l)arring other complications, there was usually a very definite ratio between

the pulse and metabolic rate. The pulse rate at the time the determinations

were made, was uniformly lower than was found by Dr. Truitt. This, of

course, was due to the fact that the patients were in all cases kept as quiet

as possible. But, despite this fact, second and subsequent determinations in

these cases showed lower pulse and metabolic rates.
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THE PATTERN OF WEAKNESS OF THE HAND IN ULNAR AND
MEDIAN NERVE LESIONS. (Illustrated with lantern slides). Dr.

Lewis J. Pollock.

(1) Ulnar Xcrvc Lesions.—Physiologic interruption cannot be dififerentiated

from anatomic section by the strength of movements of the phalanges of the

fingers. In recovering and partial lesions, relatively greater strength is

observed in the phalanges, but may at times be an inaccurate guide to the

severity of the lesion. Relatively greater strength in the first dorsal interos-

seous, or in the abductor of the little finger, is an accurate guide to the incom-

pleteness of a lesion. Of course, any movement of the flexor carpi ulnaris

or adductor of the thumb, which is not supplementary in character, determines

an incomplete lesion. Of sixteen partial or recovering lesions, twelve showed

motor phenomena indicative of the severity of the lesion. In nine severe cases

not due to anatomic section, the motor phenomena were suggestive of partial

lesion in five, but conclusive in none.

Of sixteen cases of recognized partial or recovering lesions, eleven showed

incomplete sensory loss. Sensation was completely lost in all severe partial

lesions. When sensory regeneration had occurred, motor recovery usually

could likewise be demonstrated.

(2) Median Xerve Lesions.—Physiologic interruption cannot be differentiated

from anatomic section by the strength of the movement of the phalanges of

the fingers. Although in a considerable number of cases the movements of the

index finger were stronger, this could not alone determine the character of

the lesion. Return of function in the opponens pollicis would indicate a partial

or recovering lesion, but because of supplementary motility this is very difficult

to determine. I wish to call attention to a supplementary movement producing

adduction of the thumb at right angles to the palm which I have not before

noted. When the metacarpophalangeal joint of the thumb is partially ankylosed.

so that no flexion or extension in the plane of the palm is possible, contrac-

tion of the extensor longus pollicis and the extensor ossis metacarpi pollicis

produce abduction of the thumb as above described.

Sensory regeneration or incomplete sensory loss in the area supplied by the

median nerve is almost constant in incomplete lesions and in otherwise

physiologically complete lesions ; i. e., sufficiently severe partial lesions to

come to operation. In a large proportion of partial or recovering lesions

sensory regeneration is present when motor phenomena give no indication of

regeneration.

3. Combined Ulnar and Median Lesions.—When observed more than five

months after injury, it would appear that anatomic section of both ulnar and

median nerves produces complete paralysis of all the phalanges of the fingers

and thumb, and severe lesions, not anatomic sections, show some movement in

some of the phalanges of all of the fingers.

In incomplete lesions of either ulnar or median nerves, weak movements oi

the phalanges of the fingers, if interpreted alone, are sufficient guides as to

whether one of these nerves is severed and as to which one is severed.

As in isolated lesions of the median nerve, so when combined with an

ulnar nerve lesion, it was seen that in partial or recovering lesions, and in

more than half of the severe lesions that were not anatomic sections, incom-

plete sensory loss in the median distribution was present.

Only a few of the cases of incomplete ulnar and median nerve lesions

showed incomplete sensory loss in the ulnar distribution and in only one of
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seventeen cases was this the case wlien phenomena of motor rcKcneration

were present. Only one severe incomplete lesion showed incomplete sensory

loss of the ulnar. In complete lesions of the ulnar and incomplete lesions of

the median, when sensory regeneratic^n was demonstrahle, motor regeneration

was likewise present.

It is emphasized that recovering or incomplete lesions of the median nerve

may almost regularly be determined by sensory examination, whereas in ulnar

lesions this rule does not apply, contrary to the generally accepted statement

that signs of sensory regeneration arc first to appear.

PHILADELPHIA NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Regular Meeting April 27, 1923

Charles M. Byrnes, M.D., President in the Chair

A CASE OF JACKSOXIAN CONVULSIONS PROBABLY FROM COR-
TICAL ANGIOMA. Dr. A. E. Taft.

This case will be reported in full in a paper published elsewhere.

A CASE OF EPIDEMIC ENCEPHALITIS EXHIBITING A CONDUCT
DISORDER. Dr. F. H. Leavitt.

This case is from the out-patient department of the Philadelphia Orthopaedic

Hospital and Infirmary for Nervous Diseases on the service of Dr. Charles W.

Burr. The patient is a white boy aged 17, born in this country of Russian

Jewish parents, whose family and past medical history are negative except

that a sister, has a chronic spasmodic tic of the shoulder. The present illness

liegan in April 1922, with a fever of from 101 to 102 and a "queer feeling in

his head." He was confined to bed for five days, suffering from insomnia at

night and somnolence during the day. There was no diplopia, muscular

twitching, or incontinence at any time, but he was physically very weak. In

two weeks he returned to school, but was unable to study because of continual

drowsiness during the day with insomnia at night. Six weeks after the initial

fever he began to exhibit attacks that were described by his mother as occur-

ring at any time of day, in which he suddenly held his head; his face became

immobile ; his mouth opened and saliva dribbled from the corners ; and he

was unable to talk or give a reply to questions asked. He appeared as though

unable to comprehend what was said to him and he had an overpowering desire

to lie down wherever he might be. These "attacks," as his mother called them

lasted sometimes for only a few minutes or for days, and eventually i)ecame

fixed.

When he appeared in the clinic of the Orthopaedic Hospital in November,

1922, his gait and attitude were those of Parkinson's disease. He held his

hands stiffly in front of him without tremor, and saliva dribbled from his

mouth. All muscular movements were "waxily" performed and his attitude

and mental state at times resembled the catatonia of dementia precox. His

bodily configuration, distribution of hair and subcutaneous fat were of feminine

type ; all tendon reflexes were equally hyperactive but not spastic ; there were
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no extra-ocular palsies; and pupillary reactions were normal in all respects.

No laboratory examinations were made, as the patient was transferred in a

few days to the Friend's Asylum, Frankford.

BRAL\ STEM AND CEREBELLUM OF A FIVE MONTHS' FETUS. Dr.

Walter Freeman.

The brain was that of a fetus 20 cm. long, calculated to be about five

months old. The child lived for about three hours after natural birth, although

during the greater part of this time no respiratory movements were observed.

There had been an initial faint gasping cry. The reflexes were not tested.

The whole head was amputated and hardened in alcohol. Later the brain

was removed, the pons was cut ofif above the level of the fifth nerve, and the

parts were embedded in paraffin. Serial sections were cut and stained by

various methods. Myelin sheath and neuroglia stains were unsatisfactory,

but cell stains, and nerve fiber stains by the silver-gelatin diffusion method

gave good results. From each 100 micron stratum three sections were studied.

The reconstruction was made by projecting the sections on clean 4 x5 inch

photographic plates, and then eml:)edding these plates serially in paraffin oil.

External examination of the brain showed : the sylvian fissure was uncovered

;

a trace of the rolandic fissure could be discerned; on the mesial surface the

calcarine and callosomarginal fissures were quite distinct ; the cerebellum was
small, its fronds poorly developed ; the pons and medulla appeared relatively

large.

In the sections it was found that the lateral hemispheres of the cerebellum

were unequal, the left being the larger. The external granule layer was well

shown, the purkinje cells were distinguishable only occasionally. No darkly

stained nerve fibers were seen in the subcortical white matter. The nucleus

dentatus was of relativelj' large size, the left one being the more fully developed.

The ganglion cells were small and poorly differentiated. A few black nerve

fibers could be seen running close to these nuclei in the roof of the fourth

ventricle.

In the brain stem some of the nerve fibers stained intensely black with

silver, while others remained brown. The cranial nerves, dorsal columns,

median fillet, lateral fillet, corpus trapezoides, the fasciculus solitarius, fas-

ciculus longitudinalis medialis, the restiform body and the roots of the trigeminal

nerve, took the silver well, whereas the pontile and cerebellar fibers and
those of the inferior olive remained pale. The pyramidal tracts were brown
throughout.

The different groups of nerve cells also showed variations. The cells of

the cranial nerve nuclei, especially the motor portions, were relatively well

developed, possessing chromatin bodies, intracellular neurofibrils and blackened

processes, while those of the olivary bodies, cereltellum and pons appeared

rounded and did not show the internal structure. The globoid cells near the

mesencephalic root of the fifth nerve contained no pigment. This mesenceph-
alic root was well developed, but the cells appeared immature.

The nucleus ambiguus and superior olive were very prominent. The former

consisted of well developed multipolar cells with intertwining processes. The
nucleus could be traced from the lower medulla to the motor nucleus of the

fifth nerve, with which it seemed to fuse.

This is not intended to be a detailed study of the structure of the brain

stem, but rather to suggest the possibility of using nerve fiber stains on serial
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sections, and to suggest that this stain may he useful in conjunction with

myclinization studies to determine the development of various tracts in the

brain.

NEUROSVPHILIS l.\ THK ACF.D. Dk. A. E. Bi-nnett.

This paper will he puhlished in full in a later issue of the .Archives.

HIGH GKAD1-: CHOKED DISKS l.\ l-PIDI-.MIC ENXEPHALITIS. Dk.

William G. Spiller.

Three cases were reported of epidemic encephalitis in which a high degree

of choked disks made the diagnosis from hrain tumor difficult. Dr. Spiller

referred to the literature f)n this subject. The paper will be pul)lished elsewhere.

CLINICAL FE.^TURES OF EPIDEMIC (LKTHARCilC) ENCEPHALITIS.
Dr. James Hendrie Llovd.

In the British report on encephalitis lethargica there are references to more

than 1,500 articles, written by 1.200 authors, during the years 1917 to 1921 inclu-

sive. The Kci'uc iicuralogiquc, 1921, contains an index of articles on this disease

that fills several pages. It is not to be denied that there is a tendency today to

diagnose too many things as encephalitis. W'e have doubtless all observed

instances of this snap diagnosis. I have recently heard of an .instructive

instance: A patient was sent to a large psychopathic hospital with a diagnosis

of manic-depressive insanity : this was changed provisionally to epidemic

encephalitis ; but a more careful and scientific study in the hospital led to

the diagnosis of tuberculous meningitis, which was confirmed by finding tubercle

bacilli in the spinal fluid and by the necropsy.

The differential diagnosis between encephalitis and brain tumor may present

difficulties which have been recognized by many. A stuporous state is often seen

in brain tumor; and this, when associated with paralysis of a cranial nerve,

might cause doubt. Choked disk is not a safe criterion. A. S. Hamilton says that,

while choked disk is very common in brain tumor and uncommon in encephalitis,

it is at least sufficiently common in the latter disease to make it unreliable as

a differentiating sign. In the case of a woman at the Philadelphia General Hos-

pital, six months advanced in pregnancy, the symptoms of a brain affection

began last September. There have been headache, slight fever, stupor, and now

a complete left hemiplegia with motor aphasia, and choked disks. But the

spinal fluid is clear and shows only one lymphocyte. The combination of left

hemiplegia with motor aphasia, and slight facial paralysis on the right side,

is puzzling, and suggests lesions in each hemisphere, which would be more likely

in encephalitis than in tumor. I think, nevertheless, that the absence of lympho-

cytosis is against encephalitis.

Papilledema has been reported now in a number of cases : sometimes these

cases are extremely acute, and in one such case there was paralysis of the left

facial nerve (Naccarati: AVzc York Medical Journal 116:326, Sept. 20, 1922).

Formerly there was a tendency to deny that choked disks ever occurred in this

disease, but this denial was based on insufficient observation.

Among the various cranial nerves, the seventh nerve seems to suffer oftener

than I had supposed. There is at present in the Methodist Hospital an Italian

girl, aged 7, who has had fever and somnolence for more than a month, and

now has a complete peripheral palsy of the right facial nerve. She has a

lymphocytosis of 175, and the fluid is under high pressure. There has been
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diplopia and the left sixth nerve is paretic. It was not possible to test the

fifth nerve, as the child cried and did not cooperate. Tubercle bacilli have not

been found. It has been thought to be a case of encephalitis. The question is

whether the high lymphocyte count in such a case is a reliable ground for

diagnosis ; also whether tuberculous meningitis can be excluded. There i? no

ear disease. Dalhern and Grunspan report a case of facial paraljsis in lethargic

encephalitis (abstracted in Revue neurologiquc 28:420, 1921).

Of all cranial nerves the third is probably the one most frequently involved

—

then the sixth. Among the more rare phenomena have been paralysis of asso-

ciated movements of the eyes, including convergence, and paralysis of accom-

modation, such as is seen after diphtheria. Paralysis of associated movements

of the eyes may indicate either a midbrain or a pontile lesion—but I have seen

paralysis of the associated upward movements in a pseudobulbar case due to

syphilitic lesions in the lenticular nuclei. French writers have reported a case

of hemiparesis of the tongue (Xiclot, Cusset and Roubien : Lyon mcdicale

52:453. May 25, 1920) in encephalitis.

There has recently come under my notice the case of a middle aged woman
who was taken with symptoms suggestive of encephalitis : headache, slight fever,

diplopia, somnolence and very active myoclonia. These movements were per-

sistent in the muscles of the neck, shoulders, arms, chest and abdomen, and

were the most conspicuous symptoms. There was also extremely rapid respira-

tion as high as one hundred to the minute. There was at first a rather high

lymphocytosis in a clear fluid. The patient was in the Methodist Episcopal

Hospital under the care of Dr. Reiff. No focus of infection was discovered.

She passed into a stuporous state with symptoms of meningitis, and a day or

two before death developed edema of the lungs. Three days before death, the

spinal fluid became cloudy and the cell count was above 2,000, the mononuclear

cells predominating. Cultures were negative. The day before death, the fluid

was still cloudy and the cell count was reported as 6,000 with polymorphonuclear

cells predominating. A necropsy unfortunately was not obtained. I am unable

to offer a satisfactory explanation of the case. The clinical appearance in

the early stage, especially the extreme myoclonia, somnolence and diplopia, was

that of encephalitis, but the later reports from the laboratory seemed to throw-

doubt on this diagnosis, although nothing better was suggested. There seems

to have been some secondary infection ; the fluid became purulent, and we might

even suspect an abscess of the brain or a purulent meningitis. But an abscess

of the brain, so far as 1 know, does not cause such active myoclonic movements

as this patient presented.

A recent French writer (Alaize: Revue neuroloyique 27:1188, 1920), calls

attention to the risk of hasty diagnosis, and mentions superior polioencephalitis

and acute bulbar palsy as affections that might be mistaken for lethargic enceph-

alitis. But the identity of these affections is at best problematic. I think it

more important to bear in mind syphilis of the brain stem. I have seen

very acute cases of this kind ; and with the present tendency to jump to a

diagnosis of epidemic encephalitis, a mistake might easily be made.

The sequelae of encephalitis may be late in making their appearance. A
young married woman, just before her second confinement, complained of seeing

double and was unduly somnolent. She passed through her confinement

normally and was discharged from the maternity wards of the hospital at the

end of a month, apparently well. Two months later she was brought to me

with active mvoclonic movements limited to the left leg; later they appeared
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also in the left arm. Slie gradually l)ecame better, l>ut at tlic end of almost

a year she is still not well. She does not present, as yet. a parkinsonian

appearance.

This form, in whicii the movements are confined to one side, is apparently

not uncommon. We have such a case at Blockky in a young woman aged 21, in

whicli the parkinsonian syndrome is present only on the right side; it might l)e

called the hemiplegic type, because there is evidently some weakness, and the

lower half of the face is involved. Two French writers (Sainton and Schul-

mann : Rcz^ic vcuroloyique 28:361, 1921) report a case of the "forme hemi-

myoclonique" in which the movements in the lower half of the face presented a

different rhythm from that in the limbs, and they inferred that this "asyn-

ciironism" indicated that two different centers were involved. But, in a disease

that invades so many parts at tlie base of the 1)rain and in the 1)rain stem, it

is not surprising that irregular and bizarre forms should appear. There has

also been observed an alternating type, in which there was myoclonia of the

upper limb on one side and hemispasm of the face on the other side, with a

paresis of the ocular muscles on the side of the facial hemispasm (Roger and

Aymes : Bulletins ct iiiciiwires de la snciete des Iwpitaux de Paris 44:689, 1920,1.

I am not satisfied that harm may not be done by spinal puncture in some

cases, especially when it is often repeated. I once referred, before this society,

to the case of a child who died of tuberculous meningitis ; spinal puncture had

been done daily and, postmortem, blood was found effused beneath the pia in

the luml)ar region. Some recent writers have referred to what they call a

"sterile meningitis," which they claim is set up by the Swift-Ellis treatment for

syphilis, and which they think promoted the penetration of the arsenic (Mills

and Vaux : Archives of Xeurology and Psychiatry 9:468. April. 1923).

Whether something like this can be set up merely liy luml)ar punctures, is. 1

suppose, another matter.

DISCUSSION

Dr. F. X. Dercum : The initial symptoms of encephalitis lethargica are

generally vague and not characteristic. There may be a sense of illness, weak-

ness, headache, general pains, chills, loss of appetite, nausea, vomiting, invasion

of the respiratory passages ; there may be symptoms suggesting a catarrhal cold,

bronchitis or even bronchopneumonia. On the other hand, in many cases ail

so-called prodromata are absent.

Among the earliest symptoms are to be observed : pupillary phenomena such

as paresis of accommodation, dimness of vision, diplopia, partial ptosis; the

light reflex is commonly preserved, though both Italian and German observers

have noted an Argyll Robertson pupil. In a very limited numl)er of cases true

amblyopia and even true amaurosis may be noted : very rarely blurring of the

edges of the disk with tortuosity of the retinal veins and pallor of the temporal

half of the disk, perhaps a slight hyperemia or a slight neuritis. Retrobulljar

neuritis or even a frank double optic neuritis has l)een observed, sometimes,

though rarely with hemorrhages. Cranial nerve palsies maj- be present, e. g.

of the seventh, eighth, ninth, tenth, eleventh and twelfth nerves. Perhaps there

is in addition, at first, a little apathy or a slight confusion, perhaps insomnia

and headache and later somnolence. This somnolence consists, in the vast

majority of cases, merely of sleep: sometimes this sleep is very profound but

it only exceptionally suggests coma or stupor; usually it is quite possible to

arouse the patient and have him comply with various instructions such as to

open his eyes, protrude his tongue and at times to sit up in bed or even to get

up and walk. When insomnia is present, this is usually associated with excite-

ment, at times with confusion or delirium, and verv rarelv with convulsions.
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In regard to other and later motor phenomena, the motor sequelae, such as

parkinsonian rigidity, catatonic fixations, choreiform, clonic and athetoid move-

ments, tremor and irregular voluntary movements, the rarer hemiplegias, mono-

plegias, contractures and epileptiform convulsions, time will not allow full

consideration. Further, many of them are so well known as to form quite

common clinical pictures in our hospitals.

Fever is commonly noted, though this fever is rarely high and is irregular

in its course—99 to 102 F. ; one of my cases for a time had a temperature of

104 F. Little change is shown in respiration and pulse.

The paralysis agitans sequelae, the symptoms referable to the pallidorubral

tract, are quite common. \^ery rarely, however, pyramidal involvement is indi-

cated by the presence of the Babinski sign. The tendon reflexes on the whole

are but little modified; they may be moderately increased. At times symptoms

of meningitis are noted. It is worthy of comment that cerebellar symptoms

are very unusual.

Marked sensory phenomena are not a feature of encephalitis lethargica. On
a few occasions various paresthesias have been observed: formication, sandy

feeling, a sense of tightness or tension; very rarely hyperesthesia, painful in

character. Sometimes a pain suggesting a root pain and, somewhat more fre-

quently, the pain of neuritis is observed. Palsies suggesting diffuse or trans-

verse lesions of the cord are occasionally observed. At other times the symptoms

point to the involvement of special columns as in two cases of my own. which

suggested ataxic paraplegia. The spinal fluid is not characteristically changed.

Regarding spinal fluid examinations in encephalitis lethargica, they should be

made with caution.

Complete recovery is rare ; and it cannot be said in a given case that the

danger of recurrence has passed away until a long time has elapsed. Not

infrequently I have noted, in cases with recovery, slight and sometimes marked,

persistent pupillary phenomena. A large number of patients die in the early

period of the disease.

Dr. William G. Spiller : Stupor in epidemic encephalitis has occurred in

my experience, and it has not always been a terminal or even a late symptom.

It is true that usually the lethargy is peculiar, in that the patient may be

aroused easily and soon falls again into his previous condition, but I have seen

patients in stupor so intense that it was impossible to arouse them. The diag-

nosis may then be difficult. It has always seemed peculiar to me that the

cerebellum so frequently escapes, indeed I have not been able to study a case

pathologically in which the cereljellum was intensely implicated in the inflam-

mation. Pains in the limbs may be an early and severe symptom of encephalitis.

Lumbar puncture has not seemed desirable to me, because I do not believe it

usually has therapeutic results and possibly it may increase the inflammation by

lessening the intracranial pressure.

Dr. F. X. Dercum : The matter of spinal tapping should be very carefully

considered. I have, as a matter of routine in my hospital cases, tapped for

purposes of record and diagnosis, but I have often been afraid that we would

withdraw too large an amount and that the diffusion of the infection would be

favored by a too great reduction of the intradural pressure. Dr. Gordon's case

recalls an experience of mj' own in which three spinal tappings, performed after

intervals of several days, were invariably bloody. The blood was clearly not

adventitious but was due to exudation into the spinal fluid.

Dr. John H. W. Rheix: Recently, I saw an unusual symptom in a case

of encephalitis lethargica at the Delaware Hospital in Wilmington, in a young
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man ayid Zi, who. after an attack of encephalitis lethargica, developed the

parkinsonian type of sequelae together with weakness of the left side of the

face. In addition to this was the symptom to which 1 wish to call special

attention, namely a constant smacking of the lips, which was continuous during

his waking hours, a symptom that one sees before uncinate fits. This smacking

of the lips, which might he termed the uncinate syndrome, is one to which I

have not seen reference in the literature.

Dr. Alfred Gordon : I want to relate three interesting cases, two of the

so-called hemorrhagic type of encephalitis. Two cases commenced with mental

and myoclonic phenomena ; one patient died, but before death developed hema-

temesis. The second case developed buccal and nasal hemorrhages and wc
also found a hematoma in the quadriceps femoris on the right side. The third

case was interesting from the standpoint of sequelae. The patient was a boy

aged 12 or 13, whom I saw two years ago with typical encephalitis. He improved

and after a period of si.x months, during which he appeared in perfect health,

he developed laryngeal phenomena. He had suffocating spells in which he

tried to expel excretions from his throat, but was unable to do so for a time

;

he was unable to breathe, and jumped ofT the chair.

Dr. Charles S. Potts : In reference to Dr. Dercum's remarks about loss

of sensation, I remember one case that presented a complete thalamic syndrome,

i. e. hemianesthesia, hcmianopia and slight motor weakness. At first I thought

the patient had a tumor, but she developed mental symptoms and was sent to

the Pennsylvania Hospital where she recovered. There are some symptoms 1

have noticed that are not connected with nervous system; one is purulent con-

junctivitis, which I have seen in several cases of undoubted encephalitis. I

have also seen a skin eruption resembling that of measles. I have observed

patients with choked disk; in one case I thought the patient had a tumor, but

the subsequent history showed it to be encephalitis. I have noticed that the

type of symptoms has seemed to change in different waves of this epidemic.

The earlier cases had more pronounced cranial nerve symptoms than are now
seen. Then we had myoclonic and parkinsonian types. A peculiar feature

of earlier cases was that they did not complain. Now a large proportion of

patients complain of headache. Of course, a few of the earlier cases had root

pains and headache, but at present the larger proportion complain of headache.

NEW YORK NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Regular Meeting, May 1, 1923

E. G. Zabriskie. M.D., President, in the Chair

SUBDURAL EFFUSION AND HYDROCEPHALUS. PRESENT.\TION
OF A RECOVERED CASE. (Illustrated with Lantern Slides.) Dr.

Wilder G. Pexfield, (by invitation).

The case is that of a boj^ who developed evidence of increased intracranial

pressure after otitis media and had become blind before admission to the

Presbyterian Hospital. By means of cranial pneumograms, pressure determina-

tions, and chemical and cytological study of the fluids, it was determined that

there had been an effusion of fluid into the subdural space, and that, perhaps
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secondary to this, there was a moderate degree of ventricular dilatation. As
a result of successive dural punctures, vision returned to a large extent and

the other evidences of cerebral compression disappeared. The speaker sug-

gested that subdural effusion would explain the not infrequent association

of otitis media with papilledema.

DISCUSSION

Dr. C. a. Elsberg : The case is interesting from a number of standpoints

and is certainly of extreme rarity. Subdural effusions are rare, except after

trauma, and an effusion as a result of an inflammatory process is certainly very

rare indeed. The roentgenograms showed very beautifully the extent of the

subdural effusion and also that the ventricular system was open. The case is

also interesting from the standpoint of the blindness. For years I have been

telling students that, if an individual is blind from papilledema, vision can

never be restored. I have tried to save some vision by early operation, anywhere

from four to twenty-four hours after the complete loss of vision had occurred,

but have never been able to do so. As a result, I was accustomed to say that

a patient once blind from papilledema was always blind. Very recently, how-
ever, I have had a patient who was entirely blind from papilledema, but in

whom considerable vision returned after removal of fluid by ventricular punc-

ture. Dr. Penfield's case is another of this kind. Therefore, I think my opinion

as to the hopelessness of loss of vision from papilledema will have to be

revised. Dr. Penfield's case shows also how much information can be obtained

from a careful study of the roentgenograms after air injection: he is to be

congratulated on the careful study he has made.

Dr. I. ABR.A.HAMSOX : It is likely that, in this case, the blindness was due

not to the papilledema but to collections of fluid covering and affecting both

calcarine areas. The child appeared to have hemianopia at the present time.

Dr. W. G. Penfield : It is difficult to be sure whether or not hemianopia

is present in a child of this age. His mother has noticed that he holds objects

up to one eye for inspection in preference to the other. The corresponding

optic disk is less pale than that on the other side. I have assumed that this

rather than hemianopia explains his movements.

ADDRESS OF THE PRESIDENT ELECT OF THE SOCIETY. Edwix
G. Z.ABRISKIE, M.D.

In this present day world of constant endeavor to increase efficiency in all

directions, but chiefly along the lines of production, we at all times encounter

the efforts of the medical profession to contribute its share in the work, not

only by improving the health of the individual but also by preventing disease.

That we, as neurologists and psj'chiatrists, come in for a heavy share in the

responsibility of preventive medicine can not be doubted if one stops to con-

sider that to-day there are 250,000 patients in hospitals for mental diseases in

this country; that 50,000 are admitted to these hospitals annually; that the

cost of maintenance for those suffering from mental diseases is about $75,000,000

each year, while the economic loss to the United States each year on account of

mental diseases is over $200,000,000. These figures do not include the vast

number of feebleminded, whose relative frequency in the state of Xew York
alone is 1 to 200 of the population ; nor those rendered economically unpro-

ductive by reason of pathologic personality traits, chronic instability of the

nervous system, psychoneuroses or epilepsy. Neither is it necessary to more

than mention in passing those affected organically through occupations in the

different industries of the land.
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Before the war. our most intensive thouf^'ht was applied chiefly to the problems

of prophylaxis, treatment and custodial care of the insane, the feebleminded, the

delinquent and the criminal. Years of patient efifort had succeeded in enlisting

the sympathetic cooperation of public minded men of diverse occupations and

intellectual training, for the purpose of attacking these problems, because of the

social economic wastage they represented. A very comprehensive program for

intensive study of the situation throughout the country was inaugurated by the

National Committee for Mental Hygiene and gratifying results had already been

obtained. The entry of the United States into the war, however, interrupted

this program temporarily, but its loss was more than offset by the magnificent

opportunity to arouse the attention of the community at large to the great

numl)ers of young men eliminated during the hurried assembling of soldiers

because of pathologic constitutions or temperamental instability as well as

organic nervous disorders, which rendered them unfit for military service. We
are now beginning to profit by this lesson, for we realize as never before the

almost staggering proportion of unstable individuals in this country, many of

whom never reach custodial care, but who nevertheless represent a tremendous

decrease of steady production, who, at least in episodic reactions, are potentially

insane or are potential criminals. These facts have been accorded due sig-

nificance in the economic and etiologic problems of neuropsychiatry and are

furnishing a still greater stimulus for the prevention of disease.

One might saj- that it was hardly necessary to formulate so obvious a

truism that the proper place to begin the investigation of the preventive side

of the prol)lem is during childhood, since science teaches us to search the

very beginning of all morbid processes for their causes. This has long been

the practice in the study of insanity and of criminology, especially since we
have undertaken the investigation of personality make-up, as a glance at the

treatises on mental diseases and the studies in juvenile delinquency and truancy

will confirm. But now an imperative demand for a more searching investigation

of the milder conduct disorders and maladjustments of childhood, the nervous
child with tics, speech defects and other evidences of instability becomes mani-
fest, and to-day we see an extensive movement under way in many widely

separated parts of this country, which embraces the study and treatment of

all functional nervous disorders of childhood, and covers a field the limits and
possibilities of which are almost boundless. Problem clinics, mental hygiene

clinics for children, school clinics, clinics connected with the courts are springing

into existence from coast to coast, and we can foresee the foundation laid for a

composite picture of the abnormal individual from childhood on, which will

perforce include the anthropomorphic, physiologic, personality and emotional

make-up, the environment, and all other factors which might influence the

development of the individual.

Some psychologists even are beginning to recognize that other factors than

intelligence quotients are necessary for the complete understanding of the

individual. Thus, in 1914, Wallin suggested that "Just as soon as a child

shows evidence of abnormality, incorrigibility, etc., he should be examined by a

psycho-educational clinic which should also afford a medical, hereditary and
sociological examination."

The schools furnish a wonderful opportunity for study of these abnormalities

either by the group method or individually. The observations of A. J. Pillsbury

that 90 per cent, of criminals begin their careers as truants shows what a

wealth of material we have practically at our door. On a conservative estimate,

from 2 to 4 per cent, of retarded children in the schools are idiots, imbeciles,

morons, border cases, epileptics, neurotics and psychoneurotics. From 15 to
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30 per cent, grade all the way from border line or seriously backward to

merely dull or slow progress pupils. Fully one third are pedagogically retarded

when measured by age-grade standard, and about 2 per cent suffer from some

form of speech defect. As there are approximately 6,000,000 pupils in the

United States, the full significance of these figures becomes apparent to those

of us who participated in the army eliminations.

Some one has said that one of the most striking, if not the most important,

lesson of the great war was that temperamentally the human race had not

changed in any essential feature since the very earliest times. There is much
evidence to support the statement and truly we seem to find the same savagery,

wanton destruction, wholesale discarding of personal responsibility and mass

hysteria, among soldiers and civilians alike, that characterized all former con-

flicts. Furthermore, each nation displayed the emotional reactions that had

characterized it since its inception or, in other words, ran true to its national

form. If the above statement contains the elements of truth, as I surely believe

it does, one must turn for its explanation to that elusive combination of so-called

primitive instincts, unconscious strivings, inhibitions, impulses, moods and emo-

tional traits that contrive to form what we are pleased to call personality,

character or individual make-up. Although long ago Herbert Spencer uttered

his belief that the whole of life is an adjustment, a continuous adjustment of

inner to outer relations, it is only within relatively recent times that sociologist,

psjxhologist and psychiatrist have turned from the study of groups and their

classifications to intensive work on the individual and his reaction to environ-

ment. Thanks to the illuminating and clarifying studies of Hoch, Freud,

Janet, Bleuler and others, we now have at least a working method of approach

to the problems of personality make-up, although it is not the purpose of these

remarks to do more than point out some of the current ideas. To be sure they

are chiefly founded on behavioristic reactions, at least from the viewpoint of

MacDougall. who, as the late lamented Southard puts it, has begun to study

man's inner relations as they touch society, and from the viewpoint of the

sociologists who are endeavoring to carry society back to certain springs of

action in the individual mind. To the MacDougall school, character is the

result of habit formation or instincts which are amenable to self control and

self determination. The psychanalysts, while dealing chiefly with psycho-

pathology, look at personality in terms of sex determinism, conflicts, sublima-

tions, repressions, unconscious strivings, organ representation and the like.

A glance at the most recently compiled endocrine charts will show that a

definite place is accorded emotional traits, psychic variability and sexual char-

acteristics, whether they be inversions, heterosexual or hermaphroditic features.

Some of the more fanciful of this group of specialists have gone the length of

constructing personality types; thus we have: The pituitary type of person

who is aggressive, precocious, calculating, self contained; the pituitary inferior:

mentally dull, apathetic, sluggish, with poor self control, emotionally unstable,

easily discouraged; the hyperthyroid : restless, talkative, liable to anxiety states

and vasomotor instal)ility ; the hypothyroid: dull, apathetic, prone to all grades

of depression, thymic; the morally irresponsible with a tendency to drug addic-

tion, homosexual practice, suicide; the gonodal : introverted, shut-in. sexual and

emotional infantilism or the eunuchoid state. One even attempts to link the

fundamental instincts with the internal secretions. Thus we read that the

two most important instincts which, in the complexity of their sublimations

have created most of the institutions of society, viz., the maternal, (social and
creative) and intellectual curiosity, (constructive and acquisitive), are ten-

dencies connected with proper function of the pituitary.
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In closest relation t<j the thyroid arc tlie instincts called, liv MacD<n;t;all,

self display and self eflfacement, exaltation, boasting, exhibitionism or depres-

sion, self reproach, etc. Thyroid activity is also exi)ressed in sensitivity, i. c..

the ability to discriminate between different grades of sensation and energy.

If poor memory goes with the kind of thyroid inactivity seen in cretins, we
may deduce that good memory is associated with thyroid activity; it uork<

by increasing the conductivity of the brain.

Again we find exponents of endocrine theories ready to make use of the

ideas of Freud, as may be seen from the following quotation of an enthusiastic

endocrinologist. "Xow all kinds of possible conflict emerge. The child is still

Ijisexual depending upon the amount of internal secretions. The dominant adult

of the family, by far the most important of the external factors stimulating

or depressing the tendencies of the child, usually possesses a fairly fixed ideal

of monosexuality which he or she unconsciously seeks to impose on it. A
feminine mother will try to make her son like his father, or. if she dislikes him,

like her own father or a favorite brother. A masculinized mother will tend

to make a sex object out of the son, i. e., feminization, but the boy on the side

of his internal secretions may be definitely masculine, i. e.. after adolescence

he would 1)e (if the vegetative-endocrine mechanisms created by his mother's

personality had not slipped into the inside track so to speak). As a consequence,

continual subconscious conflicts between two sets of sex reactions will disturlj

or ruin his life. So an infant may start out with a fairly balanced endocrine

equipment, and yet he may end as an inferior, insane, criminal, or failure,

directly because of conflicts between himself as one sex type, and his obligatory

associates of another mixed sex type. This applies also to the mother-daughter,

father-son, and father-daughter relationship."

One of the essentially novel ideas more or less common to the conception

of personality just mentioned, is the idea of determinism and mutal)ility. Those

overturn with one sweep as it were the ideas of an immutable personality

make-up that might be molded to better adaptation and more harmonious reac-

tions, but still retain its fundamental characteristics unchanged. That we
can teach individuals with bad conduct disorders, with bad situation reactions

how to overcome their difficulties, how to prevent future recurrences is well

known to everyone. That this can be accomplished more readily in childhood

is patent to everyone dealing w-ith this phase of life, but is it possible to

materially alter the fundamental traits themselves? Some endocrimologists

believe it is possible, and one has said that the determination of the endocrine

type during childhood and the prediction of future personality type is one of

the developments of the future confidently to be expected.

At all events we are entering a period of research in childhood which

should constitute the most extensive biologic laboratory experiment the world

has ever seen. It will need many years of painstaking, patient collecting of

data before the results can be known and unfortunately most of us present will

have passed on without, more than a conjecture of what they will be.

At a small gathering not long ago it was my privilege to listen to a highly

diverting semi-humorous outline of plans for the establishment of a "paren-

torium," i. e., an institution, controlled by the state, to which parents having diffi-

culty in the management of their children could be committed. The basic idea of

the scheme was a reformatory one which had in view inculcation of a proper

sympathetic insight into the real difficulties of childhood. Fantastic as the idea

may seem, it nevertheless strikes deeply at the root of many conduct disorders in

childhood, as anvone familiar with mental hvgiene literature must know. The
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instance of a mother's despair over the incorrigibility of her little girl, to

whom she herself made promises of candy, clothes, etc., as inducements to secure

necessary trips to the doctor or dentist or to do something equally unpleasant,

but with no intention of fulfilling such promises, and even allowed the child

to see her pilfer money from her sleeping husband's clothes, is by no means

uncommon. Locking a six year old child in a dark closet for half an hour is

no way to cure him of his fear of the dark; nor is the practice of holding the

thumb of a four year old baby against a hot stove a safe method of correcting

thumb sucking. The literature on delinquents abounds with comments on

unintelligent handling of children through lack of proper insight, example, or

energetic measures sufficient adequately to carry out recommendations made
by competent persons. Frequently the home environment is at fault from

physical inability on the part of parents who may be frank neurotics, psy-

choneurotics, psychopaths of one sort or another, who are thereby not only

totally inadequate to handle the situation, but, on the contrary, are often the

most important factors in the creation of these situations. Imagine for instance

the possibilities for the production of unhealthy traits in a little girl of eight

years whose home life is the constant scene of quarrels between a father who
is easy going, possesses no ideas of discipline, and accedes constantly for the

sake of peace and quiet to the whims of a mother who is profoundly egocentric,

headstrong, a day dreamer, hypersensitive and periodically addicted to morphin.

The case reports of the Judge Baker foundation abound in such instances merely

in delinquents. Our own experience shows that much can be done in clearing

up these disorders without thought of altering the personality.

In 1905, in the public schools of Los Angeles, special classes were started for

persistent truants. The boys were provided with adaptable men teachers and

with curriculums more closely adapted to the life interest of the boys. They

were given a type of school work that appealed to their interest and was

adapted to their varying capacity. In 1912, there were nine such classes the

notable results among which were the following: (1) No boy was suspended

from the special classes, the practice of suspending or expelling boys from

public schools practically ceased; (2) the average attendance for these classes

for seven years was 99 per cent.

The truancy work of the juvenile court was practically abolished. Before

the classes were organized all persistent truants were arrested and haled before

the court. In 1905 to 1906 there were 56 such cases ; in 1906 to 1907 there were

30 cases ; after that, never more than three a year and one year none at all.

Now the schools handle the truants more economically and effectively. If

these boys had only been studied and recorded in the light of modern methods,

think what a magnificent start on the path of experiment we might have had.

THE WORK OF THE DEMONSTRATION CLINICS CONDUCTED
BY THE DIVISION ON THE PREVENTION OF DELINQUENCY
OF THE NATIONAL COMMITTEE FOR MENTAL HYGIENE.
Dr. V. V. Anderson, (by invitation).

A noticeable swing of the pendulum is taking place in the application of

psychiatry to social problems. For a period of years most of the contribu-

tions in this field called attention to the striking frequency of mental disease

and feeblemindedness among the inmates of penal and correctional institutions,

and offenders coming before the courts. Later, it was appreciated that psy-

chiatry could aid institutions and courts in determining the presence of insane
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and ftcljlcmindcd persons, and this sort of service was supplied. Boston

ChicaRo, Pliiladelphia and other cities hegan to develoj) psychiatric clinics for

their municipal courts. It was recognized tliat mental disease and mental defect

are less frequent among delinquents than had at first heen thought; and that

many other conditions, Ijoth constitutional and environmental, are also to be

reckoned with as determining factors in delinquency. A recent mental hygiene

survey in Cincinnati, in which each juvenile delinquent received a careful

physical, psychiatric, psychologic and social diagnosis, is significant in its bear-

ings on this question. In a study of the "run of the mine" of the juvenile courts

of that city, we found that feeblemindedness was present in only 8 per cent, of

the cases; 63 per cent, of the children had an intelligence quotient above 80.

We did not feel that inferior intelligence had a very important part to play in

the delinquent conduct of these children. Serious mental conflicts, mental mal-

adjustments, emotional complexes, unhealthy imagery, various' physical dis-

orders, bad home influences were constant factors. Most important influences in

the lives of these children were found in the moral, intellectual and religious

atmosphere of the home, in character training, parental control and supervision.

These factors we believe have much to do with the formation of character and

the development of personality, and here is the crux of the problem so far as the

delinquent child is concerned. Eighty-four per cent, of the juvenile court

children showed character defects and serious personality difficulties of such

a nature as undoubtedly were important factors in their delinquent behavior.

Physical disorders were found frequently and the opinion was justified that

the basis and foundation of personality are in the physical organism, and that

mental balance and mental health are not possible in the absence of physical

health. It was recognized that treatment and ultimate prevention, ever the aims

of scientific medicine, seem now to be the dominant aims in the fields of

psychiatry. Of the most profound significance in the entire situation is the

fact that the great majority of all criminal careers begin in childhood.

In order that the benefit to be derived from the application of the new

methods of approach to the problem of delinquency may be made available to

juvenile courts, public schools and other agencies in the United States, the

Commonwealth Fund of New York City has undertaken a five year program in

the prevention of delinquency. This program is probably the most noteworthy

undertaking that has ever been entered on in the way of striking at the roots

of crime and juvenile delinquency. It provides for a joint campaign on the part

of four national organizations, each with a specific task. These agencies are

the New York School of Social Work, the National Committee for Mental

Hygiene, the Public Education Association, and the Joint Committee on Methods

of Preventing Delinquency. Mr. Barry C. Smith, general director of the Com-
monwealth Fund, is the author of this program. The fund has chosen to

concentrate its efforts in the following directions :

1. To develop the psychiatric study of difficult predelinquent and delinquent

children in the schools and the juvenile courts ; and to develop sound methods

of treatment based on such study.

2. To develop the work of the visiting teacher, whereby the invaluable early

contacts which our school system make possible with every child may be

utilized for the understanding and development of the child.

3. To provide courses of training along sound lines for those qualified and
desiring to work in this field.

4. To extend by various educational efforts the knowledge and use of these

methods.
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"That phase of the program known as section II provides for the creation

of a new division within the National Committee for Mental Hygiene, known
as the Division for the Prevention of Delinquency. It is charged with the

responsibility of determining, through the medium of three clinics, the value

of psychiatric service in the study and treatment of conduct disorders in chil-

dren. Two of these clinics are traveling clinics and move from city to city,

giving demonstrations. Thej- are staffed by psychiatrists, psychologists, psy-

chiatric social workers, clinic managers and stenographers, and will remain

from six to twelve months in each city for a demonstration of the methods

and technic employed in studying and adjusting delinquent and predelinquent

children. Such clinics will concern themselves with stimulating social agencies,

courts, schools and institutions to carry out the most modern and effective means

of treatment. Following the announcement of this service, requests for demon-

strations were made by a great many cities throughout the country. These

requests came mainly from public officials and social agencies."

St. Louis was selected for the first demonstration and by April, 1922, a

clinic had been opened in that city. Cooperation was shown bj- the various

hospitals, city departments, medical men, probation officers and social workers.

Soon after beginning the demonstration in April, an advisory committee was
appointed composed of judges, medical men, educators, public officials, heads

of social agencies and civic bodies in St. Louis. By September, some sixty

prominent people, representing business concerns, religious organizations, the

medical profession, Washington University, St. Louis L'niversity and social

agencies had written letters to the Director of Public Welfare urging that he take

steps to introduce an ordinance into the Board of Aldermen creating a permanent

child guidance clinic in St. Louis, which was accomplished. (The workings

of the clinic and a report of several cases were given in detail by Dr.

Anderson.)

A monthh- follow up form was used by the clinic, with frequent consulta-

tion, continual checking up of therapeutic methods employed and further studies

of the child. The psychiatric examination outlines and organizes in a sys-

tematic way all the symptoms for the purpose of getting at all the underlying

causes of psychiatric disorders. It discovers pathologic personalities. It

excavates for mental conflicts. It analyzes the mental contact. In short, it

seeks to get a picture of the child as a whole, as a living and adjusting per-

sonality, and groups the entire study of the case in such a fashion as to map
out a scheme of treatment. Psychiatric study of these children brought out

a great variety of mental conditions, mental diseases, psychoneuroses, psychop-

athic personality, epilepsy, endocrine disturbances, mental conflict, feebleminded-

ness and many and various forms of mental maladjustment which undoubtedly

were fundamental factors in the delinquent behavior. The physical examinations

disclosed conditions including defective vision, defective hearing, nasal obstruc-

tion, diseased tonsils, conditions calling for circumcision, faulty dental condi-

tions, malnutrition, heart conditions, bronchitis, suspected tuberculosis venereal

disease, pregnancy, etc.

Summaries.—Two-hundred and fifty records show: 74 per cent, boys, 25.6

per cent, girls; 89.2 per cent, white, 10.8 per cent, black; 59.6 per cent, native

horn ; ages, 3 to 20 years ; in ordinary grades in public schools, 58 per cent.

;

subnormal, 7.6 per cent.: not attending school, 34.4 per cent.

Fifty per cent, had been in court more than once and were considered

repeaters; 30 per cent, had been committed to public institutions, many having

served repeated sentences. Approximately 87 per cent, gave some evidence of
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physical disease, physical defect or physical disorders of such a nature as to

require medical treatment. Certain striking disabilities were found in marked

contrast to general mental level: 44 per cent, had a specialized mechanical

ability; more than 8 per cent, were feebleminded. Other conditions found were

psyciiopathic personality, psychoneurosis, mild personality disorders, etc. The
homes of 76 per cent, were distinctly unfavoral)lc to a healthy moral mental

development. Sixty-one per cent, iiad been associated w^itii gangs.

Ill tlic stufly (jf the 348 children in the "run of the mine" of the juvenile court,

the most striking contribution was the great frequency of personality disorders

found among children who were repeaters.

Conclusions.—More than half of the children that passed tlirough the juvenile

court showed physical and mental disabilities that are fundamental factors in

their delinquent conduct. The disposition of their cases, without an adequate

knowledge of the social implications of those conditions, merely invites failure

so far as the adjustment of the child is concerned. Certainly, intelligent treat-

ment without such knowledge is impossible. While a certain percentage of the

children presents serious problems, the great majority of them are not to be

tliought of in terms of the usual medical classifications, but as examples of

childhood difficulties that have their origin in the home, the school, or other

situations in which parents, brothers and sisters, teachers and playmates have

an important part.

In the particular conduct of the child we find the role his personality plays

adjusting itself to life's situations. This view of behavior, as a personality reac-

tion in the effort of the child to adjust himself to his environment, by no means

excludes consideration of the values to be attached to serious constitutional con-

ditions both inherited and acquired. The importance, however, of feebleminded-

ness and grossly abnormal mental conditions is not such as we were led to

believe from earlier investigations.

Real progress will be made through a better understanding of the children's

personality and the influences from within and without that mold it and make it

what it is. Our studies have shown that practically all delinquent children that

pass through the juvenile courts are also public school problems. Effective

preventive work means the application of more scientific measures in under-

standing and solving the problems of the children before they get into court,

while they are in the school and at home.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Thomas H. Haines (by invitation) : These systematic demonstration

clinics, which the Division on the Prevention of Delinquency of the National

Committee for Mental Hygiene is stationing in various cities, I regard as out-

posts for the demonstration of what the social engineer, the psychiatrist, can do

in the study of the problems of many other boys and girls in our large cities.

I do not know how many of you realize that of the 250,000 patients in hospitals

for mental diseases in this country, and of the 50,000 who enter these hospitals

every year a great number come to these hospitals under very different condi-

tions from those that prevail in the state of New York.

As I think of these patients, I see a post-febrile patient, a woman who has

suffered from typhoid fever, pacing up and down the cell of a county jail.

Her husband stands outside the cell trying to converse with her. She does not

recognize him. She is hallucinating and delirious. While she had typhoid

fever her husband could command for her the services of the best medical
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talent and the best nursing service in the country. Now because she is "beside

herself," because the toxin engendered by the typhoid bacillus had poisoned

some of her cortical cells and she is unable to exercise ordinary self control,

she is locked up in the county jail and deprived of all medical and nursing

service. She is in the care of the sheriff. Should she have been admitted to

the state hospital, she must by law have been carried thither by the sheriff

unless perchance her husband would have taken her. A large proportion of the

female patients in these institutions have been transported by sheriffs. Some-
times such a journey is of hundreds of miles and necessitates a night on a

Pullman car or in a hotel. In many of our states it is necessary that the

patient be "accused" of being insane and be tried by a jury before a court prior

to commitment to a hospital for mental diseases. Six men, court-house

parasites, go to the jail to see such a woman and to decide whether she is "sane"

or "insane." A more pathetic travesty on justice cannot well be imagined. Yet

these anachronistic procedures are in vogue in thousands of communities.

Who is responsible for this lack of appreciation that the mentally ill are sick

persons and should be treated by doctors and nurses? Possibly the medical

men in these communities, did they but realize the possibilities of their own
practice in such cases, could bring about desirable changes.

These clinics are demonstration outposts. They will shed forth light. They
will help people to understand what medicine can do for mental disease, as

well as for perversions of personality and character. Every one of us has

known more than one boy like Gabriel, described by Dr. Anderson. Many of

us know that in communities less favored than St. Louis such boys do not get

square deals. There are large sections of our country in which there are no

such clinics for the analysis of personality and diagnosis of pathologic mental

conditions. These carefully organized clinical teams of psychiatrists, psychol-

ogists and social workers proceed with the human problems much as does the

engineer who takes in hand a problem of irrigation and water power develop-

ment. He studies the rainfall, the stream flow and the forestation of the region

in which he is interested. So these clinics study the organization and the

pathology of personality.

I believe that in every city, to which one of these clinics goes and makes a

successful demonstration of the service to be rendered by such students of

human nature, the service will be made a permanent community asset. I also

believe that its influence will reach out over the commonwealth in which the

city is located. Such useful analyses of mental pathologies will make their

appeal in the country districts. The demonstration that the mentally ill can

be helped by doctors more than by lawyers and sheriffs will reach ultimately to

all our legislatures. These clinics will be the means of bringing about a

decidedly modified and enlightened appreciation of community responsibility in

the field of mental maladjustment.

Miss Eliz.\beth Farrell (by invitation) : The type of work described by

Dr. Anderson, with modifications that we know to be desirable, has been carried

on by the Board of Education of this city for the past twelve years. The
work is organized in the Department of Ungraded Classes. The personnel

includes psychologists, social service workers, psychiatrists, physicians, and

educators. We believe that the problem presented by maladjusted children is

one that requires modification of school environment from the point of view of

subject matter of instruction, as well as methods of its presentation. Education

is a science as well as an art. It offers a field for study and investigation that
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engrosses the entire time of scientific men and women who have chosen educa-

tion as their field of endeavor. The modification of school environmen), of

school work and of method cannot he properly advised \>y persons expert in

allied fields whether of medicine, social service or psychology. Special educa-

tion is the pro|)er function of the trained educator, who has available the data

which psychology or jjsychiatry or social service make available on any partic-

ular case. This is the major difference between the work carried on by the

Board of P-ducation and that described by Dr. Anderson.

The extent of the work in this city will come as a surprise to many of you.

During the present school year, which opened on the second Monday of September

last, there have been held 470 clinic sessions in various i)arts of the greater

city. The clinics are held in a locality where the numl)er of problem children

warrant it. The clinics are of two types. Stationary clinics maintained at

headquarters in Manhattan and Brooklyn, and traveling clinics in different

localities throughout the greater city. These clinics are maintained for children

who present problems of retardation or behavior. These groups include truants,

the emotionally unstable, the neurotics, the psychopaths and physically defective

as well as many other children who vary from the normal.

The children who are examined at the clinics are selected in two ways. We
get many such children as Dr. Anderson has discussed, who present various

problems of maladjustment. Their difficulties of course are of long standing.

They are a matter of growth. Their management is very difficult l^ecause of the

prolonged growth which antedates the particular occurrence which has focussed

attention on the individual. The habits formed during the period previous to

his appearance at a clinic have become an integral part of the personality. To
eradicate them is difficult if not impossible. Because of this fact we have

developed a technic which brings to the surface children of the type that need

attention before the maladjustment has become ingrained. By means of objec-

tive measures of entire school units, we are bringing to light the problems of a

great many children, at a time when it is relatively easy to redirect energy and

effort along lines of positive values. This method of understanding the pupil

group in any school unit has been tried in twenty-three of our elementary

schools. We find that this study of a school unit brings to light not only those

children who are problems to others, the case of Gabriel presented by Dr.

Anderson illustrates this type of case, but we get also those children who
present problems to themselves. This group conforms to the established order,

makes every effort to cooperate, but because of ideals that are unattainable

for them, they are waging an unsuccessful battle, they are building up attitudes

and habits of failure which they must carry through life. By means of these

objective measures and intensive study we are selecting gifted children who,

under ordinary conditions in the schools, develop habits of superficiality and

dishonesty because school life does not compel them to tap all their resources in

order to overcome the obstacles of their environment. We have worked long

enough in the schools of this city along the lines suggested by Dr. Anderson,

as well as along those lines which we believe to be more comprehensive, to

know that it pays. Truancy has not existed in those classes where subject

matter and method of teaching have been adapted to the needs, capacities and

constructive activities of children.

The principal of a large elementary school in one of the densely populated

foreign colonies of the city is responsible for the statement that the problem

of bad conduct, which, in the past, has made school discipline an important

factor of school work, has entirely disappeared since the pupil group has been
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reclassified. She says further that she had not anticipated any such result. It

came to her as a complete surprise after the reorganization had I)cen in working

order about two months.

My particular contribution to this discussion may 1)e stated as follows

:

educational clinics must not only attempt to cure children of type, but they

must prevent the development of maladjustments. This can be done best by

educational clinics which are an integral part of the public school system.

Such clinics are regarded by parents, teachers and other workers with children

as scientific stations where children are studied in order that delinquencies

may by prevented; that success may crown the efforts of children; that their

positive self feeling may be conserved; that habits -of failure and feeling of

inadequacy may not be developed ; and finally that the work of the school may
be as beneficent as it is efficient.

Dr. L. Pierce Clark : I fully approve of Dr. Anderson's work in all its

bearings. Beyond the immediate practical value of Dr. Anderson's results is

the highly important effort to solve what may be done to modify human nature

either in its inherited or acquired pattern. This larger problem is usually

embraced under what we designate as personality, while character is the term

that perhaps may be limited to the uses to which this innate personality is put

in the process of life adaptations. Personality perhaps may not be changed, or

only so slightly as to be negligible, while character lies at the very core of our

social adjustment and may be signally changed, with the beneficent results

which Dr. Anderson has already reported.

Dr. Sanger Brown II : In correlation with Dr. Anderson's work I wish

to speak of some other interesting studies which Miss Theis of the State

Charities Aid Association of New York has been making. She has records of

about 950 children who have been placed out in homes by that society. These

children all came from very poor homes. They were either orhphans or destitute

children and their parents were for the most part irresponsible people. From
the standpoint of heredity it is very interesting to know how these children

have turned out. Miss Theis' findings indicate that despite their bad or

uncertain heredity these children are not very different from children from

normal homes. Many of them have now reached the age of 18 years and over.

There is not a high percentage of insanity among them ; there is not a high

percentage of mental defect, and there are not many delinquents in the group.

Most of them belong to the artisan class and they appear to be industrious and

law al)iding. This is a hopeful aspect of this whole problem of child welfare

in the case of dependent and neglected children.

Dr. S. R. Leahy: We surveyed 1,600 children at the Protectory last sum-

mer. We found that, according to intellectual percentage, 85 per cent, were of

average intellect, about 5 per cent, were subnormal and the rest were superior.

We also found that third offenders were all practically four years or more back

in grades. These offenders had apparently not profited by one or two admissions

to the institution. Of course with such a large group it was almost impossible to

study personality or to get family histories. I think the background has a

great deal to do with it. We will have to study and correct this, if possible.

I feel that Miss Farrell is correct and that school is the first adaptation ; the

child is there forced to meet others outside the family ; he feels that there are

other children who have rights. If he is successfully placed there, it will be

a real prevention of further defects. It is only after unsuccessfully meeting
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school situations that difficulties develop. I feel that definite and proper place-

ment from the beginning of school life will occupy the proper interest of the

child who will fit in very definitely with cither of the large types—the superior,

average or the retarded.

Dr. V. V. Andkrson : I am sorry I could not have time to read some of my
statistical matter. As regards the school as the location for the clinic, I may
say that we have one clinic now demonstrating in the school system. This
clinic embraces children in the Juvenile Courts or public schools. Thirty or forty

came to the clinic because of truancy. In no case did we find this as the most
important. As regards Miss Farrell's remark about checking up. We have
one clinic for the past year studying schools in a public community. They are

studying the school methods of the child and the physical state of every child.

A report on this will soon be out which shows the study and checking up of

many children. The schools are the location for a clinic. I think the question

is that every large city needs clinics in schools; also, the Juvenile Courts need
them. In smaller cities it has been my habit to advise community clinics

and that Juvenile Court clinics should not be neglected. These have been of

real service to a large number of parents who have problem children aged 3,

4 and 5. I think community clinics are ideal for smaller cities. Contrary to

what Miss Farrell says, it has been my experience in small cities that parents

come in large numbers. It has been my experience that we have had most
difficulty to get parents to help on account of their fear that teachers would
know private conditions of their life. Our records, however, are always purely

confidential.
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One of the striking signs a])pearing early in many cases ot paralysis

agitans is the loss of the normal automatic, associated movements. In

walking the normal quadruped alternates the movements of the legs

by associating the left fore with the right hind, and the right fore with

the left hind limb ; in normal man we see the identical coordination

between arm and leg movements. If now, a typical case of paralysis

agitans is observed, it is seen that the arms are carried with the trunk

and do not swing in coordination with the contralateral leg. That this

is not due to the rigidity of the arms is obvious because many cases

presenting this sign are not rigid, merely having the tremor and mask-

like features characteristic of this syndrome.

The literature on automatic associated movements is indefinite and

largely clinical. The papers published by those who have studied the

basal ganglions experimentally, merely mention the ])resence of alternate

walking movements in their preparations when these are observed, but

make no attempt at a definite localization.

In working on the genesis and inhibition of extensor rigidity. Stanley

Cobb ^ observed that these movements were lost when a transection

was made just cephalad to the red nucleus and the present work is, in

a sense, a continuation of tlKit series of exi)eriments. W'alshe,- in a

review of the work of Magnus, reports that these movements were

observed with the thalamus and midbrain intact, cortex and striatum

having been removed. Wilson '^ destroyed parts of the pallidum and

putamen with the electric needle and after the animals recovered from

the shock of the operation found no disturljance of motility or posture.

* From the Department of Neuropathology, Harvard Medical School.

1. Cobb, Stanley, Bailey, A. A., and Holtz, P. R. : On the Genesis and

Inhibition of Extensor Rigidity, Am. J. Physiol. 44:2,^9. 1917.

2. Walshe, F. M. R. : The Work of Alagnus and His Collaborators on the

Nervous Regulation of Posture and Its Bearing on Some Modern Neurological

Problems, Med. Science 7:109, 1922.

3. Wilson, S. A. K. : An Experimental Resiarch Into tlie Anatomy and

Physiology of the Corpus Striatum, Brain 36:427, 1914.
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There is iiiucli clinical and jjatliologic e\i(lcnce indicating that the

phenomena of the parkinsonian syndrome is caused hy lesions in the

hasal ganglions. Jelgersma ' in 1909, was the first to report these

palholoj,dc changes; more recently, Jlunt," \'ogt " anrl P>ielscho\vsky
'

have demonstrated the presence of degenerative processes in the pal-

lidum in cases of paralysis agitans. Tretiakoff,® however, places the

lesions in the suhstantia nigra.

In view of these various (jhser\ations it was thought that a series

of ahlation exjieriments on the hasrd ganglions might lead to a more

definite localization of this function and thereby throw more light on

the pathology, mechanism and ])hysiology of the jmrkinsonian syndrome.

MKTIIOI) OF INVEST1(;.\T10X

Normal cats were used in all the experiments. 'IMiey were etherized,

the carotids were ligated and a tracheal cannula was inserted. The

rubber tube of the ether bottle was then attached to the cannula and

the animal was placed in the prone jiosition. Next, a free exposure of

the calvarium was made and. commencing with a trephine opening, all

bone was removed from the glabella to the tentorium, the dura being

oj^ened along the edge of the exposure and refiecled from the cerebrum

toward the luidline. Anesthesia was discontinued and an assistant com-

pressed the vertebral arteries, while with a small curved s])atula. the

cortex was shelled oil leaving the basal ganglions and midbrain intact.

The cranial cavity was sponged out lightly with pledgets of cotton

moistened in warm saline solution ; the cavity was then lightly packed

with these pledgets, and the pressure on the vertebral arteries was

released. AMien bleeding had ceased the incision was closed with clamps.

If these steps were not performed with speed the animals succuml)ed.

or the shock was so great that the reflexes did not return during the

period of surxival. The animal was then placed on an electric warm-

ing pad. and, if anesthetization and operation were well timed, recovery

occurred in about ten to fifteen minutes. Observations were then made

of the reflex movements and further aljlations carried oiU bv opening

the wound, removing the moist packing with great care, and then,

proceeding as before.

4. Jelgersma: Die anatomischcii Aeiiderungcn hei Paralysis agitans und

chronischer Chorea. X'erhandl. d. Gcsellsch. deutscli. Xaturforsch. u. Aerzte zu

Koln. Leipzig, 1909.

5. Hunt, J. R. : The Eflferent Pallidal System of the Corpus Striatum, A
Consideration of Its Functions and Symptomatology, J. Xerv. & Ment. Dis. 46:

211, 1917.

6. Vogt. C, and A.: Zur Lehre von den Erkrankungen des Striarensys-

tems, J. f. Psychiat. u. Xeurol. 25:63.3. 1920.

7. Bielschowsky, Max: Weitere Bemerkungen zur normalen und patho-

logischen Histologie des Striarensystems, J. f. Psychiat. u. X'eurol. 27:233. 1922.

8. Tretiakoff: Contribution a I'etude de I'anatomie pathologique du locus

niger, Paris. Jouve et Cie, 1919.
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BRIEF PROTOCOLS OF EXPERIMENTS

Experiment 1.—Cat N-20-8. Nov. 29. 1920.

3:40 p. m. Removal of hemispheres: first the right, then the left. (Speci-

men A.)

3:45 p. m. Slight spasticity of the extensors of the legs.

3 : 50 p. m. Electric pad placed over the cat.

4:00 p. m. Moving tail from side to side and tip of tail up and down.

4 : 08 p. m. Made right and left alternate "walking" movements with front,

but not hind, legs.

4 : 09 p. m. Attempts to rise.

4:25 p. m. Alternate "walking" movements—right hind and left fore, and

left hind and right fore—when stimulated by rolling from side to side.

4:35 p. m. Transection made 5 mm. anterior to tentorium. (Specimen B.)

4 : 45 p. m. Anal stimulation : wags tail—no walking movements. Rigidity.

4:52 p. m. Transection at tentorium. ( Specimen. C.)

4:55 p. m. Gradual rigidity (extensor in type). Xo "walking" movements.

4:57 p. m. Animal killed.

ExPERiMEXT 2.—Cat X-20-12, Dec. 7. 1920.

3:50 p. m. Decorticated. Transection through the basal ganglions, back

to the level of the optic chiasm. (Specimen A.)

3:56 p. m. Moderate rigidity of all legs; fore greater than hind. Good

sneeze, fair pinna and corneal reflexes: arched back.

4:10 p. m. No "walking" movements, liut less rigidity.

4: 17 p. m. Takes sitting position and tries to jump. Makes excellent alter-

nate walking movements with all four legs. Walks on floor when supported

by nape of neck.

4 : 26 p. m. Transection 5 mm. anterior to tentorium. ( Specimen B.)

4:55 p. m. Makes alternate movements with fore legs, but not with hind.

Rigid enough to stand.

5:00 p. m. Transection at tentorium. (Specimen C.)

5 : 07 p. m. \'ery rigid : marked opisthotonus.

5 : 15 p. m. Animal killed.

Experiment 3.—Cat N-20-15.

3:20 p. m. Decortication and transection at the level of the optic chiasm.

(Specimen ./.)

3:40 p. m. Nictitating membrane, pinna and sneeze reflexes present.

4:00 p. m. "Walking" movements with fore legs.

4:10 p. m. "Walking" movements with fore and hind legs which alternate

when the animal is placed on its abdomen with all legs spread out. The animal

is able to crawl forward.

4:25 p. m. Same movements but liettor. .\nimal almost jumps from the

floor.

4:40 p. m. Transection 4 mm. anterior to tentorium. (Specimen B.)

Some rigidity. No "walking" movements. Animal breathing badly.

5:01 p. m. .\nimal died.

Experiment 4.—Cat N-21-66, March 25. 1921.

11:18 a. m. Decorticated. (Specimen A.)

1 cm. of Itasal ganglions removed.

11:24 a. m. Slight spasticity. Excellent associated "walking" movements
in fore and hind legs ; also jumps.
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11:42 a. m. Transection 4 mm. candad to first transtction. Respirations

became rai)i(i. (Specimen H.)

1:45 p. m. Very spastic. No "walkinj^" movements. Attempts to raise its

head ; fore legs are He.xed.

4:25 p. m. Transection at tentorinm. (Specimen C.)

4:45 p. m. Very rigid in fore legs and neck, very little in hind legs and tail.

4:50 p. m. Died. Blood clot on base of skull extending from midbrain to

level of eighth nerve.

Experiment 5.—Cat X-21-69. March 18. 1921.

3: 17 p. m. Decorticated. Transection tlirough anterior tii) of hasal ganglions.

(Specimen A.)

3:25 p. m. Slight spasticity in fore legs; breathing quietly.

3:45 p. m. Corneal and pinna reflex absent. Considerable spasticity in

all four legs.

3:50 ]). m. Does not stand wlu-n placed on feet. Stimulating the tail results

in no reaction.

4:06 p. m. Xo attempt at "walking" movements; wags tip of tail.

4:08 p. m. Alternate movements with hind legs but not fore legs.

4: 17 p. m. Stimulating the feet results in alternating movements with hind

legs and slight movements of left fore leg.

4:32 p. m. Stimulation of right ear: cat scratches right ear with right hind

leg and flexes head to right.

4:45 p. m. Section at anterior colliculi. (Specimen B.)

4:50 p. m. No alternating "walking" movements. Immediate marked rigid-

ity of fore legs, some of hind legs, tail erect. When animal is placed on its

belly, stimulation of the feet causes flexion of legs; liut no alternating move-

ments are produced.

5: 18 p. m. Died.

Experiment 6.—Cat N-21-89, April 12, 1921.

2: 50 p. m. Decorticated. Basal ganglions intact. (Specimen A.^

3 : 00 p. m. Limbs spastic ; sneeze, pinna and corneal reflexes present. Res-

piration very rapid.

3:07 p. m. Excellent alternating "walking" movements with all four legs.

Makes galloping movements ; waves tail. Breathes well.

3:15 p. m. Alternate fore and hind leg movements continue. Jumps from

floor.

3:25 p. m. Section 2 mm. ccplialad to tentorium. (Specimen B.)

i:ZZ p. m. Holds head up. Xo "walking" movements. Was breathing

slowly, then stopped. The wound was opened—no bleeding found.

3:40 p. m. Marked "e.xtensor" rigidity, clonic movements with all four

legs but movements are not rhythmical.

3 : 45 p. m. Artificial respiration. Died.

Experiment 7.—Cat N-21-99, April 20. 1921.

3 : 45 p. m. Decortication. Transection through basal ganglions, 1 cm.

cephalad to tentorium. (Specimen A.)

3 : 55 p. m. Cat spastic. W^agging tail.

4:00 p. m. Makes excellent alternate "walking" movements—left hind and

right front leg and right hind and left front leg.

4:05 p. m. Section 5 mm. cephalad to tentorium. (Specimen B.)

4 : 10 p. m. Cat spastic. No "walking" movements. Dragged backwards

while on its belly with legs extended, but makes no "walking" movements

(specimen C.)
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4:15 p. m. Transection at tentorium: head retracted; tail up; extensor

rigidity.

4: 35 p. m. Died.

Experiment 8.—Cat N-21-125, May 13, 1921.

3:15 p. m. Decorticated. Transection 1.5 cm. cephalad to tentorium.

(Specimen Aa.)

3 : 25 p. m. Cat spastic. On stimulating the anus, waves tail back and forth,

raises right hind leg and head, protrudes tongue and "licks chops."

3 : 44 p. m. Associated walking movements with all four legs. Raises head.

3:53 p. m. Transection 1 cm. cephalad to tentorium. (Specimen A.)

3:55 p. m. Associated "walking" movements—front and hind legs; raises

head and neck; licked lips.

4:00 p. m. Transection 5 mm. cephalad to tentorium. (Specimen B.)

4 : 05 p. m. Marked extensor rigidity immediately. No associated "walk-

ing" movements. Transection at tentorium. Decerebrate rigidity persists.

Coughs and sneezes ; moves right hind leg on stimulation of anus.

4:30 p. m. Relaxed and flaccid. Respirations becoming very weak and

sighing.

4 : 47 p. m. Died. Necropsy shows subdural hemorrhage around the medulla

extending 1 cm. downwards along the cervical cord.

Experiment 9.—Cat N-21-162, July 22, 1921.

11:35 a. m. Decorticated. Basal ganglions intact. (Specimen A.)

11:38 a. m. Animal spastic. Wags tail and moves legs.

11:45 a. m. Attempts to rise from table; raises head and commences to

move legs.

11:46 a. m. Continuous associated "walking" movements with fore and

hind legs. Trotting movements also occur.

12:00 a. m. Transection at superior colliculi : cat struggles momentarily

(Specimen B.)

Extreme extensor rigidity for ten minutes. No associated "walking" move-

ments. Not breathing well, cannula cleaned.

12: 10 p. m. Died.

Experiment 10.—Cat N-21-167, July 27, 1921.

2:30 p. m. Decorticated. (Specimen A.)

2:50 p. m. Slight spasticity of legs and tail. Excellent associated "walk-

ing" movements with fore and hind legs after slight stimulation of tail.

2:55 p. m. Transection 5 mm. cephalad to tentorium. (Specimen B.)

Marked spasticity and no associated "walking" movements. Knee jerks are

very active.

3:05 p. m. Transection at tentorium. (Specimen C.) Marked rigidity of

the extensor type, tail held erect. l!reathing very shallow.

3 : 15 p. m. Died.

Experiment 11.—Cat N-21-168.

3:58 p. m. Decorticated. (Specimen A.)

4:02 p. m. Cat shows slight spasticity which is more marked in the

front legs.

4:07 p. m. Good associated "walking" movements with fore and hind legs.

4:10 p. m. Transection 8 mm. cephalad to tentorium. (Specimen B.)

4:20 p. m. No "walking" movements with fore or hind legs. Marked exten-

sor rigidity with extreme opisthotonus. Died.
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KXI'KKI M KN TAI. KKSL'LTS

.\ sliuly of the protdcols shows that in a typical c.\i)eriiiicnt the

sequence of events is soinewliat as follows:

After reco\ery from tlie first operation, (the cortex and hasal

ganj^lions hack to 10 mm. cephalacj to the tentorium ha\in;^ heen

removed), the animal is ])Iace(l in the ])rone position with the fore leg>

directed forward and tin- hind K'<,fs l)ackward ( l'"ij,'. 1 ./). Stimulation

is then applied hy st retch iuji,'' the anu>. pinching the tail. (»r gentlv ptilling

the animal along a smooth surface so as to stimulate the \entral surfaces.

Orderly alternating m(»vements then occur; that is. the right fore and

left hind leg flex simultaneously while the left fore and right hind leg

are extending ( h'ig. 1 B). This act is then repeated, rhythmically,

alternating, for a minute or two until more stimulation is needed.

Fig. 1.

—

A. initial position of animal: /?, linih pattern in alternating move-
ments on stimulation.

Tliis demonstrates the presence of a mechanism controlling the auto-

matic association of locomotor reflexes of the right and left and the

fore and Iiind extremities.. Postural reflexes are also present in this

preparation, causing enough "spasticity" in the antigravity group of

muscles to enahle the animal to stand when supported hy the nape of

the neck. When thus held, actual walking can be demonstrated, and

especially active preparations can jump vigorously. Having thus

observed the results of the first operation, the packing is gently removed

from the cranium, the vertebral arteries are compressed as before and

the basal ganglions are transected at a point about 5 mm. cej)halad to

the tentorium. (This point for making the transection was found

after running several preliminary animals, in whom many very thin

( 1 mm.) sections were made, beginning at the most anterior portion of

the basal ganglions and working towards the tentorium.) The specimen
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removed was saved in formaldehyd solution fc^r microscopic study and

marked Specimen A.

Following this procedure it is observed that all alternating associated

movements between fore and hind legs cease. The preparation lies

quietly with increased rigidity. The next section is made at the ten-

torium and the slice of brain removed is marked, Specimen B. After

this the animal goes into marked extensor rigidity. The remaining

mid and hind brain tissue is saved in formaldehyd solution as

Specimen C.

Table 1 summarizes the results of the eleven experiments given in

the protocols. A study of the results here tabulated indicates tliat

decortication or removal of the upper portions of the l)asal ganglions

Fig. 2.—Photographs of gross specimens illustrating: (a) the approximate

level of the first transection; (b) the approximate level of the second transec-

tion; A, B and C indicate Specimens A, B and C. respectively. The scale

shown indicates centimeters.

(as far back as Fig. 2 A), does not interfere with the associated walk-

ing reflexes, but when the transection is made at a level as low as 5 mm.
(Fig. 2 B), above the tentorium the movements are lost. The dis-

crepancies found in the protocols are probably to be explained by the

fact tliat all transections were not made at exactly the same angle

;

thus, structures in the stibthalamic region may be present in one section

and absent in another, although the dorsal parts of these sections are

at identical levels. Likewise there must ha\e been great variation in

the extent of the trauma up and down the brain stem. A study of the

microscopic sections shows that in some there was slight hemorrhage in

the tissue, and in others about the base of the basal ganglions and

midbrain.
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Fig. 5.—The large multiptilar rectangular cell in the center illustrates the

type cell characteristic of the area blocked out in Figs. 3 and 4. Cresyl-violet

stain.

Fig. 6.—Illustrates in detail the large regularly placed Xissl bodies and
location of the nucleus in the cells shown in Figure 5. Cresyl-violet stain.
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In general terms, however, it can Ije stated that somewhere between

5 and 10 mm. cephalad to the tentorium lies a mechanism controlling

these associated movements. The anatomic studies of specimens

removed at the second transection (Specimen A), show that this area

takes in parts of the striatum, pallidum and most of the body of Luys.

The ventral end of Specimen A, is about at the level of the first

point of union between the caudate and putamen (Fig. 3) and the lower

level is quite distinctly located at 5 mm. above the tentorium where the

principal anatomic landmarks are the habenula with the tract of Mey-

nert, lateral geniculate body, pulvinar and peduncles of the cerebrum,

(Fig. 4j. The atlas of the brain by Winkler and Potter'^ was used

as a reference for orientation.

It appears then, that we can select no well recognized structure,

except the body of Luys, in the region which is present in those prepa-

Table 2.

—

Aiiato)iiical Exaiiiiiiatioit
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tion of llic automatic, locomotor movements associating^ the fore and

hind legs. W hen tliis area is left intact in (lec(»rticate preparations these

movements are ])re>ent.

Serial transections with ol)servations on the locomotor movements,

show that the area controlling this function lies from 3 to 10 mm.

cephalad to the tentorium. Here the only structures found consi.stently

are the Ixxh of Luy> and certain characteristiL" nmtor cells.

DISCUSSION

Dk. C. M.xckie C.\Mr'BUJ. : When you stimulate tliat area in which you gel

tliese nidvements. do the movements keep on longer than the period of stimula-

tion, or are there only one or two movements.''

Dk. Mi:i.i..\: We do not stimulate the area directly. After anesthesia the

animals are allowed to recover, and almost any stimulation will induce the

movements, such as twisting the tail, tickling the foot, or stamping on the

floor. Electricity was not used.

Dr. H. R. \'ii:ts: How far, roughly, are the cells of Luy's hody from the

red nucleus ?

Dr. Mell.\: Roughly I should say that they arc ahout 5 mm., that is the

least distance at which we find any cells ; most of them are ahout 7 mm. cephalad

to the tentorium. We do not find any within 5 mm. There are really verv few

there: probably one could pick out one or two from the sections, but they are

difficult to locate as far caudad as that. In higher sections one can locate

them ([uite readily.

Dk. \'iets : In work done in Sherrington's lal)oratory, we made al;out 150

decerehrations without paying any particular attention to the level, but surely

in over half of them we got automatic movements ; whether we always saved

the cells of which you speak I am not sure. A good many showed the red

nucleus on the surface of the section.

Dr. Mella : It depends on how one makes the section. I have attempted

to bear this in mind so that the angle of transection would be practically the

same in all of the experiments. If this is not considered one might make the

error of transecting at the tentorium above and terminate 10 to 15 mm. ceolialad

to it inferiorly. Of course, some of our sections were found to vary a little.

W> tried to have as little hemorrhage as possible. We had to make a large

number of experiments before we obtained good material to study ; of these we

saved about twenty of the best to work on. If it is done too roughly, hemor-

rhage will spoil the section. There are a good man\- steps—the ligation of the

carotid, etc., that I have not gone into. I wish to emphasize though, that the

automatic associated movements of which I have spoken arc not lietween just

the fore or hind limbs, but between all fi-ur legs.

Dr. Percival Bailev : In the course of experiments on the influence of the

cereljellum on decerebrate rigidity, I had an opportunity to ol)serve some
phenomena directly bearing on the presentation of Dr. Mella. These experi-

ments were done by Dr. Frederic Bremer in the Laboratory of Surgical Research

and I had the pleasure of doing the surgical work for him. They will be found

descril)ed in full in the Arch'n-cs Internationales de Physiologic, 9:189. 1922.

He noted that a certain optimum tonus is necessary for the production of

rhythmic progressive movements. Xow the simplest explanation of the results

of Dr. Mella would be this : as the section passes farther back, the tonus
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increases above the optimum for progression reflexes and only the extensor

rigidity is seen. If, however, the tonus is reduced either by chilling of the

animal, slight asphyxia, stimulation of the cerebellum, or otherwise, the pro-

gression reflexes may reappear even though the section passes back of the

red nucleus.

Dr. a. Forbes : I think sometimes you can get progressive alternate move-

ments with decerebration which has passed 5 mm. in front of the tentorium.

A rough decerebration at one point may cause trauma enough to knock out

the functional capacity of cells a few millimeters away. In general, if you

make a section at the tentorium you get motionless rigidity. You some-

times get sprawling movements after transection even pretty close to the

tentorium. Just where the dividing line is I cannot say.

Dr. Stanley Cobb: One point we ought to rememlser ; that is, that in these

experiments we were interested only in the association of the progressive move-

ments of all four legs. In spinal preparations we may have alternate move-

ments of one pair of legs perfectly well; and in spinal preparations you may
have alternate locomotor movements during periods of stimulation. In these

animals, however, the alternate movements of all four legs, in a regular

rhythmic progressive reflex, were spontaneous and lasted for a long period.
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'I'o Dandy, wc owe the hrilliaiit conoejjtion of injectinj^ air into the

vent rick's, stiidyinj^f thcni with the roentgen ray and localizing intra-

cranial lesions from the defects in the ventricular outline. While his

results with the procedure have heen impressive, in other hands the

exact value of the intraventricular injection of air for the localization

of new growths within the hrain is somewhat uncertain. .Althou.i^di the

series of cases is relatixely small, nexertheless I feel that the results

in some measure confirm his claims.

Forty-four ventriculograms of forty ])atients were made. In fif-

teen cases the \entriculogram findings were confirmed at o])eration or

necropsy. In nine cases, the exposure of the suspected area failed lo

reveal the disease, although, from the neurologic examination and sub-

sequent course of the case. 1 believe that the lesion e.Kisted in the region

e.xjiosed. Of these nine tumor sus])ects, unverified, in six the ventriculo-

gram placed the lesion in the fourtli \entricle or a(|ueduct. one in the

third ventricle, one in the right frontal lolie. and one deep in the motor

cortex. ( )f these cases, five were o]:)erated on over the suspected area.

In three of the cerebellar susjiects, no abnormalitv was noted in two

cases. ()f these, one has since died with e\ery .symptom of a lesion

in this region, one is much im]:)roved by the suboccipital decompression,

and in the third at operation a marked asymmetry of the cerel)ellar lobes

was noted for which no cause could l)e found on the surface in this

area. This j^atient has imprctved since the relief of pressure, but

is still under observation. ( )f the three remaining cases, one refused

operation, and two were in such poi.r ])hysical condition that a palliative

subtemporal decompression was i)er formed to tide them over until a

more formidable ])rocedure seems warranted. The case of suspected

third ventricle tumor was so much inij)roved by a subtemporal decom-

pression that she refused further interference. In the frontal lobe sus-

pect, nothing to confirm the localization was found on a most thorough

examination of this area. The patient died six months later and no

necropsy was obtained. The patient in whom the diagnosis of a deep

motor cortex tumor was made, was operated on and a transcortical

* From the Clinic of Dr. C. H. Frazier. University Hospital. Philadelphia.

* Presented l)efore a meeting of the Pliiladelphia Neurological Society,

Jan. 26, 1923.
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api)r()acli failed to reveal the growth. The neurologic syniiJtonis were

so clear that I still think that the tumor is present. (Jf these nine cases,

then, in which the diagnosis is still unconfirmed, it is believed that the

ventriculogram localization of a deep-seated lesion—not necessarily a

tumor— in seven is almost certainly correct. A marked degree oi dis-

tension of the lateral ventricles, internal hydrocephalus, could be caused

by nothing but a lesion between the third ventricle and the basilar

cistern. As meningitis as an etiologic factf)r may be eliminated with

assurance from the history in every case, the presence of an arachnoiditis

extending widely over the cortex and blocking the return of the cerebro-

Fig. 1.—Lateral view of a normal veiitriclf. ./. air in subarachnoid space;

R, anterior horn of lateral ventricle; C, posterior hdrn of lateral ventricle; D,

inferior horn of lateral ventricle.

spinal fluid to the great veins is unlikely. If meningitis is a factor, tlie

adhesions ha\e formed at the foramina of Luschka and Majendie at

the base of the brain and j^revent the escape of the fluid from the

basilar cistern. Tliis may have been the case in the two cerebellar

ex];ostires in wliich no detinite lesion was demonstrable.

In the two remaining cases, the frontal lobe and motor cortex local-

izations, the diagnosis from the air injection may have been incorrect.

The neurologic })icture sustained the ventrictilogram findings. .\t the

operation, howe\er. no le>ion was rexealed.
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The ventriculogram led us astray in fcmr cases of this series. Three

errors in locaHzatioii were later jjroveti at necropsy. In the fourth case

the air injection \vt\ u> to operate in sjjite of negative neurologic

findings. The (.'X])loration revealed nothing, although hrain-puncture

was resorted to in an attempt to locate a suhccjrtical growth. This was

one of the earlier cases in the series and. in the light of present knowl-

edge, the \entriculograni would ])rol)al)ly now have been rej)eatefl to

confirm or disprove the findings before o])eralion. ()f the three cases

in which the lesion was proved at necro])sy to be in another area than

Fig. 2.—Anterior-posterior view of a normal ventricle. A. lateral ventricles

B, third ventricle ; C . fourth ventricle.

that indicated by the ventriculogram, one was a suprasellar growth,

without bone change in the sella, causing a hydrocephalus. From the

visual fields it was difficult to distinguish between a lesion in this area

and in the temporoparietal lobe. The ventriculogram showed a defect

in the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle. The necropsy findings

showed no reason for this defect; hence it must have been due to an

error in the technic of the air-injection. This also was an early case

in the series.



Fig. 3.—Occipital pole tumor on the left side, showing obliteration of the

posterior horn on the left side. (A) The normal horn on the right side may be

seen dimly extending into the right occipital lobe. Tumor, successfully removed
at operation, was a glioma.

Fig. 4.—Large porencephalic cyst, springing frcim the posterior horn of-

the left ventricle. Condition ctJufirmcd at oi)cration.
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I he otlicr l\\n c;i>(.'> in whi.li ilit- \{.-iitri(.ii!(ij^r;iin |iri»\(.'(l murn>>t-

wnrthy arc nio^t instructixc. l>(»tli patients VNX'tc >enii>tii|)(»r()U> and

the neurolo^ie exaniinatinn was of doubtful vahic. In one. the rij^lit

lateral xcnlriile was tapped and a (|uantity of lluid e\aenated with a

rush. Then no more Huid escaped and it was thou}.(ht that the entrance

to the lateral ventricle on that side was probably occluded. The fluid

was replaced with air. sli>,ditly more air beinj; injected than the fluid

Fig. 5.—Anterior-i)osteriur view .showing ventricles i)ushed well across the

midline by a large gliomatous tumor. Nature of tumor confirmed at operation.

A. ventricles.

withdrawn. The roentgen-ray jjlates were then made and the air was

allowed to esca])e. In order to determine whether or not the left

ventricle was distended trephining was performed and an attempt was

made to tap it. Xo fluid was obtained, but the cannula, in passing

down through the brain, encountered an area of resistance that could



Fig. 6.—Anterior-posterior view showing that the anterior horn of the right

ventricle A, is cut off on its outer aspect; and that the tumor has pushed the

third ventricle somewhat to the right, B. Presence of the tumor confirmed at

operation. The tumor was an enchondroma springing from the sphenoid bone.
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onlv 1)C' (liK- to tuiiiDr. Tlic ])atifnt luifnrtunately clit-d fnllcnving this

procedure, llis deatli may have hecii (hie eitlier to the o\er-distenti(jn

of the ventricular system with air. aUhough the air was removed, or to

the unexpected passaj^a- of the needle throuj^h the tumor. 'i"he njentgeno-

gram showed that the right ventricle alone was distended with air.

None had passed over into the left lateral ventricle, nor were the third

or fourth \entricles demon>tral)le on the plate. This picture pointed to

a lesion hlockin|L,' the foramen of Monro on the right. XecrojKsy

revealed that the lesion was deep in the left teniporo])arietal lohe, and

occluded onlv the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle. The anterior

Fig. 8.—Anterior-posterior view; .same case as Fig. 7. The left anterior horn

is entirely ohliteratcd.

horn of this ventricle was entirely patulous and apparently should have

filled with air. A marked hypertrophy of the cerehrum on the side of

the tumor was the only other ahnormality. Whether this enlargement

of the left lobe was suf-ficient to push the brain over to one side, com-

press the foramen of Monro and thus prevent the passage of air into the

other parts of the ventricular system, is a matter of conjecture. In the

second case the left ventricle was tapped. Again the fluid drained

away in a sudden spurt and ceased to flow. W'e suspected that the

entrance of fluid into the ventricle must be interfered with. Slightly

more air was injected than fluid removed, the roentgenograms were
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made and the air allowed to escape. In spite of the removal of the air,

the patient developed cerebral edema and died twelve hours later. From
the roentgenogram, which showed that the left ventricle alone was
filled, a diagnosis was made of a deep-seated tumor obstructing the

foramen of Monro on the left side. Necropsy revealed an infiltrating

gliomatous tumor of the right temporal lobe involving the cortex, and

at least two centimeters awa}^ from the ventricle. In no area did the

tumor in any way ol)Struct the ventricle or impinge on it. The same

Fig. 9.—Anterior-posterior view : the right anterior horn is obliterated at its

tip and pnshed slightly up and to the riglit. The posterior part of the right

ventricle may be seen lying below and slightly to the right of the normal position

of the anterior horn. A. anterior horn of the left ventricle in relatively normal
position. A large frontal lobe tumor, gliomatous in nature, springing from the

base of the riglit frontal lobe, was found at operation.

marked ]i_\])ertrop]iy of the \cntriclc on the side of the tumor was
noted. In this case again the foramen of Monrd may ha\e been pushed,

over by this liypertro])hy and compressed sufficicntl\- to occltide it. This

seems to be the only jiossible exjilanation for the misleading jiicture
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seen in tlicse t\v<» crises. The teL-linii- eniployefl in niakinj^ the air-

injection was the same in the>c case> as in others in which coniitlete

(hsteiition of the wliole ventricnlar system was ohtained. In fact, the

air was injected under rather j^reater pressure than usual, in order to

ohtain a clear-cut outline of the ventricles, tru>ting to the removal of

the air to relieve the ])ressure and prevent a serious reaction. l^>ut had

we heen ahic to la]) the other \entricle and inject it with air, the diaj^-

nosis would ha\e heen clear. 'The error was one of technic rather than

method.

In three cases of this series, the possihilit}- of hrain-tunior in su>-

])ecte(l cases could he e.xcluded. hecause the ventriculogram showed the

\'entricles to ])e of normal contour, not enlarj^ed and patulous throuj^hout.

Fig. 10.—Lateral view of same case as Fig. 9, showing the anterior horn of

the right ventricle. A. pushed up and cut olT so that it does not extend as far

forward as it norniallv should.

In one case of hvdroce])halus the lexel of the lesion was clearly

demonstrated, hut the case was too far advanced to warrant any ojiera-

tive interference.

There have been five deatlis in this series. Three were in children

and two in adults. The children presented examples of large internal

hydrocephalus, in one case due to an enormous cystic gliomatous growth

involving ])oth lobes and the vermis of the cerebellum, another a glioma

obstructing the aqueduct and the third a tumor of the third ventricle,

the position of which was determined with accuracy. The first two

cases would have been entirely inoperable. In the third case the tumor

might have been removed hv a transcallosal approach. The cause of
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death was jjroljahly too rapid drainage of the fluid from a greutlv dis-

tended ventricular system. ( )ne case was stuporous at the time tiie

ventricular puncture was performed and died in six hou.rs without

recovering consciousness. The other suffered respiratory colla])se on

the tahle and recovered when sufticient air was injected to distenfl tlie

ventricles to their previfuis size; hut even after the air was withdrawn

'^:^<a^Vi'!^~^-'-'^**^^'—^^-^-" ^
Fig. 11.—Aiitcrior-jjosteridr \i(.\v in a case of C(.ri'l)oIlar tnnidr. Ililateral

symmetrical hycirocephalus. ./, lateral VL-ntricles ; the third, /., and tourth, C'.

ventricles may be distinguished lying directly in the midline. This tact places the

lesion in the midline and at the lower end of the fourth ventricle. Tliese findings

were confirmed at operation.

and part of the fluid returned, the child had ^e\ere L'onvulsi\e seizures

and died four da}s later. The child with the third ventricle titmor

suddenly hecame sttiporotis three da\s after the air itijectioti and in

spite of a \entricitlar ta]) to reduce the intracranial pre-^sure succumhed
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in twenty- four li(iui>>. Tlu' roentgenogram accurately localized the

lesion in all of these cases. Necropsy showed that, in addition to the

tumor, the w.'dls of the ventricles were the seat of minute hemorrhages.

The too sudden chanj^a' in the intraventricular pressure removed the

support to the thin-walled veins in the ventricular walls, causing them

to rupture and hleed into the ventricles. In this clinic we are very

careful, with children, to withdraw the fluid sKtwly and replace it with

air as it is withdrawn, for we have found that these cases do not

tolerate well the sudden release of the intracranial tension. The other

t\\(i deaths, occurring in adults, were those already referred to. in which

the roeiitgen-ra\ diagnosis as to the location of the tumor w;i>- incorrect.

Fig. 12.—Lateral view in a case of cerebellar tumor (see Fig. 11 ). The tumor

was a small gliomatous cyst which completely filled the lower part of the fourth

ventricle. The lesion lay exactly in the midline. A, third ventricle; B, anterior

horn of lateral ventricle; C, inferior horn of lateral ventricle; D. posterior horn

of lateral ventricle: /:, dilated aqueduct leading down to fourth ventricle.

Five deaths in fortv cases mav seem a high mortalitx in any diagnostic

procedure, hut when one remem])ers the mortality of unlocalized and

untreated hrain tumor, any method of exact localization is justifiahle.

A most important .steji in the technic of ventriculography is the

complete removal of the fluid. If all the fluid is removed the air can

then pass throughout the entire ventricular system and plates from

which an accurate diagnosis may be made are much more likely to be

obtained. \\"\X\\ the ])atient on the chest and the face turned to one
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side, the skull is trephined at a point 5 cni. behind the midpoint between

the bregma and the inion and 3 cm. laterad from the midline. This

lies over the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle at its widest point.

The cannula should be calibrated and should never pass in more than

5 cm. In all cases, except those with an internal hydrocephalus, the

attempt is always made to tap and drain both ventricles. Careful

manometric readings of intracranial pressure are made before and after

the fluid is withdrawn and the air injected. Intracranial tension should

not be increased by the amount of air injected. The air is removed

subsequent to taking the roentgenograms. The fluid is only replaced in

cases of internal hydrocephalus.

Fig. 13.—Lateral view in a case of deep-seated temporal lobe tumor impinging

on the posterior horn of the lateral ventricle. Tumor removed at operation.

A, left ventricle seen through and behind the right ventricle; R, right ventricle

cut off bv tumor which causes the tilling defect at C.

rerforming tlie air injection is the easiest part of the i)roce(lure.

Correct interj)relati(in of the plates is the most difficult i)n)l)lem. To
Dr. H. K. I'ancoast of the University Mospital, such measure of success

as has been achieved in this clinic is mostly due. Mis cooperation and

imflagging enthusiasm ha\e made possible the de\elopnient and stand-

ardization of our technic tmtil we feel confidence in otir localization of

the lesion. Use of the Buckv (Iia])hragiti and stereoscopic plates have

been of nnich assistance.
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In conclusion, in tifteen cases, or .^7 \k-x cent., the localization by

the \entricnlo«^rani was exact. In eight others. 2f) ])er cent., the localiza-

tion, while iinconhrmed. seems most prohah!) correct, in f(tur ca.ses,

10 i)er cent., the ventriculogram proved to he entirely misleading, owing

to errors in technic. If two of these four had lived to have the other

ventricle tapi)ed. it might have heen possible to reach a correct con-

clusion. In three cases, or 7.?^ ])er cent., the possibility of tumor was

excluded by this means. In three cases. 7.5 i)er cent., owing to an

error in lechnic. we were not able to demonstrate tlic air on the

roentgenogram after injection into the ventricles. (Jne of these patients

will probably have another test performed. Two patients have had a

ventriculogram made and the diagnosis seems clear. Inu are awaiting

surgical intervention. i''i\c patients died, a mortality of 12 per cent.

In this clinic we do not feel that the ventriculogram is infallible.

We do not disregard the neurologic findings if they run counter to its

localization. We do not feel that every case should have an air-injection

performed, particularly if the neurologic findings give positive evidence

as to the area of tlic brain involved. But we do feel that in obscure

cases or cases in which oi)eration has not revealed a cortical growth,

but where the presence of a tumor is certain, that the ventriculogram,

in spite of the undoubted risk attendant on it, is a necessary and justi-

fiable procedure. If successful, and as our experience enlarges our

percentage of successes will unquestionably increase, absolute and posi-

tive information is obtained as to the location of the lesion.

DISCLSSIOX

Dk. Ch.\rles H. Fkazier : We owe Dr. Grant a del)t of gratitude for the time

he has devoted to the investigation of ventricular distortion. He should not be

held responsible for the apparent high mortality; two of the patients of whom
I asked him to make ventriculograms, were in the terminal stage of the disease

at the time and as it turned out the tumor in each of these two cases was
inoperable. The responsibility for tbe mortality in these cases I must assume.

No one questions the value of the ventriculogram in suggesting the location of

subcortical growths large enough to encroach on the ventricles. \'irtually

all of these deep seated hemispheric growths are gliomas. What we have yet

to learn is this : hi how many cases can these gliomas be removed in toto

without sacrificing the life of the patient?



XANTHOCHROiMIA AND I.XCREASED PROTEIN
IN THE SPINAL FLUID ABOVE TUMORS

OF THE CAUDA EQUINA*

HARVEY CUSHIXG, M.D. and JAMES B. AYER, M.D.

BOSTOX

A brief consideraticm of the spinal fluid abnurnialities commonly

associated with tumors of the spinal cord is called for as a desirable

introduction to the subject of immediate interest. Our imperfect knowl-

edge of these abnormal fluids has been acquired within a period of

less than twenty years, and in this country hardly a decade has elapsed

since the first paper dealing with the subject was published.

Froin ^ in 1903 first described the condition, which has become

known as ".vaiitlwchroiiiie ct dc coagulation massive.'' A yellow fluid

which tended to clot on standing, and contained a moderate number of

cells, was found in three cases of spinal disease, seemingly of subacute

infectious nature, although this was not confirmed by operation or

necropsy. Subsequently a number of French observers confirmed

Froin's findings, especially in rare cases of chronic pachymeningitis.

In 1909, another significance was given to Froin's syndrome, as it

has come to be called, by Blanchetiere and Lejonne - who described

a yellow coagulating fluid but without cell increase, below an intra-

medullary thoracic "sarcoma." Their observation was soon confirmed

by others in cases of tumor at dift'erent levels of the spinal cord.

Our knowledge of these abnormal fluids was further advanced by

Nonne"' who in 1910 called attention to the fact that the fluid below

a tumor, otherwise clear, colorless and without clot and cells, may
sho\y (his phase I. reaction) a marked excess of globulin. Nonne
reported six cases, five of which were verified. In 1912, Raven * from

* From the clinics of the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital and the Massa-
chusetts General Hospital.

1. Froin, M. G. : Inflammations meningees, avec reaction chromatique,

fihrineuse et cytologique du liquide cephalo-rachidien. Gaz. d. hop., Paris,

76:1005, 1903.

2. Blanchetiere and Lejonne: Syndrome de coagulation massive et de

xanthochromic du liquide cephalo-rachidien dans un cas de sarcomc de la dure-

merc, Gaz. d. hop.. Paris 82:1303, 1909.

3. Nonne, M. : Ueber das \'orkommen von starker Phase I Reaktion bei

fehlender Lymphocytose bei 6 Fallen von Riickenmarkstumor. Deutsch. Ztschr.

f. Nervenheilk. 40:161, 1910.

4. Raven, W. : Die Bedeutung der isolierten Eiweissvcrmchrung und der

Xanthochromic im Liquor cerebrospinalis fur die Diagnose von Konipression

des Riickenmarks. Erfahrungen an 15 durch Operation oder Sektion diag-

nostisch sichergestellten Fallen. Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Xervenheilk. 44:380. 1912.
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Nonne's clinic reported fifteen new cases and analyzed forty-seven

others from the hterature, conchuhng that it is the high protein resulting

from congestion about the tumor and stasis of fluid below it which is

all-important and that xanthochromia merely indicate^ an excessive

degree of stasis.

In this same year (1912) Mcstrezat ' in his classical monograph

summarized the subject to date, distinguishing erythrochrcMuia, asso-

ciated with hemorrhage, from xantlKJchromia accompanying massive

coagulation not due to hemorrhage, although he admits for both the

probability of a common origin of the coloring matter from hem<jglobin.

He also described the conditions deemed essential for the production of

the phenomenon, namely, a closed cavity and stasis of the fluid in the

linnhar culdesac below the tumor.

Since 1912, reports from many countries have confirmed the signifi-

cance both of the "Froin syndrome" and the "Xonne syndrome." With

regard to the former, two authors have recently compiled statistics of

published cases, the one chiefly from French," the other from German
'

sources. Both agree that xanthochromia with great excess of pnjtein,

with or without coagulation, is indicative of a space-constricting agent

above the point of puncture. It is fair to say that this view, ever since

its exposition by Mestrezat. has been that held by workers generally in

all countries. Moreoxer until the observations herein recorded, it was

the view held by the writers. The "Xonne syndrome" has naturally

been considered a less reliable evidence of cord compression, but in the

past few years the significance of this type of fluid has been greatly

enhanced by tests designed to show in a dynamic manner the presence

of a block in the spinal subarachnoid .space.

Concerning the finding of xanthochromic fluid in the spinal canal

above tumors, the literature is silent, although an increase of protein

has been observed. Thus Marie, Foix and Robert ^ in 1913 rejxjrted

an almost equal amount of protein above and below a supposed intra-

medullary tumor. ]\Iarie. Foix and Bouttier '•' state that below a

thoracic tumor a Froin syndrome was found and that immediatel}- above

(puncture in the third thoracic space) the fluid was "five times less

5. Mestrezat, W. : La liquide cephalo-rachidieii, normal et pathologique,

Paris, 1912.

6. Lantuejoul : La coagulation massive et spontanee du liquide cephalo-

rachidien, Rev. Neurol. 36:339. 1920.

7. Leschke, E. : Ueber die Gelbfarbung ( Xanthochromie ) der Cerebro-

spinalfliissigkeit, Deutsch. med. Wchnschr. 47:376 (April 7) 1921.

8. Marie, Foix and Robert : Service que pent rendre la ponction rachidienne

pratiquee a des etages differents pour le diagnostic de la hauteur d'une com-
pression medullaire, Rev. neurol. 25:712, 1913.

9. Marie. Foix and Bouttier : Double ponction sus-et-sous lesionelle dans

un cas de compression medullaire, Rev. neurol. 27:315. 1914.
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rich in albumin." thus leaving one to suppose that the upper fluid

was definitely abnormal. Klieneberger ^" found a yellow fluid rich in

fibrin and showing 3 per cent, albumin below a fibroma which lay

opposite the second and third lumbar vertebrae, and at operation a

"water-clear fluid" above the tumor ; as no examination of this fluid

appears to have been made, we cannot say whether or not it was

pathologic. (Jne of us (J. B. A.) ^^ has also called attention to the

significance of different types of fluid obtained from the cisterna magna
and lumbar sac in cases of cord tumor, both fluids being at times

abnormal.

There are therefore on record a few reports of abnormal fluids

obtained above tumors of the spinal cord, and the significance of the

less abnormal fluid above and the more abnormal below has been men-

tioned. In that the few recorded cases of multiple punctures have

shown a number of abnormal fluids from above tumors, it is likely that

increased protein, which has been the significant pathologic finding in

these cases, would be found frequently if looked for. That the protein,

although pathologic in amount is much less than in the fluid below the

tumor, and that the fluid is seldom yellow in color, seems also to be

the rule.

Strangely enough, in the lumbar region, where multiple punctures

are frequently made we fail to find that attention has been called to the

presence of abnormal fluid above a tumor of the cauda equina. There

are several possible explanations why this has been overlooked. The

point of election for lumbar puncture, as usually advocated, is below

the fourth lumbar vertebra, and this in manv caudal tumors results in

what is recorded as a "dry" or a "bloody tap." If the tumor is suffi-

ciently high and lies in the region of the conus, xanthochromic fluid

may be obtained from this customary site of puncture, but it is unusual

for one of these tumors to lie entirely below this level. If in case of

a "dry tap" another puncture is made at a higher level and xantho-

chromic fluid is obtained, it has been a natural conclusion heretofore

shared in. apparently, by all observers, ourselves included, that the

obstruction must lie above the point of puncture even though dynamic

tests failed to support this view. A further explanation might be

adduced in the lack of cooperation between the one who makes the

puncture and the diagnostician, too frequently not the same person, for

it is all too common for the latter to accept the report of the former

10. Klieneberger, O. L. : Klinischer Beitrag zu dem Erkrankungon der

Cauda Equina (Erfolgreich operierter Caudatumor). Monatschr. f. Psychiat.

u. Neurol. 24:97, 1908.

11. Ayer, J. B. : Puncture of the Cisterna Magna. Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat.

4:529 (Nov.) 1920; Spinal Subarachnoid Block as Determined by Combined
Cistern and Lumbar Puncture, Arch. Neurol, and Psychiat. 7:38 (Jan.) 1922.
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without critical analysis, either as to the locus from which the fluid

has heen withdrawn, or as to the nature of the findings.

A few references from the literature will suffice to suhstantiate the

above comments. Collins and h'lsherg '- in their article ( 1914) on giant

tumors of the conus and cauda, performed j)unctures in two cases:

one was a dry tap, the other showed xanthochnjmia with massive coagu-

lation, the tumor in this case involving both conns and cauda. They

dismiss the matter of the cerebrospinal fluid with the statement that

"lumbar puncture was negative, or yellow fluid which was not cerebro-

spinal fluid was withdrawn." and in (pioting the syndrome of epic(»nus

lesions described by Minor, they say: "By lumbar puncture no fluid is

obtained because the entire lower part of the sj^inal canal is filled by the

tumor mass, although yellow fluid in small quantity may be withdrawn

from the tumor." This, in all probability would not be their interpre-

tation today of these findings, and the quotations are given merely to

show what interpretation was put on xanthochromia eight years ago.

More recently (1921) Raven'" has analyzed the fluids oi 145

tases of cord tumor, including thirty-one in which the conus and

caudal region were involved. His records show only one case in which

the fluid was almost surely withdrawn from above the tumor, and in

this case the Nonne Phase I reaction was reported as -|—|-, but with-

out any hint that the fluid might have come from above instead of

below the lesion. In this ]iresent year. Parker '* presents eight cases

of conus and cauda tumors from the Mayo Clinic. From an analysis

of his case reports, it is unlikely that the fluid was obtained above the

tumor in any. but as he does not give the site of puncture this cannot

be stated definitely. The abnormal fluids found by ( )ppenheim.''' by

Jacobsohn.'" and by Greenfield '" were almost certainly obtained from

below high caudal tumors.

Certain cases of tumor of the cauda equina in which there is jier-

sistent pain in the distribution of the sacral nerves, stiffness of the

lumbar region, loss of reflexes, anesthesia in the sacral skin fields, and

12. Collins. J. L., and EI.sl)erg. C. A.: Giant Tumors of the Conus and
Cauda Equina. Am. J. M. Sc. 147:493, 1914.

13. Raven, W. : Der Liquor cerebrospinalis bei Riickenmarks-Kompression.

Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Xervenheilk. 67:55. 1921.

14. Parker, H. L. : The Diagnosis of Tumors of the Cauda Equina. Conus-

and Epiconus Medullaris. .^ Report of Xine Cases. Am. J. M. Sc. 163:342.

1922.

15. Oppenheim, H. : Ueber Caudatumoren unter dem Bilde der Neuralgia

ischiadica sive lumbosacralis. Monatschr. f. Psychiat. u. Xeurol. 36:391. 1914.

16. Jacobsohn. L. : Zur Symptomatologie der X'eubildungen am Conus und
der Cauda Equina. Deutsch. med. Wchnschr. 38:157, 1912.

17. Greenfield, J. G. : On Froin's Sjndrome, and Its Relation to Allied Con-
ditions in the Cerebrospinal Fluid, T. Xeurol. & Psychopath. 2:105. 1921.
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a disturbance of the rectal and vesical sphincters, are easily recognized

from the neurologic examination alone. However, should these symp-

toms be less full blown, as they are likely to be in those stages of the

disorder when surgery ofTers a greater prospect of relief, the diag-

nosis, as the history of Cases 2 and 3 to be described shows, may
be difficult in the extreme, and it is in such cases that the examination

of the cerebrospinal fluid may be of the greatest importance.

Within the past two years, five cases verified by operation have

been seen by one or both of us, in which xanthochromia and increased

protein appeared in the fluid aljove cauda tumors. In two of these,

laminectomy was performed for cord tumor, partly on the mistaken

supposition that a xanthochromic spinal fluid indicated tumor ahoz'C

the point of pimcture.

The first of these cases, which showed how misinterpretation of

the fluid findings may lead to error in localization, was studied by

one of us (J. B. A.) at the Massachusetts General Hospital.

Fig. 1.—Case 1. Tumor, intradural, opposite the second lumbar vcrtclira.

REPORTS AND COMMENTS ON CASES

Case 1.

—

Bilateral atrophic paralysis of lon'cr extremities zvith se>isory level

at second litiiihar scuiiiciit. Operation directed to spiual cord on account of

double Bahiiiski si(/ii. xa)ith(<chr<>inic spinal fluid and menti/en-ray ahnornialities.

Cauda tumor found suhsequently. Penlli.

History.—Mr. LaR., aged 47, a builder, liad conii)lainod for over two years

of increasing pain in the lower part of the back and down the thighs and into

the legs, and more recentlj- into the feet and toes. For six months previous

to examination, there had been progressive numbness and weakness of the

right leg, and some difficulty in sphincter control. Examination showed weak-

ness of both lower extremities, especially on the right, witii moderate atrophy

of the quadriceps, and perhaps also the glutei and calf muscles; marked
diminution of all forms of sensation over the right leg and thigh up to and

including the second lumbar segment, the sensory loss being most marked in

the second lumbar zone; less certain sensory loss on the left; absent achilles

and knee jerks on both sides ; bilateral Rabinski sign. Roentgen-ray examina-
tion showed proliferative changes at the margins of the eleventh and twelfth

thoracic vcrtelirae.
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Spiiml /Itiid lixaiiiiiiiilidit.— Puncture at tlu- sitace bctwcfii the third and

fourtli huuhar viTtcl)rae yielded harely 5 c.c. of clear, yellow fluid which clotted

promptly. Coagulal)le protein was excessive; W'assermanii reaction negative.

A diagnosis of tumor seemed certain, hut whether in the lumhar cord or the

region of the cauda eciuina was (lel)atal)le. In favor of the latter was the

unmistakahle atropiiy with ahsent tendon reflexes. On the other hand the

synnnetrical l)ilateral distril)ution of symi)toms, the i)resence of doulile Hal)inski

reactions, evidence of vertebral pathology in the neighborhood of the lumhar
cord, all favored a spinal cord situation.

In that the fluid showing the Froin syndnmie had lieen olaained from the

space between the third and fourth lumbar vertelirae no localization was possible

from this inmcture, as both possible sites of a supposed tumor must be above

Fig. 2.—Case 2. Microscopic section of tumor
high-power enlargement.

adamantinoma ; medium

this point. It was, therefore, proposed to perform a puncture between these

two possible sites, under the mistaken 1)elief that if a fluid like the first w^ere

obtained, a tumor aliove was indicated.

While under ether, prior to laminectomy, a puncture was, therefore, made
at the space between the twelfth dorsal and first lumbar spines." A yellow fluid,

thought at the time to be identical with that previously obtained from the third

to fourth lumbar space was found. The operation was, therefore, directed to

the lumbar cord, which was found to be entirely normal, except for slight yellow

18. Dissection of this region shows that although the tip of the spinal cord

lies at this level, there is aliundant space occupied liy spinal fluid, and that

therefore, in rare cases, puncture at this level is justified.
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discoloration due to xanthochromic fluid which was oljtained as high as the

eighth thoracic vertelira. The incision was then extended downward and an
intrathecal tumor (adamantinoma) was found helovv the conus and opposite

the second lumbar vertebra (Figs. 1 and 2.)

When further studied in the laboratory, it was discovered that the fluids

obtained immediately above and below the tumor were only apparently identical,

the color being deeper yellow and the protein content being three times as

great below the tumor, and also clotting promptly. The three fluids may be

studied in Table 1.

Due largely to misinterpretation of the significance of xantho-

chromic spinal fluid obtained above a tumor of the cauda equina,

operation was falsely directed to the spinal cord. While the tumor

was eventually found at the lower level, and completely removed, the

patient survived only a few days, dying presumably from the efifect of

the prolonged operative procedure.

Table 1.

—

Fluids from Three Loci Obtained on Puncture and at Operation

in Case 1

Character of fluid

'J'otal protein, nig. per
lOOc.c

Cells

Wassermann reaction

Amount of fluid

From Space Between
Third and Fourth
Lumbar Spines
Sept. 28, 19*20

(Puncture Below
TUmor)

Clear, deep yellow-

Clotted promptl.v

2,187

Rare

Negative

5 e.e. only
obtainable

From Space Between
Twelfth Thoracic and

j

First Lumbar Spines
|

Oct. 6, 1920
(Functure Above

Tumor) I

Clear, lemon yellow

Xo clot

720

Negative

10 e.e. easily
obtained

From level of
Eighth Thoracic

Vertebra
Oct. 6, 1!>20

(Obtained at
Operation")

Slightly blood-tinged,
pale yellow-

No clot

In the case cited above, a diagnosis of tumor was a])])arent. but the

localization was not ol)vious. In the two succeeding cases from the

Brigham Hospital clinic the presence of tumor had seemed to a suc-

cession of observers from clinical investigation alone to be most

improbable. The spinal fluid t'liidings. however, in l)oth cases served

to fix the attention irresistibly to this diagnosis. It was the experi-

ence (of H. C. ) with the.se two cases which led to a mutual disctission

of the subject with the result of this conjoint report.

Cask 2.

—

Periodical dysuria and backache due to massive intraspinal tumor

(ependymal glio)na) of caudal region associated witli an anterior sacral spina

bifida. Xanthochromia on lumbar puncture. Hrrone(Uis localication at first

lumbar sc(/ment due to absott knee jerhs. Primary iiec/atize e.vploration above

tumor. Secondary operation ivith fatality.

History.—Miss R. F., aged 10, referred by Dr. R. W. Lovctt of Boston, was
admitted to the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. .Vpril 21. U)21. witli the complaint
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of laiiK-iU'ss and pains in tlic Ii'K-s and the diagnosis of anterior spina liilida.

Tin- youiiyi'st of a family of healthy children, the patient had been regarded

as normal in every respect until the onset of lumbodorsal discomfort about

two years l)efore her admission. It is i)roljable, ht>wevcr, that symptoms of

In r trouble had dated from early life. She had been a little slow in Icarn-

inii to walk and had always had a somewhat awkward K^it. At the age

of three she had a period of dysuria with clou<ly urine attrilnited to a

cystitis, and there were recurrences of these synii)toms durinj^ the succeeding

years. From tiie ajje of five to nine tliese bladder disturliances were less marked

and siie is said to have been active and will. The physical director in her

school, however, noticed that she could not reach over to touch the floor and

that she seemed somewhat weak in her legs. Little attention was paid to this.

Late in 1919. about eighteen months before entrance, she began having lumliar

pain and a return of her former bladder symptoms, with urgency and frequence,

but never any incontinence. These symptoms Itecame aggravated, particularly

at night, when she would be restless and complain of discomforts in her back

and legs, wliicii were usually relieved by assuming the knee-chest position. Her

gait became awkward and for a time she was inclined to go on tip-toes. Of

late there had been a tendency to toeing out when walking and she had been

disposed to stumble.

During 1920 she was examined by a succession of ortliojiedists and neurolo-

gists. Numerous roentgenograms of the spine were taken which were con-

sidered as negative. One of the more recent diagnoses was of poliomyelitis,

the possibility of spinal tumor having been considered and discarded.

Since early in 1921 the patient had been for a large part of the time on a

Bradford frame which seemed to make her considerably more comfortable. At

Dr. Lovett's suggestion further radiograms were taken, which revealed a defect

(Fig. 3) in the upper part of the sacrum communicating apparently with a

large, thick-walled cyst in the pelvis. These findings were supposed to repre-

sent a large anterior spina liifida with a pelvic sac, and on review'ing her earlier

plates, the same conditions, though less clearly indicated, proved to be dis-

cernible in all of them.

Physical Examination.—A well-nourished child of normal mentality. The

lower extremities appeared to be a little small for the body, though well formed.

Her favored position was on her back, with the knees drawn up and legs

separated. When the legs were straightened out the feet were rigidly extended

in a position of equinus. but on flexing the knees again this position would

relax and normal dorsal flexion at the ankle would be permitted. There was.

moreover, a pnsiti\e Kernig sign with resi.stance to extension of the leg beyond

90 degrees. The child could stand on her toes with the legs straight, but in

walking with her heels on the ground she assumed about the attitude of a

person on horseback. The quadriceps femoris on each side seemed to be weak
compared to the other muscles, but there were no paralyses. Sensation on

repeated and detailed tests was normal. The reflexes were peculiar in that

the knee jerk could not be elicited, whereas the ankle jerks were lively with

a tendency to clonus. Plantar, anal, and abdominal skin reflexes were normal.

The visceral reflexes, nevertheless, were evidently impaired, to judge from the

sluggish bowel movements and the tendency to retention of urine with periodic

voiding of large amounts. Rectal examination was negative, and on repeating

the roentgen-ray examination of the pelvis after catheterization, the large

sac supposed to lie the anterior protrusion of a spina bifida had disappeared.



Flo-. ,?.—Case 2. RoeiitgciutKrain oi si)ino slunving defect of centrum of
litlli lunihar vertelira aiul upi)er sacrum (anterior spina bifida). .\lso, pres-
sure alisorption of laminae of fourtli and tifili lumliar vertehrae.
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A luml)ar puiutiirr at tlic third t<i f(»urtli Iuml)ar intirspacc- showed highly

cohered xanthochroinic fluid, which did not clot but contained an excess of

protein, due possibly to the presence of a few erythrocytes. The fluid showed,

per cubic millimeter, seven polymorphonuclears and three lymphocytes.

The pnsitwc fimiitujs, therefore, were: (1) a defect in the upper sacral body

and lower part of the fifth lumbar centrum; (2) lumbar discomforts radiating

into the thighs with absent knee jerks and ajjparent weakness of the quadriceps;

(3) a positive Kernig sign and inability to straighten the legs without forcing

the feet into an equinus position; (4) a highly xanthochromic spinal fluid.

A diagnosis was made of tumor, probably congenital (dermoid?) at the

upper lumbar level '" accounting for the lost knee jerks. It was supposed

(H. C.) that the tumor must of course lie above the point of lumliar puncture.

Operation 1.—April 30, 1921, a laminectomy (ninth thoracic to first lumbar)

was performed with the view of bringing the upper lumbar enlargement in view

in the center of the field. Aside from the xanthochromic fluid the findings were

negative. The exposure of the cord was then carried upward to the sixth

thoracic by removing three more laminae, without disclosing the expected lesion.

A filiform bougie was passed up the canal between dura and arachnoid, well

into the cervical region without meeting with an obstruction. It was also

passed down in the canal for a short distance, but as there was no suggestion

in the operator's mind of a caudal lesion the search by bougie was only carried

sufficiently far down to be sure that it had passed the point of luml)ar puncture,

only a vertebra below the exposed area.

This negative exploration was well borne and the child made an excellent

surgical recovery; the preexisting symptoms remained unchanged, with the

exception that it was possible after the operation for the first time to elicit her

knee jerks.

A later rocntgen-ray study showed that there was still sufficient room

between the lowest lamina removed and the point of lumbar puncture to have

possibly concealed a small tumor and still have permitted xanthochromic fluid

to have been removed from below it. A secondary operation was advised but

the parents begged for delay and she w-as taken to the country.

Aug. 26, 1921. Reentry owing to continued backache with increasing dis-

ability. There was no apparent change in her condition except for definite

tenderness in the mid line over the lumbosacral junction. The deep reflexes at

this time were brisk and easily elicited, and plantar response was normal. No
lowering of cutaneous sensitivity could be detected anywhere over the lower

sacral or lumbar skin fields.

Operation 2.—Aug. 29, 1921. The former laminectomy was continued down-

ward and on removing the lower lumbar spines a bulging, dark, tense dura

without pulsation was disclosed. Farther down in the upper sacral region,

corresponding to the point of tenderness and underlying a layer of panniculus

19. This, to be sure, was high above the spina bifida, but Dr. Lawrence

Reynolds, the hospital radiographer, called attention to the fact that these

anterior spinal defects are not uncommon, and usually have no associated

symptoms. The possible relation of tumor to the defect was therefore dis-

counted except to suggest that, if present, it might also be of some congenital

type. One of us (H. C.) some years ago had found in the lumbar region of

a child a dermoid cyst producing symptoms not very unlike those described

in this case.
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almost 5 cm. in thickness, the tumor had largely eroded the overlying bone

and was covered merely by the thinned-out posterior ligaments. From there

the tumor apparently extended down to the tip of the canal.

The lower lumbar laminae which had undergone considerable pressure

absorption were removed and the posterior aspect of the extensive reddish

tumor mass was exposed in its full extent. It would unquestionably have

been better to have reclosed the wound at this juncture and to have substituted

deep radiation for partial surgical removal. However, the child was in good

condition ; she had tolerated the preceding and more serious operation very

well; the growth proved to lie a soft, comparatively non-vascular one, and the

Fig. 4.—Case 2. Diagram (one-half natural size) to show approximate

situation of tumor in relation to lumliar third-to-fourth puncture. Xantho-

chromic cerebrospinal fluid indicated by stippling.

temptation to remove as much of it as possible while it was exposed was

irresistible.

Beginning at its upper portion, great masses of the tumor were easily spooned

away. The lesion, however, proved to be of unexpected extent and was found

to fill the cavity in the fifth lumbar vertebra, which had been previously

recognized as a spina bifida anterior. On scooping the great mass of tumor out

of this large pocket the soft retroperitoneal tissues were disclosed. At no time

were any of the nerves of the cauda exposed. It was the operator's impression

that they lay largely anterior to the growth, to judge from their disposition at
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its iipptr pole. Tluy must. Imwrvtr. have been separated by the tumor mass

projectiiig into the defective centrum (where, indeed, the tumor may possil)ly

have originated) and un(juestional)ly the strands must have been subjected to

considerable trauma. At all events, at this stage <jf the operation, though there

was no special change in pulse rate, her color became jxior and respiration

somewhat shallow. The wound was closed. She did not revive and died before

completely recovering frf)m the anesthetic, in a condition of so-called spinal

shock.

No postmortem examination was |)ermitted, Imt the accompanying sketch

(Fig. 4) shows diagrammatically the situation of the tumor as disclosed at the

operation.

w'^\° !^^'i4M'
Fig. 5.—Case 2. Histopathology of lesion that was diagnosed ependymal

glioma: X 3(X).

Pathologic Xotc.—A frozen-section diagnosis made at the time of the opera-

tion was reported as a possible neurocytoma or giant-celled sarcoma. A sub-

sequent more detailed study shows (Fig. 5) a growth composed of cells with

long fibrillae and a delicate connective tissue stroma with a somewhat hyalinized

condition of the collagen which bears many large blood vessels. In many places

the cells are elongated, tapering and lay down fibrils that stain blue in the

phosphotungstic acid hematoxylin. These elongated cells extend radially from

a core of the above-mentioned connective tissue. Diagnosis: Ependymal glioma.

Case 3.

—

Sacroiliac t'aiii of tzcciity years' duration and ohscure origin. leading

to z'aricd diagnoses and forms of treatment. Xanthochromia on lumbar puncture.

Double lumbo'cisternal puncture rez'cals no block. Tzco-stage complete enuclea-

tion of large )ieuriiioma (I'erocay^ compressing cauda equina. Recoz-ery.
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Miss F. M., aged 38, referred by Dr. Muhlenberg of Reading, Pa., was

admitted to the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital Sept. 19, 1921, complaining of

constant pain centering in the left lumbosacral region and radiating in exacer-

bations down the left leg.

Past History.—Nineteen years before (1902) she fell from a bicycle, causing

a painful injury to the end of her spine. Because of continued pain an opera-

tion was performed two years later in Baltimore for the removal of a tumor at

the tip of the coccyx, reported to be a myxosarcoma of the type arising from

a nerve sheath, and of a low grade of malignancy. The operation was a radical

one of the Kraske type, with partial removal of the sacrum. Convalescence

was stormy, with a cerebrospinal fluid leak leaving a persisting sinus which

required a secondary operation for closure a year later (1905). There has

been no local recurrence.

Her pain, which had been present since the original injury, was, however,

not relieved by this operation. She became increasingly incapacitated by her

discomforts and during the succeeding years was subjected to many forms of

treatment lij' many doctors, each of whom felt confident of relieving her. As a

mild degree of scoliosis had developed, most of these procedures were ortho-

pedic and she endured a succession of casts, braces and corsets, most of which

added to her torment, and in time she became what was regarded as a "con-

firmed spinal invalid" who needed "moral and psychic re-education."

Meanwhile she did not escape from surgical measures. A ventral suspension

was performed in 1918 with a dilatation and curettement. A long period of

osteopathic treatment followed. Early in the present year (1921) she had a

thorough neurologic examination by competent observers in Philadelphia. As

they found nothing to account for her pain, the left sciatic nerve was stretched

and injected. Since this failed to give relief, the abdomen was again explored

and the uterus resuspended.

Physical Examination.—An unusually dark-complexioned woman with a

tendency to pigmentary deposits in her operative scars and wherever pressure

had been long e.\erted by her orthopedic jackets. Highly keyed up, emotional,

lachrymose, she complained biterlj- of continuous pain and sleeplessness only

partly controlled by the almost constant use of narcotics.

A rectal examination with digital exploration of the pelvis was negative;

there had been no recurrence of tumor at the site of her Kraske operation.

There was tenderness always present over the left sacroiliac joint and a slight

lumbodorsal curvature. This was revealed by the roentgenograms which were

otherwise regarded as negative.

Thorough and repeated neurologic examinations gave only one positive

finding, viz., the loss of the Achilles reflex on the left. This was naturallj-

ascribed to the recent operation on the sciatic nerve. All other deep reflexes were

brisk to exaggeration and the plantar response though inactive was normal.

There had never been any disturbance of anal or vesical sphincters.

On one occasion only, one of the observers thought that he detected a slight

relative tactual hypesthesia to hair tests in an ill-detined area around the left

outer malleolus and the left perianal region of the buttock. Her feet, it may
be added, were somewhat peculiar, l)eing very small and with an abnormally

high arch with the great toes held in the hammer-toe position. No muscular

weakness, however, could be detected, all movements w-ere possible, and on

the occasions when she was relatively free from pain she could walk with

normal gait and station.
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The neurologic findiiiKs. t he n- fore, were essentially ne^;4tive except tor the

sacroiliac tfiulemess, the slight rotary s|)inal curvature and the incons|)icuous

symptoms whidi niinht liave heen secondary to the sciatic nerve stretching,

namely, the lost ankle jerk and the slight cutaneous hypesthesia (only once

detected) of the outer ankle, and to these may he added a positive Kernig

sign with extension limited to 90 decrees on this same side.

An orthopedic colleague saw the case in consultation and regarded the

symi)toms as "functional" and attriliut;ilile t<> her curvature. Many others had

Spines ,

/ removed

Fig. 6.—Case 3. Diagram (one-half natural size) to show approximate

position of tumor in relation to fluid spaces, the degree of xanthochromia being

indicated l)y the intensity of the stippling.

previously come to this same conclusion. To one of us (H. C. ) the only sug-

gestion of tumor in her case lay in the character of her pain and its exacerba-

tions which were lancinating and agonizing, always in the same distribution,

and brought on by change of position, and particularly by straining, coughing

or sneezing. Moreover, the fact that a filjromyxoma had already been removed
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from the coccygeal region, and the knowledge that these tumors when originat-

ing from nerve sheaths may be multiple, was another straw suggesting tumor.

The patient had been through so much that she rebelled at the repetition of a

lumbar puncture which had Ijeen said to be negative by a previous examiner.

It seemed unlikely that it would give any information of value, but she was
persuaded, and on Sept. 30. a puncture was performed at the third to fourth

lumbar level. The fluid had a very faint, though when compared with water,

an unmistakable pale yellowish tinge. The fluid did not clot. A faint ring of

globulin was precipitated by magnesium sulphate: no reduction to Fehling's

solution : two cells to the cubic millimeter. Negative Wassermann reaction.

Regarding this finding as an indication of possible tumor somewhere above

the point of puncture, one of us (J. B. A.) on Oct. 5th performed a combined
lumbar and cisternal puncture which revealed no block, but the same faintly

xanthochromic fluid as before was recovered from the lumbar needle. Corn-

Fig. 7.—Case 3. Tumor after removal (natural size).

parison of the two fluids showed, in addition to what had been previously

noted, an abnormal amount of total protein showing, with sulphosalicylic acid,

100 mg. per 100 c.c. in the cisternal fluid and 354 mg. in the lumbar fluid.

From these findings the conclusion was inevital)le that there was a tumor

hclorv the level of the original lumbar i)uncture made l)etwecn the third and

fourth lumbar laminae. This view was supported Iiy a subsequent tap between

the fourth and fifth lumbar laminae which secured no fluid, the needle pre-

sumably entering the tumor.

Operation 1.—October 10. On exposure of the lumbar laminae, after removal

of the spines, it was evident that tumor covered by dura was bulging between

them. Without opening the dura, the oval growth, which extended from the

upi)er level of the fourth lumbar lamina down to tlie upper margin of the sacrum,

was given free exposure by complete removal of the overlying lumbar laminae,

and partial removal of the posterior wall of the sacral canal. Owing to a marked

fall in blood pressure, it was tliouiibt wise to reserve the attempted enucleation
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for a second session. The tnmur ajipeared to measure about 6 cm. in its

vertical diameter and alxait 3.5 in its transverse diameter, the spinal canal

being greatly dilated.
'

Operation 2. Total litiuclcation of Large Caudal \curinoma.—October 15.

On reopening the wound a needle was inserted in the meninges caudad to the

lower pole of the tumor (Fig. 6) at tlu- iipi)er sacral margin and a small

amount of highly colored xantbipihrdinic thiid was secured which promptly

coagulated on standing.

Fig. 8.—Case 3. Patient on discharge, to show situation and extent of

incision.

On incising the greatly thinned and somewhat shredded dura overlying the

tumor, an enucleable growth lying witliin the arachnoid was disclosed. The

20. After this verification of the presence of a lesion large enough to distend

the lower lumbar canal, reexamination of the roentgenograms showed certain

obscurations of the corresponding laminae which had not been previously

regarded as signficant, though the plates had been studied by many.
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nerve bundles of the cauda spindled toward the round upper pole of the tumor,

most of them fortunately being disposed on its anterior and lateral aspects.

Manipulation of the growth caused such abrupt lowerings of blood pressure

that the nerve bundles had to be effectually novocainized before it was deemed

safe to undertake the dislodgment of the snugly-fitting lesion. Fortunately

the upper part of the growth contained a large cyst and after this was evacuated

the tumor could be peeled away from the nerve bundles on each side and it was

finally delivered intact from the greatly distended canal (Fig. 7). The flattened

nerve bundles lay plastered against the dural envelope and even the bodies

of the adjacent vertebrae showed molding by the growth. The cavity was

filled with salt solution and the wound again closed in layers.

She made a perfect recovery (Fig. 8) and was discharged November 17

completely freed from pain, and absolutely without any symptoms except that

the left ankle jerk was not regained. She remains well.

Fig. 9.—Case 3. Section of fibrous area from neurinoma; X 170.

Microscopic Report.—The tumor is composed in the main of spindle-shaped

cells in bundles running in all directions. There is a very delicate fibrillary

intracellular sul^stance which stains pinkish with eosin-methylene-blue, and
with phosphotungstic-acid-hemato.xylin a brownish grey in contrast to the

yellow brown of ordinary collagen. Portions of the growth are very vascular,

and these areas, as well as other non-vascular portions, contain large round
cells with finely vacuolated cytoplasm such as are commonly found in these

tumors. In tlic spindle-cell portions a palisade arrangement of nuclei often

appears. .X few mitotic figures are found after patient search.

Diagnosis.—Neurofibroma of Recklinghausen type (Fig. 9).

The striking feature of the.se two case histories, hoth oi them

deahns^ with larg^e tumors of tlie caudal resrion of manv vears' (hira-
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tioii, was the (il)>curity of the neurijlogic syniptoius. Both patients

liad hc-t-n in the care of. and thoroughly examined hy eminent neurol-

ogi>ts, and aj^parently a spinal tumor was not suspected. Pain was the

distinguishing feature of each case, a dull discomfort in the first

patient ascrihed to various causes; a radiating type of pain in the

second ascribed to scoliosis and sacroiliac strain. Neither of them

showed any of the textbook symptoms of caudal lesion in the shape

of motor i)aralyses or determinable hypesthesias of the segmental skin

fields. The visceral reflexes in the first case were affected but not in the

second.

To be sure, in the first patient the roentgen rays had revealed an

anterior spina bifida, but even so, without the lumbar puncture and

the xanthochromia which it revealed, a s])inal tumor would not have

been suspected. As it was, this finding as a localizing agent was

niisinter])reted. In the second case, without the faint xanthochromia

which might easilv have been overlooked, it is doubtful whether a diag-

nosis of s])inal cord tumor would have been ventured on at all. There

is also reason to doubt whether a caudal localization in the ca.se of

Miss F. M. would have been considered had not the experience with

the first of the patients. Miss R. F.. made the operator sufficiently

wary to suggest in the second jjatient that the double jjuncture be

made so as to exclude a lesion above the lumbar ])uncture level.

The disclosures relating to the presence of xanthochrouiia above

the tuiiior in both of these cases, and in the latter to the demonstration

below the growth of much more highly colored fluid capable of mass-

ive coagulation were wdiat led the authors to compare notes on the

subject. Since then, each of us has observed another example of the

condition, so that it cannot be at all uncommon. The following case

is reported (by J. B. A.) from the Massachusetts General Hospital

records, and the succeeding one (by H. C.) from those of the Brigham

Hospital.

Case 4.

—

Root pains for six years. cuUninalinii in a typical picture of Cauda

equina tumor. Demonstration hy dynamic tests that xanthochromic fluid ivas

ahoz'e the tumor.

History.-— T. T. McG.. aged 42. single, formerly a motorman, for six years

had done no work on account of illness. He was admitted to the Massachusetts

General Hospital May 11. 1922, because of paralysis of both legs, severe pains

and incontinence.

Six years before his first symptom had been pain "like a toothache" in the

lower back and right hip. severe enough to cause him to give up work. Although

yielding to no treatment, including a cast, worn for four months, the pain in the

right leg subsided after two years, but shifted to the left hip and both legs.

Three years ago the left foot "got heavy" and "fell asleep," and gradually lost

power. Shortlj' after this he began to lose control of urinary and rectal

sphincters, and since then there has been a progressive loss of strength in the
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legs, so that for some time he has been able to get around only with the use

of crutches. He believes that the muscles of the thighs and calves are smaller

than formerly.

The only incidents of possible significance in the previous history are two

accidents, one at the age of fourteen when he fell from a tree, hitting his back;

the other at thirty-two when he fell from a horse, injuring the tip of his spine;

no sequelae of importance seemed to follow either accident. Venereal disease

was denied.

Physical Examination.—Negative. Neurologic examination showed great

weakness, but without complete paralysis, in all muscles of the lower extremi-

ties. There was symmetrical moderate atrophy of the quadriceps, calves, and

hamstrings. The knee and Achilles jerks were abolished but there was a

slight plantar response on the right only. The record of sensory tests is not

so specific as could be wished but shows that tactile, painful, and thermal sense

were greatly diminished, though not abolished, below the second lumbar seg-

ment on each side.

Roentgen-ray examination showed no abnormality of the spine from the

seventh thoracic to the fourth lumbar vertebra, but the fifth lumbar vertebra,

while preserved in its outline, suggested a pathologic process not unlike that

of malignancy. The blood Wassermann reaction was negative.

Spinal Fluid.—Although a tumor of the cauda was clinically almost certain,

it was determined to check this diagnosis by spinal fluid examination. On
May 12, the house officer in charge had attempted a lumbar puncture at

the spaces between the third and fourth and between the fourth and fifth

lumbar vertebrae and failed to obtain fluid. The reason seemed apparent.

that the tumor had filled this place. In that the clinical evidence placed the

height of nerve symptoms at the second lumbar level (atrophy of quadriceps)

it was decided to tap above the tumor. And on May 13, a puncture at the

space between the first and second lumbar laminae yielded a little orange-

yellow fluid under a pressure of 230 mm. This fluid showed a great excess

of protein, 1,000 mg. per 100 c.c, but did not clot in one hour. It contained

two nucleated cells and 8.400 red corpuscles."^ Dynamic tests were not entirely

satisfactory, and the examiner was left undecided as to whether the fluid had

1)cen detained from above or below the tumor or from a cyst. Although this

type of fluid had been obtained previously from above cauda tumors in the

three cases already described, yet this fluid was more deeply yellow and con-

tained more protein than any of the others, and moreover, dynamic tests were
not conclusive against obstruction above. It was, therefore, decided to make
a more extensive differential study of the spinal fluid during anesthetization

just prior to laminectomy. The following procedure was, therefore, carried

out on May 19 with ease and a certainty of results, not obtainable from tiie

single luml)ar jjuncture alone. Needles were placed in the space between the

twelfth thoracic and first lumbar and in the cisterna magna. Fluids from
l)oth loci were yellow, the upper of a much lighter hue; both contained clots

on standing, and both showed marked protein increase, the cistern fluid six

times normal, the lumbar fluid twcntv-four times normal ; there was no evi-

21. While there is a slight l)lood contamination here, this fluid presented

xanthochromia rather than erythrochrotnia for the following reasons: (.1) blood

does not color a fluid in this way within twenty-four hours; (2) the protein

content is far in excess of the amount to be expected from such a small

amount of blood.
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Fig. 10.—Case 4. Diagram to show needles and manotneters in position for

dynamic studies. No l)lock demonstrable between cisterna magna and twelfth

thoracic to first luml)ar space. Block demonstrated between sacral epidural

space and subarachnoid space aliove tumor.

CD E

Fig. 11.—Case 4. Diagram showing method of determination of spinal sub-

arachnoid block. Seventy cubic centimeters of physiologic saline solution

injected into the epidural space by puncture of sacral hiatus, caused no appre-

ciable rise in subarachnoid pressure above the tumor which nearly fills the

sacral canal. A, epidural space; B, tumor; C, subarachnoid space; D, twelfth

thoracic spine ; E. spinal cord.
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dence of suljarachnoid liliick liy (l\naniic tests. A needle was now inserted into

the epidural space I)y way of the sacral hiatus, and 70 c.c. of physiologic

saline solution injected. Normally with this procedure, there is a conspicuous-

rise in the fluid in a manometer connected with the subarachnoid space. In

this case, there was a slight tardy rise only (Figs. 10 and 11, and Ta1)le 2).

Punctures at tlie spaces Ijetween the first and second, second and third, and

fourth and fifth lumliar vertdirae were now made anrl no fluid was oljtaincd

from any of these loci.

Operation.—At the operation (Dr. W. J. Mixter) the spinal canal was exposed

from the first Inmbar to the first sacral vertebra. A large soft tumor, measur-

ing approximately 3 by 4 by 10 cm. was exposed, reaching upward as far as

the conus. Partial removal onl\" was possil)le. and the point of origin of the

^%;*3.v^ 'M

Fig. 12.—Case 4. Section of tumor. Fibrosarcoma: X 30U.

tumor could not be determined. Microscopic examination showed it to be a

fibrosarcoma (Fig. 12). Death occurred on the day of operatii>n.

CommcnI.— In this case it was possible by means of differential punctures

to confirm our clinical judgment, both as to the site and the size of a tumor
of the Cauda equina.

Case 5.

—

Caudul iittuor of fii'C years' durati<'ii. XinithiHliroiiia in fluid above

the tumor. Laniinectoiity icith partial tumor removal. Recovery.

History.—Ulric L., a I-Vench shoemaker aged 40, referred by Dr. L. R.

Chaput of Haverill, Mass., was admitted to the Peter Bent Brighani Hospital, Oct.

4. 1922, as a spinal tumor "suspect" with tiie complaint of incontinence of urine

and feces, of pain and weakness of the legs. The family and past history were

unimportant except that he had had four severe attacks of inflammatory rheu-

matism which had left him with an impaired heart. He is the father of a

family of six hcalthv children.
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Alumt five years a^d he liej^an to In- constipated and acquired hemorrhoids

for which an operation was performed. The constipation increased. Soon he

noticed some loss of sensation ahout the lower bowel and anus, the bladder

and genitals. He became impotent, his urine would drilible, an<l enemata were

a daily necessity. At ai)out the same time a dull ache bjcated in these same

parts be(.;an to annoy him and this ache would at times extend alon^ the hack

of his legs to the feet. He had for three or four years controlled these dis-

comforts by massive doses of acetylsalicylic acid—averaging 75 grains (5 gm.

)

a day and at times as high as 175 grains (1L5 gm.) a day.

He had consulted, during the five years, a great number of phjsicians and

visited many hospitals without securing a diagnosis or getting relief. For

eight months, on a doctor's advice, he had been catheterizing himself, and

now has a badly infected bladder. AM of his teeth were extracted on the

advice of another. He liad recently undergone a rigorous antisyphilitic regime

in spite of repeated negative blood Wassermann reactions. On several occa-

sions an effort had been made to get fluid by lumbar puncture. This invariably

resulted in a dry tap even when undertaken under an anesthetic. Despite all

this he had been able to keep at work until a few months ago, since when
from pain, malnutrition and infection he had gone rapidly down hill in weight

and strength.

Physical IL.vaniinatioii.—.\ pale, wasted, tootliless man looking much older

than his years. Very poor general condition and irregular fever with daily

excursions to 101 F. ; hemoglobin. 30 per cent.; red blood cells, 2,500,000; marked
inai)petence ; weight 127 pounds against his normal of 175 pounds. A serious

cystitis with dribbling and 800 c.c. of residual urine. An advanced pyelo-

nephritis ; pyelograms showed a greatly dilated pelvis of what appeared to

l)e a low horseshoe kidney. Phthalein excretion 10 per cent, in two hours.

Xcurologic Studies.—Showed an almost total anesthesia of the third sacral

skin-fields and below : also slight impainnent over the second lumbar skin-area

on the left. Toneless vesical and anal sphincters; some flaccidity of the gluteal

muscles. A bed sore at the end of the sacrum ; marked tenderness to pressure

over the lower lumbar and sacral spines. Xo definite motor paralyses though

considerable loss of strength in legs. Patient walked well though with pain,

which was chiefly referred to the perineum and radiated down the back of

the legs.

The roentgenogram of the lower spine showed an evident pressure involve-

ment of the fifth lumbar lamina as well as of the entire sacral canal, which

gave an appearance suggesting a chondrosarcoma. Rectal examination was
negative.

The several i)unctatc scars of the previous negative efforts to perform

luml)ar punctures were apparent, all lying between the third and fourth, the

fourth and fifth lumbar spines. Since these taps had been made within two
weeks of admission, some days more were allowed to elapse before a puncture

was made so that the fluid might become cleared in case there had been some
extravasation produced liy these measures.

A needle introduced between the second and third lumliar spaces secured

a light canary-colored fluid containing 3 cells per cubic millimeter and showing

to alcohol -f -(- protein and a reducing substance to Fehling's solution. Was-
sermann reaction negative.

The patient was evidently in no condition to undergo an operation. Con-

tinuous bladder drainage was instituted and in the course of a month he

improved greatly. He gained 15 pounds in weight, the hemoglobin rose to

60 per cent, and the reds to 4.000,000.
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Operation.—December 5. The luml)ar puncture at the second to third lum-

bar level was repeated and gave the same pale xanthochromic fluid as before,

containing 8 mononuclear cells per cubic millimeter. No clot occurred on

standing twenty-four hours. Total protein content was 667 mg. per hundred

cubic centimeters (sulphosalicylic acid quant.). Globulin + -)- and sugar

0.057 mg. per cent.

Ten cubic centimeters of this fluid were removed and a novocain solution

reintroduced, but the resulting anesthesia proved insufficient and recourse had

to be made to a general anesthetic (ether).

Fig. 13.—Case 5. Diagram (one-half natural size) to show appro.ximate

situation of tuinor ; xaiitlinchroniic fluid indicated by stii)pling.

A median luniliosacral incision came down on a mass of tumor the size of

a hen's egg which was protruding from the canal between the fifth lumbar

spine and the upper sacrum where was the chief point of tenderness. Tumor
was also apparent between the thinned laminae of the third and fourth and fourth

and fifth vertebrae (Fig. 13). The growth was soft, relatively non-vascular,

and was surrounded by so much fat that on first impression a lipoma was sug-
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Fig. 14.—Case 5. Situation of incision tliat disclosed the tumor.

Fig. 15.—Case 5. Section of lesion diagnosed glioma; X 300.
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gested. On removing the laminae and opening the greatly distended sacral

canal a massive growth was disclosed, the major portion of which was scooped

away and the wound closed.

Postoperative Xote.—The patient made a good operative recovery (Fig. 14)

with considerable relief from pain and some restoration of liladder function,

though the segmental paralyses from the third lumbar downward remained

largely unaltered. He was given a series of deep therapeutic radiations and

was discharged Jan. 26. 1923.

Pathology (S. B. Wolbach).—Sections from all parts of the tumor show a

similar histologic picture which is that of a rather loose-textured, large-celled,

new growth infiltrating a dense hyaline connective tissue structure. The con-

nective tissue occurs in places as bands having much the density of dura or

periosteum. In other places it consists of small masses of hyaline-collagen

material completely surrounded by tumor cells and widely separated by them.

. . . In one section (probably from the protruding portion of the tumor)

there is fat and muscle, the former appearing to be invaded by new growth.

With eosin and methylene blue the arrangement of the cells suggests a dural

endothelioma, an appearance enhanced by the concentric arrangement of cells

applied to collagenous centers. But the tumor cells for the most part have a

spindle shape and bear considerable resemblance to those of Case 2. With

the phosphotungstic-acid-hematoxylin stain it is possible to demonstrate deep

blue fibrils which are wavy and resemble neuroglia (Fig. 15).

Remarks.—"For the purposes of cataloguing (Dr. Wolbach adds) this tumor

will be entered under the diagnosis of glioma. It is consistent in histology

with some of the diflfuse gliomas of the surface of the cerebellum and cord.

I am inclined to think that the favored diagnosis, were this tissue submitted

to a group of pathologists, would be endothelioma. My diagnosis of glioma

is based on similarities with better-established cases and the presence of fibrils

in many parts of the tumor."

GENERAL DISCUSSION

The authors are in complete agreement as to the essential fact

presented in connection with these five cases—namely that there is

frequently to be found above tumors of the cauda equina a markedly

pathologic spinal fluid. It may be assumed, moreover, that intrathecal

tumors found in any part of the spinal canal cause alterations in the

fluid, above as well as below the lesion. Our opinions are somewhat

at variance only as regards the i)rovocative factors of the abnormality.

It is evident that in obscure cases of lumbosacral discomfort, as

exemplified by Case 3. a pathologic spinal fluid may lie the one signifi-

cant finding which unmistakably calls attention to a lesion involving

the cord. It is ecpially evident that the fluid abnormality has no rela-

tion to the nature of the tumor, for the histogenesis of the lesion was

different in each of the five cases, the only common factor being that

the tumors- were all intrathecal, and were therefore directly exjiosed

to surface contact with the fluid.

The abnormalities foimd in the fluid taken from abo\e the tiunor

in these five cases rejiresent what i> usually considered an incomplete
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Froin syndrome. In our experience, as in that of many writers, such

patholog^ic fluids arc frequently found below tumors of the spinal

cord, an<l. until recently, have been considered, apparently by all, as

indicative of some space-constricting process above the point of jnmc-

ture. According to the theory of transudation into a closed cavity as

advanced by Mestrezat, this is the only loj^ical conclusion. In the

cases under consideration we must therefore admit some other factor

at work. ( )ne of us {J. B. A.) in agreement with Mestrezat,'" Sprunt

and Walker -- and others is inclined to ascribe the fluid changes in the

upper fluid, likewise, to transudation from the engorged veins in tlie

s])inal canal. The other of us (H. C.) attributes the fluid changes

both above and below the block to direct transudation into the fluid

from the surface of the tumor itself, and believes that all tumors

which are subarachnoid and are bathed by cerebrospinal fluid ( like the

acoustic tumors for examjile) are accompanied by some degree of

xanthochromia. thoujj;h it may not be detected in fluids remote from

the situation of the tumor.

However this may be. we agree that, whatever their source, the

products of transudation j)oured into the canal below the lesion are

trapped and become concentrated, whereas those al)ove the lesion are

able to escape by the normal channels of exit for the fluid, since this

portion of the subarachnoid space remains open to the rhythmic varia-

tions in pressure due to pulse and respiration. Such a conception

explains the fluid abnormality of less degree, with the attenuation of

pathologic changes the farther one goes above the tumor. The sj^eci-

mens obtained by multiple puncture in Case 1 gave evidence of this,

as also in Case 3 in which a stagnant pocket of highly xanthochromic

fluid with clotting characteristics was disclosed at operation caudad tO'

the growth.

Granting that a pathologic fluid is found above as well as below a

tumor, what means have we for distinguishing the .site of the obstruc-

tion? The difiference in intensity of color and quantity of protein in

the fluid above and below a tumor immediately suggests as one possi-

ble method of localization the examination of fluid from different loci

of the subarachnoid space. This is a matter which has received scant

mention in English and American writings, though, as stated, it has

been touched on by a number of French investigators. Another differ-

ential jioint is seen in the quantity of fluid obtained above and below

the tumor. In Case 1. for example, only 5 c.c. of fluid was obtained

below, while above, 10 c.c. was easily obtained and the needle was

withdrawn while fluid was still flowing. The same would have been

22. Sprunt and Walker : The Significance of Xanthochromia of the Cerebro-

spinal Fluid. Johns Hopkins Hosp. Bull. 28:80. 1917.
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true in Case 3 had it been possible before the operation to enter the

canal below the lower pole of the tumor as well as above its upper

pole.

There are, in fact, a number of ways in which one may distinguish

between fluids secured above and below the lesion. For example, the

pressure is less below the tumor, and if a manometer is used, respira-

tory and cardiac excursions are feebly, if at all, evident. Again, if

a pathologic fluid in large amount is obtained from above the tumor

and it is subdivided as it flows, the first fluid will show more marked

changes than the later specimens which are taken. But unquestionably

the criterion on which most reliance may be placed is the demonstra-

tion of the presence or absence of subarachnoid block by the use of

the manometer.

It has been shown by one of us ^^ that in cases in which a xantho-

chromic fluid with protein excess is found—and even in less abnormal

fluids—in the canal below a tumor, a 'block' in the spinal subarachnoid

space is usually demonstrable by means of combined cistern and

lumbar puncture with accompanying manometric studies. It has also

been observed independently by Queckenstedt ^^ that absence of rise in

lumbar pressure on jugular compression denotes 'block' above the

needle. If, then, a fluid indicating transudation as in Case 3 yields

normal dynamic tests it is a fair assumption that there is no obstruc-

tion above the needle, but that the source of the abnormal transudate

is below the point of puncture. In suitable cases further dynamic

studies may be employed, as in Case 4, to demonstrate a block between

the epidural space below and the subarachnoid space above the tumor.

CONCLUSIONS

The diagnosis of caudal tumors on the basis of their neurologic

symptoms alone is not always an easy matter. The determining factor

may be the cerebrospinal fluid findings.

It is well known that the fluid caudad to a tumor shows marked

pathologic changes generally attrilnited to stasis and transudation into

a closed cavity, but we find that similar changes though of less degree

are present in the fluid cephalad to the tumor. In the five cases

reported, these fluids have all shown, in common, xanthochromia and

excess protein in the practical absence of nucleated cells.

If cognizance is not taken of this fact and if the dynamic reactions

of tlie fluid from multiple punctures are not properly interpreted an

erroneous idea of the localization may lead to a futile operative search

for the lesion.

23. Queckenstedt : Zur Diagnose der Riickenmarkskomiiression. Deutsch.

Ztschr. f. Nervenheilk. 55:.125. 1916.
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Spinal cord lesions after injuries are usnally indirect ])henoniena

and secondary to fracture>, dislocations, distortions of the vertebrae

(Kocher ' ), rupture of the intervertebral cartilages or ligaments, menin-

geal and intraspinal hemorrhages. In many cases, a trauma, such as a

blow, fall or shell exj^losion affects the spinal cord directly, j)roducing

structural nerve changes without the intermediation of the foregoing

factors. Such cases are termed concussion—a condition in which, as

emphasized long ago by Obersteiner -' and Schmaus.'' a "direct destruc-

tive action on the specific nerve elements obtains." In the majority of

traumatic spinal cord lesions both direct and indirect factors are at play.

For instance, the cervical region may be affected by a fractured or dis-

located vertebra (indirect or intermediary action), the thoracic or lum-

bar regions exhibiting evidences of so-called concussion, a direct effect

of the jarring of the spinal cord brought on by a trauma.*

The clinical phenomena, in all these pathologically different varieties,

may be alike and extremely polymorphous. They may be those of

myelitis, multiple sclerosis, syringomyelia, spinal muscular atrophies

and even of amyotro])hic lateral sclerosis. The latter was present in

the case here recorded.

REPORT OF CASE

A married man, aged 60. a laborer with a good personal and family history,

entered the neurologic service of Cook County Hospital Sept. 21. 1921, com-

* Presented before the Chicago Neurological Society. January 18, 1923.

* From the Division of Neurology of the College of Medicine of the

University of Illinois and the Pathology Lalioratories of the Illinois State

Psychopathic Institute and Cook County Hospital.

1. Kocher, Theo. : Die. Lasionen des Riickenmarks l)ei \'erletzungen der

Wirbelsiule, Mitteil. a. d. Grenzgeb. d. Med. u. Chir. 1:481, 1896.

2. Obersteiner, H. : Ueber Erschiitterung des Riickenmarks, \\ ien. med.

Jahrb. 1879. quoted by Bickeles ; Obersteiner's Arb. 3:102, 1895.

3. Schmaus, H. : Beitrage zur pathologischen Anatomie der Rii'ckenmark-

serschiitterung. Virchow's Arch. f. path. Anat. 122:326 and 470. 1890.

4. Roussy and Lhermitte : La forme hemiplegique de la commotion directe

de la moelle epiniere, Ann. de. med. 4:458. 1917. These authors classify the

last mentioned group as indirect, the first as direct, spinal cord lesions.
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plaining of weakness in both upper extremities. He remained in the hospital

but one day and was discharged l)y my interns with the diagnosis of progressive

muscular atrophy. He was readmitted to the hospital, in the surgical service of

Dr. Besley Oct. 11, 1921 and was discharged Jan. 5, 1922, with the diagnosis of

an old fracture of the cervical region of the vertebral column. March 1, 1922,

he entered the Swedish Covenant Hospital where he underwent laminectomy

(Dr. Roberg) and was discharged unimproved April 5. Two weeks later he

died from bronchopneumonia. The facts pertaining to the history and the

physical condition of the patient are given here from the history sheets of

the Cook County and Swedish Covenant Hospitals.

History.—Nov. 3, 1920, the patient tripped on a wire and fell, striking the

right shoulder and almost "going head over heels." He evidently did not lose

consciousness for he got up and went to work, though he felt sharp pain in

the "upper spine." About four weeks later he noticed weakness in the right

hand; five months after the injury, there was weakness in the left hand, and

eleven months after the accident the legs became weak. The weakness was

accompanied by wasting and some difficulty in walking (he could not run up

stairs or walk rapidly). There was no complaint of pain, headache, vertigo,

gastro-intestinal, genito-urinary, deglutition, speech or visual disturbance.

Examination.—Sept. 21, 1921, examination revealed: decayed teeth in the lower

jaw; absence of deformities of the vertebral column and extremities; no signs

of injury to the scalp; no trophic disturbances such as bed sores; vasomotor

disturbances in the hands, especially the right, which appeared red. The upper

extremities, especially the right, revealed marked atrophy of the small muscles

of the hands (thenar, hypothenar and interosseal), forearms and upper arms

with involvement of the deltoids, supraspinati, infraspinati, serrati magni, and

biceps muscles. The flexion and extension movements of the fingers, wrists,

forearms and shoulders were possible, but greatly limited and weak; pronation

and supination were good, but the opposition movements of the right thumb
could not be carried out.

The cranial nerves were all normal; atrophy of the tongue, uvula, soft

palate and lips, as well as filjrillary twitchings, were absent. The pupils were

equal, round, and reacted normally to light and in accommodation. The tendon

reflexes were all present, with positive Babinski, Oppenheim, Chaddock and

Gordon signs, Init with no clonus. One history (Nov. 26, 1921) recorded "a

suggestive Babinski" and the presence of a mild clonus. The abdominal and

cremasteric reflexes wore present. Sensibility was normal throughout.

The blood pressure was: systolic 165, diastolic 130. The spinal fluid showed
no abnormalities. The Wassermann test was negative in blood and spinal fluid.

The lungs, heart, urine, temperature, speech, gait and mentality were all normal.

Roentgen-ray examination at the Cook County Hospital. Sept. 21, 1921. revealed

"an osteoarthritis of the sixtli cervical vertebra." but no evidence of an old

fracture or dislocation.

Tlie diagnosis lay between aniyntniphio lateral sclerosis and trauma of the

vertebral column secondarily involving the spinal cord. For two montlis the

patient had been treated in Dr. Bcsley's surgical service of Cook County Hospital

by extension of the head, but without results. Extraction of the teeth was advised,

i)Ut the patient refused to permit it and left the hosiiital Jan. 5, 1922. On March

1, he entered the Swedish Covenant Hosiiital, in the service of Dr. Roberg.

The condition was as already recorded, but tlie weakness of the arms had

progressed so far tliat the patient could not "use" them, and w.is "unable to

care for himself." Tlie legs were "slightly weak" and sliowed mild wasting.
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Tlie muscles <>f the ri^lit arm were somewhat more atrojihied tlian the left;

Babiiiski. ( )|)i)enheim and Cliaddock plu-iiomeiia were absent ; tlie hiceps, triceps

and wrist reflexes were also absent on both sides; the roentgen-ray examination

revealed a questionalile fracture in the fourth and fifth cervical vertebrae with

an "api)arent thickened callus formation pressing on the neural canal."

In the presence of such findings and the history, Drs. Peter Bassoc and Lewis

J. Pollock interi)reted the condition as pressure on the spinal cord by a callus

formation of the fourth or fiftii cervical vertebra. tliouKJi the possibility of

amyotroi)hic lateral sclerosis was carefully considered.

Dr. Kol)erg performed laminectomy on .\pril 5, 1922. He found no evidences

of fracture or dislocation nor of a dural lesion, except a line of roughening on

the inner aspect of the lamina of the fourth cervical vertebra. The patient

survived the operation, but left the hospital unimproved and two weeks later

succumbed to iMieumonia.

Fig. 1.—Eighth cervical segment. Tlie right ventral horn is somewhat smaller,

contains ver\' few. if any. myelinated fibers, the entire horn, including the lower

half of the posterior horn, appearing pale and homogeneous. The right crossed

pyramid including the lateral limiting zone (the angle between the anterior and

posterior cornua ) shows marked degeneration. The anterior pyramids do not

show any changes. Weigert-Pal x 9.

Macroscopic Examination.—The gross appearance of the spinal cord delivered

to the laboratory in a 10 per cent, solution of liquor formaldelhydi was perfectly

normal. The meninges showed no adhesions, hemorrhages or other abnormalities.

Nor were there, as Dr. Roberg informed me, any gross changes in the vertebral

column (fractures, dislocations, deformities, etc.).

Microscopic Examination.—Sections stained by the Weigert-Pal method

(Fig. 1) showed diminution in size of the right ventral horns, with poverty in

myelinated fibers, degeneration of a large portion of both lateral (especially of
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the right) cokirnns. intactness of the anterior and posterior columns and of

Flechsig's tract. Stained with the method of Alzheimer-Mann (methyl-blue

eosin) the ventral horns of the lower cervical region (Fig. 2) revealed an
extensive, rather pale area extending into the base of the posterior cornua, reach-

ing in some instances to their necks. The pale area, as Figure 2 shows, appeared

as if invested by a marginal band of an apparently normal tissue, stained much
brighter, by which it was separated from the adjacent lateral and anterior

columns. The former exhibited a large area of degeneration (darkly stained in

the photomicrographs ) : the latter were entirely normal.

Stained with toluidin blue, thionin, scarlet red. Van Gieson's or Bielschowsky's

methods, the ventral horns showed a paucity of ganglion cells of which some,

especially in the marginal band, were more or less well preserved. The majority,

however, were decidedly pathologic (Fig. 3). Many were reduced in size and

shrunken, their processes darkly stained and tortuous. Some cell bodies were

distended and packed with pigment or lipoids. They were almost devoid of

processes ; their cytoplasm was homogeneous, sometimes without Xissl bodies,
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Fig. 3.—(janglion cells from the comi)aratively healthy ixirtions of the ventral

horns. The changes are explained in the text. Toluidin hlue x 230.
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Fig. 4.—Large cytoplasinic glia cells in the ventral horns, outside the focus

of softening. Alzheimer-Mann x 1200.
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These regressive ganglion cell and proliferative neuroglial changes were

present in both cervical and thoracic regions (the lumbosacral portion was not

available for study). The thoracic were much less affected than the lower cervical

segments (seventh and eighth) where distinct foci of degeneration or softening

could be discerned (Figs. 5 and 6). They occupied the posterolateral area of

the ventral horns, extended into the ventrolateral portion of the posterior horns,

and consisted of a great mass of glia cells, principally fat granule bodies (gitter

cells. Fig. 7), intermingled with cytoplasmic glia cells, glia nuclei and new formed

capillaries. The foci thus formed were dense (Fig. 6) and were divided off from

the neighboring, less damaged tissues by an excessive number of blood vessels

/.-•^.'^.

.^f^:

W
W:^yr,f>^,

''•:*,

''-Wf^

Fig. 5.—Focus of softening from the anterior liurn showing as a triangle

surrounded bv rarefied tissue and vessels. Stain as in Figure 4 x 70.

(Fig. 5). The latter exhibited no inflammatory phenomena, such as lymphocytes,

polyblasts or plasma cells, but their perivascular spaces were often distended and

contained gitter cells or pigment. Ganglion cells were e.xceedingly sparse in the

foci and for the most part in a state of advanced degeneration. They stained

badly, were very small, much disfigured and shrunken : their processes were

granular, tortuous and often surrounded and invaded by neurophage.s.

In contrast to these marked and widespread ventral horn changes, the

posterior horns and Clarke's columns showed practically normal ganglion cells,

though pathologic glia elements, such as cytoplasmic cell bodies, were occasionally

present, especially in the neighliorhood of the foci.



Fig. 6.—Same focus as in F'igure 5. stained with toluidin blue x

)f tlu- cells are reproduced in Figure 7.

110. Some

Fig. 7.—A higher niagnitication of some of the cells of the Figure 6. The

majority are gitter-cells C; at A there are signs of new forming capillaries.

Toluidin blue x 675.
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Equally pronounced wi-rc the changes in the lateral columns. As Figures 2,

8 and 9 show, there is an extensive deKeneration invoiviuK the areas of the

crossed i)yramidal tracts, the lateral limiting zone and encroaching^ on the tract

of Cowers; the rest of the white sulistance, includinf^ the antericjr j)yramids and

the niarjifinal portions of Gowcrs' tract, were entirely unaffected. Microscopic

examination with the methods of Alzheimer-Mami, Bielschowsky, or these two

staining methods comhined. showed that in the degenerated areas, especially in

the lateral limiting zone and the tract of Gowers, there were many normal

(ihers, the lateral limiting zone appearing sometimes, as in Figure 2. almost

undamaged. In the thoracic segments, however, this area was markedly involved

in l)oth its ventral and dorsal limhs (Fig. 9), and in longitudinal sections (Fig. 10),

Vl'.J:

Fig. 10.—Longitudinal section of the lateral columns. The dark strands are

axones, the lighter spaces between them are occupied by broken up myelin,

axones and glia tissue : glia fibers, glia nuclei and other formations explained in

text. Bielschowsky countcrstained with .Mzheimer-Mann stain x 285.

some fibers were found in a state of beginning or advanced secondary degenera-

tion. The former was represented by broken up myelin, Marchi globules, abun-

dance of cytoplasmic glia cells and myelophages ; the latter—the advanced stage

—

by various types of fat-granule bodies. The mj^elin was slightly tumefied, the

axones more or less irregular in shape and fragmented, but not swollen and

without formation of the hyaline bodies described by Schmaus ^ and interpreted

bv Lhermitte ' as fragments of greatly swollen axones.

5. Lhermitte. J.: Bull. ct. mem. de la Soc. med. d. Iiop. 39:680. 1915.
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Stained with the methods of Marchi or Herxheimer, the crossed pyramidal

fibers showed numerous black or red globules (Fig. 8) which were comparatively

few, or even absent, in the lateral limiting zone and its adjacent areas. Here

the process of nerve degeneration evidently was chiefly in the early stages. Blood

vessels were rather sparse and often infiltrated with gitter cells, but, as in the

gray matter, without signs of inflammation.

The anterior and posterior columns, the anterior commissure and the rest

of the white matter showed no microscopic changes, regardless of the staining

methods employed ; nor did tlie anterior and posterior roots show any appreciable

changes. The central canal was as a rule patent, surrounded by numerous

ependymal cells, loosely scattered, hypertrophied and rich in chromatin. The
pia-arachnoid was somewhat hyperplastic, containing many proliferated fibro-

blasts, mesothelial and a few gitter cells. The character of certain cellular

elements could not be defined.

General Suuumiry of the I'afliologie Findings.—Widespread degeneration of

the ventral horns with the formation of microscopic foci of softening, especially

in the lower portion of the cervical enlargement of the spinal cord ; secondary

degeneration of some fibers of the crossed pyramidal tract, lateral limiting zone

and the adjacent portion of Gowers' tract.

COMMENT

Resembling amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in the presence of a com-

bined degeneration of the ventral horns and lateral columns, the case

reported differs from it in the al)sence of degeneration of the anterior

commissure and anterior pyramids; but more important, and in fact

conclusive, is the presence of foci of softening. The latter were so

minute that on superficial examination they escaped notice. Their

presence in the ventral horns and the occurrence of large cytoplasmic

glia cells and freelv scattered gitter cells, are altogether foreign to

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. The microsco])ic picture of the lesions,

however, closely resembled what Schmaus ^ described as "traumatic

necrosis" in experimental concussion of the spinal cord.

By repeated blows against a board attached to the backs of guinea-

])igs and rabbits \ertically sus])cnded in the air, Schmaus produced

circumscribed foci of softening, cavities and systemic degeneration of

the spinal cord. Es])ecially marked in the areas which had been directly

exposed to the blows, the foci were also scattered throughout the gray

and white substances. The clinical symptoms were slowly progressive

and lesions of the vertebral column and meninges were entirely absent.

Schmaus ascril)ed the changes to "C(-)ncussion," to direct injury to the

spinal cord, which is actually destroyed; the changes are. therefore,

demonstrable under the microsc{)i)e. lie a])])arently proved that the

essence of spinal concusNion is not a "molectilar" change, an untortu-

natc and much misunderstood icrui introduced by ( )l)ersteiner -' in IS/*',

but an actual hi>topathologic i)henoment)n. lie also jiroved that, in its
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jfencsis. contrary tn assertions of 'I'liorhurn," ( iussenhaiier ' and espe-

cially Kdchcr. the verteliral colunin. the nieninj^es and the hlood vesseN

play no role \\hate\er.

The lindings of Schniaus have heen cctntirnied by exi)eriniental

studies of P)ickeles.'" Kirchgasser." h^ickler.'" Jacoh," and Koussy.

Lherniitte and ( ornil,'- as well as hy nimierous clinicopathologic studies

l.y iiartniann.'' Ilellhach." iMukelnlmrg.' Licen,'" Redlich.'" Jacob.'^

Claude and Lherniitte '" and many others. ( )f esi)ecial interest are the

cases in which the pathologic condition arose from shell explosions.

In the cases f)f Lherniitte, and Claude, Lherniitte and Loyes -" there was

present so-called primary degeneration of the s])inal cord tibers

—

excessive hypertrophy of the axoncs. swelling of the myelin, and the

formation of nnelophages with otlier neuroglial reacti\e phenomena.

6. Tliorhiini. William: Cases oi Injury to the Cervical ReKioii '>t tiie S])inal

Cord, Brain. 9:510, 1887.

7. Gussenl)auer. C. : Ueber Qmimotio Medullae Spinalis. Prat;, ined. W'rlin-

schr. 18: 483 and 496. 1893.

8. Hickeles. (i : Zur path. Anat. der Hirn und Kuckenmarks-er.schiitterniig.

Obersteiner's Arh. aus dem Xcurol. Institut der Wiener Univ. 3:102, 1895.

9. Kirchgasscr. G. : Experimentclle Cntcrsuchung iiher Riickenmarkser-

schiitterung, Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenh. 11:406, 1897.

10. Fickler: Experimentale Untersuchungen zur Anatomie der trauma-

tischen Degeneration und der Regeneration des Riickenmarks, Deutsch. Ztschr.

f. Xervenh. 29:1. 1905.

11. Jacob, A.: Experimentale Untersuchungen iibcr die traumatircheii

Schadigungen des Zentralnervensystems (mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der

Commotio Cerebri und Kommotionsneurose) Nissl-Alzheimer's Arb. 5:182, 1912.

12. Roussy, G., Lherniitte, J., and Cornil, L. : I-'tude experimentale des

lesions commotionnelles dc la moelle epiniere, Ann. de med. 8:335, 1920.

13. Hartmann, F. : Klinische und pathologisch anatomische Untersuchungen

iiber die complicierten traumatischcn Riickenmarkscrkrankungen. Jahrb. t.

Psychiat. u. Neurol. 19:380, 1900.

14. Hellbacii. H.: Zur Kenntniss der Riickrnmarkserkrankungcn nach

Trauma, Deutsch. Ztschr. t. Xervenh. 37:321. 1909.

15. Finkelnburg, R. : Beitrage zur Klinik und .Anatomic der Schussvcrlet-

zungen des Riickenmarks, Deutsch. med. Wclmsclir. 40:2057, 1914.

16. Licen, E. : Beitrage zur Histopathologic der Schussverletzuiigen des

Riickenmarks, Monatschr. f. Psychiat. u. X'eurol. 42:86, 1917.

17. Redlich, E. : : Ueber Riickenmarkserschiitterung, Jahrb. f. Psychiat. u

Neurol. 38:103, 1917.

18. Jacob. A.: Zur Pathologic der Riickenmarkserschiittering, Ztschr. t. d.

g. Neurol, u. Psychiat. 51:247. 1919.

19. Claude, H., and Lherniitte, J.: Etude clinique et aiiatonid-pathologique

de la commotion medullaire directe par projectile de guerre. Ann. dc med. 2:479.

1915.

20. Claude, H.. Lherniitte. J., et Loyes, M. : Etude histologiquc d'un cas de

commotion medullaire par eclatement d'obus. Bull, et mem. de la Soc. med. d. hop.

de Paris 39:680. 1915: Lherniitte J.: Etude des lesions histologiques fines de la

commotion de la moelle epiniere. Ann. de med. 4:295. 1917.
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In the case reported here, the white suhstance (the lateral columns)

was involved, not in the form of a primary, but of a secondary

degeneration, as described by A. Jacob '-' in his experimental studies. It

also resembled the strictl\' degenerative changes that occur in the spinal

cord, in conditions such as amyotrophic lateral sclerosis,-- or similar

degenerative states. The similarity to amyotrophic lateral sclerosis was

enhanced by the fact that degeneration of the crossed pyramidal tracts

was associated with that of the lateral limiting zone, a rather common
occurrence in the former morbid condition. Holmes -'' frequently found

also in the latter degeneration of Gowers tract and of the anterior

pyramids. These last are involved with such remarkable constancy in

descending degenerations following cerebral lesions, that their escape

in my case would speak against a cerebral lesion, which is held responsi-

ble for the degeneration of the pyramidal tracts ( crossed and direct ) in

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

It is most prcjbable that the lesion of the crossed hbers in this case

was secondary to that of the ventral horns, where so-called endogenous

pyramidal fibers originate. The fact that the fibers suffered a more

intensive and extensive lesiim on the right side was presumably due to

a more severe involvement of the right \entral horn. Marie-* sees in

the ventral horn lesions the cause of the degeneration of the pyramids

in pellagra, and with Brissaud he -'' explains their degeneration in

amyotrophic lateral sclerosis in a similar manner.

While this view may be extreme, there are other facts in favor of

such an assumption. For instance Bing.-'^ working in Edinger's labora-

tory on a case of acute anterior poliomyelitis of six weeks' duration, in

which there was a marked and extensive destruction of the anterior gray

matter only, found an appreciable number of degenerated fibers in both

crossed and uncrossed pyramidal tracts. He named them "ground endo-

pyramidal fil)ers" ( fil)rae endopyramidales ])ro]iriae). The lateral

endopyraniidal hl)ers originate, according to Bing. in the ventrolateral

portion of the ])osterior horns tin our case destroyed): the anterior

endopyraniidal til)ers originate in the median marginal area of the

21. Jacob, A.: Ueber die feiiiere Histologic dcr sckuiidaren Fascrdegeiiera-

tion. Nissl-Alzheimer's Arli. 5:1. 1912.

22. Hassin. G. B. : Hi.>;topatbologic Changes in a Case of Amyotrophic Lateral

Sclerosis, Med. Rec. 91:228 (Feb. 10) 1917.

23. Holmes. Gordon: PathologA- of Amyotrophic Lateral Sclerosis. Kev. of

Xeurol. & Psychiat. 7:693. 1909.

24. Marie. Pierre: De I'origine exogene on endogene des lesions du cordon

posterienr etudiees comparativement dans le tabes et dans la pellagre. Seniaine

med. 14:17. 1894.

25. Marie. Pierre : Sur la localisation des lesions medullaires dans la sclerose

laterale amyotrophique. Semaine med. 13:533. 1893.

26. Bing. R. : Beitrag znr Kenntniss der endogcnen Riickenmarksfasern beim

Menschen, .Arch. f. Psvchiat. 39:75. 1905.
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MUtral horns (in nur case toniparativ cly intact ). The- |i\ranii(lal lihcrs

lui\c hccn found dc'^^'ncrated also by llellbach" in a case of spinal

concussion that, clinically, very much resembled amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis.

It is to be regretted that Koussy. Lherniiite and Cornil '-' do not

mention the condition of the lateral columns in the d<»g in wliich they

experinientali}' i)niduce(l a concussion with a legion ^A the anterior

horns. As the animal survived the injury for six months the actual

condition of the lateral columns \v(juld certainly have been of great

interest.

The quoted instances are convincing demonstration that in my case

the ])yrami(lal degeneration ])rol)ablv depended on that of the ventral

horns. It is much easier to understand the cause of the degeneratir)n

in the lateral limiting zone and the tract of (lowers. As these both

originate in the ventral horns, they are more or less regularly involved

in amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (JotYro\- and .\chard.-' P)ruce -^
) where

the anterior limb only of the lateral limiting zone is affected ( P)ruce).

In the case described, the involvement also of the posterior limb is

pro1)al)ly due to the simultaneous lesion of the posterior horns (their

basal ]X)rti()n) where, according to l^.echterew, its hbers originate.

As noted, the lesion of the ventral horns was in the form of a slowly

progressive degeneration of the ganglion cells. As such it was also

described by Schmaus ' and Jacob " in the ex])erimental cases, and by

liartmann ^' Hellbach,'* \\'estphal,-" Jacob ''^ and others in clinicri-

pathologic reports. The slow, though progressive, degeneration may
account for the slow onset and the progressive course, since time is

required for the corresponding nerves and muscles to become degen-

erated and produce symptoms that would force the victim to seek

medical advice. In the case here recorded the interval between the

injury and the ap])earance of the atrojihy was about four weeks; it was

the same in Hellbach's case. In Jub's case '"'
it was but two weeks ; in

that of Dumenil and Petel '^^ six months; while in that of ( ioldberg,-^-

the atrophy became marked about two years after the injury.

27. Joffro\-, A., and Achard, Gi. : Xotc sur un cas dc sclerose laterale

amyotrophique. Arch, de med. exp. et d'anat. patliol. 2:434. 1890.

28. Bruce, Alexander: On a Special Tract in the Lateral Limiting Layer of

the Spinal Cord, Scottish M. & S. J. 1:41, 1897.

29. Westphal, A. : Leber einen Fall von traumatischer Myelitis. .Arch. f.

Psychiat. 28:554, 1896.

30. Erb, Wilhelm : Zur Lehre von den Unfallserkrankungen des Riicken-

marks. Ueber Poliomyelitis anterior chronica nach Trauma. Deutsch. Ztsclir.

f. Xervenh. 1:122, 1897.

31. Dumenil, L., and Petel : Commotion dc la moelle epiniere. .Arch, dc

neurol. 9:1, 1885.

2)2. Goldberg, L. : Ein Fall von traumatischcr amyotrophischen Lateral-

sclerose am untersten Theile des Riickenmarks. Berlin, klin. Wchnschr. 35:263,

1898.
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On the other hand, the unset, as well as the course, may he acute,

especially in severe cases of concussion such as are caused, for instance,

by shell explosions. Here both the i^Tay and white substances are

attected immediately after the injury, the resulting clinical symptoms

—

paralysis, anesthesia, bladder, trophic and similar disturbances—setting

in early and acutely. In short, they may in their totality resemble the

clinical ])icture of so-called contusion of the spinal cord, in which not

only the nerve elements, but also the glia and the blood vessels are

crushed outright by a fractured or dislocated vertebra or the resulting

hemorrhage. However, in spite of the similarity in the clinical symp-

toms, there is great dilYerence in the pathology as well as in the

pathogenesis of these two conditions.

Pathogenesis of Spinal Concussion.—Much dift'erence of opinion

exists as to the mode of origin of the pathologic changes in concussion.

Schmaus ' explained them by disorders of lymph or spinal fluid circu-

lation. The force producing the concussion is transmitted, he thinks,

to the perivascular spaces and the central canal, the oscillations of the

spinal fluid causing "tears" and "absorption" of the parenchyma.

Gussenbauer and Lhermitte express somewhat similar views, while

Henneberg ^^ blames the blood vessels and the capillaries. He thinks

that, because of concussion, the blood stops circulating and causes acute

degeneration of the nerve elements and eventually their necrosis.

Thorburn saw the cause in acute bending of the vertebral column, which

at once ''rights itself, but not before great or irreparable damage has

been inflicted on the contained organ." Kocher considers every case

of concussion as a contusion, the result of transient dislocations, frac-

tures, etc., while Fickler sees the cause in "bruising" which the spinal

cord undergoes when jarred, its fibers striking or pressing against each

other or against the bony structures.

W ithout going into detailed discussion of the foregoing hvi)otheses

I might point out that the essential cause of the pathologic changes is

the concussion itself. A severe blow, a sudden stoppage of a fast mov-

ing train, an explosion of a shell or a fall, set the entire body in com-

motion, which is transmitted to the spinal cord. Here the most

vulnerable and delicate elements, the ganglion cells, sufter most from

the jar. In some of Jacob's ex])erinients ^^ they were the only elements

that exhibited changes as described in this case. It is self-evident that

concussion must occur in or be associated with contusion of the spinal

cord, for if a force is powerful enough to cause a fracture or dis-

location of a vertebra, it must also be strong enough to affect the soft

seniilicjuid parenchvma. even far awav from the region directly affected.

33. HniiH'horii : Krw (.Mcluinn ck's Sacralniarkcs iiacli Scliuss in die Hrust-

wirl.flsaulc, Berlin, klin, W'clitisclir. 52:859. l'M5.
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In other w()r(l> imu us>i<in i> a vt-rv ciniinnin (i.ciirrciHf in '.•uitiision.

In ( )l)C'rstfii:i.T's - patient, a bullet lodjjed in the arehcs (tf the cervical

vertebrae caused a lar<,'e focus of softening in the lumbar region of the

spinal cord. In I.icen's ca>e,"' a fracture of the third, fourth and fifth

lumbar vertebrae was combinecl with a necro>is of the sa<ral regi<tn of

the cord. In the patient of 1 lenneberj.,' an injury to the eighth thoracic

vertebra caused a sacral cord lesion; in Kocher's case dislocation and

fracture of the tenth and eleventh \ertebrae was associated with necrosis

of the lumbosacral region; and llellbach describes degenerative foci

throughout the s])inal cord after an injury to the neck. Widespread,

scattered foci of softening may well account for some of tlie strange

and paradoxical clinical ])henomcna. such as flaccid jjaraplegia with

loss of tendon reflexes, observed in traumatic and other transverse

lesions of higher spinal segments. In <|uite rare traumatic cases, in

which flaccid ])aralysis was absent, scattered foci of softening evidently

were lacking. Thus com])lete sections of the s])inal cord produced by

surgeons or in experiments on animals, or transverse lesions secondary

to ])ressure by tumors—in short. strictl\- localized or focal destruction of

the spinal cord—will not cause the phenomena known as Bastian's law.

Affecting in its pure ( uncom])licated by a contusion) form any level

of the s])inal cord, its white or gray substance or both, a concussion must

necessarily jjroduce a great variety of clinical syndromes. These may
be as ty])ical as when caused by an infectious (jr a degenerative ])rocess,

and may even resemble as in this case, the clinical ])icture of amyo-

trophic lateral sclerosis. .\s com])ared with tlie rather numerous cases

of so-called traumatic m\elitis. s\ringomyelia. hematomyelia. multiple

.sclerosis and various mvopathies. a clinical ])icture of amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis following trauma is altogether rare. Mott.'^ Kienbock.'"' (iold-

berg,-'- Seift'er,-''' (jiese,'' Sarbo '" and esi)ecially Erb '' reported clinical

instances of post-traumatic muscular atrojjhies, some of which (the

cases of (Goldberg, Seiffer and (iiese) were those of a ty])ical amyo-

trophic lateral sclerosis. Still fewer of this sort were studied patho-

34. Mott, Frederick: Concussion of the Spine from a Fall Followed by

Wasting and Paralysis of Numerous Muscles in Both Arms. Glossv Skin and

Loss of Sensation of Right Arm, Brain 10:478, 1888.

35. Kienbock. R. : Atrophy Following Trauma. Wien. med. Presse. 40:1926.

1899.

36. Seiffer, W. : Ueber organische Xervenkrankheiten nach Unfallen, Charite

Ann. 27:542. 1902.

37. Giese, O. : Amyotro])hische Lateralsclerosc nach Trauma, Deutsch. med.

Wchnschr. 30:1348, 1904.

38. Sarbo, A. : Klinisch reiner Fall von spastischer Spinal-paralyse (Erb) als

Unfallfolge, Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Xervenh. 46:43. 1913.

39. Erb, W. : Zur Lehre von den Unfallserkrankungen des Riickenmarks,

anschliessend an einen Fall von progressive spinaler Amyotrophie durch Ueber-

anstrengung, Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Xervenh. 45:1. 1912: ibid. 38:261. 1910; see

also reference in Footnote 30.
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logically. Here belong the cases of DunK-nil and I'etel,'' Jofifroy and

Achard,-' Hellbach,''' Astwazaturow '" and an old case of Maty ( 1776)

quoted by Erichsen.""

In conclusion I might call attention to the fact that multiple foci of

softening, as described in the case rej^orted here, may also be ])resent in

the brain. Such a case has been reported by Bassoe and me.'*' Whether
the etiology—concussion—was also responsible in that case for the

multiple disseminated foci of degeneration I am unable to tell. Such

an etiology, however, should be borne in mind in cases of cerebral and

spinal cord lesions in which the history is obscure, the onset atypical

and the course unusual.

The medicolegal importance of cereljrospinal traumatic lesions due

to concussion is obvious and needs no discussion.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Concussion of the sj)inal cord j^roduces definite histopathologic

lesions in the form of foci of softening, which do not depend on the

condition of the vertebral column, meninges or vessels.

2. The foci may Ijc so minute as to escape notice on suj^erficial

examination.

3. They mav be confined to the gray matter.

4. In case the ventral horns are princi])al]v aftected. they may give

a clinical picture of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

3. The onset of the clinical symjitoms may be skiw and the course

progressive, depending on the time necessary for the nerve degeneration

to become manifest.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Peter Bassoe: I would like to say something about this case because

it is an extremely interesting and. 1 think, a very important one. I first saw this

man March 29. 1922. Remember that the whole course of this case was only

sixteen months. Nov. 3, 1920, he fell on his right shoulder and, turning over,

he felt a cramp in the right arm for a few minutes and a pain in the neck.

He went l)ack to w'ork. On Thanksgiving day. three or four weeks later, he

noticed some weakness in the right hand, and this weakness, as Dr. Hassin said,

extended to the other hand and arm. In August. 1921. he was still al)le to raise

the arm. When he came to the County Hospital in October, the weakness had

progressed and it continued to progress. At the time I saw him. both arms hung
down in a perfectly flaccid state, but he could jerk his shoulders. There was no

movement of the other shoulder muscles: no power in the left biceps and only

slight power in the right one. He had some power in the wrist and fingers.

The atropliy was most marked, as 1 remember, in the upper part of the arms.

40. Astwazaturow. M. : I'.in Fall von iiost-trauniatischer sjiinaler .Amyo-

trophie nel)St Bemerkungen ul)er sogcnannte Poliomyelitis anterior chronica,

Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Xervenh. 42:352. 1911.

41. Erichsen. .1. I'".: On Concussion of the .Spine, Xew ^drk : William

Wood & Co.. 1883, p. 5.

42. Hassin. G. B., and Bassoe. Peter: Multiple Softening Wrsus Multiple

Sclerosis. .A^rch. \eurol. & Psvchiat. 7:613 (Mav) 1922.
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Brt-atliiiiji was almost wholly thoracic. 'J"he tendon reHcxcs of the arm were

absent ; the knee and ankle retlexes were increased ; there was no Babinski sign.

The abdominal reflexes were entirely absent, so there was some evidence of

pyramidal tract involvement that, i sbonbl think, would include more than the

endopenous fibers. In view of the history and the suspicious rocntxcn-ray appear-

ance, I thought laminectomy would Ijc justified, esi)ecially as I knew that such

an operation l)y Dr. Roherj( would not be a very serious risk. Kverythinj^ went

very nicely until the terminal illness apiwared.

When it comes to i)lacinj< this case, I wish to remind you of the hist<jry of

anterior poliomyelitis. When its pathology was written, chiefly by Charcot and
his co-workers, it was based entirely on old cases with shrunken cells and cord

;

not a word was said about the acute inflammatory phenomena. That was all

worked out afterward wlien fatal cases were examined during epidemics. The
question to me is. after all. was not this a case of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis?

The histologic picture of that disease which we have in mind is ])ased chiefly on

the examination of cases that died years after the onset. I would like to ask

Dr. Hassin if there is not the possibility that, in the early stages, there may be

involvement beyond the pyramidal zone. Then, furthermore, in a traumatic case

one would expect the initial symptoms to be more severe. Here they were

almost nothing. The disease began three or four weeks after the injury, which

certainly was not severe, but there was steady progression and it continued to

the end, through a period of sixteen months. There were no bulbar symptoms,

so the course was interrupted before it had reached the stage at which we are

accustomed to see thf cord postmortem.

Dr. Lewis J. Poi.i.ot k : I cannot add anything from a clinical standpoint

except to state that it impressed me as a case of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

I think, too, it should l)e said that tliere was definite weakness in the legs and

certainly increased tonus. The man had spastic paraparesis without sensory

changes. The cases of necrosis of the cord following concussion which were

observed in the war, and there were quite a number, some having been reported

by Madame Benisty, followed such a course as one might suppose would occur.

They, too, did not develop immediately after the injury but usually from one to

two weeks later. Men who had had through and through gunshot wounds of the

neck, without the spine having been touched, would exhibit a brachial plexus

lesion with atrophy, flaccidity and paresis of the arm, and later would develop

a typical Brown-Sequard paralysis. In other words, the necrotic areas did not

seem to be limited to an\' particular system and were of sufficient extent to

produce an ordinary unilateral transverse lesion of the cord. I would like to

know whether it is common in anterior poliomyelitis to find so large an involve-

ment of the lateral tract, endogenous or not. which would give rise to such a

marked increase in reflexes and weakness in the lower extremities. Certainly, in

pellagra, the changes in the anterior horn cells, and particularly in Clark's column,

are definiely axonal and are secondary to the changes in the lateral columns, not

at all as would seem to be the condition in this case.

I might add that the cases Benisty observed usually died a number of weeks

after their onset.

Dr. Hugh T. P.vtru k : It is dangerous to discuss a case one has not seen

and to express an opinion of slides which one has not examined, but I must

confess that Dr. Hassin's presentation is very unconvincing to me. If involve-

ment of the anterior horn cells causes such extensive change in the lateral tract

as that in Dr. Hassin's case, why do we not see it in the thousands of

cases of anterior poliomyelitis? Again, why should concussion cause steadily

progressing degeneration ?
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Another very important bearing of this case is its medicolegal aspect. If

we are to believe that such a trifling concussion as this patient received is to

give rise to such extensive progressive involvement, any person with amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis may recall some past trivial injury and claim compensation.

1 understand this patient was compensated for injury. I think it would not

be either safe or proper from the clinical, pathologic or medicolegal aspects to

accept this case without criticism.

Dr. H. Douglas Singer: I would like to ask Dr. Hassin if the areas of

softening are absolutely limited to the anterior horns, or whether he finds similar

foci in other regions. There are a number of other degenerations shown in

these sections which would be very dithcult to explain on the basis of the

anterior horn lesions. .-Xs has already been emphasized by others, it is difficult

for me to understand the sequence of events. A traumatic lesion should surely

be worse at the time of the trauma and further progress should be in tlie direction

of improvement.

In the cases mentioned by Dr. Pollock, is it not possible that the progressive

lesions were caused by toxic action from an infected wound?

Dr. Pollock: I cannot state, as I do not recall the condition of the wounds

at this time. The cases I saw of through and through wounds of the neck were

very rarely associated with infection.

Dr. G. B. H.\ssin : It will take too much time to answer in detail all the

questions asked. The various problems pertaining to the histopathology of this

case are more or less fully covered in my paper, which I hope will convince

Dr. Patrick that this is not a case of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. Clinically

it may appear such, but pathologically it is decidedly not. The photomicrographs

show clearly the presence, in the ventral horns, of cytoplasmic glia, gitter cells

and foci of softening or necrosis, which is altogether foreign to amyotrophic

lateral sclerosis and is rather typical of concussion of the spinal cord.

Dr. Patrick is perfectly right in saying that if the pyramidal tract degenera-

tion in this case is secondary to the ventral horn lesion, it should also be present

in anterior poliomyelitis. Bing. in 1905, working in Edinger's laboratory on a

case of anterior poliomyelitis, did demonstrate involvement of tlie pyramidal

tracts and he introduced the term "ground endopyratnidal tiliers."

.\s to the pyramidal tract lesions in pellagra. I do not know its exact nature.

It has not been studied. Even Singer and Pollock in their careful histopathologic

study of changes in the central nervous system in pellagra do not descrilie the

histologic changes in the pyramidal fibers.

The changes in Gowcrs' tract and the lateral limiting zone are certainly

secondary to the lesion of the ventral horn cells. Many of the latter showed

the axonal reaction in progressive muscular atrophy described by Alzheitner in

1892 and as occurring in spinal concussion by Hellbach. The ventral horn

ganglion cell changes evidently are the primary pathologic phenomena; those of

the pyramidal fibers. Cowers' tract and lateral limiting zone are secondary. As

time is required for a nerve fiber to become degenerated and produce manifest

clinical symptoms, it is easy to understand the gradual onset and ])rogressive

course. The latter thus speaks rather for than against the diagnosis of concussion.

I must admit that this was a difficult and baffling case which, at the beginning

of my studies, strongly appealed as one of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. An
enormous number of sections, studied with many staining methods, enabled me
to find changes which convinced me that this is not a case of amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis.
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In the e.\])crinKntal imcstij^atioii nf cn^rtaiii cliseases of the nervous

system occurring in human hein>4>. primates have heen the favorite

lahorator\- animals, for their close jihvlogenetic relationslii]) to man and

the mor])hologic similarity of their tissues render the interpretations of

the induced lesions clearer and make deductions drawn therefrom more

])rol)al)le. A study of the neuropathologic anatomy of monkeys and

apes seei>ied therefore of interest, not only to the comparatixe ])atholo-

gist, but also to the ex]jerimental neurologist; for a knowledge of the

spontaneous lesions that may occur in such animals may prevent mis-

interpretation of changes found after an exjjeriment. Through the

kindness of Or. Ilerhert I'ox. the director of the Laboratory of Coni-

l)arative Zoology of the Philadelphia Zoological (iarden. a number of

brains from j^rimates which had died at the garden were made available.

The organs were hardened in formaldehyd and sections taken routinely

from variotis portions of the cortex, pons, and in many instances from

the basal ganglions. Both celloidin and ])araffin sections were made and

these were stained with cresyl-violet. toluidin-bhie. hematoxylin
,
and

eosin. and. after zenkerization. with Mallory's phosphotungstic acid-

hematoxylin.

Changes of some type were ])ractically always found in the ganglion

cells, but since these could often be interpreted as the result of the

terminal disease, or even as postmorten degenerations, they will be

referred to only in as far as they accom]:)any more dehned structural

alterations. In order to avoid repetition, a list of the animals with

their anatomic diagnoses is appended.

The types of lesions mav be grouped under the following heads:

XOXSUPPURATIVE MEXIXGO-EXCEPII ALITIS

Two animals, bcith baboons, presented lesions indistinguishable from

those found in htiman acute poliomyelitis and epidemic encephalitis, as

shown in the detailed protocols given below. The meninges were infil-

* From the McManes Laboratory of Pathology. School of Medicine. Uni-

versity of Pennslyvania.

* Investigation aided by a grant from the Research Institute for Cutaneous

Medicine. Philadelphia.
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trated here and there with round cells. Many of the smaller vessels,

particularly those in the pons, possessed jackets of several layers of

lymphocytes and ])lasma cells. These cells were usuallv strictlv con-

fined to the adventitial sheaths, but occasi(jnally they extended beyond

the limiting glial membrane, and occurred as irregular scattered foci in

the cerebral substance. There was a mild proliferation of the cellular

glia. \'arious ganglion cell changes were present, but, as has alreadv

been stated, it is difficult to evaluate these. The clinical notes of these

two animals are meager. The Chacoma baboon, whose habitat is in

South Africa, was received in apparently good health, but became ill a

Fig. 1.—Yellow l)al)oon (Papio cynocephalus ). Animal 1. Sulcus from
parietal region. The pial meshes are infiltrated with mononuclear cells, most
of which are lympliocytcs. A few plasma cells and many intermediate forms
are present. Tlie occasional elongated, pale, oval nuclei belong to fibroblasts.

tew days after arrival. The \ellow babdnn. whose habitat is in western

and central Africa, lived in the gardens fiu" live years. It was noted

that he became weak in the hind cjuarters about one year before death,

but since osteomalacia was found in the thoracic and pcKic bones tin-

weakness was ])robal)ly not cerebral in origin.

.\ third animal, a still-l)orn rlicsits tnonkev, had brain changes which

are very diflicult to interpret. The meninges were normal. There was

peri\ascular, as well as focal, infiltration n\ 1\ ni]>h(»cytes and plasma cells
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in the l);i>;il j^anglions and a very ])roniinent ])r()liferation of the cellular

glia. The capillary endotliclium was swollen, and vascular budding

was fre(|uently found. It is possible that the lesions were due to an

infection contracted dining intra-ntcrinc life. Clinical notes were not

available.

.liiiiiHil 1.— \t'll(>\v lialidoii (/'(»/>/(» cyiidCi'f^halus) 1'. Z. (>.. 4i44. The k-pto-

mciiinges, over the entire hrain. wire moderatelj- edematous; the vessel.s were

well engorged. Irregularly distri!)uted round cell infiltration was present in

moderate degree, but was particularly marked in the pial prolongation into the

cerebral sulci. The adventitial lymph spaces were sometimes mildly infiltrated,

but, as a rule, the various cellular elements were distril)uted through the pial
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There were many intermediate forms, indeed, these sometimes predominated

:

large lymphocytes with less regularly rounded nucleus, small plasma cells,

and other mononuclear elements difficult to group. Degenerative forms were

frequently seen; they possessed a pufifed, vacuolated or finely reticulated cell

body, and a shrunken hyperchromatic nucleus. Polymorphonuclear leukocytes

and fibrin were absent. In the pons, the cell infiltration was most marked and

all parts appeared equally involved. Here, in nearly all of the smaller vessels,

and in several of the larger veins and arteries, the adventitial sheaths (Virchow-

Robin spaces) were more or less thickly infiltrated with lymphocytes, occasional

plasma cells and intermediate forms. (Figs. 2 and 3). This infiltration w'as

usually strictly confined to the adventitial sheaths, and only very occasionally

extended beyond the mcml)rana limitans gliae. In a few places there were

"•'
,: ^^^ A* ^. '^

(n.

V

Fig. 3.—Yellow baboon (Papio cynocephalus ), Animal 1. Pons:

power photomicrograph of a small venule with a lymphocytic exud,

adventitial sheath.

a higher

ite in its

small, irregular infiltrative foci, apparently not related to lilood vessels. All

these cells conformed to the types found in the meninges; a small number

presented retrogressive changes.

In the cerebral and cerebellar cortex, in the white matter and the basal

ganglions, perivascular and focal infiltrations were found only occasionally.

There was no distinct engorgement, and hemorrhages were nowhere

encountered. The capillary endothelium was mildly swollen, but vascular

budding, or newly formed ca])illaries were not present.

1 he giia was not much affected, onlv the subependymal layers were somewhat

proliferated. The ganglion cells often possessed swollen, vacuolated cell
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bodies, thiir chromatin granules were oliscurc, and tluir miclci were frequently

eccentrically i)laced. Hut this was too uniformly i)resent to l)e an antemortem

process, and probably should be rejjarded merely as postmortem degeneration.

Neuronopha)j;y was not found. A few yanylion cells possessed two nuclei, a

condition md iiifre<iuently seen in animals.

Aniiiuil 2.—Chacma baboon (I'apin parcarins) P. Z. C».. 5(K)(). The lepto-

meniuKes were here and there sliKhtiy thickened and infiltrated with small

numbers of lymi)iiocytes. and ver\ occasional i)lasma cells. The connective

tissue was proliferatin.y : there were numerous tiliroblasts, as well as an

increase of collagenous libriis. Tlie most marked lesions were present in the

pons, where almost all of the vessels were enveloped b> a mantle, several

4S^
{^'^'f.

\ »*

Fig. 4.—Chacma liaboon ( Papio porcarius). Animal 2. Pons: marked
adventitial small round cell infiltration. In the upper portion of the photograph

there are two small cellular foci unrelated to blood vessels. Similar lesions are

frequently found.

cells deep, of small round cells (Figs. 4 and 5). These, typically, were confined

to the adventitial spaces and were mainly lymphocytes, larger forms which

probably represented intermediate stages between lymphocytes and plasma

cells, and rare typical plasma cells. There were a number of cellular foci

unrelated to the blood vessels: their component elements appeared to be

chiefly proliferated neuroglia cells: they had pale, frequently irregular nuclei

and often indistinct, irregular cell bodies. Intermingled with them were

lymphocytic elements indistinguishable from those found in the adventitial

sheaths, and a number of very large and pale vacuolated nuclei, possibly

belonging to degenerating lymphocytic or neuroglia cells. Typical plasma cells
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were not found. The impression was gained that the perivascular exudation

constituted a different process from the focal infiltration. In the basal

ganglions, and very occasionally in the white matter of the cerel)ellum, there

were a few similar lesions.

Many of the arteries, particularly those in the basal ganglions, had irregu-

larly thickened, partly hyalinized, and often calcified walls; this condition was

present even in some of the smallest arterioles.

The neuroglia, especially in the pons, had slightly proliferated but, curiously,

no overgrowth of the subependymal layers was present. The most marked

changes occurred in the region of the cellular infiltrations ; here granular and

vacuolated or reticulated glia cells were often found.

Fig. 5.—Chacma baboon (Papio porcarius). Animal 2. Pons: higher power

photomicrograph of a small venule with a lymphocytic exudate in the adventitial

sheath. The infiltrating cells are not confined to the vessel but extend beyond

its boundaries.

The nerve cells exhibited chronic, as well as acute degenerative alterations.

They were frequently shrunken, their processes were distinct and tortuous,

their nuclei small and compact. Hugely swollen vacuolated elements, cells

with pale or achromatic nuclei and with fragmented cell bodies occurred. A
small number of elongated sausage-shaped nuclei with delicate, almost filirillar,

cell bodies were seen in different cortical regions. They corresponded to rod

(Stabchen) cells. Occasionally the neuroglia cells around the degenerated

ganglion cells were increased in numbers; they sometimes lay within the place

previously occuiiied liy degenerated portions of nerve cells, or even within their
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l)()(lies. I'<)lymori)h()nuclear dements were absent. There was no vascular

engorgenuiit. nor any swelling of the capillary endothelium. Formation of

new vessels was nowhere seen.

Animal S.—Stillborn rhesus {Rhesus macacus), 189. The i)ia-arachnoid was

normal. In the hasal ganglions and the internal cajjsule the vessels were

greatly engorged. Similar, hut less uniform, hyperemia was found in some

jiortions of the corte.x and the medulla. The pons contained a few focal

luinorrliages. Tlic vessels, in general, possessed a slightly swcdlen endothelium,

which became ])ronounci'd in tlic capillaries and the small venules and arterioles

of the basal ganglions and tlu- internal cansule. Here frecpient "budding" was

V<r -.

^ -ft?
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delineated cytoplasm. This was usually smooth, hut sometimes clumpy,

vacuolated or reticular; sometimes it exhibited basophilic tendencies, but as

a rule it was mildly acidophilic. The nuclei were commonly eccentrically

placed, and possessed a well marked membrane liordered by small irregular

clumps of chromatin; a few such clumps were scattered through the pale

interior. An occasional cell exhil)ited a clear perinuclear court. In short,

many of these cells closely resembled plasma cells. The majority, however,

probably were youthful protoplasmic glia cells, for similar elements were

scattered throughout the nervous parenchyma. They showed various proliferative

and degenerative forms. Granule (Kornchen) cells, and reticulated (Gitter)

-».«'>•».
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forward (epciidymal granulation). Rod cells, Imth in closi: relation to the

vascular adventitia and free, were often encountered. Polymiclear leukocytes

were absent. The nerve cells exhiliited some degenerative changes, hut the

swelling and chroniatolysis present were prohaldy expressions of i)ostmortem

alteration. Neuronophagy was not observed.

.XKTKKIOSCLKKnSIS

UndtT this heading .irc included all clironic arterial lesions. I'our

animals showed more or less well-marked cerebral arteriosclerosis. The
most important is the |)i,i,^tailed maca(|iie. for defmite statements as to

f; .^vi-V^^^^-' ^ *

Fig. 8.—Still-born rhesus monkey. Animal 3. Head of caudate nucleus.

Higher power photomicrograph of venules to left of center of Fig. 7. The

adventitial sheath of the venules is infiltrated with several layers of lympho-

cytes and occasional plasma cells. On the right side of the figure an irregular

focus of similar cells is shown; here the plasma cells are more in evidence.

the age of this animal are available. It was bcjrn in the garden Aug. 18,

1918, and found dead June 3, 1919; it was, therefore, less than a year

old. Its vessels were markedly sclerotic and atheromatous, and gener-

ally showed well-marked calcification involving particularly the mesial

coats. In the Chacnia baboon a similar condition of the cerebral vessels

was found ; the arterial changes in the other two animals of this group

were milder in type, and involved chiefly the intima. Necrotic and

gliosed foci, atrophic, sclerosed and calcified ganglion cells were present
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as the result of vascular deficiency in two of the animals. • It would

seem, therefore, that cerebral arteriosclerosis, occurring in four of

twenty-two animals, is not at all an uncommon condition.

Animal 2.—Chacma baboon (Fapio porcarius) P. Z. G., 5060. Many arteries,

particularly in the l)asal ganglions, possessed irregularly thickened walls, and

distorted, narrowed lumens. The intima appeared normal; the internal clastica

was split and reduplicated. In the mesial coat there were more or less hyalinized

regions, frequently the seat of calcareous deposits (Fig. 9). The adventitia

was usually not involved, but in some instances the muscularis and adventitia

were fused and structureless. There were many pale, atheromatous plaques

I '^ '.

* - <>

Fig. 9.—Chacma baboon (Papio porcarius). Animal 2. Artery in the basal

ganglions. Marked mesial sclerosis, sclerosis of the adventitia, and calcification.

and a diffuse but light incrustation with liinc salts. (The other lesions have

already been described).

Animal 4.—Pigtailed macaque (Macacus ncincstriitits), P. Z. G., 5152. The

majority of the arteries, in all parts of the brain, had irregularly thickened

walls, due to hyalinized, atheromatous or calcified intimal plaques (Fig. 10).

The internal elastica was generally split into many fil)rils. In the muscular

coat there were irregular calcified patches. The adventitia was usually

unaffected but, sometimes, calcified patches were present. The smaller arteries

and arterioles frequently were transformed into completely calcified tubules,

and even some of the capillary vessels were similarly incrusted. Many capil-

laries possessed irregular, tortuous or angulated, and often bizarre shapes.

There were numerous small, irregular foci of degeneration in various portions
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of the lirain. They usually consisted of a loosely arrauj^ed, edematous glial

feltwork in which wire embedded cellular remnants. Not infrequently such

areas were completely calcified, (iranule cells, in small numhers, were scattered

about the periphery. There was no definite increase of the cellular glia around

these foci, but occasionally mild proliferation was found. The gauRlion-cells.

particularly in the vicinity of the necrosed or j^liosed foci, were atrophic and

fre(|ueiitly had thick, tortuous processes. The lei)tomeninj;es were locally

thickiiied, dur t<> filjroblastic prolifiralioii ; collagenous fibrils were plentiful.

.Imiimal .•>.—White-throated cebus (Cchus hyt^alrucus) P. Z. G., 5354. The

subrndotbelial connective tissue of the intima in a number of pial as well as

ccrol>ral vessels was niarkefilv tliickenid, and hvaliiii-:ed. This, occasionally.

Fig. 10.—Pigtailed macaque (.Macacus nemestrinus), Animal 4. Artery in

cerebral sulcus. Marked mesial sclerosis and calcification, some thickening of

intima.

caused almost a complete obliteration of the vascular lumens. The internal

elastica was split and fibrillated; the mesial coats were generally not involved.

There was no evidence of calcification, focal necrosis, or gliosis. A number

of atrophic and sclerotic ganglion cells were present. In places the pia was

mildly thickened and fibrosed.

Animal 6.—Brown cebus {Ccbus fatucllus) P. Z. G., 5300. A number of

small arteries in the sylvian fissure had a moderately proliferated and

hyalinized subendothelial intima, and reduplicated, split internal elastica. The

mesial coats were normal. A mild, localized fibrosis of the pia was present.

No foci of necrosis or gliosis were found. A few ganglion cells were atrophic.
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SUPPURATIVE MENIXGO-EX CEPHALITIS

This was found in two animals. A very interesting lesion occurred

in the night monkey, in which a fairly large abscess of the ])ons was

associated with an acute suj^purative leptomeningitis. The animal had

lived for only two weeks at the garden and suffered from a "cold" since

its arrival. It is. therefore, ]:)robal)le thai the infectious agent was

conveyed to the l)rain through the nares. The other animal, a chim-

panzee, is said to have suffered from influenza ; he had a ''cold" and

the bacillus of Pfeiffer was cultured from the lungs. The histologic

picture was that of mild lei)tomeningitis with many fibrin thrombi in the

pial vessels, and slight mononuclear and polymorphonuclear exudate.

Animal 7.—Noisy douroucouli, "night ir.onkey" (Aotcs vocifcnins) P. Z. G.,

5127. An oval cyst, 3 by 2 mm. in diameter, occupied the general region of the

left pyramidal tract, the mesial fibers of which were destroyed, while the more
lateral bundles were still preserved. The cyst was separated from the meninges

by a strip of tissue averaging 1 mm. in thickness. Grossly it had smooth walls,

but microscopically its periphery consisted of broken-down cerebral substance

and numerous pus cells. There was no sharp separation between the definitely

necrotic brain substance which constituted its periphery, and the better

preserved pontile tissue. Numerous granule cells, degenerated glial and

nervous structures were present in the necrotic zone. The leptomeninges over

the entire brain were markedly edematous and infiltrated with great numbers

of leukocytes embedded in a fine network of fil)rin. The cortical ganglion cells

exhibited acute degenerative changes. The vessels were moderately engorged

and contained excessive numbers of polymorphonuclear leukocytes.

Animal 8.—Chimpanzee {Pan nigcr) P. Z. G., 4157. Pons: the ir.eninges

were moderately edematous and slightly infiltrated with large mononuclear

and piilymorphonuclear leukocytes. Many of the vessels were lilocked with a

fine fibrin network in which were enmeshed abundant leukocytes. The capil-

laries (if tin- brain sul)stance were moderately engorged; occasional vessels were
filled willi fibrin and leukocytes. Now and then the adventitial sheath of a

vessel tijutained a few polymorphonuclear It-ukocstes. There was considerable

acute degeneration of the ganglion cells. Imt no api)arent iiroliferation of the

glia.

TL'r.i:KcuiA;sis

Only one animal, a sooty mangabey. showed tuberculous infection

of the nervous system, a relatively large solitary tubercle being present

in the pons.

Animal 9.—Sooty mangabey {Ccrcoccbus fidif/iiiosus) P. Z. G., v3962. Pons:

adjacent to the sensory nucleus of the left fifth nerve, there was a circular area

of necrosis 2 mm. in diameter. The central portions were crumbly and stained

lightly with eosin. The periphery consisted of a thin and irregularly arranged

wall of large, pale epithelioid cells, between which were found several typical

tuberculous giant cells. luicircling the lesion was an indefinite ring formed In-

scanty numbers of small and large round cells. The smaller elements possessed

deep-staining rotinded nuclei and but little cytoplasm, the larger cells had
fairly abundant cytojilasm and paler nuclei: their cell bodies were indefinite and
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faded into tlu- surroundinj^ structvircs. Similar elements were scattered for

some distance throuf^h the loose and slif^htly edematous nerve substance. A
small hlood vessel with obliterated lumen lay just within the wall of the necrotic

area. I'lsewhcre in the jxnis there were a number of very small vessels with

a few round ceils in their adventitial sheaths. The meninj^es were here and

there slifiiitly edematous and intiltrated with occasional round cells.

SU.M .\I.\KV

I list()i)ath()l()gic study of the brains from twenty-two apes and

monkeys disclosed in nine animals, lesions similar to those found in man.

Of particular interest was the occurrence, in three animals, of non-

supi)urative meninj;(o-encephahtis, resemblin<r the lesions of ei)idemic

encephalitis, acute poliomyelitis and certain other diseases. Cerebral

arteriosclerosis occurred in foiu" animals, in two of which marked cal-

cification of the vessels and focal areas of necrosis and gliosis were pres-

ent. In one animal a solitary tubercle was found in the pons. In two

aniinals acute suppurative meningo-encephalitis was ])resent ; this was

associated in one case with a ])ontile abscess.

The conclusion may l>e reached that the interpretation of cerebral

lesions in "experimental" monkeys requires caution, since definite

"spontaneous" changes were found in over 40 per cent, of the animals

studied.

APPENDIX
Pathologic diagnosis of the monkeys from which sections of brain were

studied (with the reference number, Philadelphia Zoological Garden) :

4992 Orang-utan <? . Primates, Simiadae, Simla satynis. Ulcerative

colitis; cirrhosis of liver with fatty degeneration; mesenteric lymphadenitis;

secondary anemia; follicular splenitis; post-nasal catarrhal inflammation.

4157 Chimpanzee 6. Primates. Simiadae, Pau niger. .^cute laryngitis;

acute bronchitis; bronchopneumonia; acute dry pleurisy; cardiac thrombosis;

acute diffuse splenitis; acute catarrhal nephritis; passive congestion and fatty

degeneration of liver; acute catarrhal and follicular appendicitis; chronic

peritoneal adhesions; pneumococcus and influenza bacilli in culture from lung.

4877 Orang-utan 9. Primates, Simiadae, Siiiiia satyrus. Tuberculosis

—

caseous of bronchial glands and apex of left lung, miliary of spleen, liver, broad

ligament, bronchi and trachea; terminal Ijronchopncumonia ; healed pemphigus

in skin.

5060 Chacma Ijaboon i . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Papio porcarius. Acute

diffuse nephritis superimposed on chronic parenchymatous nephritis ; acute

splenitis ; edema of lungs ; chronic local pleurisy ; acute bronchitis ; myocarditis ;

chronic tonsillitis; chronic duodenitis; hemosiderin pigmentation of intestine.

4244 Yellow baboon $ . Primates, Cercopitliecidae. Papio cynoccphalus.

Osteomalacia. Fracture of humerus. Cloudy swelling of kidneys. Constipation.

5183 Red monkey 3 Primates, Cercopithecidae, Ccrcopithccus patas.

Acute hemorrhagic and follicular enteritis; chronic splenitis; passive congestion

and cirrhosis of liver; petechia in lung; cysticercus in liver region.

5374 Squirrel monkey $ . Primates, Cebidae, Saimiri sciurca. Acute dif-

fuse nephritis; worms in cecum.
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4196 Brown- macaque $ . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Macacus arctoides.

Exposure to cold.

5300 Brown cebus 9. Primates, Cebidae, Ccbtis fatucllus. Chronic inter-

stitial nephritis with retention cysts ; fatty infiltration of liver.

5354. White-throated cebus 9 . Primates, Cebidae, Cebus hypoleucus.

Filaria gracilis in peritoneum; adhesions between intestine and wall of

abdomen
;
perihepatitis

;
perisplenitis.

5212 Japanese macaque $ . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Macacus fuscatus.

Septic osteitis of lower jaw. Cervical lymphadenitis. Chronic follicular

splenitis. Focal necrosis of liver (septic).

5042 Pigtailed macaque S . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Macacus ncmesirinus.

Diffuse nephritis; tuberculosis of lung; fly larva encysted on capsule of kidney.

5152 Pigtailed macaque 9 . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Macacus ncmcstrinus.

•Acute infection; necrosis of liver; congestion of spleen; mesial aortitis; fatty

degeneration of kidney.

5347 Pale cebus 9 . Primates, Cebidae, Cebus flavcsccns. Ileus ; adhesions

of rectum to stomach due to tapeworms in large intestine and rectum ; anemia

;

filaria gracilis in peritoneum; filaria in lung; petechial hemorrhages in stomach;

perisplenitis; congestion of kidney.

4847 Humboldt's woolly monkey 9. Primates, Cebiadae, Lagothrix lago-

tricha. Chronic ulcerative enteritis with acute exacerbation; acute lymph-

adenitis.

5127 Noisy douroucouli ("Night Monkey") $. Primates, Cebidae, Aotes

vociferans. Atrophic enteritis; congestion of kidney; fatty infiltration of liver.

189 Rhesus macaque. Primates, Cercopithecidae, Macacus rhesus. Still

1)orn.

4275 Rhesus macaque S . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Macacus rhesus. AIul-

tiple infected subcutaneous wounds ; cloudy swelling of liver with fatty degen-

eration ; hyperplasia of spleen with local congestion
;
pigmentation of lymph-

nodes
;

general obesity; pneumonosis foci in lung; subacute catarrhal

iironchitis.

3962 Sooty mangabey S . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Cercocebus fuUginosus.

Generalized tuljerculosis ; ulcerative proctitis (tuberculous); acute catarrhal

gastro-enteritis ; acute degenerative nephritis.

3196 Weeper cebus 9. Primates, Cebidae, Cebus capucinus. Organs healthy.

5161 Black spider monkey 9. Primates, Cebidae, Atelcs ater. Ulcerative

colitis (amebic); chronic hyperplasia of spleen; acute nephritis; fatty infiltra-

tion of liver.

4636 Entellus monkey S . Primates, Cercopithecidae, Prcsbytis entellus.

Portal cirrhosis of liver; passive congestion of intestine with hemorrhage into

duodenum ; acute diffuse nephritis ; hypostatic congestion of lung.



CHRONIC INTESTINAL AMEBIASIS

CLINICAL ASPECTS WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO

N EUROPSYCII I ATRI C M A N 1 FESTATION S

HAKOLD W. WRIGHT, M.D.

Neuropsychiatrist to the U. S. Veterans' Bureau, San Francisco

SAN KRAN'CISCO

The very extensive literature ^ on the subject of intestinal amebiasis,

during the past ten years particularly, indicates the growing importance

of this type of infection in temperate climates as well as in the tropics.

The reports of the Medical Research Committee of Great Britain ^

show the great prevalence of chronic dysentery in returned soldiers,

not only among those who have been in tropical regions, but even more

so among those who were in France. The conclusions of this Committee

are that these men are no longer fit for active military life because of

the return of symptoms when proper care and diet are impossible.

These reports also call attention to the miserable health of many of

these men, most of the time, and the difficulty of effecting a complete

cure. For example, among ninety-six cases fifty-seven were "cured,"

but thirty-six relapsed. It is interesting to note that in most cases of

chronic amebic infection, diarrhea is not present, but rather a chronic

constipation ; and that without careful stool examination the infection

may be overlooked.

This paper is in the nature of a preliminary report on twenty-five

cases of intestinal amebiasis, all of which were in exservice men and

were referred to the writer primarily because of symptoms regarded by

prior examiners as neurologic or psychiatric.

The following tables in which these cases are summarized will show

the frequency of the neurasthenic syndrome and in some cases a neuritic

and arthritic syndrome. The analysis of the principal symptoms pre-

sented by these patients will indicate how easily many of them would

have been classed as psychoneurotics until a complete physical examina-

tion, including the stool examination, w^as made.

1. Editorial: J. A. M. A. (May 21) 1921; Kofoid, C. A.; Kohnhauser. S. I.,

and Plate, J. T. : Intestinal Parasites in Overseas and Home Service Troops

of the U. S. Army. J. A. M. A. 72:1721 (June 14) 1919; Kofoid, C. A., and

Swezy. Olive: On the Prevalence of Carriers of Endamoeba Dysenteriae

Among Soldiers Returned from Overseas Service. Am. J. Trop. Med. 1:41

(Jan.) 1921.

2. Reports of Medical Research Committee of Great Britain, London:

Nos. 7 and 29.
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Table 2.

—

Summary of Cases Detailed ii: Table 1

Prior Diagnoses (all Anally referred as ncuropeychlutric):
Toxic goiter 'i

Psychoneurosis 2
Neuriistliiiiia 6
Hysteria 1

Myocarditis 3

Nwirosypliilis 1

Artliritis (cause not specified) 2

Enterocolitis 2
Intercostal neuralgia and muscular rhi-uinati!<ni I

Olironie appendicitis 1

Tuberculosis 2
Ptomaine poisoning 1

Tabes dorsalis 1

Gastritis 2

Dementia praecox 1

Gassed 2

Amebiasis 1

No diagnosis 3

Total dilTercnt diagnoses, 17

Average duration of infection before final diagnosis 2.9 years
Principal Symptoms—Subjective and Objective:

Nervousness 17

Constant fatigue 25
Feeling of social inadequacy and melancholy 6
Insomnia 6
Irritability 6
Anxiety feelings—witli palpitation 3
Poor mental concentration 9
Chronic constipation 15

Diarrliea 5

HeadaclM> and dizziness 5
Peripheral nerve pains 5
Enlarged thyroid 1

Cold and cyanotic extremities 5
Effects of Ipecac lYeatment:

Symptomatically cured 5
Symptomatically improved 13

Symptomatically unimproved* 7

* Least benefit in the two artliritic cases.

COMMENTS

In all patients presenting symptoms which might he ascribed to

psychologic causes, an attempt was made to discover any causative

mental complexes but without result. Accompanying the subjective

symptoms of a generalized functional disturbance of the nervous system

were objective signs indicating a toxic condition. For example, atten-

tion is called to the frequency of vasomotor disturbances : cold and

cyanotic extremities, excessively perspiring hands, and signs of cardiac

irritability.

The data were tabulated nearly a year ago. Since that time several

of the patients have been seen from time to time and are still com-

plaining of digestive disturbances and lack of normal energy. In one,

a manic-depressive psychosis has occurred. This is the only instance of

actual psychosis developing in any of the group. This patient was

one of those who had a severe upper dorsal arthritis.

While other factors than intestinal infection may have contributed

to some of the symptoms found in these patients, there is enough uni-

formity of symptoms and signs to warrant calling attention to intestinal

amebiasis as a factor in chronic illness of the "neurasthenic" type.
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With reference to the arthritic cases, in both the roentgen-ray

revealed calcareous deposits in the foramina of the vertebrae at the

levels from which referred pains radiated.

SUMMARY

Twenty-five cases of amebic infection with Endamocba hystolytica

had the following syndromes in order of frequency:

1. Neurasthenic syndrome with mental depression.

2. Toxic syndrome with myocardial irritability simulating hyper-

thyroidism.

3. Polyneuritic syndrome.

4. Arthritic syndrome with reflex nerve pains and deposits in

foramina of the vertebrae.

All presented gastro-intestinal syndromes characterized by poor

appetite, flatulence and chronic constipation, with occasional diarrhea.



Occasional Notes

INTERCOSTAL NERVE VARIATIONS

From the Anatomical Laboratory of the Medical Department of the State

University of Iowa, I report two cases of intercostal nerve variation. The first

case is illustrated, the second is not.

The second intercostal nerve on the left side gave off a large branch opposite

the mida.xillary line. This ner\e pierced the internal intercostal muscle and

then attached itself to the pleura, as the phrenic nerve does. Coursing over

the pleura {A in the accompanying figure), it arched around its anterior border to

run down on the mediastinal pleura towards the diaphragm. On this

Second intercostal nerve in Case 1: A, anterior surface of pleura;

B, nerve branching on mediastinal surface; C, transverse section of main

nerve trunk.

mediastinal surface it divided into two branches {B in the accompanying figure).

A section of the main trunk was removed and histologically sectioned : it

showed two distinct nerve trunks, with well indicated myelinated nerve

fibers (C in the accompanying figure).

The second specimen was much the same, excepting that a branch came

from the third intercostal, and one from the fourth intercostal nerve. These

two trunks on being sectioned histologically showed only one nerve trunk

each.

These conditions are of interest in relation to referred pain.

H. J. Prentiss, Iowa City, la.



Abstracts from Current Literature

MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS AND ITS ETIOLOGY. E. Loxg. Schweiz. med.

Wchnschr. 53:109 (Feb. 1) 1923; Rev. med. dc la Suisse Rom. 43:27

(Jan.) 1923.

This article is an introduction to an official inquiry into the frequency and

dissemination of multiple sclerosis in Switzerland.

According to the author, multiple sclerosis is more prevalent in Switzerland

than was formerly supposed. Pathologically, multiple sclerosis presents reddish

gray plaques scattered throughout the nervous system. These vary in size, are

usually superficial and involve the white substance. They may at times be

situated centrally. These sclerotic lesions usually appear as sharply defined areas,

but when stained by the Weigert-Pal method show no sharp demarcation. The

plaques also occur in the brain, medulla, pons, cerebellum and basal ganglions,

both in the white substance and in the cortex. The retina and optic nerve, as

also the olfactory bulb and other cranial nerves, are affected. The anterior

and posterior spinal roots and the cranial nerves for a distance from the brain

may show involvement. There is no definite evidence of peripheral nerve

change so that one may say the condition is limited to the central nervous

system and especially to the neuroglia.

Longitudinal sections through the cord reveal that the nerve fibers between

two adjacent plaques show no change. Secondary degeneration does not occur.

The nerve fibers, while losing their myelin sheaths, retain their trophic func-

tions, and after the disappearance of the plaques, they again resume their

normal structure. The ganglion cells in a plaque show but little change. There

may be a chromatolysis but they retain their nuclei and nucleolus. These

are the important facts to bear in mind in order to understand the physiologic

mechanism of this disease.

It is clear that under these criteria a multiple sclerosis can appear clinically

only when there are sufficient plaques, well enough localized, to bring about

clinical signs. In the formes frustes, plaques will be found by the hundreds

scattered throughout the central nervous system. It was long held that the

sclerotic plaques were sclerogliotic foci, but this is no longer tenable. It is

true that the glia forms a thick network, but the nerve fiber loses only its myelin

sheath, the axis cylinder being only affected to a minor degree. The ganglion

cells, as already noted, are only slightly, if at all, involved. Interstitial sub-

stance may show a slight inflammatory change. There may occasionally be

some vascular infiltration. Considerable variation occurs and it may happen

that no change is noted. It may be said that one has to deal with a disease

of the central nervous system, characterized by scattered foci of gliosis, varying

in size and age and containing marked and deformed axis cylinders. Accord-

ing to some authorities the glial changes are primary; according to others,

and the more modern, the parenchymal changes are primary, and only second-

arily produce changes in the glial and connective tissue structures. The

anatomic changes tend to explain the clinical observations. The insidious

progress with exacerbations are compatible with the changeability of symptom

complexes due to plaques occurring in various parts of the central nervous

system. Charcot described three clinical forms, the cerebral, the spinal and
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tlic cerebrospinal. He also called atlcnticjii to the ruflimciitary aiul atypical

forms. Besides his work, Muller. in 1904, and Op|)enheini, in 1914, dcscrii)ed

the disease very thoroughly. The spinal form may he cervical, dorsal or

lunil)osacral in its onset. It may affect mainly the lateral columns or the

posterior columns, the motor or sensory areas of the cord. In the cerehral form

there are naturally more possibilities of localization and more complex pictures

may occur. The two chief types are the paralytic and the type of incoordina-

tion. The paretic, spastic condition is almost constant. Motor power is

usually diminished with an increase of deep reflexes and Bahinski phenomena.

The cremasteric reflexes are diminished, while the abdominal reflexes are nearly

always alisent. The latter is so constant that some authorities consider this

one of the principal signs of the disease.

If the motor impairment is more marked, paraplegia or tetraplegia, and

more rarely hemiplegia occur. A plaque may involve a spinal root or cranial

nerve nucleus with resulting paralysis. The optic nerve is not infrequently

affected, causing a characteristic optic atrophy.

It was formerly assumed that sensory disturbances did not occur in multiple

sclerosis. This, however, is not true. They are not uncommon, but are usually

not severe. Paresthesias (very persistent pains) may occur; bladder dis-

turbances are not infrequent.

Disturbances of coordination are very significant. Every student is told

of the importance of the intention tremor, the scanning speech and the

nystagmus. The tremor is of importance as it may lead to a wrong diagnosis.

It is not a regular or rhythmical tremor, but is the result of incoordinate

movements which occur especially at the end of a volitional or intentional

act. It gradually increases and by persistence may even become more marked.

The scanning speech and the nystagmus are synergic disturbances ; the ataxia

a cerebellar incoordination. The symptoms are due to a cerebellar lesion or

lesion in the cerebellar tracts. Charcot pointed out that one must not rely

too much on these signs, for as Xonne, Bing and others have shown, only

about ten to fifteen per cent, of the cases are at all typical.

The motility disturbances of multiple sclerosis may be divided into three

large groups: (1) In a large number of cases there is marked spasticity with

impairment of movement in the lower or all four extremities, but without any

definite incoordination. This represents the spinal form and may present

difficulties in differentiation from syphilis of the cord, especially if there are

sensory changes and bladder disturbances. At necropsy, the plaques in some
cases appear to be more localized in the cord. However, in the majority of

cases the lesions appear in the lirain and in the pyramidal tracts, causing

a diplegia. (2) If incoordination of movements is added, then one sees the

spastic cerebellar type which may be considered the classic type. This combina-

tion is not always found. Clinically one more frequently finds cases of multiple

sclerosis which have disturbances of equilibration or incoordination of the

limbs, in which, even though the condition is advanced, no scanning speech

is noted. (3) If signs of paralysis or changes in reflexes are absent and only

cerebellar signs present, one sees the typical cerebellar syndrome. This is not

rare, but usually is only an early condition, as later, spasticity appears. In

the cerebellar forms there is noted a great variation of symptoms and in some

cases it requires a thorough investigation to determine which movements have

become ataxic.

The classification into three groups is only feasible when it is understood

that in the cerebral type the cerebellum is also involved.
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Occasionally a mild muscular atrophy, especially of the distal parts, may
be present. While this is rare, it is important as it may lead to an incorrect

diagnosis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis.

Even more important than the variability of the symptoms, is the variability

of the course of the disease. Acute, subacute and chronic types are described.

The acute type which ends in death in a few months is rare. The main differ-

ence between the subacute and the chronic is the duration, the latter lasting

up to twenty or more years. A gradual progression is rare, periodic increase

of symptoms and remission are the rule. The exacerbations may be sudden or

gradual ; they may be apoplectic in character or associated with vertigo and

vomiting. The remissions are variable in duration, up to fifteen or twenty

years have been recorded. It is doubtful if the condition ever remains stationary

as the time usually seems to come when the disease process again advances.

The remissions may not incorporate the entire clinical picture, but may be

confined to isolated symptoms such as paralj^sis of the eye muscles or facial

muscles. The optic atrophy does not lead to blindness as in tabes, the amblyopia

usually becomes less and changes from one eye to the other. The patient's

ability to continue work is naturally very variable.

Psychologicallj- one speaks of transient confusional periods which may lead

to a psychotic state. Euphoria is often very noticeable in the progress of

the disease. Self-criticism is not infrequent; this is usually in a humorous

vein. In the end stages, prior to coma, there is a carelessness and euphoria,

somewhat resembling general paralysis without the loss of memory.

The disease usually terminates by a state of immobility, with cachexia and

decubitus, or by bulbar disturbances, which hasten the exit. All in all, the

symptomatology is so variable that for differential diagnosis one would have

to review the pathology of the entire central nervous system. Diagnosis is

usually uncertain before the clinical signs are well established. At present,

with the aid of lumbar puncture, the differential diagnosis is made easier.

Lymphocytosis is rare ; if present, an inflammatory condition must be con-

sidered. The Wassermann reaction is negative.

The etiology still remains unsolved. Marie first suggested a nonspecific

toxic basis, as typhus, measles and even syphilis; lead, arsenic and mercury

have also been incriminated. Striimpell then suggested a neurotrophic develop-

mental disorder, but this has not stood the test of time. In 1917, Kuhn and

Steiner, and in 1919, Marinesco thought they had found spirochetes which were

believed to be the cause of the disease. This has not been sul)stantiated. In

1922, Pettit considered the disease due to a specific virus, but little proof has

been brought forward in this direction. The therapy, unfortunately, even with

the advent of arsphenamin and other preparations, has proved uniformly

unsuccessful. ^, _ , .,,.
MoERSCH, Rochester, Mmn.

STUDIES IN EXTRAPYRAMIDAL SYNDROMES; PROGRESSIVE
INFANTILE TORSION SPASM (SYNDROME OF THE CORPUS
STRIATUM). A. Wimmer, Rev. ncurol. 28:952 (Sept.-Oct.) 1921.

The article is based chiefly on the clinical and necropsy findings in a girl

twelve years of age. The case, before coming to the psychiatric clinic of

Wimmer, was diagnosed in the neurologic polyclinic of the Rigs hospital, as

a severe hysteria. The notes at that hospital describe her as having "an

embarrassed speech" and a trembling, hesitating gait; she was unable to stand
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erect; she walked slowly, kaiiinj{ du tin,' arm of her nurse, in short steps,

spastic and almost like an automaton; on one occasion, she walked on all

fours. From time to time she showed choreiform tremors of the extremities

with a tendency to rigidity of movement. At times she appeared frightened and

at others apathetic. She smeared herself while eating. No difficulty in swal-

lowing was noted. She was quite emaciated. Opthalmoscopic examination

was negative. The hlood VVassermann reaction was negative ; spinal punc-

ture revealed: cells 4, globulin negative, Bordet-Wassermann test negative.

There was a right otitis media. Such were the findings with a diagnosis of

hysteria before the patient was admitted to Wimmer's service.

Wimmer's examination is very detailed and includes : a careful history, both

of the patient, and her family; a careful psychiatric and neurologic examina-

tion ; the muscle status and the general physical condition, as well as the

usual laboratory studies. The clinical chart showed a moderately rapid pro-

gression. The bodily contortions became more and more acute ; there was

a continuous increased motor agitation
;

great emaciation in spite of long-

continued good appetite. Toward the end of her residence in the hospital

there was a recrudescence of the otitis, accompanied by irregular elevations

of temperature. Later she developed a deep abscess in the luml>ar region fol-

lowing pneumonia, and finally died, Aug. 1, 1920.

Abstracting the main features in the case, we find a negative family history

for nervous and mental diseases or for a disorder similar to that of the patient

in other members of the family, and there was no evidence of congenital syphilis.

The clinical course presented two important features: (1) bizarre attitudes

and grotesque contortions of the body and of the extremities. These were

never absent, not even during sleep; (2) marked increase in the general motor

excitability. The choreiform movements and contortions were involuntary in

character and involved almost all the muscles of the body.

Although there were speech difficulties, there were no general spasticity nor

paralyses. The reflexes were not exaggerated ; there were : no Babinski sign,

no sphincter trouble, no sensory disturbances, no ocular symptoms, no lesion

of the optic nerve, and no nystagmus. Finally, there were no psychic symp-

toms nor general cerebral symptoms. Hysteria might well have been accepted

as a diagnosis except for the following important features : the abnormal and

grotesque attitudes persisted during sleep; the course of the disorder was

rather long (2 years) for a child so young. According to the author infantile

hysteria or hysteria in children is usually monosymptomatic. and yields readily

to isolation of the patient.

The writer thought, from the first, that in tliis case he was dealing with

an "extrapyramidal encephalopathy." a "syndrome of the corpus striatum," and

a case not to be confused with a so-called "double athetosis," or S. A. K.

Wilson's syndrome. He thinks it more like Oppenheim's "dysbasia lordotica

progressiva v. dystonia musculorum deformans," or like the case described by

Thomalla in 1918, a case of "torsion spasm," in which necropsy revealed a

"bilateral lesion, a total necrosis of the putamen, and hepatic cirrhosis,"

changes showing essentially the same pathologic picture as the syndrome of

Wilson's disease.

The author then sulimits his necropsy findings. In touching on the micro-

scopic findings in the brain sections, he states that the most remarkable changes

are those in the neuroglia, which, in every part of the brain examined, cor-

respond exactly to the changes described by Alzheimer in a case of pseudo-
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sclerosis. Photographic plates, fourteen in number, follow. His description of

these plates concludes with the statement that no portion of the brain examined
exhibits evidence of inflammation or vascular change.

The author believes his case to be the second, which demonstrates that the

"torsion neurosis" is (or may be) an organic affection, a "syndrome of the

corpus striatum," which is closely related to Wilson's disease with a charac-

teristic hepatic pathology. Moreover his case shows not only striate involve-

ment, but also diffuse alterations in the brain substance, whirh, from a histo-

pathologic point of view are analogous to changes in the striate body. These
diffuse changes, including, by the way, the lenticular nucleus as well, is what
suggests the descriptive term pseudosclerosis. He quotes Spielmeyer as

having demonstrated, as late as 1920, that the two clinical syndromes which

we designate as Wilson's disease and pseudosclerosis are from an histo-

pathologic point of view essentially one and the same thing.

He then raises the question as to whether the involvement of the striate

body determines the principal symptoms in his case. This cannot be exactly

determined, for, while the striate body influences muscle-tone, yet it is hui

a part of a more extended system, namely, the cerebellorubrothalamofrontal

system which in turn controls subcortical motor mechanisms and muscle tone.

It is for this reason that one may arrive at certain erroneous and risky con-

clusions concerning lesions of the corpus striatum ; e. g. we find certain beauti-

ful cases of Wilson's disease complicated with pronounced lesions of the

dentate nucleus. The same thing may be said of cases published recently

in Denmark involving the thalamus in which there is "general muscular

rigidity and a paralysis agitans," but which nevertheless show no involvement

of the striate body.

The paper concludes with the opinion that different clinical pictures are

the result chiefly of a difference in the combination in the same cerebropathy.

The rapidity of the disease, the stage it has reached, and the age of the

brain all play a part in the manifest variations.
Jones, Detroit.

ANGIOSPASM IN VASOMOTOR AND TROPHIC NEUROSES. Fritz

Bruning, Deutsch. med. Wchnschr. 48:1572 (Nov. 24) 1922.

The significance of angiospasm in the pathogenesis of the vasomotor neu-

roses is well known. Under this head Cassirer mentions acroparesthesia,

erythromelalgia, Raynaud's disease, scleroderma, acro-asphyxia, etc.

Raynaud very early assumed that local syncope, the forerunner of local

asphyxia, was the result of contraction of the small arterioles and also of

the larger arteries. Until recently the transient contracture of blood ves-

sels has been the only intra vitam evidence of angiospasm. Pathologic investi-

gation has shown a generalized deficiency of the vascular system or a

hyperplasia of the arteries, and from this it has been assumed that the vas-

cular spasm causes the hyperplasia.

Briining has shown that angiospasm extends high into the arm, even into

the brachial artery ; this was demonstrated at operation for periarterial

sympathectomy. He feels that the operation of Jaboulay and Lcriche has a

very definite application in the vasomotor trophic neuroses. Three cases are

reported :

1. A woman, aged 47, had marked vasomotor trophic disturbance in the

right hand with constant pain. The operation in this case was a periarterial

sympathectomy of 10 cm. on tlic lirachial artery. The artery was found to
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be small, about the size of the radial artery. Pulsations c<iuld not be felt

here, althouyh they were present in the radial artery. For a distance of 7 cm.

the adventitia was stripped away. During the operation it was observed that

the artery contracted to about one-half its normal size except where the

adventitia was removed; here it remained unchanged. At the same time the

radial pulse disappeared and did not return during the entire operation. Six

hours later the radial pulse was again i)alpal)lc. The ()ain rapidly disappeared

and trophic disturbances cleared away. Four months later the hand seemed

perfectly well.

2. A woman, aged 57, with scleroderma. On both hands the skin was

markedly leathery. There was itching and prickling pain in the fingers.

Operation on the right brachial artery was performed. Two months later

marked improvement was noted. There was no pain and the i)atient could

use her hands quite well.

3. A man. aged 23, who had a spastic paraplegia following transverse mye-

litis, the result of Pott's disease. There was beginning trophic disturbance

of the feet and toes. The right femoral artery was exposed and sympathectomy

was done. Within fourteen days considerable improvement was noted.

The author also reports two cases of Raynaud's disease treated in the same

manner by Kummell and one by Lotschs. In these six cases the outstanding

finding was a spasm of the arteries. Briining feels that this is not a con-

genital condition but the result of spasm. He gives the following reasons

:

the existence of palpable change in the radial artery; the change in caliber

of vessels in intermittent claudication, which has been observed by Wieting

at operation; the results obtained by sympathectomy; and the observation

noted in Case 1 in which the pulse could not be felt in the field of operation

but could be felt in the radial artery. As the sympathectomy relieved the

vascular spasm, the author assumes that one is dealing with a disturbance

of the sympathetic nervous system; and, moreover, that the vascular spasm

is not of myogenic but of neurogenic origin.

The author sees in an angiospasm a symptom of increased tonus of the

sympathetic nervous system. Sympathectomy does not cure the disease (e. g.,

Raynaud's) but relieves the symptoms by decreasing the vascular tonus. To

what degree the so-called trophic functions are affected remains an open

question especially as we do not know if there are nerves with trophic

function alone.

Sympathectomy is a most helpful adjunct. If some operators have not been

successful, this may be attributed to errors in technic and the selection of

cases. With experience one should be able to select cases very effectively.

For the present the author presents the following indications for sym-

pathectomy: (1) all vasomotor trophic neuroses associated with an angio-

spastic condition; (2) angiospastic conditions in the presclerotic period of

arteriosclerotic gangrene and intermittent claudication; (3) possibly frost

gangrene and end-arteritic gangrene because of the secondary hyperemia which

follows the sympathectomy; (4) trophic changes resulting from nerve injuries

if no results are obtained or are possible by neurolysis or nerve section.

Sympathectomy is contraindicated in embolic and diabetic gangrene.

It is certainly true that the earlier these cases are operated on, the better

the results will l)e. It is especially desirable to operate while the vessel?

are still in a state of transient spasm, as then permanent changes probably

have not occurred. The results obtained by sympathectomy indicate that

vasomotor trophic disturliances are not so much caused by loss of nerve
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function as by increase in the irrita1)ility of the nervous system. The author

briefly describes the operative technic. He states that the operation should

be performed at as high a point as possible and that about 8 cm. of the artery

must be isolated and the adventitia removed. If the disturbance is traumatic

in origin, the exposure must be well above the site of injury.

MoERSCH, Rochester, Minn.

ANATOMIC AND FUNCTIONAL RESULTS OBSERVED IN THE
COURSE OF CICATRIZATION OF NERVES IN THE DOG. L. Guvon,
Rev. neurol. 28:937 (Sept.-Oct.) 192L

The paper is based on a series of studies undertaken at the College de

France and at the Salpetriere with especial reference to the comparative

value of end-to-end suture and grafting with dead nerves. The conclusions

are based on experiments on sixteen dogs in which the experimenters cut

the two branches of the sciatic or of the internal popliteal nerve alone. Two
sutures in the nerve sheath suffice to hold the ends of the nerve in coaptation.

The cicatrices are fixed or set in paraffine and cut far enough above and

l)elow the lesion (where the nerve was originally cut) to allow a careful count-

ing and measurement of the fibers.

The muscles are studied in two groups, one supplied by the internal

popliteal branch of the sciatic and the other by the external popliteal. For
the fibers in a normal state the authors give 2 : 46 as a ratio between those

of the internal and the external popliteal. They also give norms for the

muscles supplied by both branches of the sciatic. These norms or ratios are

followed by a series of observations on the sixteen dogs made after suture or

graft at intervals of from forty-three days to a year. These observations

include anatomic details of the nerves above and below the cicatrix, the condi-

tion of the muscles and the relations which exist between nerve regeneration

and muscular restoration, as well as a comparison between the results in

end-to-end suture, and nerve graft.

State of the Nerve Above the Cicatrix.—Two conditions may result from
section of the nerve : regeneration follows, or does not follow, degeneration

above the point of section. Moreover, in case of regeneration, we find two
conditions : The fibers that regenerate are usually smaller and somewhat
scattered, and there are certain fibers that show only the empty sheath ; in

other words we have the phenomenon of total destruction and of the multiplica-

tion of nerve fillers of smaller calil)er. The latter are naturally less in number
than in the normal nerve. This is more marked in the dogs experimented

on when both branches of the sciatic are cut, than when the internal popliteal

alone is cut. The conclusion to be drawn from this is that the disturbance in

function of the spinal cord is in proportion to tiie nunil)cr of fibers injured

and constitutes an unfavoral)le condition in so far as it concerns the resistance

of the neurons to the injury which they have undergone.

It is interesting to note that the authors find that the new fibers, though

smaller than those of the uninjured nerve, are as great or greater than before

section, and that their number depends largely on the distance above the

point of section. They make their enumerations at not less than a centimeter

above this point, and frequently as high as fifteen to twenty millimeters.

At the neck of the cicatrix the writers have not counted the fibers, although

superficial examination would indicate that the fibers are increased propor-

tionately to the diameter of the cicatrix. In end to end suture the caliber of
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the fibers in the cicatrix is apparently the same as in the fillers in the lower

or distal portion of the nerve. In the Kraft the diameters of the filters are

a little larger tiian in simple sutures.

Sometimes in simple sutures there is a slight edema of variable develop-

ment, generally in the so-called metamorphic zone; in the graft this edema

never appears in the process of the graft itself, hut only above and below it.

Condition of the Xcrt'C Bclozi' the Cicatrix.—In a general way, in spite of

frequent perfect muscular function, there is always notable diminution in the

nervous tissue. While the number of fibers is generally increased, their diam-

eter, or caliber is usually less than in the healthy nerve. Regeneration is

rapid even in cases of nerve graft. This is true both as to the number of

fibers and their caliber. Only functional disturbance is found below the

cicatrix.

The age and state of health of the animals experimented on seemed to

have no marked influence on nerve regeneration and restoration of muscular

function. Even infection at the site of section apparently had no special effect.

On the other hand, individual predisposition certainly plays an important part

in the proliferation of nerve fil)crs and neuroglial sheaths. Instances are then

cited.

Trophic Disorders.—Trophic ulcerations are not rare. It is a disputed point

as to whether these trophic ulcers are the result of injury to the nerves them-

selves or the secondary result of mechanical disturbances, such as a disturbed

gait or other disordered movement resulting from nerve section.

In abstracting the instances where trophic ulcers have exercised an evident

influence on muscle restoration, the authors conclude that there generally exists

a parallelism between this restoration and regeneration of the nerve; but this

parallelism is not absolute and relations between muscle restoration and nerve

regeneration are not simple. At the end of four months, gait is usually well

restored ; at the end of six months there is no apparent defect of motility of

any kind. The authors also note that, although in three instances muscle

restoration did not keep pace with nerve regeneration, nerve regeneration, never-

theless, showed a distinct relationship to the age of the cicatrix and differed

markedly in diflferent animals.

In the final paragraphs the writers sum up the comparative advantages and

disadvantages of end to end suture and nerve graft. After a thorough study

of their cases, they come to the opinion that end to end suture gives the better

results. - _
Jones, Detroit.

TYPES OF FEEBLEMINDEDXESS IX CHILDREX. Th. Gott. Klin.

Wchnschr. 1:2288 (Nov. 11) 1922.

As yet we have reached no uniform classification of feeblemindedness in chil-

dren. Psychiatric, neurologic, psychologic and other avenues of approach have

not made it possible to differentiate between the congenital and acquired forms

of this condition. Feeblemindedness may occur in both the physically sound

and in those suffering from physical ailments, and Gott has grouped the condi-

tions as follows :

1. Feeblemindedness with evidence of organic brain disease. Naturally

all cases of feeblemindedness come under this heading, as it is difficult to

imagine such a defect without some organic brain change.

(a) In this group there is evidence of a definite cerebral lesion as in the

palsies of childhood, choreo-athetoid conditions and epilepsy. Pathologically
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one finds a great variet}- of cerebral lesions. Even here it is at times difficult

to determine if the lesions are prenatal or postnatal. A clearly endogenic form

of feeblemindedness is probably represented by tuberous sclerosis in which

there are sebaceous tumors of the face, epileptic attacks and tumors of the

heart muscle, kidneys and brain. Trauma is one of the chief ectogenic factors,

but inflammatory conditions must also be considered. It is evidently useless

to attempt an etiologic classification of this disease group.

(b) Here are to be considered cases of feeblemindedness with gross

organic brain lesions as evidenced by malformations and deformities such as

microcephalus, hydrocephalus, "turmschadel" and agenesis.

(c) The author places here the rather rare familial infantile amaurotic

idiots. This condition, as is known, is confined almost entirely to the eastern

European Jews.

The degree of feeblemindedness of these organic types is variable and is

no index to the location of the lesion or its severity.

2. A second clinical major group of feeblemindedness is distinguished by

bodily signs with no definite neurologic findings.

(a) First come the thyrogenous deficiencies, especially the sporadic infantile

myxedemas. In this condition both physical and mental spheres may be

markedly altered. In other endocrine disturbances mental changes may be

associated, but whether these changes are the result of the dysfunction alone

or the entire picture, or whether they are based on a pathologic process, is

not clear. Brain deformities have been found in myxedemas, so it appears

that every mental alteration in this type of case should not be attributed to

glandular dysfunction. Undoubtedly the apathy and slowness result from the

thyroid disturbance. As therapy is of benefit in this group, the possibility of

such a condition being present must be considered in every case of feeble-

mindedness. In the cretins one may not obtain the desired results with

therapy, especially in the older and more severe cases.

(b) Other endocrine disturbances, as adiposity of hypophyseal origin, may
be associated with feeblemindedness. Unfortunately glandular therapy is of

uncertain value in these cases.

(c) Closely related to the myxedema group in which the pathology is

unclear, is the group of mongolian idiots. This condition apparently has a

fetal origin, but thus far no internal secretory or pluriglandular cause has

been found. As noted by Dollinger, a fairly constant factor is that these

children are usually the last born and also born of older parents. Mentally

they are quite the opposite from the cretin. They are lively, impulsive and

represent a versatile feeblemindedness. They are rarely as severely affected

as the myxedematous child.

(d) Syphilitic and rachitic children play a rather small part in this group.

3. Here is considered the group of feeblemindedness in which there are

various physical anomalies, all of which are of a minor character, but indicate

definite pathologic changes.

4. While the former groups all show some bodily anomaly, this group, on

the contrary, is made up of children in which the physical examination is

entirely negative. It is rather the rule that these children have developed

normally for several years, or probably up to the fourth or fifth year, when
rather suddenly mental alterations occur. The speech is impaired or the child

even becomes mute, presenting a so-called dementia infantilis or praecocissima,

a rather unclear process which has been considered by some as related to

dementia praecox.
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Formerly a physician was more interested in the physical anomalies than

in the feeblemindedness, and it is with this thought in mind that a classifica-

tion has been attempted. The special interest in feeblemindedness is the

question of prognosis. To consider this in an intelligent manner it is necessary

to determine where possible the nature of the disease process, as in certain

types therapy is available, while in other conditions the disease process appears

to be progressive. Much help may be obtained through mental ratings, but

this in itself is of little value in determining the character of the disturbance.

MoERSCH, Rochester, Minn.

h C.^SE OF TRAUMATIC DEMENTIA. R. Benon and G. LfFftv-RE, Rev.

neurol. 26:705 (Sept.) 1919.

The authors comment on the rarity of traumatic dementia, having observed

not over ten cases (not all of these definitely established cases) in five thousand

patients under their care. They define traumatic dementia as "essentially

characterized by a state of partial enfeeblement of the mental faculties, appar-

ently associated with circumscribed lesions, single or multiple, of the brain

substance, and different from those observed in general paralysis."

A brief resume of the case runs as follows : The patient, a man, aged 64,

was injured by a fall from a bicycle when 54 (winter of 1908 or 1909) ; this

resulted in cerebral concussion. After the injury he was not aide to resume his

occupation. There was a very clean-cut lessening of intellectual faculty, but

without delirium or asthenia. His emotional reactions were hypoactive; there

existed also a generally lowered psychomotor activity. He suffered nervous

crises, epileptic in character, and fugues in 1914 and 1919. Later he was com-

mitted to an asylum with a diagnosis of partial mental deficiency or weak-

ness of acquired character. He was neither alcoholic nor syphilitic; he had

an epileptic son.

More detailed study of the case brings out the following : he was uncon-

scious for forty-eight hours after the injury; on the fifteenth day after the

injury he had complete amnesia and attempted to return to work, not even

recalling that he had been hurt. He grew progressively worse until at

the end of a year he showed incoherent thought, memory defect, and dis-

orientation. His first fugue occurred six years after the injury. From 1914 to

1918 he manifested no interest in the World War, its events, nor the part taken

in it by his neighbors. The second fugue occurred in 1919. He was away
from home several days, and had no memory for anything he had done or seen

during this period. It was learned later that he had slept in unusual places,

and had gone forty-eight hours without food.

His epileptic attacks appeared shortly after the original injury, and occurred

every ten to fifteen days. They were not unlike grand mal seizures, although

he never injured himself in falling. He complained of pain in the head. The

attacks lasted from five to fifteen minutes.

The authors then give a detailed account of his mental state as revealed

by examination in May and June, 1919. The dementia or mental defect showed

itself largely in the fields of memory, attention and judgment. There existed

anterograde as well as retrograde amnesia, the former being more marked. His

memory for places was better than his memory for dates. Facts acquired in

school w-ere better retained than recent experiences. Simple calculations such

as 5X8^40, might be done w-ell on one or two tests; "7X9, I cannot tell."

"9 X 10= 90." "9 X 9, I do not know exactly."
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He manifested a tendency to confabulation. He seemed to have some

insight into his condition, recognized that his memory was at fault, but ascribed

it to old age rather than to his accident. His general emotional reactions

were diminished. He apparently took little interest in the whereabouts and

fortunes of his family, and his general activity was markedly retarded. He
lay in bed from day to day, and allowed himself to be carried or moved rather

than exert himself.

His seizures were observed in the hospital. They were not always ushered

in by an initial cry. At times he let objects fall which he had been holding in

his hand ; occasionally he bit his tongue, or had involuntary micturition. The
convulsions were more frequently confined to the right side. Sometimes he

presented episodic signs of mental confusion. On the days following his

attacks, memory disturbances were more marked. He averaged two or three

attacks a month. The Babinski sign was frequently present during an attack

and sometimes could be elicited for two or three days after the attack.

In summing up the case, the writers think it striking from three points of

view : clinical, etiologic, and diagnostic. The clinical picture has been fully

presented. A close study apparently ruled out any cause for the mental let

down other than the injury. At this time he was neither syphilitic or alcoholic,

and later study showed little or no evidence of arteriosclerosis.

The paper concludes with the differential diagnosis between traumatic

dementia and post-traumatic chronic asthenia. In the latter, memory is

practically intact, although recall may be slow, difficult, and painful. The
asthenic is attentive, but fatigues easily. His judgment and reason are normal.

This is not true in traumatic dementia. Lumbar puncture is negative in the

asthenic; in traumatic dementia there is usually a slight increase in the lympho-

cytes and in the albumin or globulin.

In a final summary the authors bring out these points: (1) traumatic

dementia is rare; (2) cranial traumatism is a determining rather than a

fortuitous cause; (3) clinically, the picture is that of an amentia; somatic

symptoms including epileptic attacks may be slight or absent; (4) traumatic

dementia is dementia of organic type; (5) traumatic dementia has been mis-

taken for chronic traumatic asthenia, but the two disorders are easily dis-

tinguished in the large majority of cases.
Jones, Detroit.

BLINDNESS IN MIGRAINE. Walther Lohlein, Deutsch. med. Wchnschr.

48:1408 (Oct. 20) 1922.

The author reports the case of a man, aged 42, who, on December 21, in

the course of a migraine attack became almost totally blind. On examination

it was found that there was a large hemorrhage in the vitreous of the right

eye which connected with a diffuse hemorrhage in the retina. The disk and

surrounding area were covered with blood, but at the periphery of the retina

the vessels could be seen. The inferior nasal vein was dilated, tortuous and

thrombosed, as was also one of the smaller veins in the region of the macula.

The arteries were rather pale, especially those going to the inferior nasal

region. The part of the retina which could be distinguished was edematous.

There was slight peripheral vision, and reaction to light was feeble.

It was learned that in 1916 the vision had been similarly affected in the

loft eye during a migraine attack. This eye now reacted only slightly to

light. There was an external strabismus, the disk was pale and not well

defined. The physiologic cup was oliliterated, having been filled in with
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grayish-whiti" tissue. Tin- veins were normal in size and the arteries were

fine and pale pink. In the region of tlie disk numerous yellow and white

^disteninfi spots were noted. Beyond the ability to count fingers in a small

perii)heral field, vision was practically gone. With this history and these

findings it was apparent that the patient had had a process in 1916 similar to

the one now noted in the right eye.

Since the age of twenty years the patient had suffered from severe migraine

attacks which were only relieved by morphin. These attacks were associated

with frontal and temporal headaches, sensitiveness to noises and smells,

paresthesias of one side of the face, thickness of the tongue, gastric distress,

later vomiting and ending in sleep; and finally comi)lete recovery. During

the attacks, transient blurring of the entire field of vision might occur, and

even blindness lasting several hours. It was following such an attack in 1916

that he lost vision in the left eye. The examination at that time showed a

large hemorrhage which was gradually absorbed, with slight return of vision.

The history and general examination revealed an otherwise healthy man.

The neurologic examination substantiated the diagnosis of migraine and visual

disturbance.

The progress of the patient showed al)Sorption of the hemorrhage and a

return of central vision to 5/25. Some time later the writer noted a fresh

hemorrhage in the region of the inferior nasal vein which naturally made the

prognosis very doubtful.

There is no doubt in the writer's mind that the vascular lesions are to be

associated with the migraine. The repeated attacks of migraine produce a

"locus minoris resistentiae," which ultimately, with recurring attacks, leave a

permanent residual. Persistent hemiplegias, hemianopias, aphasias, etc. belong

in this group. In some of these cases postmortem examinations have revealed

a thrombosis which may have been facilitated by some residual process—the

result of repeated vascular spasms. Charcot pointed out that, especially in

ophthalmic migraine, the vascular spasm appears to play a very definite part.

The author was able to find two similar cases in the literature, one described

by Galezowski in 1882. Braasch and Levinsohn, and Voss have also seen similar

hemorrhages. Several writers have observed contraction of the retinal vessels

during a migraine attack. Hilbert was able to note, in a case of unilateral

migraine, a pallor of the retina and pulsation of the central artery, which under

amyl-nitrite entirelj' disappeared. As analogous processes in the blood vessels

during a migraine attack. Hilbert was able to note, in a case of unilateral

or hemianopic scotoma, as noted by Pagenstecker and Hensen.

In discussing the possibility of further hemorrhages, the author recalls that

he later observed a fresh hemorrhage in the right eye. The migraine attacks

he attempted to control by the use of amyl-nitrite and found that the retinal

vessels remained dilated for several hours following its use. However, he

feels that the amyl-nitrite may not suffice to ward off vascular spasm in an

attack lasting several hours.
MoERSCH. Rochester, Mmn.

THE INCIDENCE OF THYMIC ENLARGEMENT WITHOUT SYMP-
•TOMS IN INFANTS AND CHILDREN. Roy M. Greexth.^l. Am. J. Dis.

Child. 24:433 (Nov.) 1922.

Greenthal studied two thousand consecutive patients presenting both

medical and surgical conditions and ranging in age from 3 days to 12 years.
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Of this number only three came with symptoms referable to the thymus gland.

The diagnosis of thymic enlargement was made on the basis of physical exam-

ination, roentgen-ray examination, and in some instances, postmortem

examination.

The recent study of Blackfan and Little is quoted at considerable length.

Blackfan and Little established definitely the character of the thymus shadow

in roentgen-ray examinations and found, in a series of sixty unselected infants,

thymic enlargement in twenty-nine or 48 per cent. In Greenthal's series,

physical examination revealed an enlarged thymus in 4.5 per cent, and roentgen-

raj^ examination showed enlargement in 25.6 per cent.: the latter examination

was made on 351 patients. The author regards his results as too low and

ascribes this to the probable greater age of his patients. In analyzing his

results with reference to associated conditions, the author finds the highest

incidence of thymic enlargement occurs with congenital defects and malforma-

tions. Roentgen-ray or radium emanation treatment is recommended in all

cases where thymic enlargement has been demonstrated.

VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

ENDOCRINE DISTURBANCES AND LATE EPILEPSY. M. Perrin and

G. Richard, Rev. neurol. 26:698 (Sept.) 1919.

This is a rather late abstract but it touches upon a certain type of epilepsy

of such importance as to make the abstract timely. The authors report two

cases with conclusions that are worthy of more than a passing thought. In

the introduction they mention certain rare forms of epilepsy associated with a

hypofunction of the parathyroid glands ; the relation between certain hysterical

conditions and various ovarian disturbances, the relation between certain forms

of neurasthenia and testicular troubles. They also refer in the introductory

paragraphs to myasthenia gravis and paralysis agitans, as instances of dis-

orders possibly of endocrine origin. They also lay emphasis on the point that

a single endocrine gland is rarely disordered alone, but that we are more apt

to find pluriglandular disturbances.

Their first case is one in which they think ovarian insufficiency was closely

associated with late epileptic attacks. The patient was a woman 38 years old,

with a family history negative for nervous and mental diseases. Up to the age

of 29 her medical history was unimportant. She was then an intelligent, well

balanced, artistic musician. About that time she showed definite symptoms of

exophthalmic goiter. Her menstrual periods, hitherto regular and painless,

became irregular and painful six months after the first hyperthyroid symp-
toms; three months later she suffered her first epileptic attack at a time when
the menses were due. After that, each time the menses failed to appear she

suflfered an epileptic attack ; there was always some relation between the

epileptic attack and menstrual disturbance.

When first seen in the hospital ward at the age of 38, she was emaciated

and showed definite mental disturbance, being completely demented. The blood

Wassermann reaction was negative. Later studies showed definite involve-

ment of both the pituitary and the suprarenal glands. In this state the patient

contracted influenza and died three days later of bronchopneumonia and
cardiac insufficiency. A resume of the case reveals the following sequence:

exophthalmic goiter; menstrual irregularities (ovarian disturbances); epilepti-

form attacks; pituitary, and finally suprarenal dysfunction.
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The second case was in a woman, aged 20, whose family history for

nervous and mental diseases was negative. The personal history revealed that

the i)atieiit did not develop normally. She learned to talk later than the

average, had tantrums as a child, was difficult to manage, and exhibited

bizarre memory defects. At the age of thirteen she had her first epileptic

attack, generalized in character, which seems to have been precipitated by

seeing the sudden death of a man who was killed in falling from a ladder. Two
months after this incident, tlie patient had her first menstrual period. From
that time on, there was an apparently close relationship l>etween the menses

and the epileptic attacks. The patient attended clinic after clinic, with little

relief, except when under bromids ; even then she always had seizures shortly

before or during the menstrual period. Mentally, she deteriorated until she

lost all interest in her environment. When first seen she showed marked

heJjetude ; the muscles were soft and flabby ; the countenance was pale, the

eyes without expression, the mouth open, the tongue hanging out and swollen;

the eyebrows were scanty, the hair abundant. The thyroid gland was

atrophied, and the patient complained of being susceptible to the cold weather

of Switzerland.

As long as 1)romids were given she had but one attack a month. From
September, 1916, to February. 1917, she was closely observed, and it was noted

that the epileptic attacks were closely associated with the menses. Under

treatment with thyroid and ovarian extract (later ovarian extract alone), the

bromids being discontinued, the patient showed marked improvement.

Unfortunately she died of bronchopneumonia following influenza.

The authors failed to get a necropsy in either case, but liase the close

relation between the epileptic seizures and the endocrine disturljances on

clinical grounds.

The remainder of the paper deals with the literature on the subject. The

conclusions are that some cases do well on glandular extracts alone ; others

do better on a combination of the extracts and the l)romids. It is the opinion

of the authors that too much emphasis should not be laid on the results in

two cases, and that the subject calls for further study and comparisons.

JoN'ES, Detroit.

SENILE GENERAL PARALYSIS. Riser and G.w, Encephale 18:35 and

101 (Jan. and Feb.) 1923.

It is usual to regard the fourth and fifth decades as the time for the

appearance of general paralysis. Juvenile forms are well-known, but the pos-

sibility of general paralysis appearing after the sixties is little recognized.

Cestan has described in detail the clinical picture of the disease as it appears

in later life. Statistics from various countries and numerous writers show only

one thing in common—the relative rarity of a senile form of general paralysis.

Statistics pulilished prior to the development of the serology of syphilis must

be discounted. But, in general, one might accept an estimate that from one to

two per cent, of general paralysis occurs in the sixth or later decades.

The authors insist that the pathologic anatomy in the senile and ordinary

forms of general paralysis is the same, but that in the senile form there may

be supplementary lesions—diffuse sclerosis, and arteriosclerotic vascular lesions

—which may complicate the clinical picture. The diffuse sclerosis will account
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for symptoms suggesting senile dementia. To establish a diagnosis, the serology

must be typical of general paralysis. Among the physical signs, pupillary

changes alone are of much value. Psychic changes are in no way pathonog-

monic and from the psychologic aspect alone it may be impossible to dif-

ferentiate between general i)aralysis and senile dementia. As for the serologic

picture, one feature is of importance— it is extremely resistant to change by

antisyphilitic treatment.

The differential diagnosis of senile general paralysis may be easy or dif-

ficult. As a rule it is easily distinguished from cerebral arteriosclerosis, the

dementia following repeated cerebral vascular accidents, and the dementia

from lead poisoning, chronic alcoholism or epilepsy. Senile dementia too, is

usually not to be confused with senile general paralysis. When meningeal

syphilis, late syphilis, cerebrospinal syphilis with alcoholism, and a delayed,

gradually progressive cerel^ral syphilis with remissions, have to be considered,

differential diagnosis may be difficult. ,^ ^, ,r ,

Hyslop, Wew lork.

THE INCIDENCE OF MENINGITIS IN EARLY INFANCY, WITH A
DESCRIPTION OF TWO CASES DUE TO UNUSUAL ORGANISMS.
J. V. Cooke and Howard H. Bell, Am. J. Dis. Child. 24:387 (Nov.) 1922.

The cases of acute meningitis studied by Cooke and Bell occurred in infants

under the age of 3 months : four cases were due to meningococcus, two to

streptococcus, two to pneumococcus, two to organisms related to the colon bacillus.

The two last cases and their associated organisms were studied in detail. In

one instance the organism belonged to the group of paracolon bacilli. In the

other instance the organism isolated was an encapsulated, proteolytic, non-

fermenting bacillus which apparently has not been previously described. This

organism presents a tough elastic growth on culture mediums and the authors

have suggested Bacterium clasticum as a suitable name. It is noted by the

authors that in the last two cases of meningitis, because of the characteristics

of the bacteria and the absence of recognizable infection elsewhere, the bacteria

gain entrance through the intestine. To explain the occurrence in early infancy,

the hypothesis is advanced that there is an increased permeability of the

intestinal mucosa to bacteria because of: (1) absence of inherited immunity
to the colon group; (2) imperfect power of antibody formation in young infants;

and (3) the general lowered resistance accompanying malnutrition.

VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

INTRAVENTRICULAR AND SUBDURAL SERUM TREATMENT OF
MENINGOCOCCUS MENINGITIS IN INFANCY. W. W. Howell and

S. A. Cohex, Am. J. Dis. Child. 24:427 (Nov.) 1922.

The authors noted that in hospital cases of meningococcic meningitis, a

comparison of results in a series of cases treated by lumbar puncture without

serum did not differ materially from a series treated with serum. The
reasons advanced for this observation are: (1) delayed treatment before

entering hospital
; (2) failure of serum to reach the focus of inflammation.

This latter condition results, the authors state, from interference with the flow

of cerebrospinal fluid because of inflammatory products at the base of the brain

and the frequent closure of the foramina of Luschka and Magendie, with

associated internal hydrocephalus. In consideration of this the authors recom-
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mind iiitroduciiig antimeningococcic scrnm inti) tlic ventricles and the sul)dural

si)ace alter withdrawal of fluid l)y lumhar and ventricular puncture. The

technic of the methods are descrilied; they are intended, of course, only for

infants. In thirty-six patients treated hy these methods, there was a mortality

of 57.7 jjer cent, as compared with a mortality of 62 per cent, in a group of

generally more favorable cases treated intrasi)inally.

VoNDKRAHE, Philadelphia.

ACUTE MANIC-DEPRKSSIVE INSANITY (ACUTE MANIA) CURED
BY THYROIDECTOMY. A. Stocker, Rev. neurol. 26:711 (Sept.) 1919.

The author makes a dozen or more references to the literature on the effect

of surgical procedures in psychoses associated with thyroid disturbances.

Most of these references are to cases with either manic or depressive

psychoses.

The case reported, from the neurologic clinic of Jassy, was that of a woman,

aged 18. Her family history was negative for nervous and mental diseases

and for syphilis. Physical and neurologic examinations were practically nega-

tive with the following exceptions: noticeable exophthalmos; pulsation in the

neck over the region of the thyroid gland; and general emaciation. Mental

examination revealed: general restlessness and increased psychomotor activity;

mildly elated mood and a tendency to identify herself with important per-

sonages; laughter and distractibility
;
pressure of speech; per.severation ; mild

erotic tendency
;
playfulness ; and meddlesomeness. Simple calculations were

fairly well done, l)ut there was difficulty in concentration. Such was her con-

dition on admission about March 20, 1918. May 7, an operation was performed.

She quieted down almost immediately, and twelve days later was discharged

as cured.

May 31, of the same year, she was examined again. At this time she

cooperated well; recalled her previous manic state; recognized errors in her

calculations and corrected them without mistake, but with evident astonishment

over her inaccuracies while in the manic state.

Histopathologic examination of the thyroid gland revealed in general : the

evidences of functional overactivity; "active" epithelium (elongated cells with

enlarged nuclei) ; diffuse colloidal substance overspreading the walls of the

follicles, and proliferation of the vessels.

The writer thinks that the result obtained by operation owes its efficacy

and rapidity of action to the fact that the patient presented a frank, acute

manic state. He believes that cases like this, with absence of delirium and

ovarian disturbance, offer a good prognosis with operation. Moreover, cases

like this when treated early are less apt to show dysfunction in other glands

of internal secretion.
Jones, Detroit.

STUDIES OF SCHIZOPHRENIC REACTIONS. G. W. H.\ll and Clarence

A. Neyman. J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 56:433 (Nov.) 1922.

The authors made very complete physical and laboratory examinations of

fifty patients showing schizophrenic reactions. In one patient, aged twenty-

one, examination showed a slightly hypertrophied heart, second aortic sound

accentuated, blood pressure 174 systolic and 122 diastolic, generally increased

non-protein nitrogen constituents in the blood, a basal metabolism increased
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14 per cent, and an urea output in twenty-four hours of 3.6 gm. A diagnosis

of chronic interstitial nephritis was made and the patient was put to bed on a

nephritic diet until the constituents of the l)lood became normal and the basal

metabolism decreased to plus 1 per cent. A second case showed a slightly

positive pilocarpin reaction and a high sugar tolerance with an increase in

weight of 150 pounds (68 kg.) in the course of a year; a diagnosis of pituitary

disturljance was made. A third case gave clinical and laboratory evidence of

hyperthyroidism and nephritis. In the final case described, nothing abnormal

was found on physical or laboratory examination, but psychanalysis revealed

an inferiority feeling and much sexual coloring.

These cases are cited as examples of a suggested grouping into toxic,

endocrine, and psychogenic schizophrenia. The authors avoid the use of the

term "dementia praecox" because they believe it represents "a clinical syndrome,

not a disease entity." ,, t-,, •, , , , •

VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

THE REGIONS OF THE CEREBRO-SPINAL SYSTEM IN WHICH
THERAPEUTIC INJECTIONS SHOULD BE DONE. H. C. Solomon,

Ann. de med. 13:57 (Jan.) 1923.

Solomon reports experiments based on the injection of measured quantities

of neutral phenolsulphonephthalein in the lumbar subarachnoid space, the

cisterna magna and the cerebral lateral ventricles; with a study of the amount

of the _dye in the spinal fluid obtained by a second puncture at one of the

sites other than the one where the first injection was made. A highly impor-

tant feature demonstrated is that the spinal fluid content of one of these

regions can be drawn to one of the other spaces, either by aspiration or by the

augmentation of pressure determined by addition of saline. The experiments

in total suggest that the displacement of the dye in subarachnoid spaces is the

result of diffusion and not of a true spinal fluid circulation.

Regarding sites for therapeutic injections, the following conclusions are

reached

:

1. In strictly lumbar lesions, injection in the lumbar arachnoid culdesac is

justified. When the pathologic process is dorsal or cervical, cisterna puncture

should lie made at the same time as, or shortly after, the lumbar injection.

2. In processes affecting the base of the brain, whether syphilitic lesions

of the cranial nerves, a syphilitic or tuberculous basilar meningitis, or an optic

neuritis complicating tabes, the injections should be made in the cisterna so

that the therapeutic agent reaches directly the base of the cerebrum.

3. When the lesions are cerebral, cortical or otherwise (not basilar), the

injections should be in the subarachnoid spaces of the encephalon or into the

cerebral ventricles.

4. When the encephalon and spinal cord share alike in the pathology, the

injection of the therapeutic agent should be in the ventricles with a secondary

aspiration at the lumbar site or vice versa.

5. Where meningeal adhesions prevent the free diffusion of the spinal fluid,

therapeutic injections at all of the several sites are indicated.

D.wis. New York.

STUDIES IN EXHAUSTION: IV. PHYSICAL TRAUMA, (r. W. Crii.e.

Arch. Surg. 6:489 (March) 1923.

Crile and his associates have studied the conditions producing exhaustion

or shock from various angles. In their lirst tiirce papers they considered the
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effects on the cconom)- of extreme (le^rees of normal consciousness, insomnia,

exertion, and emotion. In the present pajjcr the effect of exhaustion due to

pathologic conditions is studied.

Physical trauma i)roduces shock as proved by hlood pressure readinjj;s, the

degree of shock varying directly with the amount of tissue injured, with the

intensity of the injuring stimulus, and with the number of injuring impacts.

The degree of shock produced hy physical trauma varies inversely with the

phylogenetic protection of the injured tissues; the injury of tissues that have

been protected throughout the evolution of the organism, as the brain or

lungs, produces but little shock as compared to the injury of such exposed

regions as the abdomen, skin and extremities. Injury of the deep, protected

tissues produces collapse rather than shock. It was found that the degree ol

shock varied directly with the nerve supply of the injured tissue, that blocking

the nerve supply of that tissue would prevent the shock otherwise caused by

an injury. Exhaustion of the vasomotor mechanism is present in shock but is

not the only factor in its production. A state of shock produced by abdominal

trauma has no notable effect on the blood count. In shock the nerve cells

in the brain and cerebellum show physical changes and react differentlj- to

various stains. In a series of animals in which the spinal cord had been

completely severed, no amount of trauma of the distal parts of the body caused

the subjective symptoms of shock or physical changes in the brain cells. Trans-

fusion of blood by direct methods from a shocked to a normal dog did not

cause the development of symptoms of shock in the second dog. Hence shock

is not due to the presence of toxic substances in the blood. In all these

experiments, one of the most constant and striking features was the fact that

the condition of shock was always accompanied by histologic changes in the

cells of the central nervous system. The essential cause of exhaustion from

physical trauma is identical with that of exhaustion from insomnia, by emotion

and liy exertion, as presented in the preceding studies in this series.

Gr.\nt, Philadelphia.

SYNDROME OF SUBACUTE DEGENERATION OF THE LONG FIBERS
OF THE LATERAL MOTOR BUNDLES. Alfred Gordon, Rev. neurol.

28:969 (Sept.-Oct.) 1921.

The author reports two cases. The earlier paragraphs refer to cases with

or without anemia. The clinical picture usually shows : progressive paral-

ysis of the lower extremities, and in advanced cases, of the upper extremities;

ataxic phenomena; characteristic sensory disturbances (paresthesia and anal-

gesia, and change from spasticity to flaccidity with preservation of the toe

phenomenon). Variations in the chronology and intensity of these symptoms

may occur. .A.s noted above anemia may or may not be present.

The two cases which the author reports show definite involvement of the

motor columns. They are analogous to cases of lateral sclerosis reported in

the literature except that they do not begin or continue as a disseminated

myelitis or sclerosis. While they present all the evidence of a sclerosis of

the pyramidal tracts yet they differ from classical spastic paraplegia. The

course of the symptoms indicates that large portions of the motor tracts are

intact by virtue of the absence of rigidity. Nevertheless, the lesion is suffi-

ciently irritative to produce exaggerated tendon reflexes, ankle clonus, and

the plantar reflex characteristic of subacute degeneration of the posterior and

posterolateral columns. Hence the title of the paper. He thinks it justifiable
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to consider three varieties of involvement of the long fibers: (a) posterior,

(b) posterolateral, and (c) lateral alone. He thinks his two cases illustrate

involvement of the long fibers of the lateral motor portion of the cord.

Tones, Detroit.

THE COLLOIDAL GOLD REACTION IN ACUTE POLIOMYELITIS. J. C.

Reg.\x, a. Litvak, and C. Regan, Am. J. Dis. Child. 25:76 (Jan.) 1923.

The cerebrospinal fluids in fortj-two cases of acute poliomyelitis were
studied with reference to the colloidal gold reaction. In every instance a

reaction was obtained in the so-called syphilitic zone, a characteristic reading

during the first and second week being 11^22100000. In the cases where
the reaction extended to the seventh dilution the patient presented marked
polyneuritic or meningitic symptoms or pronounced paralysis. The curves

showed similar characteristics during the first and second weeks of the disease

and thereafter gradually declined; 65 per cent, were normal at the eighth week.

Cases in which a normal reduction occurred early were mild types. In the

fatal cases the reactions were not distinctive, so that while the test is of

particular value in diagnosis it affords no information as to prognosis. There
was no constant ratio between the number of cells per cubic millimeter and the

reaction ; the gold curve tended to remain elevated after the cell count had
become normal. It is worthy of particular note that the authors could trace

no relationship in a positive reaction to the presence or absence of globulin.

The study is concluded with a consideration of the differential diagnosis of

other conditions which present a similar reaction.

VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

ALTERATIONS IN THE CURRENTS AND ABSORPTION OF CEREBRO-
SPINAL FLUID FOLLOWING SALT ADMINISTR.A.TION. F. E. B.

FoLEV, Arch. Surg. 6:587 (March) 1923.

An attempt is made to explain the effect of raising the hypertonicity of

the blood on the production and absorption of the cerebrospinal fluid. An
increase in the tonicity of the blood may be produced by the direct injection

into the blood-stream or into an exposed loop of intestine of an hypertonic 30

per cent, solution of sodium chlorid. Following this rise in the tonicity of the

blood, a marked fall in the spinal fluid pressure occurs as shown by a mano-
meter connected to a spinal puncture needle. The greater the increase in the

tonicity of the blood, the greater the fall in the spinal and intracranial pres-

sure. The cause for this fall in intracranial pressure seems to be a profound
disturbance in the mechanism of the cerebrospinal fluid alisorption rather than
to a decrease in brain bulk and enlargement of the cerebrospinal spaces. A
new ratio is estal)lished between cerebrospinal fluid production and alisorption

pressures. As the hypertonicity of the blood increases, intraventricular absorp-
tion of the cerebrospinal fluid through the choroid plexus and ependyma occurs.
The fluid is al)sorbed through the capillaries of the brain substance with
reversal of fluid flow in the perivascular sheaths. More fluid is absorbed
along the sheaths of tlie cranial and spinal nerves. Apparently direct absorp-
tion occurs into the vessels traversing the subarachnoid space. As these

increases in the points in which absorption takes place are brought aI)out.

alterations in the gross currents of the fluid result. The most striking of
these is a reversal of flow which may be demonstrated in the aiiucduct and
ventricular system.

Grant, Philadelphia.
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ON BILATERAL EFFFXTS FROM THE UNILATERAL SECTION OF
BRANCHES OF THE NERVUS TRIGEMINUS IN THE ALBINO
RAT. Kenji Nittono. J. Comp. Neurol. 85:133. 1923.

The purpose of this iiivrstigation was to observe the sequence of changes

on the side- of operation in degeneration and regeneration following section ot

tlic trigeminus and its branches, and also to determine whether there were

any corresponding clianges in the trigeminal ganglion or branches on the

intact side of the o|)erated animals. The oljservations of the first group con-

form in general to the classical descriptions; those of the second group are of

more special interest.

On the intact side of the operated animals there were found changes of the

same type as on the operated side, though fewer elements were involved.

Measurements were made of changes in diameter of nerve cells and nerve

fibers consequent on the lesions on l)oth operated and intact sides. The changes

on the two sides were not exactly alike, yet they were similar. It is suggested

that specific neurotoxins or neurolysins, formed on the side of the lesion, arc

responsible for the changes observed on the intact side.

Herkick, Chicago.

SOME ASPECTS OF ANIMAL MECHANISM. Sir Ch.arles S. Sherring-

ton, Ment. Hyg. 7:1 (Jan.) 1923.

The reader who likes closely knit reasoning always is sure of finding it

in Sherrington's articles. This address before the British Association for

the Advancement of Science reaches out toward a philosophic discussion, but

retracts to the physiologic problems in which the author is at home. Is life

the running of a machine? How does it work?
The complicated harmonies of posture as provided by purely reflex action

are discussed. A second topic is the regrowth of nerve fibers after section,

with emphasis on the overlooked influences of the contact of neighboring

cells on each other's destiny, rather than on the influence of future function.

The topic is expanded with illustrations from fetal life paralleling those of

regenerating nerve.

What is mind? Or is there a mind? Evidently "in the mental parts of

the brain there is nothing but the same old structural elements." Mental and

nervous actions have in common : fatigue, habit phenomena and memory (the

reflex engram) ; the likenesses grow as we learn more. But there is no doubt

of the unity of the animal, of the man; can we conceive a unity that is part

mechanical and part not? Sherrington does not answer beyond an inference,

but restates the problem. A biologic process is constructing a social organ-

ism in man which is "broadly speaking, his alone—namel}', a mind actuated by

instincts, but instrumented with reason." ^ ^
Bond, Philadelphia.

STUDY IN BASAL METABOLISM IN DEMENTIA PRAECOX AND
MANIC DEPRESSIVE PSYCHOSIS. Charles E. Gibbs and Dorothe.^

Lemcke, Arch. Int. Med. 31:102 (Jan.) 1923.

The authors studied the basal metabolism in thirty-one cases of dementia

praecox, manic-depressive psychosis and psychoneurosis. The cases were

selected as far as possible with essentially negative symptomatology of endo-

crine disorder. The depressive group tended to give readings below normal

;

the mixed and manic group gave variable readings ; the dementia praecox group
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gave variable abnormal readings generally greatly below normal ; the psycho-

neurotic group gave variable abnormal readings. In two cases of manic-
depressive depression, thyroid by mouth raised the rate to normal; it failed in

another case ; in none of the cases did immediate mental improvement follow

administration of thyroid. The variations from the normal rate were greater

in dementia praecox than in manic depressive psychosis or in psychoneurosis.

The authors emphasize the necessity of taking into consideration not merely

the clinical group, but the symptoms presented by the individual patient at the

time the metabolic rate is determined.
VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

THE PILOMOTOR CENTERS AND THE PILOMOTOR PATHWAYS.
AxDRE Thomas. Rev. neurol. 28:950 (Sept.-Oct.) 1921.

A preliminary note refers to the studies of Andre Thomas on the pilomotor

reflexes. The text of the article proper is simply explanatory of a plate in

colors prepared by Mme. Dejerine which illustrates in a summary way the

studies of Thomas. The chart is printed for the assistance of workers in

this field. It will enable neurologists to supplement their studies of sensory

disturbances due to spinal lesions with observations on the encephalic and

spinal reflexes in cases of spinal injury or disease. The plate or chart is

printed preliminary to the publication of Thomas' larger work on the pilo-

motor reflexes, and serves as an aid to those who desire to fill out the clinical

elements in the diagnostic topography of cord lesions.
Jo.N'ES, Detroit.

REFLEXES OF SPINAL FROGS AS INDUCED BY CHEMICAL STIMU-
LATION. James O. Foley, J. Comp. Neurol. 35:15, 1922.

Working on cutaneous refle.xes of pithed frogs, it is concluded that the time

of reaction to chemical solutions is not due principally to direct mechanical

or chemical stimulation as such. The threshold of stimulation by acids indi-

cates that they rank in the following order: sulphuric (N/600), hydrochloric

(N/100), acetic (N/40). Stimulation by alkalis indicates rank in the order:

potassium hydroxid (N/600), sodium hydroxid (N/100), potassium carbonate

and sodium carbonate (N/10). The direct stimulating effect of both acids and

bases is apparently due to the degree of ionic dissociation in solution.

Herrick, Chicago.

TYPES OF CEREBRO-SPINAL SYPHILIS IN CHIN.^. Andrew H.

Woods, China M. J. 36:3 (May) 1922.

After a year's experience. Woods finds that the incidence of nervous

syphilis in China is al)out the same as in Europe and America and that the

manifestations do not vary greatly from those seen in other parts of the world.

VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.
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THE SPINAL FLUID OF ENCEPHALITIS LETHARGICA. Dr. J. B.

Aykr and Miss J. E. Cockrill.

Judging by the frequency with which the diagnosis of encephalitis has

recently been considered in connection with differential diagnosis, a recrudes-

cence of this disease seems imminent. In that, in our experience, the spinal

fluid findings have proved of considera])le value, and in that our findings are

similar to those published previously from our clinic by Foster (J. A. M. A.

77:365, 1921), it seems best to give them at the present time.

During the past year we have examined fluids from twenty-three patients

with encephalitis, the diagnosis resting on the clinical course of the disease

and in two instances being checked by necropsy. The findings are shown in

table I

:

Table 1.

—

Spinal Fluid Findi)igs in Twenty-three Personal Cases of Epidemic

Encephalitis
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convenience are added in the table our own previous cases and those ot

Eskuchen (Zeitschrift fiir die cjcsainie Xenrologie und Psychiatric 76:568,

1922) and Coope (Quarterly Journal of Medicine 15:1, 1921).

Table 2.

—

Spina! Fluid Findings in Eighty-Five Cases of Epidemic

Encephalitis from the Literature

No. of
Cases

This series 23
Foster, 1921 11

Eskuchen (under 2 mos.
duration) 40

Coope 11

Pleocytosis
(Over 5

per C. Mm.)
per Cent.
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We believe that encephalitis usually gives an alinoriual fluid which, wliile

not presentin^iT pathognomonic features, is quite different from that found in

tuberculous meningitis, and other forms of meningitis, and that it is usually

unlike that of the types of syphilis and multiple sclerosis which clinically

resemble encephalitis.

DISCUSSION

Dr. M. D. Ordw.w : How does the spinal fluid in acute chorea compare
with acute encephalitis?

Dr. AvEut: I remember only one case that we have had, and we thought

that was encephalitis. Is chorea encephalitis?

Dr. D. r. Mac Pherson: With regard to Dr. .Oyer's question of sugar: we
had one crucial case at the Brigham Hospital, in a woman in late middle life

who presented a clinical picture suggesting either tuberculous meningitis or

encephalitis lethargica. The sugar in the spinal fluid, by quantitative tests

done at the Boston Psychopathic Hospital, was reported as above normal.

Because of this the diagnosis of encephalitis was considered more probable.

At necropsy she proved to have tuberculous meningitis. Increased sugar in the

spinal fluid, though suggestive, should not be accepted as an absolute criterion

of encephalitis.

Dr. Percival Bailev: I should like t(j ask Dr. Aycr to state a little more

definitely about the type of gold test. Will he quote figures? I will describe

briefly a case that came into the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. The patient had

become rather dull and unable to do his work as a mechanic in an automobile

factory. The diagnosis was Jirain tumor. We made a diagnosis at the hos-

pital of general paralysis. He was sent in for lumbar puncture; the Wasser-

mann reaction was feebly positive, the colloidal gold test typical of general

paralysis. He remained in the hospital, was given antisyphilitic treatment

without eflfect, continued to develop meningeal symptoms, and grew increasingly

more sick; we thought he might have tuberculous meningitis. There were 145

lymphocytes in the fluid. It was thought by some that he might have encepha-

litis lethargica. Spinal fluid was taken again and this time there were 386

lymphocytes, the sugar was normal, and the Wassermann reaction was negative.

This time we got a meningitic gold curve. The diagnosis was decidedly

dubious. The patient died. He never had fever in the whole course of the

disease. At necropsy there was found what looked to be a perfectly definite

tuberculous meningitis, but microscopic examination proved it to be a case of

torula histolytica. The torulae had l)een counted as lymphocytes in the spinal

fluid. It taught me a lesson, namely : to make a histologic examination of

every spinal fluid having over a hundred cells.

Dr. Ayer: With reference to the colloidal gold tests. All except one was

in the so-called syphilitic zone. Others have reported general paralytic zone

reactions. In the previous series of eleven cases, the fluid findings were similar

to the present, so I think there is some value in puting them together. It is

interesting that the blood sugar was normal. We had one syphilitic meningitis

with more than 500 cells, with sugar below normal. It seems as if there was

something about the meningitis that causes sugar to drop, whatever be the

cause. I don't wish to be considered an extremist on making a diagnosis on

the spinal fluid findings, but I do believe the spinal fluid should have a place

in the consideration of the diseases mentioned; if one does not try to read too

much into the examination, I think one may get benefit from it.
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A SECOND CASE OF ASCENDING COMPRESSION MYELITIS
ASSOCIATED WITH UNUSUAL PATHOLOGY. Dr. H.\rold I. Jos-

line and Dr. Owen L. Murphy.

The first case was originally presented by Drs. Weatherby and Gosline in

the Journal of Nervous and Mental Diseases 51:242, March, 1920. That
patient, following a fall, had pain in the left thigh which spread over his

back. Two days later the left leg became paralyzed and the following day, the

right leg. There was retention of urine and feces. On the afternoon of the

third day, there was anesthesia over the left upper abdomen to the level of the

ninth thoracic nerve root. Complete flaccid paralysis of both legs was found
together with al)sent reflexes. Two days later (fifth day) there was total

anesthesia to a line corresponding to the seventh thoracic nerve root. Above
was hyperesthesia corresponding to the fifth and sixth thoracic roots. Flaccid

paralysis existed from the waist down and plantar stimulation caused flexion,

then extension, then a momentary spasm of all the muscles of the thigh.

The second case had a long course of thirteen j'ears of chronic respiratory

infection following pneumonia. He developed influenza in March, 1923, and

appeared to have recovered when he suddenly complained of urinary retention,

constipation, and severe pain. The same day the body was hyperesthetic below

a line drawn between the sixth costochondral junction and the seventh thoracic

vertebra. Knee jerks were sluggish and he had to be catheterized. The next

day there was bilateral flaccid paralysis, complete anesthesia with a belt-like

area of hyperesthesia above.

In the first case there was a massive fibrinopurulent meml)rane over the

left lower lobe which had broken into the spinal canal epidurally by direct

extension. In the second case a similar exudate existed, though no connection'

with the body cavities could be demonstrated. The appearance of the tissues

and the relation of influenza bring up the question as to whether the causative

agent of influenza may not injure other tissues as well as the lung, thus allow-

ing invasion of these other tissues, as well as the lung, by secondary organisms.

The second case was one of mental disease. There is considerable evi-

dence that the mental disease in this case may have been related somehow to

the chronic infection in his respiratory tract.

DISCUSSION

Dr. J. B. Ayer: Can you elucidate the problem a little? What was the

organism that you found?

Dr. Gosmne: In the first case it was not cultivated. In the second, it was

a pneumococcus. Influenza may harm other tissues and subsequently allow

invasion of other parts of the body. From the neurologic standpoint, the

exudate gradually compresses the cord and produces symptoms in the usual

way.

Dr. J. B. Ayer: There are tliree points of especial interest to mc in

connection with Dr. Gosline's cases. The first point concerns the origin of the

pus found extradurally. Apparently in these two cases the invasion of the

epidural space was from the lungs. On looking up the subject some years ago

I found the focus was usually in the vertebrae. Dr. Viets and I reported a

case in which the primary focus was in the breast.

The second point of interest is the considerable period during which infec-

tion may remain in the epidural space without passing to the suliarachnoid
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space. In these cases a few days only seem to have elapsed before the organ-

isms passed throuKh the dura. In one case of mine, the fluid was sterile at

necropsy in which cord compression by pus must have been present for nine

days ; another case was sterile four days from the onset of cord symptoms, and

meningitis was delayed many weeks thereafter. The two cases referred to

were infections with staphylococcus aureus.

The third point, most important from the point of view of prognosis, is

this : How much of the paralysis is due to compression from the epidural

exudate, and how much is due to myelitic degeneration? In one of the cases

referred to, the cord was diffluent at the level of compression after nine days;

in the other, although operation was promptly undertaken at Dr. Taylor's

inistence on the fourth day of symptoms, release of pus resulted in no benefit.

It is therefore likely that, while organisms do not readily pass through the

dura, toxins do, and that epidural abscess causes transverse myelitis both

by compression and by setting up a true toxic myelitis. These findings are

of great interest in connection with the experimental work of Orr and Rows.

Dr. James V. May read parts of a translation of an article by Dr. Karl

Wilmanns entitled, "Die Schizophrenic," published in Zcitschrift fur die

gcsamtc Xeurologic und Psychiatric 78: Xos. 4 and 5.

IX MKMORIAM

We, the members of the Boston Society of Psychiatry and Neurology,

assembled in regular meeting, lament the sudden removal In- death of Dr.

Herbert Burr Howard on March 6, 1923, and with unwonted sadness we feel

his absence from the accustomed place amongst us.

Our deepest sympathy reaches out to the sorrowing family in their lone-

liness : With them we cherish the memory and achievements of his noble

life, and with the community and the state wc realize the irreparable ioss

sustained by the public service which he honored.

Dr. Howard's connection with this society dates back to the early days He

served as its honored president and we are proud of his ser\-ices, as physician,

as hospital superintendent and in the many positions of honor that he filled and

especially for his many activities in relation to matters for which this society

stands.

We realize that throughout his career, dealing mostly with general ho-pital

problems, he was voluntarily concerned in all matters relating to the mentally

ill, and rendered invaluable and pioneer service in framing the laws and in the

upbuilding of institutions for their care.

He filled the important positions of superintendent of the State Infirmary,

the Massachusetts General Hospital and the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital,

which he planned.

He was an influential member and for a number of years chairman of the

State Board of Insanity, chairman of the Board of Trustees of the Gardner

State Colony, president of the National Hospital Association and chairman

of the Hospital Section of the American Medical Association. He held mem-
bership in various medical societies.

Through the many years we have felt the influence of his ideals, the warmth
of his fellowship, the wisdom of his counsel and the depth of his interest in

psychiatry. The members of this society, many of whom are no longer with

us, were his most intimate friends and have prized his friendship, the honesty
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and strength of his convictions and his rugged good humor along with the

refining qualities of his kindly nature, whose most cherished purpose was to

help those who were in distress.

We would make these sentiments a part of our permanent records and trans-

mit copies to the members of the bereaved family.

John H. Nichols.

Henry R. Stedman.

George T. Tuttle.

BOSTON SOCIETY OF PSYCHIATRY AND NEUROLOGY

Regular Meeting, May 17, 1923

F. K. H.\LL0CK, M.D., President, in the Chair

THE DIENCEPHALIC CENTERS CONTROLLING THE ASSOCIATED
LOCOMOTOR MOVEMENTS. Dr. Hugo Mella.

This article appears in full in this issue of the Archives.

QUADRANTIC MUSCULAR CONTROL BY THE VESTIBULAR APPA-
RATUS. A PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE RESULT OF
EXPERIMENTS ON THE VESTIBULAR APPARATUS OF THE
PIGEON. Dr. C. L. Woolsey.

Bodily movements may take place in a horizontal or a perpendicular plane,

or in a resultant of both planes. Horizontal movements may be linear move-

ments forward, backward, to the right, or to the left. Perpendicular move-
ments may be upward or downward, in the right anterior quadrant (R. A. Q. ),

in the right posterior quadrant (R. P. Q.), in the left anterior quadrant

(L. A. Q.), or in the left posterior quadrant (L. P. Q.), or the resultant of

movements in any two contiguous quadrants. Experimental lesions of the

vestibular end organ or its pathways produce certain muscular reactions, which

in all probability are due to a disturbance in muscle tonus. Lesions of the

vestibular end organ, or its pathways, may be stimulating or destructive. Stimu-

lating lesions may be produced by mechanical, electromechanical, thermal, or

chemical means. Mechanical stimulating lesions have been accomplished by

gently inserting a horse hair or an enameled copper wire, 0.0035 inch in diam-

eter, into a fistula in a semicircular canal and thence to the vestibular end

organ.

Electrical Stimulation.—The field of operation is prepared—and the canals

exposed—anesthesia is suspended until the pigeon recovers consciousness (pro-

found anesthesia masks movements from vestibular stimulation), then a fistula

into a semicircular canal is made allowing the endolymph to escape. The field of

operation is thoroughly dried by alcohol, and an enameled copper wire, 0.0035

inch in diameter, is inserted until certain nystagmoid movements are noted.

The wire is withdrawn slightly and the cavity filled with dental cement. By
this method the wire is held in situ, and stimulation may be applied with com-

parative ease. Two or more canals may be stimulated simultaneously.

Thermal Stimulation.—This is produced by douching the ears with hot or

cold water, or by applying heat or cold over the mastoid area.

Chemical Stimulation.—This is produced by injecting solutions directly into

the endolymph channel.
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Destructive Lesions.—These may be produced by a vigorous application of

any of the methods used to produce stimulating lesions.

Valual)lc data in regard to quadrantic vestibular control may be obtained

if individual ampullae are destroyed by the direct applicaticjn of a red hot

cautery to the bony ampulla, thereby causing an cschar(jtic lesion of the vestib-

ular end organ contained therein.

Experimental Data.—Linear movements, forward, backward, to the right, or

to the left, are influenced by stimulating or destructive lesions of the end organ

of the horizontal canals. The effects of a stimulating lesion are directly the

opposite of the effects of. a destructive lesion. If a horizontal canal is opened

under profound etherization the escape of the endolymph rarely produces vestib-

ular syndromes, but if etherization is suspended, and the pigeon is allowed

to regain consciousness, the escape of the endolymph is accompanied by

nystagmoid movements of the head and eyes. The slow pull is toward the

opposite side, while the quick phase is toward the operated side. These move-

ments cease with cessation of endolymph flow. If a horse hair or a wire is

inserted into the canal and the end organ is gently stimulated, a severe tonic

muscular contraction takes place, drawing the head to the opposite side in a

horizontal plane. This contraction persists for from two to four seconds, and

is followed by nystagmoid movements of the head and eyes ; the slow pull is to

the opposite side, while the quick movement is toward the operated side. If

the lesion is a destructive one (destruction of the vestibular end organ), the

nystagmoid movements of the head and eyes will be reversed; that is, the

slow movement will be toward the operated side while the quick movement will

be toward the unoperated side. The slow movement toward the operated side

causes the pigeon to turn toward the operated side. Linear forward flight, at

first, is impossible. If both the ampullae of both horizontal canals are destroyed

a fine horizontal tremor is noted and a coarse pendulum movement of the head

from side to side. The pigeon turns to either side, and flies upward in

corkscrew fashion. Eighteen months after operation the above described

symptoms persist.

Movements upward or downward in the right anterior quadrant, left

anterior quadrant, right posterior quadrant, or the left posterior quadrant, seem

to be influenced by stimulation or destruction of the ampulla of the vertical

canals.

Stimulating the ampulla of the right anterior vertical canal causes a slow

pull of the head into the left anterior quadrant (and vice versa). If the

ampulla is destroyed the pigeon topples forward into the right anterior quad-

rant. Linear forward flight and upward flight are not greatly disturbed until

movements are attempted in the right anterior quadrant, then the pigeon will

"side slip" into the right anterior quadrant and fall.

Stimulating the ampulla of the right posterior vertical canal causes a slow

pull of the head into the left posterior quadrant. If the ampulla is destroyed

the pigeon topples into the right posterior quadrant, or sits on his tail. In

flight he frequently turns over backward and falls into the right posterior

quadrant.

If the ampulla of the left anterior vertical canal and the ampulla of the

right posterior canal are destroyed, a rotary pendulum movement will be

noted (the head will be rotated slightly upward—the bill toward the right),

forward downward through the left anterior quadrant, into the right anterior

quadrant, then upward and backward toward the right posterior quadrant. A
fine vestibular rotary tremor is also noted. The pigeon topples forward into

the left anterior quadrant, or falls backward into the right posterior quadrant.
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If the ampullae of the right anterior vertical canal and the left posterior

canal are destroyed, the movements will be the reverse of the movements in

the experiment just described.

A number of patients have been examined in the Neurological Department

of the Massachusetts General Hospital who have symptoms comparable to

experimental quadrantic vestibular syndromes in the pigeons cited. Several

cases of so-called spasmodic torticollis manifest these symptoms, and by

caloric tests have shown abnormalities that would strongly point to tract

lesions as a probable cause of the peculiar head movements and drawing

sensations in different neck muscles.

Conclusions.—Vestibular lesions may be stimulating or destructive. The
symptoms of stimulating lesions are the reverse of the symptoms of destructive

lesions. Body movements in the right anterior quadrant, left anterior quad-

rant, right posterior quadrant and left posterior quadrant, are influenced by

stimulating or destructive lesions of the vertical canals, while lesions of the

horizontal canals, or their tracts, influence linear horizontal movements.

Analogous symptoms in humans would lead one to suspect lesions of the

vestibular end organs, or its pathways, in a great number of the so-called

habit spasms, or spasmodic torticollis, in which quadrantic vestibular symptoms
are noted.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Percival Bailey: These clever experiments of Dr. Woolsey are of the

utmost importance. I cannot but feel, however, that labyrinthine disturbances

must be very rarely the initiating factor in torticollis. We recently had a case

at the Brigham Hospital which was relieved by intraspinal section of the

eleventh nerve. In this patient we were never able to see a nystagmus nor

any other evidence of labyrinthine disturbance. The cases cited by Dr. Woolsey
are very suggestive, and it may very well be that in certain predisposed

individuals movements of the head and neck of vestibular origin might set the

pattern for a habit spasm of this type.

Dr. E. W. Taylor: From a clinical standpoint we have been much inter-

ested in Dr. Woolsey's work; although he has not absolutely proved his point,

it is interesting that he has at least begun a demonstration of the relation of

labyrinthine disturbance to gross muscular movements. Many of these cases

of torticollis, by some regarded as psychogenic or partly psychogenic in origin,

have actually never been properly explained. He seems to show that there is

a connection, and in the case to which he referred there is undoubtedly a rela-

tionship between the torticollis-like movements and the disturbance in the

laliyrinth. As a matter of fact, it is a case which we would formerly have
regarded as a beginning torticollis of the ordinary type without reference to

ear involvement. This is work of the greatest practical significance as demon-
strating a possible explanation of some, at least, of these hitherto mysterious
cases.

Dr. Woolsey : In regard to the origin of the quick phase of nystagmus,
I believe that we do not know the mechanism of this movement. There seem
to be balancing forces acting through the basal ganglions, vestibular end
organs, and the cerebellum, which control muscle balance. I believe it will be

impossil)le to explain the mechanism of the quick and slow phase of nystagmus
until we know more about the lenticulovestibulocerebellar connections. In
deeply anesthetized pigeons the nystagmus is produced with less frequency than
m the normal pigeon, which leads one to think the cerebrum plays an important
part \n the solution of the quick and slow movements of nystagmus.
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THE CKRKBROSPIXAL FLUID PRESSUKK IN' EXFKRIMKXTAL
EPILEPSY. SOME PRELIMINARY OBSERVATIONS ON CERE-
BROSPINAL FLUID, VENOUS AND ARTERIAL PRESSURE IN

EXPi:RIMi:NTAL CONVULSIONS. Dr. Maxwell E. Macdonald.

Tluijun, the convulsive agent used, is the active principle of absinthe and

is generally classified pharmacologically in the camphor group. The exact

point of its action is not definitely known although Hildebrant, working on

the camphor group of drugs in 1902, concluded that thujon acted on the

medulla primarily and the vasomotor center specifically.

It is sufficient for our purpose to say that the march of events during a

convulsion produced by thujon, is very similar to that seen during an epileptic

fit. Within a few seconds after the drug is given intravenously, the animal

moves in a restless, uneasy manner, and there is a constriction of the pupils

and the peripheral vasomotor system. There follow immediately retraction

of the head with tonic extensor spasms of the forelimbs and more rarely of

the hind limbs. These are followed by clonic spasms, dilatation of pupils,

exophthalmos, unconsciousness, and loss of control of sphincters. Under

anesthesia it is necessary to give a larger dosage, but the course of events

is similar.

In the following experiments ether was given by the tracheal route.

Experiment 1.—Cat. Venous pressure apparatus was attached to the jugular

vein and a trephine opening was made in the temporoparietal region ; the dura

was incised, and the hole closed by sealing a funnel-shaped glass attached to

a membrane manometer over it. This made a closed system so that any

change in the air volume would be registered on a kymograph. Twenty mils

of 20 per cent, thujon in cod liver oil was given intravenously. The first chart

(charts demonstrated) shows the marked oscillations of the venous pressure

during the convulsion : from 5 cm. to 16 cm. in one convulsion and from 4 cm.

to 23 cm. in another. The kymograph record shows clearly the fact that there

was a retraction and bulging of the brain.

Direct observations were also made through the trephine opening. Just

before the convulsion the brain appeared to shrink and blanch and at this

moment the fluid (Ringer's) in a manometer connected with the lateral ven-

tricle, fell to a low point. After the momentary blanching and shrinking, the

l)rain surface became congested and swollen, pushing through the trephine

opening. At the same moment the fluid in the manometer rose to a high point.

Experiment 2.—Cat. In this animal instead of a large opening, one just

sufficient to admit a needle was made. A manometer was connected directly

with the ventricle. The tracings show a distinct drop in cerebrospinal fluid pres-

sure before the convulsion and a subsequent rise in venous and cerebrospinal

fluid during the convulsion. One part of the chart shows a gradual fall in

cerebrospinal fluid pressure while the animal was breathing rapidly. This

has been observed several times and leads one to think that the respirations

in themselves are not the cause of the rise in pressure.

Experiment 3.—Puppy. Similar changes in pressure were revealed, namely,

a drop before and a rise during the convulsion. Direct observation on this

animal showed the initial blanching before and the protrusion with congestion,

during the convulsion.

Other charts showed a similar sequence of events with manometer records

of cistern pressure.
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A kymograph record of the arterial pressure during a thujon convulsion

shows that there is a slight rise at the end of the injection. This is very

transitory; the pressure gradually drops and stays lower than normal during

the convulsion. Following, there is a gradual return to normal level.

Three interesting clinical observations have been made recently during

lumbar puncture on epileptics. A sudden drop occurred while the readings

were being taken. Immediately after, the pressure rose as the convulsion

occurred.

Pollock has made tracings of the blood pressure during a petit mal attack

which show a preliminary rise in blood pressure at twenty-six to sixty seconds,

and a sudden marked drop at nine to twelve seconds before the convulsion.

The blood pressure remained low during the attack. The observations of

Foster Kennedy and John Hartwell of the brain of a patient during an epileptic

fit showed as the initial sign a sudden whitening of the cortex which was
immediately replaced by an extreme venous engorgement with the protrusion

of the brain beyond the level of the operative bone defect.

It is interesting to note the fact that in quite a number of epileptics the

ventricles have been found dilated. We have produced a slight dilatation of

the ventricles in young rabbits by giving them a large number of convulsions

over an extended time. It is therefore possible that the enlarged ventricles

in human cases are a result of the repeated convulsions.

The results of these preliminary observations in thujon convulsions seem

to show that there is an initial drop in cerel)rospinal fluid pressure coincident

with the blanching and retraction of the cortex and a subsequent rise during

the stage of congestion: that the venous pressure follows the cerebrospinal

fluid pressure; that the marked oscillations in pressure are not due, entirely

at least, to the respirations; that (at least in one case) there is a lowering

of arterial pressure.

There is some association between these experimental and several clinical

observations. The results of the work are by no means conclusive, and are

presented only as they point to paths of aproach to the problem.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Hugo Mella: I do not wish to strike a discordant note, but I did

not find a rise in pressure in the case alluded to by Dr. Macdonald, unless

he refers to the rise back to normal after the convulsion. In doing a lumbar

puncture on a young man who gave a history of convulsions over a period

of two years after discharge from service, while waiting to get a normal

reading before removing any fluid the pressure suddenly dropped and the

column of fluid disappeared from the manometer. The patient commenced to

move and went through a typical convulsion. I kept my hand on the needle

until he came out of the attack and after the convulsion was over, the pressure

came back to its original point of about 150. Throughout the attack the

lumbar puncture apparatus was perfectly connected.

I think the experimental results of Dr. Macdonald have been quite contrary

to this observation. This patient showed typical hysterical attacks of an

emotional sort, and the question arises, was it possibly a functional attack,

and is there a difiference in the cerebrospinal fluid pressure in the functional

and in the idiopathic attack? Might it be something of that sort?

Dr. Percual Bailey: It would be interesting in these animals to follow

the intracranial venous tension, since Becht has shown that the cerebrospinal
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tUiifl pressure follows closely the venous pressure. I have seen patients, durin.;^

operation on the brain under local anesthesia, go into convulsive attacks with-

out observing any change in the caliber of the cerebral blood vessels exposed.

Dr. Donald Gregg: I have seen conjunctival hemorrhage after attacks of

severe epileptic convulsions. Has that occurred in the experimental cases?

Dr. Macdon.ald: I have never seen conjunctival hemorrhage;;. In one

case after repeated severe convulsions, toward the end of his wild clonic

episode, the animal broke his back with a resultant lower paraplegia. Two
days later at necropsy a fracture was found at the seventh dorsal vertebra.

Besides local injury, many small hemorrhages were found in the mucous
membranes of the stomach, intestine and bladder. Whether these were the

result of the convulsion per se or whether they followed the injury I do not

know, but the latter is more probable.

STUDIES IN THE CHEMISTRY (3F THE BLOOD L\ EPILEPSY.
Dr. William G. Len.nox (by invitation).

The following constituents of the blood, viz., non-protein nitrogen, urea

nitrogen, amino-acid nitrogen, uric acid, creatinin, sugar, and alkali reserve

have been determined in a group of more than 100 epileptic patients. Prac-

tically all determinations were within the limits of normal. The values bore

no relationship to the time or frequency of convulsions. Similar determina-

tions were made on the blood of seven epileptic patients during and following

prolonged starvation. Starvation was absolute, except for water, and con-

tinued for from eleven to twenty-one days. All these patients showed remark-

able increase of the blood uric acid (from a pre-starvation level of 3 to 5 mg.,

to a starvation peak of 8 to 16 mg. per 100 c.c. of blood). This increase was
found to be due to a failure of the kidneys to eliminate uric acid. It occurred

in a normal individual who underwent a short fast. In one of the patients,

at the end of starvation, the non-protein and urea nitrogen rose respectively

to the remarkably high concentration of 300 and 240 mg. per 100 c.c. of blood.

It is believed that these great tluctuations in the non-protein nitrogenous con-

stituents of the blood during fasting have nothing to do with the fact that

the patients were epileptic. During starvation convulsions were decreased;

therefore, the observations furnish additional evidence that in epilepsy con-

vulsions are not initiated by increase of uric acid, non-protein nitrogen, or

urea nitrogen in the lilood.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Stanley Cobb : Dr. Lennox' work is in the stage of experimentation

;

the main point of interest now, I think, is that we seem to be able in some
cases to stop the attacks by a starvation period. We therefore want to know
what happens in starvation to the body metabolism. We are searching along

these lines and may eventually reach a possible explanation. One point of

interest, as you probably noticed on the charts demonstrated, was the extremely

high uric acid. What that means we do not as yet know.

ELECTROMYOGRAPHIC STUDIES OF MUSCULAR FATIGUE IN
MAN. Dr. Stanley Cobb and Dr. Alexander Forbes.

In neurology and general medicine not enough attention is given to muscle.

Although this tissue comprises a major part of our body weight we rarely

take into account its great metabolism, nor consider its activity and fatigue.
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The study of nerve and muscle relationships is still a great field for research.

But the study of muscular fatigue is so complicated by psychologic factors,

that a method of accurately recording any of its concomitant phenomena

may be of value. The present study was undertaken because it applies a

new combination of methods to the study of fatigue in the hope of elucidating

to some extent the complex problem.

Muscular fatigue of the flexors of the wrist (principally the flexor carpi

radialis) was studied in ten different individuals. In the first eight experi-

ments the isotonic contraction was used. This was accomplished by construct-

ing a large ergograph to which the right arm was strapped. The hand was

inserted into a heavy woolen glove thickly coated with plaster of Paris, so

that the finger and metacarpal joints were immovable. This so fixed the limb

that motion was possible only at the wrists. A wire was attached to the plaster

glove, and this ran over a pulley to the weight which hung below. The

action-currents of the contracting muscle were led off by placing non-polarizable

electrodes on the arm ; these electrodes were connected with the galvanometer,

completing a circuit, and the oscillations were recorded on a rapidly moving

film. Besides recording the movements of the galvanometer string on the

moving film a lever was so arranged that it cast a shadow on the film, simul-

taneously recording the mechanical movement of the wrist in lifting the

weight. Thus the records of the mechanograms and electromyograms are

synchronous and indicate simultaneous mechanical and electrical phenomena.

In the last ten experiments isometric muscular contractions were studied

The arm was fixed as before, but the hand was also strapped down firmly,

and the subject was told to "pull as hard and steadily as possible" again^it the

immovable strap.

Using the method above described eighteen experiments were performed

on ten different individuals. The data obtained are summarized in the accom-

panying table.

Table—Electromyographic Changes with Fatigue

E.xperi

ment

1
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In looking over the data presented in the tal)lc, it is seen that two changes

in the electromyogram usually appear with fatigue. In the first place the

frequency (rate per second) of the action-currents is decreased. Secondly,

there is usually a distinct increase in the amplitude of the waves, indicating

that action-currents of greater voltage are produced in the fatigued muscle.

This decrease in frequency and simultaneous increase in size of action-currents,

which we have observed in fatigue, may he explained theoretically cither by

assuming a resistance or partial block to develop at the neuromuscular junc-

tion, or by assiuning that fatigue reduces the excitability of the muscle fibers

without causing a corresponding reduction of the size of response of which they

are capable. Finally, these observed effects might be explained as the result of an

increased frequency of discharge of nerve impulses from the motor centers,

I'ut since there is no positive evidence in favor of this latter view and much
evidence tending to localize the effects in the muscle, this explanation may
proI)al)!y be discarded in favor of one of the other two.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Percival Bailey : It would be interesting to know whether the excit-

ability of s muscle decreases in fatigue states. It is generally accepted that

the chronaxie of an excitable tissue varies only with the temperature, but

I know of no observations on the fatigue state..
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THE PROBLEM OF COMMOTION

In spite of diligent research and mucli discussion, the problem of

comiTiotion still contains many mysteries. \"arious theories have been

developed as to the effect of traumatism to the skull. Some authors

have paid especial attention to vascular changes, and have held that

vasomotor disturbances or hemorrhages in the brain substance are

responsible for the symptoms of commotion. Others contend that sud-

den and violent displacements of the cerel)rospinal fluid could, according

to hydrodynamic principles, produce the nervous disturbances. Finally,

a few authors have postulated cellular changes brought about by the

trauma.

In cases of hemorrhage and laceration of nervous tissue, there is

no difficulty in understanding the clinical sequences of the traumatism,

but hydrodynamic waves of the cerebrospinal fluid and cellular changes

were purely hypothetic. Cellular changes after commotion have only

been demonstrated as more or less extensive, late degeneration. Ana-
tomic examination during the acute stage of commotion has never

given clear evidence of the nature of these cellular alterations. Undoubt-

edly, the complete absence of such evidence is the reason why the

majority of writers maintain that the degenerations found some time

after the traumatism are secondary to vascular changes. There are not

a few authors who emphatically deny the existence of real primary

cellular alterations in commotion ; and many regard commotional syn-

dromes as purely functional and devoid of anatomic alterations.

The difficulty of the ])roblem is evident from the discussion of

traumatic neurosis or railway-spine which has waged since the eighties,

especially in (lermanv. ( )])penheim stoutly defended the opinion that,

in commotion, line cellular alterations were the cause of manv of the
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clinical symptoms. Charcot and his German adherents maintained

that the commotional symptoms were all functional or hysterical. This

question divided (jerman neurologists into two camps, and the discus-

sion was one of the most vivid on a neurologic problem of modern

times.

It was only natural that the question should again arise during the

war, with its innumerable cases of cerebral and spinal commoti(jn.

In particular, the syndromes exhibited by people who had been sub-

jected, at close range, to detonations of high explosives without having

been hit directly (shell-shock), aroused widespread interest. In (jcr-

niany, the veteran Oppenheim ' held to his old concept, in spite of the

fact that he had against him the majority of German neurologists.

In France, England and America, the discussion was also keen. At the

beginning of the war, there was undoubtedly a tendency to consider

shell-shock without visible signs of injury purely functional, that is,

"sine materia." But an increasing number of authors, especially toward

the end of hostilities, have discouraged this concept as too one-sided.

Certain symptoms in the commotional syndromes may be emotional,

but others cannot be exj)lained as purely functional. These must then

be related to alterations of the nervous system brought about by the

traumatism. Unfortunately, the efforts of the war period did not

solve the problem. Perhaps there is at present a greater tendency to

look for organic causes in the syndrome of commotion than before the

war ; but still, the question as to where the emotional factor begins

and the organic factor ends, belongs to the most difficult diagnostic

problems in present-day neurolog}-.

Recent discussion has not been able to solve the question of the

nature of the effect produced by physical violence on the nervous sys-

tem. Lacerations of the nervous substance due to contrecoup and rup-

ture of coarser vessels with consequent hemorrhages are often seen

at necropsies. These lesions are left out of consideration in the fol-

lowing discussion. Many cases, with intense commotional symptoms

from various regions of the nervous system, are reported in the lit-

erature, in which no manifest anatomic lesion could be demonstrated.

In such cases several investigators have postulated the existence of the

so-called molecular or microstructural alterations brought about by the

concussion. Among these authors are to be found representatives of

several nations including Roussy and Lherniitte.- Carver and Dinsley, ^

1. Oppenheim: Die Xeurosen in Folge von Kriegsverletzungen, Rerb'n : 1916.

2. Roussy, Gustave, and Lhermitte, Jean : Les blessures de la moelle et de

la queue de cheval, Paris: Masson et Cie, 1918; Psychoneuroses de guerre,

ibid., 1917.

3. Carver, .\lfred. and Dinsley. .\.: Some Biological Effects Due to High

Explosives, Brain 42:113 (June) 1919.
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von Sarbo/ Bauer,'' Henneberg, Harris. Duret'' and a consideraljle

number of others.

The term "molecular lesions" of the nerve cells originated with

Erichsen in 1875. He thought that as a magnet is weakened by violent

concussion, supposedly by an alteration of the mutual relations between

the molecules, so the elements of the cells might be interefered with, in

a similar way, in commotion. This idea was further developed by

Obersteiner.'^

Schmauss ^ must be given credit for the first exact experiments on

cellular changes in commotion. He tied animals to a board and struck

repeated heavy blows on the board. Afterward he was able to show

widespread degenerations in the nervous system (tigrolysis of the cells

and changes in the axis cylinders and their myelin sheaths). Among
investigators who have continued this experimental work may be

mentioned Bikeles, Luzenberger,'' Kirchgasser,^"'* Jakob, ^^ Tscherbak and

lately Cornil.^- The usual method has been to infiict different kinds

of trauma on animals. These authors have studied chiefly the changes

that exist some time after the traumatism. They have then been able

to show degenerative processes affecting cells, nerve fibers and glia.

4. Von Sarbo, A. : Ueber den sogenannten Xervenchok nach Granat und

Schrapnell-Explosionen, Wien. kiln. Wchnschr. 28: Pt. 4, 1915; Ueber die durch

Granat- und Schrapnell-Explosionen entstandenen Zustandsbilder, ibid. 29: Pt.

20, 1916; Die durch Granatfernwirkung entstandene Taubstummheit eine

medullare Erkrankung, Med. Klin. 12: Pt. 38, 1916; Granatfernwirkungsfolgen

und Kriegshysterie, Neurol. Zentralbl. 36: Pt. 9, 1917.

5. Bauer: Ueber Ruckenmarkserschutterinig, Wien. med. Wchnschr. 67:

2052, 1917.

6. Duret, H.: Commotions graves mortelles, sans lesions, et lesions gene-

rales etendues sans commotion dans les traumatismes cerebraux, Rev. neurol.

36:888, 1920; Discussion generale sur les accidents nerveux determines par la

deflagration de fortes charges d'expiosifs, Societe de Neurologie, April 6-7,

1516; Rev. neurol. 32:575, 1916.

7. Obersteiner : Ueber Erschiittcrung des Riickenmarks. Wien. med. Jahrb.

3 and 4:531, 1879.

8. Schmauss : "Commotio Spinalis," Ergeb. d. allg. Pathol, u. pathol. Anat.

p. 594, 1897 ; Beitrage zur pathologischen Anatomic der Riickenmarkserscluit-

terung, Virchow's Arch.. 122:326, 1890.

9. Luzenberger: Anatomic pathologique du traumatisme nerveux. Arch. d.

neurol., 1897.

10. Kirchgasser : Experimcntcllo Untersuchungen uber Riickcnmarksersclnit-

terung. Deutsch. Zeitschr. f. Nervenheilk. 11:406, 1897, and 13:422, 1S9.S.

11. Jakob: Experimcntelle Untersuchungen iiber die traumatischcn Scliadi-

gungen des Zentralnervensystems, Histoiog. u. histopathol. .\rb. iiber Gross-

hirnrinde 5:182, 1912.

12. Cornil, Lucien : Commotion modullaire directe. Paris : Lilirairie le I'ran-

Qois. 1921.
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Concernint,' tlic histologic findings in tlie acute stage of commotion,

the statements are not so unanimous. 'J'hey are mostly minute hem-
orrhages or congestion of the nervous tissue. Jakob gives a detailed

description of the acute stage, lie rtnds in medullary commotion a

granular homogenization both of the cytoplasm and the karyoplasm of

the nerve cells, h'urther, he has observed eccentric location of the

nucleus. Todde has found ru])ture of the endocellular fibrillary net,

or a homogenization of these fibrils.

Summing up these investigations, there are many evidences of

degenerative processes some time after the trauma, but, in the acute

stage, the histologic findings are few when ru])ture and distur])ance of

the vessels are excluded.

In spite of the experimental evidence, the cellular lesions are not

clearly defined in the literature. Chavigny '^ declared, in 1918, that no

precise documentation of the cellular changes in commotif)n existed,

and that all experiments had failed to elucidate the ])roblem. Some

authors ^* decline entirely to accept the existence of such lesions. \'on

Sarbo denotes the cellular alterations in commotion by the term

microstructural and means by this : s(|ueezings of the nervous substance,

microhemorrhages and changes in the meninges brought about by the

physical concussion of the cells and fibers. Roussy and Lhermitte

admit the possibility of such fine fibrillar and cellular lesions, but state

that it is at present impossible to say anything definite about the ana-

tomic or dynamic nature of these lesions.

From the fact that colloidal suspensions change their physical prop-

erties on being exposed to shaking, Marinesco ^'' concludes that the

concussion acts on the proteolytic ferments of the cell, thereby changing

the physical nature of the colloids in the cells and fibers, (iordon

Holmes "' writes on spinal concussion: *'The most probable exjDlanation

is that put forward by Fickler,'' according to which the cord is made to

oscillate within the spinal canal by the impact on the vertebral spinal

column, and, as its movements will obviouslv not be svnchronous with

13. Chavigny, P.: Les explosions du cliamp de bataille, Paris med. 8:341,

1918.

14. Kocher : Die Verletzungen der W'irbelsaule, zugleich ein Beitrag ziir

Physiologie des nienschlichen Riickenmarks, Mitt. a. d. Grenzgeb. d. Med. ti.

Chir. 1:415, 1896.

15. Marinesco, G. : Lesions commotionelles experimentales. Rev. neurol. 34:

329, 1918.

16. Holmes. Gordon : On Spinal Injuries of Warfare, Goulstonian lectures.

British M. J., 1915.

17. Fickler: Experimentelle Untersuchungen zur Anatomie der traumati-

schen Degeneration und der Regeneration des Riickenmarkes, Deutsch. Zeitschr.

f. Nervenheilk. 29:1, 1905.
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those of the cokimn, it may be (Hrectly bruised against the walls of the

canal, while at the same time the sudden jarring of the cord produces a

physical disturbance in its tissues and especially in the fluid axoplasm

of its fibres."

In the literature on commotion, there is a strong tendency to empha-

size vasomotor changes as the main cause of the commotional symp-

toms in the acute stage (Ricker, Bonnet^"* and others). Very often at

the necropsies in cases in which death occurred during the acute stage

of the commotion, the only anatomic finding is a great number of

microscopic bleedings scattered over large parts of the nervous system

(Huet, Kocher,^^ Hoven,^'' Lepine,-'^ Mott and others). Such bleed-

ings are supposed to cause laceration of the tissues, cells and fibers,

with consecutive stasis phenomena from both lymphatic and blood ves-

sels. These secondary effects are sometimes held responsible for the

degenerative process which is the most common anatomic consequence

of the commotion.-^ The mechanism of spinal commotion in particular

is explained in this way. Many authors regard such vascular changes

as the most essential anatomic feature of the lesion (Marburg,^^ Licen,

Jakob,^^ Marie and Chatelin). So-called "retarded" commotional symp-

toms also find their explanation in this way according to Leri.-^

In order to analyze the effect of trauma in bringing about commo-

tion of the nervous system, we have to consider the nature of the forces

acting on the body when the commotion is established. Commotion is

produced by blows against the skull or in the spinal region. Such a

blow must mean a concussion of the parts that are hit, as the blow will

transmit its energy to the body exposed to it. In principle, the same

eft'ect will be produced by a blow from a heavy object as by the intense

atmospheric disturl)ances that follow an ex])losion ("vent de I'obus").

18. Bonnet, M.: Contribution a I'etude des efFets des explosions de guerre

sur rorganisme, These de Nancy, 1918.

19. Hoven, H.: Les commotions des centres ncrveux par eclatement des

projectiles a proximite immediate, Arch. med. Relges, 71: (June) 1918.

20. Lepine, Jean : Commotion des centres nerveux par explosion, Acad, de

medecine, Paris, July 4, 1916.

21. De Lisi, L. : Recherches experimentales sur les alterations nerveuses

centrales chez les animaux soumis a la commotion cerebrale, Riv. sper. di Freniat.

61: Pt. 2. 1915.

2^ Marburg, Otto ; Zur I'Vage dcr Beurtoiluiig traumatischcr Xeuronon ini

Kriege, Wien. klin. Wchnschr. 29:281, 1916; Zur Pathologic der Kreigsbeschadi-
gungen des Riickenmarks, .Arbeiten aus dem Xeurol. Inst. (Obersteiner"). Wien.
1919.

23. Leri. Andre: Les commotions "retardees"' par I'explosion d'obus. Presse
ined. 26:403 (Aug. 5) 1918; Commotions et emotions de guerre, Paris: Masson
et Cie, 1918.
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In the latter case the in(H\ ithial is cau}^ht hy the intense wave (jf atmos-

pheric a)nii)ression that follows the detonation and is violently thrown

a shorter or longer distance to the groimd. Reports from the war

mention tliat the victims of commotion were often found buried in the

ground.

It must be assumed a j^riori that the different celhdar constituents of

the nervous system have different specific gravities. They must accord-

ingly react with different velocities to external jjhysical forces. It must

then be ex])ected that physical forces imp(jsed on the neuraxis cause

displacement, not only of the external interrelations of cells, but also

of the relations between the intracellular constituents.

Tillman-* attacked the problem experimentally from this jx)int of

view and paid s])ecial attention to the differences in specific gravity of

various constituents of the brain substance. According to this author,

the white substance and the blood, as specifically heavier substances,

have a greater inertia than the gray matter. Accordingly, if there is

imposed a sudden movement on the brain as a whole, there will be

established a disturbance of the mutual relations of these substances,

which may lead to lacerations at the junction between white and gray

matter and to rupture of minute vessels.

The forces in concussion act in opposite directions ; compression

waves are followed by decompression waves. Even if displacement

of the cellular constituents takes place during the actual concussion, the

effect may be neutralized by the displacement in the opposite direction

that is likely to follow. Histologic signs of displacement, therefore,

need not be found after the concussion. In fact, no conclusive signs

of the postulated dis])lacements have ever been demonstrated, either

in the clinical or the experimental records.

But it is logical to conceive that displacement of the intracellular

l^arts may nevertheless lead to loss of function of the cells. The

clinical facts indicate very strongly that there is a widespread paralysis

of fimction in the acute stage of commotion. In cases in which death

occurred in the acute stage of the commotion and the most careful

histologic examination failed to reveal anatomic changes, such cellu-

lar alterations have been held responsible for the fatal issue by several

authors.

To study the effect of physical forces acting indirectly on the con-

tents of the spinal and cranial cavities, the writer has exposed paots of

the nervous system from different animals (crab, frog, mouse and rab-

bit) to centrifugation. To complete the series, pieces of the human

24. Tillman : Die Theorie der Gehirn- unci Riickenmarkserschiitterung.

Arch. f. klin. Chir. 59: 1899.
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niedulla oblongata were also treated in the same way. The forces act-

ing in centrifligation have an advantage over those acting in concussion

in that they work only in one direction. This advantage makes it possible

by experiment to determine whether a physical force acting indirectly

on the nerve cells can produce an efifect within them. If centrifugal

force produces displacements of the cellular constituents, the forces

producing commotion must be assumed to have a similar effect and a

similar impairment of function must result, even if the histologic effect

in the two cases is different.

Further, centrifugation of nerve cells has proved to be a valuable

method of studying various neurocytologic problems. The displacement

brought about by centrifugation may be considered as a form of endo-

cellular dissection.

Centrifugation of the nervous system has been carried out before

by Arndt.-' Pieces of cortex from the human brain, obtained twelve

hours after death, were exposed by him to centrifugation for four hours,

and then to further centrifugation in fonnaldehyd solution for two

hours. He foimd only negligible changes. In several cells he found

that the nucleus had been moved distad, without alteration in the shape

of the nucleus itself. Arndt also centrifugated brains of frogs and

found that the nucleolus in the cells was easily moved by the centrifugal

force. He thinks that such displacements prove that the various cellu-

lar constituents have dift'erent specific gravities. But he concludes

:

"Die spezifischen Gewichtsunterschiede sind nur gering. andererseits

muss die Befestigung von Zelle, Kern, Kernkorperchen in ihrer Umge-
bung von erstauiilicher Vollkommenheit sein." He does not draw from

his experiments any conclusions in regard to the mechanism of commo-

tion. Forel,"" in 1919, performed centrifugation on animals and human

beings in order to produce a slight commotional stage, which might

serve as a substitute for narcosis. He did not combine his studies with

histologic examinations of the nervous system.

HISTOLOGIC PROBLEMS

A study of the histologic literature of later years gives the impres-

sion that histologic methods, hitherto so much used, have in many

respects reached the limit of their efficiency for elucidating morphologic

cell prol)lems. There is a conspicuous tendency among histologists to

25. Arndt. G. : Traumatische Erkrankiinyen des Riickenmarks (Commotio
spinali.s.), Ergebn. der allg. Pathol. 9:1. 1503.

26. Forel, O. L. : Contribution a I'etude des traumatismes cerebraux. Scliwei^.

Arch. f. Xeiirol. u. Psvch. 4: 1919.
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discredit tlu- older histologic methods, for the reason that all fixation

methods that make use of protein coagulating agents cause severe

damage to the delicate cell constituents. The cell stained after fixation

presents a i)icture. not only of a dead cell, hut t)f one more or less

severely deformed. To eliminate such artefacts, various investigators

have begun to study living cells. Different vital staining and vital dis-

section methods (Kite,-' Chambers-") have revealed interesting facts.

Rmhryologic cytology and the mechanism of karyokinesis esi)ecially,

have had new light thrown on them by this method. Among other

methods may be mentioned the centrifugation of the early stages of fer-

tilized eggs of lower animals, whereby light has been thrown not only on

pureh evolutionary mechanics, but also on the finer cytologic phenomena

( Conklin, Lyon,-" Lillie,^" and others). In nerve cells, vital methods

have not been so successful, because the nerve cell is usually too large

and compact to j^ermit the transmission of sufficient light ; it cannot be

studied uninjured under the microscope. The methylen blue method,

even in such skilful hands as those of Ehrlich and Dogiel, has given only

a limited knowledge of certain special cell constituents. Aside from

the Nissl bodies, the most successful vital studies of the ganglion cell

have been made on mitochondria ( M. R. and W. H. Lewis,''^ Cowdry ^^

and others).

27. Kite, G. L. : The Relative Permeability of the Surface and Interior

Portions of the Cytoplasm of .Animal and Plant Cells, Biol. Bull. 25, 1912;

Some Structural Transformations of the Blood Cells of Vertebrates. J. of Inf.

Dis. 15:319, 1914.

28. Chambers. Robert, Jr. : Some physical properties of the cell nucleus.

Science, X. S. 40:824, 1917; Lancet Clin.. March 27, 1915; Microdissection

studies : I. The Visible Structure of Cell Protoplasm and Death Changes. Am.

J. Physiol. 43:1, 1917.

29. Lyon, E. P.: Report of Centrifuging Lggs. Arch. f. Entwicklungsmech.

23: 1907.

30. Lillie, F. : On the Specitic Gravity of the Constituent Parts of the Egg
of Choetopterus and the Effect of Centrifuging on the Polarity of the Egg.

Science 27: 1906.

31. Lewis. Margaret R., and Lewis, W. H. : Mitochondria (and Other Cyto-

plasmic Structures) in Tissue Cultures. Am. J. of .Anat. 17: 1914.

32. Cowdry, E. V.: Mitochondria and Other Cytoplasmic Constituents of the

Spinal Ganglion Cells of the Pigeon, Anat. Rec. 6:33, 1912; The Relations of

Mitochondria and Other Cytoplasmic Constituents in Spinal Ganglion Cells of

the Pigeon, Internal. Monatschr. f. .Anat. u. Physiol. 29:473; The Comparative

Distribution of Mitochondria in Spinal Ganglion Cells of Vertebrates, Am. J.

Anat. 17:1, 1914; Vital Stain of Mitochondria, Internat. Monatschr. f. Anat. u.

Physiol. 31:267, 1914; Mitochondria and Xeurofibrils, Am. J. Anat. 15: 1914;

The Mitochondrial Constituents of Protoplasm, Carnegie Institute, Washington.

D. C. ; Contributions to Embryolog\-. 8: Xo. 24. 1918.
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Recently, the ultramicroscope, introduced into colloidal chemistry

by Siedentopf and Zsigmondy, has proved useful. Marinesco ^^ and

Mott •'* have studied the protoplasm of the ganglion cell under the

ultramiscroscope. Both state that the protoplasm is in a semifluid con-

dition, with the granules that are always to be found in an emulsion by

that method. The nucleus and nucleolus can be distinguished in the

cell body, but further structural characteristics cannot be observed. A
striking feature is the complete absence of a picture of the neurofibrils.

Mott concludes that the neurofibril is probably an artefact produced by

the fixation process. Marinesco states his conviction that, even if the

neurofibrils are not to be seen in the ultramicroscope, yet they must exist

preformed in the cell. Duesberg.^^ an experienced cytologist, asks, for

other reasons, whether neurofibrils really exist in the cell. These quo-

tations show that the existence of the neurofibril in the living cell has

been questioned. Nothing concerning the morphologic constituents of

nerve cells has seemed better established than our knowledge of the

basophil or chromatophil bodies of Nissl. Ultramicroscopic studies

have made their nature very questionable. Marinesco states that they

cannot be detected in the living protoplasm. The bulky chromatophil

masses which are the most conspicuous formations in the ganglion cell

treated with ordinary staining methods must, from his studies, be con-

sidered as precipitates caused by the fixative. They exist in the living

cell in a semifluid condition. A similar opinion had already been formu-

lated bv Held ^''' and A. Fischer. ^^

I Zi. Marinesco, G. : Des changements qu'impriment a la luminosite ct a I'etat

coUoidales cellules nerveuses vivantes certains agents physiochimiques. Compt.
rend, de la Soc. de biol. 70:1061 (March 18) 1911; L'importance des phenomenes
pin-sio-chimiques dans la mecanisme de certaines phenomenes de la vie, fitudcs

ultramicroscopiques des cellules des ganglions spinaux des animaux nouveaux
nes, ibid., p. 1057; Forschungen iiber die Kolloide der Xervenzellen und ihre

erfahrungsgemasse Veranderungen, Kolloid Ztschr. 11:209. 1912, and with Minea,

J. :
Recherches sur les metamorphoses neurofibrillaires des fibres nerveuses

peripheriques sectionnees, Ann. d. biol. 1:1057, 1911; Etudes des cellules des

ganglions spinaux de grenouille a I'aide de paraboloide de Zeiss, Rev. d. 1. Soc.
do biol. 71:202 (June 22) 1911.

34. Mott, F. W. : The Bio-Physics and Bio-Chemistry of the Neurone,
Brit. M. J. 2:786 (Sept. 28) 1912.

35. Duesberg, J. : Trophospongium und Golgischer Binnenapparat, abstracted
in Anat. Anz. 46: 1914; On the Present Status of the Chondriosome Problem,
Biol. Bull. 36: Pt. 2 (Feb.) 1919.

36. Held, H.: Beitrage zur Struktur der Xervenzellen und ihrer Fortsatze,

Arch. f. Anat. u. Physiol, p. 204, 1897; ibid., supplement, p. 273.

37. Fischer, Alfred : Zur Kritik der Fixierungsmethoden und der Granula,

Anat. Anz. 9:678, 1894; Fixierung, Farbung und Bau des Protoplasmas, Jena:
1902.
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l'"in;illy, the interesting intracclUihir canals, the tnt]>h()si)ongium of

I lolnigren,"' can be studied in the living cell by the use uf vital staining

(Cowdry), but the real nature of this apparatus is still doubtful. The

relation between these canals and the exterior of the cell, whether the

canals have walls of their own, and what is the physiologic nature of

their contents, are still important questions concerning which no agree-

ment is to be found in the literature.

The writer has investigated some of these problems by the study of

the histology of the ganglion cells after centrifugation. By this method

it was hoped to produce an alteration of the mutual interrelation and

arrangement of the cellular constituents. 'J'he method would reveal

whether there is a difference in the specific gravity of different cell

parts, and give information on the ])hysical nature of the cytoplasm and

problems of viscosity. The centrifugation would act. as already sug-

gested, as a means for endocellular dissection of the living cell.

MATERI.AL .^ND METHODS

For cytologic studies, the spinal ganglions of rabbits were removed

immediately after death induced by chloroform, and were tied up in

the adherent nerves with ordinary sewing thread. They were then put

into centrifuge tubes, suspended in blood serum from the same animal,

and the tubes were rotated at a speed of approximately 3.000 revolu-

tions per minute. The duration of the centrifugation varied from

fifteen minutes to three hours, the upper limit being chosen in reference

to postmortem changes in the tissue.

The immersion of the ganglions in the serum was intended to keep

them in natural surroundings and to postpone death. In the meantime,

it was found that the elTect of centrifugation could be increased by

leaving the preparations hanging freely during the procedure, with a

small amount of serum at the bottom of the tube. Centrifugation

under these circumstances had, of course, a drying effect on the gangli-

ons, as water was forced out from the tissue. The histologic effects of

this were limited to the external cell layers of the ganglion, and the

experiment could no longer be regarded as a centrifugation of living

cells. The whole ganglion, hanging freely in the tube, was considerably

stretched during the centrifugation and the cells w'ithin the ganglion

were exposed to considerable pressure on account of this stretching.

38. Holmgren. Emil : Zur Kentniss der Spinalganglienzellen von Loph. pisca-

torius. Anat. Heft. 12: Pt. 38. 1899; Weitere Mitteilungen iiber den Ban der

Nervenzellen, Anat. Anz. 16: Pt. 15-16, 1899; ibid., 17: Pt. 6-7. 1900; Studien

in der feineren Anatomic der Xervenzellen, Anat. Heft. 15: Pt. 1, 1900; Weitere

Mitteilungen iiber die Saftkanalchen der Nervenzellen, Anat. Anz. 18: Pt. 11-12,

1900; ibid.. 20: Pt. 18, 1902.
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Nevertheless, the results of these experiments proved interesting and

valuable.

Ganglions from the crab were treated in the same way. Experiments

were also made on the frog. The entire central nervous system was

cut out in one piece, still enclosed within the skull and the vertebral

canal. The whole piece was put into the tube and centrifugated. When
the cranial cavity was opened afterward, it was found that the neuraxis

had been thrown by the centrifugal force into its distal part, was more

or less deformed and was compressed into smaller bulk.

Pieces of the spinal cord and brain of rabbits, obtained immediately

after the animals had been killed, were also subjected to centrifugation.

The pieces were placed in a centrifuge tube for this purpose. The cen-

trifugation brought about a severe deformation of the loose tissues which

interfered with later histologic examination. The ganglions of the

crab were cut out and suspended in the centrifuge tube in the way
described above for the spinal ganglions of the rabbit.

The entire skull of the mouse, immediately after decapitation, was

submitted to centrifugation. The skulls could be put in different posi-

tions in the tube in order to bring about different directions of the cen-

trifugal displacement in the tissues. x\fter centrifugation, the brain

within the skull was found macroscopically intact. There was no

marked deformation of the tissues, and the only effect was the cellular

change to be described later.

The staining methods used were : alum-hematoxylin-van Gieson for

general survey and Nissl's methylene blue for the chromatin bodies

;

Kopsch's osmium method for the intracellular canalicular apparatus ; the

Cajal and Bielschowsky methods of silver impregnation for the intra-

cellular canalicular apparatus and neurofibrils. The tissues were cut in

the plane in which the centrifugal force had acted on them. In the

description of the sections, the terms "distal" and "proximal" will be

used to designate the direction of the centrifugal force ; the center of

the centrifuge will be called "proximal" in relation to its "distal"

periphery.

RESULTS OF EXPERIMENTS

The experiments that gave only minor tissue deformation will be

described first. Those in which the entire skulls of mice had been cen-

trifugated showed the most surprising results. The distal vessels were

filled with blood, suggesting an hyperemia, otherwise the brain, pro-

tected by the skull, had preserved its configuration. In other words,

there was no gross anatomic lesion of the brain substance. Histologically,

there was widespread dis])laccment of the nuclear constituents. In the

majority of the cells the nucleolus was displaced distad, and there was
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evidently fractioning of the entire nuclear contents, which had accu-

mulated at the distal pole of the nucleus. In the proximal ])art of the

cell the whole nuclear contents seemed t(j l)e displaced distad, so that

the proximal end appeared like a vacuole; the chromatin threads of

the nucleus were ap])arently torn asunder in its jjroximal ])art.

These nuclear chan<(es were found in all ])arts of the hrain. In

some regions there were a number of cells in which the nuclear sub-

stance seemed intact, but, for the most part, the effect was widespread.

The change in the cortex was the same as in the basal ganglions. In

the cerebellum, all the nucleoli of the I'urkinje cells were thrown in the

same direction, and the same changes were i)resent in the granular la}'er

of the cerebellar cortex.

No certain alterations could be detected in other ])arts of the cells ; the

nucleus had maintained its normal shape and position in the cell ; and

no displacements of the tigroid bodies could be demonstrated. Con-

cerning the fibrillar net, the Bielchowski preparations showed no defi-

nite deformations ; but the nuclear content showed very evident changes,

as is illustrated by the figures. No certain displacements could be

shown in the spatial relations of different brain regions
;
gray and white

matter seemed to have conserved their structure as far as the histologic

examination revealed. The fiber web of the nervous system seems to

form a firm, strong entanglement which retains the cells in situ even

after exposure to such forces as centrifugation. This, of course, does

not exclude the possibility that they have suffered a tension that would

interfere with their function.

On the whole, I have been able to confirm the statements of Arndt

that the nucleoli are very sensitive to centrifugation. But, in opposition

to this author, I have not found displacement of the nucleus within the

cell. I must agree with him when he says that "die Befestigung von

Zelle und Kern in ihrer Umgebung von erstaunlicher \'ollkommenheit

sein muss."

Similar changes were observed after centrifugation of the frog's

brain enclosed in the intact skull. Here, also, in all nuclei the nuclear

substances were thrown distad. The same result was obtained after

centrifugating ganglions from the crab. Centrifugation of the pieces of

the nervous system of the rabbit also showed similar results, but here

a coarse deformation, due to pressure of the brain mass into the tube,

had brought about an alteration of the tissue that interfered with his-

tologic examination.

Pieces of human medulla oblongata that had been exposed to the

same treatment showed none of the changes described. The pieces could

not be obtained until several hours after death, and it is assumed that

postmortem coagulation had already taken place, and that this coagula-
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tion had increased the viscosity of the tissue so that no effect was

produced by the centrifugation.

The spinal gangHons exposed to centrifugation in the manner

described also showed many signs of coarser deformation, owing to the

fact that during the experiment they were exposed to physical influences

of various kinds (drying, tension and pressure). The most normal mac-

Fig. 1.—Normal arrangement of the nuclear contents in a mouse's brain.

Haematoxylin-eosin. Zeiss Obj. 2 mm., Ok. 4.

roscopic configuration was shown by the ganglions which had been

immersed in serum. Here the cells were rounded in the normal manner.

No certain displacement of the cytoplasiuic constituents nor of the

nucleus itself could be demonstrated. That the nucleus was not moved

indicates that it is firmlv enmeshed and suspended in the fibrillar net

of the cytoplasm within the cell.
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A never- failiti}j^ phenomenon observed in the eentrifuj^ated cells was

the excentric position of the nucleoli, close to the nuclear membrane at

the distal pole of the nucleus. This phenomenon was observed after

fifteen minutes' centrifu}^fati(»n, when no other effects could be detected.

It was still more marked in jjreparations rotated for two hours. But,

e\cn in tlu- preparations run the longest time, the nucleolus was seldom

found in coiilacl with the nuclear nicnihrane.

¥\g. 2.—Arrangement of the nuclear contents in a brain of a mouse, the skull

of which had been centrifugated for forty-hve minutes in a centrifuge with a

speed of about 4,000 revolutions a minute. The arrow indicates the direction

in which the centrifugal force has acted. Haemato.\ylin-eosin. Zeiss Obj.

2 mm., Ok. 4.

The conclusion from these findings is that the nucleus of the gan-

glion cell is a vesicle, filled with a fluid of comparatively low viscosity,

in which the nucleolus and other contained structures are movable in any

direction by external physical forces. Closer to the nuclear membrane,
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the nuclear content increases in density, and thus prohihits the nucleolus

from coming in actual contact with the memhrane. The low viscosity

in the nucleus in even such a highly specialized cell as the ganglion

cell hecomes more interesting in consideration of the fact that, as

Herrick ^'' found in developing eggs of the lobster, the nucleoli settle to

the lK)ttom of the nviclei bv gravitv.

Fig. 3.—Arrangement of the nuclear contents in a brain of a mouse, the

skull of which had been centrifugated for forty-live minutes in a centrifuge witb

a speed of about 4,000 revolutions a minute. The arrow indicates the direction

in which the centrifugal force has acted. Hacmatoxylin-eosin. Zeiss Ohj.

2 mm., Ok. 4.

In the experiments in which the .spinal ganglions of ral)l)its had been

centrifugated hanging freely in the centrifuge tulte. the phenomena

39. Herrick, F. II.: Movements of the Xuclolus Tlirous^li tlic .\ction of

Gravity, Anat. Anz. 10:3.^7. 1895.
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within the nucleus already described were always found. In addition, a

series of deformatit»ns was noticed, indicative of the various kinds of

influences that had acted on the jjanglions (drying, stretching and cen-

trifugal force). These defunnati«»ns. in many instances, were so intense

that they must have had a severe effect on the cells, and the obser\a-

tions have, therefore, no bearing on the living cell.

The alterations of the ganglion cell as a whole consisted of a change

of the cell shaj^e from the characteristic rounded form to a more regular

ovoid, which, in higlily deformed cells, became an irregular ovoid with

the proximal end more or less pointed and the distal end blunt. On the

whole, the most marked effects were to be seen in the peripheral layers

of the ganglion, and were probably due to a combination of two mechan-

ical factors—pressure and centrifugal force.

In the protoplasm itself, no effect was to be seen in preparations run

in the centrifuge less than one hour. When nm more than an hour, it

could be seen that the Xissl bodies gradually collected at the distal pole

of the cell. \'arious degrees of this process were observed. In some, a

thin sheeit of chromatophil bodies covered the distal pole like a crescent;

in other cells, there was a general condensation of the chromatophil

substaiKes in the distal half of the cell ; in others, at the distal pole,

there was a large irregular clump of chromatophil substance, the rest

of the cell being devoid of it. In the cells that were most deformed

and pressed together, the chromatophil bodies were gathered in clumps

at both ends of the cell. The chromatophil substances at the proximal

end of the cell must be considered as probably brought there by the

squeezing of the cells from the sides.

The defomiation was often irregular. One cell might give an

apparently normal picture, while a neighboring cell was highly deformed.

This imdoubtedly indicates that the physical state of the cell content

varies in different cells within the same ganglion. The defomiations»

and especially the changes brought about in the chromatophil substances

in the cells, make it probable that those substances exist in the living^

cell in a fluid condition. As will be explained later, the movements of

these substances through the neurofibrillar framework cannot be

explained in any other way. These results thus conform with the find-

ings of Marinesco,^^ Mott ^* and others with the ultramicroscope.

The intracellular canals in centrifugated cells show interesting fea-

tures. In cells without deformation of shape, the canalicular apparatus

appeared normal. This was true even when a marked effect was to be

seen on the nucleus and the position of its nucleolus. Even when gen-

eral distortion of the whole cell toward the ovoid form occurred, no

deformation of individual canaliculi could be detected. As, under

such conditions, this apparatus must be exposed to a tension sufficient
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to give the whole cell another shape, the maintenance of the form of

the canaHcular apparatus indicates that its contents are incompressible

and have no easy way of escaping when pressure is exerted on the

cell. Still more interesting conclusions can be drawn from the cells

that exhibited the greatest degree of changes. In these, at the distal

end of the cells, among the chromatophil masses outside the neuro-

fibril system, the canalicular apparatus was to be seen in the form of

irregular droplets or curved rods. Here, to a certain degree, there

had occurred a limited confluence of the different canaliculi. Further-

more, there was apparently no confluence or mixture of the two sub-

stances—the chromatophil substances and the contents of the canaliculi.

Thus, even after it has been squeezed from its natural position in the

cell, the canalicular system preserves, to a large extent, its morphologic

character. This leads to the conclusion that the contents of the canaliculi

must have a relatively high degree of viscosity. If, with Holmgren,

one assumes special differentiated walls for this canalicular system,

these walls mtist be assumed to undergo ruptures in the squeezing

process. The experiments show that apparently, even after such rup-

tures, this substance maintains physically and chemically its natural

structure.

Further studies, especially with the application of Holmgren's elabo-

rate methods for this special apparatus, will undoubtedly yield interesting

information on the nature of this canalicular apparatus, especially with

regard to the question of its walls and extracellular connections.

The neurofibrillar net shows changes of great interest in the centrifu-

gated cells. In the more moderately deformed cells, when the chroma-

tophil substances accumulated in a crescent at the distal end, no

neurofibril net was found in this part of the cell. This net has appar-

ently less elasticity than other structures and resists the squeezing

process, so that the chromatophil substances and the canalicular

apparatus are forced out of it. The more the ganglion cell was

stretched by the centrifugal action, the more the neurofibrillar net

system became loosened from the cell membrane and retracted to the

center of the cell as an ovoid field containing the nucleus with its

nucleolus.

This relation of the neurofibrillar net to the nucleus gives the

ini])ression that these parts form a morphologic unit. This is the more

interesting when one takes into consideration the fact that recent

investigators into the origin and development of the neurofibrils have

shown that they arise in some way from the nucleus (Gerini.*" Cowdn,-,^-

40. Gerini, Cesare : Quclques recherches sur les premieres phases de devel-

oppement des neurofibrilles primitives chez I'embryon du poulet, Anat. Anz.

33:178, 1908.
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and others). The experiments show conchisively, I think, that, con-

trary to the (louhts ex])resse(l hy several authors, the neurofihrils exist

preformed in the liviiij^^ cell. If we su])pose that the fihrillar structure

ohserved in the oxal Ik-Id within these cells is an artefact, produced by

the fixation fluid, we must assume that this same oval field hefore

Hxation of the centnfujj^ated cell was made up of a si)ecial substance,

which usually gives the structure of this characteristic feature of the

nerve cell. We must also assume, then, that this fihrillar substance has,

in a concentrated form, been retracted to the center of the cell. But, in

such ca.se, it is impossible to account for its regular oval form. This

can be explained only by the sui)position that the neurf)fibrillar skeleton

in the cell has—apparently owing to its relatively slight elasticity—not

been able to adapt itself to the deformations of the other cell constitu-

ents, but has, as a unit. Ijecome loo.sened from the cell membrane and

retracted to the center. In other words, the nerve fibril is preformed in

the living cell, and is apparently one of the most im])f)rtant cellular

organs within the nerve cell.

COM -MKNTS

The ex])erinients show conclusixely that a physical force, which acts

indirectly on the nerve cells, brings about conspicuous displacements of

the different parts within the cell owing to differences in specific grav-

ity. Probably this is a widespread effect on all cells of the nervous

system as well as of other organs. Such displacements cannot be irrele-

vant to the functions of the cells. They must cause profound alterations

of the dynamic state of the cells (electrical double-layer on the mem-
branes, surface tension of the dilTerent colloids, etc.). Probably in

more advanced degrees they mean complete abolition of function.

In this way undoubtedly nianv symptoms of loss of function in

commotion might be explained. Severe traumatism to the skull must

bring about a concussion of the neuraxis and its cells. Ruptures of

vessels with hemorrhages and lacerations of the nervous substance

(contrecoup) may occur, but to these must be added the endocellular

effects of the violence. The latter alone may be resix)nsible for the

fatal issue in cases of death during the acute stage of the commotion,

in which no manifest anatomic lesions have been detected. Such

alterations in the vital centers in the medulla oblongata ( Huet and

others) must be considered highly dangerous and liable to cause sudden

death after a blow against the skull.

The physical force must be considered to act on all cells in the

nervous system, and we recognize that a great variety of symptoms may

be exhil)ited by \ictims of traumatic shock which indicate widespread

lesions (loss of consciousness, deafness, blindness, sensory disturbances,

tremor, ataxia, choreatic movements, hemiplegia, aphasia, etc.). Most
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of these symptoms may seem grave in the acute stage, but they often

vanish completely within a short time after the injury. This rapid

regression of the commotional symptoms is easily explained by assum-

ing the mechanism for these lesions that has been described. It may
be supposed, at least in the lesser degrees of endocellular displacement,

that the cell is al)le to make a comparatively rapid recovery. On the

other hand, it does not seem improbable that more advanced displace-

ment may lead to death of the cells, and in this way to many of the

degenerative phenomena - observed in the chronic stages of commotion.

Widespread endocellular displacements in the brain seem to me to be

likely to elucidate some of the psychic symptoms in commotion (amnesia,

dulness, general retardation, psychotic signs, exaltations, manic excite-

ment, etc.), in cases in which an emotional genesis of these symptoms

can be excluded. I tliink that the traumatic endocellular displacements

demonstrated in these experiments cannot be considered to l)e unrelated

to the genesis of many of the symptoms of the traumatic neuroses.

It has been stated by several authors that the svm])toms of spinal

commotion suggest hematomyelia. Roussy and I'Hermitte are skeptical

of this and emphasize the fact that the syndrome indicates a lesion of

the gray matter. This finds a natural explanation in the centrifugation

experiments, which have shown that the most conspicuous changes are

within the cells, whereas the fibers of the white matter j)resent no visi-

ble signs of such alterations.

Tillman, during his experimental studies, found that commotion

was more likely to follow v/hen the head of the animal was either

struck against a wall or was dealt a severe blow when held freely.

lUit a blow dealt while the head was held against a firm su])port did not

have a commotional effect. These obser\ations and statements by Till-

man, which have not been without criticism, find an explanation in the

results of the ex])erinients here re]Kn-ted. If the skull at the moment

of impact is resting against a solid foundation, the physical force can-

not operate on the contents of the skull in the same way as it can when

the skull can be moved freely by the blow. Thus the cellular changes

which are the cause of commotion will apjiear especially when the skull

can be moved freely.

Apparently the alterations demonstrated in cells that have been

exposed to centrifugation might be ranged with the so-called molecular

lesions. This term cannot be considered adequate in a strictly physical

sense, as there is no displacement of the molecules of the protoplasm.

The displacement within the cells is a displacement of conglomerates

of molecules, and is due to differences in sjiecific gravity. The first

question that arises is whether the displacements observed in the cen-

trifugated brains can in any respect be compared with changes brought
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alxnit by the physical factors that usually lead to commotion. Certainly

they cannot be compared directly. But the centrifujjal chanj^es undoubt-

edly show that a physical factor actinj^ indirectly on the cell is able to

])roduce changes in the cell.

The experiment of centrifugating the cells affords the advantage

that the fc^rce imposed on a given particle of the cell can be compared

exactly with a force of known velocity acting on the skull. Undoubt-

edly many traumatisms act on the cellular constituents with a force that

is many times stronger than that used in the experiments. Carver and

Dinsley '' state that the comj)ression waves of detonations act witii a

si>eed of about 10,000 meters per second. If such a terrific force is

imposed on the skull, it must neces.sarily produce, in addition to other

damage, severe and widespread cellular changes of the type described

above.

The physical effect of traumatism against the skull is undoubtedly

intricate. The violence will impose its energ\- on the skull as a whole,

but owing to the elasticity of the skull there will, in many cases, also be

a local impression of the bones that will act on the cranial contents as a

"decompressive cone." The contrecoup effect must be given considera-

tion, and sudden movements of the cerebrospinal fluid may undoubt-

edly cause tensions or lacerations in parts of the brain. But. among
all these highly complex alterations, the cellular changes of the type

described in this article are undoubtedly largely responsible for the

widespread loss of function of the more severe cases of commotion.

SUMM.\RV AND CONCLUSIONS

Prolonged intense centrifugation of living ganglion cells can bring

about a separation of the cell constituents, or an alteration of their

mutual interrelations. This has a bearing on the effects of severe

trauma—concussions and other physical forces—on the nervous sys-

tem. It supports strongly the assumption that direct cellular di.stur-

bances are the cause of many acute commotional symptoms.

The part of the ganglion cell that can be most easily moved within

the cell by centrifugation is the nucleolus. After a short centrifugation

this is always thrown to the distal end of the nucleus and proves that

this latter is a vesicle, the ct)ntents of which have a low viscosity.

The next most conspicuous change after centrifugation consists in

an accimuilation of the chromatophil substances at the distal end of

the cell, and proves that these bodies must exist in a fluid condition in

the living cell. This accords with the obser\-ations on the living cell

with the ultramicroscope.

The canalicular apparatus is squeezed out of its position in the cell

by centrifugation. but maintains its normal morphologic character; this
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demonstrates that the contents of this apparatus do not mix with the

chromatophil substances and that they probably have a high viscosity.

The neurofibrils show less elasticity than surrounding constituents

and can be separated from other parts of the cell. The whole net of

neurofibrils loosens as a unit from the cell membrane and, when centrifu-

gation has been sufficiently strong, occupies the center of the cell and

encloses the nucleus. This proves that the doubts raised in modern
histologic literature as to the neurofibrils are not justified ; the neuro-

fibrils exist in the living specimen and are not artefacts brought about

bv fixative asrents.
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Ill ])revi(»iis ])ap<.'rs on iJie lii>t()l()gic cliant^^es produced experi-

mentally in rabbits and rats bv arsphenamin, neo-arsj)henaniin and

mercury ' we have reported certain lesions in the central nervous

system of these animals, which may be summarized as follows : Mul-

tiple doses of the arsenicals, in excess of the calculated therapeutic

amounts, produced hyperemia, focal hemorrhages, some endothelial

proliferation and, frequently, hyaline or conglutination thrombosis.

After multiple doses of the mercurials, tlie most striking findings were,

in a consideraljle nunil)er of rabbits, a ])erivascular and pial small

round cell inliltration. This later lesion had not Ijeen ol)served in the

numerous control animals nor in those treated with the arsenicals, and

was therefore regarded as being induced by the mercurials used. W'e

felt, however, in view of the imj)ortance of the subject, that these

exj)eriments should be rejieated, and we selected monkevs because of

their closer phylogenetic relationship to man. An added reason for

* From the McManes Lalioratory of Pathology of the University of Penn-

sylvania, and the Research Institute for Cutaneous Medicine, Philadelphia.

* Investigation aided by a grant from the Research Institute for Cutaneous

Medicine, Philadelphia.

1. Kolmer. J. A., and Lucke, Baldwin : A Study of the Histologic Changes

Produced Experimentally in Rabbits by Arsphenamin, Arch. Dermat. & Syph.

3:483. 1921; A Study of the Histologic Changes Produced Experimentally in

Rabbits by Neo-Arsphenamin, ibid., p. 515; A Study of the Histologic Changes

Produced Experimentally in Ralil)its l>y Mercurial Compounds, ibid., p. 531.
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this selection was that the ol)jection has l)ecn raised that spontaneous

lesions in the various organs of the ral)l)it are of not infrequent

occurrence.

-

MATERIALS AXD METHODS

Preliminary to the experimental study, twenty-two hrains from

primates which had died at the Philadelphia Zoological Garden were

investigated. It was found that spontaneous lesions were not uncom-

mon, hut no tissue changes simulating those to be described were

encountered.^

For the experiments, three rhesus monkeys, in good condition, were

used. They received mercurial treatment for three months as sum-

marized in the accomi)anying table. All the animals lost weight

Xo.

1

Mercurial Treatment of Monkeys

Componml
Mercurial ointment
Bichlorid (in aque-
ous solution)

Salicylate (in oil

suspension)

Route of Ad-
iiniiistration

Inunction
Intramuscular

injection
Intramuscular

injection

Dose,
Gm. per
(iOKg.

Doses
per

Week
3

3

Total
Xo. of
Doses

37
37

14

Weight in Grams

Before After
Treatment Treatment

1,1-20

2,400

2,220

1,015

2,075

2,170

graduallv, but showed no other clinical changes. After completion of

the course of treatment they were killed instantly by decapitation.

Blocks from various parts of the brain and cord were fixed in 95

per cent, alcohol and in Zencker's fluid. Paraffin sections of the former

were stained with cresyl-violet and toluidin-blue ; the Zencker material

was stained with Mallory's neuroglia stain
(
jihosphotungstic acid

hematoxylin). The visceral organs were fixed in 10 per cent, dilution

of liquor formaldehydi, embedded in paraffin, and stained with

hematoxvlin-eosin.

2. We have communicated with a mimhcr of investigators regarding the

spontaneous occurrence <if celhdar inrtUration in the nervous system of rabbits,

and received diverse opinions. Some state that they have observed such

changes in "normal" rabliits, while other equally qualified workers have never

seen perivascular or meningeal round cell infiltration in any but experimental

animals. After this ])aper was completed an article appeared by Jean Oliver

on "Spontaneous meningeal and perivascular roimd cell infiltration in ralibits"

(J. Infect. Dis. 30:91, 1920). Oliver iowmX this condition rather prevalent,

but stated that Dr. E. C. Dickson, in l'M7, using ral)bits fruni the satne stock-

room, examined sixty experimental animals witliout encountering the lesions.

Judging from his paper, and certain other data, this disease appears very

irregularly distributed. We, ourselves, have recently found such lesions in

rabbits not previously used in some investigation and we are now conducting

a further study along tliese lines; until this is completed we reserve comments.

3. Lucko, Baldwin : Spontaneous Cere1)ral Lesions in Monkeys, -ArOh.

Neurol. 6v: Psvchiat. 10:212 (Aug.) 1923.
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KKSILTS

'i'htre were no gross lesions in the ceiural nervous system. The

histologic changes in the three monkeys were of similar character, but

somewhat more marked in the animals receiving intramuscular injec-

tions than in the one receiving inunctions.

1. l'ia-Arachni>id.—The pia-arachnoid was nioderatoly thickened, and pre-

sented conspicuous ccllularity ; this was especially marked in the pial prolonga-

tions (Figs. 1 and 2). The collagenous fibrils were greatly increased in quantity,

and here and there formed dense layers. The vessels uniformly possessed

prominent endothelial and adventitial cells. The former, particularly, were

•iV. • .•

••

V

'/^•

Fig. 1.—Pia-arachnoid over lower portion of occipital lol)e, Munkey 3.

The pia is moderately thickened and cellular, particularly in its prolongation.

actively proliferating, and stood out as prominent, oval, richly chromatic nuclei,

taking a deep tint. Here and there they were heaped up, forming vascular

buds. Quite a number exhibited retrogressive changes, their chromatin being

condensed at the nuclear periphery; an occasional nucleus appeared fragmented.

The adventitial cells were likew'ise much swollen, very numerous, and

apparently extended beyond the vascular boundaries. The pial cellularity was

largely due to great numliers of young fibroblasts possessing blunt, oval, densely

chromatic nuclei and elongated cell bodies. In addition there were many paler and

larger nuclei with coarse chromatin dots at the periphery and scattered through

the nuclear bodj- ; a distinct nucleus was present. These elements occurred

in groups, and probably were derivatives of the arachnoid. Some very large
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cells, with poorly stained, scanty cytoplasm and with a pale nucleus dusted

with chromatic fragments, were difficult to classify and probably were degenera-

tion forms of one or other of the cell types mentioned. A few round cells

with a very deeply stained nucleus and almost no protoplasmic rim, probably

belonged to the lymphocytic series. Lastly, many fragmented and broken-up

cells were present ; most often they appeared as collections of chromatin frag-

ments arranged in an imperfect ring. Typical plasma cells and polymorpho-

nuclear leukocytes were entirely absent. The cells present nowhere extended

beyond the limiting glia. A curious picture was found in the cerebellar pia

of Monkey 2. In addition to the thickening and cellularity, there were several

irregular, partly hyalinized areas, thickly infiltrated with lime salts.

Fig. 2.—Higher power photomicrograph of the loft portion of the section

illustrated in Figure 1. The paler oval nuclei are chiefly fibroblasts; the col-

lagenous fibrils are not well shown in the picture, but are very evident in

suitalily stained preparations. The illustration shows some degenerative ele-

ments; the various cell forms are discussed in the text.

The larger vessels in the various sections presented no noteworthy changes.

Occasionally a splitting and fibrillation of the internal elastica was seen, but

since cerebral arteriosclerosis, as we have shown, appears to be of not infre-

quent occurrence in monkeys, we are inclined to regard this condition as

independent of the experiment. On the whole the pial changes were more
marked on the basal portions of the brain ; they often appeared particularly

l^ronounced over the cerebellum. The pia of the cord was only moderately and
locally involved. Indeed, it is to l>e emphasized that the productive alterations

described were not a diffuse, liut a localized process.
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2. lilt- I'l'ssrls of tin- lUuiii mul Curd.—Marki-d pmlifi-rativc changes were
present in tlu- lilood vessels, jiarticnlarly in their smallest branches and in the

capillaries, ilicir endothelium was much swollen, abundantly chromatic, stained

(ietl)Iy, and siiowed evidence of multiplication. Thus, vascular liuds were fre-

quently found (Figs. 3 and 4). I-Aen the smallest capillaries stood out boldly,

and newly formed branches, tapering to a i)oint, were much in evidence. The
adventitial cells were likewise swollen. The \'ircli(iw-i\<<l)in spaces were, as

a rule, distinct and in a number of instances contained foreign cells. This

infiltration was never great, and the cells were usually difficult to group (Figs.

5 and 6). A icw conformed to tlie typical picture of plasma cells: they j)os-

• ' ' V
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round cell infiltration," occasioned by the tendency of proliferating neuroglia

cells to group themselves about the periphery of the vessels. This will be

discussed further jjelovv.

In some capillaries degenerative changes were observed. The lining cells

were greatly swollen, very pale in their staining characteristics, poorly

chromatic, and indistinctly outlined; sometimes the capillary lumens appeared

obliterated. Frequently the entire visible part of the vessel presented this

degeneration, but sometimes only rare cells were involved. The larger vessels

exhibited far less pronounced proliferation and degeneration. Their endo-

thelium was only mildly swollen, not heaped up, the lumen was never narrowed

Fig. 4. Central lobule of Monkey 3. The photomicrograph shows a capillary

with markedly swollen endothelium and early bud formation. The cell bodies

of the proliferating cells arc somewhat granular; the adventitial cells are

likewise enlarged.

and there were no distinct changes in the elastica or muscularis. In connec-

tion with the vessels must be mentioned the presence of small numbers of

sausage-shaped, elongated. l)lunt ended nuclei, sometimes staining deeply and

at other times faintly, which possessed a scanty, somewhat fibrillar protoplasm.

These rod (vStJibchen) cells, at times seemed to spring from the adventitia, but

often had no apparent relation to blood vessels and occasionally appeared to

be of glial origin. They were present with equal infrequoncy in the gray

and white matter.

The vascular changes outlined were very irregularly distrilnitod. but they

were most ])ronounco(! in tlie white matter of the basal portions of the brain.
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111 tlic liraiii stem ami tlic cord they were least marked; the cortex occupied

an intermediate position. ICxceptions to this general statement were frequently

observed.

3. The Xcuroijlia.—Tlurc was a moderate hut distinct i)n)liferation of the

cellular as well as the fii)er-forminK neurojilia. The latter was best seen in

the suhependymal and marginal cortical layers, and encircled the vessels, that

is, it occurred in places where normally the fihrils are best developed. The
cellular glia exhibited particular proliferation about certain small blood vessels.

Here irregular rows and groups with abundant protoplasmic processes were
much in evidence. The nuclei were hyperchromatic and extraordinarily large,

the cell bodies clearly defined for considerable distances. Throughout many

-
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4. The Ganglion Cells.—There was no disturbance of the cortical architec-

ture, but degenerative changes were occasionally observed. The most common
type consisted in swelling of the cell body, with loss of clear outline and

vacuolization; the nuclei were frequently eccentrically placed, the processes

swollen and traceable for a considerable distance. In other types the nucleus

or portions of the cytoplasm had disappeared ; chromatolysis was fairly com-

mon. So-called chronic changes were only rarely seen. There was no tortuosity

or thickening of the processes, and no incrustation with lime salts. The dis-

tribution of ganglionic changes was irregular. These degenerations must be

regarded as of antemortem origin in view of the fact that the tissues were

fixed immediately after killing the animal.
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New vessel fonuatioii, as f\i(leiKe(l hy lapillarv luiddiiij^, \va^ fre-

quently observed. (3) A mild and nouluia.' >trikinj^ infiltration of

the adventitial lyni])h sjjaces of the smallest vesNels with lym])liocytes.

plasma cells, and intermediate forms was present. (4) There was a

moderate ])roliferation of the cellular as well as the fiber- forming

neuroglia. The former was most distinct about proliferatino^ capil-

laries, in the white matter and in the neighborhood of diseased ganglion

cells; the latter wa> best seen in the subepend\ nial and marginal cortical

layers. (5j A relatively small number of ganglion cells were in a

state of acute degeneration. (6j The distribution of the lesions men-

Fig. 7.—Centrum ovale of Monkey 1. A small vessel exhibiting greatly

swollen endothelium and a few large round cells in the adventitial space.

tioned was irregular, mainly local in character, and on the whole most

pronounced in the basal portions of the brain.

The lesions described afifect chiefly the capillaries and small vessels

;

they are proliferative, degenerative and mildly exudative in character;

they, therefore, correspond to our conception of a reaction to an irri-

tant. A comparison with the tissue alterations occurring in the central

nervous system after intoxication with two other metallic poisons, lead

and arsenic, discloses an essential similarity. The neuropathologic

picture of arsenical poisoning has been described by Jacob, Weygand
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and Kafka*; these observers injected solutions of arsphenamin and

neo-arsphenamin into the central nervous system of monkeys. The

changes of lead encephalopathy have been recently summarized by

Hassin,'' who confirms the results of similar studies by Mott '' and

Bonfiglio.' Hassin '-• showed that lead and arsenic induce nervous

changes that may be designated as toxic nonsuppurative encephalitis,

and he difterentiated the changes produced by these metals from those

characteristic of the infectious types of nonsuppurative encephalitis.

As examples of the latter group, epidemic encephalitis and poliomyelitis

may be mentioned : in these infections infiltrative and exudative phe-

nomena characterize the picture, while proliferative alterations pre-

ponderate in the toxic grottp.

\\'hile we are in general accord with Hassin's statements, it seems

to us, however, that the lesions of certain chronic infections (i. e.,

syphilis) are more difficult to separate from the infectious type men-

tioned above, for in syphilis proliferative changes are as prominent as,

if not more prominent than, degeneration and exudation. In dementia

paralytica, which is universally regarded as due to syphilis, the histo-

pathologic picture consists essentially in new vessel formation, marked

swelling of the vascular endothelium, infiltration of the adventitial

spaces and the nervous parenchyma by certain round cells probably

derived from the blood or lymph stream, the occurrence of rod

(Stabchen) cells, proliferation of the neuroglia of all types, and

various degenerative changes of the ganglion cells and other structures.

The lesions of general paralysis are most commonly confined to the

frontocentral parts of the cerebral hemispheres, but cases occur in which

other parts of the brain are more involved.

Now these changes of general paralysis are, in their essential

nature, similar to those we have just described as resulting from

experimental mercurial administration. In point of severity, however,

the lesions due to mercurv are far less intense.

While there can be no doubt that syphilis is the essential cause

of general paralysis, it is still an open question whether other factors.

4. Jac(il). A.. Weygand, W.. and Kafka, \'.
: Klinische und experimentelle

Krfahrungcn l)ei Salvarsaninjektioncn in das Zcntralnervensystcin. Miinchcn.

med. Wchnschr. 61:1608. 1914.

5. Hassin. G. B. : The Contrast Between the Brain Lesions Produced by

Lead and Other Inorganic Poisons and Those Caused l)y Epidemic Encepha-

litis, Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 6:268 (Sept.) 1921.

6. Mott, F. W. : Examination of the Xcrvous System in a Case of Clironic

Lead Encephalitis, .Arch. Xeurol. & Psychiat., London, 4:117. 1909.

7. Bonfiglio, F. : Circa le alterazioni della corteccia cerel)rale conseguenti

ad intossicazione spcrimentale da carbonato di piombo (Encephalite pro-

duttiva), Xissl-Alzheimer's Arh. Z:2>S9. 1909.
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.'iiiKiiij^ thcni nicrcurv. arsenic, or other iintals, may not play a subordi-

nate role in the establishment of this entity, it must be distinctly

understood, however, that no evidence has as yet been adduced that

any of the clinical manifestations of general paralysis are due to

mercury. We do not wish to be understood as ])Utting forth the claim

that mercury is responsible for the i)rincipal lesions of general j>aralysis^

but, in view of our experimental results in uKjiikeys, we feel justified

in asserting that this metal and possibly other organic ])oisons may
produce structural alterations of sufficient degree to influence the histo-

pathologic picture. In this connection it is well to bear in mind that

the salts of mercury (as well as those of arsenic and lead) ])roduce

tissue changes in many organs (kidneys, liver, gastro-intestinal tract,

etc.). and that the mercurials in particular call forth distinct alterations

in the blood-capillary system. It would be remarkable if the nervous

tissue should be exempted. Added experiments are necessary and it

is particularly desirable to study the influence on animals of mercurial

treatment continued over longer periods of time, for. as Mallory **

says, "It is impossible to produce in months lesions for which nature

requires years."

COXCLUSIONS

1. Mercury, administered over a period of three months to monkeys,

causes proliferative, degenerative, and slight exudative changes in the

central nervous system.

2. It is suggested that mercurial administrations may play a minor

role in the production of the histopathologic picture of general paralysis.

8. Mallory, F. B., Parker, Frederic, Jr., and Xye, R. N. : Experimental Pig-

ment Cirrhosis Due to Copper and Its Relation to Hemochromatosis, J. Med.

Research, 42:461, 1921.



SELLA TURCICA OF MONGOLIAN IMBECILES*

G. S. STEVEXSOX. M.D.

AND

A. D. STULTZ, M.D.

vixi;l.\nd, X. J.

From time to time the maldevelopment of the mongolian imbecile has

been attributed to one gland or another. In 1916, Stevens ^ wrote

"The characteristic facies of the mongolian syndrome and the dwarfing

of the body make it probable that the syphilis acts primarily on some of

the endocrine organs, possibly the pituitary body."

Later, Timme - described a peculiarity of the sella turcica which was

present in twenty-three of his twenty-four cases. "This change consisted

in an excavation under the anterior clinoid processes and presumably

under the olivary process and the optic groove." He questioned

whether or not it bore some relation to pituitary function.

Clift " thought this condition no more constant than in normals and

pointed out a developmental deficiency of the nose and maxilla and

generalized delay of bone development as the only characteristic

roentgen-ray findings.

The data here reported were obtained with the view of testing

these reports and with the })urpose of determining what this "excava-

tion" might mean. Radiograms were taken of thirty individuals com-

prising three groups: Group 1, consisting of ten unselected mongolian

imbeciles; Group 2, of five mongolian imbeciles under twelve and five

over twenty-seven ; and Group 3, of five normals under twelve and five

over twenty-two years of age. All were females. These radiograms

were taken at a distance of thirty-six inches in order to insure less

distortion.

From these radiograms, tracings of the sellae were made on

celluloid and from this on paper. In order to eliminate as far as

possible a personal error resulting from the necessity of choice of what

to include in the tracing, the tracings were made independently by

* From The Department of Medical Research, The Training School at Vine-

land, N. J., and the Department of Research, The State Home, Vineland, N. J.

1. Stevens, H. C. : The Cerebrospinal Fluid in Mongolian Idiocv, J. A. M. A.

66:1373 (April 29) 1916.

2. Timme, Walter: The Mongolian Idiot, a Preliminary X'ote on the Sella

Turcica Findings, Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 5:568 (May) 1921.

3. Clift, M. W. : Roentgenological Findings in Mongolism, Am. J. Roentgenol.
9:420 (July) 1922.
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Group 1 Group ^ Group 3

Fig. 1.—Tracings from roentgenograms of the sella turcica in mongolian

imbeciles and normals.
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two of us. All but nine of these duplicate tracings agreed well and

of these nine, live were decided by again tracing the plates. The remain-

ing four were decided by repealing tlie radiograms one or more times.

When there was any doubt about the position of a line a dotted alternate

line was made.

These tracings (Fig. 1) correspond according to columns with the

groups chosen. The accompanying table is the key to the ages and

rank order of prominence of the "excavation" in Figure 1 and

corresponds with this figure in the positions of the individuals. In

determining the rank order of the various tracings, all possibilit}- of

bias was eliminated ]jy tracing the sellae separately on small pieces

of paper and submitting these to three individuals unacquainted with

the problem. Case AS was given as an example of the character to

be rated. All three judges selected the same first fourteen and one

Ranking of "Excavation" in Radiograms
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RESULTS

Insi)ection of the table shows at once the preponderance of cases

above the hne, separatinj,' the younger from the older cases. Only four

of fifteen appear below the line and, of these, two were eighteen and

twenty years of age resi)ectively. It is further seen that all uj) to the

ninth in order are in the younger group.

It is seen that the "excavation" is on the average about twice as

prominent in children of Group 2 as in children of Group 3, and that,

while the adult controls contain none of the first fifteen, the adult

mongolians contain two.

Inspection of the radiogram of the skull shows that it possesses a

most clearly outlined narrow "excavation." Had all of the soft parts

been present as in the living head this might not have been seen.

Fig. 2.—Roentgenogram of sella turcica from a dried skull.

Inspection of the skull shows no excavation under the olivary process

or optic grooves. The "excavation" corresponds -wtW with the decrease

of the bone to be ])enetrated as the rays pass inferior to the anterior

clinoids through the optic foramen and stiperior to the olivary process.

Slightly above this level they must pass through l)Olh clinoids whereas

slightly below they must pass through the olivary process.

CONCLUSIONS

From the observations detailed, it may be concluded that the

so-called "excavation" is present in childhood and usually disappears

with development toward maturity. Its greater pronouncedness in

mongolians is probably a corollary of the peculiar facial architecture

and of the generalized delay of bone development announced by Clift.
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Its significance is best understood when we realize that there is a

constant, slow reorganization of bony relations up to the completion of

ossification; that the sphenoid is especially a slowly ossifying bone, not

reaching completion until about the twenty-fifth year; and that the

particular area in question "under the olivary process" begins to be

hollowed out for the formation of sphenoid sinuses only at the eighth

year, continuing this process for years subsequently. Thus an interpre-

tation of the findings in the olivary process must be very carefully

controlled, age for age. From study of the radiogram of the skull, it

is probable that the "excavation" is dependent for its presence and its

size on differences in the levels of the anterior clinoid processes and

the olivary processes and that consequently its contents would be the

optic nerves and chiasma and the ophthalmic arteries.
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Porencephalus was tirst so termed l)y Heschl/ in 1859, in his

description of brain defects characterized by cavity formations. There

still exists considerable doubt as to the primary lesion or cause of these

defects, which are often represented by large areas or spaces in the

cerebral substance filled with cerebrospinal fluid and covered by ])ia

mater. Heschl, who drew his deductions from gross anatomic studies,

considered the loss of brain substance to be due to faulty development

from an intra-uterine injur}- to the anlages of the brain parts. Later ,^

he admitted the possibility that regressive vascular changes, and perhaps

also syphilis, are instrumental in producing the defect. Striimpell ^ held

that it was due to some type of encephalitis of the gray matter, prob-

ably analgous to anterior ])oliomyelitis, a view supported by Schultze*;

and Limbeck ^ published a study of four cases that tended to support the

inflammatory origin. It is generally considered, however, that Striim-

pell's theory is not proved, though a recent histopathologic study by

Globus '^ has added another case to the Striimpell group.

1. Heschl: Gehirndefekt und Hydrocephalus, Prag. Vrtljhrschrf. prakt.

Heilk 61: 1859.

2. Heschl: Neue Falle von Porencephalii-, Juhelaenms Band der Prag.

Vrtljhrschr. 100:40. 1868.

3. Striimpell : Ueber die Akute Encephalitis der Kinder, Jahrb. f. Kinderh.

22: 1884.

4. Schultze, F. : Beitrag zur Lehre von den Angebornen Hirndefekten

(Porencephalic). 58 Versammlung Deutscher Naturforscher und Aerzte in

Strassburg, 1885.

5. Limbeck: Zur Kentniss der Encephalitis congenita in ihrer Beziehung

zur Porencephalic, Ztschr. f. Heilk 7: 1886.

6. Globus, J. H. : A Contribution to the Histopathology of Porencephalus,

Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 6:652 (Dec.) 1921.
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Among the possible causes for porencephalus, Kundrat ' empha-

sized (a) local thrombosis of cerebral vessels, {b) intra-uterine cerebral

hemorrhages, and (c) interference with the fetal circulaticm. Wiggles-

worth ^ stated : "A destructive encephalitis occurring during fetal life

or early infancy would no doubt explain the appearances presented,

although it, might be difficult to understand how such a process could

be started. I am rather inclined to the idea that the lesion is the result

of injury inflicted during the process of birth not improbably by means

of the forceps."

In view of the small number of cases of porencephalus associated

with progressive inflammatory lesions which have been thoroughly

studied microscopically and recorded in the literature, we wish to pre-

sent a case in which the lesion was tuberculous in character, thus serv-

ing as a contribution to the infectious, inflammatory conception of the

origin of the defect.

REPORT OF A CASE

Clinical History.— I. Jr., a colortd boy, aged 4, was admitted to the Crowns-

ville State Hospital, July 10, 1920, having been transferred from St. Eliza-

beth's Home, Maryland, to which he had been committed at the age of 3 by

an order of the Juvenile Court.

The father, aged 51, is the only survivor of eleven children, all others

having died in infancy. He appeared healthy and stated that his only illness

was pleurisy two years ago. He refused a physical examination for tuber-

culosis. The mother, aged 40, had been sent to the Industrial Home for Colored

Girls at age 14, from which, after a short time, she was paroled as domestic

in a private family. At this period she was said to be eccentric and given to

violent outbreaks of temper, followed by periods of depression. She had twelve

children and one miscarriage. In January, 1918, when she went to a hospital

for surgical treatment, she gave a history of coughing attacks with spitting

of blood for two weeks; the blood Wassermann reaction was negative. In May,

1922, no evidence of tuberculosis was found at the University Tuberculosis

Clinic. A brother, J., aged 14, is said to have been subject to fits, the character

of which is not known. A sister E, aged 18, was committed to the Industrial

School for girls at Melvale in January, 1921, whc.e she still resides. Mentally

she is very dull, but not troublesome. She has never menstruated, which fact

taken with her physical build suggests defect in endocrine development.

Another sister L, aged 11, was committed to St. Elizabeth's Home by the

Circuit Court with a history of being incorrigible, fearful at night, and greatly

retarded mentally. Sister A, aged 12, was committed to the Industrial School

at Melvale in January, 1922, where she gave a great deal of trouble, was rude,

wild and considered to be low grade mentally. No definite history of the

other children was available.

No history of the patient was obtained until he was committed to St.

Elizabeth's Home, Maryland, at the age of three. He was then unable to use

either arms or legs and took no notice of his surroundings. After four

months his attention could be attracted and he seemed momentarily to dis-

7. Kundrat: Die Porenccphalie. Eine anatomische Studie, Gratz, 1882.

8. Wigglesworth : Brain 20: Parts 77-7'i, 1897.
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tinguish persons. After six months he began to pick up articles such as spoons

and toys, hut did not hold them for any length of time. He tried to Imild

with blocks, but, failing repeatedly, would stare about with an unintelligent

facial expression. After nine months, he astonished those in charge by making

an attempt to talk, and after twelve months he was able to commit to memory
very short sentences, which were retained for the day only. At this time he

was unable to move his extremities and had to be carried everywhere. On
admission to the Crownsville State Hospital at the age of 4, his behavior was

quiet and listless, he apparently took no notice of his surroundings and was

completely helpless.

Behavior.—At first his attention cf)uld lie attracted with great difficulty by

snapping the fingers or lighting a match, but was only momentarily held. He
seemed to recognize the attending physicians and nurses and had been taught

to make an effort to call the attendants by rapping on the bed when he wanted

to go to the toilet. He was very untidy and was destructive to clothes and

furniture in his feeble way. He was generally cheerful and played with blocks

by shuffling them over the floor without any attempt to construct anything

with them. Frequent attempts were made to teach him to repeat letters and

figures, but without response. Grinding of the teeth, a silly grin, and an

anxious facial expression were constantly alternating symptoms.

Physical Examination.—Weight 40 pounds (18 kg.), height 26 inches (66

cm.). The skull was dolichocephalic in type and there was a slight bulging,

about the size of a small orange, over the left parietal area. The fontanels

were patent and the sagittal suture was open and separating. The nose was

typical of the race, and the ears were quite small and contracted, the lobules

adherent to and confluent with the skin of the face. The palate was very

narrow and high. There was a convergent strabismus, but the pupils were

regular, equal and reacted normally. He did not use the right arm and leg,

which were about half the size of the opposite extremities; the right leg was

flexed (contractured) at the knee to an angle of 40 degrees; the right arm
was spastic, flexed to about 40 degrees at the elbow and he was unable to hold

objects in the hand, the fingers of which were flaccid and powerless. The

left arm was slightly contracted (flexed at the elbow), but he had some use

of this hand, being able to feed himself; he had been seen attempting to peel

an orange by holding it between his knees and using the fingers of the left

hand. He also had some use of the left leg. There was a left dorsal curva-

ture of the spine. If placed in a standing position he was unable to sustain

himself by holding to a support with the left hand but, if not held, would

fall to the floor. With the use of the left arm, he would shufile over the floor

on the left hip which was heavily calloused from this crawling.

The skin was dry and scaly, the muscles poorly developed and under-

nourished and the superficial cervical lymph glands were indurated. The

clavicular spaces were depressed, the shoulders drooped and thoracic expansion

was poor. Examination of the circulatory system gave negative results. The

lung expansion was poor and delayed bilaterally, and the percussion note was

impaired over the entire left lung. The breath sounds were high pitched and

there was diminished vocal resonance on both sides. The spleen and liver

were enlarged and there was a small umbilical hernia. The abdomen was

scaphoid in shape.

The right patellar reflex was absent, but the left was exaggerated and

there was a Babinski sign on the left side. Other deep and superficial reflexes
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were normal. Sensation was absent over the entire right side (face, arm, trunk

and leg) ; the skin of the left side was markedly hyperesthetic.

Progress.—The condition remained practically stationary until three months

before death, when gradual failure was noticed, with rapid loss of weight,

increased untidiness with both urine and feces, and retention of a posture in

which he was placed for hours if he was not disturbed. He was confined to

bed, and did not use arms or legs for three weeks before death. He refused

food, and fretted constantly; he lay on his left side with the body slightly

bowed. The temperature varied between 100 and 101 F., with a slight evening

rise; the pulse ranged between 110 and 120.

Necropsy.—The musculature was poorly developed, emaciated, soft and

flabby, with contracture of both legs at the knees ; the entire right side of the

body was either arrested in growth or atrophied, since it was about one-half

the size of the left. There was a moderate left dorsal curvature. The heart

and blood vessels were negative with the exceptions that the walls of the

right pulmonary vessels were thickened and inelastic, and the portal vein was

unusually thick and rigid.

The thoracic cavities were free from fluid, and the organs were in normal

position. The left lung was free, and the pleura normal, but the substance

was markedly congested, with some red hepatization, and was filled with miliary

tubercles. The pleura of the right lung was deeply infiltrated and presented

adhesions at the apex posteriorly and around the hilus. The lung substance was

firm and exhibited many miliary and conglomerate tubercles; the invasion

began at the hilus and traversed both upper and lower lobes. Some of the

tuberculous nodules were the size of nutmegs. The bronchioles were greatly

thickened and surrounded by infiltrated zones.

The peritoneum, stomach and intestines were not remarkable. The bile

passages were thickened and deeply stained. The mesenteries were heavily

infiltrated, and the mesenteric lymph nodes were tuberculous. The liver was

congested and exhibited tubercles of large size throughout the substance

;

the spleen was congested and filled with large tubercles. The pancreas was

moderately congested but presented no tubercles although the adjacent lymph

nodes were involved. The thymus was small and regressive in type, and there

were no gross abnormalities in the pituitary, thyroid and adrenals.

The brain weighed 645 gm. and the surface showed a chronic leptomeningitis

with a thickened, adherent pia mater. The posterior half of the left hemi-

sphere was bulging with fluid content and collapsed on rupture of the transparent

wall; the remnant of the other atrophied l)rain substance is illustrated by the

shaded area in Figure 1. A large amount of clear cerebrospinal fluid came
from this cavity which was an extension of the posterior lateral wall of the

greatly dilated left lateral ventricle. The right lateral ventricle was also

markedly dilated, being filled with fluid which exerted pressure on all sur-

rounding wall structures.

The porencephalic defect was complete, with obliteration or complete atrophy

of the entire brain substance of the following structures of the left hemisphere:

(1) Greater portion of the middle one-third of the gyrus centralis posterior,

(2) gyrus supramarginalis, (3) gyrus angularis, (4) lower one-half of the

lobulus parietalis superior, (5) posterior one-fourth of the gyrus temporalis

superior, (6) posterior one-fourth of the gyrus temporalis medius, and (7)

anterior one-half of the gyri occipitalis transversales. Surrounding this

defect there was a wide zone of atrophied brain substance, the atrophy becom-
ing progressively less as the borders of the hemisphere were approached (in
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Fig. 1 A, the stiiiplcd area denotes marked atrophy of both cortex and white

substance), but there were no normal convolutions, all showing pressure

atrophy in some degree.

The surface of the right hemisplicre exhibited irritative and pressure

cliangcs
;
previous to removal of the pia there was no evidence of tuberculosis,

liut on stripping this and sectioning the brain, the following areas of active

tuberculous encephalitis with central caseation and surrounding inflammatory

reactions were revealed: (1) Right gyrus frontalis superior, length 3 cm.,

diameter 1 cm. (Fig. 1 B) ; (2) rij^ht occipital lobe, 2 by 2 cm. (Fig. 1. B and

Fig. 1.—A. Sketch of left hemisphere showing area (block) of complete

absence of brain tissue and surrounding area (stippled) of advanced con-

volutional atrophy with obliteration of fissures.

B. Right hemisphere showing areas (a, a) of active tuberculous

encephalitis.

C. Mesial surface of right hemisphere showing areas (a, b, c, d) of active

tuberculous encephalitis.

C) ; (3) two round areas about 1 cm. in diameter, one on each side of the

sulcus subparietalis (Fig. 1 C, b and c) of the mesial surface of the right

hemisphere ; and (4) a round active tuberculous area 1 cm. in diameter in the

center of the right thalamus (Fig. 2). Careful sectioning of the brain sub-

stance failed to disclose other areas of active tuberculous encephalitis.
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HISTOPATHOLOGIC EXAMINATION

1. Areas of Active Tuberculosis.— (1) Occipital Lx)be.—There was a wide

central zone of dense caseation necrosis, in some areas of which the outlines

of mononuclear cells were still visible. The margins of the caseated area were

irregular and indented by masses of densely packed lymphocytes, endothelial

cells, gitter cells and strands of fibrin. An outer zone characterized by many
small blood vessels surrounded by endothelial cells, plasma cells and small

lymphocytes, as well as diffuse exudate, gradually faded out into more normal

but edematous brain structure. In patches the phagocytic cells were very

large, filled with fat, and presented two or three nuclei ; often they bore bizarre

nuclear shapes. These areas of inflammation were apparently rather rapidly

extending and showed very little evidence of a successful healing reaction.

The adjacent neuron cells were badly damaged and showed secondary

degenerative changes.

Fig. 2.—Area of active tulierculous encephalitis in the center of the right

optic thalamus.

(2) Frontal Area.—These sections were attached to meninges in the meshes

of which there were large accumulations of pink stained fluid, and a moderate

infiltration of the usual types of mononuclear cells many of which were plasma

cells. The meninges showed no tubercles over the surfaces of the convolutions,

but the meningeal extensions into the fissures were accompanied by dense

lymphocyte infiltration, and terminated in large tuberculous caseations in the

deeper brain substance. There was an occasional, small tubercle in the walls

of the meningeal vessels in the fissures.

The large area of tuberculosis was composed of multiple caseations separated

by zones of dense accumulations of the mononuclear cells mentioned above.

There were many new formed blood vessels and marginal fibroblastic produc-

tions. Small patches of lymphocytes and endothelial types were seen far out

in the brain structure, where many vessels also exhibited perivascular lymph

space infiltration. The brain tissue near these areas, which included both cortex

and white matter, was very edematous. Occasionally the perivascular spaces

were widely dilated and filled with an acellular, homogeneous fluid. Large
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accumulations of this fluid were set-n in pockets about the tuhercles quite apart

from the blood vessel spaces.

(3) Optic Thalamus.—These sections disclosed practically the same reaction

described for the other tuberculous areas, but the zone of round cell infiltration

and cellular reaction was much narrower and there was a greater tendency to

fibroblast production and healing. There was considerable edema throughout

and the thalamic neuron cells .showed advanced secondary degenerations and

varicoscd dendrites.

Special staining methods demonstrated the presence of tuljerclc bacilli in

sections from several of the areas described.

2. Completely Atrophied Regions.—The brain tissue was absent over a

large gap which was covered by a membrane of wavy dense fibrous tissue in

which fibroblasts and small lymphocytes were noted in linear formations. This

picture gradually changed toward the periphery of the aplastic area.

3. Partially Atrophied Regions.— (1) The pia mater could i)e differentiated

from the upper layer of the cortex. The pia mater in general was thick, dense

and fibrous with numerous attachments, distinct neuroglial liridgings, and focal

fusions with the upper layers of the cortex. The vessels were moderately

thickened and some were surrounded by a thick cellular exudate composed
chiefly of lymphocytes and endothelial cells. Near some of the short fissures

this mononuclear exudate became more diffuse and followed the extensions

deeply into the crevices. Frequently, in the shallow fissures the healing process

was in command and fibrous tissue with neuroglial scar productions had

replaced the active exudate.

(2) The adjacent narrow cortex was not divisible into the classical cortical

cell layers. The neuron cells were few in numlier, small, irregular in out-

line and reacted strongly to the basic stains, the Xissl bodies being invisible

and the nucleoli frequently absent. In the central and lower cortical areas

there was only a moderate overgrowth of neuroglia, but near the meninges

there were large dense patches of these cells extending to the surface and

blending with the pia mater.

(3) Sections of the white matter exhibited much degeneration of fibers and

great condensation from pressure. There was no exudate about the vessels

of this substance but there was a general overgrowth of neuroglia. This

area of white fibers gradually shaded out into a pale zone which was wider

than, but apparently represented, the subependymal tissue, since it was nearest

the dilated ventricle. There were no signs of ependymal lining cells, but the

margin was composed of dense neuroglial and chronic inflammatory cell forma-

tions. The zone of tissue nearest the ventricle was literally filled with an

exudate of lymphocytes, plasma cells and endothelial leukocytes with an

abundance of neuroglia cells. The exudate was particularly dense and accen-

tuated about all blood vessels. No focal tuberculous formations were noted.

(4) The brain tissue, which could be divided into three zones (cortex,

white matter, and lower inflammatory zone), became wider and progressively

less affected the greater the distance from the completely aplastic area, but

in all sections the zone next the ventricle still exhibited both a diffuse and

a perivascular exudate although signs of healing were more pronounced.

Several sections from different areas of cortex distant from the principal lesion

were examined and found to be covered by a thickened pia mater on which

were numerous patches of endothelial cell overgrowth and in some instances

a monocellular pial exudate extended into the fissures. No tubercles were
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seen in the pia either about the surface vessels or in the depths of the fissures.

Neuroglial felting was present in various degrees in the marginal layers of

the cortex of the sections remote from the principal lesions. In general, the

cortex was rather dense with increased neuroglia and the neuron cells were

small, undeveloped and deranged. The blood vessels were universally slightly

thickened and an occasional ruptured capillary was seen.

4. Lenticular Nuclei.—The ependymal covering was completely replaced by

densely felted neuroglia cells among which endothelial leukocytes were

scattered. There was a dense perivascular exudate, and frequently, in addition,

there were recent ruptures in the vessel walls, with free hemorrhages into the

tissues. The perivascular exudates of these sections were composed chiefly

of small lymphocytes which reacted strongly to the stains. No tubercles were

seen. The deeper structures were dense with neuroglial production and all blood

vessels were thickened and distorted, although there was no perivascular

exudate. There were advanced degenerative changes in many of the neuron

cells and also much degeneration in the white fiber areas.

5. Ependyma and Subependymal Tissues.—Some of these sections contain all

structures from the pia mater to the ependymal layer, the tissues showing great

compression, cellular and fiber degeneration, with obliteration and a marked
alteration in the general architecture. Normal ependymal cells were not seen,

but a marginal neurogliosis was the chief characteristic of this area. The
several types of neuroglia were very numerous.

In some areas where the meninges, entire cortex, white matter and ependyma

could be brought within a single field of the microscope, the blood vessels

exhibited thromboses and a dense lymphogenous perivascular exudate; only

traces of the white fibers and residuals of the cortical nerve cells remained,

while the ependymal elements were entirely replaced by neuroglia. No active

tuberculous granulation tissue was present in these strips.

6. Cortex of Right Temporal Lobe.—The pia mater covering the cortex was

infiltrated with lymphocytes, contained many fibroblastic productions and was

attached to the underlying cortex by very extensive neuroglial and fibrous

bridgings. The arachnoid spaces were largely obliterated and the vessels of

both meninges and cortex were thickened and markedly congested, but those

of the cortex were not surrounded by exudate. Many neuron cells of the

cortex showed arrest in growth, were pale and exhibited very small nuclei;

other cells were in stages of secondary degeneration ; and still others were

altered by prolonged pressure factors.

7. Aqueduct of Sylvius.—The surface structures of the corpora quadrigemina

exhibited a mild perivascular exudate as well as some diffuse exudate of

lymphocytes and endothelial leukocytes. Many distorted structures from pres-

sure changes were encountered, and the neuroglial overgrowth was abundant

throughout. The aqueduct was collapsed and surrounded by proliferating

neuroglia cells and exudate which was principally about the small vessels.

The nerve cells were swollen and weakly stained, and many showed secondary

pigmentations.

8. Pons and Medulla.—Along the left margin of the pons, there were a

few vessels showing a perivascular exudate which gradually fused with the

substance involving some of the pons nuclei where many parenchj-matous cells

had been destroyed. The pons nuclei not involved by the exudate were swollen

and exhibited acute cloudy changes, as did also the parenchymatous cells of

the medulla. No exudate was discovered in the medulla ; apparently this
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structure liad escaped ihc primary, liut not llic secondary, effects of the

tuberculous irritation.

9. Co chcUutn.—There was no apparent iieuro|b;lial over-production in the

cereltellum and with the exception of the overlyinj; ])ia mater the organ appeared

normal microscopically. In general the pia was thickened hy fil>rohIasts and

was infiltrated l»y an unusually large number of endothelial leukocytes and

plasma cells. In patches there were also some small lymphocytes which were

limited to the surface. Deep in the fissures there was practically no exudate

excepting around some of the larger vessels.

10. .U (•;;/»/ (/<•.< of Spinal Cord Containini) I'criplicrul A'.'rzv Bundles.— In the

meninges there was a large amount of exudate composed of endothelial leuko-

cytes, plasma cells, gitter cells, small lymphocytes, red l)lood corpuscles and

fibrin, with the small lymphocytes I'redominating. The blood vessels were sur-

rounded l)y tuberculous granulation tissue. There were numerous degenera-

tions in the myelin sheaths of the peripheral nerves, and in places the nerve

had undergone complete sclerosis. The perineurium and cpineurium were both

universally and heavily infiltrated with small lymphocytes.

11. Cervical Cord.—The parenchymatous cells of the anterior horns were

fairly well preserved, but a few showed secondary swelling. The gray matter

in general was quite edematous and presented also a universal perivascular

exudate of small lymphocytes. The dura mater surrounding the cord was
heavily infiltrated by tuberculous exudate and the pia-arachnoid was filled

with tuberculous granulation tissue, which had developed in the vessel walls

and extended along the sheaths of the peripheral nerves. This exudate entirely

surrounded the cord and had infiltrated its structures, including the fissures,

pial extensions and marginal vessels.

The remainder of the spinal cord was not removed from the body, and the

lower levels were not available for comparative study.

COMMENTS

In this case active tuhercuUms encephalitis, with the bacilli demon-

strable in the tissues, and the usual lymphocyte, endothelial cell and

fibrin reactions, was present in the occipital, frontal parietal and thala-

mic areas ; however, there was no general involvement of the meninges,

but an ciccasional tubercle was encountered in the walls of vessels in

the pia-arachnoid of the fissures.

In some areas of the cortex there were fissures filled with active

monocellular meningeal exudate, with some superficial extension of the

process into the brain substance ; while, in other cortical zones, this active

process had once obtained, but had been overcome by the reconstructive

forces so that healing by neuroglial productions and fibroblasts was the

predoiuinating reaction. In many places, both on the surface of the

convolutions and in the sulci, the arachnoid spaces had been obliterated

by tangles of neuroglial cells and fibroblasts.

Evidence, both of active acute exudate and of various stages of

healing, was found in the subependymal substance of the lateral ven-

tricles and also in the structures about the aqueduct of Sylvius. Through

all areas examined microscopically, the neuron elements showed pro-
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found secondan- degenerations, but tliis change was most pronounced

in the zones near the actual defect where meninges, cortex and white

matter were fused and could be differentiated only with great difficulty.

There were sufficient gross and microscopic changes in the brain

to account for the neurologic symptoms during life, and. while active

tuberculosis was not encoimtered at the margins of the porencephalic

defect, there were signs of former inflammatory processes adequate as

evidence to show the results of an early encephalitis. It was impossible

to determine jx3sitively whether the porencephalic defect was due to a

healed tuberculous focus or was caused by an invasion with some other

pathogenic organism ; however, since there were patches of both active

and healed tuberculosis in other brain areas, it is supposed by the

authors that the defect was the original focus of tuberculosis in the

brain.

Since there were no definite findings indicative of tuberculosis in

the mother, there is some question as to whether the destructive process

started in late intra-uterine life from general infection of the fetus or

was the result of tuberculosis acquired in childhood. According to

Whitman and Greene,^ congenital or intra-uterine tuberculosis is

extremely rare, but they and others ^'^ have proved its occurrence by-

finding the lesions in the still-born fetus.

After analyzing a case. Seeligmiiller ^^ conceived that latent tuber-

culosis was almost the sole cause of infantile hemiplegia; however, we
feel that our case serves only as an additional argument in favor of the

infectious, inflammatory etiology- of some porencephalic defects, with or

without hemiplegia. ^-
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EXPERIMENTAL VESTIBULAR TREMORS, WITH
ANALOGOUS CLINICAL CASES *

C. L. WOOLSEY. M.D.

BOSTON

Since the memorable work of Fluurens in 1824, experiments on

pigeons have contributed greatly to our knowledge of the anatomy and

physiology of the static labyrinth. During the epidemic of 1918 and

1919, I treated a number of cases of epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis,

in some of which postmeningitic vestibular symptoms were noted. Since

my observations did not seem to be explained by the generally accepted

views concerning the physiology of the membranous labyrinth, I have

approached the j)roblem experimentally during the past year and a half.

In this work 1 have noted, not only the coarse '"head nystagmus" and

eye nystagmus found by so many investigators, but also a fine tremor

which I have designated "vestibular tremor."

It will suffice for the scope of this paper if I call attention

to the anatomic landmarks of the vestibular apparatus, the saccule, the

utricle, and the three semicircular canals, the tubulated enlargements

near the proximal extremities of which are known as ampullae and con-

tain the nerve endings of the vestibular nerve. The anterior and pos-

terior vertical canals meet at their distal extremities and are joined

within a short space by the distal extremity of the horizontal c&nal,

forming a common canal to the utricle. Herrick's modification of

Ewald's diagram ^ shows the position of the semicircular canals. He
says : "The anterior canal of one side lies in a plane parallel to

that of the posterior canal of the other side."

One prevailing theory of the physiology is that within the confines

of the membranous labyrinth a fluid, the endolymph. is contained, and

that this fluid circulates, thereby acting as a stimulus to the vestibular

nerve endings in saccule, utricle and ampulla. As yet I am not con-

vinced that this theory is correct. I have shown - that, in the blind

* From the Department of Neuropathology, Harvard Medical School, and the

Massachusetts General Hospital.

* Read I)efore the Section on Nervous and Mental Diseases at the Seventy-

Third Annual Session of the American Medical Association, St. Louis. May,
1*?22.

1. Herrick, C. J.: An Introduction to Neurology, Philadelphia: W. B.

Saunders & Co., 1921, p. 202.

2. Woolsey, C. L. : Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 7:526 (April) 1922.
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pigeon, one-quarter of a rotation is sufficient to produce an after-

nystagmus of two seconds duration. Then, if the pigeon is immedi-

ately rotated in the opposite direction, an opposite after-nystagmus is

produced. The lumen of the canals being very small and more or less

tortuous, it seems improbable that circulation of lymph could take place

from such slight movement, and produce vestibular impulses. After

a comprehensive study of the relations of the vertical canals, Jones,-'

states ".
. . these two vertical canals act together. We know

this for the following reasons : ( 1
) They are both in the vertical axis,

so that any movement in a vertical axis influences both. Experimentally,

either douching with the head upright, or turning with the head forward

or backward, affects both these canals. (2) Anatomically, at their

innermost point, they unite in a common crus. The movement, there-

fore, of the endolymph in one canal cannot take place without a corre-

sponding movement of the endolymph in the other." Since the

horizontal canal joins the common canal not more than 1.5 mm. below

the meeting point of the vertical canals, and since the horizontal

canal and superior vertical canal have one meatus in common, the

question arises : "Does not the lymph also flow in the horizontal

canal when a lymph movement is under way in the superior vertical

canal, providing lymph circulation is a fact?"

When the head is 60 degrees forward, none of the canals is hori-

zontal ; and when the head is 90 degrees backward, the anterior-superior

canal is in the horizontal plane, and the posterior-vertical and horizontal

canals are in vertical planes—although at right angles. Hence, in both

instances, if cold douching is applied, the lymph in both these canals

should gravitate downward. Applying Jones' theory of "movement

in both verticals," it would seem that there must necessarily be a move-

ment in all canals.

The rotation tests of Barany are of interest in this connection.

Anatomists,^' * have shown that the anterior vertical canal of one side

lies in a plane parallel to the plane of the posterior vertical canal of the

contralateral side. Consequently, if either of these canals is put in a

horizontal plane, the other must be in a horizontal plane. If rotation

is then performed, both canals are affected. That is, there should be

movement of endolymph in both; and, if Jones' theory is correct, that

movement of the lymi)h in one vertical produces movement in the

other, then the rotation tests I have described above should cause

movement of the endolymph in all the vertical canals.

3. Jones, I. H.: Equililiriuni and Vertigo, Philadelphia: J. B. Lippincott

Co., 1918, p. 147.

4. Gray's Anatomy, Philadelphia : Lea & Febiger. 1Q18, p. 1052.
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Many investigators, (jolt/.,' Macli," Brcuc-r.' I^wald,*' and ( iruen-

berg," have opened the canals of pigeons and their observations, while

not identical in all respects, quite agree that there is a "head move-

ment" following such operative ])r()cedures. They agree that these

movements persist for a few days. Stirling,'" removed contralateral

canals in dogs and produced "pendulum movements" of the head,

which died out in from four to five days, lie does not mention having

observed the small "vestibular tremor" of which I have spoken. Most

of his animals died in from ten to twenty days.

EXPERIMENTAL OBSERVATIONS

In performing the rotation test I have utilized an apparatus con-

structed from a small i)honogra])li. The spring is removed and the

spring barrels are bolted together so that the table may be rotated in

either direction, one revolution of the crank producing 20 rotations

of the disk. An aluminum disk, 14 inches in diameter, is fastened to

the original disk. A U-shaped cradle of brass with holes in the sides

is provided to hold the pigeon. The cradle is bolted to the aluminum

disk; the jiigeon is then placed in a cloth sack, with only head and

neck exposed, and is fastened in the cradle by pulling parts of the sack

through the holes and inserting safetv-pins. A device for holding the

head consists of an adjustable muzzle, into which the bill is thrust and

retained by small leather or gauze head straps. It is thus possible to

secure any position of the head desired. During operations, ether is

administered through the muzzle.

The instruments used in canal operations I have constructed from

discarded dental instruments. Great care must be taken in these opera-

tions on account of the blood vessels along the course of each canal.

Bone wax is used to stop the hemorrhage. After a canal is opened, a

small, annealed copper wire, or a horse hair is pushed into the canal

down to the ampulla. By this method I know the extent of the damage

produced ; such methods as injecting alcohol into the canals must be

condemned, since the extent of its penetration is not known.

5. Goltz. V. : Ueber die physiologische Bedeutung der Bogengange des

Ohrlabyrinths, Pfliiger's Archiv. 3:172, 1870.

6. Mach, E. : Grundlinien der Lehre von den Bewegungsempfindungen.

Leipsic, 1875.

7. Breuer, J. : Ueber die Funktion der Bogengange des Ohrlabyrinths, Med.

Jahrb., 1874, page 72.

8. Ewald, E.: Centralbl. f. d. med. Wissensch. 28:114, 1890.

9. Gruenberg : Compensatory motions and the semicircular canals, J. Exp.

Zool. 4:447. 1S07.

10. Stirling: J. Anat. & Physiol. 8:402. 1874.
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The limits of this paper will not permit a detailed description of

the post-operative phenomena noted when individual or combined canals

were opened. A brief resume of the experimental findings will make

clear the points I wish to emphasize

:

When a single Iwrisontal canal is removed, the pigeon is unable to

maintain forward, linear equilibrium. He constantly falls to the injured

side, turning toward the injured side. The head and eyes are slowly

draw to this side, with the quick pull toward the unoperated side. No
vestibular tremor is noted. Recovery takes place in ten to twenty-

five days.

Removal of a superior vertical canal causes disturbance of equili-

brium. The pigeon falls into the anterior quadrant on the side of the

operation. There is a compound movement of the head ; it is drawn

upward and backward, then forward, downward, and to the opposite

side. In flight, such a pigeon is able to fly upward, but will "side slip"

anteriorly and downward into the anterior quadrant on the side of the

operation. No vestibular tremor i.s noted. Recovery is rapid, taking

five to eight days.

When a posterior-vertical canal is opened and the ampulla destroyed,

the disturbance of equilibrium observed consists of falling backward

into the posterior quadrant of the operated side. The nystagmus of

the head and eyes is of a different type from that observed when the

superior vertical canal is opened. The head is slowly drawn away from

its perpendicular axis toward the injured canal, and then is quickly

drawn back toward the opposite side. No vestibular tremor is noted.

Recovery takes place in five to eight days.

When both anterior (superior) vertical canals are opened and their

ampullae injured, the pigeon topples over forward into either the right

or the left anterior quadrant. If both posterior I'ertical canals are

opened, he turns over backward into either the right or left posterior

quadrant. No vestibular tremor is developed, and recovery takes place

in ten to twenty days.

Removal of both vertical canals on one side causes an equilibrium

disturbance in both the anterior and the posterior lateral quadrants of

the side of the operation. A slow pull of the head away from the

perpendicular is seen with a quick ])ull toward the side of the operation.

If the horizontal canal on that side is also opened, the head and eye

nystagmus will be compounded and will alternate between horizontal

and vertical, producing a third type which would be a rotary nystagmus.

When both horizontal canals are o])ened, I find that forward linear

equilibrium is completely abolished. A very rapid head nystagmus of

l^endulum ty])e develops. The head moves to the right and then to the

left in a horizontal plane. There also develops a very fine, horizontal

tremor (which I have designated "vestibular tremor), quite identical
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in direction with the major head movement. The pigeon turns either to

riglit or to left. After seven months the loss of forward linear flight

is still greatly disturbed, the pigeon flying upward in cork-screw

fashion. The head movement persists.

When both the right anterior vertical and the left posterior vertical

canals are opened and the ampullae destroyed, the pigeon topples for-

ward into the right anterior quadrant or backward into the left posterior

quadrant. There is a rapid head nystagmus which may be ])endulum

in type, the direction of which is forward-downward to the left, and

then backward-upward and to the right. A fine tremor is also noted,

identical in direction with the major head movement. In attempting to

walk or fly, the pigeon falls into either the right anterior quadrant or

the left posterior quadrant. After months, the flight remains greatly

disturbed, especially the control in the right anterior or left posterior

quadrants.

When both the left anterior vertical, and the right posterior vertical

canals arc opened and the ampullae destroyed, the pigeon's head is

drawn forward and the bill is directed toward the right. There is a

rapid pendulum movement of the head forward, downward and to the

right, and then backward, upward and to the left. A fine tremor of

the head is noted, the direction of which is like the major head move-

ment. In walking or in flight it topples forward into the left anterior

quadrant, or falls backward in the right posterior quadrant. It will be

noted that the movements in this case are exactly opposite to those of

the preceding case. After six months the pigeon has not regained

normal equilibrium.

When all vertical canals are opened and the ampullae destroyed, we
should expect to find a combination of the phenomena of the last two

experiments. That is exactly what happens. The head nystagmus

may be downward, forward to the left, and backward, upward to the

right, \\\i\\ a corresponding tremor, or the head nystagmus may be for-

ward, downward to the right, and backward, upward to the left, with a

corresponding tremor. These head movements are very rapid, and

there is no definite manner in which they alternate. In walking or

flight the pigeon may fall into any quadrant. Recovery has not taken

place after five months.

From the foregoing it is evident that in all experiments in which

there has been bilateral removal of the horizontal canals, of a right

superior vertical and a left posterior vertical, of a left superior vertical

and a right posterior vertical, or of all vertical canals—definite head

nystagmus and a "vestibular tremor" have been observed. Pigeons

with these operative lesions have not regained their normal motor

co-ordination five to seven months after operation. They are unable

to fly and the head movements persist ; especially is this true with the
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horizontal canals removed. In all other experiments (removal of any

individual canal, anterior superior canals bilaterally, posterior vertical

canals bilaterally, anterior and posterior vertical canals of the same

side), recovery is more rapid. If all the canals of one side have been

removed, the head is inclined toward that side. No tremor is noted.

Twenty-five days after operation recovery of equilibrium has not

fully taken place.

COMMENT

Head nystagmus in man has been observed by several investigators,

but I find no cases reported in which mention is made of a fine head

tremor accompanied by eye nystagmus in the same direction.

Mygrind ^^ calls attention to head nystagmus in pigeons from irri-

tation of the vestibular nerve endings, but adds: "It is otherwise in

the human being: here a head nystagmus is of the greatest rarity."

He examined fifty infants in a hospital in Copenhagen and found

distinct facial reactions in most of them after rotation. In infants,

aged 114 months, he found a vestibular face reflex which consisted of

a contraction of cheek muscles during rotation. In some, the left-hand

corner of the mouth was drawn a little to the left and upward, with

widening of the left palpebral fissure. Mygrind is greatly impressed

with the head nystagmus in infants. He has collected four cases of

head nystagmus in man. Ruttin ^- reports a case in which the head

nystagmus was due to labyrinthine fistula. Urbantschitsch " observed

two cases of liead nystagmus due to labyrinthine fistula, one case being

spontaneous. His obser\'ations are in accordance with the observations

made by Barany.^* Alexander,^'' and Bartels.^*'

A review of the literature on tremors in general has brought to light

no description of fine head tremors like those observed in the pigeons

above described. Discussing human cases, Crenshaw ^^ says : "With

the exception of the tremors of Parkinson's disease, coarse tremors

indicate organic changes. Fine tremors indicate toxic or functional

conditions." I am not wholly in accord with this statement, inasmuch

11. Mygrind, S. H. : Head nyslajJiiius in human beings, J. Laryngol. 36:72,

1921.

12. Ruttin : Fistelsymptom und Kopfnystagmus, Verliandl. d. Oesterr. otol.

Gesellsch. (Feb. 27) 1911.

13. Urbanschitsch, E. : Kopfnystagmus. Monatsclir. f. Ohrenh. 44:1, 1910.

14. Barany, R. : Ue1)er einigc Augen- und Halsmuskelrctiexe bei Ncuge-
borenen, Acta Oto-Laryngol. 1:97, 1918.

15. Alexander: Die Refle.xerrcgbarkeit des Ohrlabyrinthes beim menschlichen

Neugeborenen, Zeitsch. f. Sinnesphysiol. 49:153, 1910.

16. Bartels : Ueber Regulierung der Augenstclhmg durch don Olirapparat,

Arch. f. Ophth. 17:1, 1910.

17. Crenshaw. H.: Tremor tracings, Xew York M. J. 103:3a^. 1916.
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as these vestibular tremors are fine and rapid, and tliey are certainly

of orjjanic origin in the experiments cited. Considerable interest there-

tore centers in the finding of several cases in the neurologic department

of the Massachusetts Cieneral Hosjiital i)resenting tine head tremors

and eye nystagmus identical in direction. Fourteen such cases have

l)een noted to date and four of them are here summarized.

REPORT OF CASES

Case 1. Clinical History.—J. S., a man aged 35, with negative family and

personal history, came to the Massachusetts General Hospital Aug, 26, 1921,

complaining of a pain in the chest and "shaking of the head." Four years before

he had abscesses in several teeth and. soon thereafter, peculiar drawing sensa-

tions were noted in tiie muscles of the neck, and a peculiar rotary movement

of the head. At that time he experienced pains in the region of the heart,

general weakness, dull frontal headaches, shortness of breath, and objective

vertigo accompanied l)y nausea. These symptoms have persisted with increasing

severity, excepting the headaches, which at present cause no concern.

Examinatiov.—The patient was of medium build, with a pinched, worried

expression; the nasopharynx, heart and lungs were negative; the pulse was 80

and regular; the blood pressure was 130 systolic and 90 diastolic. The gastro-

intestinal and genito-urinary tracts were negative.

I'he onl}- positive neurologic findings were: Right rotary nystagmus with

the eyes to the right, and left rotary nystagmus with the eyes to the left ; a fine

tremor of the head, rotary in character, directed forward, downward to the

right, and then upward, backward to the left. The eye nystagmus and head

tremor were synchronous, and could not be dissociated.

The laboratory findings were: Urinalysis negative. Spinal fluid analysis:

No cells: alcohol test negative; total protein 47 mg.
;
pressure 180 mm.; under

jugular compression the dynamic tests were normal; Wassermann reaction

negative. (After lumbar puncture the patient was confined to bed for one

week with a severe post-puncture headache; during this time the rotary head

tremors were greatly exaggerated and accompanied by intense vertigo, nausea

and vomiting.)

Roentgen-ray examination of the teeth revealed : a buried upper right third

molar; extensive bone infection around the root of the right lower first molar:

an incompletely filled root canal in the left upper first bicuspid, with a small

area of absorption at the tip. The third upper molar later was extracted, and

an abscess was found.

Barany tests were attempted, but not completed on account of distressing

symptoms which developed during the examination and persisted with an

increase in head movement for one week.

Comment.—The principal symptoms to which I wish to call attention in this

case are the rotary head tremor and the rotary eye nystagmus, which are

synchronous and cannot be dissociated. Another interesting fact is that recur-

rence of alveolar disease was coincident with exaggeration of the head tremor.

C.\SE 2. Clinical History.—O. G., a woman aged 41, with a negative family

history, came to the Massachusetts General Hospital on account of "constant

shaking of the head." Her health had been good until the age of 27, when

she was confined to bed for five weeks on account of a left sided pleurisy.
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During this illness the cavitj- was "tapped" several times. After three months

the patient was able to go out of the house. Soon after this illness, "surging

sensations" began in the head and left ear, and were followed by diminution in

acuteness of hearing in the left ear. At times there was a lateral movement

of the head, which was drawn to the left and rotated backward. When the

head movements were increased, the patient experienced nausea and vomiting.

These symptoms continued with little amelioration until 1918, since when they

have abated somewhat. During the early part of 1918, the patient went to the

Rutland Sanatorium on account of pulmonary tuberculosis. During this time

a fine horizontal tremor of the head developed, and was accompanied l)y peculiar

drawing sensations in the sternocleidomastoid muscles.

Examination.—Blowing respiration was observed in the apices of both lungs;

the heart examination gave negative results ; the pulse was 72 ; blood pressure

systolic 120, diastolic 80; gastro-intestinal and genito-urinary tracts were

normal.

The positive neurologic lindings were : horizontal nystagmus when the eyes

were turned to the right or left. A horizontal tremor of the head was present

and was synchronous with the eye nystagmus, from which it could not be

dissociated.

Hearing : Whisper not heard on either side ; conversation on right 1/35, on

left ^^2/35; upper limits, right 5, left 7; lower limits, right 96, left 512; Rinne

test, right J^/24, left, 0/25 ; Weber test positive on both sides.

The triceps, biceps and radial reflexes were lively ; the abdominal skin

reflexes were not obtained; and the knee and achilles jerks and the plantar

reflexes were lively.

Laboratory Findings.—The blood Wassermann reaction and urinalysis were

negative. At a first examination of the spinal fluid the pressure was 103, there

were no cells, the alcohol and ammonium sulphate tests were negative, total

protein was 45, and the Wassermann test was mildly positive. At a second test

the iindings were : pressure 130, no cells, alcohol and ammonium sulphate tests

negative, total protein 42, Wassermann test negative. Under jugular compres-

sion the dynamics were normal in both tests.

The Barany and caloric tests were not satisfactory on account of extreme

reaction to the slightest amount of stimulation by excessive nausea and vomiting.

After the slight amount of vestibular stimulation, the patient was confined

to bed for one week. The head tremors and drawing sensations in the sterno-

cleidomastoid muscles were greatly increased after these tests.

Comment.—The outstanding symptoms in this case are, first: the horizontal

eye nystagmus associated with the liorizontal head tremor, which are

synchronous and cannot be dissociated, and, second : the peculiar drawing

sensations in the sternocleidomastoid muscles.

Case 3. Clinical History.—J. J. O.. a man aged 21, with negative family

history, came to the Massachusetts General Hospital, May 10, 1922, on account

of severe gastric pains. He had been operated on for cervical adenitis and an

abscess in the left leg in early childhood, and had had jaundice four times,

accompanied by a pustular eruption on the arms and liody. He had a fracture

of the left arm some years ago, and since had experienced difficulty in executing

movements with this mcmlier without a great deal of incoordination. Three

weeks before admission, he began to experience severe gastric pains, accom-

panied by nausea, vomiting and severe frontal headache. For three or four days

he had l)een troubled with diplopia, strabismus and drowsiness.
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Exiiiiiiiiation.—The general examination was negative. The positive

neurologic findings were: diplopia due to paresis of the left external rectus

muscle; double choked disk with swelling of 2 to 3 diopters; left horizontal

nystagmus, greater in the right eye on account of the paresis of the left external

rectus muscle ; slight weakness of tlie left facial muscles ; deviation of the

tongue to the left; and bilateral ankle clonus.

The laboratory findings were: blood Wasscrmann reaction negative;

urinalysis negative. The spinal Huid showed: xanthochromia, pressure 220 mm.,

pulse and respiratory oscillations good
;
jugular compression and cough pro-

duced good fluctuation ; cells 12 ; alcohol and ammonium sulphate tests negative

;

total protein 50; sugar 0.0625; Wassermann reaction negative.

On May 13, while in the hospital, the patient noted that the air ventilator in

the wall seemed to move slowly to the left, and then jump quickly back to its

original position ; this movement was repeated. A liorizontal head tremor^
synchronous with the eye nystagmus—developed simultaneously with the onset

of the sul)jective movement of the ventilator on the wall. Unfortunately the

patient left the hospital. May 16, against the advice of physicians.

Comment.—It is interesting to note that the patient is able to state definitely

the time of onset of the horizontal head movement, and the simultaneous

appearance of objects moving slowly to the left and then their quick return

to the right.

Case 4. Clinical History.—E W., a woman aged 24, with a negative family

history, came to the Massachusetts General Hospital, Aug. 21, 1922, on account

of torticollis. Her health from infancy to the age of 22 had been good. During

her twenty-second year, the patient had abscesses around three teeth. Soon

thereafter, peculiar drawing sensations were felt in the muscles of the neck,

especially the left sternocleidomastoid muscle, and a vertical tremor of the

head was noticed. Since, she has had repeated attacks of torticollis.

Examination.—The general examination was negative with the exception of

a chronic left torticollis, involving principally the left sternocleidomastoid

muscle. The neurologic examination was negative except as follows : Vertical

nystagmus upward, when looking upward, and a vertical tremor of the head

synchronous with the vertical eye nystagmus.

The laboratory findings were : Urinalysis negative ; blood Wassermann reac-

tion negative.

In October, 1922, this patient returned to the clinic with the left side of the

face swollen and tender, complaining of "toothache." The vertical tremor of

the head and the left torticollis were greatly increased. After the swelling and

inflammation had subsided, the head tremor and torticollis improved slightly.

Comment.—Tlie interesting symptoms in this case are the vertical head

tremors, and the vertical eye nystagmus (which are synchronous), the left

torticollis, and the drawing sensations in the muscles of the neck. All of these

followed abscesses of the teeth and increased with exacerbations of alveolar

infection, which leads to the assumption of a possible causal relationship.

CONCLUSIONS

By the method briefly described, stimulation or destruction of an

individual ampulla is easily accomplished ; therefore it has been possible

to make definite analyses of the functions of a single semicircular canal,

and of various combinations of two or more canals.
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Destruction of the ampulla of any one canal produces an eye

nystagmus with head nystagmus in the same direction. Recovery of

equilibrium takes place in from live to twenty days.

Destruction of the ampullae of both anterior vertical canals or

both posterior vertical canals, or both vertical canals on one side, pro-

duces an eye nystagmus and a head nystagmus, identical in direction.

Recovery takes place in each case in ten to sixty days.

Destruction of the ampullae of both horizontal canals, or of the left

anterior vertical and the right posterior vertical canals, or of the right

anterior vertical and the left posterior vertical canals, or of all the

vertical canals, produces first an eye nystagmus, second a head nystag-

mus, and third a fine head tremor (which I have called a vestibular

tremor). The direction of the three movements is alike in any one case.

Recovery of equilibrium has not taken ]:)lace six to seven months

after operation.

Tremors of the head, accompanied by an eye nystagmus similar in

direction, in fourteen cases in man, are comparable to tremors produced

by vestibular operations on pigeons.
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NERVOUS SYPHILIS *

A. E. BENNETT, M.D.
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ludgiii",' by the total absence (»f American and English literature and

the ])aucity of material on any forms of syphilis in the aged, neuro-

syphilis develo])ing in old age has not interested many writers. A few

American authors have noted its incidence or manifestations: Thom/
\\'ile,- and Sturgis.^ Lucke,'* in a study of 250 tal>etics, reported two

patients with earliest symjitoms after 65 years. Tobias, Long and

Cramer, Wilde and Thomas have reported cases developing in old age.

Bumstead ^' years ago stated: "Syphilis contracted in old age is fre-

quently a very serious disease. Tertiary lesions are prone to appear

early and visceral and nervous comj^lications are frequent."

Several French authorities have emphasized the severity of syphilis

developing in the aged : Fournier. Dulac, Renault. Ricord and others.

( iailleton " states that syphilis contracted after 60 years is nearly always

ra[)i(lly fatal. Mendel ' in his book mentions the fact that general

paralysis occurs after 60 years only exceptionally. Recently Hersch-

mann ^ of \'ienna has studied general paralysis in the aged in Jauregg's

clinic. In spite of this apparent lack of interest, the subject seemed to

the writer to be one of great importance and a compilation of statistics

on the incidence and manifestations of senile neurosyphilis .worth while.

The records in the Philadelphia General Hospital and Hospital for

Mental Diseases of all cases of neurosyphilis available since about 1915

were used. In approximately six years (the records during 1919 and

* Read before the Philadelphia Neurological Society. April 27, 1923.

1. Thorn, B. P.: Acquired Syphilis in the Aged, Med. Rec. 98:730 (Oct.

30.) 1920.

2. Wile, U. J.: Syphilis in Senility, Am. J. Syphilis 3:193, 1919.

3. Sturgis, F. R. : Syphilis and Life Insurance, Med. Rec. 9:161 and 217.

1S74.

4. Lucke, Baldwin: Tabes Dorsalis, Pathological and Clinical Study of

250 cases, J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 43:393 (May) 1916.

5. Bumstead and Taylor: Pathology and Treatment of \'enereal Diseases.

Ed. 5, Philadelphia : Lea & Febiger, 1883, p. 541.

6. Gailleton : Quoted by B. P. Thorn ; Footnote 1.

7. Mendel. E. : Textbook of Psychiatry Transl. by W. C. Krauss, Phila-

delphia : F. A. Davis Co., 1907.
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1920 were not available), there have been about 2,175 cases of all types

of cerebrospinal syphilis admitted to this hospital. For convenience

these were divided into three groups, general paralysis (1,285 cases),

cerebrospinal syphilis (492—including all types except tabes dorsalis)

and tabes dorsalis (398 cases).

Many records of patients past 60 years of age with diagnoses of neu-

rosyphilis were examined, but, on account of questionable ages, lack of

confirmatory clinical, laboratory or necropsy findings, were discarded.

Many of these, apparently, were cases of cerebral or cord arteriosclero-

sis, senile dementia or chronic nephritis complicated by alcoholism,

prostatism, uremia, etc.

Statistics from a large charity institution, such as the Philadelphia

Hospital, where, as a rule, the flotsam and jetsam of humanity are

cared for. might not be in accordance with a similar group from another

walk of life. But in a personal communication with Dr. F. G. Ebaugh,

he stated that in a review of approximately 500 cases of general paraly-

sis at the Trenton State Hospital he found none developing above 60

years.

The following features were particularly noted: age of onset (only

those whose first nervous or mental symptoms occurred at 60 years or

older were studied) ; the course and duration of the disease; the type

of psychosis present; serologic tests; past history (particularly the age

at which the initial lesion was contracted, with the period of latency until

nervous symptoms were manifest and any other pertinent specific his-

tory present) ; and clinical symptoms and signs as well as results of

treatment.

Of the total number, 2,175 cases, there were only nineteen, or 0.87

per cent., of cases in which the diagnosis of nen'ous syphilis with an

onset at 60 years or older was certain. There were fourteen men and

five women ; two were negroes, one Belgian, one Austrian, one Ger-

man and fourteen Americans.

Cerebrospinal Syphilis and Tabes Dorsalis.—In 802 cases of cere-

brospinal sypliilis and tabes dorsalis there were only eleven, or 1.3 per

cent, (seven of tabes and four of cerebrospinal syphilis), developing at

60 years or older. Six of these 0.74 per cent, had their initial neuro-

logic signs or symptoms at 65 years or above. These patients were all

white; nine were men and two women.

(a) Onset : Four began with weakness of gait or ataxia ; two with

apoplexy ; three with shooting pains ; one with failing memory and one

with incontinence. (&) Course of disease: In most instances this

could not be determined, as some were discharged and a few patients

remain in the hospital. ( c) Serok^gy : In three instances blood Was-
sermann reactions were negative and no sjiinal fluid tests were made.

Three had positive blood with no spinal fluid examinations. The other
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five had positive IjIoocI and spinal fluid Wassermann reactions. One
])atient vvitli nieninguniyelitis liad a general jjaralytic gold curve, but no

clinical signs of general paralysis, (d) Age at which initial lesion was

contracted
;
period of latency and results of treatment : in seven instances

a history of a chancre was obtained, the youngest at 25 years, the old-

est at 61 years. Two in the forties, two in the fifties and one in the

thirties. It must be remembered that in this class of patients it is hard

to obtain accurate histories of their early lesions. The earliest appear-

ance of manifestations of nervous syphilis was one year. The longest

period of latency was 35 years. The average period of latency was 18.5

years. All cases had typical signs of cerebrospinal syphilis, such as

pupillary changes, reflex phenomena or other signs. In only three cases

(27 per cent.) was any improvement noted with treatment.

General Paralysis.— (a) Onset: ( )f the 1,285 patients with gen-

eral paralysis, eight, or 0.62 per cent. ( two women and six men ; two

negroes and six whites), had the onset of their psychosis at 60 years or

older. There was no proved case of general i)aralysis developing above

62 years. One case of cerebrospinal syphilis with psychosis developed

at 64 years ; three at 60 and four at 62 years. Five patients died in the

hospital ; the average duration of the disease in these was fifteen months,

in comparison with the usual course of from two to six years. The

most rapid termination was in six mtinths, and none lived over two

years after the onset of deterioration.

(b) Initial symptoms of psychosis: Three patients had as the first

manifestations mental tension defects, such as memory lapses, confusion,

disorientation, etc. ; one began with apople.xy and headaches ; one with

excitement and delusions of persecutions ; and one began with a suicidal

attempt.

(c) Type of psychosis: In general, the type was that of simple

dementia without delusions. Four patients showed nothing more. One
only had the classic grandiosity ; one was paranoid with ideas of infi-

delity (complicated by alcoholism). Two showed a pathologic sense of

well-being with simple dementia.

(d) Serology-: All patients had four plus Wassermann reactions in

the spinal fluid ; two had no records of blood tests. In six the blood

was also positive. Four gave a general paralytic Lange reaction, one

had a curve in the syphilitic zone, while the other three had no record

of colloidal gold curves. Increased cell counts and globulin were

reported in two instances.

(e) Past history: In only one case was a history of early lesions

obtained ; this patient had his secondary eruption at 62 years. Five

patients gave histories of childless marriages or abortions. In two, no

past history was obtainable. In three there was a history of chronic

alcoholism. In these one had hallucinations of sight and one exhibited
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paranoid trends. Their disease was of shorter duration and of more
rapid deterioration than the others.

(/) Qinical signs : All patients showed typical general paralytic

motor signs, such as facies, speech, tremors, disturbed reflexes and

pupillary changes.

SUMMARY

Case records of 2,175 neurosyphilitics were examined. Only those

with onset of nervous lesions at 60 years or older were studied; 1,285

were general paralysis, 492 cerebrospinal syphilis other than tabes, and

398 tabes dorsalis. The onset, age at which the initial lesion was con-

tracted, period of latency, course of the disease, serolog)% type of psycho-

sis and clinical symptoms and signs were studied. In nineteen authentic

cases, 0.87 per cent, (fourteen men and five women), the disease devel-

oped after 60 years of age.

In 802 cases of cerebrospinal syphilis and tabes, 1.3 per cent, devel-

oped at 60 years or later ; 0.74 per cent, at 65 years or older. Serologic

tests confirmed the diagnoses in most instances and clinical signs in all.

The average period of latency was 18.5 years. The chancre was con-

tracted in most instances during middle life. In 7Z per cent, of cases

no improvement was noted with treatment.

Of 1,285 cases of general paralysis, 0.62 per cent, developed paren-

chymatous degeneration at 60 years or older. No patient in this series

had an onset after 62 years. The average duration was fifteen months.

The usual type of psychosis was simple dementia and resembled senile

deterioration. Only one showed the usual grandiosity. Serologic tests

were positive in all instances in spinal fluid and, in most cases, in the

blood as well. General paralytic curves were reported in 50 per cent,

of cases. As histories of initial lesions in general paralysis were not

obtainable, periods of latency could not be determined. Paranoid trends

were not conspicuous in this series of senile general paralysis, as they

were in Herschmann 's ^ cases. Patients with chronic alcoholism had a

more rapid course. This accords with observations of Sturgis,^

Kaposi,® Blaschko ^^ and others. All patients had typical clinical signs

of general paralysis.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Cerebrospinal syphilis and tabes dorsalis developing in senility

(60 years or older) are rare because in most cases the chancre is con-

tracted in early life. The incidence is approximately 0.5 per cent,

of all neurosyphilis cases. Aged patients suffering from cerebral

9. Kaposi. P.: Pathologic und Therapic dor Svphilis, Stuttgart: Enke, 1891,

p. 496.

10. Blaschko. A.: Syphilis and Life Insurance. Med. Exam, and Pract.

14:593. 1904.
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arteriosclerosis, senile (leteri(jration or nephritis are at times mistaken

for neurosyphilis. Cases developing after 60 years usually have the

initial sore in middle life. In a few instances ther.e appears to be a long

peritxl of latency, then, in the metamorphosing stage, this immunity is

broken down, probably as a result of the ilegenerative ])rocesses of age.

Then the neurosyphilitic involvement Ijecomes apparent, and, as a rule,

does not respond to treatment, but is rapidly fatal.

2. General paralysis developing in senility is rare. 0.62 per cent.,

and frequently is confused with senile dementia. ( ieneral paralysis

practically never develops after 65 years. We. agree with Ilerschmann *

that general paralysis in seniles simulates closely the dementia of senile

deterioration. The termination in senile cases is hastened approximately

50 ])er cent.

DISCUSSION

Dk. Fr.\xcis X. Dercum : I think it is a matter of common experience that

syphilis acquired in middle life is very resistant to treatment. I think that is

true both uf the gummatous and parenchymatous forms. Syphilis acquired in

middle life is controlled with great difficulty and is likely to he followed by

rapid deterioration of the individual. General paralysis is due usually to an

infection acquired in early life and it therefore makes its appearance long before

old age is reached. At the same time I have records of several cases of very

long interval between the initial lesion and the occurrence of symptoms. I have

one record in which the initial lesion was said to have been contracted forty-

two years before. In such a case, the patient immunizes himself for a long time,

but, as the years pass by, his resistance wanes and the occasional spirochetes,

lurking quiescent in his tissues, become active.
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The twenty patients on which this study is based were referred to

the Institute for Juvenile Research by physicians, school authorities,

or parents, chiefly because of incorrigibility, poor memory, or deteriora-

tion of general intelligence. Physical, psychologic and psychiatric

examinations were made in each case with special emphasis on the

psychologic factors involved. Preceding the attack of encephalitis,

behavior difficulties were either absent or of little significance in each

case. The first examinations were made two months to three and

one-half years after the attack of epidemic encephalitis, the average

being twenty-two months. The second examinations were made two to

twenty-one months after the first, the average being six months ; the

third, an average of eleven months after the first examination.

In the literature on epidemic encephalitis in children, most writers

conclude that when mental changes occur after the disease they con-

sist of one or more of the following: (T) deterioration of intelligence:

(2) definite attention disorders: (3) deterioration of memory, and

(4) emotional disturbances. Most writers regard the intelligence

deterioration, including deterioration of memory and attention as of

more importance than the emotional (listurl)ance. Barker ^ states, '"one

of the saddest of the secjuels of epidemic encephalitis, especially in

children, is mental deficiency. Unfortunately a considerable ])ropor-

tion of the children attacked are rendered permanently deficient. All

grades of this deficiency from outspoken idiocy to slight backwardness

have been observed in this coinitry and Paterson and Spence report

similar experiences in England. I-lven in adults deterioration with loss

of memory and defective judgment may occur." Grossman - found

* Read before the Chicago Neurological Society, March 15, \923i.

1. Barker, L. P.: Sequelae of Epidemic Encephalitis, New York State J. M.

22:251 (June) 1922.

2. Grossman, Morris: Sequels of I-.pidemic Encephalitis. J. A. M. A.,

78:959 (April 1) 1922.
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that "failing nieiiiory, esj^ecially for recent events was a common com-

plaint. When they read they found it diflficult to concentrate and they

soon forgot what they had been reading about." Buzzard ^ states

:

"I am convinced that a large number of cases of epilepsy, of mental

deficiency. . . . are the permanent results of encephalitis in child-

hood." Paterson and Spence ^ conclude: "The results of mental states

following encephalitis in children may vary from complete idiocy to

slight mental deficiency." S. R. Leahy and I. J. Sands'' in their

summary of the changes after encephalitis mention definite attention

disorders. Joseph B. Neal " noted definite mental deterioration in many
of his cases. However, in the literature cited, there is no statement of

the type of attention disorders and emotional changes, nor a measure

by standard tests of the deterioration in intelligence. Presumably tlie

conclusion that deterioration occurred, and was in some cases progres-

sive, was based on the school maladjustment, the l)ehavior difficulties

and the changes in personality.

The diagnosis of mental deterioration is probably often based on

findings that result entirely from the physical defects. This was well

illustrated in one of our patients, who was excluded from school because

of his inability to write quickly and legibly, his slowness in responding

to questions and the disturbance he created in the school room. Before

the illness with encephalitis he did well in school. The school authorities

and family physician reported that the boy's intelligence had deteriorated

to such a degree that they were considering placing him in the sub-

normal room. Psychometric tests showed that the boy's intelligence

was above the median for his grade. This case is typical of many
referred by local physicians and school authorities because of "mental

deterioration."

In our cases no evidence of deterioration of intelligence was revealed

by psychometric tests. Some patients presented an appearance of dul-

ness that was due to the apathetic facial expression. The only mental

disturbance in these patients was emotional. Irritability, outbursts of

temper, quarrelsomeness, frequent changes of mood, and in a few cases

marked emotional indifference were observed. The reactions and

responses to similar situations were extremely irregular from one time

to another. The patient would be alert, paying attention and showing

3. Buzzard, E. F. and Greenfield, J. G. : Lethargic Encephalitis ; Its Sequelae

and :\Iorbid Anatomy, Brain, 42:305 (June) 1920.

4. Paterson, D. and Spence J. C. : After-Effects of Epidemic Encephalitis

in Children, Lancet, 2:491 (Sept.) 1921.

5. Leahy, S. R. and Sands, L J. : Mental Disorders in Children Following

Epidemic Encephalitis, J. A. ^L A., 76:373 (Feb.) 1921.

6. Xeal. Joseph B. : Experience with more than 1(X) Cases of Epidemic

Encephalitis in Children, J. A. M. A., 77:121 (July 9) 1921.
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interest, when suddenly a lapse would occur during which he scowled

and seemed angry. During the next lapse the patient might smile, laugh

or appear quite merry. This was especially observed during the

psychometric examinations. The patients, with two exceptions, were

usually alert and hyperactive, and their replies to questions were quick

and to the point. It is important to note that three cases had been

wrongly diagnosed manic-depressive psychosis—manic phase—because

of the restlessness, hyperactivity and emotional instability. One case

had been diagnosed hysteria, and one "severe psychoneurosis."

The degree of behavior difficulty in our cases was not proportional

to the physical findings. One of our most difficult behavior problems

was in a patient who, following the encephalitis, developed merely a

slight tremor of the hands.

All of our twenty patients were given a complete Stanford-Binet

intelligence examination and supplementary tests. The latter included

:

the cancellation of A; Franz dot-tapping; Seguin form board; Healy

puzzles A and B ; Healy picture completion tests 1 and 2 ; Porteus ; and

Knox cube tests. The range of chronologic ages was from eight to

seventeen years, the average being eleven and one-half years. The
range of intelligence quotients was 71 to 121. Four were classified in

the borderline group ; six, dull and backward ; nine, adequate intelli-

gence ; and one, superior intelligence.

One of the specific reasons given for the examination was poor

memory. In most cases this was the most serious complaint. Several

parents stated that the child was unable to remember specific orders for

as short a period as five minutes. The psychologic examinations, how-

ever, failed to reveal any memory defect in these or other cases. There

were no failures in memory tests for sentences, passages or digits in

more than one year below the mental age scored and successes were

obtained in year levels above the mental age in all but three cases.

Similar results were obtained with tests of attention. The cancella-

tion of ^ and the Franz dot-tapping tests, as well as those Stanford-

Binet tests in which attention is an important factor, such as the rote

memory tests, arithmetical reasoning, clock tests, etc., revealed, in every

case, successes compatible with the mental age of the patient. This was
true, however, only when the patients were calm and cooperative.

Although the attention was within the range of normal as measured

by the tests, marked fluctuations always occurred. These always accom-

panied, and were apparently caused by, an obvious emotional dis-

turbance. There was apparently no disturbance in the subjective or

objective conditions of attention except for the inhibition due to the

emotional disturbance. There was, for example, a delay of several

seconds in responding to a question previously answered correctly.

One patient gave a good introspective description of the difficulty by
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saying' several times duriiij^ the examination. "I know the answer hut

have forgotten it. Wait a minute." During these intervals—often

la.sting hut fifteen to forty seconds—the patients ap])eare(l restless and

e.xcited. In two cases, these periods were accompanied hy flushing of

the face and an apparent inahility to respond. During the longer

intervals some of the patients had attacks of ])oly])nea, stood uj) and

often hecame very irritahle. This disturhance varied in character and

intensitv in the same individual and occurred diu-ing periods of emotional

disturhance only. This delay in res])onse did not hecome greater as

time went on. in spite of an increasing physical ini]iairnient in some

case.s.

No intelligence tests were given hefore the attack of encephalitis.

However, in all cases, the mental ages correlated well with records in

the ])uhlic schools ])revious to the illness. Twenty re-examinations did

not show a decrease in the intelligence quotient in any case, in spite of

increasing hehavior difficulties and sch()f)l maladjustments. When

school difficulties were in\estigated, it was found that the teachers com-

])lained chiefly of incorrigihility and lack of ap])lication. This appar-

entlv accounted for the failure to accompli>h the work of the grade.

CASE SUM.M.\RIF.S '

Case 1.—S. H., a boy aged 14, who iiad had encephalitis in November,

1919, was referred in Xovember, 1921, because of expulsion from the public

school as "unfit to be among school mates." Complaints 1)y the teacher were

constant muttering, facial grimaces, repetition of questions, outbursts of tem-

per, and fighting with the other children. The mother stated that "the patient

could not sit still at home. He is constantly moving, talking and grimacing.

If he is not talking he must be chewing something. He sleeps a great deal in

the day-time."

Physical examination revealed : a well developed boy ; pupils imcqual and

sluggish; drooling; tremor of hands and facial muscles; deep reflexes exag-

gerated ; bilateral Babinski reflexes ; cogwheel resistance of the arms ; blood

and spinal fluid Wassermann tests negative ; optic disks negative. A second

examination in May, 1922, and a third two months later gave practically the

same findings.

Psychiatric examination revealed chiefly restless activity and emotional

instability. Two later examinations showed practically the same behavior.

He appeared anxious to get well, and could not explain his sudden outbursts

of temper.

Psychometric E.rcDiiijiations.—Xovember, 1921 : Mental age. thirteen years

two months; intelligence quotient, 98. May, 1922: intelligence quotient, 98;

educational tests were passed up to his grade. Psychometric rating: adequate

intelligence ; no memory defects. During both examinations the cooperation

was good between the periods of emotional disturbance. During these periods,

which varied in length and severity, the reaction time was irregular—sometimes

7. These are of necessity very brief and contain only facts pertinent to this

investigation.
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very short, but usually lonj^. There was apparently much difficulty in thinking

as evidenced by the increased reaction time, the frequent interpolations, "I

don't know" or "I can't think that," and later giving the correct response.

During these periods of emotional upset the attention was unsustained. The
patient would often stop suddenly during a response and continue a moment
later with an irrelevant remark. In two such instances he stopped in the middle

of a response and finished the answer to a previous question.

The boy's behavior difficulties increased after the second examination. At

one time he hit a member of the family with a gas-pipe. The parents were

unable to cope with the boy, and the only recourse was to send him to the

Psychopathic Hospital. From there he was sent to a state hospital.

Case 2.—M. B., a girl aged 14 years 5 months, who had had encephalitis in

January, 1920, was referred, Feb. 24, 1920, because of physical disturbances and

behavior difficulties that dated from the time of the illness. She had been

expelled from school because of fits of temper, crying spells, and fighting with

other children. Before the illness she was described as the "pet of the neigh-

borhood." After the illness she had violent fits of temper, fought with children

in the streets and with the neighbors, threw dishes, etc. at her grandparents,

mistreated a smaller brother, choked chickens to death, and tw^ce attempted

suicide by turning on the gas. Physically she was well developed ; the pupils

were somewhat irregular but reacted well to light and in accommodation ; the

tongue deviated to the left; there was right facial paresis and spasm of the left

facial muscles; speech was slurring; the hands were moist and cyanotic; other-

wise the examination was negative. A Second examination, five months later

and a third, ten months later, gave similar findings. The patient was very

active and alert; there was marked emotional instability and she cried fre-

quently. At times she was cooperative and volunteered information regarding

alleged mistreatment at home. At other times she was irritable and displayed

a violent temper. The psychiatric examinations, five and ten months later,

showed practically no change.

Psychometric Examinations.—On the date of admission : ]\Iental age, eleven

years, four months; intelligence quotient, 79. Five months later: intelligence

quotient, 81. Ten months later: intelligence quotient, 81. The attention and

memory tests were adequate for the mental age. During the tests there were

periods of emotional outbreak, with at times apparent inability to think clearly.

She stated several times, "I just can't get my mind on it." Between these periods,

cooperation was good and tests failed during the emotional upsets were done

correctly. The digit tests of year XTI, and the arithmetic tests of year XIV
were done correctly.

Since the patient's l)eJ:avior was unimproved after the second examination.

it was necessar}' to commit her to a state institution. There she has been very

difficult to control at times, and on one occasion struck and injured the matron.

Case 3.—G. M., a boy, aged 10, who had encephalitis in the Spring, 1921.

was referred Sept. 20, 1921, because of incorrigibility, insomnia, outbursts of

temper and fighting with other children. Physical examination revealed tremor

of the hands, muscular irritability, and frequent spells of polypnea. The W'a.s-

sermann reaction was negative. During the psychiatric examination he was

irritable and excitalile, panted a great deal at times, but cooperated well. Ik-

was brought back July. 1922, because he attacked the mother with a butcher

knife. He was sent to the Psychopathic Hospital and transferred to the Lin-

coln State School and Colony. Before the illness he had been in low second

grade at school.
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Psychometric Examination.—Sept. 20, 1921 : Qironologic age, ten years,

three months; mental age, seven years, two months; intelligence quotient, 70.

March 22, 1922 : Chronologic age, ten years, nine months ; mental age, seven

years, ten months; intelligence quotient, 72; tests for memory and attention

passed in year IX.

Case 4.—R. B., a girl aged 10, who had had encephalitis in January, 1918,

was referred March 15, 1921, because of disobedience at home and in school,

fighting with children, outbursts of temper, and inability to learn in school.

Physical examination revealed : right divergent strabismus, unequal pupils with

sluggish reaction to light, tremor of hands and tongue, and exaggerated deep

reflexes. The Wassermann reaction was negative. Previous to the encephalitis

the patient had been in low first grade at school and gave no trouble. Psychiatric

examination showed chiefly irritability, excitability, hyperactivity, restlessness,

and talkativeness. During the second examination December, 1922, at the

Geneva State School for Girls, she was irritable, but cooperative. The physical

examination showed no change, except for increased tremor of the hands.

Psychometric Examinations.—March, 1921 : Chronologic age, ten years, six

months; mental age, nine years; intelligence quotient, 86. The second examina

tion showed: mental age, eleven years, four months; intelligence quotient, 91;

cancellation test, year XII; dot-tapping, adequate. During the second examina-

tion she often started to give a response, then suddenly stopped, giving it cor-

rectly a few minutes later when responding to a different question.

Case 5.—E. S., a girl aged 12, whp had had encephalitis in November, 1920,

was referred July 19, 1921, because she had been in bed three weeks^ and had

"spells during which she did not know what she was doing. Cries and bites

people." The patient was described by school teachers, mother and grand-

mother as "obedient, respectful and a good worker" before the illness. After

the illness she changed from a smiling docility to a very excited and irritable

girl. She often fought and struck at people about her.

Physical examination revealed: a poorly developed girl with unequal. pupils,

exaggerated deep reflexes, and later nystagmus. A second examination, Oct.

29, 1921, showed no changes except a greater inequality of the pupils. The
blood and spinal fluid Wassermann reactions were negative. Examination, Dec.

7, 1921, showed no change. During the psychiatric examination, the patient

responded and reacted well, except for periods of excitement, during which she

had deep breathing spells.

Psychometric Examinations.—July 19, 1921 : Chronologic age, twelve years,

two months; mental age, ten years, two months; intelligence quotient, 83; she

cooperated well until year XIV was reached, and then became excitable; form

board, seven years ; Healy puzzle "A," ten years ; Healy picture completion.

No. 1, adult; Porteus maze, eleven years. Dec. 14, 1921: Mental age, eleven

years, nine months; intelligence quotient, 93. She had several seizures of

polj'pnea and excitement, but between these periods she responded well. She

failed in several tests during the deep breathing spells which were later done

correctly. Problems and clock tests, of year XIV, were done correctly.

The patient gradually improved in behavior, and in February, 1923, was

giving little trouble at home. The periods of excitement were less in number

and intensity; and she was doing satisfactory school work.

Case 6.—M. S., a girl aged 14, who had had encephalitis in March, 1920,

when she became cross-ej-ed and slept for three weeks, had no behavior trouble

before this illness, was referred with complaints that she was irritable, quarrel-
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some, struck people without cause, and was a disturbing element in school.

She had been in the seventh grade and did well in school before the illness.

Physical examination revealed divergent strabismus, sluggish pupillary reactions

to light and coarse tremor of the tongue which deviated to the right. The
psychiatric examination revealed : Hyperactivity, emotional shallowness, giggling

and laughing at questions.

Psychometric Examinations.—March, 1920 : Chronologic age, fourteen years,

ten months ; mental age, thirteen years, ten months ; intelligence quotient, 93

;

arithmetic and clock tests for the year XIV were done correctly. March 3,

1923 : Chronologic age, fifteen years, seven months ; mental age, fourteen

years, nine months; intelligence quotient, 94; cancellation "A" test, fifteen

years ; dot-tapping, regular. She repeated six digits backward. There were

several outbursts of laughter and some irritability during the tests. Although

school grades were satisfactory, the girl was excluded a few months before

completing the eighth grade because of her behavior.

Case 7.—I. F., a girl aged 12, w^ho had encephalitis in June, 1919, was
referred Feb. 15, 1922, because she slept most of the day and was incorrigible.

Physical examination revealed : left pupil larger than the right, deviation of the

tongue to the right, slurred speech, and exaggerated deep reflexes. The Was-
sermann reaction was negative. Psychiatric examination revealed: evasion;

answers of the type "I don't know" to most questions. A second examination

Jan. 16, 1922, showed similar reactions. Previous to the illness, the patient

attended school for two years, but failed to pass into the second grade.

Psychometric Examinations.—Feb. 15, 1922: Chronologic age, twelve years,

three months ; mental age, nine j'ears, two months ; intelligence quotient, 74.

April 14, 1922 : mental age. nine years, four months ; intelligence quotient, 74.

June 16, 1922: intelligence quotient, 72. Designs and memory test of year X
were done correctly at all examinations.

Case 8.—E. P., a boy aged 4, who had encephalitis six months before,

was referred Sept. 28, 1921, with complaints of stubborness, defiance, crying

spells, and frequent outbursts of temper. Physical examination revealed chiefly

weakness in one upper extremity and exaggerated deep reflexes. The Wasser-

mann reaction was negative. Psychiatric examination revealed chiefly irritability

and "explosive reactions."

Psychometric Examinations.—Chronologic age, three years, eleven months

;

mental age, three years, four months; intelligence quotient, 85.1. Nov. 9, 1922:

mental age, four years, four months ; intelligence quotient, 85.2 ; memory tests

of year IV were passed. Cooperation during the second examination was good.

He was less irritable and in general his behavior had improved.

Case 9.—H. H., a boy aged 9, who had encephalitis in December, 1919,

was referred Feb. 24. 1922, with complaints of restlessness, nervousness, out-

bursts of temper, and minor delinquencies. "When in a temper or fighting

mood he may hit anyone with whatever he may happen to have in his hands."

The school record was: "Entered first grade in 1918. A bright boy. After his

illness there was a marked change. He was sullen, passionate and nervous ; and

learned with difficulty. He also had spells of deep breathing." Physical

examination revealed exaggerated deep reflexes, stuttering of speech, and occa-

sional attacks of polypnea. The Wassermann reaction was negative. Psychiatric

examination revealed chiefly restlessness, irritability, irregular periods of

resistance to questioning, and emotional instability.
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Psychometric lixaminalions.—Mental age. eij^lit years, four months; intelli-

gence quotient, SO. The attention was irregular during the periods of deep

breathing and during the emotional outbursts, lie fre<|uently gave correct

responses to questions previously answered incorrectly. There were several

periods of marked delay in responding to ((Uostioii during which the patient

stared at the examiner. The examination, ten months later, showed: Mental

age, nine years, six months; intelligence quotient, 94. Attention was good

except during periods of emotional instal)ility when there was marked delay in

responses. At one time, testing had to be stopped for fifteen minutes during

which the patient appeared extremely angry, threw objects on the floor and had

a spell of deep breathing. Later tiie testing was resumed with full cooperation

and the responses were average for the age.

C.\SE 10.—I. D., a boy aged 16, who had encephalitis in February, 1922.

was referred Sept. 28, 1922, with a history that before this attack he was "full

of life and ambition and devoted to his family; since, he has lost interest in his

family, personal appearance and study; is irritable and has unreasonable desires;

becomes exhausted and drowsy; is unable to hold positions because of drowsi-

ness while at work." Physical examination revealed unequal, sluggish pupils,

paresis of the external rectus of the right eye, tremor of the hands and markedly

exaggerated deep reflexes. Frequent reexaminations up to March 6. 1923,

showed a gradually lessening tremor of the hands, but otherwise no change.

The Wassermann reaction was negative. Psychiatric examination revealed

:

marked emotional indifference ; continuous smiling even when the examiner

purposely reprimanded him. There were frequent flights of attention and

hyperactivity.

Psychometric Examinations.—Mental age, sixteen years, one month; intelli-

gence quotient, 101. There were irregular periods of talkativeness, accompanied

by elaboration ; the attention was not sustained, and he appeared amused at the

examination. March 6 : Mental age, seventeen years, six months ; intelligence

quotient, 109; cooperation good; he repeated seven digits backward an(l eight

digits forward; the ingenuity test in year XVIII was done correctly; cancella-

tion "A," sixteen j'cars ; dot-tapping, regular.

Case 11.—J. K., a boy aged 11, had encephalitis in November, 1919, and was

referred Jan. 23, 1923, with complaints of incorrigibility, frequent outbursts

of temper and fighting with playmates, and attempts to strangle several chil-

dren. He had difficulty in school previous to the illness. Physical examination

revealed: chiefly, exaggerated patellar reflexes, and very slight tremor of the

hands ; the Wassermann reaction was negative. Psychiatric examination

revealed : chiefly, emotional instability and a marked indifference to the accusa-

tions. He persisted in stating he "just didn't know why he did those things."

Psychometric Examination.—Chronologic age, eleven years, four months;

mental age, eight years, ten months ; intelligence quotient, 78.

Case 12.—G. L., a girl aged 11. had had encephalitis in June, 1918, and was

referred Feb. 9, 1922, with complaints of muscular twitching, restlessness, fre-

quent loss of temper, incorrigibility and spells of deep breathing. Physical

examination revealed : pupils slightly irregular, coarse tremor of the tongue and

hands ; active reflexes ; the Wassermann reaction was negative. Psychiatric

examination revealed chiefly marked changes of mood, irritability and

hyperactivity.

Psychometric Examinations.—Dec. 3, 1921 (at the public school) : Mental

age, seven years, two months ; intelligence quotient, 67. Feb. 9, 1922 : Chrono-
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logic age, ten years, ten months; mental age, seven years, ten months; intelli-

gence quotient, 71 ; school tests showed school ability of the low second grade.

Case 13.—L. M., a boy aged 12, who had encephalitis in November, 1919, and
was referred Sept. 17, 1921, because of wandering away from home, incor-

rigibility and stealing. Physical examination revealed the pupils to be slightly

unequal, the left larger than the right, and a slight tremor of the hands.

Reexaminations showed no change. The Wassermann reaction was negativ'e.

The psychiatric examinations revealed marked egocentricity, evasiveness, and
resistance to questioning.

Psychometric Examinations.—Sept. 17, 1921 : Chronologic age, eleven years,

eight months ; mental age, fourteen years, two months ; intelligence quotient,

121 ; Trabue test, fourteen years ; Pintner test, fourteen years, six months

;

Healy picture completion, Xo. 2, thirteen years ; Form board, thirteen years.

He repeated six digits backward. Aug. 10, 1922: Chronologic age, twelve years

seven months ; mental age, seventeen years, two months ; intelligence quotient,

136. He repeated eight digits correctly, and also scored the ingenuitv test for

the year XVHI.

Case 14.—F. K., a boy aged 17, who had encephalitis in 1919, and was
referred Jan. 5, 1923, because of incorrigibility and violent temper. He had

been at a state hospital from October, 1521, to June, 1922. His school record

showed that the boy was doing poor work in the sixth grade before the illness.

Physical examination disclosed : the posture stooped with hands immobile at

the sides
;
gait slow, the left foot being dragged ; marked propulsion and retro-

pulsion ; tremor of the head
;

paresis of the right external rectus ; irregular

pupils with sluggish reaction ; slight facial paresis ; reflexes exaggerated ; tremor

of tongue and extremities ; muscular rigidity. Psychiatric examination in

October, 1921, showed the patient to be alert, irritable and excitable. He
became very angry at the least provocation ; readily admitted the misbehavior,

but gave no reason for it. Examination Jan. 19, 1922, showed similar reactions.

Psychometric Exaniination.—January, 1923: Chronologic age, sixteen years,

nine months; mental age, ten years, ten months; intelligence quotient. 80; Knox
cube test, twelve years; repeated seven digits; Healy picture completion. No. 1,

twelve years ; Healy picture completion, Xo. 2, sixteen years.

Case 15.—L. B., aged 8, who had been ill in February, 1922, the nature of the

illness being vague, though the mother stated that he had a fever (influenza),

after which he slept for two weeks, and that a diagnosis of nephritis had been

made, was referred Oct. 13, 1922, because he had become irritable, ran away

from home, stole money from home and strangers, had become very forgetful

and caused much trouble in school. There was no behavior difficulty before

the illness. The patient was in the second grade of school. Physical examination

revealed a left divergent strabismus, the left pupil was irregular and larger than

the right and both pupils reacted sluggishly to light. Otherwise the lindings.

including the Wassermann reaction, were negative. Psychiatric examination

disclosed that the patient was alert and interested ; he was very restless and

talked continually ; he readily admitted the behavior difficulties.

Psycho>nctric Examinations.—Chronologic age, eight years, six months;

mental age, seven years, eleven months ; intelligence quotient, 93 ; attention and

memory tests were passed for the year above the mental age ; Sequin form
board, eight years; Pitner directions, seven years; Healy puzzle A, seven years;

Healy picture completion, X^o. 1, eleven years. The second examination.
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March 10, 1923: Mental age, nine years, four months; intelligence quotient,

104; the cooperation was very good; the restlessness and irritability were less

noticeable.

Cask 16.—C. M., a girl, aged 12, wlio liad encephalitis in February, 1919,

was referred because of behavior difficulties at home and in school, and the

parents were unable to control her. Physically : The expression was dull

;

speech was stuttering; there was slight ptosis of the eyelids; the knee jerk was

present on the right, absent on the left; there was a coarse tremor of the head;

otherwise the findings were negative. Psychiatricaliy, Jan. 20, 1921 : The girl

was generally alert and interested ; at times she was restless, but answered

questions correctly and to the point. Later examinations, Jan. 3, 1922, and

April 10, 1922, gave the same results excepting for increasing irritability.

Psychometric Examinations.—Jan. 20, 1921 : Chronologic age, twelve years

;

mental age, ten years ; intelligence quotient, 83. Jan. 3, 1922 : Mental age, ten

years, two months; intelligence quotient, 78. April 10, 1922: Intelligence

quotient, 76. Attention and memory tests were adequate for the mental age

in all examinations.

Because of the increasing l)ehavior difficulties, the patient was admitted to

the Psychopathic Hospital after the third examination. From there, because of

a mild psychosis, she was committed to a state institution.

Case 17.—B. W., a boy, aged 12, was referred because of behavior difficulties

at home and in school, "childishness and nervousness." The parents stated that

the patient became very much excited and screamed without specific cause. There

was no history of encephalitis, but six months before admission the patient

complained of periods of sleeplessness. Two and one-half years before that he

was ill for about two weeks. No diagnosis was made at that time. After the

illness, for about one year, he was extremely drowsy through the day. Before

the illness the boy did good work in the fourth grade at school.

Physical examination revealed : The left nasal labial fold smooth ; paresis

of the right lower facial muscles ; right convergent strabismus
;

pupils equal,

somewhat irregular, and reacting sluggishly to light; a coarse tremor of the

hands and fingers ; slight resistance to passive motion in the right arm and

marked resistance to passive motion in the lower extremities; deep reflexes

exaggerated, but equal on the two sides ; a positive Babinski reflex on the right

side; Oppenheim and Gordon reflexes doubtfully positive on the right; abdominal

and cremasteric reflexes diminished ; the speech heavy, coarse and slow. Psychi-

atricaliy, the patient was restless, irritable, and hyperactive ; his responses were
quick, and he stated that he "got so mad he couldn't stand and didn't care what
he did at those times."

Psychometric Examination.—Mental age, twelve years, four months ; intel-

ligence quotient, 103; the box test of year XVI and digits tests of year XII
w-ere done correctly; the dot-tapping was regular.

Case 18.—J. Z., a boy, aged 19, who had had encephalitis four years before

admission, w^as referred for mental rating and vocational advice. He had

graduated from the eighth grade in school since the illness.

Physical examination, ^larch 8, 1923, revealed : Posture stooped ;
gait rigid

;

some propulsion ; marked retropulsion ; marked tremor of the hands, arms and

legs, more on the right side ; tremor of the head at times ; movements slow

and difficult ; legs spastic
;
paresis of the right facial muscles ; divergent strabis-

mus of the left eye ;
pupils irregular, unequal, and with sluggish reaction to

light; Wassermann reaction negative. Psychiatricaliy, the patient was dull and
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apathetic; his responses were logical; he complained that he was unable to get

work since the illness, his parents and other members of the family did not

want him around because of his physical condition, and he was not allowed to

eat at the same table as other members of the family.

Psychometric Examinations.—Jime 8, 1922: A Stanford-Binet intelligence

examination was given by the Child Study Department ; intelligence quotient,

86. March 8, 1923 (date of admission) : Mental age, fifteen years, nine months;

intelligence quotient, 97.

Case 19.—G. R., a girl, aged 17, was taken to the Detention Home, Aug. 18,

1919, because of incorrigibility and staying away from home. The behavior

difficulty dated from influenza in the late summer, 1919. She was sick in bed

for three weeks, was delirious one day, was very sleepy during the illness, and

was weak and drowsj' after the illness. During convalescence she saw double

and complained of stiffness, especially of the face and throat. She stated

:

"My face and eyes got a dull look after the illness." The patient was sent to

a girls' school in 1920. Physical examination revealed : Left internal strabismus,

right facial paresis, stiffness of the right side of the face, coarse tremor of the

fingers, and Wassermann reaction negative. Psychiatrically, the patient appeared

dull and indifferent; she smiled frequently; had no plans for the future; and

had frequent quarrels at the school.

Psychometric Examinations.—Aug. 18, 1919 : Mental age, twelve and one-

fifth years (by the 1911 Binet scale). January, 1920: Mental age, fourteen

years, eleven months ; intelligence quotient, 93. February, 1923 : Mental age,

fourteen years, eleven months; intelligence quotient, 93; attention and memory
tests were passed for the year beyond the mental age in the last two examinations.

Case 20.—M. F., a boy aged 16, who had had two attacks of influenza a year

and one-half before, was referred to the institute because of incorrigibility, steal-

ing and threatening suicide. There was little behavior disturbance before the

influenza. He had finished the first year in high school before the illness.

Physical examination revealed: slight left facial paresis; right pupil slightly

larger than the left ; the knee jerks exaggerated, much more on the right than

the left ; other deep reflexes exaggerated ; cremaster reflexes sluggish on both

sides; and the Wassermann reaction negative. Psychiatric examination showed
chiefly: marked changes of mood, irritability, stubborness, and periods of

apparent anger.

Psychometric Examination.—March 7, 1923: Mental age, fifteen years, nine

months; intelligence quotient, 98; the box and memory tests of year 16 were

done correctly ; Healy picture completion "A," 16 years.

SUMMARY

Since August, 1919, of 1,370 cases referred to the Institute for

Juvenile Research because of behavior difficulties, twenty were directly

traceable to epidemic encephalitis. There was a record of delinquency

preceding the disease in only two of these cases. In both, the behavior

difficulty was markedly aggravated by the disease. The complaints were

chiefly : incorrigibility and uncontrollable temper in ten cases ; sex

delinquency in four cases
;
poor memory in two cases ; and mental

deterioration in three cases. The most frequent findings were: irrita-

bility, outbursts of temper, constant fighting and quarrelsomeness.
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By psychometric tests the twenty cases were classilicd as: horder-

Une defective, 4 ; dull and backward. (>; ade(iuate intelligence, 9 ; superior

intelligence, 1. Three examinations at intervals averaging eleven months

were made in four cases ; two examinations after intervals averaging

six months in sixteen cases; a single examination in four cases.

Evidence of a psychosis was noted in one case.

No deterioration of intelligence, as measured by i)sychometric and

educational tests, was present in any case. This is in striking contrast

with the manifest behavior and the appearance of the patients.

Xo memory defects were apparent for school attainments; and

retention, as measured by tests, was in keeping with the mental age.

Though marked fluctuations of the attention processes occurred,

there was no evidence of defect in attention between these periods.

These fluctuations were always in relation with some disturbance of

affect.

Inhibition of responses was noted frequently during the exami-

nations. This occurred irregularly during periods of mild emotional

disturbance and while cooperation was good. This inhibition usually

manifested itself by inability to give or finish responses previously or

later given correctly.

There was no apparent relation between the severity of the conduct

disorder and the severity of the physical defects.

Of these cases, seven have been excluded from school because of

behavior disturbance. Of the ten who continued in school, seven were

promoted and three failed to pass to the next grade. In all cases there

were many absences because of the disease and marked lack of appli-

cation due to emotional disturbance while in the classroom. Three of

the children were excluded from school because of behavior disturbances

after having been promoted at least one grade.

Follow^-up investigations for an average of three years after the

onset of the illness were made on sixteen cases. Ten patients showed

unimproved or worse behavior ; six show-ed slight improvement ; three

showed markedly improved behavior.^

DISCUSSION

Dr. Beverly: Many observations were made and questions arose during

psychologic examinations of these patients which have not been directly included

in the paper. The influence of the emotional changes on the other mental

processes and the educational status of the children are possibly the most impor-

tant and interesting problems.

8. We wish to express indebtedness to Irene Case Sherman and other

psychologists at the Institute for Juvenile Research for aid in giving psychologic

examinations and suggestions, and to Miss Blanche Cole for the social service

investigations.
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The adequacy of responses as measured by psychometric tests, was not pre-

dicted in most of the cases. The marked irritability, apparently poor

judgment, alleged deterioration of intelligence, attention and memory, together

with the behavior during emotional outbreaks, would lead one to suspect that

the mental level, in many cases at least, was much lower than before the illness.

This opinion was expressed, before the examinations, by parents, teachers,

psychiatrists and psychologists. By psychologic tests, between the periods of

emotional excitement when cooperation was good, all patients demonstrated an

ability to give adequate responses. These responses compared well with the

school record before illness as determined from personal interviews with

teachers and school authorities in all doubtful cases. The patients were also

able to pass school tests corresponding to their respective grades before the

illness. Furthermore, reexaminations evidenced a normal rate of development

of intelligence as shown by the stabiHty of the intelligence quotients and a

corresponding increase in material learned.

The emotional changes observed objectively, were often not proportional to

the variations in the other mental capacities. These variations occurred during

different examinations and in different parts of the same examination. Although

showing polypnea and marked irritability, one patient, for example, gave ade-

quate responses during a part of an examination. A varying amount of

inhibition of associations and fluctuation of attention processes accompanied by

affective changes was noted, however, in nearly all cases. This was evidenced

chiefly by delayed or inaccurate response or prolonged reaction time. There

was often difficulty in thinking for short periods suggestive of that seen in

dementia praecox. Slight restlessness, wrinkling of the forehead and blushing

were often the only objective evidences of affective change during the periods of

greatest difficulty. It is quite probable that the increase in intelligence quotients

on the second examinations of three subjects (Cases 5, 13 and 15) was due to

affective changes which made response more difficult during the first examina-

tion. Cooperation was good and no emotional changes were observed during the

time the examinations were being given. The extent to which these affective

disturbances can be controlled, as well as many other questions, have not been

answered in this study.

The memory tests used were for temporary retention and immediate recall.

Specific tests for permanent retention were not given. There was no evidence

of defective memory, however, from the psychiatric examinations and educational

tests. Since "an intensive and uniform concentration of attention is the chief

requisite for immediate retention," the memory for digits, sentences and

passages gave good indices of attention. It must be remembered, however, that

all the attention tests were for relatively short periods. It is quite probable

that tests requiring longer periods of time would give variable results.

The average scatter in the Stanford-Binet intelligence tests was found to

be four and one-tenth years. This is within the normal range, as determined by

studies made at the Institute for Juvenile Research.

Attempts to educate many of these cases have not yielded efficacious results.

The physical handicap, behavior difficulties and emotional outbreaks make it

practically impossible to teach a large percentage of the children in the regular

classes of public, parochial or private schools. The normal intelligence and

absence of deterioration, on the other hand, demand that they be given an

oppsrtunity to gain an education and become economically independent. To
accomp"Ksh this purpose training in a separate group by teachers who under-
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stand the (litViciiltics, seems most logical. In a large percentage of the cases

this training can i)robab!y be best carried out under medical supervision.

Dr. Sigmund Krumholz: The paper brings out strikingly the fact that

after lethargic encephalitis the patients may become aflfected in the emotional

sphere without impairment of intellect. I have seen a few such cases, while

other patients have both mental and emotional defect. Also, in some cases,

the intellect has been really higher than it was before the illness. One of my
patients, a man aged 29, presents a post-lethargic parkinsonian syndrome.

Before the encephalitis he was an even-tempered man. Si.\ months after the

acute stage of the encephalitis he changed, became extremely irritable, and, in

addition, has changed in his moral attitude and has become an exhibitionist.

He exposes himself nude to women across from his apartment and mastur-

bates. This he admits, but he states that he cannot help it even though he

recognizes that it is wrong. His intellect, if anything, is above what it was

before the illness. He is a cigar maker by trade and attempted to write stories

before his illness though without success ; since his illness he has written two

scenarios, which were considered good but not sufficiently "snappy" for

acceptance.

Another patient, a young girl, after an attack of lethargic encephalitis became

extremely emotional, sentimental and intractable in school. The only thing

she could be accused of was misbehavior; her intellect was not affected. She

has good insight, but cannot control her emotions.

I think the paper is very important because we should recognize the fact

that many patients, following lethargic encephalitis, may have defective emotion

with normal intelligence. From the standpoint of mental hygiene we should

recognize that fact, because the emotional upset is a question of readjustment

and discipline, while on the other hand the intelligence defect is a question of

special education.

Dr. G. B. H.^ssin : The most difficult and important phase in the encephalitis

problem is the prognosis ; that is to say whether the patient will get well com-

pletely or incompletely. As lethargic encephalitis is considered an inflammatory

condition, a complete recovery might be expected. Yet a great many cases,

among them those reported by Sherman and Beverly, show that recovery is

too often incomplete. This is most likely due—as one case studied by me

pathologically showed—to concomitant degenerative changes in the brain sub-

stance. The prognosis, therefore, in every case of epidemic encephalitis should

be considered serious. If Dr. Sherman has an opportunity to supply us with

pathologic material from some of his cases, histopathologic study would cer-

tainly be of great value and interest.

Dr. Lewis J. Pollock : I would like to ask whether there is evidence of

.ecently acquired knowledge in these children, whatever the source.

Dr. A. B. YuDELSON : In the study of post-encephalitic cases, some distinc-

tion should be made between encephalitis before and after adolescence. Juvenile

patients are growing and developing individuals, who are constantly acquiring

impressions. The disease may have destroyed many brain cells, but in the

process of growth the unaffected brain, through reeducation, compensates for

the loss. On the other hand, in adults who have reached full growth, reeduca-

tion is slower and more difficult. Whatever deterioration results from the dis-

ease, is not overcome by growth, as is the case in juvenile patients. In twenty

postencephalitic persons in whom emotional instability is marked, no memory
defect is apparent. But there is a characteristic slowness or mental rigidity.
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comparable to the physical rigidity. It is difficult to say whether it takes long
for these patients to get a thought or whether, because of their slowness in

action, one only gets that impression. In some cases retention is poor. Hence,
when the patient is told to do a certain thing and, execution being slow, a
considerable space of time elapses between the command and the execution

of an act, it appears to the examiner that either the patient has forgotten what
he was going to do, or did not comprehend the command in the first place.

It has been mentioned here that some patients, on account of emotional

instability, acquire hypersexual tendencies. One of my patients, aged 28, who
had lethargic encephalitis at Cook County Hospital three years ago, for the

past two years, or since shortly after the acute onset, has been impotent. The
hypersexuality reported in the series related by the essayist, may be due to the

fact that they were all pubescent ; the normal impulse was not controlled or

repressed because of the emotional instability, which was due to the brain

lesions.

Dr. Sherman (closing) : Our cases showed no marked variation from the

normal in the acquisition of knowledge. Of the twenty patients, seven carried

on the school work and passed their grades. Those who were excluded from
school were excluded not because of inability to learfi, but because of behavior

difficulties.

We found no slowness in giving responses or executing commands, except

in four patients who showed marked muscular rigidity. Furthermore, it is

difficult to differentiate between delayed responses due to physical slowness and

slowing up of the mental processes. Since the only cases showing slow responses

were those w-ith muscular rigidit}', it is probable that the slowness of which
Dr. Yudelson speaks is physical rather than mental.



Abstracts from Current Literature

CLINICAL AND ANATOMIC STUDIES OF APRAXIA. Rudolf Brln.
Schwei/.. Arch. f. Neurol, u. Psychiat. 9:29 and 194. 1921. and 10:185.

1922.

The controversy centering around apraxia continues despite twenty years

of endeavor. At the present time two almost diametrically opposed views occupy

the foreground : the one, championed by Liepmann, seems to be the favored one,

while the other, defended by von Monakow. has not enjoyed so large a follow-

ing. The material on which Brun's paper is largely based comprises twelve

brains, for the most part completely sectioned serially, belonging t<i the Zurich

Brain Anatomical Institute. These were from patients showing apraxia as

well as from so-called negative cases with a corresponding localization of the

lesion.

The literature on apraxia begins rather late. Griesingcr first called atten-

tion to the fact that aphasics were often unal)le to touch a required portion of

the body on command. Finkelnburg. 1870, attributed this error of movements

to a disturbance of recognition and coined the term asymbolism; under this he

included not only the inability to recognize symbols, but all gnostic disturl)ances

which today are grouped under the term agnosia. The so-called sensory

explanation of apraxia was accepted in principle by most writers. Meynert

built up the conception of motor asymbolism, since these disturbances occurred

in the motor field. Kussmaul, 1877. limited this to the inability to perform the

more common activities of daily life, and called it apraxia. Kussmaul. however,

still held the view that these disturbances were based on a misconception of

objects, sounds, etc. While the sensory theory of apraxia predominated during

the last years of the past century, Liepmann, 1900, came to the conclusion that

apraxia represents a disturbance sui generis, dependent on a more or less com-

plete severance of the sensomotorium from distant sensory areas. The impor-

tant observation, however, did not escape Liepmann that his hemi-apraxic

jurist could, under certain conditions, perform well practiced acts, such as

using a spoon, buttoning and unVnittoning his clothes; this he attributed to

a local automatism of the sensomotorium. brought about by a kind of "short

circuit" of impulses passing from the sensory post-central gyrus to the motor

anterior central gyrus, a phenomenon which he explains by assuming the

presence of a subconscious kinetic memory in the sensomotorium.

In 1905, Liepmann came to the conclusion that in right-handed individuals

the left hemisphere, 1iy means of the corpus callosum. had a dominating influence

on the right hemisphere. Meanwhile Pick, in a careful analysis of cases of

dementia paralytica, arteriosclerosis, etc., showed that in diflfuse brain lesions

there not infrequently occur marked apraxic disturbances. This form of apraxia

he differentiated from that of Liepmann through its bilateral appearance, and

explained it on the basis of a dissociation of a higher order caused by a loss

of the original intention and a side-tracking of the complex into other fields.

This disturbance he called ideational apraxia.

According to Liepmann, the realization of every act must be preceded by a

goal idea toward which the movement is to be directed ; supplementing this
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goal idea there must he. concepts of each component part of the act. These, in

their entirety, make up the so-called movement formula.

Liepmann divides apraxia into two types, the motor and the ideational. In

the ideational form of apraxia the muscles faithfully accomplish a movement,

but this proceeds from a false objective. In motor apraxia, on the other hand,

the disturbance relates to limbs and is limited to the musculature of the arm,

the face, speech, mimic movements ; it may be detected by very simple movements,

such as closing the hand or moving the finger. In ideational apraxia, the partial

movements of the act remain intact, but instead of accomplishing the desired

objective, a false one is realized; ideational apraxia is onh' a partial expression

of a general ideational disturbance; motor apraxia, on the other hand, is a focal

symptom resulting from a lesion of a certain sharply circumscribed portion of

the brain.

The motor apraxia of Liepmann is today divided by most authors into two

subgroups; one, a segmental myokinetic form (gliedkinetische), or cortical

apraxia, and the other an ideokinetic form, ideomotor, or subcortical apraxia.

Goldstein adds to this an amnestic apraxia in which the patient has forgotten

in toto certain complicated forms of movement.

The so-called apraxia regions, lesions of which necessarih' result in a

permanent motor apraxia, according to Liepmann are the following:

1. Apraxic regions of the left hemisphere are: (a) the left parietal lobe,

including the gyrus supramarginalis and upper parietal gyrus, deep lesions of

which result in right-sided ideokinetic apraxia; (b) the left central area plus

the foot of the first and second frontal convolutions, lesions of which can

seriously disturb the deposited kinetic engrams, as a result of which an inconse-

quential right-sided paresis may be accompanied by a very severe bilateral

apraxia. A very extensive lesion of these areas would therefore result in

right-sided hemiplegia and, through the medium of the corpus callosum, a

left-sided, or sympathetic dyspraxia.

2. Large lesions in the right parietal lobe would not be without influence

on praxia of the left hand. Large left-sided parietal lesions bring about a mild

left-sided, or sympathetic dyspraxia.

3. Lesions in the posterior parietal region including the angular gyrus and

the posterior part of the second temporal convolution and the anterior occipital

region, result in ideational apra.xia, particularly when associated with an

extensive general atrophy of the brain.

4. The frontal lobe has nothing to do with praxia, although large lesions

may inhibit initiation of movement.

5. Section of the corpus callosum brings about dyspraxia of the loft hand,

the fibers causing this forming the middle segment of the corpus callosum.

6. Lesions in the left and right centrum semiovale, as a result of interruption

of fibers from the left sensomotorium to the right side cause the left hand to

be dyspraxic.

7. For the uniformly bilateral apraxia of the head and of the muscles of the

face, lesions in the lower third of the left anterior central convolution and

Broca's area are responsible.

Some writers, as Goldstein and Hartmann, look on the frontal lobes as the

real center of apraxia. Von Monakow's views are quite different. He believes

that the comliinations of movements of daily life, the so-called "kinetic

melodies," are built up by a vast number of component parts which arise
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initially from the instinctive and quite simple reHex mechanisms of earliest

childhood to which experience and practice add more and more complex com-

binations of movement. Praxia, therefore, represents a developmental process,

beginning in earliest childhood, which has occupied many years, which become

more or less automatic, and is dependent not only on the function of the entire

cortex, but also on the numerous subcortical reflex mechanisms. According to

his view a sensomotorium, in the sense of Licpmann, docs not exist. Praxia

is simply a common possession of the entire lirain. The real physiologic stimuli

through which different praxias are brought to expression, or ecphoria, are,

not preliminary visualization of movement, but those stimuli under the influence

of which the movement under consideration was originally learned. The
visualization of movements really occupies a very limited field in the integra-

tion and succession of various kinetic figures since many of these developed

instinctively before the dawn of consciousness. It is not the countless centers

of movement that are disturbed in apraxia, but only the integration, or ecphoria,

inasmuch as the same patient who at one time cannot carry out a given com-

mand can on another occasion carry on the same activity spontaneously, when
this is called for instinctively.

Monakow differentiates six forms of apraxia which cannot be sharply dif-

ferentiated from each other.

1. Unilateral motor apraxia, the initial onset being accompanied by paresis

of the involved extremity. This is essentially the same as Liepmann's ideomotor

apraxia. In its later phases the patient can again manipulate with the apraxic

hand ; however, many mistakes are made.

2. Unilateral sensory apraxia, often present with sensory aphasia and

cheirokinetic agraphia. Hypesthesia, stereoagnosia, and disturbances of deep

sensibility are responsible in a large measure for this type of apraxia which

is characterized by abnormal slowness of movement, faulty accessory move-

ments, interruption of movement, etc.

3. Bilateral niotor apraxia. In a sense this is a corollary of motor aphasia

and in severe cases is accompanied by amimia and complete asemia, so that

not even the simplest movement can be imitated correctly, although more

complicated movements may occasionally be produced spontaneously. This

form corresponds to the kinetic segmental apraxia of other authors. This form

of apraxia is usually brought about by large vascular lesions in the left parietal

lobe or by tumors during the phase of increasing hydrocephalus. The sym-

pathetic apraxia of the homolateral, usually left, hand in these cases depends

on a commissural diaschisis through involvement of the callosal fibers. Often

a certain degree of general diorientation is present.

4. The agnostic form, or parapraxia. Here there is no hemiplegia, no dis-

orientation; on the other hand, often sensory aphasia and optic agnosia. It is

always bilateral. Simple movements are technically correct; however, in com-

plicated movements there are numerous errors, misplacement of groups of

movements, perseveration, and interruption, somewhat resembling the para-

phasia of so-called transcortical aphasia. There appears to be an agnostic

basis for this disturbance, a failure of the finer regulating control through the

senses.

5. Amnestic apraxia. A pure disturbance of ecphoria analagous to amnestic

aphasia.

6. Ideogenic form, corresponding to ideatory apraxia of other authors.
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As to localization of apraxia, v. Mouakow has reached the following

conclusions :

Apraxia is in essence a temporary symptom complex, an answer of the entire

central nervous system to a massive regional or general insult. It is prac-

tically never pure, but always associated with other coarse or finer disturbances

of central innervation, such as paresis, aphasia, agnosia. In those cases in

which the apraxia remains stal)le, enormous, deep or multiple lesions, associated

with some chronic process and considerable circulatory disturbance, as arterio-

sclerosis or rapidly growing tumors are, as a rule, at fault. There is usually a

protracted diaschisis. Apraxia, therefore, really belongs to the general braiii

symptoms which may, however, receive a peculiar local coloring because ot

the particular location of the lesion. The localities of predilection or "apraxia

regions," are located in the entire territory supplied by the sylvian artery,

particularly of the left hemisphere. Apraxia from lesions in the anterior part

of this territory takes on the character of a unilateral motor apraxia; from

lesions in the posterior part, particularly in the region of the second parietal

and temporal convolutions, it has a bilateral character, associated with agnostic

disturbances and sensory aphasia.

Writers, in criticizing Monakow's doctrine of diaschisis, explain this as a

temporary phenomenon corrected by vicarious functioning. Monakow has

repeatedly seen marked apraxia resulting from lesions of the brain which do

not correspond to the apraxia regions of Liepmann, and on the other hand, in

spite of a classical location, apraxic disturbances may be entirely lacking. The

building up of an apraxia theory on the clinical basis of tumors is very

treacherous, inasmuch as direct and indirect hydrocephalic pressure and distant

symptoms cannot be evaluated properly. Any tumor, in any location of the

brain, may result in apraxia.

In presenting his cases, Brun takes up first the vascular, traumatic, and

encephalitic lesions, beginning with those involving chiefly the left parietal

lobe.

Cask 1. A cardiopathic man, aged 50, suffered apoplectiform insults of

increasing severity in June and August, 1895, and in April, 1896. Following

the first attack there was mild sensory aphasia, right-sided hyperesthesia with

disturbance of deep sensibility, severe but transitory right-sided apraxia, and

agraphia, followed by almost complete restitution, the patient being able to

return to work. After the second attack there was a return of the aphasia,

apraxia, and agraphia on tiie right side, word deafness, and alexia. Again

marked improvement of apraxia and agraphia. With the third attack, which

began with jacksonian seizures, the patient again Ijecame very apraxic, and this

time bilaterally so. The sensory aphasia remained unchanged, the right hand

permanently hyperesthetic and more or less apraxic, although the patient was

able t(i (1(1 some work and write. He died after nineteen years from myocardial

weakness. The patient could not follow the finger on command; however, he

looked in the corresponding direction when a noise was made by snapping the

fingers. At necropsy a very large vascular lesion was found in the left parieto-

occipital lobe including the posterior half of the first temporal convolution,

the middle third of the posterior central gyrus, and the lower third of the

anterior central gyrus. There was general perivascular sclerosis and left

interna! hydrocephalus. Clinically this patient showed repeated right-sideil

apraxia of Monakow's sensory type with faciolingual apraxia, and marked

recovery following each attack; after the third attack ideogenic parapraxic
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disturbances i)rcdoniinatcd with sensory aphasia, rij^ht hyperesthesia and

cheirokinesthetic agraphia.

A noteworthy oliservation in this case was that the initially very marked

apraxic disturliances receded following each attack, although a massive lesion

persisted. It could not be said that this patient's imprf>vement was to be

explained on the basis of vicarious function and reeducation inasmuch as

the improvement each time was too rapid. Following the third attack there

was a sympathetic apraxia in the left hand as well as a very distinct admixture

of ideogenic apraxia as shown by the perseveration and mistaken movements.

This case falls under Monakow's unilateral sensory apraxia. Another very

important point was that this patient who could not raise his right arm to

his head when commanded to do so, on leaving the physician shook hands with

him quite spontaneously, under impulse of his natural affect. This was also

shown when the patient was unable to go through the movements of eating

when there was no food, while he did this with perfect ease when food was
actually placed on the plate. In spite of the classic location of this lesion,

severe apraxic disturbances were present only at the time of insult, followed

by recovery sufficient to enable the patient to continue his daily work, and this

in spite of the fact that we were dealing with a chronic progressive arterio-

sclerotic process.

Case 2. A traveling salesman, born in 1845, lost consciousness with the

onset of a right hemiplegia, followed by complete, total aphasia, disorientation,

and awkardness of the right hand in eating. There were repeated attacks fol-

lowed by right-sided motor apraxia with ideatory and agnostic admixture

followed by marked improvement each time. There was agraphia, right-sided

hemianopia, hemiparesis, and hemihypcsthcsia. Anatomically there was found

a vascular atrophy of almost the entire left parieto-occipital lobe, particularly

the second parietal gyrus, also partial atrophy on the right.

Case 3. A right handed woman, 48 years of age, in 1905 developed vertigo,

vomiting, left-sided paresis, and motor aphasia. Two months later there, was
a second attack with left sided hemiparesis, sensory aphasia, paraphasia, and

agraphia. The right-sided apraxia disappeared completely. Anatomically

there was found a softening of the right lower parietal lobe including the

gyri supramarginalis and angularis.

In this case, although there was an area of marked softening in the typical

location in the low-er parietal lobe, with an otherwise perfectly normal brain,

no permanent apra.xic disturbance remained.

Case 4. This was a soldier, aged 24, who had a bullet wound of the left

supramarginal gyrus but without apraxia.

Case 5. A boy, aged 9, who, following measles at six and scarlet fever at

seven, developed epileptiform seizures of a jacksonian type with a progressive

right-sided hemiparesis, including the arm, leg, and face ; later there developed

aphasia, but no apraxia. At necropsy an encephalitic lesion in the left pre-

central and central region with a traumatic hemorrhage in the left lower parietal

lobe was found.

Case 6. A boy, aged 6, who suffered a fracture of the skull in the left parietal

region in falling off a wagon. There was right hypesthesia with marked dis-

turbance of deep sensibility and stereognosis. no hemiplegia, however, slowness

of initial movements. At the onset there was 1)ilateral apraxia which dis-

appeared completely. In all probability this lesion was located in the left

central parietal region.
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Of the last three cases it may be commented that in spite of more or less

extensive disturbance of the left parietal region in joung patients no stable

apraxia appeared.

The second group of cases had lesions located in the right parietal lobe.

Case 7. A postmoster, aged 56, for sixteen years complained of headaches,

for one year of vomiting, an epileptiform seizure vi^ith loss of consciousness,

six months later a second epileptiform attack followed by an inability to read

and a few months later, after a splitting headache, transitory blindness, left

hemiplegia, and hemianesthesia. There was marked bilateral apraxia of the

agnostic form with a faciolingual apraxia, visual agnosia, and disturbance of

deep sensibility on the left side. Anatomically there was found a massive

hemorrhage in the right parieto-occipital lobe and two smaller lesions in the

left temporal lobe.

In this patient there was no definite improvement, which agrees with v.

Monakow's contention that severe apraxic disturbances, remaining stable until

death, signify either multiple lesions or a diseased brain.

Case 8. A salesman, aged 68, suffered an apoplectiform attack with slowly

progressing left sided hemiplegia and some disorientation. There was left

hemianopia with a suggestion of visual agnosia, left paresis, ataxia, astereog-

nosis, disturbance of deep sensibility, and mild bilateral apraxic disturbances,

particularly of the left hand. This patient proliahly had a vascular lesion in

the right parieto-occipital lobe.

Case 9. A man, aged 36, right handed, at the age of 7 suffered a fracture

of the skull from a fall. From the eleventh year of age he had epileptiform

attacks. There was left-sided hemianopia and universal athetosis, particularly

on the left. There was never apraxia. A traumatic cyst in the right parieto-

occipital and temporal lobes was found.

This case supports v. Monakow's contention that in young individuals a

large parietal lesion need not cause apraxia. and if so, rarely leaves a residual

apraxia.

Lesions with i)redominant involvement in the left central area.

Case 10. A shoemaker, aged 65, developed a right-sided hemiplegia, tran-

sitory, followed by alexia and literal agraphia. One month later he had an

attack with motor aphasia. Three years later ho was seen because of gangrene

of the feet. The agraphia and alexia continued as before, but without history

of an additional stroke there was added to it some apraxia. A vascular lesion

in the left precentral and central area was found.

This patient had marked arteriosclerosis with diffuse involvement of all

vessels of the brain and areas of softening in both hemispheres, particularly the

left anterior central gyrus. The apraxic disturbances appeared only shortly

antemortem with a progressive circulatory disturbance.

Case 11. A waiter, aged 50, alcoholic, developed a right hemiplegia with

motor aphasia, apraxia of the left arm, and faciolingual apraxia. On being

told to close his eyes, he made an additional movement with his cane which

was the result of perseveration, as he had made this movement with his cane

just previously. Asked to show his tongue, he said "a" without showing his

tongue, again an evidence of perseveration. Asked to blow away a piece of

paper, he addressed the paper repeatedly by the word "one" ; approached the

paper with his mouth but did not blow it away. Instead of putting his hand
on his head, he raised the arm vertically: instead of whistling, he opened and
closed his mouth. He gave his hand, but when asked to hand his cane, held
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it vertically upward. Asked to close a book he did so, but could not open it.

Asked to close his eyes and make a threatening movement with his finger, he

made some awkward movement. Asked to put the left finger to the right ear,

he put his thuml) into his mouth. In trying to light a candle, he took a match

out of the box and rnbl)cd it against the candle; some time later lie lighted

the match, tut blew it out before the candle was lighted, probably the result

of having anticipated this action. Asked to put his left hand on his head he

could not do so, but when his head was suddenly tickled unexpectedly, he raised

his left hand to the tickled spot reflexly and with perfect orientation on his own
body. Asked to put the left hand to the right ear he could not do so, but when
the ear was pinched unexpectedly he suddenly raised his left hand and threw

the examiner's hand aside. Syml)olic movements were poorly made on com-

mand ; asked to make a cross he could not do so ; however, on entering the

church he crossed himself promptly and without hesitation. Ordinary move-
ments, such as wiping up an imaginary spot could not be done ; however, he

immediately wiped up an ink spot, apparently made by accident. He could

not repeat this movement when asked to imagine that the ink spot was again

there. He dressed and undressed readily, but could not comb his hair when
especially requested to do so. Spontaneous movements which accompanied his

affective and spontaneous expressions were not normal, but somewhat uncouth

and awkward. This is a disturbance which v. Monakow has termed

parapantomimie.

It is to be emphasized in this case that the patient was al)le to carry out

very complicated activities of daily life when the actual environment was present,

but could not do this on request. Certain simple movements such as opening

a book, when there was no apparent object in doing so, could not be performed ;

however, when asked to show a certain picture in the book the patient readily

opened it. Whenever a natural impulse inaugurated the movements, these could

be performed readily ; thus, while the patient was unable to follow a finger

with his eyes upward, he suddenly looked up when a five franc piece was held

in the upper part of his field of vision. The question of simplicity or com-
plexity of the act itself, therefore, is not so much concerned in apraxia. How-
ever, of utmost importance is the presence of an instinctive incentive in reality,

appearing spontaneously. There was a rather prominent and lasting motor
asymbolism and parapantomime. This is probably due to the fact that mimic

and symbolism are to be separated in principle from pra.xia ; they belong not

to praxia, but to utterances of speech in a wider sense and are evidences of

asemia.

Case 12. A boy, aged 7, injured the left frontotemporaj area by sliding into

a telegraph pole, following which he was unconscious for seven days, and

developed a right hemiplegia and aphasia. At first there was a so-called

sympathetic apraxia of the left arm which disappeared entirely in two months.

A traumatic hemorrhage was found in the left central parietal area and Broca's

region.

The following cases of tumor were cited

:

Case 13. A bank teller, aged 58, developed a carcinoma of the thyroid, and

soon thereafter headache and vomiting; he showed severe disturbance of deep

sensibility and right astereognosis, paraphasia, marked bilateral apraxia

(agnostic ideatory form), later word deafness, paresis, and general disorienta-

tion. At necropsy there was found a metastatic carcinoma, the size of a hen's

egg in the medullary portion of the left lower parietal lobe in the region of the
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supramarginal and angular gyri. In this patient the apraxic disturbances were
from the start bilateral and accompanied by marked perserveration, bearing

the stamp of a genera! dissociation of a higher order.

Case 14. A notary, aged Z7, developed headaches, general weakness,

irritability, some disorientation, vomiting, disturbance of deep sensibility on the

left side, left hemianopia, left sensory apraxia, with a suggestion of bilateral

agnostic apraxia, and disorientation of time and place. Anatomically there was
found a diflfuse glioma deep in the medullary portion of the right parietal lobe,

posterior half of the callosum, and penetrating into the left parietal lobe.

In spite of a large glioma involving the right parietal lobe and the posterior

third of the corpus callosum. the apraxic disturbances appeared only fourteen

days before death and were not very marked, being of a sensory character and
largely limited to the left side. Here the agnostic character bilaterally present

could easily be explained from a general disturbance of the brain as suggested

further by slight dementia and disorientation.

Case 15. A locomotive engineer, 52 years of age, developed hemiplegia,

hypesthesia, marked disturbance of deep sensibility, and astereognosis on the

left, and diminution of stereognosis, literal agraphia, and right motor ataxia on

the right. Anatomically, a diflfuse glioma was found in the medullary sub-

stance of the right parietal lobe, chiefly in the posterior portion with extension

into the splenium which it destroyed completely. Here too, the apraxia appeared

late and took on the character of a motor disturbance.

C.\SE 16. A moulder, aged 25, was knocked unconscious by a fall at the age

of 5 years, following which he had petit mal attacks which gradually dis-

appeared at the age of 14. He gave one the impression of being feebleminded.

Only during a brief antemortem period in the hydrocephalic stage was there

severe bilateral ataxia, which became submerged in the picture of general

collapse with complete asemia and paralysis.

Case 17. A woman, 59 years of age, began having headaches ten years pre-

viously ; two months prior to death these became very severe and were accom-

panied by attacks of dizziness and vomiting. Shortly before death there was a

marked diminution of spontaneous activity, later complete astasia and abasia,

but no true apraxia. A glioma the size of a pigeon's egg had destroyed the genu

of the corpus callosum, extending into the frontal lobe on the left and into the

gyrus cinguli on the right.

The two last observations are of interest as the theory of apraxia applies

to the frontal lobe. In the first case there was a short phase of bilateral apraxia

which corresponded to the accumulation of spinal fluid within the ventricles.

This soon disappeared, however, in the picture of general disintegration. In

the second case a true apraxia was not noted so that this case can be considered

negative as it applies to apraxia. There was, however, in both cases, a pro-

gressive diminution of spontaneous movement of all extremities which ended

in a complete absence of spontaneous movement, giving one the impression

that a progressively stronger impulse was required to bring about movement,

as Hartmann and others have shown in similar cases of frontal lobe tumor.

Case 18. A teacher, 47 years of age, suffered from a slight apoplectiform

stroke with right hemiparesis. There was slight sensory aphasia, marked

agraphia, later complete word deafness, severe bilateral apraxia with para-

praxia (agnostic and ideogenic form) but no sens(jry disturbance. \t necropsy

a solitary tubercle, the size of a pigeon's egg. was found at the base, extending
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into thr left pt-dunck- and into the sul)thalamic region and striate hody. There

was an enormous zone of vascular reaction.

In this case the suhcortically located tumor had brought al)out a severe

l)ilateral apraxia of a scniic (agnostic ideatory) type. The case illustrates the

fact that a localized lesion, without any involvement of the parietal lobe at all,

can bring about a very marked apraxia.

Case 19. A school teacher, aged 50, who had had an amputation of the left

Ijreast because of carcinoma a year previously, developed headache in the

region of the left frontal bone with fatigue, uncertainty in gait, vomiting,

neuralKiform pains in the left arm, and, two months before death, an ataxia ot

the left hand, paresis of the masticatory muscles, marked bilateral motor

apraxia, diminution of spontaneous initiative movement, and apraxic agraphia,

with complete retention of isolated movements. The examination revealed

multiple carcinomatous metastases in both hemispheres, varying in size from a

hazel nut to a walnut, which were located in the caudal half of the thalamus,

the central gyri, the first frontal, the first parietal, and the medullary portion

of the supramarginal gyri on the left, and deep in the parietal lobe on the right.

C.-vsE 20. A woman, 48 years of age, two years after an operation for a car-

cinoma of the breast, became depressed, generally weak, suffered a light

apoplectiform attack without paralysis or headache, and two months before

death a subcortical sensory aphasia which progressed to word deafness, alexia,

inability to understand sounds, right paresis, and apraxia of the left hand.

Multiple carcinomatous metastases were found scattered through both hemi-

spheres. Nodules were present in the leg region of the right anterior central

gyrus, the right first parietal gyrus, the medullary substance f)f the left parietal

lobe, and smaller ones in both occipital and frontal lobes.

Of the preceding twenty cases there were sixteen so-called positive cases

in which more or less severe apraxic disturbances were noted, at least tem-

porarily. In no case could the apraxia be considered as clear-cut or isolated.

More or less severe cerebral disturbances, such as hemiplegia, sensory (}is-

turbances, agraphia, aphasia, or general psychic disturbances were present in

addition. In nine of the sixteen positive cases there was hemiplegia and in

four of these a so-called sympathetic apraxia. In motor apraxia it is almost

a rule that, at least at the onset, there is a homolateral or a heterolateral

hemiparesis ; the sensory and agnostic-ideatory types of apraxia seldom develop

with hemiparetic disturbances. In other words, when apraxic disturbances

appear with hemiparesis, either on the same or on the opposite side, these

almost invariably partake of the character of a motor apraxia. In three of the

cases there was a left-sided hemiparesis, in two of which a typical right-sided

sympathetic motor apraxia was present.

Of the sensory disturbances it may be said that a more or less marked

diminution in cortical sensibilitj' is often present in apraxia; when this sensory

disturbance involves proprioceptive registration, that is, deep sensibility and

stereognosis, the apraxia is usually of the sensory type.

When motor aphasia is present, the apraxia is predominantly motor; when

sensory aphasia is present the apraxia is usually of the sensory and agnostic-

ideogenic type. Liepmann. Pick, and Heilbronner regard aphasia as a motor

apraxia of the speech musculature. This is probably true for the initial phase

of motor aphasia, when not even simple sounds can be repeated, and one

gets the impression that the involved kinetic synergies cannot be produced

(ekphoriert) by the patient. Here motor aphasia impresses one as a partial

expression of faciolingual apraxia. It is to be noted, however, that a very
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severe motor aphasia may occur isolated and without any apraxia whatever

of the face or hands. As far as sensory aphasia is concerned it may more

consistently be considered to be akin to sensory apraxia, inasmuch as this form

of apraxic disturbance seems to be dependent on a failure of proper proprio-

ceptive orientation. The so-called jargon speech observed in paraphasia cer-

tainly suggests the parapraxic derailment of sensory and agnostic apraxia.

Inasmuch as sensorj^ aphasia, just as motor aphasia, may be present without

accompanying apraxic disturbances, it would seem that this may be explained by

the fact that the physiologic speech mechanism, both receptive, or sensory, and

expressive, or motor, represents a more recent accomplishment from the phylo-

genetic and ontogenetic standpoints, and accordingly follows the law of integra-

tion, and is more easily disturbed than the other types of praxias. Apraxia

may be present with optic agnosia. Liepmann at first repeatedly stated that

optic agnosia does not exist with apraxia.

In the patients with psychic disturbances, the apraxia was usually bilateral

and of the agnostic-ideatory type. The psyche is probably always involved to

some extent in bilateral ideatory apraxia. In cases with agraphia, a disturbance

of muscle sensibility and tactile agnosia may be present, for w-hich the writer

proposes a term "cheirokinesthetic," or "sensory agraphia." Agraphic dis-

turbances may resemble apraxic disturbances, and we have here, just as we
have there, disturbances of entire kinetic melodies (paragraphia) and of defi-

cient initiation (amnestic agraphia). That agraphic disturbances occur so

often in apraxia is probably also dependent on the circumstances that move-
ments of writing, even more so than those of speaking, represent ontogenetically

late acquisitions and are therefore easily vulnerable. For this reason also

the restitution of agraphia is slower than is that of other apraxic disturbances
;

furthermore, it not infrequently exists as an isolated phenomenon. •

In none of the sixteen positive observations did apraxia represent a stable

symptom complex in the sense of a sharply circumscribed syndrome ; it also

underwent marked changes from time to time. In the initial, or shock period,

or in tumors in the terminal state, all successively related acts were disturbed

to some degree on one or both sides of the body. What was most noticeable

in these cases was a general impediment in movement, or apathetic anastole,

in the sense that the apraxic limbs could not be used without hesitation either

on command or in the performance of spontaneous movements. This was
particularly noticeable in frontal lobe tumors in which this disturbance may
be so marked that the patient scarcely moves at all spontaneously, does not

speak, expresses no wishes, and lies in bed completely akinetic. Kleist terms

this phenomenon "psychomotor apraxia." Liepmann denies the relation of this

to apraxia.

Faciolingual apraxia is only a partial expression of apraxia and is always

bilateral. These patients cannot show the tongue, open the eyes, look to the

right or left, upward or downward, on command. It was noted particularly in

patients who had large lesions in the left lower precentral and central area.

Whether the frequently observed conjugate paralysis is to be considered a

transitory partial faciolingual apraxia is not certain. Faciolingual apraxia

does not invariably require a left-sided lesion as Mingazzini maintains, nor a

lesion in the precentral and central gyri ; in Case 7 a large lesion in the right

parieto-occipital area was found. Mimic expressions are to be differentiated

from faciolingual apraxia and may be considered under the head of "mimic

apraxia." It is true that they are often associated, but faciolingual apraxia

usully outlasts the other. It probably was no coincidence that mimic apraxia
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occurred in two cases of motor aphasia and suggests that ue arc dealing hen
with a disturl)ance of expression relating to aphasia in a broader sense.

In the initial stage of apraxia a fairly common, hut. as a rule, transitory

phenomenon is a disturbance of reflex localization movements of orientation on

the own body. The patient cannot point to different portions of the body on

command; he either does not react at all, or else makes an entirely different

movement. Von Monakow reports a case in which one of his patients bit his

own finger when this was put into his mouth. In all probability agnostic, or

general semic disturbances were present. A more infrequent disturbance than

faulty reflex pointing is the inability to point out and reach for objects which

are to be selected. In none of these patients was this clearly present.

A very important point to which these observations call attention is the

fact that the same patients who, under circumstances, can readily carry out very

complicated movements, for instance, those concerning their daih" life, provided

these movements begin of their own spontaneous initiative, may be utterly

unable to perform even the simplest acts when these are to be done contre coeur

on command and when the real objective is not apparent. One patient, for

instance, could not give his hand when commanded to do so, but, immediately

after, on bidding good-bye gave his hand quite spontaneously.

Ail of these observations point to the fundamental fact that natural, spon-

taneous, instinctive activity comes liy halnt which aids in the ecphoria of

movements. This is readily understood when the biologic laws of instinctive

life are considered.

The instincts of self-preservation, such as defense and obtaining nourish-

ment, are phylogenetically the oldest and best established heritage of the entire

nervous system, indeed, probably of ever\' cell in the organism ; therefore it

is not probable that they are bound to definitely localized regions of the

cortex, but rather to the subcortical apparatus of the brain, spinal cord, and

ganglion system as a whole. The primary ecphoria of the urinary instinct,

for example, followed on the basis of an internal stimulus ; this is true of

hunger, thirst, pain, fear, libidinous impulses, etc.. which are l)ound to specific

visceral reflexes. These primitive impulses demand satisfaction and set into

activity the entire cerebrospinal orientation apparatus as it applies to the

outer world. If irritation complexes arise from the surroundings which satisfy

these ancient hereditary impulses, then a mnemic homophony is established which

expresses itself sulijectively as a pleasant tension, or "klisis." Opposed to

this is displeasure, flight, etc., which v. Monakow terms "ekklisis." The cerebro-

spinal motor apparatus is each time set into operation ; the entire experience

which caps and satisfies the original impulse, each time leaves behind it an

engram complex which includes all the accompanying motor asynergies. Every

repetition of the same or of a similar situation, gives rise to this same engram

of experience complex. The ecphoria, which is accompanied by a subjectively

lively affect, becomes more and more automatic with each repetition of the

same motor synergies. Thus the original engram is enlarged with each succeed-

ing experience and a broadened engram layer each time superimposed; the

successive automatization and integration of these movement complexes, which

become more and more complex, finally go to build up the engram strata and

complicated praxias of each adult individual. As a consequence these automatic

praxias of daily life become common property of a large associative territory

of the entire nervous system and so cannot be permanently destroyed by a

localized lesion. While the automatic action of these praxias may be disturbed,

this limitation involves chiefly their ecphoria : that is, they cannot be awakened
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in so man\- waj^s as formerly. This is particularly true of the purely mnemic
impulses. So it is that patients cannot initiate various synergies on simple

command. This is ontogenetically a recent acciuisition of ecphoria, and as

such is the first to disintegrate. Apraxia is not governed by simplicity of move-
ment, but rather by its ontogenetic history. From the biologic standpoint there

is a vast difference whether an accomplishment learned in early childhood

—

for instance, eating—is exercised under normal situation and afifect with the

actual meal before one, or whether it is done merely on command, from memory,
and from an empty or imaginary platter. In the first instance all the instinctive

and original moments under the mighty, driving influence of which the activity

was first learned and practiced are present, and as a result this ecphoria still

remains possible -in the face of the severely damaged brain of the apraxic

patient, as soon as this has recovered from the accompanying diaschisis; in

the second case there is only the stimulus supplied from memory, which is

inadequate and under which the defective brain gives way, and the performance

of the desired movement becomes impossible.

Summarizing: Every repetition of a kinetic melody leaves behind it a new
engram complex which is superimposed on the early deposited experiences, to

which it becomes attached, and to which new sensory and motor details are

added; a constantly enlarging field of activity is thus developed. The zone

which may bring about the ecphoria of complexes gradually becomes larger and

larger, that is, after so many thousands of repetitions it can be excited from

every part of the brain. It is just the reverse of Mingazzini's contention that

the automatization of praxia depends on a gradually shrinking and sharper

localization in the cortex of the corresponding engram complex; on the other

hand, it results from a constantly enlarging field of irritation which permits

the inauguration of certain movements more easily and from more widely

separated portions of the brain.

Liepmann distinguishes two forms of apraxia, motor and ideatory. The motor

apraxia he divides into a limb-kinetic apraxia and an ideokinetic apraxia: the

former is essentially identical with the cortical apraxia of Kleist and Heil-

lironner, the latter with the subcortical apraxia of Heilbronner. Brun believes

that these separate forms cannot stand independently and would suggest the

following classification which must not be regarded as being drawn along hard

and fast lines, inasmuch as the expression of the apraxia may change rapidly

from time to time.

A. Unilateral apraxia. 1. Unilateral motor apraxia, present with crossed

hemiplegia and motor agraphia, often with initial paresis of the subsequently

apraxic hand and frequently associated with motor, less often with sensory

aphasia. No sensory disturbance in the apraxic extremities. 2. I'nilateral

sensory apraxia. The apraxic disturbance seems to be caused by a severe

homolateral disturliance of proprioceptive sensation (bathyanesthesia and tactile

agnosia) and is often associated with severe cheirokinesthetic agraphia and

with sensory aphasia.

B. Bilateral apraxia. 1. Bilateral motor apraxia as under A 1, only bilateral

and with more prominent agnostic and ideatory elements. 2. Bilateral agnostic-

ideatory apraxia. These forms cannot be separated clearly : (a) Agnostic

apraxia. The agnosia is prominent: (h) Ideatory apraxia. The ideatory. or

psychic disturbances are prominent: (c) .Amnestic apraxia. This classification

agrees pretty closely with that of v. Monakow.
The clinical progress of apraxic patients varies. There was only one vascular

case which showed a progressive disability as opposed to the seven cases of
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tumor, (ieiural improvement is to In- expected in those of vascular oriyin.

Complete recovery was noted in three cases. The following rules may lie laid

down :

1. In traumatic lesions, wlien the balance of the brain is uninvolved, and

l)articularly in youtiiful individuals, even a very severe initial apra.xia will

clear \^^.

2. In those cases in which apraxic disturbances remain .stationary for months
or years before death, usually multii)le defects or severe general pathologic pro-

cesses such as arteriosclerosis, hydrocephalus are present. Not infrequently,

however, even under these conditions, marked imi)rovement may occur in the

early stages, when the onset is sudden, as in apoplectiform seizures.

3. A progressive course in the severity of the apraxia is seen almost only in

tumors, rarely in vascular lesions under the unfavoralile circum.stances noted

under 2.

4. Apraxia therefore is, in principle, a temporary sytnptom whose appearance

can never be explained through the action of one localized lesion, regardless

of its localization ; invariably its initial appearance is accompanied by more or

less severe general cerebral disturbances such as diaschisis.

While it has been emphasized that the appearance, and particularly the

continuation of apraxia, is always accompanied by a general pathologic process

it is not to be understood that local moments are without significance, and that

there are not certain regions in the brain, lesions of which do not readily result

in the production of apraxia. It was at once apparent that of the sixteen

positive cases of apraxia, the lesion was present in the classical apraxia region,

that is, the left lower parietal lobe, in onlj- one instance. Furthermore, in

contradistinction to this very scant support there were two patients who, in

spite of lesions of the left gyrus supramarginalis. had no apraxia whatever.

Conclusions with regard to localization may be drawn as follows :

1. There is no region in the brain a lesion of which may not result in

apraxia at least temporarily.

2. Total disturbance of the left inferior parietal lobe alone does not neces-

sarily result in apraxia.

3. The real apraxia region par excellence includes a ver\ mucli larger terri-

tory, that is, de facto, the entire territory supplied by the posterior branch of the

artery of the sylvian fissure. In order to bring about even initial apraxia. how-

ever, a large area of this region, which extends from the anterior central gyrus

to the mid-occipital region and deep into the substance of the brain, must be

destroyed. Even right-sided lesions of this territory in right-handed individual^

may give rise to a severe homolateral apra.xia. Usually, however, but not

always, the apraxia takes on the character of an agnostic-ideatory type.

4. No special importance can be assigned to the frontal lobe as a centei

for pra.xia. When apraxia occurs in cases of this type, we are probably alway?

dealing with distant symptoms of various kinds, such as hydrocephalus,

diaschisis, indirect pressure, etc.

5. Even the peculiar inhibition of movement which is seen in some of these

patients, cannot be regarded as a truly apraxic symptom and is probably due

to diaschisis.

6. By the same token, the corpus callosum plays a similar role in the pro-

duction of apraxia, since the latter concerns itself with the commissural con-

duction of the diaschisis and because of the predominant influence which the
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left hemisphere exercises over the right, lesions located in the left heniispere

more often result in a homolateral as well as a contralateral apraxia than

do lesions located in the right. This so-called sympathetic dyspraxia of the

left hand is accordingly nb permanent symptom ; it is in principle a temporary

symptom, so far as the affected kinetic melodies, having been practiced bila-

terally since earliest childhood, have the corresponding engram complexes

deposited in both hemispheres. Furthermore, there is no ground for believing

that involvement of the anterior part of the corpus callosum results in more

disturbance than does involvement of the posterior part.

7. As far as the more localized lesions in the various subdivisions of the

apraxia area are concerned, the following may be stated: (a) Unilateral motor

apraxia is particularly, evident in extensive lesions of the anterior portion of

the apraxia region (left precentral, central, and parietal areas) and about

equally common on the homolateral side as a so-called sympathetic apraxia,

as on the contralateral side; (b) unilateral sensory apraxia is particularly apt

to appear in involvement of the opposite lower parietal area and posterior por-

tion of the first temporal gyrus; (c) bilateral agnostic-ideatory apraxia is

noted most frequently in deep-seated disturbances of the posterior portion of

the apraxia region (parieto-occipital lobes on either side) ; however, only with

synchronous general disturbance of the brain. The apraxic condition takes on

more and more of the agnostic character the farther backward the lesion is

located.

8. A severe and permanent motor asymbolism and parapantomime result

particularly from lesions seated deep in the head region of the left anterior

central gyruss

9. Faciolingual apraxia also appears especially from lesions of the corona

radiata of the left anterior central gyrus in the head region ; however, never as

a permanent disorder but only as an. initial symptom. This can be also present

in large parietal and even in right-sided occipital lesions. The symptom has

nothing to do directly with involvement of the frontal lobes.

10. In all cases in which apraxia becomes chronic, that is. when it liccomes

a stable syndrome, one is dealing either with enormous or multiple vascular

lesions associated with severe general pathologic processes or with tumors with

correspondingly severe secondary manifestations. That this is true, is shown
by the observations of Pick who found typical apraxia in senile dementia,

progressive paralysis, and after epileptiform attacks ; by VVestphal who noted

it in post-traumatic dementia with general arteriosclerosis, and in carbon

monoxid poisoning; by v. Monakow who described it in severe intoxications

such as uremia.

In the development from the lower to the higher forms of life, the develop-

ment of kinetic movements through practice begins coincidcntly with the

development of the cerebrum. With the progressive growth of higher centers,

the subcortical reflex apparatuses are robbed in part of their function, the higher

mnemic activities being taken away. There appears to be a progressive wand-
ering of these functions forward. In a new-born child the reflex mechanisms

begin their work instinctively. Examples of this are the sucking instinct and

protective instincts, such as crying, and kicking. Added to these reflexes, how-
ever, must come some control from the cerebrum, as shown in the faulty

scratching reflexes of the spinal cat. In newly born children the reflexes shown
are, likewise, often very ineffective. On the other hand, this reflex substructure

furnishes the foundation for later praxias. One of the first additions to these
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early reflexes is the function of orientation on the own body. This is done

under the direction of sensitivity. The various orientation movements are

then allied and coordinated; for instance, the movement of the hand to an

irritated part may he accompanied by a conjugate movement of the eyes in

the same direction. Later, expressional movements as crying and mimic are

added, inasmuch as affect accompanies the particular reflex. Then follow the

principal movements such as sitting up, standing, walking, running, jumping.

climbing, swimming, and eating. Finally are added the finished movements,

such as orientation on objects, which, in later life, become such a sovereign

accomplishment. The successive acquisition of these complicated integrations

and the learning and practice of the countless kinetic melodies of daily life

continues constantly under the influence of higher instinct forms, particularly

under the urge of consciousness. For instance, in learning to play the piano the

first movements are extremely slow and awkward, but on repetition engram

complexes are deposited which make these movements more and more easy

and ultimately automatic, without appreciable psychic exertion, and without

much conscious planning. If we were to consider the "how" of each individual

movement we should never arrive at the goal : we should be in the position

of the unfortunate centipede of the Indian fable who wondered just how it

should move its legs in order to move; it considered this matter at such length

that fiinally it was unable to get away at all. The same thing applies to the

theory of some authors who believe that every movement we make must be

preceded by a similar psychic preparation. Actually, the source of movements

belongs to our early childhood. If this is true, then interference with such a

complex mechanism cannot be accomplished permanently by a localized defect

:

this would require some injury of the entire brain, either through a diffuse

pathologic process, through toxic influences, or through diaschisis. While a

localized lesion can cause some interference with praxia it cannot permanently

abolish it.
, - t^ ,

\\oLTM.\x, Rochester.

POSITIONS OF THE HEAD AND MUSCLE TONE. A. Simons, Deutsch.

Ztschr. f. d. ges. Neurol, u. Psychiat. 80:499, 1923.

In this article of fifty pages the author considers the effect of variou?

positions of the head on the associated movements of hemiplegia. It is, there-

fore, a clinical and practical application of part of the experimental work of

Magnus and de Kleijn dealing with the influence of reflexes originating in the

cervical muscles, the labyrinth and in midbrain centers, on positions of the

torso and limbs.

Simons' work was begun, in 1919, on a case of hemiplegia resulting from

a war wound and since has been carried out by observations on more than

two hundred paralytics. Simons has found that associated movements occur

less frequently in hemiplegics over fifty than in younger persons. He
warns against examining the patients in cold places since this increases the

contracture and may change entirely the type of reaction. Patients who are

fatigued may show no effect of changes in head position on muscular formulas

of the associated movement. The patient should be examined on a hard table

rather than on a bed.

Simons states that movements of the head alone, no matter how carried

out, will produce neither a visible nor palpable change in the tone of the

extremities at rest. Movements of the head alone against resistance like-

wise produce no such changes. The influence of head movements was mani-
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fested onh- when associated movements were produced in the paralyzed arm
or leg by active innervation of some sort in the unparalyzed limbs. In some

cases active innervation of the paralj-zed limb produced associated movements

in it which could not be produced l)y any form of active innervation of the

unparalyzed limb.

Various positions of the head were used, namely, ventral or that in which

the head was flexed forward, its opposite the dorsal, right and left lateral

flexion, and rotation to the right or left. There is considerable variation in

the changes that occur when the head is moved from one position to another

according to the position in which the patient's head is at the time when
active innervation initiates associated movements (Figs. 1 and 2). Simons

gives a table showing the two different types of reaction that occur most

commonly in the arm and leg. When the head is rotated toward the

unaffected side there is :

(1) Increase of abductor tonus at the shoulder.

(2) Flexor tonus at the elbow.

(3) Almost always extension of the hand of equal intensity, though this

is sometimes weaker than that obtained by turning the head to the afifected

side.

(4) Increase of flexor tonus at the hip and knee, and dorsiflexion and

supination of the foot.

When the head is turned to the affected side there is :

(1) Increase of adductor tonus at the shoulder.

(2) Extensor tonus at the elbow.

(3) Often inward rotation of the arm.

(4) Almost always extension of the hand.

(5) Increase of extensor tonus at the hip and knee.

(6) Increase of adductor tonus at the hip.

(7) In some cases, internal rotation, dorsiflexion and supination of the

foot; in others, plantar flexion.

When the head is bent forward, ventrad, there is most often increase of

adductor and extensor tone. There may, however, be increase of flexor and

abductor tone. When the head is in the dorsal position the opposite conditions

obtain.

Another table is given showing that, at times, the same reaction occurs

when opposite positions of the head are produced. Though some of these

reactions are of equal intensity, that is to say, the angles produced are equal,

in other groups the reaction is in the same direction, but the change in angle

is not equal. Reactions are most conspicuous at the shoulder, elbow, hip and

knee, while at the ankle and wrist, position reactions are not so common nor

so easily made out. Reactions of the fingers and toes, dependent on changes

in the position of the head, are very rare and uncertain. The amount of

paralysis, contracture or remaining cortical sensation has no effect on the

action of the head in influencing associated movements. Stimulation of the

labyrinth has no effect. Increase of tone produced in the affected limb during

the associated movement begins shortly after activation elsewhere has begun

and continues usually until activation has ceased.

Simons then considers the portions of the brain wliich must I)e injured in

order to produce associated movements and emphasizes the fact that ^ome
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Figure 1
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Explanation of Figure 1

Fig. 1.—Marked left-sided hemiplegia due to a gunshot injury to the brain.

A. Initial position. The right hand is holding an elastic cylinder loosely.

The paretic left leg is held in the position shown in order to demonstrate the

subsequent production of extensor tonus. The left leg, were it not held, would

fall outward on account of paralysis. The investigator is holding the knee

until tonus is initiated.

B. The head has l)een turned to the right. Marked hemiplegic associated

movements have been produced by closing the fist forcibly about the elastic

cylinder. The arm leaves the position of rest seen in A and shows abduction

of the upper arm. marked flexion of the elbow, lifting of the hand and closing

of the fist. The flexor tonus of the arm is extremely great. Simultaneous

stretching of the triceps may be seen. In the leg there is mild inward rota-

tion at the hip and marked flexion at the hip and knee. The flexor tonus

is considerable in the knee as was demonstrated by passive extension. The
foot is lifted, adducted and supinated ; the toes are extended. The associated

movement of the unafi^ected leg is readily seen.

C. The head has been turned to the left. The initial position was that

seen in A. This shows contraction of the facial muscles, extension, abduction

and mild inward rotation of the arm and flexion of the hand on closing of the

fist. The hand is carried to the neighborhood of the symphysis. In the leg

there is marked extension at the hip and knee with powerful internal rotation,

dropping of the foot and extension of the toes. Simultaneous stretching of the

biceps in the upper arm is not visible on account of lighting effects.

JJ. The head is pushed dorsad. Flexor tonus of the extremities is like that

described in B.

E. The head is pushed ventrad. Extensor tonus of the extremities is as

described in C. If motion pictures of these patients are taken from al)ove it

is seiMi tliat when tlicre is flexor tonus of the extremities the adductors of

the hip and shoulder are relaxed and. as a consequence, the arm and thigh

are easily abducted and externally rotated. When there is extensor tonus, on

the other hand, the adductors become much contracted when passive abduc-

tion is tried and it is not possible to abduct under these circumstances.
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Fig. 2.—Left-sided hemiplegia due to an emljolism of cardiac origin.

A. Initial position for B and C.

B. Production of hemiplegic associated movements by forcible clenchmg ot

the right fist. Very strong adductor and extensor tonus with lifting of the

shoulder, slight pronation of the forearm ; extension of the hand and closing

of the fist. Facial paralysis is easily seen.

C. The head has been turned to the right. The torso conceals the right

arm. The right hand is grasping a dynamometer. There is marked flexion

at the elbow and supination of the forearm which could not be overcome by

passive movement. There is ulnar abduction of the hand and closing of the

fist. Adductor tonus of the shoulder muscles is not visibly altered, but, on

palpation, is much weaker than that found in the position shown in B.

D. Initial position for E and F. Right angle horizontal abduction of the

extended arm, dropped wrist.

E. The head has been turned to the right. Clenching of the right fist.

There is adductor tonus of the upper arm which, however, can be easily over-

come. There is flexion at the elbow to a right angle and supination. The
hand and finger muscles show the positions previously descrilied.

F. The head has been turned to the left. There is powerful clenching of

the fist, and facial paralysis as above. Marked adduction of the upper arm
which can scarcely be overcome by passive movement. The angular relations

to the trunk are, however, the same as those seen in B. There is marked

extension of the forearm with very slight flexion at the elbow.
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involvement of the pyramidal tract must occur which releases the activity of

physiologically lower centers. He also states that associated movements in

conditions other than hemiplegia were extremely rare, that they never occurred

when extrapyramidal syndromes alone were present, nor in cerebellar disease.

That associated movements may depend solely on the activity of the spinal

cord when isolated from prespinal centers by injury or disease, has been

abundantly demonstrated.

Simons emphasizes the difference between labyrinthine and neck reflexes,

which are demonstrated by the work of Magnus and de Kleijn. His paper

deals with the latter group. The labyrinthine reflexes depend on the

integrity of the eighth nerve and its continuations, while the neck reflexes are

dependent on the integrity of afferent fibers from the cervical muscles. The

head leads the body as is shown by the influence of positions of the head on

positions of the trunk and extremities. Simons also points out that the neck

reflexes are carried out by the spinal cord.

In hemiplegia it would appear that, when stimulation occurs, as by making

a fist on the unaffected side, an impulse passes to the contralateral side and

being uncontrolled by higher centers, probably the pyramidal tract, produces

associated movements. Changes in head position, since they are capable of

altering the positions of the extremities and trunk, that is, the more caudad

portions of the body, will naturally alter the muscular formulas seen in the

associated movements.

The muscular formulas of the associated movements as given by Simons

are in many cases parallel to those obtained in decerebrated animals, in which

opposite positions of the head produce opposite positions of the limbs. How-
ever, the formulas he describes are not always constant and, as might be

expected, the precise results of animal experimentation are not always found

in the less clearly cut conditions of human pathology.. Simons touches on

other points of a more theoretic character and also gives an excellent review

of the literature. The article is abundantly illustrated by good photographs

taken from motion picture films, two of which are reproduced. The article

is an important contribution to this aspect of motility disorders.

Kraus, New York.

THE FINE STRUCTURE OF MEDULLARY SHEATHS OF NERVE
FIBERS IN NORMAL AND PATHOLOGIC CONDITIONS, AND A
SIMPLE STAINING METHOD FOR MYELIN SHEATHS. S. K.\mijo,

J. Tokyo M. A. 37: No. 7.

In researches on the finer structure of nerve fibers, it has generally been

found that those methods involving imliedding in celloidin are unsatisfactory.

This is largely due to the changes produced in the myelin by the agents, such

as alcohol or ether, that must be used in this method, and the production of

artefacts that make difticult an interpretation of what one sees.

The writer has developed a method of preparation that does not injure the

myelin sheath and reveals its histologic structure in clearer details than has

heretofore been possible.

The method is as follows :

1. Fi.x in 5 to 10 per cent, liquor formaldchydi (3 to 5 days).

2. Cut frozen sections (5 to 20 microns).
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3. Stain ill one of the following solutions for tline hours in an incuhator

or more than six hours at room temperature.

(a) 10 per cent, alcoholic hematoxylin stock solution 20.0

Saturated solution of alum 100.0

Glycerin 100.0

Glacial acetic acid .1.0

This solution must he exposed to iiyht until it deveiojjs a deep red color,

(h) Ripened srdution of Hohmers hematoxylin 200.0

(ilycerin 100.0

Glacial acetic acid 4.0

(c) Delafields hematoxylin.

(d) Ehrlich's hematoxylin (for hrain and cord).

4. Rinse sections for a short time in water.

5. Diflferentiate in Weij^ert's l)orax-potassium ferricyanidc solution, using

various dilutions.

6. Wash thoroughly in water.

7. Dehydrate, clear and mount in halsam. If desired one may use various

counter stains.

A summary of the results of studies on the medullary sheath in preparations

according to these methods is as follows :

1. The medullary sheath shows a granuloreticular structure. In longitudinal

sections of a nerve fiber one may see numerous granules with a network
traversing among them. In aium-hematoxylin stains, the granules take a

deep blue color while the network remains pale. In transverse sections the

granules have a radial arrangement between the segments formed by the pale

network.

2. The granuloreticular structure is best brought out in material that has

been fixed in formaldehyd, especially when used in high dilutions. It may
also l)e seen in material either unfixed or fixed in other solutions, but in these

latter methods the details are very obscure.

3. The granules are soluble, in varying degrees, in either chloroform, ace-

tone, alcohol, methyl-alcohol and iron alum solution.

4. The structural appearances described, readily undergo postmortem changes.

The nerve fibers then stain faintly, the granules disappear, and the network

disintegrates and stains a blue color. This disintegration is most pronounced

in cases of putrefaction.

5. This granuloreticular structure has been demonstrated in the medullary

sheaths of the following vertebrates: ox, pig, horse, guinea-pig, white rat,

house rat, mouse, pheasant and frog. The distinctness of the structure varies

in different animals. It is very well marked in the pig and guinea-pig, and less

well defined in the rabl)it and frog.

6. In young animals the granules are large and plump, giving little space

to the intervening network, while in older animals the network is wider and

the granules are considerabh- reduced in size.

7. The appearance of the structure seems to be influenced by the state of

nutrition. In emaciated animals the granules appear very small and shriveled

when compared with those of normal animals.

8. This characteristic structure is especially distinct in the trunk of the

nerve fibers and less so in the proximal and distal parts where the sheath
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Fig. 1. A.—Longitudinal section of an ischiatic nerve of a white rat, show-

ing granuloreticular structure, Lantermann's incision ( LI ) and cylindric

degeneration (CD). Note that the cj-lindric degeneration appears in close

relationship with the Lantermann's incision. The figure shows also the man-
ner in which the glohules (Elzholz's corpuscles, EC) make their appearance.

(Acid glycerin-alum-haematoxylin staining).

B. Longitudinal section of an ischiatic nerve of a white rat; showing par-

ticularly well stained interlamella (IL) -(Alum-haematoxylin-carmin-staining).

Fig. 2.—Transverse section of an ischiatic nerve of a white rat, showing
radiary arrangement of reticulum ( RT ) and granules ((IR).
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diminishes in tliicknoss. Traces of this structure can still he seen in the lihers

of the spinal cord, Imt not in those of the cerehral cortex or in the nerves of

the external int<.'jj;unKnt.

9. If (lcKciU'ratii)ii of mrve lihers ])r(>cee(ls heyond a certain degree, the

details of this finer stnulure disapi)car.

10. As the granulorcticular structure can he regularly ohserved in normal

medullary sheaths, and as the changes take place according to certain principles,

it is reasonahle to conclude that the structural difFcrcnccs hctween reticulum

and granules existed during life.

11. The reticulum is identical witii the Wurokeratingeriist of Mwald-Kuhne

and I'Lrnst's Radspeichenhau ohserved in transverse sections of medullary

sheaths, and is not to he regarded as an independent constituent.

12. The so-called Lantermann's net seen in osmic acid preparations looks

very much like our reticular portion and is prohahly identical with it, as it

would not he likely that two such similar structures would exist in the same

place.

13. Lantermann's incision has heen clearly demonstrated in all medullated

nerve fibers so far examined when fixed in dilute solutions of fofmaldehyd.

The funnel consists of a peculiar structure which corresponds to the intcr-

lamella of Kuhnt. It stains with carmine, while the reticulum never takes this

color. This can be well shown in preparations fixed in 4 per cent. liq.

formaldehydi and stained in hematoxylin-carminc solution (one part lithium

carmine and four parts glycerine-alum-hematoxylin).

14. The interlamella may serve in the penetration of nutritive material among
the elements of the nerve.

15. The medullary sheath, being lipoid in nature, will maintain a cylindrical

form from the balance sustained in its biologic functioning. If anyone point of a

neuron is damaged, this balance is lost and changes in the form of the sheath

will occur in accordance with physical laws. This is a phenomenon of

degeneration.

16. The degeneration of medullary sheaths may be divided into two

categories

:

(1) Cylindric degeneration.—This begins distal to the point of damage

and occurs when the nerve fiber is injured and the axis cylinder is involved.

The first sign of degeneration is the separation of the medullary sheath at

the interlamella or Lantermann's incision, the fiber taking on a cylindrical

form.

(2) Globular degeneration.—This occurs when the damage to the sheath is

more superficial and a metabolic disturbance is produced. Globules then form

inside or outside the sheath. These globules are identical with the so-called

Elzholz corpuscles. These corpuscles may be found in sparse numbers in

nerves that are quite normal and may be regarded as the effects of local

disturbances in the metabolism of the nerve.

17. Wallerian degeneration is chiefly of the type of cylindric degeneration,

globules appearing only in later stages, excepting in the neighborhood of the

injury.

18. In neuritis caused by lead poisoning, globular degeneration plays a

principal role, while cylindric decay can only be seen in advanced cases.
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19. Degenerations produced by perineural injections of ether, chloroform,

acetone, alcohol or oil of turpentine are of the globular type. If, however, the

injury involves the axis cylinder, degeneration of the cylindric type will take

place in the distal part.

20. The toxins of tetanus and diphtheria produce the globular type of

degeneration.

21. In beri-beri. globular degeneration first appears and later is followed

by cylindric degeneration according to the progress of the disease. In addi-

tion to this the granules atrophy, probably because of the nutritive disturbance.

Kamijo. Tokyo, Japan.

REMARKS OX THE RECOVERY OF A CASK SHOWING THE BROWX-
SEQUARD SVXDROME. Pierre Marie, H. Bouttier and Rene
Mathieu, Rev. neurol. 28:976 (Sept. -Oct.) 1921.

The article discusses a case showing the Brown-Sequard syndrome in

which there are marked differences from the five cases published by M. Goldflam

in September, 1919. The patient is a diamond cutter, aged 53 years. The
first S3mptoms occurred in October, 1919, and were marked by pain in the

cervical region and the occiput which was perceived on movements of exten-

sion of the neck and head. Gradually there appeared, in about fifteen days,

motor symptoms on the right side and sensory disturbances including various

forms of superficial sensibility on the left; two months after the onset, the

authors examined the patient and diagnosed the case as one of the typical

Brown-Sequard type with the lesion at about the sixth cervical segment.

Gradually the symptoms became more diffuse. About January, 1920, motor

symptoms appeared on the left side also; there was practically a complete

quadriplegia with bilateral pyramidal tract signs, diffuse pains, and objective

sensory signs, characteristic of the Brown-Sequard syndrome. Spinal punc-

ture showed no hmphocytosis, although there was a slight increase in the

albumin. The spinal fluid Wassermann reaction was negative ; radiographic

studies of the cervical spinal vertebrae were also negative. Clinical examina-
tion of the spinal vertebrae was also negative for pain on pressure and for

rigidity; there was no limitation of movements of the cervical spinal region,

either active or passive.

The patient remained for many months in the same condition confined to

bed. The question of diagnosis then arose, particularly as to whether the

case was one of cord compression or myelitis. The question of operation had
to be considered, but it seemed best to temporize. Gradually the motor symp-
toms became less severe and the sensory symptoms improved simultaneously.

By July, 1920, the patient was able to walk, and a year later he was apparently

as well as ever.

The authors regard the existence and duration of the quadriplegia as quite

striking, and because of this, together with the other symptoms, regard it as

an instance of the so-called, "benign form of the Brown-Sequard syndrome."
In comparing their case with those reported by Goldflam, they note several

likenesses and differences.

As for the similarities ; first, the patient is 53 years old (all of Goldflani's

cases fell between 30 and 50) ; second, all show the Brown-Sequard syndrome
with the pyramidal tract symptoms in the paralyzed side; third, the residuals are

slight and the etiology is unknown.
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The differences between (Joldflani's cases and the case under considcratidii

are numerous; first, the onset in the present case was sudden; second, the

Brown-Sequard symptomatology was very marked, diffuse and ended in a

quadriplegia ; third, the root pains were severe; fourth, the localization was

in the cervical and not in the dorsal region of the cord ; fifth, there was wo

sphincter or genital disturbance; sixth, the course of the case was quite rapid,

all of the symptoms having practically disappeared at the end of eighteen

months. The authors regard the differential diagnosis as very difficult.

Syphilis is ruled out by the negative spinal fluid, absence of ocular symptoms,

and recovery without treatment. One of the funicular myelitides might be

considered, but the localization or segmental character of the lesion is against

this conclusion. Medullary compression is favored because of the root pains,

the sensory disturbances, the Brown-Sequard syndrome, dissociation of the

radial and cubital reflexes, motor and pyramidal symptoms, etc. ; but the

nature of the compression would be difficult to determine because of the recovery

without treatment or operation, as well as the absence of clinical signs involv-

ing the bony structures. The case might 1)e regarded as one of meningitis

serosa circumscripta spinalis. The high level of the lesion, unfortunately,

made lumbar puncture inadvisalile ; hence proof or disproof of this last diag-

nosis is impossil>le. For that reason a diagnostic etiology had to be foregone.

The authors are unwilling to make a prognosis, l)ut because of the favorable

course with improvement up to date, they prefer to depend on clinical data

rather than operative procedure for their guidance and opinion.

Jokes, Detroit.

WEIGHT VARIABILITY OF THE NORMAL THYROID GL.'KXD AXD
ITS SIGXIFICAXCE. L. C.\st.\ldi, Arch. Italiano d. Anat. e Embriol.

Supplement to 18:96. 1922.

The author has undertaken a series of anatomic researches on the endocrine

glands, treating the material statistically with biometric methods. In this paper

on the thyroid, the results of the statistical observation of 291 human thyroids

are given. The subjects examined w-ere aged from 2 days to 96 years. Of

these 159 were male and 132 female. He found that the average weight of the

thyroid is less than the figures usually given. Errors in the estimation of the

thyroid weight are very likely to occur if proper consideration is not given

to the age and body development of the subjects. A thyroidal index is

introduced which is represented by the centesimal ratio l)etween the stature of

the individual and the cubic root of the thyroid weight. The reports of the

Italian Departments of War and Agriculture on the distribution of endemic

goiter in Italy are also considered.

Studying the coefficient of correlation between the weight of the thyroid

and stature, the author has found that the influence of the thyroid on develop-

ment, is not so great as is thought. If this influence is moderate in early

age, it is minimal in the prepubertal period of greater physical development,

the thyroidal index being minimal at the period of maximal growth in length

(puberty). The thyroid is, therefore, more important in the phenomenon of

differentiation than in the growth in length. In support of this view the

author recalls the results of modern experiments with thyroidal nutrition in

amphibians. There exists a very high correlation between thyroid and sexual

activity, which the author examines at length. In fact, the maximal increase

of its relative weight and of its absolute annual growth is found at the onset
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of the sexual function, when the maximal l)ody growth and differentiation is

also found; the absolute weight reaches its maximum around the fourth and

fifth decade of life, and its annual diminution begins after the menopause.

The thyroid growth takes place earlier in the female in correlation with the

earlier appearance of the sexual function. At birth, the absolute weight of

the thyroid being equal in the two sexes, its relative weight to stature becomes

larger in the female during the period of growth in height, even if the absolute

weight is smaller, on account of the influence of periodical and accidental

factors such as menstruation and pregnancy.

Considering the diseases suffered by the individuals studied, and their

occupations, the author comes to the conclusion that diseases and system of

living have no specific influence on the weight of the thyroid. Such influence

is exerted instead by the orographic height, the normal thyroids in hilly dis-

tricts weighing more than those of individuals living in the plains. Even the

morphology of the thyroid varies according to different localities. There are

variations in the frequency and length of the appendix of Morgagni, and the

frequency of the accessory thyroids, which are in direct ratio to the diffusion

of the strumicretinic endemy, while the absence or the incomplete development

of the isthums, anomalies of defect, are in inverse ratio.

Xaccar.'IiTI, Xew York

A CASE OF EPIDEMIC ENCEPHALITIS WITH A TREMOR TYPICAL
OF MULTIPLE SCLEROSIS. G. B. H.\ssix and Theodore T. Stone,

J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 54:6 (Dec.) 1921.

An introductory paragraph discusses the number of types or syndromes.

The case presentation is given as follows: Illness began Jan. 8, 1921, with

rhinitis and a severe "sticking" pain in the hairy region of the frontal part

of the head. It spread to the occiput, right arm and elbow. The pain in

the head was continuous, that in the arm paroxysmal. The man kept at his

work, had no cachexia or fever, and his appetite was good. Two weeks later,

a tremor developed in the right arm and liand. This caused him to seek

medical advice. No other changes were found in his nervous or mental con-

dition. The tremor was especially marked on movement. Power was well

preserved, but the tremor had all the ear-marks of multiple sclerosis. The
left hand showed no tremor, but skilled movements were impossible with thi.s

member. Three days after the onset of the tremor and three days and two
weeks after the onset of the pain, he developed diplopia, became irrational and

began to sleep. He had hallucinations, sang in his sleep and talked incoherently.

Examination showed the eyes half opened, the head bent over his chest,

the thighs and legs flexed and the liody curved. The pupils were regular, but

unequal : the left was sluggish to light, the right made no reaction. The face

was mask-like. The left abdominal reflex was diminished. All other findings

were negative. The patient was stuporous, lethargic and did not finish answers
to questions. This condition of lethargy, pupillary abnormalities, expression-

less face and extreme weakness lasted seven weeks and ended in complete

recovery except for a slight right facial paresis, masklike face and a little

pain in the right arm.

The discussion emphasizes the existence of tremor reseml)ling that of multiple

sclerosis ratlier than the types usually seen in epidemic encephalitis : myocldtiic.

choreiform, fascicular and fibrillary contractions.
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As to pathogenesis, tlic autliors sugm-st a meningeal dorsal root irritation

as the cause of the pain and a ventral root meningeal irritation for the tremor.

This was a meningoradicular type of encephalitis, the midbrain or polio-

cncephalitic type following it. The authors' conclude that several types may
be combined in the same clinical picture, but the preferable localization for

the systemic infectious disease which we know as epidemic encephalitis is

in tbf midlirain, regardless of the type of the disease.

Ch.a.mbkrs, Philadelphia.

GROWTH OF THE CORTICAL .\XU MKDL'LL.ARV SUBST.ANXES OF
THE ADRENAL GLANDS AND THEn< \OLUMETRIC REL.^TION-
SHIP. L. Cast.xldi, Arch. Fisiol. 20:1 (Jan.-Feb.) 1922.

This is the second of a series of biometric studies on the endocrine glands,

the first dealing with the thyroid. In this research the author used the glands

of guinea-pigs instead of human adrenals, the latter l)eing very subject to

cadaveric alteration. Vast and painstaking histologic, biometric investigations

were carried out on 143 suprarenal glands in 71 animals (there was one acces-

sory gland). His calculations were obtained from drawings of many thousands

of sections of the glands, with a procedure that the author describes. Reference

to the works of Elliott and Tuckett, Eager, Donalson and Jackson is made.

The guinea-pig possesses adrenal glands with large relative weight to the

bod}', and with a less relative weight of the medulla to the corte.x. In embryos

from 7 min. to 2)2 mm. in length, the ratio of the medulla to the cortex is 1:4:

at birth it becomes 1:5 and in the adult 1:9. The left adrenal gland is larger

than the right, more so in postnatal than in prenatal life. The al)Solute weight

of the glands is greater in the male, Init the suprarenal index, namely the

percental value of the suprarenal volume to the body weight, is also larger

in the female in prenatal life. The adrenal glands of the guinea pig do not

present, during prenatal development, the largest relative value to body size,

such as is believed to occur in man, although complete statistical data are

wanting. In pregnancy both the cortex and the medulla increase in volume.

The total suprarenal index decreases, however, during the second half of

pregnancy, during which the medulla shows the greatest relative diminution.

In this period the fetus does not show chromaffin reaction. The coefficient

of correlation between the adrenal gland and body weight is + 0.81 during the

prenatal life and + 0.93 after birth. It is larger for the cortex than for the

medulla. This coefficient of correlation between adrenal and body weight is

much larger than the coefficient found by the same author in his study on the

thyroid. This in fact, from birth to childhood, varies from + 0.64 to + 0.21.

These findings indicate that the suprarenal glands have a decided influence

on body development and that such influence is exerted chiefly by the cortex.

The author points out that in cerebral deformities met with in suprarenal

hypoplasia, in suprarenal virilism, and in pubertas praecox from hypernephroma,

it is the cortex which is increased or diminished. Experimental biology

(feeding experiments) has also confirmed the important role that the adrenal

cortex plays in the processes of body development.

In this connection the abstracter would call the attention of the reader to

the recent research of another Italian investigator, L. Gazzaniga (Sperimentale

76:121, 1922), who has found in an analysis of 83 human fetuses that the

coefficient of correlation between weight of the suprarenal glands and stature

is -f- 0.87, and between weight of the suprarenal glands and body weight is
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+ 0.90. Such correspondence of results obtained in different fields is certainly

conclusive for their validity; it will stimulate more investigations on the sub-

ject along the same lines.
Naccarati, a e\v i ork

TREATMENT OF THE MENINGEAL FORM OF ACUTE ENCEPHA-
LITIS WITH ANTIMENINGOCOCCIC SERUM. W. W. Herrick,

J. A. M. A. 80:528 (Feb. 24) 1923.

Apropos of the recent report by Helmholz and Rosenow of three cases of

acute encephalitis treated with specific serum, it is of interest to record the

striking effect of nonspecific serum in a case of acute encephalitis of the

meningeal form. The patient was a schoolljoy. aged 15, and from the symp-

toms of somnolence, ocular and facial palsy, myoclonia, with clear cerebrospinal

fluid showing a small increase in cells and a high percentage of mononuclears, the

absence of organisms on repeated smear and culture, the season and the fact

of the not infrequent prevalence of the disease in the region seemed to classify

this case definitely as an encephalitis.

It was apparent to observers that the effect of antimeningococcic serum

in this case of acute encephalitis of the meningeal type was striking and

1)eneficial. From the time of its administration, symptoms ceased to advance,

and within thirty-six hours, the patient, who had not been expected to survive,

seemed out of danger. „ „ .

Nixox. San Francisco.

THE DIAGNOSIS OF EPILEPSY. Hugh T. P.atru k and David M. Levy,

J. A. M. A. 79:192 (Sept. 23) 1922.

.\n introductory paragraph states that the chief difficulties in the diagnosis

of epilepsy are: (1) uncertainty as to what constitutes epilepsy; (2) poly-

morphism of the disease; and (3) lack of observation because of necessity.

The conditions from which it must be differentiated are : hysteria, psychasthenia.

lirain tumor, syphilis, apoplexy, encephalitis, dementia praecox, melancholia,

Stokes-Adams syndrome, spasmophilia, migraine, nephritis, feeblemindedness,

general paralysis, multiple sclerosis, polycythemia, anemia, tic, chorea, fainting

spells, infection, aural vertigo, night terror, endocrine disorder, angina pectoris,

heart disease, digestive disorder, arteriosclerosis, facial spasm and laryngismus

stridulus.

The authors then emphasize the very great importance of slight attacks in

young persons and the frequency with which they are overlooked by the

physician. They urge vigorous treatment immediately epilepsy is diagnosed,

and say: "little fits do not indicate little treatment."

Proceeding then to the differentiation from hysteria and psychasthenia, cases

of rather typical '"epilepsy" are described, which, by hypnotism in one case

and a careful history in the others, were shown to be hysterical. The authors

dissent from the view that emotional conflicts, unfulfilled desires and mental

nialadaptation are important in the causation of epilepsy. The last case

described under this heading is one of "epileptic automatism"—diagnosed by
the authors as hysteria. They think that automatism lasting over one and a

half hours is very rare, and is basically hysteria, provided the patient does

nothing "irrational or unseemly."

Cases are given to illustrate the fact that epileptic fits may be the first

sign of gross brain disease, especially when they commence between the ages

of 30 and 45. They report a case of idiopathic epilepsy of jacksonian type
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as ail illustralioii of the fact tliat many iiccdk-ss operations are done on this

indication. Attacks occurrinjif without loss of consciousness are, in the authors'

opinion, more frequent in children. The article is concluded by tw<j cases

thought to he psychic epilepsy, but which were shown not to be so.

Chambers, Philadelphia.

THE NATLRK OF CRAXIAL HYPEROSTOSES OVERLYING ENDO-
THELIOMA OF THE DURA. D. B. Phe.mister, Arch. Surg. 6:554

(March) 1923.

The importance of hyperostoses of the skull as an indication of the presence

of an underlying tumor, has been emphasized in a number of recent papers.

Earlier writers considered that the bony tumor was the primary growth and

that the intracranial growth followed it. This theory has been disproved by

more recent studies, and although the same type of tumor cell is found in

both areas, the cranial hyperostosis follows the infiltration of the lx»ne by

tumor cells from the dural growth. A recent report by Gushing, based on a

large numlicr of cases of this type, shows that endotheliomatous tumors of the

frontal and parietal regions, particularly those whose origin was near the falx,

most frequently produce bony thickening. Particularly prone to produce an

hyperostosis were the broad flat tumors spreading out over the dura and not

penetrating into or markedly indenting the underlying brain. On the other

hand, the tumor extending into the brain substance to a marked degree with

a relatively small attachment to the dura, produced a correspondingly small

amount of bony infiltration and thickening. But that the degree of overlying

hyperostosis was not related definitely to the extent of the dural attachment

of the tumor, was shown by cases in which rounded tumors with small dural

attachment caused marked bony thickening. In every case of bony thickening,

endotheliomatous invasion of the thickened bone was noted whenever the bone

was examined microscopically.

Phemistcr reports two cases of endothelioma involving the dura and causing

a thickening of the overlying bone. From the point of view of the neurologist,

in one case the clinical signs were typically those of brain tumor and the

exostosis was not a prominent feature ; in the second case, the hyperostosis

was the striking factor and nervous symptoms were entirely lacking. This

latter type of case has often been diagnosed sarcoma of the skull and the under-

lying tumor was not suspected. He believes with Gushing that these meningeal

tumors all possess sufficiently peculiar common characteristics, such as failure

to make metastases, to justify separate grouping and designation as meningo-

theliomas or meningeomas. From a study of the cases in this report, the con-

clusion is reached that the hyperostosis, which develops over a considerable

number of these tumors, results from the penetration of the dura and direct

invasion of the skull by the tumor. The skull is penetrated by the tumor, the

inner and outer tables are slightly rarified, and new bone formation from both

the inner and outer tables is stimulated. The cancellous spaces of the hyper-

ostosis are found filled, in varying degree, with tumor cells. The new bone is

not tumorous in nature, but is ossified stroma of the invading endothelioma. Its

spongy and radiating nature is similar to that which is seen in ossification

occurring in other types of tumor, whether primary or secondary in bone and

whether the new bone itself is of tumorous or nontumorous nature.

Gr.\xt. Philadelphia.'
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EFFECTS OF ABLATIONS OF THE CEREBELLAF^ CORTEX AFTER
SUPPRESSION OF THE CIRCULATION. G. Rossi, Arch. Fisio!.

20:2 (March-April) 1922.

The author refers to his previous work on cortical cerebellar localizations

(Arch. Fisiol. 19:391, 1921), in which he studied the tonic asymmetries that

follow circumscribed unilateral lesions of the cerebellar cortex, and to the

work of Simonelli on a similar subject. In this artfcle he reports the results

of experiments on cadaveric rigidity in relation to postural tonus. The experi-

ments, which were carried out in dogs and cats, are divided in three groups.

In the first group are the animals in which no lesions of the nervous centers

were found before the animal was killed ; in the second group are those which

had been deprived during life of a portion of the cerebellar cortex; in the

third group are the animals in which ablation of the cerebellar cortex was

performed after suppression of the circulation. The lesions of the cerebellar

cortex were unilateral and involved the laminae only in their superficial por-

tions. These ablations produce, in living animals, tonic asymmetries but no

dysmetria in walking, nor the "military salute" of van Rynberk, when involv-

ing the crus primum, provided that the lesion remains superficial.

All possibility of lesion of the nuclei, in the experiments after total extrac-

tion of the blood from the animal, is excluded. The external temperature did

not influence the experiments, as they were carried out in the dififerent seasons.

The author points out that the functional territory of the cortex of the

crus primum is not limited to the anterior limbs. His general conclusions are:

The as\-mmetries produced by unilateral alilation of the cerebellar cortex are

preserved, although • diminished, after the death of the animal. With the

advent of cadaveric rigidity, they increase in intensity. Asymmetries are

also observed when the ablation of the cortex is performed several minutes after

complete interruption of the circulation in the animal; they do not differ

quantitatively from those which follow the aI)lation of the same portion of the

cortex in the living animal.

This fact together with others taken in consideration in this report, demon-

strates with certainty the existence of cortical cerebellar localizations absolutely

independent of any primary and circulatory lesion of the cerebellar nuclei. It

seems that the study of the cadaveric position of animals which during life

were subjected to cerebellar lesions, represents a useful complement to the

analysis of the tonic alterations produced by such lesions.

Naccar.\ti, New York

STUDIES IN FAMILIAL NEUROSYPHILIS. II. FAMILIAL NEURO-
SYPHILIS FROM VARIOUS EXTRA FAMILIAL SOURCES. A
CLINICAL CONTRIBUTION TO THE QUESTION OF NEURO-
TROPISM. J. E. MooRE and A. Kkidkl. J. A. M. A. 80:818 (March 24) 1923.

In three families, of which two contained three members each, and one

two members, who all acquired syphilis from different sources and at different

dates, all developed neurosyphilis. This occurrence can best be explained on

the basis of familial predisposition. The clinical and experimental evidence

now available does not settle the question as to the existence of a neurotropic

strain of Spirochaeta pallida. That a neurotropic strain of organism cannot

be the only factor, or necessarily the most important one, in the origin of
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ncuriisyphilis is illustrated l)y the- families reported in this paper, since sev-

eral iTieinl)ers, each acquiring syphilis from a separate source, all developed

neurosyphilis. ^^ „ _
Nixon, San Francisco.

THK .\BDOMINAL CRISES OF iMIGRAIXE. J. Arthln Hichanan.

j. Xcrv. & Ment. Dis. 54:5 (Nov.) 1921.

The author states : "Attacks of abdominal pain as a radical of manifesta-

tions of the migraine characteristic are exceedingly rare." However, seven

case histories are given, some with tables of heredity through two and four

generations. A brief summary of the important literature then follows: Under

comment the author states that general ph\sical and neurologic examination

—including: eye, ear, nose and throat examination; roentgen-ray examinations

of chest, kidneys, ureters, bladder, stomach and colon ; blood count ; urine

and gastric analyses ; Wassermann and cystoscopic examinations—were all

negative. The most significant fact found was the association of migraine

characteristics with the abdominal pain, and he emphasizes the importance of

studying the family tree.

He then states that this type of abdominal pain is transmitted as a single

mendelian character and therefore "becomes a biologic part of the individual

of the new generation," according to the rules of heredity. "In the case of

migraine, the presence of pain makes one hesitate to consider the characteristics

as special types of normality. The close adherence of the transmission of

migraine to the laws of heredity overcomes this doubt, and it is then a

normal type."

The author concludes that a small percentage of people, "inherit and

transmit at certain intervals painful and associated somatic disturbances."

Pain is usuallj' in the head but may be in the abdomen. We call this "migraine."

The characteristic is unaltered by surgical or medical therapy."

Ch.a.mbkrs, Philadelphia.

RADIOGRAPHIC DIAGNOSIS OF THE SITE AND NATURE OF A
\"ARIETY OF CEREBRAL TUMOR (PSAMMOMIAN OR ANGIO-
LITHIC SARCOMA). A. Souques, Rev. neurol. 28:984 (Sept.-Oct.) 1921

The author admits that roentgen-ray examination furnishes little exact

information on the site of cerebral tumors. When there are bonj- changes

due to pressure on the cranium itself, we may get exact evidence, but this

is infrequent. Changes even in the sella are of doubtful and uncertain value.

Outside the forms of tumors with bony changes, it is very difficult to localize

brain tumors on the basis of clinical symptoms, either because the neoplasm

is in a so-called silent area, or because it has developed quite slowly and

thus allows the whole brain substance to gradually adapt itself to pressure.

Sometimes all we can speak of is a general intracranial pressure. It is

regrettable, for this reason, that the roentgen-ray examination is too often

neglected and thus surgical relief is not obtained.

According to the writer there is one particular variety of cerebral tumor

that is particularly and easily localizable almost to a mathematical nicety,

namely, the type referred to in the title of the paper. By waj^ of illustration,

he cites the case of Madame N., 43 years of age, whose symptoms began in

May 1914, ushered in by a jacksonian seizure. The attack began with a dag-

gerlike pain in the left hand, spread upward, involved the left forearm, arm
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and face and was followed by convulsions of those parts. These attacks

occurred two or three times a month, sometimes extending to the left lower

extremity, with or without transitory postepileptoid hemiparesis and with or

without loss of consciousness. This condition progressed for three or four

years, when headache developed, then nausea and vomiting and finally impair-

ment of vision. Pos-tedematous optic atrophy was revealed by the ophthalmo-

scope in January, 1921, seven years after the onset of the first symptoms.

Finally a radiographic study was made which revealed a clean cut shadow-

in the prerolandic area, close to the inter-hemispherical falx and behind and

below the eyes. Operation was successful with relief of all the chief symp-

toms. A tumor about the size of a large mandarin was removed. It was

clearly a psammomian or angiolithic sarcoma.

The conclusions are: (1) a radiographic study should be made in every

case where there is even the suspicion of a cerebral tumor; (2) in angiolithic

tumors, the radiograph not only reveals the site of the growth, but reveals

its form, volume, and relations to neighboring structures; (3) it enables us

immediately to recognize its psammomatous nature; (4) it serves as a guide

for surgical operation; (5) .these facts are all the more important as the

psammomian bodies are benign, removable, and their removal results in radical

cure. ^ ^
JoxES, Detroit.

IXTERXAL HEMORRHAGIC PACHYMEXIXGITIS IX IXFAXCY : C.

W. BuRH.\xs and H. J. Gerstexberger. J. A. M. A. 80:604 (March 3) 1923.

Xumerous theories as to the etiology of internal hemorrhagic pachymenin-

gitis have been advanced. The authors state that perhaps the most plausible

theory at present is that of Rosenberg, who believes that this disease is due

to thrombosis of the cavernous sinus, as the result either of an infection or

of a marantic condition. In the cases reported in this paper, trauma at birth

or later, or both, seems to have been the most important etiologic factor.

Vomiting and convulsions are perhaps the most common reasons for bring-

ing the patient to the physician. Puncture of the anterior fontanel outside

the longitudinal sinus is a procedure on which pediatricians have laid much

stress. To obtain by it a yellow or bloody fluid practically makes the diagnosis

certain. This fluid—and the same is true when it is obtained from the lumbar

subarachnoid space—does not clot on standing, although there mav l^e a

small fibrin clot or pellicle. Brieflv, then, if an infant more than 4 week-;

old, usually between the ages of 6 and 18 months, has symptoms of markedly

increased intracranial pressure, often more acute than with a tumor, and has

a normal spinal fluid, one of the first things to consider is internal hemor-

rhagic pachymeningitis. The presence of retinal hemorrhages makes the

diagnosis practically certain, and a positive fontanel puncture is pathognomonic.

A yellow subarachnoid fluid or one containing red blood cells is very sugges-

tive. If the disease has been going on for some time, there will probably be

enlargement of the head. .. „ _ .

Xixox, San rrancisco

COXTRIBUTIOX TO THE KXOWLEDGE OF PALILALI.\. T. Sexisk.

Cervello 1:4 (July-Aug.) 1922.

Two cases presenting the phenomenon of palilalia are described in this

paper. Palilalia is a rare disturbance of the central mechanism of speech

consisting in the spontaneous and involuntary repetition by the patient, for
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several consecutive times (cases have been registered up to twenty-one times^,

of his own words. Reported by Brissaud previous to 1899, it was well described

by Souques in 1908, and subsequently by a few other authors. This phenomenon

has been ol)served in different serious organic diseases of the lirain, particularly

in pseudobulbar paraljsis, but also in senile dementia, in general paralysis,

in cerebral tumors and in the parkinsonian syndromes from epidemic enceph-

alitis. In almost all the cases reported, a more or less conspicuous degree

of mental cnfeel)lcnunt, and very frequently also a certain amount of sensory

aphasia and verbal amnesia, not rarely also a slight dysarthria, were noticed.

The cases reported by Souques and by Trenel and Crinon are the only two

on record in which a necrops}' was made. In both, lesion of the corpus callosum

was found. In one of the two cases here reported by Senise, no lesion of

the callosum was found. The patient, a man aged 72, intra vitam had suffered

from senile dementia and, besides palilalia, showed word deafness and paralexia.

The necropsy revealed : softening of the cerebral cortex, especially in the right

lobulus paracentralis and in the left superior parietal convolution; marked
atrophy of the whole left temporal lolie ; and extensive focal destruction of

the white substance in the left occipital lobes In discussing the genetic

mechanism of the phenomenon of palilalia the author rejects the views of

P. Marie and Levy who admit a particular specific lesion lor its production.

He considers this a phenomenon of excess, which, while it is independent of

the functional integrity of the phasicomotor and verbomotor center, is condi-

tioned by the most diverse lesions of the centers and pathways connected

with this center. He concludes, therefore, stating that palilalia should be

interpreted as a functional phenomenon of release of the Broca center (intact)

from the other centers that, in normal conditi.ons, regulate and dominate it

(the most important being Wernicke's center, where a frequent coexistence of

palilalia with lesions of the left temporal lobe is seen). It is therefore essen-

tially a spasmodic phenomenon of the expressive center of speech, a kind of

clonus of the motor center of speech. ,r , .

N.\cc.\RATi, New lork.

THE SACHS-GEORGI REACTION IN NEUROSYPHILIS. S. A. Levix-

SON and W. F. Petersen, J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 54:5 (Nov..) 1921.

The authors, in a comparative study of the W'assermann reaction and

Sachs-Georgi reaction for syphilis, recently published, found the Sachs-

Georgi reaction positive in every case where the Wassermann reaction was

positive, but also positive in many where the Wassermann reaction was nega-

tive. These were mostly cases of clinical neurosyphilis. They state that

"the Wassermann test has not been as successful in aiding our diagnosis of

early syphilis of the nervous system as we might wish" and they emphasize

the great importance of its early recognition. The adoption of the Sachs-

Georgi reaction in diseases of the central nervous system would seem desirable

because of its simple technic. its earlier appearance, its longer positive find-

ings and the fact that it is frequently positive in congenital, latent and para-

syphilitic disease.

In the summary it is stated that in an examination of the serum or spina!

fluid of 1(X) cases of neurosyphilis (tabes, general paralysis, cerebrospinal

syphilis etc., an agreement of 78 per cent, was found between the Wasser-

mann and the Sachs-Georgi reactions. The Sachs-Georgi reaction was posi-

tive in eighteen cases where the Wassermann reaction was negative. They
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conclude that the simplicity of the Sachs-Georgi reaction renders it a valuable

aid in the diagnosis of neurosyphilis, used alone, as a control of the Wasser-

mann reaction or supplementing it. ^, ., , , , .

Chambers, Philadelphia.

PERIARTERIAL SYMPATHECTOMY. Albert E. H.vlstead and Frederick

Christopher, J. A. AI. A. 80:173 (Jan. 20) 1923.

Periarterial sympathectomy was performed by the authors to relieve pain

in the foot, the result of an endarteritis obliterans. The femoral artery of the

right leg was dissected out so that the junction of the middle and lower

thirds was visible and the adventitia was incised and stripped completely

of? for a distance of 5 cm. The patient's work requires him to be on his feet

about twelve hours daily and he is able to walk a mile or more. There is no

pain in the leg except a slight one if he walks rapidly. Numbness, which

was present at the time of operation, has practically disappeared. Before the

operation, the patient was unable to do anything, and the pain was most

severe when lying in bed. Now there is no pain. The general health is

excellent. The leg used to be cold but gets warm in bed now. Tactile and

thermal discriminations are normal. ^, ,, „
Aixo.v, San rrancisco.

OSTEOMA OF THE SKULL. C. W. Rand, Arch. Surg. 6:573 (March) 1923.

Two cases of osteoma of the skull, one being associated with a large under-

lying endothelioma, are reported. In the first case, a large section of the

calvarium had been removed some time before, the operator believing that he

was dealing simply with a benign osteoma of the skull. At this time it was

noted that there were several spicules of bone growing down through the dura and

that the cortex was covered with abnormal tissue. The dura at this point was

apparently destroyed. Four years later, another area of cranial thickening had

formed toward the midline from the point of the previous operation and there

was evidence of new bone formation in the cranial defect caused by the previous

operation. A ventriculogram showed that the left ventricle was occluded and

the right anterior horn pushed down by the tumor mass. A large endothelioma

was removed from the midline that involved the longitudinal sinus and both

anterior lobes, especially the left. The patient made an uneventful recovery

and is reported as clinically much improved. Pathologic examination revealed

that the tumor was an endothelioma of the meninges.

The sequence of events in this case is interesting. The tumor showed a

marked tendency to penetrate the bone and even stimulated the osteogenetic

power of the dura sufficiently to form new bone in the defect caused by the

first operation. This seems to uphold the theory that one effect of these

meningeomas is actually to stimulate new bone growth, as well as to cause

bony thickening by the penetration of the bone by tumor cells.

The second case was that of a simple osteoma of the skull not associated

with any true intracranial growth. It was successfully removed at operation

with amelioration of svmptoms. ,, t^, •, , , ,
•

(iRAXT, FluladelphKi.

MAGNESIUM SULPHATE AS A SEDAT1\E. P. G. Wkston and M. Q.

How.\Rn. Am. J. Med. Sc. 165:431 (March) 1923.

The authors obtained a pure form of the magnesium salt by recrystallization,

which was then made into a 50 per cent, solution and sterilized. When used

in doses of 2 c.c. subcutaneouslv. it was never found to give pain or to be
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followed l)y sloughing. In tlu-ir scries of over one thousand cases the effects

were striking. After fifteen t<> thirty minutes, relief was obtained in 82 per

cent, of cases and the patients became quiet and in many cases sleep was

obtained. In only 6 per cent, of the cases was a second dose required to liring

the required effect. The remainder, who were unaffected by the use of this

method, also failed to respond to other sedatives and were only controlled

with heroic doses of morphin. These patients all fell in the group of active

and noisy inmates with whom sedation of any kind was difficult. The authors

consider it an efficient method of controlling marked excitement in certain

forms of insanity and its use in otlier heids is advocated.

Tk.mi'Lk Fay, Philadelphia

THRKK CASES OF ACUTE ENCEPHALITIS TREATED WITH
SPECIFIC SERUM. Henry F. Hklmholz and Edw.\rd C. Rosknow,

J. A. M. A. 79:2068 (Dec. 16.) 1922.

This serum was obtained from a horse repeatedly injected with a strepto-

coccus isolated from a patient suffering from typical encephalitis. Three cases

are reported and they thought it advisable to report this small group, with the

hope of interesting others in the specific treatment of encephalitis, in order

to determine whether the same excellent results can be obtained in a larger

series of cases. With the injection of the serum there was a decided improve-

ment in the patients' general condition and a complete clearing up of the

nervous symptoms of encephalitis. They have also shown that the serum

protects animals against disease following intracerebral injections of the

stre])tococcus. which is not the case witli normal horse serum.

Xixo.N, San Francisco.
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EIXFUEHRUXG IX DIE KLLXIK DER LXXEREX SEKRETIOX. By

Prof. G. Peritz, M.D., Xervenarzt in Berlin. Paper. Price 11 marks.

Pp. 257 with 31 illustrations. Berlin: S. Karger, 1923.

So much both good and bad has been written in recent years on the suli-

ject of the endocrine glands that it is difficult for the student to secure a

clear view of what has actuall.v l)een established. In this book, Peritz has

collected together, in admirably concise form, what may be considered as

the fundamental facts. He has contented himself largely with stating these

facts, but has indicated sufficiently the general trend of opinion and the pos-

sibilities for future development. Each gland is considered separately and

a brief summary is given of the anatomy and histology. Function is illustrated

by clinical data as well as by the experimental evidence available. A chapter

is then devoted to the pluriglandular syndromes which are treated conserva-

tively and with frank admissions of lack of knowledge. The known facts of

chemistry of the secretions are reviewed briefly and clearly.

The reciprocal relations between the endocrine and the nervous systems arc-

discussed at some length, with diagrammatic representations of the nervous

connections from various sources. The methods of functional investigation,

both physical and pharmaceutical are given in a clear and practical manner.

Finally a chapter is devoted to the relation of the endocrines to the "con-

stitution" by which is meant the mode of reaction of the organism to the

environment, both structurally and functionally. Under this head are discussed

hyperthyroidism, infantilism, status thymicolymphaticus, susceptibility to tuber-

culosis, spasmophilia, schizophrenia, etc.

The book is strictly a compilation and is not offered as an original con-

tribution. It is intended as a text book for students and practitioners, to

serve as a foundation for practice or further investigation. In the text the

author mentions the names of many investigators but has intentionally refrained

from giving bibliographic references for the reason that their inclusion would
make the book altogether too large. The selection of a few references to

the more important contributions would be a task of some difficulty, but

would serve to make the book more valuable by providing points of access to

the literature. There is a fairly good index. The material is well arranged,

the descriptions are simple, the illustrations are well chosen, and the book
can be recommended without hesitation to the student and practicing physician.

DER SELBSTMORD. By Privatdozent Dr. med. R. Wekhbrodt. Abhand-
lungen aus der Xeurologie, Psychiatrie. Psychologie und Ihren Grenzge-

bieten. Beiheft 22 zur Monatsschrift fiir Psychiatrie und Xeurologie

herausgegeben von K. BonhoefFer. Paper. Pp. 44. Berlin: S. Karger. 1923.

In this brief monograph the author has collected a series of statistics of

suicide and discusses the factors that enter into its etiology. He iwints out

that suicide has been known from the most ancient times, though \* has

unquestionably increased greatly within recent years. There is no name
for suicide used in the Bible and but four examples are given in this history

which covers many thousand years. Suicide has increased greatly in almost
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all luiropean countries in the iiast fifty years, but has been almost stationary

in Denmark and Ireland and has actually diminished in one country—Xorway.

One striking fact tliat is l)rouKht out relates to the enormous increase that

has occurred among the Jews in (Germany as c(>mi)ared with people of other

creeds. To illustrate this the follnwinj,' figures, which represent the rati-s per

million living, may be quoted:

Catholics Protestants Jews

1J^9-1855 50 160 46

1901-1907 101 252 294

A notable increase is also observable in the number of women who commit

suicide. The rate among men has increased in thirteen years by 20 per cent.;

that for women by 70 per cent. Whereas, in 1893, the proportion of men to

women suicides was about 4:1, it has since become less than 3: 1.

Weichlirodt discusses, with frequent references to ancient and modern

literature, the relations of suicide to mental abnormality, sex, age, season of

year, etc., in which there is little new brought out. He reaches the conclusion

that the most important factor in the causation of suicide is the struggle for

existence. This is indicated liy the increasing rate in women, who are gradually

assuming more and more of the burdens that used to be left to men. Suicide

is uncommon among the very poor, Imt frequent in those who have known
better times. The second factor of importance is the attitude toward life that

is expressed by religious observance. It is not a question of particular creeds,

l)ut of the devotion to an ideal, which seems to act as a balance wheel in

meeting difficulties.

This little book is well worth reading and contains many figures that will be

found useful. The views expressed and conclusions reached are of considerable

importance to those interested in social psychology and psychiatry in its

broader aspects.
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NEUROLOGICAL SURGEONS: WITH THE REPORT
OF ONE CASE *

HARVEY GUSHING, M.D.

BOSTON

The introduction of india-ink into the fluid spaces surrounding the

central nervous system to see where the granules lodge has been an

experiment repeated by many of us. We know that it blocks the

normal circulation as effectually as does a granular fluid introduced into

the spaces of a fountain-pen. In like fashion not a few of us, with

little originality, periodically repeat the experiment of putting our

calamus scriptorius to paper, despite the fact that the written word

may sometimes choke rather than facilitate the circulation of ideas.

Some of us, indeed, on scanning our former compositions are conscious

that much of them would better have been writ in something less

indelible than ink; and so, as we grow older this business of writing,

particularly under compulsion, comes to be looked on with no little

misgiving.

Nevertheless, one cannot so far depart from tradition as to ignore

a time-honored obligation, and custom has it that your presiding officer

should justify himself so far as he may be able by the discussion of

some subject on which his attention at the time may happen to be

focussed. Since I seem to have been the first surgeon admitted to mem-
bership in this Association and certainly the first to occupy the chair, my
theme should properly be a neurosurgical one and it seems inevitable

that it should concern brain tumors, for there is no other subject on

which our varied interests are more likely to meet as on common ground.

Instead of inflicting you. however, with a formal discourse, a more

objective method of bringing to your attention some aspects of this

consuming topic will be employed. One cannot philosophize from an

armchair in regard to surgical matters as he can about the diagnosis,

classification and treatment of mental disorders ; and consequently

some of the patients with proved or suspected tumor who happen to

be in the hospital wards at this time will be presented for discussion

in another session.^

* Presidential address at the Forty-Ninth .Annual Meeting of the .American

Neurological Association, Boston, May 31, 1923.

1. A report of this clinic will appear in a suhsequent issue.— En.
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I am aware that this is not a cHnical society, and that I am projxjsing

an innovation, hut it is highly desirahle tliat the Ass(Kiation as a whole,

so long as it has admitted neurosurgeons into its niemhership, should

have some idea of the varied character of the neurologic material which

tends at the present day to gravitate into a surgical clinic, and of at

least one of the major problems there Ix^ing faced. For though the

technical details of intracranial operations for tumor are of interest to

only the few, the preliminary diagnoses which have led up to these

measures, and their after-results, cannot fail to be of concern to every

one of us.

It may be assumed that we are all engaged in problems of one sort

or another relating to disorders of the nervous system because we have

come to feel the special lure of this department of medicine. It makes

little difference whether we have become sensitized to the subject in its

sociological, its experimental or its clinical aspects; once successfully

inoculated we are lost. For most of us, be we called neurologists,

psychiatrists, or neuropathologists, this observation is a commonplace;

but for those who have newly emerged from general surgery and have

taken up neurosurgery as a specialty it is a novel sensation to find

themselves in the grip of a subject which makes the more time worn

forms of surgery appear to be somewhat tame and unintellectual afifairs

—ones which present no comparable attractions and offer no com-

parable difficulties.

That surgeons should have been admitted into this intimate guild

now nearing its half-century- of existence speaks well for the open-

mindedness of its members. And if any of you had misgivings as to

our acceptability here, on the basis that metaphysicians and artisans

make an impossible social mixture, we can only hope that time will

justify your action by our becoming through this contact better neurol-

ogists and your becoming more familiar than before with the possi-

bility of handicraft as an increasingly dependable therapeutic measure

for certain other\vise hopeless maladies. The fusion will be of benefit if

for no other reason than that the balance sheets of surgery should

periodically be audited by those not actually engaged in its practice.

It would be interesting to know what influences have severally led

each of us into this general pasture of neurolog}' and through it into

our own special fence-corner. One case at least I can report on. It

shows that chance and opportunity often counteract inclination. The

story can best be given in the words of the patient himself.

The medical traditions of my forebears inclined me to the abnegating life

of a family practitioner. To this I looked forward during my medical course

in the early nineties ; and I still think there is no more satisfactorj' or higher

calling in medicine. But providence willed otherwise.

I
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As an undergraduate I had attended with no especial thrill what for the time

must have been an excellent series of clinical exercises in neurology. I can

recall, strangely enough, that in this course I saw for the first time a case of

exophthalmic goiter, and another of acromegaly, and heard leontiasis ossea and

sporadic cretinism discussed." But on the whole, the impression was gained

that the diseases of the nervous system were obscure and included chiefly those

maladies for which little could be done—maladies, in short, in which the pro-

fession as a whole showed little interest.

I had, to be sure, used as a text-book that admirable small treatise on

nervous diseases written by Christian A. Herter, himself a victim of one of

them; but this book was devoted purely to diagnosis and we students were

given no opportunity to thoroughly study for ourselves and to examine from

day to day an individual patient with a nervous disorder. Furthermore, we
gathered from our remote position on the benches that treatment could be

summed up under bromids, iodids, electricity, and the asylum.

Such minor operations as were recommended were largely orthopedic in

nature, and though the skull might often enough be trephined for fractures, I

saw as a hospital intern in surgery only one operation that I remember for

an organic lesion of the brain. A patient with jacksonian epilepsy having a

"march" involving the upper extremity was sent into the hospital for operation,

by the professor of neurology. After repeated craniocerebral measurements

the situation of the chief fissures was marked with an indelible pencil on the

shaven scalp, the precise spot overlying the center whence movements of the

thumb were presumed to originate being indicated by a cross. At this spot

the surgeon, into whose service the case had come, was expected to trephine,

and on the eventful day, through a stellate incision he removed a button of

bone about an inch in diameter. A discussion ensued as to whether the tense dura

which had been exposed should be incised, a step which was finally taken

without disclosing a recognizable lesion.. This negative finding was looked

on as rather a joke on the neurologist, who, poor man, had assumed the

entire responsibility, and there seemed no reason for any further surgical

interest in the matter.

This was a typical example of surgery made to order, a relic of medievalism

in medicine brought down to the end of the nineteenth century. To every

onlooker the only way to avoid such an impasse must have been obvious.

Either the surgeon would have to take greater interest in the problem through

familiarizing himself with the brain and its diseases, or the neurologist would

have to learn enough surgery to do the operation himself. It is not entirely

clear which of these eventualities has been responsible for the changes time

has brought about.

This story, which could probably be reduplicated by all of you who remember
the neurological surgery of the nineties, is told because it illustrates a rela-

tionship between neurologist and operator as ineffective as it was intolerable.

The surgeon concerned was one of the most brilliant, courageous and successful

2. The neurologic aspects of the endocrine disorders in those days so far

outweighed their metabolic and chemical aspects that they were included for

the most part in the category of nervous disorders. And though one by one,

with the exception of the hypophysis, the ductless glands have since been lost to

us we may take pride in the fact that meanwhile some of the fundamental dis-

coveries relating to their morbid states were made by neurologists.
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operators of his day—a man who C(tntril)Utc(l Krtatly to ah'lominal surgery

for the sole reason that in the diagnosis of Ic-sions that lie l)ftwefn wind and

water he was able to arrive at and to act on his own independent opinion. In

the operation described he took no responsibility but acted merely as an

unwieldy tool in the hands of another person.

Soon after I went to Baltimore in 18%, a patient with paraplegia due to a

recent gimshot wound of the neck was admitted to Dr. Halsted's service and,

as chance would have it, to the ward under my care as a house officer. At the

time, the hospital had no roentgen-ray department, but with the aid of a huge

static machine (relic of the neurotherapeutics of the day) and a small Rontgen

tube no bigger than a Ijaseball, I ground out, after repeated trials, enough

roentgen rays in the course of prolonged twenty-minute exposures to cast on a

photographic plate the shadow of a bullet lodged in the body of the sixth

cervical vertebra, ^'ou may judge from this that she was a cooperative patient,

and though at the time 1 was much more absorbed in Roentgen's recent dis-

covery than in neurology, and had never before heard of hematomyclia, for the

next six months with such precision as I could master I plotted out her

anesthetic skin fields and followed daily with accumulating interest her

subsiding paralyses.

This opportunity personally to study for the first time a neurologic case,

which though a nonoperative one had drifted into and was permitted to remain

in a surgical ward, made a great impression on me, and, spurred on by H. M.
Thomas and L. F. Barker, with the report of this case I started on my inky way.

A surgeon, however, need not even then have apologized for writing on

a purely neurologic subject. There was ample precedent. It was the accom-

panying paraljsis that interested Percival Pott, not the spinal caries and

resultant kyphosis. Moreover, in reading round the subject of hematomyelia

in the nineties it was evident that the two most important monographs dealing

with compression of the spinal cord had been written by surgeons—by William

Thorburn and liy Theodore Kocher. Here, unquestionably, were men who,

making no pretense to be anything other than general surgeons, yet were

interested no less in the neurologic than in the surgical aspects of spinal

disorders.

But cercliral surgery at the time was in the doldrums. Many surgeons, to

be sure, during the preceding decade which had practically seen the end of

serious postoperative sepsis, had been encouraged to undertake a variety of

operations for a number of cerebral disorders. It proved, on the whole, a

disheartening business and for the most part these were very sporadic efforts

made at the solicitation of neurologists,^ neither party at the time full}' appre-

ciatiag the technical difficulties the procedures involved. It was still the day
of the mallet and chisel for entrance; of wound drainage for closure; and
a fungus cerebri with ultimate infection was the almost inevitable and horrify-

ing consequence of most interventions for tumor.

Twelve years before, in the early eighties, following the publication of

Ferrier's treatise on the localization of cerebral function, what appears to have

3. For example, on October 25, 1895, a meeting was held in Boston to

discuss the general topic of "The Present Status of Brain Surgery." Four
neurologists participated under the following heads : Trephining for Insanity

(Walter Channing) ; Trephining for Epilepsy and Infantile Cerebral Palsy

(Morton Prince) ; Trephining for Cerebral Haemorrhage (George A. Walton) ;

Trephining for Tumor and Abscess of the Brain (Philip Coombs Knapp).
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been the first successful attempt to put the results of his observations actually

into play was when on Nov. 25, 1884, under the direction of Hughes Bennett,

Godlee exposed and partially removed a subcortical glioma from the arm center

of the motor cortex. Anyone who wishes to gain some conception of the

advances which have since been made in the surgery of brain tumors will do well

to read the detailed account of this early venture and the discussion which

it aroused''—a discussion, be it said, which was participated in not only by

Hughlings Jackson and Ferrier who were rather pessimistic, but by a young

man of twenty-seven years named Victor Horsley, then engaged in some phy-

siologic researches with E. A. Schafer, and who warmly recommended morphin

as a means of controlling hemorrhage. There was also present from Glasgow
the towering figure of Macewen whose masterpiece, however, on the Pyogenic

Infective Diseases of the Brain did not appear till eight years later.

During the intervening decade, though "trephining" for one object or another

had been enthusiastically broached, the results of these procedures, when com-

pared with those in other fields of surgery rapidly being opened up, were too

discouraging to prove more than a temporary attraction for the surgeon. Evi-

dently an entirely new operative technic would have to be developed before any

distinct progress could be made—a technic which involved wider exposures of

the brain, the control of hemorrhage as well as of tension and edema during

the performance, and an absolutely secure wound closure at the end.

In 1893, the same year which saw the appearance of Macewen's monograph,

there was published in this country a notable volume on "Brain Surgery,"

which begins with this paragraph :

"There are two essential preliminaries to anj- operation upon the brain. The

first is the diagnosis of the nature of the disease which is present, and the

second is the diagnosis of its situation. Both are purely medical questions, and
until they are decided the surgeon cannot be asked to operate."

I am confident that if Allen Starr, in view of his position in neurology

and his interest in surgical matters, had taken to the scalpel rather than the

pen we would now be thirty years ahead in these matters, and I am sure his

fingers must many times have itched when he stood alongside an operating

table and saw the operator he was coaching hopelessly fumble with the brain.

Indeed it was not until fifteen years after the publication of this book that he

wrote in regard to an operation for an acoustic neurinoma on one of his patients

that it was the first really successful tumor extirpation in his records. It is

evident from all this that the surgeon long played a very secondary role and

acted only under the instructions of the neurologist. There is no wonder, there-

fore, that the period was one of utter discouragement during which, e.xcept by

one or two enthusiasts, the comparative futility of most of these operations

came to be emphasized.

But in the foreground of this gloomy picture there stands .out a gladiatorial

figure—that of Victor Horsley. He alone of all these surgeons had been suffi-

ciently fired by the spirit of neurologic research to give time to the experimental

laboratory. In January of 1886 the Neurological Society of London had been

founded with Hughhngs Jackson as its first President, and with Horsley,

though primarily a surgeon, as one of the original members. So from the

first he sat with his peers, and when a month later (Feb. 9, 1886) he was

4. Bennett, A. H., and Godlee. R. J. : A Case of Cerebral Tumor. Med.
Chir. Trans. 68:243, 1885; also Proc. Roy. Med. and Chir. Soc. of London.
N. S. 1:438, 1885.
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appointed surgeon to the National Hospital for the Paralyzed and Epileptic,

Queen Square, the birth of modern neurologic surgery may properly be

assumed to have taken place." Though work came slowly, it was in that

hospital only a year later (in June, 1887), when he performed for Gowers an

epoch-making operation—the first extir|)ation of a tumor from within the spinal

canal—an operation which he alone possibly of all living surgeons was capable

of seeing to a successful issue because his surgical training had been supple-

mented by laboratory experiences which had familiarized him with comparable

operations on the nervous systems of animals. It was a fortunate beginning,

one which helped greatly to offset the conservative attitude widely held in

regard to interventions of this sort. Neurosurgery at this time needed a

fighting champion, and such an one he was—in this as in other causes.

When, in 1900, at the termination of a long surgical residency at the Johns

Hopkins I went abroad for a year, it was with the purpose of working on

some neurologic problem ; and having become somewhat surgicalized in the

course of the preceding five years I knew no better than to seek someone of

my own craft as the source of inspiration. Naturally my steps turned to

London, where I found Horsley kindness itself, but despite an insatiable

craving for research his time had become so taken up with a large consulting

practice, with the development of his general surgical service at the University

College Hospital, as well as with matters relating to professional politics, that

most of his investigative work was done at odd hours at his home. As
Stephen Paget, his biographer, says, his period of incessant laboratory activity

which had begun in 1884, was then about at its close.

So with vague talk of returning for some work later on, I drifted to France

and finally to Switzerland where in Berne I passed the most engrossing year

of my medical life in Kronecker's laboratory on a problem connected with

intracranial tension—an Arbeit which Kocher had suggested. This was followed

by an all too brief period with Sherrington who was then in Liverpool, where

I was permitted to participate in some experiments on the delimitation of the

motor cortex of anthropoids.

Thus equipped, with my sole neurologic qualifications represented by these

two experiences, I returned to Baltimore and petitioned for a post as neuro-

surgeon in the clinic.

My former chief was evidently staggered at the proposal. He suggested as

an alternative that I take a position in orthopedics, a subject which in his

opinion covered practically all neurologic maladies having surgical bearings.

To be sure, there were the neuralgias, but brain tumors of which there had been

only two or three examples in the decade since the hospital opened w^ere too

uncommon to be considered.

In short, there w-as no possible source of livelihood in neurologic surgery

and did I know Qf anyone, even Horsley, who had actually limited himself to

5. Just twentj' years later (July, 1906) at the Toronto meeting of the

British Medical Association, Horsley gave in detail his views regarding the

technic of operations on the central nervous system—a subject in which great

advances have since been made. His temperament was incompatible with the

time-consuming and fastidious details of technic which most of the neuro-

surgeons of the succeeding generation regard as essential to the success of

operations for tumor. In this address he dwelt largely on chloroform as an

anesthetic and on the treatment of shock. General anesthesia is now giving

way to local, and operative shock is the least of our present troubles.
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any such specialty? I did not. And I recall with embarrassment making the

suggestion that exophthalmic goiter might be regarded as a primary disorder

of the nervous system : operations, indeed, on the cervical sympathetics had been
undertaken, and in Berne they were beginning to operate on the gland itself.

But this met vi'ith no favor and my neurologic prospects seemed far from
encouraging. Consequently, for the next few years I continued to do general

surgery in an adjacent hospital, and contrary to all expectations, neurologic

cases began to accumulate in such numbers as to guarantee a living. Mean-
while unlooked for laboratory facilities were secured and I was soon able to

devote myself exclusively to operative neurology' and the laboratory.

We are all familiar with patients who are led into numerous and
somewhat lengthy digressions in the recital of their past history, and
the story just given proves no exception. The record, moreover, is

fragmentary. It would have been more in keeping with custom had

mention been made at the outset of the patient's chief complaint;

moreover, his present status should be thoroughly gone into and at the

end a therapeutic program should be outlined. The complaint is an

imperfect elementary training in neurology, and though it is too late

for this to be remedied in the particular instance cited, a proper treat-

ment which may prevent similar complaints in the future on the part

of others, can at least be outlined.

Unquestionably, if the future neurologic surgeon is to do the thing

properly, his training will demand a longer preparation than that needed

for any medical specialty—and not many will have the industry, the

patience, or the intellectual gifts combined with the manual dexterity,

necessar}- to see it through.

The essentials are a far more thorough grounding in the structure,

function, and morbid anatomy of the nervous system than is provided

in the preclinical years of any of our schools, and with far more atten-

tion paid to the diseases of the nervous system and disorders of the

mind in the succeeding years at the bedside. It is hardly to be expected,

however, that with our already far too crowded curriculum we can

hope for very great improvement in this direction. Year by year our

schools find themselves obliged to cut down rather than to allocate

additional time to the teaching in any one subject; and if this is true

even of the fundamental subjects, whatchance is there for special ones?

Our needs as potential neurologists might be met, in course, only on

the remote chance that the anatomist, physiologist, pathologist, physi-

cian and surgeon, as chiefs of major departments in any one school,

should all happen to have leanings in our direction, for then an inter-

departmental neurologic seminar might at least be held as an optional

extracurricular exercise.

But, after all, possibly the best we can expect is that enough may
be given to undergraduates to so far stimulate the interest of a few
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of the better students that they will wish to pursue neurology as a post-

graduate study. There is such a thing as si)ecializing too early, and

a thorough grounding in general subjects is perhaps even more essentia)

for us than for any other specialists, since we more than any others

tend to overlaj) the general held of medicine. The chief drawback lies

in the fact that for the further preparation of those who have been

attracted into neurology, opportunities for advanced study are far from

ideal.

As I see it, the only jxjs.sible solution is through the establishment

of a well endowed national institute which will become the inevitable

graduate school through which all ambitious students of the nervous

system will wish to pass whether they are destined to become psychia-

trists, neurologists, neuropathologists, neurosurgeons, or to engage in

some of the .sociological asi)ects of neurology, (iiven an institute

free from any tendencies toward local chauvinism, with its departmental

chiefs on a full-time basis engaged in research and teaching, with well

equipped laboratories, with a library and bureau of publication, and

wnth small hospital units for psychiatry, for neurology and for neuro-

surgery, there could arise a real American school of neurology. And
from such a central institute there would radiate throughout the country

such influences as would put the subject in which we are mutually

interested on an entirely different plane. Such a foundation as this,

which we could all support, w-ould effectually check our tendency to

drift apart into minor, somewhat combative, and unstable groups with

ill-detined boundaries
;
psychopathologists, neurosurgeons, and so on,

each speaking a language somewhat unintelligible to the others and with

the consequent loss of a proper sense of that interdependence in which

strength can only lie. On all this I have harped on a former occasion

when a few of us, members of this Association, who had been thrown

together in the war had vain hopes that something of the sort might

come to pass in our generation.*' But come it will, some day, I am con-

fident; and that surgery will be an essential part of any such program

is reasonably assured. Meanwhile we must somehow provide tem-

porary training-grounds for those with surgical capabilities who would

enter this field, for neurology cannot expect the spontaneous generation

of many Horsleys. He, alas, was an isolated figure without surgical

progeny, and men of his type are today greatly needed in many an

institution here and abroad where the neurosurgeon as yet has not

entered.

Traditionally the surgeon is cut from a different piece of cloth than

the physician and, because of the time-consuming and fatiguing nature

6. Concerning the Establishment of a National Institute of Neurology,

Am. J. Insan. 76:113 (Oct.) 1919.
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of the manual work he is called on to perform, his intellectual attitude

toward his activities tends to be on a lower plane than the physician's

:

so at least they give us to understand. Admittedly such an attitude is

likely to be held by those who either do their work to order or who
largely limit themselves to the cut-and-dried procedures of an estab-

lished sort, which require little preliminary study and have a fairly

certain outcome. But in a new and difficult field like ours this is an

impossible attitude if we are to make any significant advances and

are to hold the confidence of our fellows. Indeed, a thorough ground-

ing in neurology, not mere operative dexterity, should be the sine qua

non for membership in this body ; and this, I like to think, means

nothing more than that as neurologists some of us are doing our own
surgery rather than that we are primarily surgeons who are forcing our

way into the bailiwick of others.

There is no back-door to neurology, and it is expecting a great deal

of the future neurologic surgeon, I am aware, but not too much, that

he should have not only a good fundamental knowledge of general

medicine, but an equally good foundation in general surgery. In addi-

tion, he should have acquired a working knowledge of clinical neurology

as well as of the disorders of the mind and of neuropathology ; indeed,

1 think he should make his own postmortem examinations, for nothing

is likely to be more informing, and there is a tendency for both physi-

cians and surgeons in these days of chemistry and physiologv to

frequent the dead-house far less than of old.

Furthermore he should be familiar with ophthalmoscopv and

perimetry, as well as with the otologic and rhinologic conditions whose

complications he is likely to encounter. On top of all this, he should

have mastered the particularly difficult technic essential to the success-

ful outcome of the more serious operations on the central nervous

system.

When men thus qualified are finally produced there will be no pos-

sibility of a reversion to the conditions existing within the memory of

many of us—conditions which the "case history" herein recorded has

served to recall ; when it was the dictum that "tlie surgeon should be

invited to a consultation in a case of brain tumor only after a three

months' period of medical treatment has proven unavailing." Yet these

or comparable conditions are ones which in most localities still prevail.

Not many physicians are willing to call on a surgeon to o|>erate. let

us say, for an abdominal complaint, unless they feel that he shares

with them a thorough knowledge of the disease. Neurologists have
been slow in adopting this principle of action.

Whatever his specialty may happen to be. it is only when a surgeon
is shouldered with the responsibility of acting largely on his own diag-
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noses that he will be impelled seriously to study his own cases before

they come to the operating table and will be inclined to follow the

results of his procedures to the end to see wherein his mistakes can be

rectified on subsequent occasions. On no other basis will he be likely

to see all round his subject ; on no other basis will he be likely to con-

tribute anything to it by carrying his problems to the laboratory ; on no

other basis will he set a safe example for his pupils to follow.
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Decerebrate animals have been produced chiefly by ablation of the

cerebrum and interbrain or transection of the brain stem.

. These mutilating operations are attended by a high mortality and

associated with a great degree of shock. The exact level of decerebra-

tion cannot be predetermined and complete decerebration is not assured

until postmortem examination. Frequently some part of the brain

cephalad to the decerebration remains intact. Hemorrhage is uncon-

trolled and the degree of hemorrhage immeasurable. The shock

obscures the picture and the time of its disappearance cannot be accu-

rately determined. An animal decerebrated by such methods shows

symptoms which result not only because of the operative removal of

function of certain parts of the brain, but also because of compression

by hemorrhage, shock and mutilation of an immeasurable area of tissue

adjacent to the operative wound.

Other methods have been employed to destroy certain parts of the

nervous system ; for example, cocainization and freezing. Spinal ani-

mals have been successfully produced by the injection of foreign sub-

stances, such as chloroform, into the vertebral or carotid arteries.

Hill ^ has shown that occlusion of the blood supply to the central

nervous system for fifteen minutes produces damage from which there

can be no recovery. This has been corroborated by many workers and

Stewart, Guthrie, Burns and Pike ^ produced excellent spinal animals

by combined occlusion of the vertebral and carotid arteries, ligating

the right innominate and the left subclavian arteries. Subsequent injec-

Exhibited at the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the American Neuro-

logical Association, Boston, May 31, 1923.

1. Hill, Leonard: Physiology and Pathology of the Cerebral Circulation,

London: J. and A. Churchill. 1896.

2. Stewart. G. M., Guthrie. V. C, Burns, R. L., and Pike, F. : J. Exper.

Med. 8:289, 1906.
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tions of indigo-carmin showed no dye above the level of the cahinius

scriptoriiis and usually no higher than the third or fourth cervical seg-

ment of the spinal cord.

It follows that if a method could he devised whereby complete

anemia of a certain isolated part of the cerebrum ctnild be produced

for a ])eriod of time longer than fifteen minutes, that jxart of the brain

would be rendered functionless.

Studies in comi)arative anatomy have shown that the cerebral

arteries are laid down with remarkable precision and the distribution is

closely associated with the function of the part supplied. According

to Stopford,^ who studied the distribution of blood vessels to the pons

and medulla by means of injection experiments, the nutrient vessels to

the.se parts are true end arteries and may be utilized in the investigation

of function of certain parts of the medulla and pons.

It is possible, then, in the absence of anastomosis, to interrupt the

continuity of the blood stream in the basilar artery by ligature and thus

to separate the part caudad from that cephalad to the ligature. If the

carotid arteries are then tied, complete anemia of the brain cephalad

to the ligature on the basilar artery is produced.

AX.\TOMV OF THE BASILAR CIRCULATION IX THE CAT
«

The vertebral arteries of the cat, after giving off a large branch

which passes laterad and dorsad to anastomose in the muscles of the

neck with a branch of the occi])ital artery, unite at the anterior border of

the foramen magnum to form the basilar artery. The l)asilar artery

passes craniahvard along the ventral median line of the brain stem.

Just before their imion to form the basilar artery the vertebrals each

give ofT a small branch which passes caudad and mediad. These

branches unite in the median line to form the anterior spinal artery

which passes caudad the entire length of the spinal cord. (Fig. 1).

At the caudal border of the pons the basilar artery gives off a

large branch on each side, the posterior inferior cerebellar artery.

These vessels ramify on the surface of the inferior half of the cere-

bellum. At the cranial margin of the pons the posterior superior

cerebellar arteries arise from the basilar artery and crossing the

cerebral pedimcles supply the superior half of the cerebellum. Just

craniad to the origin of these vessels, the posterior cerebral arteries

arise and pass to the caudal portion of the cerebrum. The basilar

then divides and passes craniad at the side of the hypophysis to join

the posterior communicating branches from the carotid plexus. A
large vessel arising from the carotid plexus of the internal maxillary

artery, passes into the cranial cavity through the orbital fissure and

3. Stopford, J. S. B. : T. Anat. & Physiol. 1:131 and 255. 1916.
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Fig. 1.—Drawing of the basal surface of the cat's brain, showing the arrange-

ment of the vessels constituting the circle of Willis. 1. Anterior spinal artery;

2. vertebral artery ; 3. posterior inferior cerebellar artery ; 4. basilar artery

:

5. posterior superior cerebellar artery; 6. posterior cerebral artery; 7. middle
cerebral artery ; 8. anterior cerebral artery.
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lies within tlu- skull at the side of the h\ i)<i])hysis. It j^ives off the

posterior coiiiniunicating branches, the middle cerebral and anterior

cerebral arteries. These vessels form the circle of Willis and with

the basilar constitute the basilar circulation.

MKTIIOI) OF I)i:Ci:KKl?k.\TION

The method of decerebration b\- anemia consists of two steps: first,

the lij^ation of the basilar artery at any desired ])oint and, second, tlie

ligation of the carotid arteries.

Cats were used throuj^houl as experimental animals of choice.

After they were anesthetized with ether in the usual manner they

were tied to an operating table with the ventral asjiects upwards. A
small catheter was introduced into the trachea and connected with an

ether bottle through which a stream of air was directed. The ether

bottle was .so arranged with valves that any desired stage of anesthesia

could be secured and maintained.

A mouth gag was then fixed in place and the jaws were widely

separated. This also served as a means of securely fixing the animal's

head in {position. A ligature having been passed through the tip of the

tongue and that organ being held outside the mouth, a median line

incision w^as made in the soft palate from the posterior t(\gt of

the hard palate posteriorly. The mucous membrane and muscles

were separated from the base of the skull posteriorly so as to

expose the anterior border of the foramen magnum and laterally to

expose the tympanic bullae. The two flaps of mucous membrane and

muscles thus made were retracted by ligatures. It is very imjwrtant

to obtain a field clear from tags of mucous membrane and muscle, and

to expose the tympanic bullae. These latter bonv i)rominences serve as

valuable points of localization in the later operative steps. Opposite

these structures one reaches a level in the pons at about the exit of the

fifth cranial nerve. (Fig. 2).

A motor driven dental burr was used to trephine through the base

of the skull (ventral surface of the body of the sphenoid, basisphenoid

and basioccipital bones) and to expose the dura mater covering the

pons and the basilar artery with its branches. This method of trei)bin-

ing was found to be satisfactory since it tended to stop any bleeding

from the edges of the bone. This procedure was continued until a

membrane-like layer of bone remained. This was then carefully

removed by the use of a fine spatula. The basilar artery was then

visible lying beneath the dura mater. A dural hook was used to open

the dura mater and allow the escape of cerebrospinal fluid. With this

exposure the basilar artery can be seen in the midline of the pons and

its side branches are easily distinguishable.
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If one wishes to ligate the basilar at the level of the exit of the fifth

cranial nerve from the pons, the trephine opening in the skull must

be made exactly opposite the middle of the tympanic bullae. If it is

desired to place the ligature on the caudal end of the basilar at its

formation bv the two vertebrals. it is necessarv to remove the anterior

f^'K- 2.—Drawing of the operative field in ligating the basilar artery show-
ing the mucous niemhrane retracted to expose the tympanic bullae, and the
trephine opening in the bone witli the underlying basilar artery.

border of the foramen magnum before oj)ening the dura mater. The
posterior inferior cerebellar arteries arise from the basilar at a point

abotit midway between the posterior margin oi the tvmpanic bullae

imd the anterior border of the foramen magnum. The ]>osterior

superior cerebellar arteries from the basilar are just caudad to the
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exit of tlu' oculomotor ncrxcs from the lirain >tem. Iliorouglily to

expose these vessels it is necessary to remove the dorsum sellae. This

gives one access to the posterior cerebral arteries also. l-"or such an

ex])osure the trepiiiiie openinj^ must he made about 0.5 cm. craniad to

the anterior edge of the tympanic bullae.

After the basilar artery has been exposed at the level clcsired, a

strabismus hook, into the end of which a rtne hole ha.s 1>een drilled, is

used to place a hue silk ligature about the vessel. With care the artery

can be ligated without the slightest trauma to the imderlying brain

stem. We have successfully ligated this artery at varying levels in its

course in about sixty animals. In some of the animals .several ligatures

have been applied, thus ])ro(lucing segments in the brain stem deprived

of their blood supply. It is also possible to ligature the vertebral

arteries separately as they unite to form the basilar and the ])osterior

inferior cerebellar arteries.

The common carotid arteries were exposed in tlie neck by a median

line incision and were separated from the vagus nerve and the internal

jugular vein. They were then either tied with silk ligatures or clamped

with a Crile clamp. For the puri)ose of studying the manifestations

of nervous tissue recovering from anemia, the clamps were used. With

the application of the clamps a decerebrate preparation resulted ; when

the clamps were removed within ten minutes, the animal apparently

recovered normal function. When time is a factor it may be advisable

to ligate the carotid arteries first. The recovery from the carotid

operative procedure is very rapid and no change in the behavior of

the animal results. The basilar artery may then be ligated in an aninial

which is apparently in a condition of normal functioning. When the

basilar artery is ligated first, a somewhat longer time is required for

the animal to recover from the operative ]:)rocedure.

RESULTS OBSERVED

No visible change in function is produced by ligating the carotid

arteries or the basilar artery alone.

Shortly after the ligature of both carotids and the ])asilar artery, the

animal assumed the characteristic posture of decerebrate rigidity. The

forelegs were thrust backward, the elbows were rigidly extended, the

hindlegs were usually not as completely involved in the rigidity as

were the forelegs. The tail was invariably curved stiffly upward. The

head was lifted and retracted on the neck. The mouth was tightly

closed. If the legs, tail or head were moved from the attitude assumed

they would immediately spring back into the position of extensor

rigidity. While this posture would be assumed with the animals lying

on the side, the suspended position and fixed supine position favored

the early production of rigidity.
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A detailed description of the decerebrate preparation will be dealt

with in a following communication. It may be said that the corneal

reflex is preserved and the light reflex is absent. These animals

without exception exhibited vibrissae, sneeze, pinna and scratch

reflexes. The Magnus-deKleijn reflexes produced by manipulation of

the head were likewise (jbtainal)le. Respiration was disturbed for a

very brief time following the ligation and after that no measures were

necessary for its maintenance. We have made no endeavor thus far

to keep the animals alive for any length of time by careful nursing

methods. In spite of this such animals commonly lived twenty-four

hours.

The level of the section obtained by the production of anemia may

be accurately determined ]\v the peri])heral injection of vital stains

Fig. 3.—Drawing of the medial aspect of the cat's brain showing the basilar

artery ligated and the e.xtent of the vital stain over the inferior half of the

the cerebellum, the caudal half of the pons, the medulla and the spinal cord.

intravenously. A definite difl:'erentiation is ])roduced between the nor-

mal and anemic ])art of the brain, the latter remaining colorless.

I'igure 3 shows the level commonly obtained by the intravenous injec-

tion of methylene blue when the basilar artery is ligated at the level of

the lifth cranial nerve nuclei. It will be seen that the superior half of

the cerebellum remains unstained. This preparation, therefore, in

addition to being decerebrate, hast lo.st the function of the superior part

of the cerebellum. If tlie basilar .irtery is tied at the junction of the

vertebrals, the whole cerebellum is rendered anemic. Whether half or

all of the cerebellum was excluded from the circulation, the decerebrate

rigidity .seemed in no wise influenced. It would be ])ossible to pro-

<luce a decerebrate ])repar;ition leaving the cerebellum intact. The
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operative difticulty. because of lieniorrliage from the cavernous sinus,

is such that for our purposes we have not persisted in efforts to pro-

duce such an animal. ( l"'ig. 3).

C<;M MKNT

Anemia <if the cenlral nerxdus system jjrolonj^ed for more than

fifteen minutes pnxhices irrecoverable loss of functicjn of the anemic

portion. By means of coni])ined ligation of tlie carotid arteries and the

basilar artery loss of function occurs in that part of the brain cejjhalad

to the ligature on the basilar artery. X'arying levels of decerebration

are therefore ])ossil)le. 'Hie animal exhibits all the phenomena of

decerebrate rigidity. Tlie same result ensues whether the function

of ])art or all of the cerebellum is abolished. Ligation of the basilar

artery causes no shock and a study of the ])reparation may be made

inuiiediately after the o])eration. The result is not obscured by the

effect of hemorrhage or mutilation of adjacent parts. There should

be no mortahty as a result of the operative ])rocedure. The constancy

of the ])reparations produced will ])ermit of more accurate descriptions

of the resultinij;- phenomena and of less controversial interjiretations.
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In tlie diagnosis of epidemic encephalitis, the ocular findings are

of primary importance. Pupillary changes are receiving increasing

attention in the last two years and frequent references have appeared

in literature concerning the occurrence of the Argyll Rohertson pupil.

This sign, which formerly has been considered pathognomonic for

neurosyphilis, has lately been reported in chronic alcoholism, injuries,

and tumor of the midl)rain. In spite of its occasional occurrence in

these conditions, its frequent presence in a condition as prevalent as

e])idemic encephalitis would tend to lessen its diagnostic value to

clinicians.

In reviewing the pupillary reports in the literature, very freqtient

mention is found of absent or sluggish light reflexes. There is a sur-

prisingly small number of cases in which a true Argyll Robertson sign

was brought out. Among the authors who record cases which they

feel certain exhibit an Argyll Robertson sign are Bonhoeffer,^

Economo,- I'ette,'' Dreyfus,* Nonne,'' and \Mlson.'' Waardenburg

"

mentions "Transitory Argyll Robertson phenomena" ; Adler ^ concludes

that the Argyll Robertson pupil in encephalitis should be diagnosed

with the greatest caution. Other cases, such as that of Dickinson,"

* Read before the Forty-Xinth Annual Meeting of ttie American Neuro-

logical Association, Boston, June 1, 1923.

* This research was carried on with the financial aid of tlie United States

Ciuvernment Interdepartmental Board of Social Hygiene in the Stanford Uni-

versity Medical School, Department of Neuro-Psychiatry.

1. Bonhoeflfer, K. : Neurol. Central])l. 39:286. 1920 : Deutsch. med. W'chnschr.

47:229, 1921.

2. Economo: Wien. med. W'chnschr. 71:1322, 1921.

3. Pette: Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenhoilk. 76:32, 1923.

4. Dr-yfus. (i. L. : Munchon. med. Wcliiischr. 67:538 (May 7) 1920.

5. Nonne: Deutscli. Ztschr. f. Nervenheilk. 64:185, 1919. and 65:220. 1920.

<\ Wilson, S. A. K.: j. Xeurol. & Psychopath. 2:1 (May) 1921.

7. Waardenluirg, P. .1.: Am. J. Ophthalmol. 4:580 (Aug.) 1921.

8. Adler. ]:. : Med. Klin. 17:13 (.Ian. 2) 1921.

9. Dickinson, C. : Am. J. Ophthalmol. 3:587 (Aug.) 1920.
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cannot he included because of a lack of some essential point in the

diagnosis, that of Junius '" heing of little value l)ecause of the presence

of a positive blood W'asserniann reaction. This variety of o])inion

may be exi)lained on several grounds, the ino>t imj)ortant of which is

the difficulty of securing the necessary data in an acute case. I'he

convergence reaction can only be elicited with the full cooperation of the

patient; any doubt on the jxiint must greatly confuse the diagnosis.

Again, the fre(|uently changing lindings in the same patient, ranging

from normal to iridoplegia during the course of the disease, make a

final decision even more difficult. It seemed worth while to investigate

a series of ejjidemic encephalitis cases with such a jjsychic state that

they would cooi)erate in the more delicate diagnostic ])rocedures. This

was only possiI)le in the subacute and chronic cases.

Before ])roceeding to the examination of the material, it would be

well to define our understanding of the Argyll Robertson sign. Argyll

Robertson" himself defined it as follows: "The pupil was insensible

to light, but contracted still further during the act of accommodation

for near objects." He uses the phrase "during the act of accom-

modation for a near object" in the sense of ffx'using the eyes for a

near object. He was therefore testing the reaction wdiich we ordinarily

designate the convergence-accommodation reaction of the pupil. He
adds in the same ])aper that the ])atient "with either eye. was able to

read fine ])rint." This inii)lies, altlmui^di it does not specifically state,

that the ])atient's accommodative i)ower i ciliary muscle) was intact.

Some of the modern textbooks, including that of I'urves-StewartJ-

hold to the origin.'d definition: "There is a loss of the light reflex, with

a preservation of the reaction to accommodation and convergence."

Others, with Jelliffe and White. ^-^ would allow a "partially k)st" light

reflex, or, with Kinnier Wilson,'' an "obvious diminution" of the light

refle.x. to be included in our present conception of the sign. Other

observers have included an involvement of the accommodative pow'er

of the ciliary muscle in the definition of the Argyll Robertson sign.

Some cases of Argyll Robertson pupils noted as having occurred in

encephalitis, including the often quoted case of Xonne,"' show^ paresis

of the accommodative power of the ciliary muscle. We have not,

however, considered that these cases could be properly included. It

seemed to us an unwarranted extension of the original definition to

10. Junius: Ztschr. f. Augenheilk. 44:46. 1920.

11. Robertson, Argyll: Edinburgh M. J. 15:487.

12. Stewart, Purves : The Diagnosis of Nervous Diseases, Ed. 5, Xew
York : E. B. Treat & Co., 1922, p. 126.

13. Jelliffe. S. E., and White, W. A.: Diseases of the Nervous System, Ed. 4.

Philadelphia : Lea & Febiger, 1923, p. 34.
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include them among those exhihiting the Argyll Robertson sign. We
have classed them under the caption of ophthalmoplegia interna.

The extension of the limits of the definition of the Argyll Robertson

pupil to include the incomplete or incipient forms, while advantageous

from one point of view, tends to introduce inaccurate and obscure

terms such as "sluggish," "questionable" and "doubtful," pupillary

reaction. In order to minimize the inaccuracies due to the personal

equation in the study of the ])upillary reaction to light, we availed

ourselves of the ])upilloscope.

METHODS OF EXAMINATION

In testing the material we used the following methods

:

(A) The Light Reaction.—We examined for the the light reaction

both by the ordinary methods and by the pupilloscope. In this instru-

ment, designed by von Hess, the patient's eye is observed through a

telescope of eight magnifications. From a constant source of illumi-

nation a beam of light is cast ui)on the eye. This beam of light is made

to traverse a frame which consists of two compartments (Fig. 1).

The upper compartment contains a gray glass of known permeability

to light. The lower contains two gray prisms which are calibrated and

can be superimposed one on the other to any desired extent by means

of a micrometer scew. The amount of light passing through the lower

compartment is varied by changing the position of the prism. The

frame is then swung up and down so that the beam of light passes

successively through the upper and the lower compartments. When the

permeability of the compartments is equal we are illuminating the eye

with a constant l)eam of light. By changing the permeability of the

lower compartment it is in our power to illuminate the eye with any

desired difference of light. We now determine the least difference of

light which just suffices to elicit reaction of the pupil and this difference

of light is a numerical index of the sensibility of the jnq^il. and, there-

fore, of the i)upillary reflex arc. The ])risms are most ])ermeal)le to

light at their apices and least at their bases so that the permeability

of the systems of prisms varies according to the ]:)ositions of the

superimposed portions. The position of the prisms and the amount
of light i)assing through are shown on the micrometer scale and we
can thus measiue accurately the amount of light necessary to secure

reactivity of the ])upil ( l-'ig. 2). The smallest difference of light intensi-

ties between which the normal ])upil can distinguish is as Q3 to 100.

The value is constant, is irres])ective of the age of the individual, and is

independent of the state of adai)tation. In our table we have ajii^ended

the scale readings as found with the particular grav glasses used in this

series: glass I, in which differences of live are within normal limits;

with glass 1\', differences of two are within normal limits. With the
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aid of tlie pupilloscoiK;, about 20 per cent, (^f the cases showing doubtful

jnipillary reactions were definitely shown to be either j)atholo}fic or

within normal limits.

(B) Co)n'criicnci'-.lcc()}niiu)dati(>n Reaction.— The ordinary test

method consists of making the patient look into the distance and then

look fixedly at a near object, preferably his linger. ( )f the sources of

Fig. 1.—The piipilloscope.

error, apart from difficulties in determining the quantitative reaction of

the pupil, the most constant is that resulting from a sluggish psychic

state. The examiner is frequently in doubt as to how much elTort the

patient is making. Moreover, no quantitative measurement has thus

far been elaborated for the determination of the convergence reaction,

yet that is one of the most commonly used neurologic tests and one on

which considerable reliance is placed.
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In view of the above mentioned sources of error and of the fact

that it is only an associated act in
^
focusing for near objects, the

essential act being the convergence of the eye balls and the accommoda-

tive power of the ciliary muscle, it would seem that the clinical useful-

ness of the convergence reaction is much overrated.

Seldom, on the other hand, is the accommodative power tested in a

neurologic examination. We tested for it at first only in the way of

Fig- -

—

Showing how the operator, chanying the position of tlie prism.

regulates the amount of light passing through the lower compartment.

ri)iilnie. especially as it could be measured accuratel\-. We soon found
that the accurate measurement of the accommodati\e power furnished

most im])()rtant data.

Acco)>iiiiodatii-c Pozccr.—The accommodative power is an ex])res-

sion of the power of the ciliary mu.scle. This can be measured by
approximating tine print to the emmetropic eye luitil the type just

begms to blur. 'I'bis distance increases from youth to old age with
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Fig. 3.—Testing the accommodative power.

Diopters Age
„IO__lE_jn2530 36 40 41 50

Centimeters
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hut very slight variations. The accommodative power may he exjjressed

in centimeters ; the starting point for the measuring must, of course,

he constant, namely, focus for infinity or emmetrojMa. In each case,

therefore, the refraction of the eye must he known, or, as is more

convenient, the eye he corrected for emmetro])ia with glasses. When
this latter is the case, hut only then, the neurologist can accurately

measure the distance hetween the cornea of the eye and the print held

at the position where type just hegins to hlur. Then, with the appended

table (Fig. 4) and the knowledge of the patient's age, he can compare

the accommodative power with the normal on the table for that age,

and determine whether the accommodative power (ciliary muscle) is

affected or not. True, many pitfalls are encountered, which only

experienced ophthalmologists can properly adjudge, hut for the grosser

lesions of the ciliary muscle, the neurologist can obtain a very fair idea

with this rough and ready method.

ANALYSIS OF MATERIAL

The material consisted of thirty-six cases, most of them amhulatorv

and all of them in such a psychic state as to he able to cooperate in the

examination. The blood and spinal fluid W'assermann reactions in

each case were normal. No trace of the Argyll Robertson pupil was

found. It is. of course, conceivable that our material, consisting of

sul)acute and chronic cases, might contain a less number than an acute

material would have done. However, the fact that our patients could

all cooperate to the fullest extent gave an opportunity to demonstrate

defects in convergence which, in lethargic patients, would have been

impossible. Again, the routine testing for the accommodative power

fre(|uently made the diagnosis of ophthalmoplegia interna, which if not

tested for, might conceivahlv have been classed in an .\rgyll Robertson

group.

The sluggish ])upils found clinically or with the aid of the pupil-

lo.scope were accompanied, either I)y a reduced convergence reaction,

or reduced accommodative ])ower. Frequently all three were involved,

in the only instance in which a sluggish light reaction was obtained by

the pui)illoscoi)e in the face of a normal convergence reaction and

accommodative power, the history showed a recent injection of homat-

ropin for diagnostic puri)oses.

< )f M])hthalmo])legia interna there were si.xieen cases (44 per cent.),

one of which showed an o])hthalmoplcgia interna in one eye and an

isolated paresis of accommodative power in the other. .\ doubtful

iridoplegia occurred once—this may have been an ophthalmoplegia

intcrn.'i.
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Reduction of the acconinio(lati\e jxjwer occurred as an isolated sign

in thirteen cases (M> ])er cent.), in adchtion to heing present in the six-

teen cases of ophtliahnoplegia interna (44 per cent.). Thus we found

the acconinio(lati\c power affected in SO ])er cent, of all case>. making

the ])aresis of the ciliary muscle the outstanding ocular lesion in epi-

flemic encephalitis.

Six cases showed no abnornirdity.

'{'he size of the pupils averaged from medium t(j large. The excur-

sion of the pupil, even when it reacted to light, was small. In shape,

thirty ])upils were round and six ovoid. This would seem to show that

the really irregular ])upil is rare in encei)halitis.

Comparing our tindings in this series of ence])halitis with a like

series comj>osed of cerel)rospinal sy])hilitic cases, it is interesting to

note that the .\rgyll Robertson ])ui)il was found to he present in ("16

Chart 1.—CiniipiiidticC rupillary Fiiuiiiu/s in Enccphalilis and Syphilis

Light
Reac-
tion
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5. As the result of our investigations we would define an Argyll

Robertson pupil as one in which the light reaction is reduced or absent

in the ])resenee of a normal convergence-accommodation reaction, in

agreement with the definition of Argyll Robertson himself, but we

believe it necessary to stipulate also (as he seems to have implied) that

the acconmiodative power (ciliary muscle) be intact. Unless this be

done an ophthalmoplegia interna may be erroneously diagnosed as an

Argyll Robertson sign.

DISCUSSION

Dk. Franxis X. Dercum, Philadelphia: While I have made no studies

with the pupilloscope, the authors' findings are in accord with my own experi-

ence, that absence or disturbance of the light reaction are rarely found in

encephalitis. On the other hand, in a large number of cases we find impairment

of the reactions in convergence and accommodation. I believe this sign to

be of the utmost diagnostic value. Not infrequently the common symptom of

diplopia is absent, but in doubtful cases I have always felt that if accommoda-

tion is impaired ever so little, one should favor the diagnosis of encephalitis.

Furthermore, paresis or paralysis of the ciliary muscle in my experience is

one of the earliest symptoms, occurring as early as the diplopia.

Dr. Foster Kennedy, New York: We have been misleading students by

teaching that the Argyll Robertson pupil is a sign of syphilis onlj'. It can

occur from toxic, infective or mechanical attack on the oculomotor nuclei.

It frequently occurs in epidemic encephalitis and as an instance of its mechan-

ical origin, I have mentioned a case of tumor growing on the inner side of

the right temporosphenoidal lobe, producing pressure on the midbrain. This

pressure was gradual and, at first, not continuous. There were passing periods

in which there was loss of conjugate movement ui)ward of the eyes. Such

periods might last but a few hours. When there was loss of conjugate move-

ment upward, the Argyll Robertson pupil was present ; the phenomenon dis-

appeared with the removal of the pressure on the quadrigeminal region. Later

Dr. Elsberg operated on this patient. The location of the lesion and the

mechanics of the situation as I have descrilied it were proved later by necropsy.

It is the only instance I know, of a purely mechanically produced Argyll

!\(>i)erts()n pupil, and is consequently imi)ortant.

Dk. Isk.xel Str.vuss, New York: During the epidemic of encephalitis we
(lid not find the Argyll Robertson pupil frequently, but often found a pupil

fixed both to light and in accommodation; it is an interesting fact that the

fi.xed pupil persisted for a long time. In some cases the only symptom per-

sisting for some months is the fixed pupil, but in many cases it is the difficulty

in acci)mmodation which interferes with reading. Involvement of accommoda-
tion and of the musculature of the lens is present early. Frequently diplopia

is not comi)lained of at the beginning, but rather indistinctness of vision which
persists. .An oplulialinologist in the hospital claims that with the pupilloscope

he is able to diagnose an .Argyll Robertson pupil before the neurologists. In

one patient he asked me to discern which eye showed interference with tiie

light reflex or accommodation refiex. He thought that it could not 1)0 done.

I noted the eye in which there was the very slightest defect in reaction, which
he had not perceived. The pupilloscope is an instrument of great precision

and one which may in the future have a threat practical ai>pIication. We
liavc not used it in cases of epidemic encephalitis.
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Dr. Donald J. MacPherson, Boston: In fifty-four cases of acute enceph-

alitis that have been in the Brigham Hospital since 1919, sixteen showed

failure of convergence. Of these there were four in which no contraction of

the pupils to light could l)e demonstrated. It was also noted that in three of

these cases in which the light reaction was not impaired, there was no reaction

in accommodation.

Dr. S. a. Ki.nnikr W'il.son, London: I have seen more than one typical

case of epidemic encephalitis with a characteristic Argyll Koliertson phe-

nomenon. It occurs also in disseminated sclerosis without doubt, and there are

a number of cases which are certainly not syphilitic in which one can get a

characteristic Argyll Robertson pupil. It occurs in conditions in which there is

neoplastic change in the vicinity of the aqueduct. All that is necessary is that

the lesion should be in a certain place. It does not matter what the pathologic

nature of the lesion is. The only difficulty is that we get it much more com-

monly in syphilis than we do in anything else, l)ecause there is a specific action

in connection with the syphilitic virus. It has a sensory affinity. In the case

of the light reflex we have to suppose that there is a special affinity of the

syphilitic virus for the central protoneuronic terminations of the visual appara-

tus, and if they are involved, just as the spinal dorsal roots are involved, there

will be interference with the light reflex. We get a paralysis of the light reflex

without paralysis of the accomodation reflex. In encephalitis Icthargica, one

may also observe the reverse of the Argyll Robertson phenomenon, which is

readily enough explained.

Dr. Alfred Gordo.v, Philadelphia: Xonne, Economo and Xaeff ol)served a

large number of encephalitic cases during the epidemic in Munich, and found

the Argyll Robertson pupil in this affection. I did not use the accurate instru-

ment of which Dr. Mehrtens spoke. The Argyll Robertson pupil rapidly dis-

appears in lethargic encephalitis, but is persistent in syphilitic encephalitis.

Dr. Henry C. Mehrtens, in closing: Dr. MacPherson's series was very

much to the point from the standpoint of the cases that we investigated, par-

ticularly those patients in whom he found absent or sluggish light reactions

with sluggish convergence-accommodation reaction, .\ccording to the ordinary

terminology the cases would be classed as iridoplegia, which the results of

our series would indicate is suggestive of syphilis in which it occurs much
more frequently than in encephalitis. In Dr. MacPherson's cases it would have

been most interesting to measure the accommodative power of the ciliary muscle;

in syphilis this is rarely involved while in encephalitis it is frequently involved.

This brings out again the importance of testing the accommodative power of

the ciliary muscle in all suspected cases of Argyll Robertson pupils.

There is no reason why an Argyll Robertson could not occur with any

lesion placed in the exact position necessary to produce the sign. Again we
would saj-, however, that the cases in which we finally determine an Argyll

Robertson sign to be present should have the accommodative power tested in

addition to the light and convergence reaction, otherwise we may be adding

to our series a considerable number of examples of ophthalmoplegia interna.

I think Dr. Gordon's statement as to the frequent mention of the Argyll

Robertson phenomenon in the literature is correct. Adler, however, in review-

ing this subject, greatly diminishes the number of these cases by stating that

many transitory Argyll Robertson signs have been included in this list; he

asks the question "Are we entitled to speak of transitory Argyll Robertson

phenomena?" Perhaps such a term is allowable but I believe that, before

cases are added to the literature as being true Argyll Robertson phenomena,

even if transitory in nature, we should always be sure that we are not dealing

with an ophthalmoplegia interna.



FULMINATING ENCEPHALOMYELITIS *

HEXRV EDMUND MELENEY, M.D.

PEKING, CHINA

The clinical differentiation between typical cases of acute anterior

poliomyelitis and typical cases of epidemic encephalitis ordinarily offers

no problem. Even though there are no clear-cut differences between

the microscopic lesions of the two diseases, nevertheless the distribu-

tion of the lesions, and the symptoms produced by such lesions, leave

no doubt as to the correct diagnosis in any given case. When ful-

minating cases of either disease occur, however, an accurate diagnosis

may be more difficult. In epidemic encephalitis fulminating cases are

of rare occurrence, although the fact that they occur is mentioned by

many writers on the subject.^' - Such cases may show only general

symptoms of an overwhelming infection, or there may be localizing

symptoms which make the diagnosis fairly certain, as in the case

reported by Leiner.'' Fulminating cases of acute anterior poliomyelitis

are also seen, but are common only during epidemics of that disease.

These cases are mainly cerebral in type and may show, clinically, little

or no evidence of involvement of the spinal cord. Microscopically,

also, the brain is extensively involved while the spinal cord may show

relatively few lesions. In such cases the simultaneous occurrence of

typical spinal cases of poliomyelitis is the chief aid in establishing the

diagnosis.

The epidemic of acute encephalomyelitis which occurred in Aus-

tralia in 1917 and 1918, designated by Cleland and his co-workers* as

the "Australian X-Disease," consisted almost entirely of cases of this

cerebral type. The disease seemed to be a distinct clinical entity,

because its geographical distrilnition was quite different from that of

the typical cases of both epidemic encephalitis and anterior poliomyelitis

which occurred at the same time. From an experimental point of

view it also differed from poliomyelitis, since the investigators of the

* From the Department of Medicine, Peking Union Medical College.

*The study of these cases was made in conjunction with Professor Andrew
H. Woods, head of the Department of Xeurology, P'eking Union Medical College.

1. Barker, L. F. ; Cross, E. S., and Irwin, S. \'.
: Am. J. Med. Sci. 159:

^.^7 (March) 1920.

2. (iottstein, W. : Ergeh. d. Hvg., liakt.. Inninni., u. exper. Tlur.. 5:.^94

1922.

3. Leiner, J. H. : New \<.rk M. j. 112:178 (Aug. 7) 1920.

4. Cleland. J. B., and Campbell, A. W. : Brit. M. .1. I:bb3 (May 31) 1919
This work is reported in detail in the Report of the Director-Ciencral of Public
Health, New South Wales, 1917, P'art \', I'.ighth Report o\ the Microl)i,.logical

Laboratory for the year 1917, p. 144.
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disease were aljle to transmit it to animals whidi liave never been

experimentally ijifected hy the virus of typical anterior poliomyelitis,

r^lexner.' however, has preferred to consider the disease an aberrant

form of anterior poliomyelitis rather than to accept it as a new disease

on the evidence that has so far been offered. His view is streng^thened

by the fact that no subsequent epidemic of a similar nature has occurred

either in Australasia or elsewhere.

The two cases here presented conform closely in all respects to the

fulminating cases in the Australian epidemic, and to the cerebral form

of acute anterior poliomyelitis, as well as to fulminating ca.ses of epi-

demic encephalitis. They occurred at the same time, terminating within

thirty-two hours of each other, and therefore gave rise to the sus])icion

that they might be the beginning of an epidemic similar to the one in

Australia. No such epidemic actually occurred, and, since the cases

were not known to have been in contact with each other, their close

proximity in point of time was probably a mere coincidence. They

are reported as interesting problems in diagnosis.

REPORT OF CASES

Case 1.

—

Clinical History.—J. K., an Englishman aged 20, a soldier in the

British Legation Guard, Peking, who had been in the Orient one year, three

months before death had jaundice that lasted nine days. Two months before

death he had had venereal sores which were cured by silver nitrate. His

blood had showed a negative Wassermann reaction five weeks after these sores

appeared. Aug. 29, 1921, eight days liefore death, while in camp at the seashore

about one hundred miles from Peking, he was thrown from a donkey and landed

on his head and shoulders. The next day he was able to go on all parades,

and played football in the afternoon. September 3, three days before death,

he played rugby football in the morning and later bathed in the sea and went

to sleep in the sunshine. He felt "queer" that evening when his company

started to return to Peking. He traveled all night on a train. On arrival in

Peking, September 4, he was admitted to the Legation Guard infirmary; the

temperature then was 105 F., the pulse was 130 and respirations were 31. He
complained of frontal headache and of dorsal and lumliar pains. He was

mentally dull. There was a macular skin- eruption over the entire body including

the limbs. The patellar reflexes were slightly exaggerated. September 5, the

mental torpidity increased; the temperature was 105 F., and the pulse was 124

and weaker. He passed urine involuntarily. Spinal puncture on this day showed

clear fluid, the centrifugalized sediment of which contained only a few poly-

morphonuclear and mononuclear leukocytes. Rales appeared in both lungs. The

Kernig and Baliinski signs were negative. There was no ankle clonus. In the

evening muscular rigidity developed, and a slight strabismus. The head was

not retracted. L'rine and feces were passed involuntarily. September 6, his

temperature remained high, the muscular rigiditj- became less and the skin

eruption disappeared. Dulness on percussion and rales developed over both

lungs posteriori}'. Fifteen cubic centimeters of spinal fluid was withdrawn but

5. Flexner. Simon : In the Symposium on Epidemic Encephalitis, New
York Academy of Aledicine, May 20. 1920. Med. Rec. 98:705 (Oct. 23) 1920.
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showed no change from the former findings. The urine was normal. Coma
became progressively deeper and the patient died at 7:30 p. m., just three

days after the onset of acute symptoms.

Necropsy Findings.—Necropsy was performed thirteen and one-half hours

after death. The viscera were normal except for general congestion, fibrous

adhesions of the upper lobe of the right lung to the chest wall, patches of

lobular pneumonia in the right lower lobe and in both lobes of the left lung, a

few patches of hemorrhage in both lungs and in the mucosa of the stomach,

slight distention of the urinary bladder and slight atheroma of the aorta. The
meningeal, cerebral and spinal blood vessels were all intensely congested. The
meninges were normal except for slight thickening at the base of the brain,

where the cerebrospinal fluid seemed a little cloudy. There was no evidence of

acute meningitis. On gross section the brain showed marked congestion but

no gross hemorrhages or other lesions. In the spinal cord the gray matter of

the cervical and dorsal regions appeared irregular and there were spots sug-

gestive of hemorrhage.

Bacteriologic examination was limited to culture of the heart's blood,

owing to lack of facilities at the place where the necropsy was performed.

This culture yielded a gram-negative bacillus, morphologicallj^ and culturally

similar to the glanders bacillus. It failed, however, to produce the typical

glanders lesions in a male guinea-pig, and was therefore considered probably

a contaminant.

Histologic Fi)idings.—Microscopic sections of the viscera corroborated the

gross findings and, in addition, showed pus in the small l)ronchi, areas of

hemorrhage in the spleen, and infiltration of the portal spaces in the liver

by many mononuclear cells.

The microscopic sections of the brain and spinal cord showed very extensive

and intense lesions. These lesions consisted of: (1) Focal accumulations of

wandering cells associated with rarefication of the parenchyma; (2) phago-

cytosis of nerve cells, particularly of the cells of cranial and spinal nerve nuclei

;

(3) degeneration of nerve cells; (4) perivascular accumulations of wandering

cells, associated often with a broad open space about the affected vessels; (5)

diffuse infiltration of the parenchyma of some regions of the brain by wandering

cells.

Of these lesions the focal cell accumulations were the most prominent and

most extensive. They occurred in practically every section examined, including

frontal, parietal and occipital cortex, thalamus, corpus striatum, midbrain, pons,

cerebellum, medulla oblongata, and cervical, thoracic and lumbar spinal cord

(Figs. 1-4). They were largest and most numerous in the midbrain, and

smallest in the cortex. They occurred usuallj- in the gray matter, but some-
times also in the white matter beneath the cortex, and in tracts in the mid-
brain. In the cervical region of the spinal cord they occurred in the posterior

horns oi gray matter as well as in the anterior horns. The cells found in

these accumulations were mostly of the large mononuclear phagocyte type, with

round, oval or irregular nucleus and pale-staining cytoplasm. Some may have
been the so-called "ameboid glia cells." There were a few lymphocytes and
polymorphonuclear leukocytes.

These focal accumulations of wandering cells were associated with rarefica-

tion of the tissue in which they occurred, so that often only a loose network
of fibers remained. In no case, however, was there complete dissolution of the

tissue nor destruction of the phagocytic cells themselves, such as would occur

in an abscess. The nerve cells seemed to be the onlv cellular elements to suffer.
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Fig. 1. Case 1.—Focal cell infiltration in gray matter of occipital cortex.

X 157. Fig. 2. Case 1. Focal cell infiltration, with rarefication of the paren-

chyma, in the midbrain, region of third cranial nerve nucleus. X 20. Fig. 3.

Case 1. Focal cell infiltration in dentate nucleus of cerebellum. X 120. Fig.

4. Case 1. Focal cell infiltration and neuronophagia, anterior horn of cervical

spinal cord. X 40. Fig. 5, Case 1. Perivascular infiltration of lymphocytes

in the midbrain. X 230.
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The cells which had accumulated about blood vessels, as well as those dif-

fusely infiltrating the parenchyma, were mostly lymphocytes (Fig. 5). Neither

of these were striking conditions, the perivascular infiltrations being notably

less than is usually seen in either acute poliomyelitis or in epidemic encephalitis.

Phagocytosis of nerve cells was, in places, very pronounced, particularly

in the midbrain, the medulla ol)longata, and the cervical spinal cord. The

phagocytic cells were almost all of the large mononuclear variety (Figs. 6

and 7).

Degeneration of nerve cells included all stages of the process, from slight

swelling and loss of Nissl substance to complete loss of nucleus and fragmenta-

tion of the cell body. In most places the degeneration was relatively slight,

but in the midbrain, pons and medulla it was marked, and in the cervical cord

it was extreme.

The pia of both brain and spinal cord was but slightly involved in the

disease process. There was a little swelling of the fibrous network in places,

and accumulation of a few lymphocj'tes about some of the blood vessels.

No perivascular hemorrhages were found in any of the sections studied.

Case 2.

—

Clinical History.—Mrs. G. F., American, aged 56, had arrived in

Peking from the United States about a week before her death. Her past

history was negative except that she had suffered, at times, from violent head-

ache and once had had a severe streptococcus throat infection. She had been

vaccinated against small pox unsuccessfully in Japan two weeks before her

arrival in Peking. Six days before death she had a sore throat but did not see

a physician. The following day she complained of headache and of "fulness"

in the right ear. She was seen by Dr. Willner of this department, who found

that her throat was inflamed, and that there were a few coarse rales in the

lower lobe of the right lung. Temperature w'as normal. Two days later (three

days before death) she was seen again by Dr. Willner. Although she said that

she felt well, her urine showed a small amount of albumen and a few red and

white blood cells, but no casts. That night she did not sleep well; the follow-

ing morning she had a temperature of 104 F., and vomited twice. She was
then admitted to the Peking Union Medical College Hospital (Sept. 6, 1921).

On admission (two days before death) she was drowsy and mentally

"cloudy." There was an erythematous blush on her chest, and several maculo-

papules were present on the abdomen and arms. Conjunctivae and throat were

slightly injected. There were a few crackling rales in the base of the left lung.

Reflexes were normal. Temperature was 39.6 C, pulse 90, respirations 26.

Urine showed a large amount of albumin, a slight reaction for acetone, many
hyaline, epithelial and granular casts, and a few red and white blood cells.

Hemoglobin was 85 per cent.: white blood cells were 12.700 per c. mm., with

ludymorphonuclear leukocytes 71 per cent.; blood pressure, systolic 190, diastolic

not recorded.

September 7, patient went into deep coma and became cyanotic. There

was slight edema of the dependent parts of the body. Diffuse coarse rales

appeared in both lungs. A systolic murmur appeared over the apex and base

of the heart. Urine was not passed voluntarily but 800 c.c. was removed by

catheter. Blood urea was 26 mg. per 100 c.c. Throat culture showed a non-

hemolytic streptococcus. Blood culture was contaminated. Temperature 40.6 C.
pulse 120, respirations 36. The patient died September 8, at 3 : 15 a. m. The
clinical diagnosis was: .\cute exacerbation of a chronic nephritis. Xo suspi-

cion of acute encephalitis was entertained.
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Xrcrof^sy /•'i»(/(/i.(/.v.—Xecropsy was i)(.Tfi)nm(l twelvr hours after death.

The Ixxly was that of a very «)l)ese wciman. The conjunctivae were quite

edematous and there was a su^K^'Stion of slight general edema. The viscera

were normal except for two small hemorrhages in the endocardium of the right

ventricle, slight thickening of the cusi)s of the aortic valve, atheroma of the

coronary arteries and aorta, atelectasis of the lower lobes of both lungs, acute

Ijronchitis, a small area of consolidation in the right lower lobe, slight narrowing

of the cortex of the kidneys with a granular appearance of the subcapsular

surface, slight thickening of the renal arteries, and several hemorrhages in the

left tonsil. There was marked congestion of all the viscera. At this point in

the necropsy the prol)able cause of death was thought to be cither uremia or

septicemia. Therefore the head was injected with ten per cent, formaldehyd

solution before l)eing opened, thus precluding the possii)ility of making cultures

or animal inoculations from the brain. The meninges were not thickened. The
brain, though injected with formaldehyd, still appeared markedly congested,

but was not edematous. On gross section no lesions of any kind were revealed.

There was hemorrhage into the Ixmc cells above the right tympanic cavity.

The spinal cord w-as grossly normal.

Cultures made at necropsy from the heart blood and from the spleen showed

no growth.

Histolo(/ic Fi>idiiujs.— Microscopic sections of the viscera corroborated the

gross findings and, in addition, showed occasional hyalinization of heart

muscle fil)ers, hemorrhage into some of the alveoli of the lungs and edema in

others, hemorrhages into the spleen pulp, chronic passive congestion of the

liver with fat infiltration, degeneration of the cells of the renal convoluted

tubules, moderate thickening of the small renal arteries, and acute inflammation

of the left tonsil and of a nearby lymph node.

The microscopic sections of the brain and spinal cord showed, in general,

the same types of lesion as those found in Case 1. .-Ml the lesions were, how-

ever, less intense and less extensive. The cerebral cortex showed no histologic

lesions except an indefinite degeneration of the large pyramidal cells. The
most marked lesions were in the midbrain, pons, medulla and cervical spinal

cord, with less involvement of the thalamus, internal capsule, cerebellum and

thoracic spinal cord. Focal accumulations of wandering cells, mostly of the

large mononuclear type, were again the most prominent lesions (Fig. 8).

Neuronophagia was less extensive, but, in places was intense (Fig. 9).

Perivascular accumulations of lymphocytes, however, were more prominent

than in Case 1 (Fig. 10), though even here they did not reach the degree often

found in cases of either epidemic encephalitis or acute poliomyelitis. As in

Case 1, no hemorrhages were found either about the blood vessels or elsewhere

in the parenchyma. The pia showed about the same degree of involvement as

it did in Case 1.

COMMENT

From a clinical standpoint neither of these cases was accurately

diagnosed. In Case 1. acute poliomyelitis, epidemic encephalitis and

in.solation were all considered, but the case was typical of none of

them. In Case 2, the age, high blood pressure and urinary findings

drew attention particularly to the kidneys. Coma was the only symp-

tom referable to the central nervous system, and that symptom could

have accompanied any overwhelming infection or the late stages of
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Lase 2. Focal cell inhltration in the pons. X 157. Fig 9 Case 2 Wnr „ophag.a of anterior horn cells of cervical spinal cord. X 210 F g 10 CaT""Peruascular infiltration of lymphocytes in the pons. X 40.
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uremia. Both cases terminated so rapidly that the element of time,

which is often so helpful in clearing up obscure cases, was of no aid

in making a diagnosis. In Case 1 the symj)toms were more definitely

cerebral and the microscopic findings were more intense and extensive

than in Case 2. I lad the patient in Case 2 lived another dav, the

symptoms and k-si()n> might have corresjjonded more accurately than

they did with tho.se in Case 1.

Microscojjically both cases show, in general, lesi(jns which are

t\i)ical of both ejjidemic encephalitis and anterior jjoliomyelitis. Peri-

vascular lymphocytic infiltrations, focal and diffuse accumulations of

mononuclear wandering cells, nerve cell degeneration and neuro-

nophagia are all found in typical cases of both these diseases. 'Ihe

one lesion which is commonly found in these diseases and which was

absent in the cases here reported is perivascular hemorrhage, but it is

not a constant finding, and might have appeared in these cases if the

patients had lived longer. The focal cell accumulations, on the other

hand, are usually not so prominent in typical cases of encephalitis or

poliomyelitis as they were in these two cases. In places they almost

gave the appearance of microscopic abscesses, although the preservation

of neuroglia and infiltrating cells, together with the destruction of nerve

cells, differentiate the lesions from those usually produced by pyogenic

organisms.

Through the kindness of Prof. J. B. Cleland, the opportunity has

been presented to compare the microscopic sections from these cases

with sections from cases of the "Australian X-Disease." The lesions

in our cases corresponded quite accurately, except for their greater

intensity, to those in a human case of the Australian disease, but did

not conform so closely to the lesions in the tissues from Cleland's

experimental animals, sheep and monkeys, where the lesions were much

less marked, and where perivascular infiltration of lymphocytes was

the most prominent abnormality.

The possibility cannot definitely be excluded that one of the ordi-

nary pyogenic bacteria was the responsible agent in one or both of our

cases. Unfortunately it was impossible to take cultures from the brain

and cord of Case 1 ; while in Case 2, the supposed nephritic etiology

caused the omission of this procedure at necropsy. No bacteria were

found, however, in any of the sections studied.

SUMM.\RV

1. Two cases of fulminating encephalomyelitis are reported from

Peking, both of which resembled, clinically and microscopically, those

occurring in the epidemic of so-called "Australian X-Disease'' of 1917

and 1918.
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2. The patients each survived only three days after tlie onset of

acute symptoms, and died on consecutive days. There was no known

contact hetween them. No epidemic of similar cases has occurred in

this vicinity, as far as we know.

3. Microscopically the lesions consisted of focal accumulations of

mononuclear and a few polymorphonuclear leukocytes, neuronophagia,

perivascular and diffuse infiltration with lymphocytes, and nerve cell

degeneration. The whole brain stem and spinal cord were involved

in both cases, and in one case the cerebral cortex was involved as well.

4. An accurate etiologic diagnosis of the cases is impossible. They

may have been fulminating cases either of acute anterior poliomyelitis

or possibly of epidemic encephalitis. There is also a possibility that

the etiologic agent may have been one of the more common pathogenic

bacteria.



Sl'IXAL SUBAKACllXOll) BLOCK

ITS SIGNIFICANCE AS A 1)1 ACNOSTIC SIGN.

ANALYSIS OF FIFTV-TII KKE CASES*

jAMi-:s B. A^ i:k, m.d.

BOSTON

In two earlier papers ' the writer has (lescril)e(l a method l)y which

it is possible to demonstrate spinal subarachnoid block in cases of coni-

j)ression of the spinal cord and other conditions which obstruct the

free interchange t)f fluid within the spinal subarachnoid space. The

object of the present short communication is to review briefly the

results of this method after nearly four years of clinical use, in order

to form some estimate as to its value.

The method employed has remained unchanged with certain modi-

fications. It depends on (1) a careful manometric study of the fluid,

by means of double and at times of triple puncture of the subarachnoid

space, and (2) coni])arison of the fluids obtained at two or more loci.

For the hydrodynamic studies the ])oints of ])uncture are designed to

be a])ove and below the obstruction, and therefore needles are not

necessarily inserted at the same loci in all cases ; for supposed cord

tumor, cistern-lumbar puncture is the rule ; for possible cauda tumor.

(loul)le lumbar puncture may be preferred. Dynamic studies in low

Cauda tumor may be carried out also by means of combined puncture of

the lumbar subarachnoid space and the sacral epidural space.

Concerning the second criterion on which the diagnosis of block is

based, the examination of the fluid from two or more loci, experience

has emphasized the significance of the protein content of the fluid as by

far the most important. Normally, it has been found that the protein

content of the fluid is almost the same throughout the spinal sub-

arachnoid si)ace. In obstruction, the protein has always been found

increased below. Hence much reliance is placed on comparative quanti-

tative estimations of protein in fluids obtained from different loci.

While fluids presenting xanthochromia, and more rarely the com-

jilete Froin syndrome, are present in a number of these cases, the

majoritv of fluids from below obstructions have been found to be

colorless. It is therefore certain that this method is more sensitive than

is the examination of the lumbar fluid alone. The accuracy and sig-

nificance of the information obtained will become apparent on study of

the cases.

* Read before the Forty-Xinth Annual Meeting of the American X'eurological

Society. Boston, June 1, 1923.

1. Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 4:529 (Nov.) 1920, and 7:38 (Jan.) 1922.
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COMPLETE AND INCOMPLETE BLOCK

In fifty-three cases it has been possible to demonstrate an interrup-

tion in the free interchange of fluid in the spinal subarachnoid space.

In forty-one cases the block appeared complete, i. e., on lowering

fluid pressure distal to the obstruction by simple withdrawal, the

pressure remained low even though that above the obstruction was three

Table 1.

—

Location of Block in Fifty-Three Cases

Extradural
l"iJinors—27 cases:

Verified by operation 10
Verified by necropsy
Indicated by Roentgen ray 2

Pott*' Disease—8 cases:
Veriflo/i by operation 2

Clinical and Roentgen-ray diag.. 6

Vertebral Dislocation—7 cases:
Verified by operation 5

Verified by necropsy 1

Indicated by Roentgen ray 1

Subacute and Chronic Meningitis—7 cases:
Verified by operation
Clinical diagnosis

Undetermined
Total 27

Meningeal Intramedullary Doubtful

6 8
1

Table 2.

—

Spinal Subarachnoid Block: Complete in Forty-One Cases;

Incomplete in Twelve Cases

Complete Block Incomplete Block Total

Tumor: Extradural 7 5 12

Meningeal 5 2 7

Intramedullary 6 2 8
Potts' disease 8 8
Vertebral dislocation 6 1 7

Subacute and chronic meningitis 6 2 7

Undetermined 4

Total 41 12 53

Table 3.

—

Level at Which Block Occurred

Cervical Tlioracie Lumbar Cauda DifTuse Doubtful
'I'umor 8 14 3 2
Potts' disease 1 7
Vertebral dislocation 1 3 3
Meningitis . .. .. 7
Undetermined . .. .. 4

Total 10 24 6 2 7 4

or four times as great; conversely if pressure above was artificially

raised by compression of the jugular veins, no comixMisatory rise was

registered in the lower manometer.

In twcKe cases the block appeared incomplete. In these cases the

fluid pressure, changed in any manner either above or below the

obstruction, tended to become equalized. In this c(Hinection it is

l)robable that the changes noted after simple withdrawal of fluid
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indicate more accurately the dej^ree of block, hut the results ohtained

by jugular com|)res>ion are certainly more convincing.

Unfortunately, s])ace does not allow a chart of all findings in these

cases. A work-sheet ( h'ig. 1) will, however, j^ixe an idea of the

Coiuullut

Namc 'Garfield Age 31 No. U.C.H. 248252 Date Uh.3.1922

Diagiio^t<> llK'f4<

Briff clinical n-cord

:

Block c^pecu-d !

liuiii.): Cervical rib. f Tunor of cord.

Pain in right neck, foreoro and hand for 2 yeara. No syciptona reforable
to leer extrecities.
Exeo.: Atrophy and weeOcneas and sensory losa of right ana and sho<ild«r.

;.'o v/aaJcness or wensory Iocs below. Reflexea lirely; patellar clonua on
rigl.t; plantar reflexes nonaal.

Iiiiiial prc«ure
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certain from roentgen ray and clinical studies in fourteen; in four

cases only do we feel doubt as to the cause of obstruction. Analysis

of these tables may be briefly summarized as follows : block, complete

or partial was caused by tumors, by vertebral disease and dislocation,

and by meningitis; block was produced by extradural, meningeal and
intramedullary agents, and all levels of the spinal subarachnoid space

are here represented.

From a consideration of these tables it appears that the demonstra-

tion of block by this method is a reliable guide as indicating obstruction

F'&- 2.—Diagram to show the level and location of tumors with reference to
the spinal cord in which block was demonstrated.

to the free flow of fluid within the sjiinal subarachnoid space. Further-
more, the reliability of inconii)lete block appears to be as great as

complete block, and its significance greater, in that it may be found in

lesser degrees of com|)ression of the cord than complete block. Unfortu-
nately there is little in the study of these cases which indicates the level

at which block exists, except when diiTerential lumbar punctures have
been emi)loyed ; nor is any indication given as to the location of the

lesion with reference to tlie cord and its membranes, or as to the type
of lesion, except in meningitis in which triple punctures have been
employed.
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SH;N1KIC.\NCK of TATKNT SIMNAI, SrilARAClINOIU SI'ACE

While the rehahility of jjositivc tindinj^'s seems assured, can we
attach ativ significance to negative hndings? Especially important, is

al)sence of block compatible with compression of the spinal cord?

In 104 cases it has l)een possible to demonstrate a freely permeable

subarachnoid space. Not all of these patients were cord com])ression

suspects, a number being under treatment for cerebral syphilis by the

cisternal route. Table 4 represents diagnoses made after sufficient

])eriod of observation to render them accurate in most instances. Three

Table 4.

—

One Hundred and Four Cases in IVIiich Block Has Xot Demonstrated

No. of Case!"
Laiiiiiu'itoiiiy for supos«><i tumor of cord: no tiinior foiiml 6
Lii mi net' tomy for tumor of ciiiida equina; tumor founri (below low puncture) 2
Liimincctoniy for tumor of cauda equina; tumor not found 1

Multiple .sclerosiii l.=i

Meningitis: acute 8
tuberculous 2

Neurosyphilis: acute iiieningitic 1

meningovascular (no obstruction found at necropsy in one ca.se) In
genersil paralysis 3
tabes 2
optic atrophy 3

Combined system disease 3
Degenerative myelitis 3
Hematomyelia 1

Poliomyelitis: acute 1

chronic 1

Tumor of vertebra: no .spinal cord symptoms 1

'fraimia of spine: no spinal cord symptoms 1
Acute myelitis 1
Cerebral arteriosclerosis 1
Potts' disease: no cord symptoms 1

Hypertrophic arthritis of spine 2
Paralysis agitans 1
Progressive muscular atrophy 1
Kncephalitis lethargica (one case confirmed by necropsy) 2
Syringomyelia 1 •

No diagnosis permissible 22

Kpidural cyst (found at operation) 1

Intramedullary metastatic adenoi'arcinoma (found at operation) 1

Kxtramedullary neurofibroma (found at necropsy) 1

Total 101

groups chiefly concern us. First, six cases in which laminectomy was
performed for .supposed tumor of the spinal cord in spite of the fact

that no block could be demonstrated. Xo tumor or other obstruction

w^as found in any of the six. Second, attention is called to the large

number of patients who presented the symptomatology of a transverse

cord lesion and who subsequently develoj^ed unmistakable signs of

multiple sclerosis, fifteen in all. Third, a group of three patients who
presented pathologic lesions which fall into the group of "cord com-

pression," but in whom block was not demonstrated.

It will be well to speak of these three cases individually. The first

patient presented the picture of a complete transverse lesion of the

spinal cord, with no noticeable change in symptomatology in ten years.

At operation a multilocular cyst was found, about the circumference of
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the forefinger, lying dorsally in the epidural space, and extending

beyond the operative field both above and below. The origin of the

cyst is problematic. The patient in whom adenocarcinoma was found

likewise presented unmistakable transverse myelitic symptoms. In

her case the spinal cord, instead of appearing swollen, was actually con-

stricted a little at the point at which the tumor was found. The findings

in the third patient were most instructive. More than a year previously

he had had a sciatic neuroma removed. Because of severe root pain

a spinal neuroma w-as suspected, although no signs of cord compression

were present. While no block was demonstrable the fluid was definitely

pathologic, showing 135 mg. of protein in the lumbar fluid and 30 mg.
in the cisternal fluid. The pain was subsequently relieved by excision

of a large intercostal neuroma; but at necropsy a short time later, an

extradural neurofibroma, apparently silent as far as symptoms were

concerned, was found.

From a study of these cases it is reasonable to conclude that a

permeable subarachnoid space may be present in cord compression

(three cases;, but in that laminectomy was performed six times with

negative findings, in the absence of demonstrable block, a certain value

must be attributed to negative dynamic studies. One more point in this

connection; while the three cases just mentioned showed no block, two
of them did show marked increase in protein below the tumors as

compared with the protein above. In that every case of the fifty-three

in which block was demonstrated by dynamic tests also showed increase

in i)rotein below the block, it is reasonable to conclude that protein

increase is a more delicate indication of cord compression or meningeal

involvement than is demonstrable block.

CONCLUSIONS

It is certain, from the above records, that the demonstration of block

is a reliable guide as to the permeability of the spinal subarachnoid

space.

Conversely, while tumors have been found in patients in whom
block was not shown, the evidence at hand suggests that this is rarely

the case.

The writer and his associates have come to place more and more
reliance on this physiologic sign in cases presenting transverse myelitic

symptoms, and believe that it is the one most reliable sign we possess

in distinguishing compressive from degnerative lesions of the spinal

cord.

\\ hile careful dynamic studies may be carried out in most cases by
the use of lumbar puncture alone, lesser degrees of block are unques-
tionably demonstrated with greater certainty by means of combined
punctures.
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Finally it is suggested that in every di.'ignostic lumbar ])uncture the

aqueous manometer should be used, and dynamic studies carried out

(esi-)ecially the effect of jugular compression) as part of the routine

examination of the spinal fluid. When block is partial or doubtful,

combined punctures, as more delicate and certain in their interpretation

th.in lunil)ar jnnicture alone, are indicated.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Laurence B. Selling, Portland: Any one who has used the method

suggested by Dr. Ayer cannot fail to have been impressed l)y its value. I

have had a small series of cases which have clearly demonstrated tin- value of

the method. In five cases I have found complete block, with all the changes

which he describes. Three were spinal cord tumors at various levels, verified

by operation ; one was a sarcoma of the fourth dorsal vertebra, invading the

cord, and the fifth was a case of Pott's disease.

As Dr. Ayer states, the most valuable signs on the hydrodynamic side are

the difference of pressure and the fact that the rise after compression of the

jugulars is different at the two levels. It has been a matter of considerable

interest that the rise on pressure is quite different from the rise on coughing.

In the last case of spinal cord tumor which I had the opportunity of observing,

jugular compression produced a marked rise of the cistern pressure and no rise

at all in the spinal canal. On coughing, in the same case, there was an

equivalent rise in the lumbar needle and in the cistern needle, showing that

we cannot use cough as a differential sign at all. In that respect, it differs

entirely from jugular compression.

One point is a little doubtful as yet, and that is the significance of the

partial rises in pressure. Sometimes, on jugular compression, one gets a rapid

rise at the cistern and a relatively slow rise in the lumbar needle. That has

occurred in cases in which I had no reason to suspect even partial cord com-
pression. I have had no way of checking it up as these cases did not come
to necropsy. I do not know, however, that the slow rise in the lumbar needle

can be used as a sign of partial block. This may occur in normal cases.
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DR. GEORGE M. BEARD

A SKETCH OF HIS LIFE AND CHARACTER, WITH SOME
PERSONAL REMINISCENCES *

CHARLES L. DAXA, M.D.

NEW YORK

INTRODUCTION

A great many interesting tales could be told and some have been

told about breaking into New York. It is a great adventure. Dr. George

M. Beard came to New York at a time when it was not as easy as it

is now. He came a stranger although he was a Yale graduate, and

met his college friends here. But he made no important hospital or

college connections, except that he lectured at the University Medical

College for two years on nervous diseases and electrotherapeutics, and

held a clinic for two years at Demilt. He did not care for hospital

and laboratory work.

He at once plunged with tremendous energy' into four fields of

activity, all of which were new, and all of which were held rather in

suspicion by the conventional medical men of that day. These were

electricity in therapeutics ; functional neuroses ; social psychology ; and

writing for the North American Review.

He studied almost for the first time seriously and enthusiastically

the subjective side of man. He noted as symptoms such things as

nervousness, diffidence, morbid fears, chilly feelings, blushing, and

fatigue states. But he worked just as intensely and thoroughly over

these phenomena as if he were sectioning a cord or studying objective

things by the bedside. One summer he heard of the Maine "jumpers."

He left his practice and traveled to Maine to study them. He became
interested in hypnotism and for months he gave up half his days to

examining the phenomena. He compelled the profession 4^o accept it

as a morbid reality. He investigated mind-reading and showed it

was really a reading with the muscles—a form of kinetic interpretation.

He attacked fanaticisms in diet and drink and developed a

"Cosmic Law of Intemperance." He wrote of longevity and work,

of brain workers and their health, and of the temperamental nervous-

ness of social groups. He very early described neurasthenia, which

became a household commodity later. And for ten years he exploited

electrotherapeutics. He founded and published for two years a

journal of neurology and electrology.

*An address delivered at the Forty-Eighth .Annual Meeting of the .-Kmerican

Neurological .^ssociation, May, 1922, Washington, D. C.
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He ai>i)ealcd for better methods (jf medical education and laid

down, forty years ago, views of medical education that are being

reached and realized today. He wrote a novel—what is more serious,

he destroyed it. He worked with Edison for a time on what they

thought was a new force. They could not demonstrate it, but it is

said now that what they came near discovering was the Hertzian

wireless waves.

He was ignored, criticised, attacked, and yet much beloved during

the sixteen years of his professional life.

BIOGRAI'IIICAL SKETCH

Dr. Beard was born May 8, 1839, in Montville, Conn. His father

was a clergyman and his grandfather a doctor. He taught school

for two years, then entered Yale College in 1858, and graduated in

1862. He studied at Yale Medical School for a year, then, in 1863

and 1864, he was assistant surgeon in the Navy. He graduated from

the College of Physicians and Surgeons in 1866, at the age of 27,

writing as a graduation thesis his essay on longevity and work. He
then started his career in New York.

He had met Dr. Rock\yell as a medical student. They both belonged

to Alpha Delta Phi, and they became friends. Beard, after a time,

proposed that Dr. Rockwell and he should have ofifices together. Dr.

Rockwell was not quite decided ; but one day he looked out of the

window, and there he saw Beard with a wagon-load of his office

equipment, and the compact was sealed. He began his career strategic-

ally from an office in Brooklyn, but, in 1868, he had established himself

in Manhattan.

He married early a charming and attractive-looking lady, and

had a pretty little daughter whom I can just remember. In his early

years, Beard had financial struggles, and at one time planned to give

up practice and become a lecturer. He even hired a hall in Harlem

and tried it, but he had only the faithful Rockwell and the janitor

as auditors. He gave it up.

His life was one of continuous activity and production, but there

were no dramatic incidents. He practiced in New York, traveling

often to Euroi^e. In January, 1883, he died suddenly of embolic

pneumonia.

Beard loved literar\- work and was at it continuously. He was

quick to acquire knowledge. Up to the time of his medical graduation

he knew no German; but having, in 1868, received an offer to translate

Tobold's "Chronic Diseases of the Larynx," he set to work and in

six weeks was able to undertake the task, and he did it.

In the next year he wrote a work on Domestic Medicine, for which

he received $800. He immediately started for Europe and came back
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in three months with only fifty cents. Beard had no idea as to money

except that it was to be spent. However, he eventually paid all his

debts and in the last ten years of his life was prosperous.

PERSONAL CHARACTERISTICS

In 1880, Dr. Beard was 41 years old and at the height of his

activities. It was at this time I made his acquaintance. I took an

interest in the things he was doing and he took a liking to me ; so that

in the summer of 1881 when he went to Europe, he installed me in

his of^ce ; and he did the same the following year.

Dr. Beard was not a shut-in type—perhaps no character could

be more open in method or habits. He did not even practice in

private, but would invite physician friends to come into his office

during his morning hours and see his patients, and hear him question

them and see him treat them. I went in one morning. A healthy but

nervous and embarrassed young man sat in the patient's chair with

his eyes on the ground. He would not look at Beard or me. This

was the first time I had seen or heard of ''anthropophobia."

Dr. Beard was a little deaf, which liandicapped him, but did not

embarrass him. Nothing could or ever did disturb his serenity. He
lived in a kind of enchanted atmosphere of synthesizing mental activity.

He was a man of slender build and moderate height, with a grave and

placid face. I never saw him angry and he became eloquent and

earnest, but never excited. He had a continual undercurrent of humor

and met all his critics and all assaults on his character with a joke or

with philosophic calm. He always thought he was right in his scientific

conclusions and social views. He argued for them, but never quarreled.

He believed in electricity, but when one day his battery did not work,

he continued his applications with the dead electrodes and discovered

psychotherai^eutics.

He never indulged in personal criticism or said an unkind word

against any one. He was very social in a way ; he loved to meet human
beings—any one—and to talk and listen. He was a patient listener.

His practice was never large—that is, never enormous. He kept no

books, except a history book. This was in the form of an old ledger.

The name and history were entered in an execrable handwriting. Then
he would make an agreement to treat the patient for a certain time,

say three or six months, for the sum of $100 or $300. This sum was

entered in the left-hand upjjcr corner, and when the patient made a

payment, the sum was credited under it. I never saw any bill-head or

account-book.

Dr. Rcard was intensely therapeutical and believetl in drugs and

instruments, and in anything that would help to cure. He had a

long list of sj^ecial and often ingenious and unusual formulas, which
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were put up for him in certain drug stores. He never hrinded out

his medicines.

He had all kinds of devices for his neurasthenics: He used deep

injections into the urethra, cold sounds and local electricalization.

These were the days of Dr. F. N. Otis and the urethra ; its stricture

and irritations were much in evidence.

While intensely interested in hypnotism, he did not use it therapeu-

tically. He believed that trance states were producible by many

different methods, that they occurred spontaneously and were mildly

morbid phases of psychic activity. His explanation of trance states

was rather simple. (.Ml his applied psychology was rather simple.)

Trance was a state of intense attention—the attentive functions of

sensation and perception were greatly increased in power, the other

functions of the ])rain corresixjndingly lowered. Psychology was

a baby science then, and Beard's psychology was more a social than

an individual phase of it.

Dr. Beard was a man of temperate habits, but not ascetic. He
liked at least to lunch well and he used to lunch at Delmf)nico's,

which at that time was at Twenty-Third Street. I was not lunching

at Delmonico's in those days, but Beard would take me with him and

discourse on the topic he was then most interested in. Once at

Delmonico's while eating a coldcut, he discoursed on diet. His views

on diet were unique and probably wrong. The earth he said fed

on gases and got its growth from them ; the plants fed on the earth,

the animals fed on plants. Among the animals, the vertebrates or

higher fed on lower types. The higher type thrived best on types

nearest to it but below it. Theoretically, the best diet for men was

those animals nearest to man. He claimed that monkeys were good

to eat. And he was at some pains to show that cannibal tribes were

the most intelligent among savages ! Meat he said was the soul of

the neurotic diet. As a matter of fact red roast beef is a stimulant

to depressed neuropathies—if they can handle it—and if they are

not at the involutional age.

Beard had a great fondness for music and dancing. At the age

of 40 he would slip off of an evening to a dancing class for the

pleasure of the exercise. He admired vocal music and prima donnas

:

"The queens of song are always pure," he said, meaning that prosti-

tution spoiled the voice.

He wrote an essay on the "Cosmic Law of Intemperance." This

law, announced by Bowditch, is that intemperance is least at the

equator and increases as one gets toward the pole. Beard's law is

that drinking is the same the world over, but the bad effects of drinking

are seen least at the equator and most as one goes north.
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Beard believed that the most powerful ally of the temperance cause

was the nervous sensitiveness of the brain-working classes, which

compelled them to abstain from alcohol as well as tea and cofi'ee.

He did not believe in prohibition.

He believed in the education of women and lectured sometimes

at certain women's colleges. But on one occasion after lecturing at

Smith, he said with a humorous grin : "I had to say to the audience

of young women, most of whom were planning to earn a livelihood

—

woman loses her charm as soon as she begins to work for her living."

Beard's attitude toward money was almost pathologic. He was for

years in debt, but he seemed rather to enjoy it.

He wrote an autobiography covering many of his earlier professional

years from which ^ I extract the following

:

"I congratulate myself that few persons at my time of life have

succeeded amid severe disappointments, in honestly acquiring so admir-

able a band of creditors. In that select circle are found names, of

whom, if the world is worthy, certainly I am not.

"It has been said by those who regard themselves as wise that

you must winter and summer with one before you can know him,

but I will recommend a shorter and surer road to acquaintanceship

—

the getting in debt to a man or allowing him to get in debt to you.

Such delicate relationships bring out the finer, subtler and least sus-

l^ected qualities of human nature, such as would never reveal themselves

by any other test whatever ; indeed, no man can be said to know

himself, until he has been either a debtor or creditor."

Beard was aphoristic in conversation and I always left him with

the feeling that I had been enriched by some stimulating phrase or

thought. But he made no attempt at smart writing. He himself had

a smooth and finished style—without any flights. He believed in the

old college advice, "If you wish to get a good style, study Addison

and the Spectator."

SPECIAL SCIENTIFIC INTERESTS

Dr. Beard took up a theme and proceeded to work at it till he had

exhausted it ; studying, writing, lecturing. He never dropped his

tasks finally, till they were worked out.

(1) He wrote on electrotherapeutics for ten years—then stopped

absolutely. Perhaps there was nothing more for him to say. More
likely, it was because this was his pot boiler. I don't think he cared

for it as for his other pet interests. He believed in it as he did

in bromids and cold sounds, but I ne\er heard him discuss electro-

therapy.

1. Abstracted from .\ Sketch. I.v A. D. Rockwell. W.Vi.. Medical Record
24:401 (Oct. 13) 1883.
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(2) He was very fond of his "lon^^evity and work" thesis, and

kept at it for twelve years, writing his final jiaper in 1878. In it he

aimed to show that the original work is done hefore 60. Linked with

this was his view, that brain work was healthy, that it was defensive

against old age, that brain workers lived fifteen years longer than the

average, that the higher the type of mental work, the healthier it was.

Philosophy being the highest type of brain work, philosophers were the

longest lived—and he gives statistics. Philosophy in the sense that

he used and followed, was the continuous pursuit of knowledge and

truth, a calm Olympic attitude toward the actions of human beings,

a sane view and restrained interpretation of life. It was the highest

of callings and led to happiness as well as long life. Beard practiced

what he preached. He was always in good spirits, and, I think,

happy, but no philosophy can withstand septic infection. So there:

"Came the blind fury with the abhorred shears

And slit the thin-spun life."

(3) A third subject was hypnotism, or as he preferred to call it,

trance. He became interested in this in 1874 and 1875. In connection

with it, he visited the Eddy brothers and studied the spiritualists and

mind readers. In 1874, there appeared a clever man named Brown, a

mind reader who captured the town and even won over the faculty

of Yale, with whom Beard had a famous and formal controversy.

Beard contended that mind reading was muscle reading. He wrote an

article in the Medical Record to this effect. He investigated the famous

clairvoyant, Bishop, who achieved a great reputation the following year.

In 1881 he took up hypnotism again.

His studies on this then tabooed subject were most ingeniously

carried out. He did not write a paper or start a therapeutic clinic.

But he had cases demonstrating various phases of trance exhibited

and studied every other afternoon in his ofifice ; he invited friends and

critics to come in. And we all came—those who believed—and those

who did not. Dr. Birdsall and Dr. Seguin, Dr. Putnam-Jacobi,

prominent surgeons and practitioners. His office was a clinic for

several months. He pried into all the odd phases of his subject. I

went with him once to hear an entranced spiritualist and embryonic

Patience Worth, who poured out rhymed verse on any topic suggested

to her. I remember she gave me a stunning pastoral poem on

"The Cow." I went with him also to see a professional hypnotizer

hypnotize his wife, who then, with eyes closed and bandaged, read

the cards we handed her. We all became convinced that there was

such a thing as hypnosis, and several venturesome surgeons did minor

operations under hypnotic sleep.
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The profession has never taken the same antagonistic and skeptical

attitude that it held before those days.

In connection with hypnotism and his psychologic theory of its

mechanism, he worked on his explanation of the Salem witchcraft and

his laws of human testimony. He enumerated the factors by regarding

which the fallibility of testimony could be lessened and observation of

phenomena be protected against error. Beard did not have time or

opportunity then to section the medulla.

(4) Nervousness, nervous exhaustion and the symptomatology of

what we now call psychoneuroses was his longest and deepest love.

He wrote his first article in 1868, which was published in the Boston

Medical and Surgical Journal, April 29, 1869. It was not noticed for

five years in the United States, but was taken up by Dr. H. Campbell

of London and by Erb and other German writers.

Beard came back to it in 1879 - and published his "Neurasthenia"

in 1881.

Along with this study of the minor mental disorders ran his interest

in the specific nervousness of the American people. On this subject

he wrote his latest—and probably his best—book, in 1882. It is still

interesting reading.

The word nervous and the term nervousness do not seem to have

been in the vocabulary- of the .\merican people until after the Civil

War. Then it was independently described by Beard, in 1868, and

later by Weir Mitchell in 1877 (Medical Nezi's and Library, December,

1877). The latter reports a number of cases representing a clinical

picture new to him. It was functional in character and he called it

"nervous debility."

Beard wrote about nervousness all his life and was specially

interested in it as a racial condition, calling for recognition and atten-

tion from physicians and the public. He writes an introduction to

his book on this subject which is almost passionate in tone, pleading

for a study of the nervt)us make-up of the American people as a

matter of importance to its future.

He seemed to feel that his subject at that time had not much
appeal and that a study of racial traits and reactions was then thought

hardly worthy of scientific attention. For he says:

"My interest in this subject is justified

:

"It is the function, the life of science to ennoble the small, to give

importance to what seems trivial."

Beard's plea for a consideration of the nervousness of Americans,

has something in it of that quality which has |>er\-aded the tractates

of the National Committee for Mental Hygiene and the appeals of

Dr. Stewart Paton in the last few years.

2. Medical Record, 15:184, 1879.
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He wanted a study made of man's behavior as affected by neural

conditions. "The anxiety liabit," he asserts, "is the cause and sign

of nervousness." "The American," he adds, "is continually asking.

'How shall I make a living?' 'Who will be the next President?'

'Where will I go when I die?'
"

Toward the end of his life he became deeply interested in medical

education. Somewhere in the archives of the Medical Record, is a

posthumous essay on the subject. The editor held it back, I think,

as being too advanced and academic. However, Dr. Beard held views

which may be called those of advanced eclecticism. He believed in

the thorough scholarship and laboratory and clinical training of the

Germans, but he especially insisted on the early bedside method of

the French. "We should get our knowledge first through the senses."

"Medical education begins at the bedside and ends at the laboratory

and systematic text-books."

Some such combination of the French and German methods is

being developed today. He believed in sound and thorough training,

but not in German erudition. He says : "There is very little in the

world really worth knowing and ignorance may be power as well as a

joy." "Not knowledge, but the power to acquire and use it, is the

supxeme need." "Much knowledge is only for temporary use."

Probably Dr. Beard's greatest merit was his contribution and

his stimulus to the study of the subjective symptoms and social

phases of disease. He was accused of making people introspective

and hypochondriacal through this method. What would the fathers

of those days say to the methods of introspection and self-analysis

which have become approved today? From his earlier method has

evolved the view we now hold, that one must know profoundly and

intimately the whole personality, in order to deal with the patient's

psychosis, or his conflicts and maladjustments.

To me Beard appealed most because he saw things from the stand-

point of an observant, original and humorous, yet, on the whole, a

sound and progressive philosopher. He not only observed acutely,

but he saw some general law behind everything and he freely threw

oft his generalizations, which were touched with humor and were

often meant to be suggestive, rather than final.

He had plenty of occasions to test his philosophical calm, but it

never failed. He had the mood of the man who was

"Integer vitae scelerisque purus."

He met the turbulence of life and the reactions of his fellow-men

with a humorous tolerance or philosophic calm. He had no readjust-

ments or maladjustments to labor over. These were left to his

environments—to his friends and his critics.
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And when he found that death, the cruelest test of all, was calling

him at the ripest period of his activities, with many problems to be

attacked, with friendship secured, with professional and economic

success achieved, he uttered no complaint.

Many friends called during his last illness, and when he knew

he was dying, he said to me at this time, that he wished his friends

would continue his work ; and he wished he were "strong enough to

dictate the feelings of a dying man. It would be a most interesting

contribution to science and psychology." Four hours later he passed

away.
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F. J. GERTY, M.D. and GEORGE \V. HALL, M.D.

CHICAGO

On March 10, 1923. tlirce ])atients, two brother.s and a sister, all

alleged to be insane, were brought to the Cook County Psychopathic

Hospital. The three had been living in the same a])artinent with the

wife of the elder brother, to whom he had been married about three

years. Another brother acted as janitor for the building and lived in

the basement. This brother and his wife stated that mental symptoms

were noticed first in the elder brother about four months before and

that the sister and younger brother first showed evidence of mental dis-

turbance about two months later. All three had been very greatly

depressed for one month. At times all of them had been agitated and

the household had been sleepless most of the time. The elder brother

spoke of suicide and the sister had twice placed a rope around her

neck to hang herself. Shortly before admission to the hospital the

sister made a desperate attack on her brother's wife whom she seemed

to regard as responsible for all the trouble that had come to the family.

The family history revealed little of value. The mother and father

had been dead for many years. It was said that the mother had been

subject to attacks of depression, but nothing more definite was learned.

The brother, aged 60, who supplied most of the information was rather

seclusive and lived alone in the basement of his sister's building doing

the janitor work. His meals were prepared in his sister's apartment

but he ate, by his own preference, after the rest of the family had

finished. Another brother lives in Nebraska and has not been heard

from for some years. A fifth brother has been dead for seventeen

years.

The two male patients, George (the elder) and Frank, had been in

the retail grocery and market business for over thirty-five years. They

had been reasonably successful until the last three years, during which

business had fallen oflf. In October, 1922, they sold out for $1,400

and the money was all used to pay debts. For some months the sister,

Katherine, had loaned the brothers part of the money she received as

rent for one apartment to help pay their store rent. However, the

family was not by any means in dire straits. The flat building owned

by the sister was clear of debt and had a value of $12,000. The other

apartment brought $80 a month rent. The younger brother, Frank,

obtained work as a butcher and earned $40 a week.

* Reported from the Cook Count}' Psychopathic Hospital.
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About a week after George entered the hospital he told his wife

that he had something to confess. He had married against the wishes

of his brother and sister. Frank had always been the dominant char-

acter in the household and managed the accounts and business transac-

tions at the store. The sister had owned a $6,000 interest in the flat

building, the remaining $6,000 being held jointly by George and Frank.

Frank was much angered by the fact that George's wife acquired a

claim on the property through her marriage. He thought that the

whole property should be transferred to his sister and after the mar-

riage he proposed to George that this be done. As George had not

informed his wife how the property was owned he agreed. To avoid

the necessity of obtaining the wife's signature. Frank had the docu-

ments made out by a lawyer who dated them back before the mar-

riage. In this manner, Katherine became sole owner of the property.

As stated, George informed his wife of these facts after his admission

to the hospital.

The three were never easy in their minds as to the legal aspect of

the transaction. In addition to their dislike of their sister-in-law,

Frank and Katherine were in continual fear that she might discover

what they had done. During the two months preceding admission to

the hospital, the idea began to grow on them that the house was lost

and that because of what they had done they would be cast into prison.

They believed that money in the bank was also involved and would be

taken from them. The hatred grew so strong that the day before she

was taken to the hospital Katherine violently attacked the unsuspecting

sister-in-law.

REPORT CF CASES

C.^SE 1.—George C, aged 56, married, who had had a common school educa-

tion, suffered from rheumatism when about 22, received a scalp wound which

bled profusely at 32, and had typhoid fever at 36, was said to have been sub-

ject at intervals to mild periods of depression. He had never been talkative

or hyperactive, but was slow and quiet, though pleasant and friendly with his

customers. However, when about 40, he suffered from a period of deep depres-

sion during which he was considerably agitated. It was necessary to send

him to a sanitarium where he remained for several months ; he apparently

made a complete recovery. His wife did not learn of this previous attack until

some time after marriage.

-About a month and a half after the sale of their business, George became
much depressed. He sat and brooded, and reiterated, "Everything is lost."

He said that he had broken the law, but would not tell his wife in what way.
He was afraid the police were coming to arrest him. He said he could see

a dreadful furnace into which "horrible objects" were being thrown and that

he himself was to be thrown into it. He often looked up at a three story

building in the neighborhood and talked about going up on it to jump off. He
had some pimples on his scalp, which was nearly bald and scratched these

until his whole scalp was excoriated. Then he began to tear at his clothes

and his trousers were soon in riblions. He did not sleep at night but paced
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the floor. He would not change his clothes or bathe. On admission to the

hospital he was passive but evidently depressed. His clothes were torn and

untidy. His scalp was covered with scabs as the result of scratching and he

repeatedly raised his hands toward his scalp, but stopped the motion when

commanded to do so.

Examination.—Physical examination revealed no marked abnormalities. The

patient was well nourished, even slightly obese. His scalp showed excoriations

from scratching and many infected hair follicles. His blood pressure was 105

systolic and 70 diastolic. Neurologic examination was negative. The blood

examination showed 80 per cent, hemoglobin, 4,100,000 red cells, and 7,500 white

cells. The differential count was: polymorphonuclear leukocytes, 71 per cent.;

mononuclear leukocytes, 25 per cent. ; eosinophils, 3 per cent. Blood and spinal

fluid Wassermann reactions were negative. The spinal fluid contained 2

lymphocytes per c. mm. The blood chemistry findings were within normal

limits. The urine showed no sugar, albumin, or casts.

He was oriented for time, place, and person, and his memory for remote

and recent events was good. Retention was only fair, because the patient did

not attend to the test. General information, calculation, and judgment (as

displayed by answers to stories from the Binet-Simon test) were all fairly

good. He was in contact with his environment and knew he was being examined

as to his mental condition.

In behavior, he was restless, picked at his finger nails and raised his arms

to scratch his head. His general aspect was that of marked depression. He

kept his gaze directed downward, did not smile and he was very slow in his

responses. He said he did not wish to discuss his trouble as it was useless.

He blamed himself and said he must be crazy. For over thirty years he had

been in business and finally he had lost out; he had lost everj'thing after

working all his life. He had also "committed a great crime and sin" (At the

first examination he told nothing further about this ; later, as already stated,

he told his wife about deeding the house); there was no hope for him; it

was useless for the doctor to bother with him.

He admitted that he had felt like this once before, in 1908, and had been

in Kenilworth Sanitarium for three months. He had been much afraid at

that time. Xo evidence of hallucinations or paranoid trends were elicited.

Case 2.—Frank C, aged 52, single, who had had a common school educa-

tion and two years in an academy, was much worried, paced the floor, groaned,

and muttered, "lost." He also said that the man for whom he worked had

obtained possesison of the house and that there was no use in working. Frank

had been mentally alert, but always a little peculiar and of the two brothers

had always been the dominator.

An accidental and interesting side light on Frank's character was obtained

from Dr. I. B. Diamond. Frank, a Catholic Irishman, had been keeping company

for four or five years with a Jewess. This woman consulted Dr. Diamond.

She was aged about 34 and her relationship with Frank was apparently platonic.

She was obsessed with the idea that her dead mother was in every man-hole

or catch-basin that she saw. She could not pass these places until she had

visually substituted someone else for her mother. She could not wash her

feet or take a bath because the idea entered her mind that the mother was

in the water. She made artificial flowers and it seemed to her that she twisted

her mother into the flowers and it was necessary for her to take the flower

apart in order to gain relief. The reason underlying her mental state was that
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she had fallen away from the religious teaching of her mother and this caused

her to feel that her acts—even to keeping company with a Christian—had cast

her mother down into undesirable sewer holes, bath water, etc. Frank's faith-

fulness to her was remarkable. During two years, in which she gave him up

to assuage her conscience, he haunted the neighborhood of her house con-

stantly. When she allowed him to return, he came to see her two or three

times a week. He bathed her feet for her because of her repulsion for this

act. and w^ashed out her stockings for her.

Exavxination.—The physical examination was essentially negative. The

systolic blood pressure was 120 and the diastolic 80. There were no pathologic

neurologic findings. Blood and spinal fluid Wassermann reactions were nega-

tive. The urine contained no sugar, albumin or casts. Blood chemistry find-

ings were within normal limits. The white blood cells were 5,200 per c. mm.
and the differential count revealed 68 per cent, polymorphonuclear cells. There

were 4,500,000 red cells and the hemoglobin was 90 per cent.

Orientation, remote and recent memory, retention, calculation, general

information, and test judgment were all good. He was in contact with his

environment and understood the nature of the examination. Most of the time

he was quiet and cooperative. At times he paced the floor and muttered

vengefully, "The G d—— white-haired s of a b ." He was extremely

suspicious and on his guard. He stated that he had been worried and nervous

because the business was lost and the taxes were going to take the house. He
regarded the whole examination as "bunk," and "supposed it was all research

stuff." When questioned about the Jewess with whom he had been acquainted

he said, "So its all coming out now\ How did you find out about that?" He
would not discuss it further.

Case 3.—Katherine C, aged 59, had been a widow for fifteen years and

had had no children. She had been fairly active socially. About si.xteen years

ago, after the death of a brother, she had a period of nervousness and depres-

sion from which she recovered in about three months. Frank and George went

to live with her about seventeen years ago, two years before the death of her

husband. The three had lived together since, except for two years following

George's marriage.

She began to show evidence of mental disturbance about the same time

as Frank. Her memory began to fail; she ate little and did not sleep well;

she talked about her brothers being ruined and the house being sold for taxes.

She thought her sister-in-law was the cause of the ruin and that she had

obtained possession of the house. She had an idea that all of them were

to be sent to a federal prison because they owed a broom-man $2.50. She

blamed herself for not having given her brothers more financial aid. Twice

she tied a rope around her neck with the intent to commit suicide. She became
much incensed at her sister-in-law and pulled her hair and would not let go

until they were forcibly separated. She walked the floor constantly and refused

to eat for several days before being brought to the hospital.

Examiuation.—Physical examination showed senile changes. Many teeth

were missing. The blood pressure was 140 systolic and 90 diastolic. The
neurologic examination was negative. The urine was free from albumin, sugar
and casts. The hemoglobin was 90 per cent, and there were 4,200,000 red blood
cells per c. mm. There were 7,200 leukocytes of which 75 per cent, were poly-

morphonuclears and 21 per cent, mononuclear cells. Blood and spinal fluid

\\assermann reactions were negative. The spinal fluid was under low pressure,

contained 2 lymphocytes per c. mm., and the Pandy reaction was negative.
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She was disoriented fur tiuK-, and tlioiiglu tliat she was in jail. Memory
for remote and recent events, general information, calculation and test judg-

ment were all poor. It was difficult to apply the tests because the patient

(lid not cooperate well. She wrung her hands and then raised them to her

face in an attitude of despair. When not being examined, she wandered aim-

lessly about the ward wringing her hands. She was in poor contact, and had

no idea what the examination was about. She said she was very unhappy and

her whole ai)pearance was one of deep dejection. She repeated, "Oh dear, oh

dear, what will I do? When I go out 1 will have to walk up and down the

street." There was no spontaneous stream of talk. There was retardation in

answering questions. She seemed to have difficulty in fixing her attention. She
thought her brothers had been put in jail because of failure in business. She

did not know their ages. She refused to talk alxjut her sister-in-law, but put

her head down on Iier liands as if exhausted and cried.

COMMENT

In the case of George, the diagnosis presented httle difficulty. There

was a history of a previous attack with recovery. The diagnosis made
was manic-depressive depression with agitation. There was some

im])roveinent during the following three weeks.

In the case of Frank the diagnosis made was depression. The
psychosis was not so deep, thought at times the agitation was far

greater. Recovery began within a week after admission to the hos-

pital, though, even at the time of commitment to the state hospital

three weeks later, he still had the idea that everything was hopelessly

lost. While George was deeply self-accusatory, Frank was not, but

showed a marked paranoid trend against his sister-in-law. Before

entrance to the hospital he had neglected his appearance and allowed

his beard to grow. After being in the hospital a short time he allowed

himself to be shaved and was much more particular about the care of

his clothes.

The sister, Katherine, was deeply dejected and greatly agitated

during her entire stay in the Psychopathic Hospital. There was also

an indefinite history of a preceding attack in her case. Without further

observation, it was impossible to exclude the factor of senility.

All three patients were committed to a state hospital.

In discussing contagious insanity Chagnon ^ says that according to

Falret and Lasegue, in 1873, certain very special conditions must be

present ; the same family life ; the same sentiments ; and the persons

must be apart from other influences. One must play the active role,

the others are passive. Chagnon observed a case of folie a trois.

Three dressmakers, aged 24. 27 and 33 years respectively, lived

together. The family history had no important bearings. All were

unmarried ; their affections were concentrated on a pet dog ; the death

of this animal from eating bad meat completely upset them. The three

1. Chagnon: Union med. du Canada 29:597, 1900.
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sisters, after eating some meat, presented symptoms of intoxication and

their imagination became filled with the obsession that they were

poisoned like the dog; this was especially fostered by one sister. She
imagined that a neighbor poisoned the dog in order to enter the apart-

ment to rob it and to poison them. All became delirious.

Fillassier - reported a case of a woman, aged 37, who was active

in communicating the condition to her brother and to his weak-minded

mistress. Delusions of persecution with illusions were present. He
describes this as: "A common case of mental contagion which implies

the existence of a passive subject open to suggestion and an active sub-

ject who exercises this influence. There is always a 'contagioner' and

a 'contagionee,' but neither is conscious that the influence is being

exerted."

Grifiin ^ reported the case of two sisters (M. and T.) who went to

see another married sister (C.) who was suffering from mental aberra-

tion. They nursed this sister for a week by day and night, lying down
on the sick sister's bed during the night so that they had scarcely any

sleep or rest. One sister (M.) appeared to be all right when leaving,

but developed symptoms of insanity the next day. The other sister

(T.) became mentally affected on the day before leaving and had to be

taken home by her husband. The insanity in the case of Sister C. con-

sisted of restlessness, delusions and hallucinations of sight and hearing.

Griffin reported this as a striking example of persons becoming insane

from companionship, not in consequence of direct transference of

morbid ideas, but from the shock cavised by witnessing the illness and

the strain of nursing the patient. The communicated insanity was

identical with that in the original patient. The three sisters were

greatly attached to each other. All three recovered. There was no

hereditary taint.

Pages * reported a case of delire a trois in which the same type of

insanity affected a mother and two daughters. At first they were the

victims of imaginary persecutions and robbery ; later they suffered from

megalomania. The younger daughter was the active element and the

most severely aifected. Her sister improved and the mother recovered.

Pages said that, in communicated insanity, a hereditary history is not

necessary ; but a nervous predisposition with weakness of morality or

intellectual will power are necessary. The communicated mental dis-

order is at first limited in extent and embraces only one or two fixed

ideas. In the case reported, however, heredity, was a factor: the

father was old and the nidther nervous.

2. Fillassier: Rev. de psycliiat. 13:466 (.\ug.) 1909.

3. Griffin: J. Ment. Sci. 46:3. 19CH).

4. Pages: Delire a trois. Ann. med. psycliol. 8:371, 1S88.
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1 lall)C'rsta(l
•'' said that sinniltaneoiis insanity must Ije differentiated

from insanity from contagion in estimating the value of some etiologic

factor. Me thinks that inheritance of the psychosis, which is relatively

frequent, explains the identical evolution of the psychic symjjtoms in

the members of the same family.

Halberstad divides cases in which direct contagion is probable,

into two categories: (1) One psychosis provokes another without

resemblance to it; (2) one psychosis provokes another similar both as

to symptoms and evolution, but of different intensity. Among true

cases of insanity by contagion, the author distinguishes a special group,

viz., a i)sychosis on the basis of ideas of reference, but with w^eak

systematization and slow evolution, with generally a weak mentality.

Dercum and Mills," in 1887, reported three negresses. two daugliters

and their mother, who all became victims of acute mania communi-

cated by one daughter who had become violently maniacal under the

influence of a "medium" (spiritualist), a white woman whom she had

consulted and who had told her that she was possessed by an evil spirit.

Puero " reported the case of a girl with systematized delusions of perse-

cution who communicated the mental state to three sisters and two

brothers. Each reacted according to his intelligence. The weakest

was a deafmute aged 42, who became the victim of numerous

hallucinations.

Martineng,® in 1887, reported a case of communicated insanity in

a family consisting of father, mother, two sons and three daughters.

Three children were married and living away from home ; , two

daughters, aged 32 and 29 respectively, lived with their parents. The

character of the younger daughter suddenly changed and she became

the victim of a mystical delirium with ideas of religious persecution

and hallucinations. The elder sister became alYected in the same way.

The first sister was sent to an asylum ; the second then recovered. The

first sister returned home and remained nomial for fourteen months

;

then there suddenly occurred a new outburst of insanity and the sister,

father and mother successively became affected in the same way. All

had been completely exhausted by watching and nursing the youngest

sister. The young daughter was again sent to the asylum and the

other members of the family recovered. This was a case of hysterical

insanity characterized by manic agitation, convulsive nervous phe-

nomena, delusions of persecution and hallucinations of hearing, etc.

There was an unequal distribution of these symptoms in the persons to

whom the insanitv was communicated.

5. Halberstad : These de Paris, 1906.

6. Dercum, F. X., and Mills, C. K. : J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 14:594, 1887.

7. Puero: Riv. frenopat. espan.. 1911; abstracted in Encephale 7:197, 1912.

8. Martineng: Ann. med. psychol. 6:383, 1887.
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Woods,** in 1897, reported three cases of entire families (one con-

sisting of father, mother, son and daughter; the second of five persons,

a father, one son and three daughters ; the third, a mother, son and

two daughters) becoming simultaneously insane. The insanity was of

acute hysterical type and arose from direct communication with a

member of the family already insane. In two cases there was heredi-

tary predisposition and in almost all a scrofulous and neurotic tendency.

In the first two the author says that shock acting on constitutions

already enfeebled appears to have been the exciting cause. All cases

were of the same type, i. e., highly neurotic persons living in remote

districts with little to divert their thoughts from the surroundings

;

when anxiety arose they were unable to bear the strain.

Archambault ^° called attention to a case in which a woman with

delusions of persecution communicated her insanity to her father and

her daughter. A case of persecutor}^ hallucinosis communicated to

seven members of a family by the eldest daughter is reported by

Etchepare.^^ Elements of the contagion were found in the heredity,

education and common life. Levassort ^^ reported the case of a woman
who caused her husband to be murdered by their eldest son. The

woman and her four children, who were all perverts with hereditary

taints, had for months planned a method of killing the father. There

was a complete absence of normal sentiment and feeling of responsi-

bility. The author termed this condition "familial moral insanity."

9. Woods: J. Ment. Sci. 43:822. 1897.

10. Archambault: Le petit independent med., May, 1907; abstracted in

Encephale 3:159, 1908.

11. Etchepare. Ann. med. psychol. 11:1, 1910.

12. Levassort: Encephale 7:485, 1912.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Discussion of the site of attack, whether peripheral, central or

both, in diseases of the peripheral neurons, is still active. A recent

reference ^ showing the present attitude in England toward the whole

problem of multiple neuritis follows

:

Peripheral neuritis, multiple neuritis and polyneuritis are all terms applied

to a complex of symptoms due to disease affecting the peripheral motor and

sensory neurons. The disease as a whole is characterized by the facts that

many nerves are affected at the same time or in rapid succession, that this

affection of the nerve is always bilateral and usually symmetrical and that

the more distal parts of the neurons are especially attacked, producing symp-

toms largely limited to the distal parts of the limbs. // is important, however,

to realize that the conception of the disease as one limited to the peripheral

nemcs is erroneous [italics ours]. As will be pointed out, the action of the

infection or intoxication falls, in many cases at all events, on the central as

well as the peripheral nervous system.

* Read at the meeting of the Section of Neurology and Psychiatry of the

New York Academy of Medicine, April 10, 1923.

1. Feiling : Multiple Neuritis, in Oxford Loose Leaf System of Medicine

6:647, 1921.
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Barnes,- in 1902, described as "toxic degeneration of the lower

motor neurone" several cases which, in certain respects, conformed

clinically to the condition called multiple neuritis. Holmes,^ in 1917,

and Bashford, Bradford and Wilson,'* in 1918, established that in a cer-

tain type of infectious polyneuritis the anterior horn cells were

involved early and that the changes in the nerve trunks were patchy

and both parenchymatous and exudative in type. Walshe,^ in 1918,

demonstrated that in certain cases of localized paralysis which were

associated with cutaneous diphtheritic lesions, the infection was car-

ried through the lymphatic channels along the nerve trunk and that

symptoms appeared when the infection reached the anterior horn

cells. In these cases the nerves themselves were free from pathologic

changes. In the widespread forms of diphtheritic paralysis in which

the toxins are generalized, the nervous system is involved both cen-

trally and peripherally^that is, both the anterior horn cells and the

peripheral nerve trunks are affected. These writers have fairly well

established that the pathologic process, in some forms of so-called

multiple neuritis, involves the entire lower neuron.

Oppenheim,*^ in his textbook (edition of 1911), suggests that in

arsenical paralysis the lesions are both central and peripheral, and thus

it would be fair to interpret his statements as meaning that the entire

lower neuron is involved in this toxic form of multiple neuritis. Kraus,''

in a review of the literature of diabetic neuritis, found that: "Satis-

factory clinical evidence of primary extramedullary involvement of the

peripheral neurons, that is, peripheral neuritis, has not been obtained,

either from a review of the clinical and pathologic reports in th€

literature or from my own experience."

II. THE TERM "XEUROXITIS"

To combat the doctrine that the condition called "multiple neuritis"

is a peripheral neuritis, is no easy task. Xot only must the past litera-

ture be reviewed, but experimental, clinical and pathologic studies

must be made anew. And. even when these are accomplished, one

2. Barnes : Toxic Degeneration of the Lower Motor Neurone Simulating

Peripheral Neuritis, Brain 25:479, 1902.

3. Holmes, Gordon: Acute Febrile Polyneuritis, Brit. M. T. 2:37. 1917.

4. Bradford, Bashford, and Wilson : Acute Infective Polyneuritis, Brit.

Quart. J. M. 12:88, 1918.

5. Walshe, F. M. R. : On the Pathogenesis of Diphtheritic Paralysis,

Brit. Quart. J. M. 11:191, 1918; Post Diphtheritic Paralysis. Lancet 2:232
(Aug. 24) 1918.

6. Oppenheim, H. : Textbook of Nervous Diseases, Otto Schulze & Co..

Edinburgh: 1911, Vol. 1, p. 530.

7. Kraus, W. M. : Involvement of the Peripheral Neurons in Diabetes
Mellitus, Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 7:208 (Feb.) 1922.
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still has to face the inertia due to the ingrained concept that "nuiltiijle

neuritis" is a i)eri])heral neuritis—that the lesions are primarily or

exclusively (or both) in the perijjheral twigs of the nerves.

A satisfactory title for this involvement of peripheral neunjns has

interested several writers. The term neuronitis, s(j far as we have been

able t(t t'liid, was first used in this country by Charles K. Mills,** in

1898, when he wrote: "With regard to multiple neuritis it is wo new

thing for me to teach the involvement of lx)th nerve and cord in a

large number, if not in a majority, of the cases. Long Ijefore the

theory of the neuron was thought of, I expressed my belief that in

many cases of so-called multii)le neuritis both perii)hery and s])inal

centers were implicated ; in other words, as then expressed, we had a

concurrence of multii)le neuritis and of generalized poliomyelitis in

the same case. . . . These diseases are, therefore, in some cases

at least, neither instances of neuritis in a strict sense or of poliomye-

litis. They are, perhaps, what might be termed 'neuronitis,' and this

term has been suggested, but seems to have an unnatural sound even

to a neurological ear."

In 1907, E. Farquhar Buzzard," when speaking of acute toxic poly-

neuritis, said : "The question of title again presents itself, and there

is a general feeling that this group might well have a distinctive name,

if only a suitable one could be found. 'Toxic degeneration of the lower

motor neuron' is too long, and 'motor neuronitis' is open to popular,

if not medicolegal, misinterpretation." In 1919, Foster Kennedy,^" in

describing certain cases forming a subgroup of epidemic encephalitis,

labeled them "infective neuronitis." The term "neuronitis" is, there-

fore, not new, and, though possibly not generally used, has at least come

to have a sound to the "neurological ear" which can no longer be desig-

nated as "unnatural."

After all, what is desirable is that clinical pictures be described

and labeled precisely so as to indicate, as far as possible, their

cause, pathology and course. W'e do not wish to give the impression

that w^e maintain that all conditions now spoken of as neuritis, are

neuronitis. But three forms of so-called multiple neuritis—due to

certain infections and toxins—are affections of the entire lower motor

neuron. In diabetes the intramedullary portions of neurons are prob-

ably the primary site of attack.'

8. Mills, C. K. : The Reclassification of Some Organic Nervous Diseases on

the Basis of the Neuron, J. A. M. A. 31:11 (July 2) 1898.

9. Buzzard, E. F. : On Certain Acute Infective or Toxic Conditions of the

Nervous System, Brain 30:85. 1907.

10. Kennedy, Foster: Infective Neuronitis, Arch. Neurol. & Psychiat. 2:621

(Dec.) 1919.
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This critical review aims to show that the same is true in lead

paralysis, but refers only to that portion of the literature that gives

facts of pathology. No mention is made of references dealing with

the subject from the clinical standpoint or in which expressions of

opinion as to pathology are based only on clinical evidence.

III. THE CLINICAL ASPECT OF LEAD NEURITIS

Lead paralysis may be acute or chronic, and may appear without

preceding evidence of lead poisoning. It usually develops a few weeks

after such prodromata as colic and pains in the joints and muscles.

Once developed, the involvement may seem to be limited entirely to the

lower motor neuron. In adults, the paralysis is commonly found only

in the upper extremities ; in children, the legs are usually first affected.

The paralysis is not always bilateral, much less symmetrical.

In the upper extremities there are three principal types of paraly-

sis : upper arm, lower arm, and Aran-Duchenne type. In the last there

is extensive atrophy of the intrinsic muscles of the hand, often without

commensurate weakness. As a rule, lead paralysis affects the lower

arm muscles supplied by the seventh and eighth cervical, and the first

thoracic segments. The preference for muscles supplied by segments

of the cord rather than for those supplied by a particular nerve or

nerves, gives rise to the query—Why is lead paralysis called a periph-

eral neuritis? The supinator longus is supplied by fibers from the

sixth cervical segment. If, in a musculospiral paralysis, the supinator

escapes and the sixth anterior root is normal, there is reason for sus-

pecting that the primary change is in the cord. It would be remarkable

for the process to begin in the distal parts of a nerve (in this case

the musculospiral), extend upward to the cord and yet not involve

all the roots of the nerve. Several writers point out that when the

supinator longus is involved in lead paralysis, the biceps and deltoid,

which are supplied by the fifth and sixth cervical segments, are also

affected. This fact leads to the conclusion that the origin is not periph-

eral. In addition, there are now a number of reports of cases with the

clinical picture of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis. The central motor

neuron is, therefore, affected in some cases. Potain " (1887) pointed

out that the dorsal interosseous artery alone supplies the muscles

usually involved in lead paralysis, and suggested that general vascular

changes, due to lead poisoning, would first show themselves in these

muscles because their supply of blood is poor. In this way he provides

a possible peripheral origin for palsy of muscles supplied by particular

spinal segments. The explanation is ingenious, but is scarcely accept-

able in view of the large number of nervous system findings.

n. Potain : Sur uii cas de paralvsie hystero-saturninc, Hull. nied. 1:85L
1887.
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The (li.Nprupurtion between atruijliy and weakness of the intrinsic

muscles of the hand in the Aran-Duchenne type of lead paralysis should

not be ])assed by without comment. In curare poisoning the motor end

plates are attacked and there is complete loss of the transmission of

voluntary motor impulses. In family periodic paralysis it has been

>uggested that involvement of the motor end plates is responsible for

the clinical picture. In traumatic lesions of the peripheral nerve trunks

the weakness and atrophy are more nearly commensurate. In recog-

nized forms of muscular atrophy due to chronic and gradual degenera-

tion of the anterior horns, we usually find that the atrophy is greater

than the weakness. These facts certainly suggest that the Aran-

Duchenne type of lead ])alsy represents a poliomyelitic rather than a

terminal neuritic process.

IV. \ REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE DEALING
WITH PATHOLOGY

An examination of the spinal cord, the roots, the mixed nerve

trunks, the muscles and the blood vessels that supply each of these

parts is necessary in every case of lead paralysis to permit a trust-

worthy conclusion as to the primary causal pathologic process. The

scarcity of such reports in the literature of the subject is striking.

Again, it is usual to find no mention of the stains used in preparing

the tissues. If the Alarchi or Weigert stains bring out pathologic

changes, it is safe to assume their existence. However, the converse

is by no means true. Not until Nissl's work,^- in 1892, was there a

method of demonstrating finer cellular patholog\\ Hence, many of the

older reports must be disregarded when they deny the existence of

alterations in the spinal cord. In the great majority of cases reported,

there was no examination of the anterior and posterior spinal roots.

This omission is all important.

Nerve tnmks may show degeneration of moderate degree, and in a

given case the cord may show slight or no alteration. But if the pos-

terior roots are found to be normal and changes are present only in

the anterior roots; and if some roots only of the segments that enter

into the makeup of a nerve trunk are involved, then \ve have important

evidence that the degeneration is due to altered cord structure. Another

failure in many reports is lack of attention to the condition of the blood

vessels of the cord and nerves ; this is particularly important because

lead is a general poison that is especially apt to produce arteriosclerosis.

Feiling ^ states : *Tn some cases, indeed, other systems of the body,

12. Nissl : L'eber experimentelle erzeugte \'eranderungen an den Vorder-

hornzellen des Riickenmarks bei Kaninchen mit Demonstration mikroskopischen

Praparate, Allg. Zeitschr. f. Psychiat. 48:675, 1892: Versammlung des psychiat.

\'ereins der Rheinprovins in Bonn: Nov. 14, 1891.
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especially the heart, are equally affected." Finally, if a patient with

lead paralysis is found to have also either syphilis, tuberculosis, dia-

betes mellitus or chronic alcoholism, examinations of his tissues cannot

be relied on for information concerning the pathology of this disease.

1. PATHOLOGY OF THE MUSCLES

Many authors have found the muscles involved. The common •

pathological picture is proliferation of connective tissue and atrophy of

muscle fibers. Debove and Renaut ^^ (1876) raised the question

whether section of a nerve would produce the same changes. Fried-

lander ^"^ (1879) stated that he believed lead paralysis to be a myopathy.

Although later writers ^° have reported cases of lead paralysis

resembling progressive muscular atrophy, Harnack ^"^ (1878), Fried-

lander^* (1879), and Kast " (1880) were the only authors to maintain

that the primary pathologic change occurs in the muscles. More recent

investigations indicate that this view is incorrect.

Summary.—There is no adequate evidence that the primary patho-

logic changes are in the muscles.

2. PATHOLOGY OF THE NERVES

The process is described as a parenchymatous degeneration, begin-

ning usually in the distal parts of the nerve or nerves involved. Goadby

and Goodbody ^'^ (1909), found hemorrhages in the nerves and mus-

cles of poisoned rabbits, but no changes in the cord. Moreover, they

found no degeneration of the nerves. We cannot interpret these find-

ings because they are unique ; the experiments need to be repeated.

Stieglitz ^^ (1892), working on dogs, found the nerves often less

affected than the cord. Other writers held that in man the degeneration

of nerves is usually more intense than that of the cord. Dejerine -''

13. Debove and Renaut : Note sur les lesions des faisceaux primitifs des

muscles volontaires dans I'atrophie musculaire progressive et dans la paralysie

saturnine, Gaz. med. de Paris, Series 4 5:114. 1876.

14. Fricdlander : Anatomische Untersuchung eines Falles von Bleilalimung

nebst Begriindung der myopathisclioii Natur dieser Affektion, Virchow's Arch.

75:24, 1879.

15. Grinker, Julius : Multiple Neuritis Simulating Progressive Muscular

Atrophy, J. A. M. A. 49:830 (March 9) 1907.

16. Harnack: Die Wirkungen des Blei auf den thierischen Organismus,

Arch. f. exp. Pathol, u. Pharm. 9:152, 1878.

17. Kast: Notigen zur Bleiiahmung, Ccntralbl. f. Nervenheilk. 3:137. 1880.

18. Goadby and Goodbody : A Note on tiie Pathology of Lead Poisoning,

Lancet, 2:988 (Oct. 2) 1909.

19. Stieglitz, L. : Eine experimcntello Untersuchung iibcr Bleivergiftung

mit besonderer Bcriicksichtigung der \'crandcrungcn am Nervensystem, .-^.rch.

f. Psychiat. 24:1, 1892.

20. Dejerine, J.: Rccherchcs sur les lesions du systeme nerveux dans la

paralysie saturnine, Compt. rend. Soc. de biol., Series 7 1:11, 1879.
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(1879) raised the question whether lead paralysis is due to an ascend-

ing or descending degeneration, and quoted Ranvier as denying the

possibility of an ascending neuritis. Po])o\v -^
( 1.H83) stated that

Lancereaux "
( 1<S71 ) . ( lomhault -•'

( 1873 ) . Bernhardt -*
( 1874)

,

Minor-' (1877), Kisenlohr -" (1879), Mayor-' (1877). and W'est-

l)hal -"
( 1874) incline lo the opininn that the pathology is primarily in

the i)eripheral nerves, while Reniak •^•' (1875). Erb =^" (1874. 1883),

Renaut"' (1878), and Bernhardt-^-'- (1874, 1878) on clinical

grounds, regarded the lesions as i)riniarily spinal.

Tliese differences of opinion reflect the spirited controversy exist-

ing in the early decades of the develoi)ment of neurohjgy. and also

reflect the difference of opinion concerning the site of pathologic

changes underlying the clinical condition known as multii)le neuritis.

In other words, some were inclined to believe the condition neuritis,

while others considered it a neuronitis (since involvement of the ante-

rior horn would imply a suhsefjuent invoKement of the jieripheral

motor fibers).

Of the cases cited by l'oi)ow-^ (1883), several must be discounted.

In the first place, tissue staining at that time was not delicate enough to

21. Popow, N. : Ueber die Veranderungen im Riickenmark nach V'ergiftungen

mit Arsen, Blei und Queck.sill)er, V'irchow's Arch. 93:351, 1883.

22. Lanceraux : Saturnisme chronique avec acces de goutte et arthrites

uratiques, Gaz. med. de Paris, 26:385, 1871.

23. Gortibault: Contribution a I'histoire anatomique de Tatrophie musculaire

saturnine, Arch, de physiol. 5:592, 1873.

24. Bernhardt: Zur Pathologie der Radialisparalyse, Arch. f. Psychiat.

5:601. 1874.

25. Minor, L. S. : On Lead Paralysis, Voyenno M. J., St. Petersburg,

141:149, 1887.

26. Eisenlohr: Idiopathische subakute Muskellahinung und Atrophie.

Centralb. f. Nervenheilk. 2:100, 1879; Ueber einige Lahmungsformen spinalen

und peripheren Ursprunges, Arch. f. klin. Med. 26:642, 1880.

27. Mayor: Lesions des nerfs intramusculaires dans un cas de paralysie

saturnine, Gaz. med. No. 12. Compt. rend. Soc. de biol., 1877, Paris, 1879,

6th series. Vol. 4, p. 213.

28. Westphal : Ueber eine Veranderung des N. radialis bei Bleilahmung,

Arch. f. Psychiat. 5:776, 1874.

29. Remak. E. : Zur Pathogenese der Bleilahmung, Arch. f. Psychiat. 6:1,

1875.

30. Erb, Wilhelm : Ein Fall von Bleilahmung, Arch. f. Psychiat. 5:445,

1874; Bemerkungen iiber gewisse Formen der neurotischen Atrophie, Neurol.

Centralbl. 2:481. 1883.

31. Renaut : Remarques anatomiques et cliniques sur deu.x points partic-

uliers de I'intoxication saturnine chronique, Gaz. med. de Paris, Sei-ies 5

7:394, 1878.

32. Bernhardt, M. : L'eber Bleilahmung und Subacute .^trophische Spinal-

lahmung Erwachsener, Berlin Klin. Woch. 18:273, 1878.
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show finer cord changes. Eisenlohr's patient-^ (1879) was tuberculous

and a chronic alcohoHc. Gombault's "'
( 1880) reports were not com-

plete. Bernhardt"^ (1878) found cord changes in the cervical region.

Westphal's -* case (1874) was not completely examined. Popow ^^

(1883), after quoting a number of others who believed that the pri-

mary pathology was in the peripheral nerves, himself concludes that

the pathologic changes are primarily in the cord. Other later writers

continued the discussion without contributing any new pathologic facts

to support their theories.

In 1911, Anglada •'^^ reviewed the literature and came to the con-

clusion that lead paralysis is a peripheral neuritis. Others hold that

while the nerves are first involved the cord is attacked later. Zunker ^^

(1880) and Wilson ^° (1907) are in this group. The latter reports

Marie ^' (1904) as follows: "An exception can be made in some

forms of muscular atrophy due to lead poisoning. These forms show

clearly defined lesions of the anterior horn cells in the gray matter

(Von Monakow, Oeller, Oppenheim), and may be grouped with chronic

anterior poliomyelitis. Wilson then states : "It may be taken, then,

that the muscular atrophy of lead poisoning is, in part at least,

attributable to the action of the toxic agent on the motor cells of the

cord."

The majority of recent writers find changes both in nerves and

cord and reach one of two conclusions : ( 1 ) The paralysis is primarily

of cord origin; (2) it may begin either in the nerves or in the cord.

Lead, according to some, acts primarily on the nerve tissue ; according

to others, the lead aft'ects the blood vessels (Merordt,^- 1887) which,

in turn, by becoming diseased produce changes in the nerve tissue.

Summary.—On the whole, then, the case for a solely peripheral

nerve origin of lead paralysis is weak. The term neuritis tells but a

part of the story.

ii. Gombault : Note sur I'etat des nerfs peripheriques dans rempoisonne-

ment lent par le plomh chez le cochon d'Inde, Prog. nied. 8:181, 1880; Con-

tribution a I'etude anatomique de la nevrite parenchymateuse subaigue ct

chronique, Arch. d. neurol. 1:11 and 177, 1880 and 1881.

34. Anglada, J.: Paralysie saturnine generalisee proba1)lement polynevritique.

Sec. des sc. med. Montpelier med.. 32:427 (April 30) 1911; abstracted in Rev
neurol. 23:264, 1912.

35. Zunker, E. : Zur Pathologie der Bleilahmung, Zcitschr. f. klin. Med.
1:496, 1880.

36. Wilson, S. A. K. : The Amyotrophy of Chronic Lead Poisoning : Amyo-
trophic Lateral Sclerosis of To.xic Origin, Rev. Neurol. & Psychiat. 5:441. 1907.

yj. Marie, Pierre: Affections medullaires par intoxications, Traite de
med.—Masson et Cie, Ed. 2, Paris: 1904. 9:599.

38. Vierordt : Zur Frage vom Wcsen der Bleilahmung, Arch. f. Psvchiat.

18:48, 1887.
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3. PATHOLOGY OF THK ROOTS

Kishcr'" (1892), Laslett and Warrington^" (1898), Philippe and

Gothard ^'
( 1903). found changes in the anterior njots only. Sticglitz '°

(1892) and Spiller *= (1903) found the posterior roots and ganglions

also affected. Popow -^ (1883) and Spiller and Longcope *•"' (1906),

found the roots normal. De Watteville ** (1880) concluded that the

primary lesion is in either the cord or the roots. Ceni *'' (1897)

found changes in the cord, rt)ots and muscles. These are the only

writers who describe root changes, accompanied as well by changes in

the nerves and cord. The presence of root changes by no means

indicates that the origin of lead ])aralysis is in tlie roots. But such

findings are of great imjjortance in determining whether the jjrimary

change is in the nerves or the cord.

Siuinnarx.— Insufficient attention has been paid to the condition of

the roots to warrant definite conclusions.

4. rATHOLOGY OF THE SPINAL CORD

Changes may be present in the meninges, the blood vessels, the

gray or the white matter of the cord. The gray matter and vessels

commonly show some alteration. Bernhardt-* (1874), Kussmaul and

Maier*« (1872), Fisher ^« (1892), Stieglitz ^^ (1892), NissP- (1892),

all remark on vascular congestion or the presence of capillary hemor-

rhages. Schaffer •*' (1893) found changes in the cords of dogs. Thick-

ening of the meninges is described by Bernhardt^* (1874) and by

Fisher ^^ (1892). The majority of writers do not comment on these

two points. Mosny and Harvier ** (1908) found meningeal involve-

39. Fisher, E. D. : Lead Poisoning with Special Reference to the Spinal

Cord and Peripheral Nerve Lesions, Am. J. Med. So. 104:51, 1892.

40. Laslett and Warrington : The Morbid Anatomy of a Case of Lead

Paralysis, Brain 21:224, 1898.

41. Philippe and Gothard : Contribution a I'etude de I'origine centrale de la

paralysie saturnine, Rev. neurol. 11:117, 1903.

42. Spiller, W. G. : The Pathological Changes in the Nervous System in a

Case of Lead Poisoning, J. Med. Res. 5:142, 1903.

43. Spiller and Longcope : Multiple Motor Neuritis, Including Landry's

Paralysis and Lead Palsy, New York Med. Rec. 70:81 (July 21) 1906.

44. De Watteville: On the Pathogeny of Lead Palsy, Lancet 2:44 (July

10) 1880.

45. Ceni : Sur la pathologic de la paralysie saturnine. Arch. f. Psychiat.

29:566, 1897.

46. Kussmaul, A., and Maier, R. : Zur pathologischen Anatomic des chron-

ischen Saturnismus, Deutsch. Arch. f. klin. Med. 9:285, 1872.

47. Schaffer : Ueber die Veranderungen der Nervenzellen bei experimen-

teller chronischer Blei Arsen und Antimon-Vergiftungen, Ungar. Arch. f.

Med. 2:43, 1893.

48. Mosny and Harvier: L'amaurose saturnine, Trib. med. 46: 1908.
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ment with lymphocytes in the cerebrospinal fluid. Degenerative

processes in the anterior horns, most intense in the lower cervical

region, were found by Bernhardt-* (1874), Vulpian ^^ (1879), Von
Monakow^o (1880), Zunker ^^ (1880), Oeller ^^ (1883), Oppenheim "

(1885), Schultze=3 (1885), Oppenheim and Siemerling ^* (1887),

Eichorst^s (1890), NissP^ (1892), Stieglitz ^^ (1892), Laslett and

Warrington *« (1898), Spiller *2 (1903), Bernard and Salomon 5«

(1903), Philippe and Gothard " (1903), Spiller and Longcope ^^

(1906) and Claude and Loyez '"'
(1914). Of these, Zunker (pathologic

findings) and Oeller (nephritis case) have been criticised by Spiller.

Birdsall •''** (1882) reported a case in which he considered that cord

changes were present. But in the discussion that followed, E. C.

Spitzka disagreed on that point and Putnam-Jacoby suggested that

the increased vascularity of the affected parts might indicate slackened

circulation which could lead to impaired nutrition of the nerve tissues.

This case must be disregarded on the score of difference of opinion

among those who examined the tissues—even if, for the sake of

argument, the staining technic was deemed sufficient to show finer

padiology. Dreschfeld ^^ (1885) reported the cord normal in his only

necropsy. Ceni *^ (1897) found changes in the cord, roots and muscles.

Alterations in the white matter of the cord were noted by Fisher ^^

(1892), Goldflam«o (1893) and Eichorst ^^ (1890).

Simiuiary.—The commonest pathologic changes in the cord are in

the vessels and the gray matter. The degree of involvement of the

49. \'ulpian : Legons sur les maladies du systeme nerveux, Paris 2:15cS. 1879.

50. Von Monakow : Zur pathologischen Anatomie der Bleilahmung und

der saturninen Encephalopathie, Arch. f. Psychiat. 10:495, 1880.

51. Oeller: Zur pathologischen Anatomie der Bleilahmung. Munich: 1883.

52. Oppenheim, H. : Zur pathologischen Anatomie der Bleilahmung, Arch,

f. Psychiat. 16:476, 1885.

53. Schultze: Ueber Bleilahmung, Arch. f. Psychiat. 16:791, 1885.

54. Oppenheim and Siemerling: Beitrage zur pathologischen Anatomie der

Tabes Dorsalis und der peripherischen Nervenerkrankung, Arch. f. Psychiat.

18:487. 1887.

55. Eichorst: Beitrage zur Pathologic der Xerven und Muskein, \'ircho\v's

Arch. 120:217, 1890.

56. Bernard and Salomon : Un cas de paralysie saturnine a type radiculaire,

Rev. neurol. 11:722, 1903.

57. Claude and Loyez : Etude d'un cas d'intoxication saturnine avec paral-

ysie et atrophies musculaires de date ancienne, Encephale 9:30 (July) 1914;

abstracted in Rev. neurol. 30:288, 1914.

58. Birdsall: A Contribution to the Pathological Anatomy of Lead Paral-

ysis, Am. J. Neurol. & Psychiat. 1:176, 1882.

59. Dreschfeld: On Alcoholic Paralysis, Brain 8:433. 1885.

60. Goldflam : Ein Fall von Bleilahmung, Deutsch. Zeitschr. f. Xervenheilk.

3:343, 1893.
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nerves and cord varies from case to case. Involvement of the white

matter may, at times, produce pseudotabes and lateral sclerosis.

Jt is jijranied by most recent authors tiiat pathologic changes exist

in the spinal cord. Some writers hold that the changes are primary;

some maintain that the anterior horn changes are a "reaction a dis-

tance" ; others believe that in typical and early cases of lead paralysis

the cord is not involved; and hnally, some (e. g., Vierordt, 1887)

suggest that, since lead is a general poison and produces marked

arterial clianges thrf)ughout the body, the site of election for the

primary patliology will depend on individual factors in each case.

Erb^" (1883) and Remak "^ (1862) were the first to suggest that the

])athology is primary in the cord, regardless of the possible absence

of demonstrable cord changes. They considered that functional

impairment of the cord produced degenerative processes in the distal

parts of the peripheral nerves. Spiller ^- (1903) stated:

I conclude, therefore, from my study of this case and of the literature

that lead affects the brain and its pia, the nerve cells of the anterior horns

of the spinal cord, the ganglia on the posterior roots, the peripheral nerve

fibers, and the muscles.

It seems impossible to determine whether its effects are first manifested in

alteration of the peripheral motor fibers or of the motor cell bodies of the

spinal cord, but inasmuch as both peripheral nerve fibers and motor cell bodies

are sooner or later affected [italics our], this question is not a very important

one.

The condition is, therefore, essentially a peripheral neuron disease or

neuronitis.

V. CONCLUSIONS
In estimating the value of past contributions it seemed justifiable

to eliminate from consideration case reports in which conspicuously

incomplete pathologic examinations were made. Expressions of opinion

based on clinical observations, without pathologic facts, have to some

extent been discounted. Reports prior to Nissl's work (1892) that

the spinal cord was normal, or in which the stains used are not men-

tioned, have been viewed with question.

In further investigations we feel that a study of root involvement

is important. If it should be found that only a part of those entering

into the make-up of a motor nerve trunk are alTected, the obvious con-

clusion is that the primary change is central to the roots. Otherwise it

would be necessary to explain how a disease process commencing in

the distal parts of a motor nerve could extend centrad and fail to

involve all the roots connected with that nerve.

It seems to us that the theory of "reaction a distance" does not

account for the changes found in the anterior horn cells. The presefice

61. Remak, E. : Ueber die Heilbarkeit der progressive Muskelatrophie,

Oesterr. Zeitschr. f. prakt. Heilk. 2:35, 1862.
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of pleocytosis in the spinal fluid and of pathologic changes in the

meninges and white matter of the cord, accompanied by marked

vascular congestion, features that have been reported by several authors,

strongly favor the hypothesis that changes in the anterior horn cells

are primary. ''-

For over fifty years there has been a controversy as to whether

the origin of lead paralysis is neural or neuronal—whether the entire

lower neuron or only its peripheral parts are affected. The trend of

both facts and opinion in the last twenty years is in favor of the

concept that the entire neuron is involved from the onset of symptoms.

In view of the changing conception of multiple neuritis consequent

on the work of Holmes, Bradford and Bashford, Wilson and Walshe,

it seems to us that lead paralysis, hitherto called a toxic form of multiple

neuritis, should henceforth be regarded as a neuronitis.
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EXPERIMENTAL STUDIES OX MALIGXAXT TUMORS OF THE
CEXTRAL NER\OUS SYSTEM. Ew^uard Flatau, Rev. neurol. 28:

987 (Scpt.-Oct.) 1921.

This is a study of tumors produced experimentally in animals, for the

purpose of comparing their genesis, evolution, and treatment with reference

to malignant tumors in the human being, especially in the brain and spinal

cord. It lays particular emphasis on the influence of the roentgen ray as a

therapeutic measure. The number of animals experimented on totaled 1,061,

of which 1,022 were white mice; the other 39 included rats, rabbits, dogs and

monkeys. Most of the experiments involved the transplantation of cancerous

adenoid tissue from one mouse to another.

The first section of the paper deals with the treatment of transplanted

subcutaneous tumors. Flatau speaks of three methods : Physical, such as

pressure ; electricity, the roentgen ray; chemical, such as metal colloids,

quinin, nitroglycerin, etc. ; and biologic, including serum treatment, active

and passive immunization, organotherapy, extirpation of internal glands,

etc. In his studies relative to treatment of tumors of the central nervous

system, he has felt it necessary to take into consideration methods employed

in treating experimental subcutaneous tumors.

After enumerating at length the various agents used in treatment, the

author describes his technic, or method of procedure. The first series of

his experiments had to do w-ith establishing in vitro the action of various

chemical substances on sections of excised tumors. He considers as unique

the fact that many chemical substances in vitro correct or totally abolish

the generative power of neoplasmic cells.

The second series of his experiments, he divides into two parts : First,

experiments in which he transplanted (or "inoculated") the tumor, and

immediately or shortly after injected certain substances; second, experiments

in which he first injected sul)stances into the animal, and then later trans-

planted the tumor, and then still later followed up the transplantation by

further injection of the foreign substances. The results in both groups were

negative. The substances injected had no perceptible effect on the growth of

the tumors in mice, even when strongly toxic agents were used, such as

arsenious acid, salts of silver, mercury, etc. The tumors grew steadily. Sub-

stances w-hich killed the neoplasmic cells in vitro had no effect on the tumor

in the living organism. Such were the results obtained from studies of the

subcutaneous tumors. From this, the author proceeds to experiments relative

to tumors artificially produced in the central nervous system.

He has tried two methods of inducing such tumors: One by injection of

an emulsion of the tumor substance which he wishes to reproduce; the other

by transplanting a section or small portion of the original tumor. His

experience has been that animals die almost instantaneously when the emul-

sion is injected into the brain. Cancers in mice rarely or never reproduce

themselves in other animals. An emulsion of cancer from a dog injected

into a monkey gives negative results.
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The writer first, considers experimental tumors of the cerebrum. He has

discarded injection of emulsion in favor of transplantation of small sections.

These artificially induced tumors develop rapidly as shown by necropsy. A
week and a half to two weeks give maximum effects. By two weeks there

are pronounced symptoms of general prostration, though definite hemi-

plegic signs are usually absent. Death usually follows in one to four weeks.

The artificial growths may appear extradurally or intradurally and in the

latter case often involve the deeper tissues. Inflammatory symptoms are

never present.

Experiments on cerebellar tumors include those induced in the left or

right lobe, in the median line, or by injection of emulsion into the meningeal

culdesac. Xo symptoms appear earlier than the tenth to fourteenth day. At

the end of that time a definite protuberance is noted, and then follow tj^pical

cerebellar symptoms, this picture being modified by movements peculiar to

the animal, especially the attempt to balance itself on its head or nose with

a rotary conical movement something like a slowly moving top. The animals

die in from one to three weeks. Necropsy shows atrophy without evidence

of inflammatory symptoms.

Experiments on the spinal cord give the picture of compression of a car-

cinomatous Pott's disease. The animals die in seventeen to twenty-one days.

Injections into the meningeal culdesac give diffuse lesions; sometimes in

the cord, the cerebellopontile angle, or on the periphery of the cerebral

hemispheres.

The author then discusses at length the influence of radium as a thera-

peutic measure. Preliminary to this he describes the eflPect of radium,

employed for a period of from two to six hours over a number of days, on

normal tissue. He especially speaks of the effect on the cerebral hemispheres,

the occipital poles, and the quadrigeminal bodies. There is a notable degen-

eration of nerve cells in the cortex, sometimes invading the white matter

and the vascular tissue, and a simultaneous appearance of neuroglia cells of

the satellite type. The changes described conform rigorously to the areas

exposed to radium.

After this discussion of experimentation on normal tissue, the writer

describes the effects of radium on the artificially induced tumors. In the

literature he finds practically no reference to the use of radium (up to the

time his article appeared) as a therapeutic measure in brain or cord tum.ors.

His own experiments on the cerebrum include two groups : first, those in

which the inoculation and the use of radium are employed simultaneously

;

and second, cases in which there is a considerable lapse of time between the

inoculation and the employment of radium. In the first series, the tumor never

develops. In the second series, the efficacy of radium depends on the length

of the interval between the inoculation and the first employment of radium. If

radium is employed within one to two days after inoculations and repeated
every two hours for a period of three days, the tumor does not develop. If

the tumor is allowed to grow uninterruptedly for a longer period, the results

are uncertain. In one case, however, the first in animal experimentation, the

writer obtained a complete cure by radium without surgical operation after the

tumor had been allowed to grow for two weeks. In the cerebellum he has
not secured a complete cure in any case, though the development of the tumor,
has been arrested.

The paper concludes with a discussion of various methods of therapy to

date in the matter of tumors of the central nervous svstem. The author
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bclitvcs that radium thus far offers tlu- l)cst results. He hrinRS out the

imi)()rtant question as to wlij- radium appiars to exert a selective action on

neoi)lastic cells rather than on the normal tissue, and leans to the idea that

embryonic (neoplastic) tissue is less resistive. As for the biologic method,

the production of antibodies, ferments, etc., as well as the use of endocrine

substances, the author thinks that this field is still open. As compared with

the use of radium the biologic approach is far from satisfactory.

It is still difficult to foresee what may yet be accomplished in the attempt to

find a definitive solution for the treatment of neoplasms. It should be remem-

bered that the paper deals only with experimentation on animals.

Jones, Detroit.

MI(;R.\INE in CHILDREX. Hans Cursch M.ANN. Munchen. mcd. Wchnschr.

69:1747 (Dec. 22) 1922.

It is noteworthy that the text books on neurology, and even special mono-

graphs such as those of Mobius and Flatau. devote very little space to

migraine in children. This is due partly to a lack of objective clinical observa-

tion, and to the fact that migraine is seen much more frequently in private

practice than in clinics. It is also overlooked because it is not inquired into,

and so much depends on a thorough history. It must be understood that

migraine in older children, al)Out the age of puberty, resembles that in the

adult. The true migraine of childhood occurs in the school period up to the

age of ten or twelve years. It has also been noted in suckling children.

In the interpretation of the paroxysmal manifestations, caution must be

exercised in difTerentiating other nervous disturbances such as spasmophilia,

which may l)c associated in a migrainous constitution. Curschmann has observed

such conditions, for example, in a girl with bilateral headache, who when

aged 4 or 5 years had her first attack of fainting, vomiting, exhaustion,

drowsiness, and fever, all within twenty-four hours; these attacks occurred

several times a year.

Associated al)dominal symptoms are characteristic of migraine in children.

These may vary from slight stomach ache to abdominal pains which more or

less obliterate the headache and which may later even supplant the hemi-

crania. Umbilical colics in infants and children are frequently of this type.

The same is true of many cases resembling appendicitis, gastric ulcer, or

duodenal disturbances. Migraine may alSo be hidden in vagotonic dis-

turbances of the digestive organs and in spasmophilic abdominal equivalents.

The author describes five cases of various grades of admixture of abdominal

disturbances, including abdominal equivalents. In all cases the migraine was

quite typical. The hereditary features were present and there was prompt

restitutio ad integrum. In all cases there was nausea and vomiting in which

the abdominal discomfort stood in the foreground. In one of these cases the

abdominal attacks entirely replaced the headaches.

Along with migraine symptoms the author finds other symptoms of impor-

tance: heightened irritability of the vegetative nervous system; facial phe-

nomena such as the Chvostek sign; spasmophilic reactions may occur, as also

asthma, hiccup and an exudative diathesis. Fever associated with attacks is

well known, and eosinophilia is mentioned.

Abdominal discomforts in migraine attacks, which also occur in adults,

though less frequently, have many interpretations. It is the opinion of the

author that these crises are splanchnogenic. Other organs and functions con-
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trolled by the vegetative system may take part, at times in the form of excite-

ment, at others in the form of inhibition, such as secretory and motor dis-

turbances of the stomach, or changes in kidney function. Other vasomotor

syndromes are also noted in the child, as those of cardiac origin. Two cases

of this type are reported. Case 6, Mary R., aged 8, whose mother had a

similar condition as a child, and whose grandmother had migraine, since the

age of 3 had had heart attacks with pounding, heartache, fear and dyspnea

every two or three weeks. These attacks were sometimes associated with left-

sided frontal headache, nausea and vomiting. They lasted twenty-four to

forty-eight hours, and were followed by complete recovery. A positive

Chvostek sign with increase of all tendon reflexes was noted in this patient.

A similar case with alternating heart and stomach attacks is reported. The

author calls these attacks migraine with angina pectoris nervosa. He states

thai they are less frequent in adults and that one should consider cardio-

neurotic attacks at this age, as equivalents of migraine. It is proper, accord-

ing to the author, to consider migraine attacks, like asthma, hiccup, mucous

colitis and other vasosecretory attacks, as expressions of an anaphylactic

shock. Among other anaphylactogenic conditions associated with the attack,

the author includes circumscribed edemas, and reports two such cases. In

one case, in a girl of 12, a swelling of the left shoulder with fever had occurred

periodically in association with headaches and nauseai since the age of 1 year.

In another case, periodic swellings occurred in the right upper arm with left-

sided headache, amaurosis and nausea. Such attacks of edema, especially in

the face, are not infrequent in adults. In children they are uncommon and

may be confused with articular rheumatism, joint disease and the like.

In this same group the author places periodic skin eruptions such as

blisters and herpes. A rather stereotyped case of this kind is reported : A
child, four years of age, had had regular large blistering eruptions since the

age of 1 year, at times associated with swelling of tonsils and cervical glands.

It also suflfered from unilateral headache with amaurosis and vomiting.

Curschmann has seen only one such case in an adult, in whom the blisters on

the left hand and foot were hemorrhagic in character. Perhaps such skin

affections may also occur as genuine periodic equivalents of migraine.

The author emphasizes the fact that many of these cases of migraine show
a positive Chvostek sign. The occurrence of migraine with frank spasmo-

philic epilepsy cannot be doubted. The author reports such a case of migraine

with spasmophilic epilepsy in a girl of 13. Following calcium therapy the

headache diminished and, in place of convulsions, slight depression with

hesitancy of speech and fatigue occurred.

While the close relationship between epilepsy and migraine is known, it

is not so clear that a relationship exists between spasmophilia and migraine.

The frequency of the positive facial phenomena, and in some cases the

presence of galvanic overe.xcitability direct attention to the endocrine com-
ponents of childish migraine. The author deems it possible that a hypo-

parathyroid constitution with its associated vagatonia may be the basis for

the existence of a hemicrania, just as bronchial asthma may result from an

endocrine disharmony and anaphylactic reactions. It is hardly justifiable

to consider migraine the product of hyperthyroidism, for migraine is not

associated with my.xedema or thyroidism to any degree.

The author advises the use of calcium in the migraine of childhood. It is

the only medication from which he has seen specific results. What this means
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f<»r luiiiicraiiia may lie measured l)y the meager results wliich are obtained

from the therapy of migraine in adults.

Anotlier rare yet interesting form of migraine in childhood is one accom-

panied by a slight vcstilmlar irritation in conjunction with the attack. The
author reports a case in a child of 14, who, since the age of 6, every two or

three months has had a right-sided headache with nausea and horizontal

vertigo. The neurologic examination revealed a defmite horizontal nystagmus

with increased Barany responses. A sister, aged 17, has also had migraine

since childhood. The mother had headaches and vomiting. The maternal

grandmother had similar attacks, associated with vertigo. This case, accord-

ing to the author, presents a classical example of an homologous inheritance

of a distinct type of heredodegeneration or vestibular migraine. Vertigo is

rather rare in children. That sporadic hemicranias with more or less marked
Meniere syndrome occur in adults is certain. Also in organic affections, such

as otosclerosis, migraine is not infrequently found, but no doul)t in them it

is a coincidence of two frankly constitutional degenerative manifestations.

The author has also noted the relationship between vestibular phenomena and

tetany attacks. From a therapeutic standpoint, the vestibular type of migraine

in children may be treated with the vestibular sedative, quinin.

The author reports two cases of skull abnormalities or so-called "Turm-

schadel" in the migraine of childhood. The reason for reporting these two

cases is that these observations appear to have corroborated the mechanical

genesis of Sculler and Auerbach who attribute the cause of migraine to a

lack of proportion between brain volume and skull circumference. Hemi-

cranias without skull anomalies and vice versa arc so frequent that the

pathogenic importance of skull asymmetry is to be doul)ted.

In conclusion it is pointed out that no clear relationship exists between

migraine in children and the acute infectious diseases. It is well to bear in

mind the forms it may assume and that the history is often the only, clue

to the diagnosis. ,,, _, ,MoERSCH, Rochester, Almn.

STUDIES IX EXPERIMENTAL TRAUMATIC SHOCK: VI. THE
ACTION OF ETHER OX THE CIRCULATIOX IX TRAUMATIC
SHOCK, McKeen Cattell, Ph.D. Arch. Surg. 6:41 (Jan.) 1923.

It is a long-known and well-recognized fact that patients in shock are poor

anesthetic risks. This study was undertaken in an attempt to determine the

effects of ether on the factors which influence the blood pressure, with special

reference to the conditions as they occur in shock or circulatory failure. The

effect of ether on the blood pressure and on the integral parts that go to make

up the blood pressure—the heart, vasomotor system, and blood vessels—and

finally the circulation as a whole, with the changes that occur in shock, are

considered.

From a consideration of the literature, Cattell believes that ether, if properly

administered to normal subjects, produces no fall in blood pressure and may even

cause a transitory increase during the early stages of its administration

;

whereas, in shock, circulatory collapse frequently occurs.

As it has been abundantly proved that a condition of light anesthesia can

be brought about with practically no effect on the blood pressure of the normal

animal—the object of these experiments was to study, not the effects of light

anesthesia, but rather the acute effects of concentrations of ether having a

definite influence on the blood pressure. Cats were used throughout as the
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experimental animal. As the preliminary anesthetic, light ether, light ether

followed by decerebration, or urethane was employed. The disappearance of

the corneal reflex was used as the standard of the depth of the anesthesia.

In the normal animal, the sudden inhalation of strong ether results in a

sudden drop in the arterial pressure, which is quite temporary. As the anes-

thesia deepens, the pressure gradually recovers uniil, by the time the eye reflex

has disappeared, it may have returned to its original level. By giving the ether

gradually, it is always possible, in the normal animal, to attain a depth of

anesthesia in which the eye reflex is abolished, without the intervening drop

in blood pressure. If ether is inhaled while the animal is anesthetized, the

effect on the blood pressure is very much less than when it is given to an

animal that is not already under the influence of ether. Similarly, the fall

in pressure caused by the intravenous injection of ether is much less in the

deeply anesthetized animal. But in the shocked animal, regardless of the speed

of the administration of the ether, the blood pressure will show a considerable

decrease at the point when the eye reflex is just obliterated. Nitrous oxid-

oxygen anesthesia, in the proportion of three to one, will produce a full degree

of anesthesia without any fall in blood pressure.

In an attempt to discover a cause for this fall in blood pressure, observa-

tions were carried out on the heart volume of intact cats by an ingenious

method whereby, by means of the insertion of a cannula through the peri-

cardium, the pericardial sac is made to function as an oncometer and register

volume changes in the size of the heart. From these observations on the heart

volume of intact cats and from a consideration of the blood pressure readings

made at the same time, it is apparent that the administration of ether results

in a depression of the heart and a decrease in its output, which is sufficient to

account for the fall in pressure in both the normal and shocked animals. In

confirmation of this observation, the effect of ether on the isolated cold blooded

heart was noted. It was found that when immersed in salt solution containing

0.18 per cent, ether by weight (a percentage that corresponds to the concentra-

tion of the ether in the blood of the moderately anesthetized animal), a marked

reduction in output with a decrease in the extent of the contractions is

produced.

An injection of epinephrin will apparently reduce the sensitivity of the

heart to ether. The effects of an overdose of ether on the heart are much less

marked for an hour or more following the administration of this drug. It is

suggested that this is due to the antagonistic action of ether on the heart.

Pituitary extract does not influence the pressure drop produced by ether in the

shocked animal.

To determine the effect of ether on the tone of the arterioles, observations

were made on the leg volume as indicated by the plethysmograph. The results

showed that the administration of ether, as in ordinary anesthesia, results in

a constriction of the peripheral vessels, which is mediated through the vaso-

motor nerves. Perfusion rate experiments, and results obtained liy the injec-

tion of ether directly into the circulation, together with the form of the blood

pressure curves, indicate that ether causes a contraction of tlie peripheral

vessels. This constriction may be due to either a direct stimulation of the

vasomotor center, or a reflex to the fall in pressure resulting from a depression

of the heart. In the normal animal, therefore, the primary drop in the bloqd

pressure curve following the administration of ether is probably due to an
mfluence on the heart ; and the secondary recovery is due to a compensatory
vasoconstriction.
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Any circumstance which tends to depress the general condition of the animal

such as low blood pressure, hemorrhage, severe operations, or the injection of

acid into the circulation, seems to produce the condition of ether sensitiveness.

In the shocked animal, no evidence of vasoconstriction produced by ether was
obtained, and pressor effects from asphyxia or sensory nerve stimulation became
less or were entirely absent. Therefore, the cause of the greater depressing

influence of ether on the blood pressure in shock seems to be a disturbance

of the vasomotor system. The usual compensatory constriction no longer

occurs to offset the decreased output of the heart, and the pressure continues

to fall. This might be due to a depression of the vasomotor center or to an

already existing maximum tone of the center so that there could be no

compensation.
Grant, Philadelphia.

TUMOR OF THK IXFUNDIBULUM (TUBER CIXEREUM), INTEGRITY
OF THE HYPOPHYSIS, ADIPOSE SYNDROME. Rodolphe Ley, Rev.

neurol. 29:376 (April) 1922.

This is a case report of a girl aged eleven in whom necropsy revealed a

tumor of the infundibulum, with an intact hypophysis. The interesting point

in addition is that there was a typical adipose syndrome during life. The
family history was negative for n'ervous and mental disease, except for a sister

who had some cerebral disorder described as "meningitis." The first note-

worthy symptom in the case was a strong tremor involving the upper extrem-

ities, appearing at about the ninth year. This tremor prevented attempts at

writing as the child grew older. After this, tremor difficulties in gait appeared,

and still later speech disorders. In her eleventh year, three months before

entering the hospital, she vomited almost daily. Before this, intellectual defects

were quite marked. She also had been given to bed-wetting, and there was a

recent history of two or three hallucinatory episodes or crises.

Objective examination showed no stigmata of degeneracy, nor of congenital

syphilis. There were no paralyses, nor muscular atrophies. There were tremors

of all parts of the body except the head, which were increased by an effort at

voluntary movement. No Romberg sign was present. All tendon reflexes were

abolished. The external ocular muscles were normal; pupils, large and equal.

but reacted feebly to light and accommodation. Speech was scanning in type.

There was no sensory disturbance. A Babinski sign was impossible to demon-

strate because the toes were in continuous extension. Vision was defective,

but the ocular fundi were negative on ophthalmoscopic examination. The
cerebrospinal fluid was negative, except for a positive Ravaut test. Toward
the end stage all symptoms were aggravated : vomiting was frequent, walking

was impossible, and the patient was emotionally indifferent; finally there

developed loss of sphincter control and decubitus.

Clinically, multiple sclerosis was ruled out because of the absence of

nystagmus, and contractures or spasticity'. The case looked like a cerebral

tumor despite the normal appearance of the fundi. Localization was difficult.

The prerolandic area could not be considered in the absence of a condition of

equal intensity on both sides. Involvement of the frontal region, and, because

of the tremors, of the basal ganglions had to be considered. Hence the necessity

for depending on the necropsy for the final diagnosis, especially as to locali.'^a-

tion. This showed a tumor of the infundibulum with an intact pituitary body.

On sectioning, definite sclerosis of the right temporal lobe and right thalamus
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was demonstrated macroscopically. Moreover, there was this peculiar con-

dition : The white matter had a grajish appearance, and the gray substance

had the appearance of white substance.

Microscopic examination revealed' in the main : Changes in all endocrine

glands except the ovaries and hypophysis; profound neuroglial proliferation

in the nervous tissue, particularly in the cerebrum; marked gliosis of the tuber

cinereum; neuroglial hypertrophy of the internal capsule; gliosis of the

lenticular and caudate nuclei, with frequent giant neuroglial cells ; rarified cells

in the dentate nucleus; macroscopic abnormality of the locus niger; it was

grayish instead of black, and microscopically showed a diminution in the number
of cells, which were for the most part void of pigment.

In a general way, there w-as diffuse gliomatous change of almost all areas

of the forebrain and midbrain, with added features of a tumor of the

infundibulum, in a child w'ith marked obesity. To this is to be added the fact

(in harmony with experiments in animals) that a tumor of the cinereum is

incompatible with life. Further, it is to be noted that a lesion of the

infundibulum caused hypophyseal symptoms, with an intact hypophysis. This

means that the teachings on the physiology of the hypophysis must be revised

Jones, Detroit.

A CORRELATIVE STUDY OF ENDOCRINE IMBALANCE AND
MENTAL DISEASE. Nolax D. C. Lewis and Gertrude R. Davies,

J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 54:384 (Nov. and Dec.) 1921, and 55: (Jan.) 1922.

The introduction takes up briefly the historj- of endocrinology and its

supposed relation to behavior. The investigation was for the purpose of

determining the relationship between the physical manifestations, blood

chemistry and mental sjndromes in hypotonic and hypertonic groups and was

based on the following characteristics : abnormal growth conditions of the

skeleton, muscular dystrophies, skin condition, trophic changes in hair and

nails, altered action of sweat glands, sluggish circulation, subnormal pulse,

temperature and blood pressure, early arteriosclerosis, dysgenitalism, obesity,

nocturnal enuresis, polyuria or glycosuria, fatigue without energy expendi-

ture and enlargement of the thyroid with associated phenomena. The follow-

ing tests were performed on each individual to aid in classification as hypo-

endocrinic or hyperendocrinic function: Sugar tolerance, thyroid function

test (the technic of which is given), blood examination for uric acid, urea

nitrogen and creatinin.

Case histories then follow, the mental and endocrine diagnoses of which

were as follows: Schizophrenia with projection and hyperthyroidism;

schizophrenia with projection and polyglandular syndrome; schizophrenia

and periodic hypoadrenia ; schizophrenia with projection and hypothyroidism
with gonadal hypofunction ; schizophrenia with projection and submyxedema
with hypoadrenia; schizophrenia with projection and hypothyroidism with

obesity; schizophrenia with inversion and hypothyroidism; affective schizo-

phrenic psychosis and hyperthyroidism; paranoid schizophrenia and mixed
thyrotrophic type; schizophrenia with projection and hypothyreosis with hypo-
adrenia; schizophrenia and hypothyroidism with hypoadrenia: defective

schizophrenic epilepsy and dyspituitarism ; atlective schizophrenia and
periodic hypoadrenia ; schizophrenia and hypothyroidism

;
paranoid schizo-

phrenia and hyperthyroidism ; schizophrenia with projection and hyper-
thyroidism; schizophrenia with projection, hypopituitarism and hypothyroid-
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ism; scliiziiphrt'iiia and liyptTthyroidism associated witii pituitarj' dystunc-

tion ; schizophrenia with projection and hyimthyroidisin ; schizophrenia with

catatonia and hypothyroidism; and schizophrenia with introversion and hypo-

thyroidism. At the end of each presentation is given an outline considering

hehavior, physical findings and laboratory results together with results of

endocrine glandular therapy, surgery or other treatment that was given.

A tal)le and charts are given under the heading of discussion. Urea was

somewhat higher than normal in all cases. Uric acid and creatinin were

about normal, but sugar tolerance and the thyroid test possibly gave some

diagnostic aid in determining the type of endocrine response. As to sugar

tolerance, there was delayed absorption in the four hyperthyroid cases. The

only other similar reaction was in a pluriglandular case. In each of the

twelve cases of hypothyroidism sugar tolerance was increased. A similar

reaction was found in two cases of hypoadrenia, one hypopituitary case and

one polyglandular case.

Three of the four hyperthyroid cases gave a hyperglandular type of

reaction to the thyroid tests. One was not tested (exophthalmic goiter).

Eleven of the hypothyroid cases gave the hypoglandular reaction (no change

in pulse rate—the normal cases show-ed an increase). The other hypothyroid

case did not cooperate. The remaining si.x cases (hypoglandular and mixed

types) gave a hypoglandular reaction. In one there was a contra-indication.

The authors state "It has been discovered that, regardless of the type of

hypofunction, the preliminary administration of thyroid gland over a period

enhances the action of the other glands to be given later." Contra-

indications are exophthalmic goiter, manic or anxiety conditions and advanced

valvular heart disease.

Of the seventeen thyroid cases reported, eight, with psychoses of from

nine to two and a half years, were benefited physically and mentally; seven

were improved physically hut showed changes in behavior not recorded as

improvement. The other two did not receive treatment.

A table is given showing the results in the twenty-two cases ; eight were

improved mentally and physically and seven were improved physically but

not mentally, two showed no change either physically or mentally, one

improved mentally but not physically and four were discharged as recovered.

In conclusion the authors state that: (1) due to the close association

of the activities of the nervous system, particularly the autonomic system

with endocrine function, we would expect a response in the glands to malad-

justments of the individual to certain situations, and that glandular defects

would produce peculiarities of behavior and limitation in the action systems.

In mental disease there is an abnormal circle established, the areas of which

are composed of both factors; (2) the effects of glandular disturbance are

due to a change in the rate of normal function; (3) for every case of pro-

found glandular disturbance there are dozens with very few signs, in which

psychic or chemical treatment is most likely to be successful; (4) the sugar

tolerance test and the thyroid function test are extremely valuable in diag-

nosis and in the cases in which the fewer signs are found, there is the

earliest and best opportunity for glandular therapy; (5) occupational therapy

was useful from a therapeutic standpoint and also as an early indicator of

variations in behavior.

Chambers, Philadelphia.
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iVEUROPSYCHIATRIC SEQUELAE OF ACUTE EPIDEMIC EXCE-
PHALITIS IN CHILDREN. Franklin G. Ebaugh, Am. J. Dis. Child.

25:89 (Feb.) 1923.

The psychiatric and neurologic sequelae of a group of seventeen children

referred from school, home and hospital to the Neuropsychiatric Clinic of the

Philadelphia General Hospital are considered. There were six girls and

eleven boys from two to fourteen years of age and the lapse of time from

the subsidence of the acute encephalitic symptoms was: 4 cases, three or more

years ; 2 cases, two or more years ; 5 cases, one or two years ; and 17 cases,

less than one year.

Psychiatric Sequelae.— (1) A total change in character and disposition was

present in ten cases, and was evidenced by hyperkinesis, emotional lability,

irritability, affability and over-afifectionateness ; sexual precocity was also noted.

Three patients showed no behavior abnormalities after the termination of the

acute disease. Nearly all cases were corrigible. (2) Nocturnal restlessness

and insomnia is followed by sleep into the forenoon. This persistent insomnia

rarely occurs in children with other diseases; it is sometimes seen in severe

chorea. According to the author, it is a manifestation of a neurotic condition

;

he says: "Insomnia is a common sequela of acute encephalitis in children."

(3) Affective disorders are an important part of the change of disposition

already referred to. Three patients attempted suicide, but there was no real

desire to commit suicide comparable to that in depressive reactions and the

characteristic slowness of thinking and planning peculiar to depression was

absent. (4) Hysterical reactions were present in three cases: one had pro-

longed periods of rapid respiration; another, spells of screaming and yelling;

the third had shown hysterical tendencies—spells of blindness, deafness and

aphonia—before the encephalitis, but all were aggravated by the attack. These

reactions were efforts to avoid school, discipline or unpleasant duties. (5) Tics

of the head, of one extremity, sniflfing of the nose, clicking of the tongue,

biting the nails, and spitting were observed; these were of organic origin.

(6) Mental deficiency was present in three cases: one case four years after

encephalitis showed a mental age of two years, the age at which the disease

had begun; another, in which the encephalitis occurred at birth, two years

later was an idiot. This case suggests that encephalitis may l)c congenital.

Neurologic Sequelae.—The subjective sequelae were: headaches, dizziness,

diplopia, diurnal drowsiness, asthenia, and sialorrhea. The objective sequelae

were: (1) Disturbance of motility—choreiform and other types of incoordinate

movements—occurred for prolonged periods in seven cases. The movements

were brought on by emotional stimuli, and occurred frequently during sleep.

Pain was rare. Radiculitis was present in one case only in which choreo-

athetoid movements were also found. Tremors were frequent but not charac-

teristic; (2) Visual disturbances: seven cases showed weakness or paralysis

of one, most frequently the external, rectus muscle; ptosis was present,

though not in marked degree, and was permanent in two cases ; eye ground

examinations were practically negative. (3) Other neurologic disturbances:

facial weakness in two cases ; pyramidal and extrapyramidal tract involvement

in one case, in which there was rigidity of one side of the body and immobile

facies; this was the only case which showed a paralysis agitans syndrome.

Sialorrhea, vasomotor symptoms and exophthalmos occurred in one case : hypo-

pituitarism was present in one case; and obesity developed in several cases.
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Prognosis.—Kl)augh states that tlic i)r(jgnosis "sliuuld lie made very con-

servatively," though he wishes to avoid a "pessimistic outlook." Five cases

have licen progressively improving, four are improving slowly, and eight are

unimproved, three of the last being permanently, mentally deficient. A period

of five years, he says, "should be allowed to determine the permanency of the

neuropsychiatric sequelae."

Treatment.—There is no specific remedy; medicine is of no avail. Sedatives

and hypnotics have not produced sleep, though warm baths have been of use;

spinal drainage has given conflicting results. Psychotherapy has been dis-

appointing, 1)ut occupational therapy has been valuable. Prolonged observation

and iiospital treatment arc advisable and this is one aspect of the need for a

childrcns' psychopathic ward. Commitment is sometimes indicated. Well

regulated home routine and discipline were advised especially for cases with

hysterical tendencies. „ t-.i -i > « i •

CiiAMBKRS, Philadelphia.

WAR AND ACUTE DELIRIOUS HYPERTHVMIA. R. BexNon, Rev.

neurol. 28:1011 (Sept.-Oct.) 1921.

The first paragraph in the form of a "summary" gives the gist of the paper.

It refers to: the historical consideration of the subject; emotional shock, or

repeated emotions, as one of the results of battle ; obsessing melancholy, or

depressive memories, etc. It then enumerates acute delirious hyperthymic mani-

festations, including delusions, hallucinations, and illusions. The paper records

two cases with ol)servations. The evolution of the mental state is varied. The

article gives a criticism of the emotional syndrome of such cases, and affirms

that the true psychoses are not peculiar to war.

The two cases recorded are quite diflferent in some of their chief symptoms,

though they present many features in common : Both patriots had been through

some of the worst horrors of the World War; both were so severely depressed

as to be incapacitated by their emotional reactions and to require hospitaliza-

tion; both passed through a delirium, with the accompanying delusions, hallu-

cinations, illusions, etc. But, the first case, a young sergeant, 26 years of age,

recovered sufficiently to be sent back to the front where he died in action, and

was after his death cited for unusual bravery. His family history and personal

make-up showed no history of taint or defect. The second, a private, 40 years

of age, a carpenter by trade, gave a history of hereditary taint, one sister

having been committed to a hospital for the insane, and one brother having

shown distinct hypochondriac tendencies. The patient himself had contracted

a chancre at 26, and his wife later had two miscarriages. The later history of

this patient is quite different from that of the first. While he showed similar

nervous and mental symptoms in the earlier period of his illness, he never

made a complete recovery; his emotional troubles, however, chiefly anxiety

symptoms, had disappeared by 1916. (Both patients had entered the service

in 1914). His general asthenia with irritability tended to pass into a chronic

state. As late as March, 1920, he showed a "post-emotional chronic asthenia."

There were marked character changes such as impatience, easy irritability, and

tendency to isolate himself from others. He had frequent headaches and dis-

comfort in the spine, and he tired easily on effort. He became sexually impotent

and worked little or not at all until his wife finally had to seek medical aid.

After several careful readings of the paper, it must frankly be confessed

that there is little in the cases that we do not frequently see in the clinics of

our large hospitals. Moreover, it is not clear in the second case that some
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of the clinical symptoms and complaints may not have been due to the syphilis

contracted fourteen years before the patient entered the service, although it

must be admitted that the general condition may have been precipitated or

aggravated by the experiences of war.

The author brings out the important point that on the primitive hyperthymic

state there are grafted illusions, hallucinations, delirious interpretations and the

like, especiall}" in the first case, even including ideas of persecution. He also

admits that there is a predisposition to such symptoms in the second case,

though he does not ascribe it in any way to syphilis. l)ut rather implies that

heredity plays an important part.

He also lays emphasis on "emotional syndrome" in both cases, but con-

cludes that this is not peculiar to war; any sort of catastrophe might precipitate

a similar syndrome. In his last sentence he states that "acute delirious hyper-

thymia" due to war differs in no way, except in "color and form," from that

seen daily in other delirious states. In his two cases he thinks the emotional

states are peculiar in that their particular characteristics are due to individual

predispositions—congenital or acquired.

Jones, Detroit.

W.ASSERMANN REACTION AND COLLOIDAL METHODS IN THE
SPINAL FLUID OF NEUROSYPHILITICS. THEORETIC CONSID-
ERATIONS ON THE WASSERMANN TEST. C. Rizzo, Cervello,

1:5 (Sept.-Oct.) 1922.

This paper contains a thorough review of work on this subject in different

countries and a report of the personal experience of the author. Some clinical

cases are reported. Ample, accurate bibliographic data close the article. The
conclusions are : The colloidal reactions (gold, mastic, Prussian blue, benzoin

etc.) on spinal fluid, are not specifically indicative of cerebrospinal syphilitic

lesions. They do not differentiate with certainty the various forms of syphilis

of the nervous system. They are indications only of an inflammatory or irrita-

tive state of the central nervous system. The positive Wassermann reaction

in the spinal fluid is the only sure index of a neurosyphilitic lesion. Minimal
traces of blood mixed in the spinal fluid disturb the results of the colloidal

reactions, but they have no influence whatever on the Wassermann reaction.

The result of the Wassermann test on the spinal fluid has always a greater

value than the result of the blood test. The latter may lead to erroneous

interpretation. A negative blood Wassermann reaction cannot exclude a

syphilitic infection ; a negative Wassermann reaction with the spinal fluid

excludes the existence of serious active syphilitic processes in the central nervous

system.

There are spinal fluids of neurosyphilitics with positive Wassermann reac-

tion, which become negative after inactivation at 56 C. for half an hour

(phenomenon of thermolability) ; it is therefore necessary, especially if

only a small quantity of spinal fluid is available, to try first the reaction on
the active fluid ; and, if the quantity is sufficient, in a second examination
to repeat the reaction on the inactivated fluid. In giving the report of a test,

it IS always necessary to indicate whether the blood serum or the spinal fluid

was active or inactivated.

Spinal fluids from neurosyphilitics which give a positive W'assermaim reac-"

tion when active, and a negative reaction when inactivated, give, in both

states, a positive colloidal benzoin reaction ; in other words the results of the

two reactions are not parallel.
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\\ lun tlic \\'as^criii;inn reaction, iidsitivc in the active spinal Huid <if a

neurosyphilitic with hi^li cell coinit, becomes negative after centrifn^jation and

inactivation of the fluid, it becomes negative also in the same inactivated

fluid without centrifugation ; that is, the transformation of the reaction from

positive to negative after inactivation takes place either in the presence or the

absence of lymphocytes in the fluid, with or without their autolysis.

The amount of albumin in the spinal fluid has no influence whatever on the

Wassermann reaction. The xanthochromic hyperglobulinic fluids, which some-

times have an albumin content of 36 gm. per liter and more, generally present a

negative Wassermann reaction; in the rare cases in which it has been found

positive, it became negative after inactivation of the fluid; for this reason

such a reaction has not been considered specific. If the Wassermann reaction,

found positive in spinal fluids that are neither xanthochromic, nor hyper-

all>uminous, nor coagulable, becomes negative after inactivation, it is specific,

and ordinarily is accompanied by other alterations of the fluid (lymphocytosis,

increase of globulins, etc.).

The two varieties of syphilitic reagents (thcrmolabilc and thcrmostabile),

which, according to some investigators, are found separately or in various

mixtures in the blood and in the spinal fluid, do not exist as biologic entities.

The phenomenon of thermolal)ility may be found in the same individual at

the same time in the blood scrum and spinal fluid, in the spinal fluid alone,

or in the blood scrum alone.

The general paralytic spinal fluid does not present the phenomenon of

thermolability ; the intensity of the Wassermann reaction in the inactivated

fluid of a general paralytic is the same or slightly less than that of the active

fluid.

In cases of cerebral syphilis and uncomplicated taljes, the author has been

able to find the phenomenon of thermolability in the spinal fluid; he con-

siders this a dift'erential diagnostic symptom and a good prognostic sign.

Naccarati, New York

THE RADIOLOGIC SIGNS OF VERTEBRAL CANCER. Sicard, Lermoyez

and Laplane, Ann. de med. 13:383 (April) 1923.

This is a concise exposition of the differences between the radiologic signs

in tuberculous spine and in vertebral cancer. The first radiologic sign in

Pott's disease is a thinning of the intervertebral disk, which gives the impres-

sion of being pinched between the two adjacent vertebrae. This is especially

visible in the lateral view and precedes by a considerable time any changes in

the transparency of the vertebral bodies. The early thinning and deformation

of the cartilage is show-n in schematic outline at A in the accompanying

illustration. In contrast, in vertebral cancer, the rule is complete integrity of

the intervertebral disks.

In vertebral cancer one finds in a vertebral column of which the vertebrae

are normal and the disks intact, one vertebra smaller than the others, very

notably diminished in height, especially in the anterior portion. Such a vertebra

marking the focus of cancerous destruction is apt to appear as a cuneiform

mass with the summit directed anteriorly. When the bony destruction is con-

siderable, the affected vertebra appears as a thin plate of which the height is

hardly half of that of a normal vertebra. This is schematized in B of the

illustration.
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In C is outlined the deforming process when two metastatic cancerous proc-

esses have involved two vertebrae, which are not adjacent, simultaneously.

In Pott's disease, there can occur a false appearance of intact disks as

shown in D of the accompanying illustration. In reality, the mass in the form

Outline of roentgenograms: A, Pott's disease; B, vertebral cancer; C,

cancerous disease of two vertebrae ; D, Pott's disease with consolidation of two

vertebrae.

of a wedge is formed of two vertebrae almost completely consolidated ; this is

because one intervertebral disk has been very seriously changed and partly

destroyed.

D.wis, New York.

EXPERIMENTS ON THE TRANSPLANTATION OF THE SPINAL
CORD IN AMBLYSTOMA, AND THEIR BEARING UPON THE
STIMULI INVOLVED IN THE DIFFERENTIATION OF NERVE
CELLS. S. R. Detwiler, J. Exper. Zool. 37:339 (May) 1923.

Hyperplasia of both sensory and motor nerve cells in Ai)ibIystoiiia can be

experimentally induced, Init the stimuli involved in each case are not the same.

Hyperplasia of the sensory nerve centers takes place in response to increased

functional demands at the periphery, but the added demands of a terminally

increased musculature do not produce a similar response in the motor nerve

centers. Extirpation of the anterior limb rudiment in A)iiblystoiiia before the

outgrowth of the peripheral nerves is followed In- a hypoplastic development of

the peripheral afiferent neurons of the brachial level of the cord. Motor cellular

differentiation within the limb level of the cord appears to be unaffected by the

extirpation of the limb, as evidenced by a numerical comparison of the cells in

the two halves of the cord at the level involved. When the anterior liml) is

transplanted caudad to its normal site on the same embryo, the peripheral

nerves supplying it are found to be larger than their counterparts which have
no connection with a limb. This enlargement is found to be the result of an

mcreased number of i)cripheral afferent neurons which have developed in

response to the additional demands of the increased sensory area. The
peripheral efferent neurons, however, fail to undergo a similar hyperplasia under
the increased functional demands of the added musculature of the transplanted
limb and shoulder.

Motor hyperplasia has been produced by excising the limb level of the spinal

cord (tliird, fourth, and fifth segments) and transplanting into the excavated
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area, a more caudal unit of the cord (seventh, eighth and ninth segments) taken

from another emhryo. The neuroblasts in the grafted unit of cord arc found

to undergo increased devcloi)ment approximately equal in extent to that which

characterizes the normal lirachial enlargement. The results of the spinal cord

transplantation experiments indicate that motor cellular differentiation within

the spinal cord is determined primarily by functional connection with the

central longitudinal reflex pathways. This is suggested in the fact that the

seventh, eighth, and ninth segments, which fail to undergo motor hyperplasia

when in connection with a transplanted liml), will undergo marked hyperplasia

when subjected to the stimuli normally activating the increased production of

efferent neurons at the limli level. The mechanism involved in the production

of increased motor cellular differentiation at the limb level, as evidenced by

these experiments, appear to fall in line with the stimulogenous fibrillation

concept of Bok (1915), in that the greater stimulation passing through a

specific central conduction pathway, which normally terminates at the limb

level, .activated the outgrowth of peripheral motor axons in a ratio proportionate

to the number of fil)ers normally present.

The normal character of the brachial plexus developed from the grafted

unit of cord (seventh, eighth, and ninth segments), indicates that the final

architectural plan of the plexus and its derivatives is determined by the

mechanical factors involved in the differentiation and growth of the structures

with the appendage. There is no evidence to indicate that they influence, in any

way, initial outgrowth of the nerve fiber, nor the establishment of primar\'

connections at the periphery. The behavior of the early embryos with com-

posite spinal cords, in response to tactile stimulation, bears out the archi-

tectural scheme of the primary reflex mechanism as outlined by Herrick and

Coghill (1915). The experimental observations above recorded suggest that

the caudal development of the ventral commissure follows verj' quickly after

its functional establishment at the anterior end of the cord.

WvMAN, Boston.

FAMILIAL MYOPATHY OF THE PERONEAL OR DISTAL TYPE.
Louis Rimbaud and Gaston Giraud, Rev. neurol. 28:1004 (Sept.-Oct.) 1921.

The opening paragraph gives a general summary of the disorder mentioned

as illustrated by three cases, two of which are strikingly similar. The syndrome

of progressive amyotrophy of the adolescent period occurring in three brothers,

with negative heredity, showed itself from the first as a distal or peripheral

disorder in the lower extremities, and then later in the upper extremities,

with a predominance of the atrophy in the extensors. There was intense and

marked muscular contraction and increase of fibrotendinous tissue especially

in the flexors, and a complete absence of neuritic or myelitic symptoms: i. e.,

no fibrillary contractions; no neuromuscular hyperexcitability of any kind;

no qualitative alterations of electrical reactions ; no tendon reflex disturbances,

sensory disorders, sphincter disturbances, or abnormal pyramidal tract signs.

In short, the condition described is a progressive myopathic amyotrophy with

a tendency to an increase of fibrous tissue, revealing by its peripheral or distal

distribution the topographical appearance of the peroneal myeloneuropathic

syndrome of Charcot-Marie-Tooth. In other words, there is an apparent dis-

crepancy between the topographical distribution of the mj'opathy and the

intrinsic neurologic characteristics.

There follows a detailed examination of the three cases including move-

ments, attitude, trophic muscular state, electrical reactions, gait, sensory condi-
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tion, trophic condition of the skin, tendon reflexes, idiomuscular excitability,

cutaneous reflexes, etc.. with the general conclusion noted above. One of the

most notable features is that the change in motility is proportional to the

degree of muscular atrophy and appears to be conditioned by it.

Two different types of muscular atrophy- are then discussed a little more

in detail from the theoretic point of view : the Charcot-Marie-Tooth type ; and

the myopathy of the peripheral or distal type. Only nine cases of the latter

have been reported, beginning with Oppenheim and Cassirer (1898) and ending

with Spiller (1913), and Cockayne (1913). The essential point brought out is

that a true myopathy is essentially a disease of muscle tissue. Then are given

the differing opinions of various schools, such as that of Qiarcot-Marie, on

the one hand, and Dejerine, H-offman, and others, on the other. The writers

lean to Grasset's opinion that it is very difficult to discriminate between a

central lesion and disorder of the axon from central cells. He sees in the

neuron a physiologic and anatomic unit, and considers the peripheral or

distal type of amyotrophy as secondary to a chronic disorder, which in turn is

quite different from a primary or essential amyotrophy. It is only by slight or

almost insignificant neuritic signs that one can make the differential diag-

nosis, independent of the topography. The absence of such signs in the three

cases under consideration is notable. (1) Fibrillary contractions are wanting;

(2) there is no idiomuscular hyperexcitability
; (3) the electrical reactions

show only qualitative alterations; (4) the tendon reflexes are preserved even

in an advanced stage of the atrophy; (5) pyramidal tract reflex disorders such

as the Babinski sign are not present; (6) the fibromuscular and tendon dis-

tortions are quite striking. (The paper is illustrated with photographic repro-

ductions of these changes.)
Jones, Detroit.

MENTAL DISORDERS OF CHILDREN. Bernard Glueck, State Hosp.

Quart. 8: No. 2. (Feb.) 1923.

"A clear cut and relatively well organized statement of psycho-

pathological issues such as is possible to a very large extent in connection

with adults is still an unrealized ideal in the domain of childhood." This

condition has the advantage of allowing one to follow uncritically the mental

disorders of childhood, but makes the task of child pS3'chopathology dif-

ficult. The author clearly emphasizes the necessity of viewing the child

as an integrated unit and of studying the problem of the "personality as a

whole." The underlying meaning of personality difficulties in childhood

must be searched for in the child and the role these play in efforts for

adaptation to the environmental demands must be considered.

One commonly meets with a multiplicity of causes for the psycho-
pathologic disorders of childhood. Heredity and constitutional elements may
play a part but the events and experiences in the life of the individual "may
be found to have been operative in causing the condition." The latter con-

ditioning influences guide one's management of childhood problems and are

more productive than theories concerning heredity and predestination. Much
of the psychopathology of childhood may be explained in terms of unhealthy
conditioning influences of life and "unhygienic habits of biological and social

adaptation."

On the basis of our present knowledge no rigid scheme for use in dealing
with childhood psychopathology can be set forth. The author suggests the
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following urouping : (1) arrest of intillcctual devclopmciU of various degreei

of intensity: (a) idiocy, (6) imbecility, (r) moronism, (_d) dull normality;

(2) the constitutionally psychopathic children; (3) the psychoses of childhood:

toxic-exhaustive deliria, manic-depressive states, schizophrenic states, syphilitic

disorders; (4) organic nervous disorders of childhood; (5) functional nervous

dist)rdcrs of childhood: (a) psychoneurotic reactions, (fc) reactive manifesta-

tions: convulsive phenomena, spasms and tics; speech disturhanccs ; sleep

disturbances; kinetic disturl)ances ; (6) conduct disorders of childhood; (7»

endocrinopathies of childhood. „ m i j i i
•

Ebal(;h, Philadelphia.

ZONA. R..\MOND. Progres med. 38:97 (March) 1923.

This is an interesting clinical discussion from which a few points only will

be abstracted. The forme fruste of zona—herpes zoster without skin eruption

— is a clinical certainty, as shown by one case reported by the author. In this

man, the pain was sharply localized to four intercostal spaces. There was no

eruption at any stage—the case was followed through to cure. But at the

level of the neuralgic pain there was a band of hyperesthesia both to tactile

and thermal stimuli, the pupil was dilated on the affected side (sign of

Griffon), and there was a low lymphocytosis in the spinal fluid. These points

justified the diagnosis.

The author considers that spinal fluid lymphocytosis is frequent, Imt not

constant, in herpes zoster and that its occurrence depends on whether the

internal or the external portion of the posterior ganglion is affected. The

internal portion is intra-arachnoid ; affection of it is therefore accompanied

by spinal fluid lymphocytosis. The external portion of the ganglion is extra-

arachnoid and concomitant cellular changes in the fluid are not present.

The author considers that each portion of the posterior ganglion corresponds

with a precise cutaneous territory. The internal portion has to do with the

anterior part of the body surface. Therefore zona, with the skin eruption

limited to the anterior part of the chest or body areas, is indicative of inflam-

matory processes of the internal pole of the posterior ganglion and there is an

accompanying lymphocytosis in the spinal fluid. In contrast, in zona with

posterior skin signs, one must predicate change in the external pole of the

ganglion and expect no increase of cells in the fluid.

In a later portion of the paper the syndrome of the geniculate ganglion,

(Ramsav Hunt) is considered. _ ^. .. ,

D.wis, New lork.

ACUTE HEMORRHAGIC ENCEPHALITIS. John A. Toomev, Leon H.

Dembo and Guthrie McConnell, Am. J. Dis. Child. 25:98 (Feb.) 1923.

The authors report a case of acute hemorrhagic encephalitis in detail

because of the comparative infrequency of this as a sequel of scarlet fever.

The patient, aged 6, had been in good health until twenty-four days before

admission. He then had an attack of scarlet fever which confined him to bed

for three days, but seemed to be well after that. Three days before admission

he complained of sore eyes, drowsiness and stiffness of the right leg. He

improved with medication. On the first day he vomited, was feverish and

developed a squint. Rigidity was present in the right leg. The following

day he vomited more and was more lethargic, but could be aroused. That
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evening he had convulsions which started with twitchings of the fingers and

then became generalized. The convulsions persisted and there was incon-

tinence of urine and feces. The patient lapsed into coma and died forty-five

minutes after admission. The spinal fluid was bloody, this being ascribed to

faulty technic in withdrawal.

The necropsy findings were : The ventricles of the brain were filled with

blood and blood clots ; the basal nuclei were soft, friable and hemorrhagic, the

right thalamus being more involved than the left; subependymal hemorrhages

were present. The diagnosis was edema of the brain; acute hemorrhagic

softening with intraventricular hemorrhages.

The authors discuss two distinct types of pathology: (1) that of Striimpell

—Leichtenstein, the acute hemorrhagic type; (2) the type characterized by

multiple hemorrhages.

The symptomatology in Ijrief is usually that of an acute onset some time

after recovery from an infectious disease, with headache, fever, restlessness,

convulsions, rigidity and coma. Prodromal symptoms may be present. Ptosis,

strabismus, pupillary inequality and loss of light reflex are common. Respira-

tion is embarrassed. Terminal signs are increasing coma and respiratory

failure.

Chambers, Philadelphia.

THE ROLE OF THE LABYRINTH IN EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER.
Denis Hellin and Adolphe Szw.are, Rev. neurol. 28:1000 (Sept.-Oct. ,^

1921.

In a three page article the authors review the close association existing

between disorders of the labyrinth and exophthalmic goiter. First, nystagmus

is shown in from 34 to 60 per cent, if Stocker's test is used. In the second

place, certain symptoms common to labyrinthine disorders and exophthalmic

goiter are : hypotonicity and hypertonicity of muscles, asynergia, tremors,

movements of the head, vertigo, vomiting, peristaltic disorders, acceleration

of the pulse, etc., including the so-called sign of Moebius, and the labyrinthine

sign of Bielschowski-Zacharczenko (convergence of the eye balls when the

subject looks in a lateral direction). In the third place are the auditory

symptoms : diminished hearing, tinnitus, combinations of suppurative otitis

media and Meniere's disease. Exophthalmic goiter following explosions also

indicates involvement of the auditory apparatus. Torticollis may occur in both

disorders. Closely associated with this latter symptom in both disorders is

stral)ismus.

Formerly the site of the nervous lesion in exophthalmic goiter was localized

in the cerebellum, because of such symptoms as Babinski's adiadokokinesis.

Experiments of Hogyes and Marikowsky have shown, however, that supination

and pronation are dependent on the labyrinth. Likewise migraine was once

traced to a cerebellar lesion, then later to Deiter's nucleus. From this it is

only a step to the labyrinth. Kobrak's recent work has shown that migraine

might well be due to disturbances of the circulation of blood in the labyrinth.

Then too there is a close association between migraine and Meniere's disease.

Finally, there is evidence that exophthalmic goiter is due to disturbance of the

endocrine system, notably disorders of the suprarenals, and from this it is

only a step to disorders of the labyrinth associated with disorders of the

suprarenals. It is likely that certain toxins produce circulatory disturl)ances
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in tin- laliyrintli as shown l)y Curschmann and Kolirak. For example, nystagmus

is produced l)y the action of the spirochete of Schaudinn, chloroform intoxica-

tion, alcohol, cocain, arsenic, etc.

Jones, Detroit.

A CON TKII'.L'TION TO THK STUDY OF APKAXIA. L. Pai-adato,

Encephaie 18:253 (April) 1923.

This is a report of a case of brain tumor involving the left supramarginal

gyrus and occupying the parieto-occipital area. The patient presented an

interesting type of aphasia. There were: decrease in vocabulary with relative

retention of spontaneous speech ; comprehension of spoken language ; alexia

;

and agraphia, although the patient was able to copy words and letters without

understanding the meaning of the symbols.

In addition to this aphasia there was apraxia. Simple movements were

performed equally well on both sides. Movements concomitant with emotional

states were executed poorly on the left side and not at all on the right. On
attempting to carry out complex acts there was perseveration and also inver-

sion of the steps involved in a complex act. Imitation of movements was

well done.

This apraxia, the author believes, is due to disturbance in kinesthetic sensa-

tion and might be called a sensory apraxia. It is quite distinct from true

motor apraxia, which is due to loss of motor function, and is associated with

a lesion near Broca's center. In addition to these "focal" forms of apraxia.

the author admits the existence of a form associated with general intellectual

deterioration, due to an extensive lesion interrupting long association tracts.

The author states that when a lesion is confined to the association tracts of

one hemisphere the apraxia will be more marked on the opposite side of the

body. But if the commissural fibers in the corpus callosum have been involved,

then the apraxia will be bilateral.

HvsLOP, New York.

THE SIGXJFICANCE OF THE TERM HIPPOCAMPUS. Frederic T.

Lewis, J. Conip. Xeurol. 35:213, 1923.

The first definite description of the hippocampus of the human
brain appeared in 1587 among the writings of Julius Caesar Arantius. a

pupil of Vesalius. He compared this organ both to the sea-horse, Hi[>po-

camptis. and the silkworm, J'criiiis botiibycinus. A figure is shown of three

images which Arantius may have had in mind : the mythical horse of

Neptune, the sea-horse or true hippocampus, and two dolphins which were

occasionally associated in mythology wMth hippocampi. In 1735, Duvernoi

located the head of the hippocampus in the uncus. The similarity with a

ram's horn, cornu amnionis, was noted in 1742 by Wilson. Haller, 1762, saw

in the hippocampus an animal's cloven foot and in the uncus he described

a large upper and a small lower foot. The smaller foot later became asso-

.ciated with the calcar avis. Lewis also presents a figure showing the

similarity between a dissection of both hippocampi of the brain and a statue

of a rearing hippocampus. The unci form the two raised feet of the horse.

Of the two names originally suggested by Arantius, Lewis is of the

opinion that the Basle anatomic nomenclature has sanctioned the less

descriptive but more euphonious one.

Gray, Chicago.
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DYSTHYMIC CHILDREN. Sante de Saxctis, Encephale 18:1, 88 and 156,

1923.

The rarity of periodic psychopathic states in children is fairly well

known. In general, not more than 2 or 3 per cent, of manic-depressive

insanit}^ occurs in individuals under 15 years of age and in much less pro-

portion in children under 10. The author gives a full description and dis-

cussion of periodic psychopathic conditions in children, and emphasizes not

only the importance of a differential diagnosis but also an understanding of

the pathogenesis. He inclines to the belief that the pathogenesis lies in a

disturbed endocrinosympathetic system. The tendency to a remittent course

is dependent on crises in the constitutional rhythm, which occur at times

seemingly independently, but also may be influenced by infections and intoxi-

cations. The visceral symptoms are not uniformly correlated with the type

of emotional deviation. This is because each individual has his own per-

sonality, which is dependent not only on the structure of the brain, but on

the environmental stimuli which have contributed to the development of the

personality.

These dysthymic children comprise an appreciable portion of cases of

conduct disorders. The author believes that the strictly medical significance

of conduct disorder is often unrecognized. In young suicides, prostitutes and

criminals a careful history will often reveal mood deviations suggesting a

more or less chronic depression or excitation, as the case may be. These

cases are incurable. However, the episodes may be controlled by proper

mental hygiene and endocrine therapy is often useful.

De Sanctis' contribution is well worth reading.

HvsLOP, New York.

SYNDROMES OF THE INFUNDIBULAR-HYPOPHYSIAL GROUP IN

EPIDEMIC ENCEPHALITIS. J. Mouzon, Presse med. 31:113 (Feb. 3)

1923.

It is accepted in this paper as sufficiently well established, that the regulation

of the metabolism of water and fats and also some regulation of genital

function are dependent on cells in the floor of the third ventricle, not on the

hypophysis. The appearance of polyuria, obesity, and adiposogenital syndromes

can no longer be considered exceptional in epidemic encephalitis, since so many
cases with these complications have been reported. The gray matter at the

base of the third ventricle has probably been involved in the encephalitic proc-

ess, though no verification by necropsy is available. The hypophysis may
become slightly involved as well; there has been evidence of this in swelling

of the cells of the hypophysis found in several necropsies on cases of enceph-

alitis. However, no change in the sella turcica, no hemianopia, optic atrophy,

acromegaly nor gigantism, have been demonstrated in the reported cases. That

is, the only hypophysial symptoms that have been found have been explainable

by a lesion of the floor of the third ventricle alone. Furthermore, the polj'uria

and the adiposogenital syndrome have not been seen together. The symptoms
found have tended to clear up gradually, instead of growing worse as is usual

with hypophysial lesions.

HuDDLESON, New York.
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LOWER HALF HKADACHK (NEURALGIC) OF NASAL ORIGIN:
GLOSSODYNIA, OTALGIA, NAUSEA. PARAGEUSIA, VERTIGO,
SCOTOMA, PHOTOPHOBIA, RHINORRHEA AND ASTHMA AS
ISOLATED RELATED PHENOMENA. GRKKNntxD Sludkr, J. A. M. A.

79:1898 (Doc. 2) 1922.

In 1908 the author dcscril)cd a "lower half headache" ( neuralgic j which

seemed to be related to the nasal (sphenopalatine or Meckel's) ganglion. The

clinical picture of lower half headache when complete consists of pain about

the eye, the upper jaw and the teeth, extending to the zygoma and temple, with

earache and pain in the mastoid, emphasized at a point 5 cm. behind it. This

point is always tender on pressure, although the pain is often temporarily

absent. Thence, it extends to the occiput, neck, shoulder, scapula, arm, fore-

arm, hand and fingers. This is the pain, or neuralgic, syndrome. There may,

however, be added to this a sympathetic syndrome of sneezing, rhinorrhea,

lacrimation and. photophobia.

In tliese cases, there was almost always a recognizable lesion in the district

in which the ganglion lay, and the symptoms could be relieved by cocainiza-

tioD of the ganglion. Later, he found that typical lower half headache could

be present without such a lesion and could not be relieved by such treatment.

These were cases of sphenoiditis, hyperplastic or suppurative, and he believed

that the headache was produced by irritation or inflammation of the nerves

which supply the ganglion. Such lesions, of course, are situated central to

the ganglion and naturally are not influenced by its cocainization. Treat-

ment of the sphenoid is success!;:! for these lesions.

Nixon, San Francisco.
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A CASE OF LESIOX PROBABLY IXVOLVIXG THE THALAMUS AND
SUBTHALAMIC REGION WITH SYMPTOMS OF IRRITATION OF
THE SYMPATHETIC NERVOUS SYSTEM. Dr. C. S. Potts.

H. S., watchman, aged 65 years, was admitted to the Philadelphia General

Hospital April 12, 1923. With the exception of an attack fifteen years before

in which he lost power on the left side and from which he entirely recovered,

his previous history is unimportant. For several months previous to his present

illness he suffered from headache and became easily fatigued.

April 8, 1923, while dressing, he suddenly became dizzy, things became black

before him and he fell. After being helped to his feet he walked to his bed.

Later "the left leg became weak and there was loss of feeling in the left arm

and hand." He was never unconscious. W'hen admitted, there was complete

motor paralysis of the left side, including the face, with a positive Babinski

sign and increase in the tendon reflexes. There was loss of tactile, pain, tem-

perature, pressure, position and vibration senses on this side with left lateral

homonymous hemianopia. He perspired freely on this side. The left pupil was

dilated and the left palpebral fissure somewhat wider than the right. Cocaine

dilated the left pupil but had no influence on the right. Neither pupil reacted

to light, nor in accommodation or convergence. These symptoms have persisted

with no change except that he occasionally complains of pain on the left side,

At times the pupils are more nearly equal and they respond slightly to light.

The palpeliral fissures are equal in width. The sweating is more profuse at

times than at others, but always involves the entire side. The bed clothes are

frequently wet from it.

I believe that the lesion is a thrombosis proliably involving the postero-

lateral ganglionic arteries, which are branches of the posterior cerebral artery,

and supply the posterior part of the thalamus, the geniculate bodies, corpora

quadrigemina, quadrigeminal brachia and cerebral peduncle. They are end

arteries, and this accounts for the lack of improvement.

There is considerable uncertainty concerning the relation of the brain to the

sympathetic system. Some experimental work, which has been summarized by

Spiller in a paper published in the American Journal of the Medieal Seienees in

1920, points to the existence of a center in the hypothalamus, possibly the hypo-

thalamic nucleus. Such a center could be irritated by a lesion in the probable

location in this case.

A CASE OF HEMIHYPERTROPHY AND HEMIHYPERTONIA
DEVELOPING AFTER TYPHOID FEVER. Dr. M.\rion H. Rk.\.

A colored girl, aged 16, was admitted to the Woman's Hospital, complaining
r>f "weakness and stiffness of her left sifle." Tliis condition began si.\ years
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before, following a severe attack of typhoid fever. She was in hed for three

months and when she licgan to convalesce was unable to walk ; the arm and

leg were stiff, and speech was also affected. She slowly learned to walk and

talk hut the left side has since always been weak. The family and personal

history, with the exception noted, are of no importance.

General physical examination reveals nothing of note.

Xcuro!o(/ic Examination.—The left arm and leg are held in a constrained

fashion, the arm straight down against the side and thigh, but in no way sug-

gestive of a hemiplegic arm; the leg is held stiffly, with the foot everted in

walking. The outstanding feature is the intermittent hypertonicity of the left

arm and leg, left gluteal and left thoracic muscles. There is no true contrac-

ture or paralysis, but the recurrent hypertonicity is so great that a simple move-

ment, as putting out the hand, cannot always be performed. She seems to make

great effort to comply but cannot; in a few seconds the tonicity diminishes and

she does as asked. Excitement increases the tonicity, but as she grows accus-

tomed to the examiner the rigidity practically disappears; at times she can aid

in the relaxation ; suggestion is also helpful. The second outstanding feature

is the hypertrophy of the muscles of the involved side, especially of the deltoid,

biceps, forearm, gluteal, thigh, gastrocnemius and thoracic muscles. The last

have produced a left dorsal scoliosis. A lumbar kyphosis also occurs during the

phase of tonicity. The left foot is wider and shorter than the right; the left

hand is smaller and more delicately shaped than the right. On extension there

is hyperextension of the fingers and a suggestion of athetoid movements, of the

fingers. In the face there are irregular convulsive movements slightly suggestive

of Sydenham's chorea. Her speech, at times, is difficult to understand ; some-

times it is stuttering, sometimes blurred. The reflexes are normal.

I think the hemihypertrophy and hemiphypertonia are due to a lesion of the

right lenticular nucleus.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Charles K. Mills: What especially interests me in all these cases is

the absolute evidence of the distinct separation of tonectic apparatus from the

pyramidal motor system. This tonectic system is, I believe, both cortical and

striatal, and has extensions to the subthalamus, thalamus, nucleus ruber, cere-

bellum, brain stem and spinal cord. Although the lesion is striatal, the symp-

toms in a certain sense may be cortical. That is, a destructive lesion in the

striatum may cause movements which are really aberrant cortical movements.

Dr. William G. Spiller: This case is especially interesting in two respects.

The symptoms developed after typhoid fever. I have seen a number of cases

of hemiplegia which developed during convalescence from typhoid. The condi-

tion probably is thrombotic ; in one case I found thrombosis in the cerebrum.

Dr. Rea's case is one of postapoplectic hemihypertonia of v. Bechterew, and

is probably lenticular in origin. The spasm varies from moment to moment,

as is characteristic of this condition; it is a mobile spasm.

Dr. Alfred Gordon : Several years ago I observed a man aged 29, who

presented, after an apoplectic insult, rigidity and weakness on the left side of

the body. The hypertonicity was marked and increased w'hen the patient

attempted to perform the least movement; even when he was approached with

the purpose of performing passive movements. If I attempted to touch his

hand, it would turn and become rigid. I think this is an extrapyramidal

involvement.
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Dr. a. M. Ornsteen : I should like to ask Dr. Rea whether the patient had

a real hemiplegia during convalescence from the typhoid fever, or just a hemi-

paresis. Most of these patients have apoplectic manifestations in the form of

a hemiplegia, but sometimes the hemiplegia may be so transitory as to escape

notice, and the hypertonic manifestations are thought to be the first evidence

of involvement of the cerebrum.

A CASE OF ACTINOMYCOSIS OF THE CEREBRUM. Dr. Rolan X.

Klemmer.

A white man, aged 38, a tailor since the age of 8, gave no history of illness

until 1914, when a thoracotomy was done on the left side and much "very foul-

smelling, thick viscid, greenish pus" was liberated. The pus was sterile on two

examinations, but contaminating organisms were found on two other occasions.

Three years later a perineal abscess was opened.

He was finally readmitted in November, 1922, for a painful swelling of the

right wrist and pain in the lower lumbar region. He was a chronic alcoholic,

was poorly nourished and was underweight, presenting the typical appearance

of chronic tuberculosis. The spine was fixed from the twelfth dorsal vertebra to

the sacrum. Motion in the right wrist became normal in several weeks. Four

weeks after admission, a rapidly enlarging painful mass was found in the left

hypogastric and lumbar regions, causing flexion of the left thigh. On incision,

over a quart of thick, greenish pus with a peculiar odor was evacuated. The

cavity was so large that its bottom could not be reached when the entire hand

was inserted into the wound. Dr. J. C. Small, of the hospital laboratory,

reported a pure strain of actinomyces in the pus, the first indication of the true

nature of the disease. Three weeks after operation the discharge had prac-

tically ceased, the patient felt better and was able to walk about the ward.

January 21. 1923, after an attack of "cramps" the night before, he showed

partial paralysis of the fingers of the right hand with slight impairment of

tactile sensation over the right side of his face. During the next three days he

had one daily convulsion, lasting from five to twenty minutes, of the jack-

sonian type, starting in the right hand and extending to the right side of the

face, and finally to the right leg. The paralysis meanwhile extended until he

had marked weakness of the right side of the face, right arm and right leg.

Potassium iodid, 20 grains (1.25 gm.), three times a day, was given because we
suspected actinomycotic cerebral metastasis. Four days after the onset, he

had occasional twitching movements of the right side of the face and right hand:

touch was slightly impaired in the same distribution; there was distinct loss

of sense of position in the right hand and right foot, and a positive Babinski

sign on the right; but pain sense was normal on both sides. Dr. George Wilson

confirmed the diagnosis of cerebral actinomycosis and advised operative

exposure of the left motor cortex and parietal lobe. Dr. Laplace believed the

infection was progressing too rapidly for operative intervention.

There was slight haziness of the optic disk but no true optic neuritis. Six

days after the onset, the patient developed motor aphasia, but was cooperative.

The next day he became word deaf; and the following day was comatose. He
died nine days after the appearance of the first symptoms indicating cerebral

involvement.

The spinal fluid, five days before death, showed increase in globulin and 77

cells per cmm. : it was clear and not under pressure. The Wassermann test
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was negative; tlu- colluidal gold curve was 2223310000. His temperature never

rose above 100 F., except for several days during his first week in tin-

hospital and immediately before death, when it reached 101 F.

The necropsy revealed an abscess cavity in the retroperitoneal region of the

left side, extending from the twelfth dorsal to the fourth lumbar vertebra. The

sides of the vertelirae were exposed, liut there was no gross evidence of erosion

of the l)ones themselves. The abscess cavity had been well drained by the

operative wound; the walls were collapsed, tough and of a grayish yellow

color. Microscopically, they showed old fibrous and new granulation tissue

with slight round cell infiltration.

The skull bones, dura and pia mater, with the exception of a very small

portion of the latter, were normal. There was distinct bulging with fluctuation

of the whole middle portion of the left hemisphere, centering about the middb

of the parietal lobe. A slight purulent exudate was found along several of the

veins, spreading out slightly over the cortex. Smears and cultures of the sub-

arachnoid exudate were negative. Section through the hemispheres disclosed

an abscess occupying the left corona radiata and part of the corpus striatum,

although not invading the internal capsule. The contents were grayish green,

semi-viscid, and had the same peculiar odor as the abdominal abscess, described

by Dr. Small as a butyric acid odor. The walls of the abscess were distinct,

granular and showed some small, yellowish bodies. Smears revealed innum-

erable small clumps of the branching filaments of actinomyces—exactly similar

to those of the alidominal abscess. Culture on various mediums and animal

inoculation were negative. No ray fungi were found in histologic section of any

part of the body. Both lungs showed terminal bronchopneumonia and in one

section a picture similar to old chronic tuberculosis.

This case, I believe, was primarily a disease of the lungs, of the pleuro-

pulmonary type, resulting in empyema eight years before death. The peritoneal

abscess may or may not have been actinomycotic. Finally there was a retro-

peritoneal abscess and cerebral metastasis.

DISCUSSION

Dr. George Wilson : Dr. Klemmer's case was a clear instance of a lesion

involving the left motor and parietal lobes. The type of attack was that of

epilepsia partialis continua. While an operation would probably not have saved

his life, it seemed to me that at various times when I examined him the indica-

tions were clear and urgent. I should like to ask Dr. Klemmer what has been

the result of surgical interference in actinomycosis of the brain.

Dr. Klemmer: I have found only one patient who remained alive for more

than three or four days after operation. This case was also one of localized

abscess and, as I remember it, the patient lived for a year after operation.

There was a recurrence and the patient died several weeks after a second

operation.

DO FIBRILLARY CONTRACTIONS ALWAYS DENOTE ORGANIC
CHANGE IN THE NERVOUS SYSTEM? Db. A. J. Ostheimer.

This patient was in the army from May 14, 1918, until January 31. 1919, but

his service was entirely in this country. Practically, this period was spent

partly in quarters and mostly in hospital, from which he was finally discharged

on surgeon's certificate of disability, the diagnosis being a psychosis, manic-

depressive in type.
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The salient factors in the historj- are: One brother is deaf and dumb and

has been subject to epileptic attacks. The patient had " nervous breakdown" a

few years before he was drafted. Examination of the man in August. 1921,

showed twitchings of muscles all over his body, in addition to a fine

tremor of the hands; there was a good deal of mental retardation and

some depression. Psychometric examination in January, 1922, gave the man
an intelligence quotient of 64, putting him into the high grade moron class. The

Wassermann reaction of the lilood has always been negative with various

antigens.

Physical examination shows a poorly nourished man, aged 34, with general-

ized muscular wasting, more marked in the upper extremities. This wasting

is symmetrical and there seems to be no real atrophy. It is true that there is a

slight difference in size in the greatest circumference of the legs, the right

measuring 12Mi and the left 12% inches. Three measurements at different levels

of the thighs give the following results : right, 14, 16, and 17 inches ; left, 14,

16y2, and 17j^ inches. However, the existence of varicose veins on the left side

may account for this difference.

The man's attitude is one of dejection and depression, coupled with an

expression of timidity and fear. Fibrillary contractions are prominent and

appear occasionally in almost all muscles of the body, except those of the face

and neck ; they become worse and more frequent as the examination progresses.

In addition, there is marked tremor, particularly of the hands and fingers, but

also of the thigh muscles and elsewhere. During the examination the man
weeps quietly. There is swaying with the eyes closed and slight incoordination

of the upper extremities. His gait is slightly spastic, with some dragging of the

left toes. There is some rigidity and contraction of the muscles of the upper

and lower extremities, particularly marked in the lower extremities ; the knee

jerks are quick and much exaggerated, while the deep reflexes of the arms are

not. There is no inequality of the tendon reflexes. The abdominal and cre-

masteric reflexes are normal, and w^hile it is somewhat difficult to test the

plantar reflex on account of hyperesthesia, it is my opinion that plantar irrita-

tion undoul)tedly causes flexion. There is a fairly well sustained ankle clonus

on the left side with indication of the same on the right, and at times patellar

clonus can l)e elicited on either side. The pupils are middle wide, equal, regular

in outline and react promptly to light and in accommodation. There are prac-

tically no disturbances of sensation or motor power, except as noted. There

is no astcreognosis nor disturbance of the sense of position. The hands are

cold and clammy. Electrical reactions of the muscles were found to be quite

normal on April 28, 1923, and there is at present no disturbance of idiomuscular

contraction. Mental examination elicits nothing more than a condition of

depression, with general mental retardation and dulness, which may very well

lie indicative of his mental defect.

The case is puzzling, liecause, notwithstanding the fact that tliere are marked
and definite signs such as are usually attributed to organic nervous disease, it

would still seem that, in the absence of a P>abinski reflex, it might be possible to

explain all signs on a purely functional basis. Tlie facts that the electrical

reactions are normal, and that the filirillary twitchings have existed for over

two years without real progressive atrophy seem to rule out all forms of

progressive muscular atrophy of spinal origin. From the standpoint of the

underlying abiotrophy, and from the easily discernible large psychoneurotic

factor, I am inclined to believe that the entire condition is functional.
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French writers have descrihed a fihrillary chorea, a condition characterized

by fibrillary contractions first appearing in the muscles of the calves and of the

posterior portion of the thish. extending to the trunk muscles and even to the

muscles of the arms and shoulders, but never to the muscles of the face and

neck. These contractions do not involve the entire muscle, but only individual

fiber bundles, and result only in slight elevations of the skin. This so-called

fibrillary chorea of Morvan is not considered a serious disease, although it may
continue over a long period of time with frequent fluctuations.

In this connection, I would call attention to the fact that Dejerine believes

that the tendon reflexes may l)e much exaggerated and that an ankle clonus can

exist in hysteria. One may conclude, therefore, that patellar clonus can be

due to the same underlying condition. Even the slight indication of spastic

gait in this case I believe might be consequent on this same functional factor.

DISCUSSION

Dr. William G. Spillkr: I do not believe fibrillary tremor is necessarily

indicative of organic disease; while of great value in muscular atrophy, I am
convinced it may occur as a sign of functional disorder.

Dr. Charles S. Potts: If the fibrillary tremors in this patient are due to

organic disease, there should be more atrophy. His muscles seem fairly well

developed. I do not think a man can simulate fil)rillary tremors, even with

compensation as an object. In tuberculosis and other conditions that cause

emaciation one may see fibrillary tremors. It seems to me more like a tunc-

tional than an organic case.

About ten years ago I presented l)efore this society, a normal man who had

persistent ankle clonus. He was a medical student, is still normal and still has

ankle clonus. A number of years ago I reported a case of exophthalmic goiter

in which ankle clonus was present, which disappeared as the exophthalmic goiter

iini)roved. A paper has l)een published by Tileston in which he mentions a

number of causes, not organic diseases of the nervous system, for ankle clonus;

many were toxic disturbances.

Dr. George Wilson: I have examined this man and believe that he has

a psychoneurosis, and that the fibrillary contractures are of functional origin.

Dr. Alfred Gordon: I believe that the man has some atrophy. When he

performs movements with his arms, atrophy is evident in individual muscles.

It is true that he has a flexor plantar reflex, yet the case suggests organic dis-

ease, although the tremor may be functional.

Dr. J. Hendrie Lloyd: This man was in the army from May, 1918, until

January-, 1919. He spent most of that time in the hospital and was never

exposed to danger. I do not know to what his fibrillation is due, but as he has

no atrophy, it cannot be due to anterior poliomyelitis. I think his tremor is

characteristically hysterical. It has the very fine rhythm that is seen in

hysterical tremor. His general attitude is that of a moron, as Dr. Ostheimer

has pointed out, and he is on the list of disabled veterans. He will probably

never get well as long as he is paid for remaining as he is.

Dr. Charles K. Mills : I am rather inclined to disagree with the opinions

expressed to the effect that this is a "pension tremor." This man's syndrome

has existed for two years. I do not believe there was ever a case of true

fascicular tremor that was purely functional. I have seen cases much like this,

quite independently of any hope of a pension. Years ago, I reported a case.
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undoubtedly organic, under the name of generalized undulatory tremor. How
this man can in any way produce a tremor of this kind is impossilile of com-

prehension to me. Of course men have shivers in coming out of liattle or in

any desperate situation, as mentioned by Dr. Wilson, but this is different and

does not persist for two years.

I recognize no case as hysterical in which the possible intervention of the

controlling cerebrum is not present. Dr. Spiller referred, in connection with this

case, to the question of the ankle clonus. There is no such thing as persistent

ankle clonus with a Babinski reflex in pure hysteria, although a pseudo or

abortive clonus may be present in spastic hysteria. As Dr. Potts has said, no

one, even for an increase in his compensation, can simulate a tremor of this

kind. When we speak of an organic condition, we do not necessarily believe

in an isolated focal lesion of some sort. Many of the cases that are classed as

functional are toxemic and I regard a true toxic condition as organic, although

it may be only temporarily so.

SPECIMENS OF BR.AIN TUMORS REMOVED AT OPERATION. Dr.

Oglesbv.

These three frontal lobe tumors were removed at operation by Dr. Charles

H. Frazier in the course of nine days. They are of interest because of the

variation in the duration of symptoms : two years and eight months, nine

months, and nine weeks, respectively. Convulsions occurred in two cases, and

in two the primary symptoms were disturbances of vision. Unilateral

exophthalmos was noted in two cases. It subsided after operation. In one

case the intraspinal pressure was not increased. One patient developed a

psychosis—was delirious, noisy, and required constant restraint before her first

stage operation.

Case 1.—A man, aged 25, was admitted to the hospital Oct. 10, 1922, com-
plaining chiefly of blindness. In 1919 he first experienced a tired feeling when
he read. In September, 1920, he was admitted to the ophthalmologic service of

the hospital and was found to have a positive blood Wassermann reaction and
choked disks of 5 diopters. He received antisyphilitic treatment. In May,
1921, his vision failed suddenly ; he had had severe headaches for a few months
previously. Subtemporal decompression was done and relieved the headaches,

but vision was soon completely gone. He had attacks of paresthesia on the

right side of the body and face, twitching of the right eyelid, and would lose his

balance.

The results of examination were negative except for diminished patella

reflexes and choked disks of 5 diopters. A roentgenogram showed some enlarge-

ment of the sella—the basal metabolic rate was plus 6. Nov. 6, 1922, a left

parietal flap was laid back, but nothing was found. Nov. 11, 1922. a ventricu-

logram showed a frontal lobe tumor, but further operation was deferred because
of wound infection. Feb. 5, 1923, anosmia and impairment of taste were present;

the knee jerks were exaggerated and he was apathetic. March li, 1923, a

convulsion occurred, general at first, but, later, only on the right side. An
operation was performed April 2, 1923, and a large subcortical tumor was
removed from the right frontal lobe ; it extended to the base, but its origin was
undetermined; its weight was 210 gm. ; histologically, it was a meningeal
endothelioma.

Case 2.

—

N white woman, aged 31, complaining of vomiting, headache and
failmg vision, gave a history of a sudden onset four weeks before. Within a
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few days the vi.siuii of tlic ri^ht eye hetiian to fail, and this progressed rapidly

until she soon became practically blind in that eye. Vision of the left eye also

failed gradually. She had no convulsions, and no motor or sensory <lis-

turbances were present.

She had a left exophthalmos, and choked disks of 4.5 diopters on the right

and 2.5 diopters f)n the left. The visual fields showed left homonymous hemi-

anopia with constriction of the upper part of the fields. Complete anosmia was

present and distinct weakness of the right side of the face. The tendon reflexes

on the left were increased but a Babinski sign was not obtained. No muscular

weakness was evident. The roentgenogram was negative. The intraspinal

pressure was 40 mm. \'entricular puncture was done, and 15 c.c. of fluid was

removed, but no air was injected. The patient later developed a psychosis.

April 6, 1923, a first stage operation was done—the dura was under tension.

A right frontal flap revealed a tumor which was not removed. The psychosis

became more marked and the general condition of the patient grew progressively

worse. April 27, 1923, the second stage of the operation was performed and a

large tumor occupying the greater part of the right frontal lobe and extending

across to the left side was removed. The patient succumbed.

C.\SE 3.—A white woman, aged 55, was admitted April 27, 1923, in a condition

of stupor. In July, 1922, she had made e.xtraordinary mistakes while playing

cards and had talked irrelevantly. About noon she fell in a series of con-

vulsions that involved all four extremities, and were followed by vomiting.

She remained in bed for ten days at this time.

The results of examination were negative except for increased reflexes.

Feb. 3, 1923, she had another general convulsion with incontinence of urine and

biting of the tongue, followed by somnolence for two days and transient mental

confusion. April 3, 1923, she was taken acutely ill with headache ; she was

irrational and failed to use the proper words. She tottered when she walked and

had tremors of the right hand. April 17, 1923, she gave meaningless mono-

syllabic answers to questions. The tremor and weakness of the right hand with

increased reflexes on the right side persisted.

She entered the Howard Hospital Feb. 19, 1923. Moderate choked disks

were discovered April 23. 1923. She yawned a great deal, was unable to

walk, had impaired sense of smell on the left, was semistuporous and apathetic

but appeared to understand questions. The left pupil was the larger and reacted

sluggishly. Ptosis of the left lid with left exophthalmos was evident. Increased

reflexes on the right with convulsive movements of the right arm and tremor of

the hand were noted with a Babinski sign on the right.

April 27, 1923, the white blood cells numbered 21,000; the spinal fluid and

blood were negative. The eye grounds showed choked disks of from 2 to 3

diopters with hemorrhages on the left side.

May 1, 1923, a left frontal flap operation was performed and an encapsulated

tumor was easily removed from the surface of the frontal lobe.

DISCUSSION"

Dr. J. W. McCoxnei.l: It was especially noteworthy that the active symp-

toms of neoplasm in Case 3 progressed so quickly. In the last several years

I have had under my care five cases of frontal tumors, and in only one were

the symptoms of a duration sufficiently long to permit a definite localization.

One man with a tumor practically filling the right frontal lobe had been w^orking

as a railroad conductor up to the night he was taken sick. His first symptoms
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were nausea and vomiting supposed to he due to acute indigestion. He died

suddenly within ten days after admission to the University Hospital. In these

cases the antemortem diagnosis was not made sufficiently early to he of any

value, as they showed no localizing symptoms whatsoever. I saw Dr. Ogleshy's

third patient recently and she now can play hridge-whist, w^alk and talk; and

from every standpoint is practically normal.

Dr. William G. Spiller : When a frontal lesion develops slowly it may
not produce the same symptoms as when it develops rapidly. In Dr. McConnell's

patient the stupor before the operation was profound, and it was almost

impossible to get the woman to obey the simplest command. Within a week or

so following the operation her mentality was so good that her husband could

recognize no mental failure. The tumor was an endothelioma and caused

atrophy of the frontal lobe sufficient for its accommodation, and although the

tumor was large the function of the frontal lobe was not disturbed when the

pressure from the tumor was removed.

Another interesting feature of the case was intention tremor only in the

right upper limb.

Dr. Charles K. Mills: The presence of few symptoms until late in the

disease is not uncommon in slowly growing endotheliomas and is not w^ithout

explanation. The growing neoplasm very slowly compresses, but does not

destroy the centers or the tracts beneath it, and these continue to function.

When the endothelioma is removed, the brain slowly recedes to its original

position and largely regains its original functions. Something more or less

similar occurs in hydrocephalus in which compression of the brain occurs from

within outwards.

A CASE SHOWING EVIDENCE OF MUSCULAR DYSTROPHY AND
PITUITARY DISTURBANCE. Dr. C. A. P.^tten.

This patient, a boy, aged 12, is presented because of the rare coincidence of

a typical Frohlich syndrome and pseudohypertrophic muscular dystrophy. He
was a full term child with normal birth and had no illness until he was 4 months
of age. At that time he had pertussis followed by double pneumonia and was
gravely ill. After that he was weak and did not develop well for several years.

At the age of 2 years he began walking, but with difficulty. He fell frequently,

usually forward, occasionally backward. Until the age of 6 years, he was
unable to ascend stairs alone except In' grasping the rail and pulling himself

up hand over hand. He has never been able to run and play like other hoys,

because of definite muscular weakness. If he fell to the floor he always had

difficulty in rising, usually pulling himself up by some nearby object, or else

climbing up himself. The hands also were weak. At the age of 10 he weighed

40 pounds and was very thin. At this time his weight increased rather suddenly

and in the past two years he has gained 35 pounds. With the gain in weight

there has been increased difficulty in the use of his muscles. He has always

been a quiet, well behaved boy, and has reached the fifth grade in school. This

school record would indicate, perhaps, some mental retardation. The family

history is negative throughout.

Examination shows a short I)oy with considerable excess of fat, scgmentally

distributed. The hair on the head is abundant and rather coarse. The genitalia

are infantile and are buried in pads of fat. The pulse ranges from ^1 to 112

Basal metabolism is minus 13 per cent. W\ serology is negative.
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Blood chemistry examination revealed: iion protein nitrr>(^en 34 my.; urea

nitrogen 13.4 mg. per HlO c.c. of whole blood. Urinaly.sis was negative. A

sugar tolerance test gave the following figures: 97.1, 111, 102.7 and 100 mg.

per 10(3 c.c. of whole blood. This curve, which is not indicative of pituitary

deficiency, is j)robably explained by the fact that before coming under observa-

tion he had lieen given pituitary extract for a period of some months. A roent-

genogram of the sella showed no abnormalities, the anteroposterior diameter

being 5 mm. and the depth 7 mm. .\ roentgenogram of the chest showed no

thymus shadow.

There seems to be a large possibility of endocrine origin for the metabolic

disturbance in the muscular dystrophics. In this case there is a history of

muscular difficulty from infancy and as the boy nearcd the age of puberty, the

time when the endocrine system together with all other tissues and organs of

the body undergo great changes, there has developed an excessive deposit of fat,

and a failure of genital development, which places the individual in the hypo-

pituitary class. In addition one shonld always consider the possibility of thymic

subinvolution in these cases.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Alfred J. Ostheimer: When I visited Babinski in 1919, a case of this

kind was examined, and Baliinski said that he had described and published

his paper on this condition a few months l)efore Fruhlich's article appeared.

CLIXICO-P.ATHOLOGIC REPORT OF AX UXUSUAL CASE OF
EXCEPHALITIS. Dr. N. W. Wixkelm.\n.

The patient B. C, a white woman, aged 54, was brought to the hospital

May 4, 1923, by the police who found her wandering on the streets. She was

much confused and was unable to give a coherent account of herself. The

history obtained from her brother stated that she was working as a shirt-maker

up to the day she was taken to the hospital, but had not been well for about

three weeks. During this time she had complained of double vision ; her

speech was thick and she had weakness of one side of the face. She had had

both breasts removed; the first in February, 1918. Microscopic examination

showed it to be a "scirrhous carcinoma simplex of the breast." The other breast

was removed a few years later. Examination revealed an emaciated, disoriented,

and confused woman. The operation scars were completely healed and there

were no local recurrences, though enlarged glands were felt along the carotid

vessels and in the supraclavicular spaces: The pupils reacted slowly. In

walking she always staggered to the left ; there was a Babinski sign on the

left. While in the hospital she had a series of generalized convulsions; there

were twitchings of the right side of the face and a peripheral left facial paral-

ysis. Spinal puncture showed no increase of pressure; the fluid contained blood.

The patient gradually became more stuporous and died eight days after

admission, the twitchings of the right side of the face continuing to the end.

Necropsy revealed gross petechial hemorrhages, limited to the left side,

in the face and arm center of the brain extending backward into the parietal

lobe, with another similar area in the right frontal pole. Microscopically, the

petechial hemorrhages were evident not only in these areas, liut also to a

much less degree, in the caudate nucleus and in the cerebellum. There was

mild yet distinct perivascular infiltration of round cells in the basal ganglions,

midbrain, and pons and, to a much less degree, in the medulla. The substantia

nigra was not involved. The smaller vessels were packed with and some
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occluded by cancer cells. This was especially evident in the neighborhood of

the hemorrhage but was also present to a less degree throughout the nervous

system.

There were metastatic nodules of considerable size in the lungs and one rib

was also involved.

This case was one of generalized carcinomatosis together with an infection.

In one place only was it found that the cancer cells had broken through the

blood vessel walls and were invading the nervous tissue. The reaction around

the vessels in the basal parts of the brain was probably part of an encephalitic

process, not necessarily of the epidemic type. The petechial hemorrhages were

in all probability due to blocking of the vessels by plugs of cancer cells,

together with local changes in the vessel walls. The epilepsia partialis continua

was attributed to the localized petechial hemorrhages in the left facial center.
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THE FORM AND FUNCTIOXS OF THE CKXTRAL XKKVOUS SYSTEM.
AN INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY OF NERVOUS DISEASES.
By Frebkrrk Tilnev, M.D.. Ph.D., Professor of Neurology, Columbia

University ; Attending Neurologist, the Presbyterian Hospital and the New
York Neurological Institute; Consulting Neurologist, Roosevelt Hospital,

New York, and Henry Alsop Riley, A.M., M.D., Associate in Neurology,

ColuiTil)ia University; Associate Attending Neurologist, New York Neuro-

logical Institute; Attending Physician, Neurological Department, Vander-

hilt Clinic, New York, with a Foreword l>y Gk^rge S. Hun'TINGton, Sc.D.,

M.D., Professor of Anatomy, Columbia University. Cloth. Second Edition.

Pp. 1,019 with 763 illustrations, of whicii 50 are colored. Price $12. New
York, Paul B. Hoeber, 1923.

The advent of this book marks a distinct epoch not only in the teaching of

nervous anatomy and physiology but also in the evolution of medical training

in general. It presents in an eminently successful manner the answer to the

constantly growing demand for a real coordination between preclinical and

clinical branches. To the average medical student, the study of neurology has

always appeared as a dry and uninteresting task requiring a supreme effort

of almost pure memory. The signs and symptoms have appeared arbitrar> and

confusing, the different diseases seeming to be compounded without plan from

various combinations and permutations of a numl)er of formal and unrelated

factors. His recollection of nervous anatomy has usually been a more or less

confused jumble of lobes, fissures, nuclei, ganglions, ventricles and tracts. His

memories of physiology have been largely of isolated "preparations," electrical

changes, stimuli and inhibitions which have seemed to be without guiding

purpose or plan.

The authors of this l)Ook have undertaken the task of bringing purposeful

order out of the seeming chaos and of presenting the nervous system as a living

and functioning unit in such manner that "the anatomy and physiology of the

central nervous system are no longer permitted to remain as independent

branches of medical science, but are here incorporated as essential parts of the

practical knowledge necessary to the proper diagnosis and treatment of dis-

ease." The complexities of structure are elucidated from embryology and

comparative anatomy, the practical bearing of the various nervous connections

being illustrated by clinical histories and pathologic reports of cases in which

particular paths have been damaged by disease or injury. The inclusion of

clinical syndromes serves not only to bring about a clearer understanding of

the anatomy and physiology by the use of concrete illustrations but also to

establish the importance of neurology to the practicing physician.

After a clear, concise and well illustrated review of the general embryology

and a description of the neurons and their integration into physiologic mecha-

nisms, the component parts of the nervous system are studied in detail. The

subdivision is made into spinal cord, medulla, pons, cerebellum, midbrain, inter-

brain and endbrain. Each is described as it exists in situ with its relations to

other structures, its blood supply, its histologic characters, the functions of its

neuronic systems and the clinical syndromes that result from damage in various

localities. These last are illustrated profusely with reports of actual cases.
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The illustrations are numerous, many of them from original work by the

authors and their co-workers, and are beautifully executed, some of them in

colors. The diagrams are admirably clear. The statements concerning func-

tion are conservative and adhere strictly to demonstrated facts ; when the facts

are still in doubt, helpful suggestions have been offered as to the most probable

interpretations. The value of the book is greatly enhanced by a glossary of

terms, copious references for supplementary reading and an excellent index.

The book is the culmination of extensive research in embryologj' and com-

parative anatomy, much practice in teaching and a rich clinical experience, com-

bined with a happy facility for clear expression. It will probably be objected

that the book is too large for the general student, but it is difficult to see

how it could be abbreviated without sacrificing the principal object with which

it was prepared. The book will be in use throughout the whole period of the

medical course, and the importance of a fundamental knowledge of the nervous

system for medical practice cannot be overestimated since it serves as the

coordinating and controlling agency for all activities of the body. The student

who proposes to specialize in neurology will find here a solid foundation on

which to build, and teachers, both clinical and preclinical, will obtain both

inspiration and instruction from its perusal.

H. OPPExNHEIM'S LEHRBUCH DER x\ERVEXKRAXKHEITEX FUER
AERZTE UND STUDIERENDE, By R. Cassirer of Berlin, K. Goldsteik

of Frankfurt-am-Main, M. Nonne of Hamburg and B. Pfeifer of Halle-

Nietleben. Volume I, Seventh Enlarged and Revised Edition. Cloth. Price,

27 marks. Pp. 923 with 323 illustrations and 4 tables. Berlin, S. Karger,

1923.

Oppenhcim's "Lehrbuch" has so long been accepted as a standard authority

that it needs no introduction to neurologists in any country. During the ten

years that have elapsed since the sixth edition of this, the first, volume was
published, neurology has made such notable advances, many of them the out-

come of experience arising in the war, that works of reference that appeared

before that time have become largely obsolete. Unfortunately, Hermann
Oppenheim, who died May 23, 1919, was not spared to evaluate and incorporate

this newly acquired knowledge with that of the past. Faced with the alterna-

tive of allowing this magistral work of the genius of Oppenheim to pass into

history, the heavy and responsible task of revision was undertaken by his pupil

and colleague Cassirer, who was fortunate in enlisting the assistance of Gold-
stein, Nonne and Pfeifer. These names, in themselves, are sufficient guarantee
of a high standard of accomplishment.

The revision has been carried out with the express purpose of making as few
alterations in the original text as was consistent with bringing the work up to

date; many of the changes consist in the addition of references to literature of

the last decade with such modifications of the views expressed as were rendered
necessary by the researches reported. These references have been selected

with the same broad, cosmopolitan outlook that was so characteristic of the

earlier editions. The illustrations have been enriched by a number of excellent

plates, some additional and some replacements, which are mainly roentgeno-
grams or illustrations of pathologic material.

The largest additions to the text deal with the results of injuries to tin.

spuial cord and peripheral nerves which occurred in such numbers during the

war. Under the heading of anatomy and physiology there have been incor-

porated paragraphs dealing with recent developments in our knowledge of the
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extrapyramidal motor mechanisms, knowledge that has largely accrued from

the observation of epidemic encephalitis and its sequelae and the extensive

researches on decerel)rate rigidity. Consideralile space has been devoted also

to the trophic and vasomotor functions of the nervous system, the pilomotor

reflex work of Thomas and the vegetative functions of the body. In the section

on special diseases, reference is made to the investigations of Richter on tal)es,

and of Flexncr and Noguchi on poliomyelitis, to the pathology of myelitis,

multiple sclerosis and psuedosclerosis, and to the surgery of spinal cord tumors,

and an excellent review is given of the effects of and differences between conus

and Cauda equina lesions.

In spite of the rigid retention of the original wording with the substitution

of the name of Oppenheim for the personal pronoun I, when reference is made

to his work and observations, the text reads smoothly and does not offend, as

might be feared, with an appearance of patchwork. Cassirer and his co-workers

are to be congratulated on the manner in which the revision has been carried

out, which admirably maintains the high standards set by Oppenheimer. The

appearance of the second volume, in which even larger modifications are to be

anticipated, will be awaited with great interest.
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CENTRAL PAIN IN SYRINGOMYELIA AND DYSES-
THESIA AND OVERREACTION TO SENSORY

STIMULI IN LESIONS BELOW THE
OPTIC THALAMUS *

WILLIAM G. SPILLER, M.D.

Professor of Neurology in the University of Pennsylvania

PHILADELPHIA

Pain has been frequently observed in syringomyelia and has been

attributed to implication of posterior roots, as by meningitis. This

explanation is satisfactory for some cases but not for all. and some

other explanation for some of these cases must be found.

Oppenheim ^ has not much to say about pain in syringomyelia. He
remarks that pain is not uncommon and that French writers ( Ray-

mond and Lhermitte) describe a special fomi of syringomyelia char-

acterized by intense pain. The cause of this pain he does not mention.

H. Schlesinger - mentions that pain may be intense, so great as to

take away all joy of life. He has observed severe pain especially in

cases in which later disturbances in the motor and trophic functions

developed. The pain may be boring, tearing, may simulate chronic

rheumatism, or may be lancinating as in tabes. In one of his cases

with pain, tabes also existed ; in another a large tumor ; in another the

.symptoms indicated meningitis ; and W'estphal, Junior, found lepto-

meningitis associated with syringomyelia. These conditions are so

mentioned as to imply that Schlesinger sought in them the cause of the

pain. Irritative sensory symptoms he has found more common in the

upper than in the lower limbs, because of the ]:)revalence of the lesion

in the cervical and u|)pcr thoracic region, and they are more frequently

unilateral.

Haenel ' speaks of pain in syringomyelia and also considers it

more commonly unilateral. When root changes are wanting he lielieves

* Read before the Forty-Xinth .\nnual Meetini; of the .American Xeuro-

logical Association, Boston, May 31 to June 2, 1923.

* From the Philadelphia General Hospital and the Neurological Laliora-

tory of the University of Pennsylvania.

1. Oppenheim, H. : Lehrbuch der Nervenkrankheiten, Berlin: S. Karger.

Ed. 5, p. 435.

2. Schlesinger, H. : Die Syringomyelic. , Vienna: Ed. 2. 1902, p. 11.

3. Haenel: Lewandowsky's Handlnich der Neurologic 2: part 1. 58". 1911.
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these pains show that the intraine<hillar\ pain tracts may Ije excited,

hilt wlien pain is of lonj^ (hiration a coniphcatinj^' meningitis is to he

diagnosed.

Dejerine and I'homas ' s])eak of >\ rinL,'omycIic ]iains. regard ihem

especially as an early >ign, hut do not explain them.

A case of intense ])ain in the lower linihs in syringomyelia has

recently heen under my care, and microsco])ic examination has sh(j\vn

that the pain could not he attrihuted to meningitis or irritation of the

posterior roots.

KKl'CKT OF CASK

Cliiiiciil nistnry.—l\. S.. a colDred woman, aged 60 years, entered my service

in tlie Philadelphia (icneral Hospital, Dec. 23. 1922, and died Jan. 19, 1923. She

complained of weakness of the right upper and lower limlis and of less weak-

ness of the limbs of the left side. The condition had been developing gradually

for six years, and she had been unable to work in the last two or three years.

She frequently burned her hands and did not know she had done so until she

saw the blisters. The weakness had developed first in the right upper and lower

limbs, and she dragged the right foot; the weakness developed so gradually that

she was al)le to get about with a cane until about a week before she entered

the hospital. The left hand had been growing weak during the previous six

months, as had also the left lower limb, though to a less degree.

She had been having much severe pain in the lower limbs during the pre-

vious year, and it licgan in both lower limbs at the same time. It had been

especially severe for six months. The pain was dull and aching, constantly

present and spontaneous, with the exception of remissions of days at a time.

The intern on my service, Dr. Maeder, to whom 1 am much indebted for

assistance in obtaining these notes, and the nurses in charge of the patient

observed that the pain was worse when the patient was handled. This was

evidently hypersensitiveness to pressure.

On Deceml)er 23, 1922, she fell and since that time was unable to walk

or move her lower limbs to any decided extent. The right lower limb became

completely paralyzed and the right upper limb weaker. Blisters developed on

the inside of each thigh, and appeared suddenly during the night. They were

evidently trophic.

.\'curoI<ujic Exauiination.—No al>normal condition was found in the head.

The pupils and ocular movements were normal.

The left upper limb was weak, but was by no means paralyzed. It is

recorded that no pronounced sensory disturbance was detected in this limb for

touch, pain, heat or cold, or position sensations, but one must doubt whether

some impairment of sensation did not exist. The interosseous and thenar

muscles showed some atrophy.

The right upper limb was much paralyzed, Init the extensor muscles on the

forearm and the muscles of the upper arm were better preserved. The muscles

of the shoulder girdle also were weak. The shoulder joint could not be

moved. The tendon reflexes of this limb were lost. Pain sensation was

markedlv diminished in the right upper limb and over the scapula. Tactile

4. Dejerine and Thiimas : Traite des maladies de la moelle epiniere, 1902,

p. 217.
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sensation also was lessened in these parts. Position sense was preserved.

The right hand showed considerable puffiness but no true edema. It suggested

the '"main succulente" of Marinesco.

The left lower limb showed no paralysis, atrophy or tremor, but gave pain

on pressure. Babinski's sign was present. There was no clonus. The patellar

reflex was active. Heat and cold sensations were impaired. The right lower
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.UiV/dATC/'iV I'indiuijs.—Tin- microscopic cxaiiiiiiatioii ^avc the following

results :

The cavity extended into the medulla ol)longata liut was confined to one

side and to the course of the ninth and tenth nerves within the medulla

ol)lonKata, as is frequently seen when syringomyelia extends upward. It

followed the course of these nerves into tlie spinal root of the fifth nerve.

It did not extend Iiigh enough to cause serious degeneration of the median

lemniscus.

The uppermost part of the cervical region was not obtained at the necropsy.

Tlie cavity was pronounced at the seventh cervical segment. The cord was

mucli distorted, and tlie cavity with its dense glial wall implicated both

posterior horns and the anterior part of the posterior columns. The anterior part

of each anterior horn escaped. The anterolateral columns were partly degen-

erated. Both crossed pyramidal tracts were much degenerated. The nerve

cells of each anterior horn were greatly degenerated, and those of the left

Iiorn more than tliose of the right liorn.

Fig. 3.—Section at the second lumbar segment.

for secondary degeneration, is intact.

The spinal cord, except

The condition at the eighth cervical segment was similar to that at the

seventh cervical segment, but the degeneration of the right lateral and right

anterolateral columns was more intense than of the left similar columns, and

more intense than in the seventh cervical segment.

The findings at the first thoracic segment were similar but the cavity was

somewhat smaller than in the segment above.

The midthoracic segments presented mucli tlie same appearance as the first

thoracic segment.

No cavity was found in any of the lumbar segments. There was no

meningitis anywhere in the cord. The lumbar sections showed only the secondary

degeneration of the crossed pyramidal tracts. There was a very slight lympho-

cytic infiltration in the lumbar pia, but it was too insignificant to have caused

sj-mptoms. The posterior lumbar roots were not at all degenerated.

I have been interested for a long time in dysesthesia and overreaction

to sensory stimuh from lesions below the medulla oblongata, and also
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in pain produced by lesions below the thalanuis. In 190S 1 referred ^

to the occurrence of subjective sensory disturbance of sensation, includ-

ing the presence of pain, in occlusion of the posterior inferior cerebellar

artery. Some evidence on this matter is afforded in the literature.

Lewandowsky " believed that central pain in disease of the spinal

cord in the majority of cases is caused by irritation of the posterior

roots and that pa>n can be produced by any condition of the central

tracts he says has long been doubted or denied. The pains of syringo-

myelia are to be attributed to irritation of the posterior roots. Hema-
tomyelia may cause pain at its onset, which possibly is the result of

irritation of the posterior roots. Pain usually is absent in intramedul-

lary tumor, but not always ; especially may it occur when the tumor

by distortion of the spinal cord causes irritation of the posterior roots.

Pain is rarely observed in multiple sclerosis ; when it occurs, it is the

result of irritation of the posterior roots within the spinal cord. The

pain in all these conditions is local and segmental.

In rare cases he acknowledges pain is caused by irritation of the

intramedullary tracts, as when an intramedullary tumor causes pain

on the opposite side of the body, and it may exist with diminished

objective pain sensation. He referred to Oppenheim's description of

spasmodynia cruciata, i. e., pain on the side of the body opposite the

lesion and tonic spasm on the same side as the lesion. Lewandowsky

accepts pain of thalamic origin and refers in this connection to Greifl,

Lauenstein, and Edinger.

It may be, he thinks, that so-called central pain is not always

central, but may result from a change in the pain threshold for irri-

tation originated at the periphery. Usually central pain is associated

with hypesthesia ; Lewandowsky has always found it so associated,

and thereby a delay is produced in pain conduction. One so afTected

does not feel touch or pinprick of brief duration, but does wdien the

contact is longer. W'amith may not be felt on the affected side when

the contact is brief, but may be painful by longer contact when it is

not painful on the unaft'ected side. Some patients experience pain

when they lie on their hemiplegic side, and this is very similar to

central pain. It is possible that central pain may result from abnormal

summation in partial interruption of the sensory tracts, possibly from

overstimulation of pain centers.

Pain is rare in tract disease, as in Friedreich's ataxia. The pain

attacks which sometimes precede the onset of hemijilegia ( \\'eir

Mitchell. Fere) are to be attributed to irritation of pain fibers and

cortical pain centers.

5. Spiller, W. G. : The Symptom-Complex of Occlusion of the Posterior

Inferior Cerebellar .-\rtcry : Two Cases with Xccropsy. T. Xerv. & Mcnt. Dis.

35:377, 1908.

6. Lewandowskv : Handlmch der Xcurolouie. 1: Part 2. 8(X), 1911.
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(iitrddii lldluK's" has made a studv (if pain <tf spinal cord (irijiin-

i le savs that the histoloj^Mc chaii«,a-s in tlie cord wliich produce this

])ain may not interrupt conchiction in the white matter which they

affect. That they may modify the impressions that pass through the

affected lihers seems very probable, and it is to this he attributes the

alterations in the sensations evoked by stimuli in the hyj)ersensitive

regions. The so-called spontaneous pains, in so far as they are inde-

pendent of ])eripheral excitements, are probably due to the irritative

effects of these lesions of the conducting fibers; and the rarity of these

jiains probably depends on the in frequency of that type and degree of

pathologic change that can irritate the fibers and yet not block con-

duction through them. Holmes cannot explain why the peculiar

lesions ])roducing pain are so rare.

His explanation hardly fits in with the explanation he and Head

gave for pains of optic thalamus origin. They believed that periph-

erally i)rojected pains are not, as has been generally assumed, due to

irritation of central conducting tracts, but are a consequence of the

removal of the inhibitory control which the cerebral cortex normally

exerts on subcortical centers that are concerned in the perception of

this form of sensation. They assumed that this center lies in the

inner division of the optic thalamus. One can hardly apply this theory

to pains of spinal cord origin.

Up to the time that Holmes wrote his paper, he could say that

practically the only other central lesion than that of the optic thalamus

which produces similar pain is disease of the medulla oblongata and

the lower part of the pons. He refers to Mann's case, in which the

lesion was in the right side of the bulb, and says that he (Holmes)

has had a man under his care in whom the disease of the same region

caused similar pain.

Holmes' patients with war injuries, in whom he observed the pains

of spinal cord origin, had spontaneous pains of intense severity which

could not he attributed to lesions of posterior roots, but they could be

excited and increased by all peripheral stimuli. Even the light contact

of a finger or the touch of a wisp of cotton wool evoked or aggravated

the pain, and i)atients dreaded particularly movements of the aflfected

parts. Even a slight jar to the bed might bring on a bout of intense

pain. Holmes had not seen, during more than four years' work in

military hos])itals. any other condition associated with such intense

suffering. In his cases, the suft'ering was only temporary and the

pain subsided toward the end of the second or third week. In sixteen

7. Holmes. Gordon: Contributions to Medical and Biological Research.

Dedicated to Sir William Osier.
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cases the pains were referred to distant regions of the body below the

level of the wound. In a few cases the pains persisted during the

six or seven weeks that the men remained under oljservation.

The case reported by Alann,^ to which reference has been made,

was purely clinical and the diagnosis was made from the clinical

findings, it was encephalomalacia medullas oblongat^e.

In another well-known case, a case of tubercle of the left side of

the pons, reported by Economo,'' severe pains had been present in the

entire right side of the body and were relieved only temporarily by

morphin. The pain was attributed to a lesion of the tractus spino-

thalamicus et tectalis, and Economo believed his case demonstrated

that a lesion considerably below the optic thalamus could cause central

pain. The case was with necropsy.

I have observed dysesthesia produced by an acute lesion of the

spinal cord, such as myelitis, as a burning sensation from a touch or

pinprick when either form of irritation was recognized with difficulty.

It is similar to the causalgia in certain peripheral nerve injuries, but the

form to which I am referring is not a spontaneous burning sensation

but is produced l)y peripheral irritation. Why this burning pain is

present in some cases and not in others apparently very similar, I do not

know.

I have also observed hypersensitiveness to pressure in lesions of

the central nervous system. It was present in the case of syringomyelia

described in this paper, and was also present in a case in which the

lesion evidently was in the pons, to which I shall refer presently. In

the latter case the patient could not stand the pressure of the bedclothes

on the affected limb. This increased transmission, of sensation (over-

reaction) in central lesions is interesting; pain on ])ressure in such a

case does not establish neuritis, and cannot be explained as a compli-

cating neuritis. The nerve cells of the anterior horns in my case of

syringomyelia did not show degeneration as they probably would have

done had neuritis of long duration been present.

A very remarkable example of over-reaction to peripheral stimuli

in the face, a case of striking dysesthesia, was reported ^^' l)y me in

1915 in a paper entitled "Remarks on the Central Representation of

Sensation." The lesion was almost certainly bek)w the optic ihalamus.

The important features of the case were:

The sudden onset of analgesia in a syi)liilitic man, that was confined to

the distribution of the left trigeminal nerve, without any other form of objec-

tive disturbance in this distribution; and the paresis of the left soft palate

S.Mann: Berl. klin. Wchnsehr., 244. 1S92.

9. Economo: Jahrh. f. Psychiat. u. Neurol." 32: 107, 1911.

10. Spiller: Remarks on the Central Representation of Sensation. J. Xeiv.

& Ment. Dis. 42:4()() (lune) 1915.
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and Kft vocal lord. llurc seenH-d to lie scarcely any douht that the lesion

was a vascular <nic in the left side of the mcriulla oblongata, implicating the

spinal root of the left trigeminus nerve and also the glossopharyngeus and

vagus nerves. This man had had a sudden onset of paresthesia limited to

the left fifth nerve distribution. He had been in a barbershop and after he

left the shop the left side of the face felt numl). He attributed this at first to

soap which he thought the barber had left on his face, and !ic attempted

to remove the sensation by washing the face. The paresthesia was one of a

sensation of stiffness, burning or numbness. It was not in the lower part of

the face in the distribution of the cervical nerves. He could not permit a

fly to be on the left side of his face, and he said the sensation produced by a

fiy was "a tickling all over the left side of the face." Tickling the left side

of his face by light contact with the end of a cloth was very annoying to

him. A fly was caught and made to crawl over the left side of his face, and

the man showed intense dysesthesia and discomfort and distorted his face

greatly. There was thus marked over-reaction to sensory stimuli from a lesion

of the medulla oblongata.

I called attention to tlie fact in l'^15 that this case did not support

tlie statement of Head and llolmes that over-reaction to sensory stimuli

can he attrihuted alone to distur])ed activity of the optic thalamus. In

this case there was at first some pain over the left eye which may have

heen central jxiin.

•Another interesting case which showed over-reaction to sensory

stimuli from a lesion presumahly in the ])ons is the following:

J. L., aged 51 years, consulted me first, Aug. 29, 1911. He had been well

until eighteen weeks previously when he developed a constant headache, worse

on the right side, which began in the frontal region but soon extended to the

top of the head. The most distressing feature was a series of sharp shooting

pains in the right posterior auricular nerve distribution. Four weeks later

the headache became much more intense, and vertigo and nausea occurred;

within twenty-four hours these symptoms liecamc so intense that he was unable

to stand ; and the following additional symptoms were noted : diplopia, hypes-

thesia to pain and temperature throughout the entire left half of the body

most intense in the left lower extremity, numbness throughout the entire left

side, and a marked incoordination of all four extremities—more intense on the

right side. Diplopia persisted for only a week. The incoordination diminished

after the first ten days, and the vertigo after two weeks.

Within three weeks after the onset of his symptoms he developed a burn-

ing pain in the left foot which gradually grew more intense and extended to

the leg. After two more weeks, when he got out of bed, the burning pain in

the left lower limb became very intense and an aching pain developed in the

left upper limb. These pains had persisted ever since their onset, though they

had become somewhat less severe. In spite of the left-sided hypesthesia,

he had an intensely unpleasant emotional response to stimuli on the left side.

He was annoyed by the pressure of the bedclothes on the left side, he could

scarcely endure having the toe-nails of the left foot trimmed, and he was

annoyed by the rubliing of his clothing on the left side of the scrotum. He
had become peculiarly sensitive to noises. On his way East he was in agony

when his train passed another train, and even at the time of examination the

slamming of a door "Hurt him in the left side."
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In addition to these sensory changes he had slight motor weakness on the

left side, most marked in the lower extremity. He could walk only about

ISO yards when he was obliged to stop, not because of the pain but because of

weakness. He had no athetoid movements and had control of the vesical and

rectal sphincters.

In my examination I found distinct hypesthcsia throughout the sensory

distribution of the right fifth nerve, sharply confined to this distribution.

Unfortunately the physician recording this finding failed to mention in the

note what form of sensation was tested. I can lie certain only that he had

disturbed objective sensation in the right fifth nerve distril)ution. Sense of

taste was lost on the right side of the tongue. A slight but distinct paresis

of the face of the central type was present on the left side. The right con-

junctival and corneal reflexes were diminished. The tongue was protruded

slightly to the left; the soft palate was moved normally on each side.

The left upper and lower limbs when examined were possibly a little weak.

Hypesthesia for pain, heat and cold sensations were present throughout the

left side, marked in the lower limb to about the knee, slight in the thigh,

and very slight aljove that level. Tactile sensation was normal on the left

side. Incoordination was distinct, and was more intense on the right side.

The finger to nose test was performed by the left upper limb with almost

normal coordination, Init it was abnormal on the right side and showed slight

hypometria. Stereognosis was good. Station with eyes open gave only a

slight sway, ])ut the man tended to fall when he closed his eyes. Gait was
with short steps and feet rather wide apart.

On account of the sharply defined left hemihypesthesia, the con-

stant left-sided pain, the unpleasant and exaggerated emotional reaction

to left-sided stimuli (dysesthesia and over-reaction) and slight sug-

gestion of transient left hemiparesis, the lesion was placed in the right

side; and the implication of the sensory root of the right fifth nerve,

shown hy hypesthesia, the loss of taste on the right side of the tongue

and the diminution of the right conjunctival and corneal reflexes, indi-

cated the level of the lesion as in the right side of the pons or medulla

ohlongata. The motor fifth nerve was not implicated on either side,

which would suggest that the lesion was not exactly at the level of the

main division of the fifth nerve in the i)ons.

The blood pressure was unusually low, 100 systolic and 76 diastolic.
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\\ hik' pain ami ]>ainful paresthesia have lnnt( been kiKiwn as synij)-

toiiis of thalamic disease, it has always heen a (iiiestioii aiii<»nj(

neurologists whether these symi)t<)ms could occur from in\-olvement of

the central nervous system below the optic thalamus. The i)ain and

uncomfortable paresthesia caused by disease of the thalamus, have

been explained by most observers as being due to irritation of fibers

of the sensory tracts, but TTenry 1 lead ' believes that central pain is

the result of setting the thalamic center, located in the medial nucleus,

free from cortical control, with the result that it acts without restraint

to all stimuli capable of arousing affective states. According to him the

cortical sensory libers end in the lateral nucleus, the region usually

affected in cases exhibiting the thalamic s\ndrome.

Head states that he "has not found this over-response to stimuli,

as well as sjwntaneous ])ain. from lesions of other parts of the sensory

path," and calls attention to the extreme rarity of such cases in the

literature conijiared with the marked frequency of this over-response in

lesions of the ojitic thalamus. Of the re])orted cases of lesions below

the optic thalamus causing central ])ain. llead thinks few only will

stand criticism.

In 1922, in disctissing central yiain, SjMller - said : "I should like-

to have satisfactory evidence that a lesion entirely below the optic

thalamus may cause spontaneous pain in one half of the body. Gordon

Holmes has spoken of central pain from lesions of the spinal cord,

but I am unable to refer to any reliable case in which a lesion entirely

sub-thalamic had caused intense unilateral pain, aftecting both upper

and lower limbs."

We have long thought that central pain may occur from irritation

of sensory fil)ers in an\- portion of their intramedullarv course, and

there are abimdant cases in the literature to support this view. For

* From the Neuropathological Lalwratory of the Philadelphia General

Hospital, Graduate School of Medicine. University of Pennsylvania.
* Read at the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the .American Xeurological

Association, Boston, May 31, June 2, 1923.

1. Head, Henry: Studies in Neurology, Xcw York: Oxford Universitjv

Press, Vol. 2, p. 597.

2. Spiller, W. G. : -Arch. Xeurol. & Psychiat. 8:215 (Aug.) 1922.
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example, Gordon Holmes ' has shown that traumatic injury of the

pain conducting paths, within the spinal cord, causes central pain. He
descrihed sixteen cases of gunshot wounds, in which pain was referred

to distant regions of the body below the level of the wound, and

stated that the rarity of central pain was probably due to the infre-

quency of the type and degree of pathologic change that can irritate

the fibers, and yet not block conduction through them. Holmes further

made the interesting observation that lesions of the dorsal columns can

produce central pain, since vibration of the tuning fork, in some of

his cases, was painful on the homolateral side.

Cases of intramedullary and extramedullary spinal cord tumors,

with referred pain not due to irritation of the posterior roots, have

been reported. In addition, cases of syringomyelia producing central

])ain, with necropsy, have been described by Taylor, Greenfield and

Martin.^

Central pain from lesions of the medulla oblongata is common.

While central pain has been reported in numerous cases with a clinical

diagnosis of occlusion of the posterior inferior cerebellar artery, so far

as we know, the only cases in which this was confirmed pathologically

are those of Senator, -"^ Wallenburg," Thomas," and Hun.*

Before discussing lesions of the pons, we shall refer briefly to

thalamic, cortical and subcortical cases. Extended reference to the

thalamic literature is hardly necessary, for neurologists are familiar

with this symptom complex.

There are a few undoubted instances in the literature of lesions in

the cortex and subcortex that caused central pain.

\\ bile Head does not altogether subscribe to this point of view.

nevertheless from the following statement such an assumption can be

made : "Cortical lesions produce no true raising of the threshold to

jM-ick, unless it is extensive or is associated with subcortical destruction.

It may, however, induce a change in the sensation produced by pricking,

which is recognized by the patient. Sometimes the whole character of

the sensation is said to be changed and seems to tingle or to resemble

rlcctricitv."

3. Holmes, (Gordon: Central Pain. Contriliutions to Medical and Biological

Research, London: 1:23.S, 1919.

4. Taylor, James; Greenfield, J. S., and Martin. J. P.: Two Cases of

Syringomyelia and Syringobulbia Observed Clinically Over Many Years and
Examined Pathologically, Brain 44:323, (farts 3 and 4) 1921.

5. Senator: Arch. f. Psychiat. 11:713, 1881; and 14:643, 1883.

6. Wallenburg: .Arch. f. Psychiat. 34:923. 1901; and 27:504, 1895.

7. Thomas. H. M.: J. Xerv. & Ment. Dis. 34:48, 19U7.

8. Hun: New York M. J. 1:513, 1897.
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LESIONS IN TlIK I'ONS

Pontile lesions causing central pain are very rare. We have been

able to find in the literature only two clinical and two pathohjgic

reports. ( )f the clinical cases, in one reported by Raymcjnd and K(jse ®

as a lesion of the pons, the authors admit the possibility (jt multiple

lesions; in the second case, reported by Raymond and I'rant^ais,'" pain

and hyperesthesia to pinprick were j)resent.

Of the two i)athologic reports, one, by Economo." is a case similar

to ours; the other, by Mills, was a case of occlusicjn of the left sui)eri(»r

cerebellar artery. The patient in the latter case had a sense of numb-

ness or imjjaired sensation throughout the entire right half of the body.

Careful tests showed that sensation of all forms was fully retained on

the left half of the body, but was lost to pain, extreme heat and cold on

the right half of the body. Tactile discrimination was also greatly

impaired as was shown by the compass test. Light touch was pre-

served. The senses of deep pressure, position and passive movement

were normal on l)oth sides, and the patient showed no astereognosis in

either hand. This case, studied pathologically by Spiller ^- showed,

among other lesions, at the level of the mesencephalic root of the fifth

nerve, degeneration of the lateral lemniscus and of a small ])art of the

tegmentum of the pons, medial to the superior cerebellar ])eduncle.

There was also degeneration of the superior cerebellar peduncle, with

the exception of a small part near the medial lemniscus.

Because of the resemblance of Economo's case to ours, we cite his

case at length.

The patient, a man, 35 years of age, first complained of inability to recognize

heat in the right leg. Soon afterward he complained of paresthesia in the

right upper and lower limbs, and buzzing in the left ear. Examination showed

that the pupils and the ocular movements were normal. There was slight

nystagmus, chiefly to the right, with no paralysis of associated ocular move-

ments. The eyegrounds were normal. There was left motor fifth nerve palsy,

W'ith sensory disturbance in all branches of the fifth nerve, chiefly in the upper

branch ; later there developed a left seventh nerve palsy. The reflexes were

normal, though possibly weaker on the right side. Motor power, with the

exception noted, was never disturbed. Talking, eating and swallowing were

always normal.

There was loss of pain and temperature sensibility on the entire right

side. Later the patient had disturbance of taste in the left side of the tongue,

as well as of heat sensibility in the right trigeminus, but touch sensibility was

not impaired in this part.

9. Raymond and Rose : Syndrome de la calotte protuberantielle. Rev.

neurol. 16:263, 1908.

10. Raymond and Frangais : Syndrome protuberantielle avec hyperexcitabilite

du nerf facial et troubles du gout. Rev. neurol. 17:445, 1909.

11. Economo, E. : Jahrb. f. Psychiat. u. Neurol. 32:109, 1911.

12. Spiller, \V. G. : J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 42:412, 1915.
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At no time did the patient have disturliance of tactile or deep sensibility.

Astereognosis apparently was not present, as it is not mentioned. The patient

complained of pain in the right side of the body, which was so severe that

he could not sleep and had to be given morphin. The pain was not onlj-

present in the right arm and leg, but was so marked in the chest as to interfere

with breathing, and was like colic in the aI)domen.

Macroscopic and microscopic examinations demonstrated a tuberculous

lesion, the lower lim.it of which was at the entrance of the left acoustic nerve.

The largest part of the lesion was in the pons at the region of the sensory

fifth nerve nucleus. The tumor displaced the lateral part of the pons only,

its upper level being in the superior lateral part of the pons, not involving the

anterior cerebellar peduncle or the lateral portion of the medial lemniscus.

The tubercle destroyed the left eighth nerve and the greater portion of the

vestibular tract of Deiter's nucleus ; the motor and sensory portions of the

trigeminal nerve were severely involved. The sixth nerve was medial to the

tuberculoma, its nucleus being free. The other cranial nerves were normal. In

addition, there were involved : a portion of the corpus restiforme ; the greatest

part of the substantia reticularis lateralis tegmenti and the fibers which go

through it: the spinotectal and spinothalamic tract; and the rubrospinal bundle.

The region between the sixth nerve and the raphe, which includes the medial

lemniscus, the fibrae predorsales, and the posterior longitudinal liundle, was

intact.

We report here two case.s. the first with chnical history only, the

second with jjathologic findings.

REPORT OF CLINICAL CASE

Case 1.

—

History.—A physician, 42 years of age, after a severe headache

followed by vertigo, experienced numbness in the left arm and leg, these limbs

feeling as if they were "thick and asleep." At the same time the right side

of the face felt "queer." Coincident with this, he complained of seeing double.

There was also marked hyperacusis ; all noises seemed to be intensified.

Xcurologic Examination.—An examination made si.x weeks after the onset

revealed paralysis of the muscles of mastication on the right side, the jaw

deviating to the right on opening. There were no contractions of the temporal

and masseter muscles on that side. Tlie right sixth nerve was paralyzed and

the right seventh nerve was paretic. There was no paralysis on the left side

of the face, but slight weakness was present in the left arm and leg. The
reflexes on this side were more prompt, this being aspecially true of the knee

and Achilles jerks, and on jjlantar irritation the large toe had a tendency to

move upward.

At first the patient did not recognize objects in the left hand. Init tliis

astereognosis was less marked on subsequent examinations. Sensory examina-

tion at no time showed total loss of the common forms of sensibility, but in

the beginning there was considerable impairment of all forms of sensation on

the left side. This can be accepted without question as the patient was an

intelligent physician. When first examined by one of us, he had disturbance

in sense of position and movement in the left upper and lower limbs, partic-

ularly the upper, and in the finger-to-nose and heel-to-knee tests there was
distinct ataxia, especially in the upper limb. .\t this time there was disturliance
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of tactile and deep seiisiliility in tlie kit iipjier and lower limlis, and also of

heat sensil)ility, hut tests for cold and i)ain showed no marked impairment.

Cintrsc.—The i)atient died suddenly, ahout six months after the onset. The

weakness in the limits became less. Imt there was persistent paresis of the

ri^ht motor fifth, and of the right sixth and seventh nerves. Disturhance of

sensation liecame less, hut there was always some impairment of the sense of

position and movement on the left side, and ataxia of the left limhs.

Throiifihout the course of the disease, however, the patient complained <jf

numhiuss in tiie left arm, leg. chest and ahdomen. This persisted although

disturl)ance of other forms of sensiliility hecame less marked. This was the

symptom of which the patient complained most.

CC.M.MIvXT

There i.s no doubt that this ])atient had a .sniall va.sciilar lesion in

the right side of the ])ons. The (hagnosis of a tumor was never con-

sidered, because of the absence of any choking of the disks and of

signs of increased intracranial i)ressure. Besides, the symptoms came

on suddenly and became less as time went on. a course that would be

expected in a \ascular lesion.

The sym])toms and location of the lesion are similar to those in

Case 2. for, in both, deep seixsibility was greatly impaired, and super-

ficial sensibility was only slightly disturbed. The lesion unquestionably

involved the region of the medial lemniscus, there being no implication

of the posterior longitudinal bundle and only slight impairment of the

motor fibers.

REPORT OF CASE WITH NECROPSY

Case 2.

—

Cliiiicnl History.—A married woman, aged 54, was admitted to the

Polyclinic Hospital March 13, 1922, complaining of headache, vomiting, failing

vision, numbness, and pain in the entire left side of the body and in the right

side of the face, with weakness of the left side of the body. The symptoms

began in May, 1921. with headache and dizziness, during which the patient

ahvajs staggered forward. In a few weeks, this was followed by numbness in

the left forearm and hand, which extended up the arm to the left side of the

body, and afterward into the left leg. At the same time she began to be weak

in the left side ; and about three months later developed a twisting movement

of the left hand and arm.

Six months after the onset, pain began in the entire left side of the body,

first intermittently and later constantly. This pain was described by the patient

as "burning, grinding, disagreeable and unbearable." She had noticed a diminu-

tion of tactile sense over the numb areas. The numbness and weakness came

on simultaneously, and the patient stated that she had no strength in the left

side of her body. During the two months previous to her entrance into the

hospital, the neck had become rigid and she was disinclined to move the head.

Six wrecks before admission, she complained of difficulty with vision, followed

soon afterward by weakness of the right side of the face and jaw. In the course

of a few weeks, she developed pain in the riglit side of the face. Internal
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strabismus of the right eye had lieen noticed for three weeks, and the patient

stated that she had suffered from diplopia for five or six weeks before coming

to the hospital.

For four weeks she had noticed a "narrowing" of the throat and at times

was unable to swallow coarse food; her jaws felt stilY, the gums felt hard,

and she had the sensation of something dropping in the back of her throat.

During the summer of 1921 she had had spells of vomiting, W'hich ceased

after two weeks but recurred three months later. She had had from two to

five vomiting attacks a day. The vomitus was l)rown, had no relation to food,

and was projectile in character.

The patient had noticed progressive deafness in the right ear for a month

before she was seen by us. Hearing in the left ear was fairly good, but

below normal. There were no cardiovascular, renal or respiratory symptoms.

Deglutition was difficult and food lodged between the teeth. The patient had

lost 60 pounds {27 kg.) in two months.

Examination.—The head was normal in size and shape. The right eyeball

was turned inward and there was paralysis of associated ocular movement to

the right. The right external rectus was more paretic than the left internal

rectus. There was hyperesthesia to pinprick in the distribution of the right

fifth nerve, and hyperesthesia to all forms of sensation on the left side of

the face, including the tongue and mucous membrane of the mouth. Sensitive-

ness to heat and cold was only slightly diminished on the right side of the

face, but tactile sensation was almost lost.

With the mouth open, the lower jaw deviated to the right from paralysis

of the motor fifth nerve. There were marked weakness of the right side of

the face, peripheral in type, and almost total loss of hearing on the right side

with possiljly a little diminution in the left ear. There was weakness of the

soft palate on the right. The tongue deviated slightly to the left.

Both extremities on the left side were weak and hypertonic. The biceps,

triceps, patellar and Achilles reflexes were increased on the left, normal on the

right. There was slight ankle clonus on the left. The plantar reflex was extensor

on the left, fle.xor on the right. Sense of position and passive movement were

markedh- impaired on the left. There was astereognosis in the left hand.

Heat, cold and tactile sensibility were greatly diminished on the left side of

the body, and these stimuli caused a feeling of discomfort. Pin pricks, though

sensibility was diminished, caused marked paresthesia on the left side. There

was no difference in the disturl)ance of sensil)ility of the limbs between the

proximal and distal parts. Station was fairly good, but in walking there was
a tendency to stagger backward and to the left. There was no disturbance of

superficial or deep sensibility of the trunk or of the extremities on the right side.

.As has been mentioned, the patient had involuntary movements of the left

arm and leg. These were not evident when she was quiet or asleep, but

became ol)vious only on attempts to move the members; they were more
marked in the arm than in the leg. They wxre described l)y her physician

as searching movements, the index and ring fingers extended, and the others

partially closed, with general rigidity of the whole hand, wrist and forearm.

They bore a marked resemblance to athctoid movements. In testing the left

limb for asynergy, it was found that, when the arm was extended from the

shoulder, to and fro movements were normal so long as the patient kept her

eyes on the limb. With the eyes closed, the movements were distinctly

uncertain. Witli the eyes open, heel-to-knee tests were well performed, but
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with the eyes shut, distinct ataxia was present, and the impression was

obtained from these tests that these movements were not asynergic.

The neck was tender to touch posteriorly, more pronouncedly so on the left

side. The anterior cervical ><lands were swollen. The heart and luniks were

normal. The hlood pressure was 112 systolic, 8<) diastolic; the temjKrature and

pulse were normal. The alxlominal fnidinKs were negative. The hlood count,

Wassermann test and urine were normal.

Ocular Fiitdi)u/s.—There was almost complete i)aralysis of the right external

rectus muscle; the eyehall was constantly turned into the inner canthus and

could he moved to the right only slightly. Inward rotation of the left eye

was incomplete. Movements of the eyel)alls up, down and to the left were

normal. The right pupil was smaller than the left ; both responded freely to

light. In both eyes accommodation was good, and there was no hemianopia.

There was no consensual response when light was thrown into the left eye,

but there was slight response when light was thrown into the right eye.

The right optic disk was large, oval, and pale, with edges blurred. The
veins were full but the arteries small. Paleness of the disk was pronounced

on the temporal side. Elevation of the disk and of the fundus was about the

same. The eye was myopic, the fundus being Ijest seen with a lens of minus

7 diopters. The left disk was better defined, but the pallor was greater than

in the right eye. The light projection field was good in all directions in both

eyes. There was prol)a1)ly l)ilateral optic atrophy, but this was difficult to

differentiate from change due to myopia.

Rocntgcn-Ray Examination.—There was no evidence of a neoplasm of the

occipital bone, or of a lesion in the second, third, fourth or fifth cervical

vertebrae.

MICROSCOPIC EXAMIN.\TION OF SERIAL SECTIONS OF THE BRAIN STEM

The upper limit of the tumor (tuberculoma) was 1 cm. above the entrance

of the fifth nerve. It gradually enlarged and reached its maximum in the lower

part of the pons. It was confined to one side and in the greater part of its

extent to the right tegmentum. It extended mediad to the raphe, laterad almost

to the periphery, and posteriorly to within a millimeter of the floor of the fourth

ventricle. Anteriorly it reached the deep pontile fibers of the brachium pontis,

but at the level of the fifth motor nucleus it extended into the base of the

pons, destroying most of the deep fibers of the middle cerebellar peduncle, and

grazing the posterior fibers of the pyramidal l)undles. It extended anteriorly

to the pyramidal bundles and posteriorly pushed up the ependymal floor of

the fourth ventricle. The tumor gradually disappeared in the upper part of

the medulla, the last remnant being anterior and lateral to the inferior olive.

On the left side of the cerebellum, at the upper level of the medulla, there

was a small tuberculoma involving the left tonsil and biventral lobule. It

compressed the restiform body, with resultant loss of many of its nerve fibers.

There was a pronounced tuberculous meningitis in this area, which in places

had invaded the adjacent medulla for a millimeter, but had not destroyed any

of the posterior column nuclei. There was a mild grade tuberculous meningitis

about the entire brain stem, most marked al)out the posterolateral sulci of

the medulla; meningitis was pronounced about the right seventh, eighth, ninth,

and tenth nerves and both twelfth nerves with resultant slight nerve degeneration.

The following structures were destroyed by the pontile tumor: the medial

and lateral lemnisci; most of the main sensory nucleus of the fifth nerve; the
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spinal root of the fifth in the upper part of the medulla: the motor nucleus of

the fifth nerve; the anterior part of the right superior cerebellar peduncle; the

posterior longitudinal bundle ; the seventh nerve and nucleus ; most of the

sixth nucleus and all of the sixth nerve; the middle cerebellar peduncle; and

the posterior fibers of the pyramidal bundles.

At the upper part of the pons, all structures were normal except on the

right where there was ascending degeneration of the afferent fibers of the

medial and lateral lemniscus, and probabl}' of some of the fibers of the spino-

Fig. 1.—Upper limit of tumor on right .-uK of tegmentum of the pons.

thalamic tract; this latter tract is supposed to lie at the lateral iiart of the

medial lemniscus, to which the tumor extended.

Frontal serial sections were made through the entire basal ganglions and

stained by the Weigert hematoxylin method. A few hematoxylin and eosin

sections were likewise made. The thalamus, corpus subthalamicum, substantia

nigra, nucleus ruber, internal capsule and pes pedunculi, as well as the caudate

and lenticular nuclei were carefully examined under the microscope and no

lesion was found. The cells and fibers in these places were normal. The
cyto-architecture of the cerebral and cerebellar cortices was normal.



Fi<r. 2.—Tumor at level of the fifth nerve.

Fig. 3.—Lower level of the pons.



Fig. 4.—Tumor on left side of cerel^ellum compressing the restiform 1)ody.

Fig. 5.—Frontal section of thalamus and suhthalamic structures, all of which
arc normal.
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CO MM i: NT

That thcM- twn cases of puiitilc lesions prcxliKed symptoms of

thalamic disease is noteworthy. The disturhance of deej) sensibility,

astereognosis. and ataxia are accounted for ])y destruction of the medial

lemniscus. Inasmuch as the tumor in Case 2 e.xtended laterad close

to the periphery, and assuminj^ the pathologic i)r<jcess reached the same

area in Case 1. there is no douht tlirit some fihers of the spinothalamic

tract were also involved.

( )l)\i()usly, not every lesion of the pons can cause central pain.

It is only when there is ])artial interruption of the sensory tracts,

especially those of pain and tem])erature, that such a result is ])ossible.

Economo '^ stated that central ])ain might result from ])artial or total

destruction of the fibers running in the spinothalamic and s]Mnotectal

tracts. In his case, in which the patient had severe pain, there was

complete anesthesia to pain and temperature. This is contrary to the

findings in the two cases reported here, as well as in Holmes' spinal

cord lesions, in cases of ])ain due to vascular lesions, and in syringo-

myelia. In all these instances, it was found that sensibility either to

pain, to heat or to cold was jjresent, perhaps diminished, even when

one or two of these three forms of sensations was totally lost. \\ bile

we are at a loss to explain tlie i)ain in F.conomo's case, with total loss

of su])erficial sensation, it is barely jjossible that there might have been

a sliglit degree of sensitiveness to pain, heat, or cold retained. We
assume that the l)rain cannot interi)ret ])ain unless some fibers of the

spinothalamic and s])inotectal tracts are intact. In all cases of pain

due to thalamic disease, there is always some retention of sensibility to

pain or tem|)erature.

Holmes has shown that, as a result of the irritation of the central

end of the divided jxiin conducting fibers, it may be possible to have

central jiain for a short time, even when there is total loss of sensibility

from traumatic injury to the spinal cord.

COXCLL'SIOX

Central pain can result from lesions of the sensory fibers in any

portion of the intramedullary course from the spinal cord to the sen-

sorv area of the cortex. Pain can only occur if the nature of the lesion

is such as to irritate these fibers, and not to block conduction through

them.

DISCUSSION

ox P.\.PERS OF DRS. SPILLER. AXD WEISEXBURG .\XD ST.\CK

Dr. Ch.\rles K. Mills. Philadelphia : I have been doubtful for some time

as to the full validity of the De.ierine. Roussy. and Head interpretation of the

thalamic syndrome. I have had cases of subthalamic lesion in which central

pain was present, pain not explicable by irritation of the sensory roots. I
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have had also a case with necropsy in which the thalamic syndrome was present

from a lesion distinctly above the thalamus, the case of a growth involving

the parietal lolje between the thalamus and the cortex, and not implicating

the thalamus. The patient had the typical dysesthesia on which Head and

Holmes have laid so much stress. Head especially has done much to simplify

and clarify our knowledge of the symptomatology of the thalamus. He partic-

ularly has helped us to eliminate the idea of a sensory pathway around the

thalamus to the cortex.

Dr. Foster Kennedy, New York : We have had two cases under observa-

tion at Bellevue Hospital. One was an aviator who in a nose-dive dropped

four hundred feet and fractured his atlas. There occurred a temporary quadri-

plegia and a remarkable recovery. I saw him a year and a half later, when

his sole complaint was terrific pain on Iwth sides of his face, undoubtedly

due to an involvement of the descending sensory nucleus of the fifth nerve.

His teeth were on edge all the time and he had sharp pain in the distril)ution

of the fifth nerve on both sides.

Another case was one of hematomyelia at the level of the first dorsal segment

producing a hemiplegia which improved. Fifteen months afterward, there

developed intense hyperesthesia on the left side corresponding to the first to

the fifth dorsal segments. We thought that the hematomyelia had given rise

to gliosis irritating the intramedullary tracts.

Dr. La Salle Archamb.\ult, A11)any. X. V. : The occurrence of pain in

syringomyelia has of course been known for a long time. Not many years ago

it was assumed that in most cases of syringomyelia there was a coexisting

pachymeningitis, thus providing an easy explanation for the symptom. I

am glad that Dr. Spiller has emphasized the possible role of involvement ot

the intramedullary sensory tracts in the genesis of so-called central pain. A
most instructive case was reported recently by Drs. Foix, Thevenard and
Nicolesco (Revue neurologique 20:990, 1922). Their patient had had for

many months paroxysmal excruciating pain in the distribution of the right

trigeminal nerve, which was at first considered to be ordinary trigeminal

neuralgia. X'arious injections and o])erations were performed without appre-

cialile benefit, and none of the many medicinal agents employed seemed to

afford liim tin' slightest relief. The unfortunate man subsequently developed
an absolutely analogous type of pain in the duniain of the left trigeminal nerve,

and eventually died of an old pulmonary tuberculosis. .\i the necropsy, to

the surprise of all who had closely studied his case, two small cavities were
found in the bulb, one on either side, occupying practically symmetrical areas

within the nuclei of the descending roots of the fifth nerve.

Dr. George W. Hall, Chicago: I have a case at the present time of occlu-

sion of the posterior inferior cerebellar artery, in which the patient complains
of considerable pain, more or less paroxysmal, on the affected side. I should
like to ask Dr. Si)iller what his experience has been in regard to pain on the

affected side.

Dr. Si'iLLKu, in closing: In my paper on occlusion of the jiosterior inferior

cerebellar artery, I referred to the occurrence of pain.
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The literature cm spinal luniors has heen enriched hy the recent

American contributions of Elsherj^ and Stookey, Frazier and Spiller,

Abrahanison and Grossman, and by Adson. Refinements in diagnostic

])rocedures and recognition of unusual clinical ])ictures have greatlv

aided dia.i^nosis. 'llie ])<-uicity of sensory symptoms, for exam])le, in

tumors situated on the anterior and anterolateral aspects of the cord

has lately been emphasized. The case to be rejiorted is one of spinal

tumor in such location, but has the additional interest of presenting a

fle.xion paraplegia, an unusual i)icture in spinal tumors. In a series of

si.xteen personal cases of verified spinal tumors aft^ecting the cord the

writer has met with but tliis one example.

A critical discussion and extensive review of the subject, with full

literature references, will be found in the recent article of Babinski.'

To Babinski belongs the credit of shar])]y differentiating the svmj)-

tomatology of this form of paraplegia, spasmodic flexion paraplegia

—

"type cutaneo-reflex"—from the spastic extension ])araplegia
—

"tyjie

tendino-reflex." It differs from the latter type in the contraction and

often contracture of the limb segments in fie.xion, in the high grade

of paresis, the activity of the defense movements, and particularly in

the behavior of the reflexes—the tendon reflexes are normal, reduced,

or even absent ; the Babinski sign is usually present. The lessened

activity of the tendon reflexes is found in a state of general anesthesia

and is therefore not masked by increase of muscular tonus.

The pathologic conditions that most freciuently give rise to this

condition are said by Babinski to l)e diituse spinal sclerosis, compression

of the cord or Itulb by a tumor or pachymeningitis, and bilateral

lesions of the cerel)ral hemis])heres. The mechanism is vet but

* Read before the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the American Xeuro-
logical Association, Boston, June 1, 1923.

1. Babinski, John: Reflexes de defense, Rev. ncurol. 38:1049 (Aug.) 1922.
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imperfectly understood. Anatomically, secondary degeneration of the

pyramidal tracts is either absent or slight (Babinski). It is suggested

that spinal irritation may play a role. There appears to be confusion

in the identification of the syndrome of flexion paraplegia described

res])ectively by French and English writers. To the latter, the con-

dition under discussion is also evidenced by reflex movements with a

divided cord and is not limited to a rigidity and contracture in flexion.

It denotes a liberation of the cord from the influence of the higher

centers. The difference is one of degree. In addition to Babinski,

Walshe and Riddock particularly have discussed this question, as have

Marie and Foix. The last word has not been said on the subject as

well as on the subject of reflex cord action in general.

REPORT OF CASE

Clinical History.—A. R., a housewife, aged 55, a native of Guatemala, had

complained of rheumatism and stifTness of laoth lower extremities beginning

several months before November, 1919. At that time, evidently suspecting

spinal cord disease, her attending physician obtained the cerebrospinal tluid.

which showed an increase in globulins, a leukocyte cell count of 7. but a

negative Wassermann reaction. The general blood picture was negative, show-

ing no leukocytosis nor evidence of anemia.

The patient first came under the observation of the writer on April 23,

1920, referred by Dr. E. M. Aldana of San Francisco. The paresis of the

lower extremities had progressed in the interval to a condition of marked

paralysis. There was complaint of numbness and some weakness in the hands,

aind when closely questioned it was determined that the so-called "rheumatism"

in the lower extremities was more numbness than true pain. Xo history of

root pain or girdle sensation was oljtained. The patient spoke no Hiiglish

and was communicated with through an interpreter. She was often irritable

and emotional, and the examination was made difticult and complicated in all

tests which demanded intelligent cooperation.

Difficulty was experienced in starting the flow of urine six weeks previously ;

then followed occasional incontinence of urine and feces, which progressed to

marked urinary incontinence and obstinate constipation. From the onset there

was great muscle tenderness in the lower limbs on pressure. Nothing of

importance was obtained from inquir\ into the hereditary, familial, or past

history of the patient. Trauma to tlie spine, and hereditary or familial history

of tumor were denied.

Physical Examination.—The patient, a well nourished woman in apparently

good general condition, was confined to l)ed by her paralysis. The pulse was

rapid at times—as high as 100 per minute. Slie was repeatedly examined prior

to her operation on June 23rd. The cranial nerves showed no noteworthy

changes. The hands showed a biliiteral atropiiy of the dorsal interossei and

hypothenar muscles, more marked in the left hand. The hand-grips registered

10 kg. on each side. A slight hyperestliesia was found on the ulnar side of

the right uiiper extremity, and a sliglit hypoesthesia on the corresponding side

of the left upi)er extremity. The upper tendon reflexes showed no note-

worthy changes. There were no vasomotor, trophic o; tonus changes in the

upper extremities, nor were tliere abnormal postures
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Motor I'luiKiiiuiia. 'I"1k- ])atiiiit lay with tlir lliinhs flc-X(.<l dii the ahilomcn

formin^j an aiiKle of ai)oiit 1.35 dcyrccs ; the Ic^s were flexed on the thighs

at approximately 9() decrees. The lower extremities were pressed together hy

contraction of the adductors hut could he forcihly separated. The muscular

tonus of the fle.xors was notahly increased. The thighs could he passively

extended further on the pelvis, Imt the legs were i)ractically fixed at the knees.

There was hut slight, if any, active motion possihle in any segment of the

extremities owing to the spastic contracture of the flexors and adductors.

The i)atellar and ankle jerks were markedly hy])oactive, hut varied in intensity

in the different examinations. Of the skin reflexes, the Bahinski sign was

positive at first, hut in the last examination made hefore operation it was

negative. The Oppenheim, Mendel-Bechtcrew, Schaefer and Rosselimo signs

were constantly negative. The ahdominal reflexes were al)scnt. Keflex move-

ments of defense were constantly present on stimulation of both plantar and

dorsal aspects of the foot. These were not very active, not of wide range,

nor sustained. There was no clonus of the foot or patella.

Fig. 1.—Flexion jiaraplegia.

Sensory Phenomena.— Light touch witli cotton hl:er was practically intact.

Temperature was recognized as such below the segmental skin level of the

second dorsal root, but hot and cold were confused. Pain tested by pin-prick

was also disturbed below the second dorsal level and was either absent or

greatly lessened. Deep sensation was apparently not disturbed for deep

pressure, toe positions, vibration sense, localization or determination of com-

pass points. Tenderness on percussion over the vertel ra prominen? was

constant.

Laboratory Findings.

—

.\ lumbar puncture was performed on May 5. The

pressure of the fluid was 60 mm. The fluid was of a striking yellow color;

9 c.c. were withdrawn and replaced by 7 syringefuls of air (ordinary hypo-

dermic syringe). Subsequent roentgenograms of the spine failed to demonstrate

any demarcation level due to l)lock. Previous complete roentgen-ray e.xamina-

tion of the spine had failed to reveal any pathology. The analysis of the

cerebrospinal fluid showed 3 leukocytes per cubic millimeter, and a marked

globulin reaction. The Wassermann reaction w-as negative in the fluid as well

as in the blood. The routine laboratory work on the blood and urine was

negative.
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A diagnosis having been made of a tumor compressing the cord in the

lower cervical region, an operation was advised. This was performed 1)y Dr.

Philip K. Gilman, June Zi, 1920.

Operation.—The laminae of the fifth, sixth and seventh cervical vertebrae

were removed. Pulsation of the dura was al)sent below the level of the fifth

cervical body. On opening the dura a purplish-brown tumor was seen lying

to the right and in front of the cervical cord and extending from about the

middle of the fifth lamina downward to a little beyond the seventh lamina.

This tumor measured appro.ximately five centimeters in length by more than

one centimeter in diameter, encroached on the spinal canal more than one-

half its diameter, and compressed the cord in this region quite firmly toward

the left. Toward the lower pole of this cylindrical mass the posterior roots

of apparently the first dorsal nerve crossed the tumor; the posterior roots of

Fif -The tumor cxj^osed.

the segment above crossed the lumur toward its upper rounded end. The
tumor was held rather firmly in place first, by a fairly dense attachment

to the inner surface of the dura opposite the lamina of the si.xth cervical

vertebra, and secondly, by a thin almost transparent tough membrane which
was probably the distorted dentate ligament. After elevating the posterior

branches that coursed across the tumor, the enucleation of the growth was
begun at the lower pole, but it was necessary to cut the transparent structure

identified as the dentate ligament and carefully to separate the growth from
the dura before the lower half of the tumor could be raised from its bed.

The upper pole was approached in the same way and after retracting upward
the nerve fibers which coursed across it, the tumor was delivered. On elevat-

ing the tumor at this stage a second large lobe was brought to view extending
around to the front of the cord. .A-fter retracting the cord itself towards the

left and using a blunt dissector apparently the entire tumor was delivered and
removed in one niece.
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Fig. 3.— Dural endutheliuiiia ineasuriiig 4.75 cm. in length.

Fig. 4.—Four muntlis after removal of tumor; patient able to stand and

walk with assistance.
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Pathologic Examination of Tumor (Dr. F. E. Blaisdell).—The specimen con-

sisted of a mass of tissue measuring 4.75 cm. in length, 1 cm. in width and

a little less in thickness. It was elongately oblong in form, and more or less

irregular on the surface from slight lobulation. It was rather soft in con-

sistency and gritty when rubbed between the fingers (psammoma) ; the color

was reddish gray. The form may also be said to have been flattened. Micro-

scopic examination of paraffin sections revealed many concentric masses of

cells and numerous calcareous granules. Many of the whorls showed hyaline

degeneration of the collagen. The tumor cells were rather large, with large

oval nucleus without much chromatin; those caught on edge in the section

appeared flat; many of them were arranged concentrically in groups, with or

without collagen fibrils between them. There was a very moderate amount of

stroma, with many small blood vessels. The calcareous granules showed a

concentric lamellar structure—lines of growth from calcification of the hyaline

substance. Type of cell: endothelium. Diagnosis: Endothelioma, dural.

Postoperative Course.—After the operation there was a period of mental

confusion which began to clear on July 9. The position and function of the

legs on this date were approximately the same as before operation, with the

exception that the left leg could be passively extended on the thigh, whereas

the right knee seemed fixed by contracture. As this condition had not amelio-

rated, on August 10, an examination under anesthesia was made by Dr. Oilman

who found by gentle extension that the left leg could be extended to w'thin

25 degrees of full extension, and the right somewhat less. Both legs were

straightened out, the right with some difficulty because of fairly dense adhe-

sions in the joint and about it. Both extremities were put in plaster casts.

The patient was treated by mechanotherapy and physiotherapy until October

14, prior to her departure for home. She had been fitted with braces and with

these could stand and walk with assistance. Voluntary motion was returning

in the left lower extremity, but was much retarded in the right, due to flexor

and adductor spasm. Sphincter control was regained and sensation was

returning. The inferior tendon reflexes had become fairly active and the

Babinski reflex was definitely elicited on lioth sides.

Xo definite conclusions can be drawn as to the mechanism of the

flexion paraplegia which occurred in this case. The location, localization

and extent of the tumor may one or all have been factors in its pro-

duction. The fact that slight, if any. changes have been observed

in the pyramidal tracts in similar cases, might suggest that the location

of the tumor in front of the dentate ligament may have spared the

lateral jnramidal tracts from degeneration, but may have involved

the extrapyramidal long fiber tracts, namely, the vestibulospinal and

tectos])inal tracts, which descend in the anterior white matter of the

cord l)etween the anterior horn and the periphery.

DISCUSSION

Dr. R.\ms.\v Hl'XT, New York: The distinction which Dr. Schaller tries

to draw is good and a step in the right direction. We know that a lesion of

the internal caiisule produces a certain type of hemiplegia, with a corresponding
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type (»f contracture; that a lesion of tlie cori»us striatum (or of tlie pallidal

system) produces a unilateral liemipleKia <•> the paralysis agitans type, with

its corresponding rigidity.

Ill practice, hemiplegia is usually a combination of these two factors. In

other words, as I have termed it, it is a i)allidopyramidal type of hemiplegia

and the curious dissimilarities and the different degrees of rigidity and deformity

in hemiplegic disturbance corresi)ond to different degrees of involvement ot

these two mechanisms, the paleokinetic and the neokinetic, or as Dr. Wilson

has termed them, the old and the new motor pathways.

Dr. Schaller is attacking this i)rol)lem from the spinal cord. I believe tiiat

a lesion of the p>TamidaI tract alone, as we see it in primary spastic para-

plegia, produces a paraplegia of extension, and that the paraplegia of flexion

follows a more general compression of the spinal cord. Whether or no he

is correct in the assumption that it is due to involvement of the extra-

pyramidal tracts alone, I think is an interesting question.

Dr. Ch.\rlks Elsbkro, New \'ork : We have seen a number of patients

with spinal cord tumors with paraplegia of the flexion type. The tumors have

been on the ventral or ventrolateral aspect of the cord, if they were intradural.

Quite frequently we have seen the flexion type with extradural tumors which

are, of course, very fretiuent on the anterior aspect, or mostly on the anterior

aspect. But we have seen paraplegia in flexion most often in the last stages

of spinal compression. The last stage of spinal compression is usually para-

plegia of the flexion type. I do not think that freedom from degeneration in

the spinal system, such as described by Dr. Schaller, would be sufficient to

explain this paraplegia in flexion.

9()9 Hyde Street.



A STUDY OF BLADDER AXD RECTAL DISTUR-
BANCES IN SPINAL CORD TUMORS*

BYROxX STOOKEY, A.M., M.D.

NEW YORK

While reviewing this series of spinal cord tumors a few years ago

with Dr. Elsberg, we were surprised to find that bladder and rectal dis-

turbances were relatively late in their appearance; not infrequently

occurring only a few days or weeks before operation. In this study

an effort is made to determine if bladder or rectal disturbances are more

common in any one group of spinal cord tumors, such as intramedullary,

extramedullary or extradural tumors, etc., and if in any of these

groups the time occurrence of bladder or rectal disturbances differs.

Chart 1 shows the relative frequency of bladder and rectal distur-

bances in the various groups of spinal cord tumors. It will be seen

that bladder and rectal disturbances occur in 41 per cent, of the cases

in intramedullary tumors, 78 per cent, in extradural, 80 per cent, in

extramedullary and 83 per cent, in tumors of the conus and cauda

equina. Thus bladder and rectal disturbances are twice as frequent

in extramedullar}-, extradural and tumors of the conus and cauda equina

as in intramedullary growths.

The relative frequency of each type of bladder and rectal distur-

bances is shown in Table 1 :

Table 1.

—

Relative Frequency of Bladder and Rectal Disturbances

Extra- Intra- Extra- Conus and
medullary, medullary, dural, Cauda, Average
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage

Relative frequency of bladder
incontinence 45 25 42 66 46.5

Relative frequency of dysuria.. 11 16 35 16 19.5
Relative frequency of rectal in-

continence 31 8 7 16 15.5
Relative frequency of obstinate
constipation 24 40 49 48 42.5

Bladder incontinence thus occurred most frequently in tumors of

the conus and cauda. It was nearly twice as frequent in extramedullary

and extradural tumors (45 per cent.) as in intramedullary tumors (25

per cent.). Rectal incontinence, on the other hand, occurred twice as

frequently in extramedullary as in tumors of the conus and cauda, and
four times as frequently as in intramedullary or extradural tumors.

Dysuria occurred in about the same frec[uencv in all groups with the

exception of extradural tumors, in which dysuria occurred more than

twice as frequently. Obstinate constipation was a rather common com-

* Read by title before the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the .American

Neurological Association, Boston. Tune 1, 1923.
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1. iMKAMUOlXLMiV SriNAt O'KD Tl Ml'KS

T"Ul nunilicr M entr^

Lil.iililcr inioniimncr

Irgciu)

I^c^.t.^l incontinciue

(. )b>tiiiaic coiisli|>ation

Tdial luiiiilier of r.i>c« >liiiwmg bb'Mcr i\s-

liirbaiKCs or fecial or loth

11. Extra M EDI LLvpY Spinal Omu Ti mors

Tol.il number of ca-<-

Bladder iiicuntincnL'e

Dvsiiria

L'rgeiKv

I iljslinale cnnslipalion . .

Rectal incontinence

Total number of ca>es showing blailder dis

turbancei or rectal or IxJth

HI LXTK.\T11.RAL SpI.SVL O KD TtMliKS.

To;al nunilwr of ca^e^^

B'adder incontinence '•

Dysuria 5

Obstinate constipation .

.

"

Rectal incontinence 1

Total number of ca-^es showing bladder dis-

turbances or rectal or both

I\'. Tumors of Conls aso Cauda Equina.

12Total number of cases

Bladder incontinence .8

Dysuria 2

Obstinate constipation 6

Rectal incontinence 2

Total number of cases showing bladder dis-

turbances or rectal or both

Ver
cent.

Chart 1.—Relative Frequency of Bladder and Rectal Disturbances.
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plaint in all, occurring with about the same relative frequency. It is a

sign of little value, since it is often difficult to differentiate the rather

habitual marked constipation of which many of the patients complained

from the obstinate constipation due to a spinal cord neoplasm.

In order to determine the average time in the disease at which blad-

der or rectal symptoms appeared, the period from the presenting

symptom to operation was taken as 100 ; the time at which bladder

or rectal signs appeared was figured accordingly, and expressed in

terms of percentage of time duration. In all but two of the cases in

the entire series, bladder and rectal symptoms did not appear until well

into the latter half of the course of the disease. In these two excep-

tion^, bladder and rectal signs were present at the onset and appeared

as the presenting symptom. More will be said of these cases later.

Bladder incontinence and rectal incontinence occurred earliest in

conus and cauda equina tumors, when approximately 60 per cent, of

Table 2.

—

Average Time Duration of Disease from Presenting Symptom to

Appearance of Bladder Incontinence

Extra- Intra- Extra- Conus and
medullary, medullary, dural, Cauda, Average
Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage Percentage

From presenting symptom to
appearance of bladder incon-
tinence 74 85 68 57 76

From presenting symptom to
appearance of rectal inconti-
nence 68 80 94 63 76

From presenting symptom to
apr>carance of obstinate con-
stipation 78 87 72 52 72

the time duration of the disease had passed. Extramedullary tumors

were next to show vesical and sphincter disturbances, with intra-

medullary and extradural tumors showing these signs extremely late.

Particularly in the latter, vesical incontinence did not occur until more
than 90 per cent, of the time duration of the disease had passed. The
figures are indicated in Chart 2 and are summarized in Table 2.

It was thought that probably there might be some relationship

between tumors situated at various segmental levels and the appear-

ance of sphincteric disturbances. The segmental distribution of the

various tumors in intramedullary, extramedullary and extradural groups
may be seen in the accompanying illustration. Unfortunately, tumors
of the conus and cauda do not permit an accurate localization at oj^era-

tion, since many nerve roots are involved and identification of

the individual roots is often impossible.

The tumors which gave rise to bladder or rectal disturbances are

indicated by straight lines, while those in which such disturbances did

not occur are represented by broken lines.

Sphincteric disturbances were found in a great variety of tumor
distribution, and did not seem to show any particular relationship to
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I. Ti'MORs or CoNUS ANc Caltja Eouika.

Per
cent.

Bladder incontinence 57

Dysuria 96

Obstinate constipation 52

Rectal incontinence 63

Combined bladder or rectal or both 67

II. ExTSAMEDtLLABY SPISAL CoRD TuMORS.

Bladder incontinence 74

Dvsuria 81

Frequency' 76

f ibstinate constipation 78

Kectal incontinence 63

Combined bladder or rectal or both 75

III. I.NTRAMEDILLARV SpINAL CorD TvMORS.

Bladder incontinence 85

Urgency 80

Obstinate constipation 87

Rectal incontinence 80

Combined bladder or rectal or both 83

IV. Extradural Spinal Cord Tumors

Bladder incontinence

Dysuria

Obstinate constipation

Rectal incontinence

Combined bladder or rectal or both.

Chart 2.—Average time duration of disease from presenting symptom to

appearance of bladder and rectal disturbances.
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the segmental level involved. Of tumors at the same segmental level,

some gave rise to sphincteric disturbances and others did not. For
example, this was true in such widely separated regions as the fifth

and sixth, and eleventh and twelfth thoracic segments in extramedullary

Segmental distriljution of spinal cord tumors: A, intramedullary; B, extra-
medullary; and C, extradural. Bladder or rectal disturbances were present in

all except those indicated by dotted lines. It was impossible to figure accurately
the segmental level of tumors of the conus and cauda equina, hence these are not
illustrated.

tumors, or in the fifth to eighth cervical segments in intramedullary
growths. This would seem to indicate that there is no particular seg-

ment which is especially concerned with sphincter control either of the
afferent or efferent arc.
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KKLATION OK ST 1 1 1 NC TKklC DISTlRnANCE TO I'RESSUKK ON

THE WHITE COLUMNS OF THE SPINAL CORD

Since, at the levels concerned in this series, sphincter disturbances

appeared tt) be indejjendent of sej,miental distribution, with the excep-

tion of tumors of the conus and cauda. it was considered possible that

tumors situated ventral or dorsal or lateral to the spinal cord might

give rise to bladder or rectal disturbances by reason of their pressure

on the ventral, dorsal or lateral columns in particular. From this

viewpoint, only the extrameduUary and extradural tumors could be

studied, since the precise position and liinits of an intramedullary

glioma could rarely be determined.

Table 3.

—

ExtrameduUary Spinal Cord Tumors

A. Relation of Tumors to Spinal Cord
/. ^—

^

Position No. of Cases Percentage*

Ventral 11 26 1

[Ventral and ventrolateral tumors, Z3 per cent.

Ventrolateral 3 7 J

Dorsal 22 52 1

[Dorsal and dorsolateral tumors, 59 per cent.

Dorsolateral 3 V J

Lateral 3 7

B. Relation of Tumors to Spinal Cord and Appearance of Bladder and Rectal Disturbances
. A_ . ,

Bladder Rectal
Incontinence Dysuria Frequency Incontinence Constipation

,
«

> ,
•

, .

'
> ,

'
, ,

'
V

No. Per- No. Per- No. Per- No. Per- No. Per-

ot cent- of cent- of cent- of cent- of cent-

Position Cases age* Cases age* Cases age* Cases age* Cases age*

Ventral 5 27 2 40 1 11 4 33 3 '30

Ventrolateral 2 11 1 11

Dorsal 7382406665 41 550
Dorsolateral 3 16 2 16 1 10

Lateral 1 5.5 1 20 1 11 1 8.3 1 10

Summary: 38 per cent, of bladder incontinence occurred in ventral and ventrolateral tumors
55 per cent, of bladder incontinence occurred in dorsal and dorsolateral tumors.
22 per cent, of rectal incontinence occurred in ventral and ventrolateral tumors.
38 per cent, of rectal incontinence occurred in dorsal and dorsolateral tumors.

* Total number of each group (bladder incontinence, etc.) is taken as a unit and
percentages are flgiired accordingly.

For purpose of diagnosis and description, tumors in this series

have been classified by Dr. Elsberg as ventral, ventrolateral, lateral,

dorsolateral and dorsal. Ventral tumors lie between the two ventral

roots, dorsal tumors tetween the two dorsal roots and lateral tumors

between the ventral and dorsal roots. Those in front of the dentate

ligaments are called ventrolateral and those behind the dentate ligaments

are classified as dorsolateral..

It will be seen from a study of Tables 3 and 4 that approximately

60 per cent, of all extrameduUary tumors are dorsal and dorsolateral,

and 36 per cent, ventral and ventrolateral, and that approximately the

same proportions are maintained in regard to the frequency with which

bladder and rectal incontinence were found.
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As regards extradural tumors, the condition was quite the reverse

—

there being three times as many ventral and ventrolateral tumors as

dorsal and dorsolateral tumors. In this group it is interesting to note

that in 100 per cent, of the cases showing bladder or rectal incontinence

the tumor was ventrally situated, while in 60 per cent, of those show-

ing dysuria it was dorsally placed. It is possible that this is a

coincidence, since this relationship of the ventral columns to inconti-

nence was not confirmed by a study of the extramedullary tumors. Had

there been any particular significance in pressure on the ventral col-

umns as a cause of vesical or rectal disturbances, this relationship

would have been found to be constant throughout the series. But this

was not true.

Tablp 4.

—

Extradural Spinal Cord Tumors

A. Relation of Tumor to Spinal .Cord

Position No. of Cases Percentage

Ventral V

I^Ventral and ventrolateral tumors, 63 per cent.

Ventrolateral 2

49 1

Dorsal 3 14
)-Dorsal and dorsolateral tumors, 21 per cent.

Dorsolateral 1 7.1

Lateral 2 14

B. Relation of Tumor to Spinal Cord and Appearance of Bladder and Rectal Disturbances

Bladder Rectal
Incontinence Dysuria Incontinence Constipation

Xo. of Per- No. of Per- No. of Per- . No. of Per-
Position Cases centage* Cases centage* Cases centage' Cases centage*

Ventral 5 83 1 20 1 100 5 83
Ventrolateral '.. 1 17 1 17
Dorsal 02400 00
Dorsolateral 0120 00
Lateral 0120 00
Summary: 100 per cent, of incontinence occurred in ventral or ventrolateral tumors.

100 per cent, of cases showing rectal incontinence occurred in ventral tumors.
lOO per cent, of cases showing obstinate constipation occurred in ventral or

ventrolateral tumors.
60 per cent, of cases showing dysuria occurred in dorsal or dorsolateral tumors.

* Total number of each group (bladder incontinence, etc.) is taken as a unit and
percentages are figured accordingly.

RELATION OF SPIIINCTERIC DISTURBANCES TO VARIETY OF TUMCR

In studying the tumor varieties in their relation to the occurrence

of sphincter disturbances, it was considered that the size and consistency

of the various neoplasms concerned might be important. From this

standpoint, the extramedullary intradural tumors form an interesting

contrast to the extradural group.

The extramedullary intradural tumors were, in the order of their

frequency, endothelioma, fibroma, neurofibroma and sarcoma. Other

varieties occurred so infrequently as not to permit of deductions being

drawn.
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The average size of the endothelioma, fibroma and neurofibroma was

verv nearly the same, endothelioma averaging 3 x 2 cm., fibroma

Z.i X 1.3 cm., and neurofibroma 2.3 x 1.3 cm.

Bladder and rectal incontinence occurred comparatively earl\ in

the endotheliomas and sarcomas (approximately 60 per cent.j, and

late in fibromas and neurofibromas (80 ])er cent.).

Table 5.

—

Extra medullary Spinal Cord Tumors

A. Tiinior Varieties and Their Relation to Bladder Incontinence

Variety

Fibroma

Neurofibroma..

Endothelioma.

Sarcoma

Consistency

Firm
Soft
Firm

Firm
Firm
Soft

Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Hard
Soft
Soft

3 X
2% X
2 X

2% X
2% X
2 X

3 X
2% X
5 X
2 X
3 X
3 X

1

1

1

1%

1

Percentage*
Time Duration

74

66
80

ffl

86

.\verHge size, C'/^ x 1

.Average percentage
time, V3

Average size, 2.3 x 1.3

Average percentage
time, 84

1%
iv;.
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to early signs, even though soft, due to their very large size, being on

the average more than twice as large as the fibromas or endotheliomas.

Thus it would seem that in extramedullary tumors the spinal cord

shows evidence of compression and disturbances in its conduction paths

early in small, hard tumors, and also in soft tumors when they have

attained large size. In sarcomas a large size is reached rather early.

The relations with sphincteric disturbance are given in Table 5.

Among the extradural tumors, tabulated in Table 6, the sarcomas

predominate. They are soft and attain relatively large size, averaging

6x2 cm. Their presence is well borne by the spinal cord, and blad-

der and rectal disturbances occur extremely late, 90 per cent, of the

disease duration having passed before such symptoms appear. Cer-

Table 6.

—

Extradural Spuial Cord Tumors

A. Tumor Varieties and Their Relation to Bladder Incontinence
,_ •

^

Percentage
Variety Consistency Size Time Duration

Fibroma Hard — 72
Endothelioma Hard — 92

f Soft 9x2 85
Sarcoma { Soft 4x2 94

i Soft Large 90
Tuberculoma Soft iVz x li^ 92

B. Tumor Varieties and Their Relation to Rectal Incontinence
/"" —

'
•*

^

Sarcoma Soft 4x2 94

C. Tumor Varieties and Their Relation to Dysuria

Fibrosarcoma \ Firm 4x1 96

\ Soft 4% X 1^ Onset
Sarcoma Soft 3x— 78
Chondroma Hard 3x1 67
Angioma Hard 5 x 114 84

tain mechanical factors may be responsible for the latter. The sar-

comas tend to spread along the length of the vertebral canal and fre-

quently obtain additional space by causing pressure atrophy of the

bone. The diameter of the vertebral canal in these cases is often

remarkably increased. The dura with the cerebrospinal fluid, which

forms an inelastic water bed beneath it, offers greater resistance to

pressure and perhaps accounts for the early vague character of the

symptoms and the late appearance of bladder and rectal disturbances

in extradural tumors.

That the consistency of the tumor has much to do with the appear-

ance of the symptoms, is shown by the fact that a chondroma, which is

an extremely hard tumor, gave rise to sphincteric disturbances very

early as compared with the other tumors in this extradural group.

Since bladder and rectal disturbances occur relatively early in those

tumors which cause the most marked pressure effects on the spinal cord,
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and since bladder and rectal disturbances usually appear extremely late,

it was thought that bladder and rectal symptoms would not be found

unless they were associated with marked signs of interruption of cord

conductivity, either afferent or efferent. This aspect is considered in

the following:

RELATION OF BLADDER AND RECTAL INCONTINENCE TO SENSORY

CHANGES

(A). Intramedullary Tumors.—In each of the cases with bladder

and rectal incontinence, marked sensory changes wer6 present, amount-

ing nearly to complete anesthesia and analgesia. Marked sensory

changes were present in two cases without bladder or rectal distur-

bances. In one of these, the sacral dermatomes were uninvolved ; and

in the other, the main sensory changes were unilateral. Thus certain

dermatomes were unaffected, an indication that conductivity of some

afferent impulses within the cord—sufficient at least to maintain blad-

der and rectal function as well as to supply certain somatic areas—was

still possible.

(B). Extradural Tumors.—In all the cases of this series in which

bladder or rectal incontinence occurred, marked sensory changes were

present, and in no case were marked sensory changes present without

some bladder symptoms (frequently dysuria or retention). Dysuria

occurred four times. In two of the cases the sensory signs were

marked, and in two they were moderate, showing that if e\en restricted

afferent impulses are possible, bladder incontinence does not appear.

(C). Extramedullary Tumors.—Bladder incontinence occurred in

this series nineteen times. In all but two cases, marked sensory changes

were present. In one case occasional incontinence with dysuria was

present, yet no sensory changes were made out. However, immediately

after lumbar puncture, incontinence occurred and marked level sensory

changes were then found. The tumor was a typical lipoma, laterally

placed, and at the level of the third thoracic segment. In another case

moderate sensory changes were present, and incontinence occurred only

when the patient was recumbent. When the patient was up and about

he had full control of his bladder. The tumor, in this patient, was a

firm endothelioma lying ventral to the tenth to twelfth thoracic segments.

It is possible that when the patient was recumbent the tumor was so

placed as to cause greater pressure on the cord than when standing.

With these two exceptions in no case in this series did bladder or

rectal incontinence occur unless marked sensory changes were present.

However, the converse was not true, since in one case marked somatic

sensory changes were present without bladder or rectal signs.
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RELATION OF BLADDER INCONTINENCE TO MOTOR CHANGES

(A) Intramedullary Tumors.—In two of the three cases of this

group in which incontinence occurred marked senson,' changes and

marked motor changes were present, in one marked motor alone. Yet,

in other intramedullary cases, marked motor changes without marked

sensory signs were present, but no disturbances of any kind in bladder

or rectal functions were found.

(B) Extradural Tumors.—Marked paralysis with only moderate

sensory changes was present in two of the extradural group, yet neither

bladder nor rectal symptoms were manifested.

(C) Extraniedullary Tumors.—Bladder incontinence occurred in

this series nineteen times. In fifteen of them, marked motor changes

were present; in three only moderate motor changes with marked

sensory signs; while in another no motor changes were present. Thus

in four cases, incontinence occurred with only moderate motor changes

or no motor changes at all, while in one case marked motor changes

were present without bladder or rectal incontinence.

Rectal incontinence, with only moderate motor involvement, but

with marked sensory changes, occurred in two cases. Thus there

seems to be little relation between the extent of the motor involve-

ment and the bladder and rectal disturbances—certainly not as definite

a relation as is observed between bladder and rectal incontinence on

the one hand, and sensory changes on the other.

Thus in the majority of cases the pressure of a tumor sufficient to

disturb the somatic afferent impulses through the spinal cord will pro-

foundly interfere with the passage of visceral impulses. However, in

certain cases of this group neither the somatic motor nor somatic

sensory were sufficiently involved to account in themselves for the

occurrence of bladder or rectal incontinence. If it could be shown that

the visceral afferent pathway within the spinal cord is separate from

the somatic afferent pathway, such instances may be understood. In

fishes, the primitive pain pathway consists of a number of short neurons

with numerous synapses in the gray matter ; the long neuron, spino-

thalamic tracts are more recent acquisitions. Karpus and Kreidl ^ have

shown that pain stimuli are transmitted even after section of both

halves of the cat's cord at dift'erent levels
;
probably by a similar

pathway of short relays.

Davis 2 found that visceral afferent impulses producing pressor

reflexes do not ascend by the same pathway as those conducting the

somatic afferent impulses giving rise to the same reflex, Init that the

1. Karpus and Kreidl: Pfliiger's Arch. 158:275, 1914.

2. Davis: Am. J. Physiol. 59:321, 1922.
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visceral aricrcnl ini])ul^es were carried by relays of short sjjinal neurons

with synapses in the gray matter.

If afferent visceral impulses thus have tiieir separate i)athway, it

is possible to explain those cases in which bladder or rectal dis-

turbances occurred without 'corresponding somatic afferent or efferent

disturbances. Furthermore, since the visceral afferent path is one of

short relays with numerous synapses at various levels in the gray

matter, it may not be involved until a relatively late period, after other

pathways have been markedly compressed. A pathway of short

neurons and numerous relays in the gray matter is more resistant, and

its conductivity is less apt to be interrupted, until after the greater

part of long neuron conductivity has been severely compressed.

Of the various modalities of sensation the earliest to return, follow-

ing the removal of a spinal cord neoplasm, are the visceral sensibilities

as indicated by a consciousness of bladder fulness and the presence of

an impulse to evacuate the bowels. In many instances the visceral

impulses are the first to return, preceding those of pain and temper-

ature, touch or vibration, etc. It is not infrequent to find that the

return of visceral sensations has taken place within a few days after

operation.

CONCLUSIONS

1. Bladder and rectal symptoms in spinal cord tumors occur twice

as frequently in extramedullary, extradural and conus and cauda

equina tumors as in intramedullary tumors.

2. Bladder and rectal symptoms do not take place until relatively

late in the course of the disease, being earlier in tumors of the conus

and Cauda and extremely late in extramedullary, intramedullary and

extradural tumors, in the order named.

3. In this series no particular incidence relation to any given seg-

mental level above the twelfth thoracic segment could be determined.

4. No special significance was found in the relation of the appear-

ance of bladder and rectal signs to the location of the tumor on the

ventral, dorsal or lateral columns of the spinal cord, though a closer

relation to the ventral aspect is suggested.

5. Bladder and rectal signs occurred irrespective of the patholog)'

of the various tumors; but hard tumors, though small, gave rise to

signs earlier than did softer tumors which were larger. When relatively

very large, even though soft, bladder and rectal signs occurred earlier.

This was particularly true of sarcomas.

6. When bladder or rectal incontinence occurred, marked sensory

changes were present in the majority of cases of this series.
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There seemed to be less relationship between bladder and rectal

incontinence and the presence of marked motor changes than between

bladder and rectal incontinence and sensory changes.

7. From the clinical side there is evidence to point to a visceral

afferent pathway within the spinal cord distinct from the somatic

afferent path.

8. The resistance of the visceral aff'erent pathway to pressure and

its prompt return to function when pressure is relieved, suggest from

a clinical standpoint, that it is a short neuron pathway with numerous

synapses.

9. Usually bladder and rectal disturbances are the earliest functions

to return after removal of a spinal cord neoplasm—preceding the long

neuron paths of vibratory, muscle, joint, tendon, pain and temperature

sensations. Thus the short neuron visceral afferent path with its

numerous synapses regains its conductivity earlier.
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Visual hallucinatory phenomena in cases of definitely authenticated

organic disease of the brain were recorded as early as 1879 when

Westphal ^ cited such an instance and gave the clinical and necropsy

findings. His case was in a man, aged 42, who suffered from focal

epilepsy involving the left side. Before death he had developed a left

hemiplegia and left homonymous hemianopia. His hallucinations con-

sisted in seeing not only bright colors before his eyes, but on one occa-

sion the appearance of "a sword hovering over his head, about to drop

on him." At this time "he stared up at the ceiling as if he saw some-

thing horrible there." Postmortem, there was found "atrophy and

softening of the posterior half of the right hemisphere."

Since this early reference, numerous instances not only of color

phenomena, but also of the apparent seeing of figures and objects by

patients who later were shown to have had tumors or other organic

brain lesions have been reported. It was not until 1886, however, that

an instance was published of a patient who had visual hallucinations

projected in a single lateral direction, corresponding with an homony-

mous hemianopia toward the same side. In this year Seguin - recorded

such an observation, and although the lesion was not verified, the his-

tory and clinical findings leave small doubt as to the organic nature

of the process, which the author believed to be an embolus situated in

the left occipital lobe.

Seguin's case was a woman, aged 34, who "at the close of her third

confinement, just after the child was born, had a peculiar attack in

which she experienced a 'snap/ or sudden pain in the left temple, and

felt giddy. For several days afterward she had severe pain in the

head, and could not see objects to her right. At the time she first

noticed darkness to her right, there were a few simple hallucinations

(a chair, a chicken, etc.) in the dark half-fields." Commenting on this

patient, Seguin says : "A very interesting symptom not heretofore

* Read before the Forty-Ninth Annual Meeting of the American Neuro-

logical Association, Boston, June 1, 1923.

1. Westphal: Charite Ann. 6:350, 1879.

2. Seguin: J. Nerv. & Ment. Dis. 13:5, 1886.
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described (to my knowledge) occurred in one case. This consisted in

hallucinatory' images in the half field which had just become blind.

The images were few and simple, such as a chicken, a chair, etc., and

rapidly passed away. It seems to me that these hallucinations repre-

sented the irritation of the cortical visual center just previous to its

destruction, and that they are the analogues of the localized convulsions

which are now generally spoken of as indicating an irritating lesion

of the cortical motor centers. ... It is probable that further

inquiry will show that hallucinations occur not infrequently at the

outset of hemianopia."

Interesting as are these early reports, it was Henschen ^ who, in

1890, first definitely linked together the occurrence of visual hallucina-

tions projected in one lateral direction, and associated with an

homonymous hemianopia, with verified cerebral lesions found at the

postmortem examinations. Henschen described twelve cases with

visual hallucinations in which the lesion was certified either by necropsy

or by operation in all but three instances. His cases were all studied

exhaustively, both from the clinical and pathologic standpoint, and

elaborate plates illustrating the conditions found at the various

necropsies form a valuable portion of the monograph. The author

related the details of the visual hallucinations with the greatest care

and exactness, in each instance telling toward which side the figures

appeared to the patient. It was his opinion that the hallucinations of

these people were provoked by lesions irritating the occipital cortex

opposite the side toward which the visual phenomena appeared. As a

result of the pathologic findings he concluded that the causative lesions

were nearly always outside the actual calcarine area, but nevertheless

in the immediately neighboring occipital region.

In view of the more recent observations as to the site of lesions

producing hallucinations, it is possible that Henschen's correlation of

clinical and pathologic findings may be open to question in many
instances. He seemed to have been impressed with the supposition

that hallucinations of this sort must necessarily be projected toward

the opposite side from that in which the brain lesion was situated.

For this reason, as the majority of his cases had multiple lesions, he

often assumed that a rather insignificant damage in an area which he

believed should provoke hallucinations was the pathologic source of the

phenomena, despite the fact that there may have been a far larger and

more obvious involvement of the visual pathway in another location.

Of his nine authenticated cases, three showed lesions limited to the

cerebral hemisphere contralateral to the projected hallucinations (Cases

3. Henschen : Pathologie des Gehirns, Upsala : Almquist and Wiksclls,

I. II. Ill, IV, 1890, 1896, 1903, 1908.
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8, 21 and 21). In these three the visual pathway was involved at

many points in each case, including occipital lobes, optic radiation and

thalamus, and in addition there were lesions of cuneus, lenticular and

caudate nuclei and internal capsule, so it cannot be said with certainty

w^hich was the offending area. In two other cases (Cases 10 and 11;

there were large intiltratiiig gliomas, in each instance invoking the par-

ietal, temporal and occipital lobes of one hemisphere, but ilenschen

attributed the hallucinations which were toward the same side as these

lesions, to minute "pial hemorrhages" on the surfaces of the occipital

lobes of the opposite hemispheres. In another case (Case 19) there was

a tumor of the right postcentral area involving the occipital lobe, but

hallucinations toward this side were attributed to an extremely small

cyst and scar in the left occipital lobe. The remaining three cases (Cases

16, 18 and 28) showed multiple hemorrhages and softenings of both

hemispheres so that the author's inferences as to the causative lesions

must be considered as speculative. One fact, however, was clear,

namely that in all instances there was a demonstrable damage to some

part of the visual pathway between the midbrain and the calcarine

cortex.

In addition to the exhaustive work of Henschen, interest in the

localization of visual hallucinations in the occipital lobes accrued

through the writings of Reinhard * in 1886, who published three cases

with necropsies, which showed softening in the occipital areas, but the

author did not mention whether the hallucinations appeared toward one

side or the other. Further single reports are scattered throughout the

literature during the next twenty-five years. In 1890, Dejerine, Sollier

and Auscher ^ reported two cases of softening in the occipital lobes in

patients wdio had experienced visual hallucinations consisting in definite

figures of people. Also, in 1890, Wollenberg " reported that a patient

in whom he found postmortem a tumor of the right occipital lobe, had

during life a left hemianopia and hallucinations of vision. The latter

were not described. In 1906, Oppenheim and Krause " recorded visual

hallucinations in the right hemianopic field of a patient from whom a

left occipital endothelioma was subsequently removed, but gave no

details of the images that were seen.

The association of similar phenomena in connection with tumors

or other lesions of the temporal lobes has been alluded to only in rare

instances. In 1889. however, Hughlings Jackson * noted the occurrence

of distinct visual hallucinations in a patient who was later shown to

4. Reinhard: Arch. f. Psychiat. 18:240, 1887.

5. Dejerine, Sollier and Auscher: Arch, de Physiol. 2:177, 184 (Jan.) 1890.

6. Wollenberg: Arch. f. Psychiat. 21:778. 1890.

7. Oppenheim and Krause: Berl. klin. Wchnschr. 43:1616, 1906.

S.Jackson: Brain 12:358, 1889-1890.
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have harbored a tumor in her right temporal lobe. The phenomenon

was considered to be a part of her "intellectual" aura in what Jackson

termed "a particular variety of epilepsy," a condition associated with

the "dreamy states" which he first described in 1886 in connection

with temporal lobe tumors. Later Beevor ^ in commenting on Jackson's

early cases says that "these visual pictures seem to be associated more

with irritation of the higher mental centers, than with that of the visual

centers."

In his treatise on intracranial tumors in Nelson's System in 1920,

Foster Kennedy ^° gave details of a case similar to that of Jackson.

This patient's hallucination was of a woman dressed in blue who
appeared on her left side. Her tumor was in the right temporal lobe,

and she had a left homonymous hemianopia, the figure thus appearing

in her blind field. Kennedy also reported another case of this nature,^^

in 1911, in one of a series of nine verified temporal lobe tumors,

although the side on which the figure was seen was not mentioned.

Jolly ^- in 1902, and Pick ^^ in 1904, thought that visual hallucina-

tions were due to irritation of the optic tracts rather than that they

were cortical, but their ideas, although plausible, were not based on

necropsy or operative findings. Pick, however, cited three cases of

great interest, all of which had undoubted organic lesions, in all proba-

bility involving the optic tracts rather than the occipital lobes. In this

paper, referring to the work of Jolly, Pick said in part: "My aim,

however, is to prove that more complicated phenomena than elementary

light sensations as characterized by the scintillating scotoma—i. e., real

hallucinations—may be produced in the hemianopic field of vision by

localized focal or functional affections in the optic tracts. The com-

monly accepted idea, therefore, that such hallucinations are of value

for the localization of the lesion in the occipital lobe, is not correct."

The three cases which Pick reported were as follows

:

Case 1.—A man of 62 had two apoplectic seizures, the second one two weeks

after the first. After the second he noted that the right half of his visual field

in both eyes had disappeared, and was represented by a black shadow. He
had four other slight seizures, with each a faulty understanding of what was
said to him and an impulse to irrational disconnected speech. E.xamination

showed a right homonymous hemianopia, slight right facial weakness, and

slight paresis of the right arm and leg, paraphasia and paragraphia.

Hallucinations of Vision.—At one time he observed that everything on the

right side of his field of vision was a reddish color, changing to green. Later

he noticed for about half an hour, a dog walking along with him on his

9. Beevor: Lettsom Lecture, Lancet 1:343, 491 and 718, 1907.

10. Kennedy : Nelson's System of Medicine, 1920.

11. Kennedy: Arch. Int. Med. 8:317, 1911.

12. Jolly: Berl. klin. Wchnschr. 2:42, 1902.

13. Pick: Am. J. M. Sc. 127:82. 1904.
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ri)s'lit ^ick•, tlic duy api)cariiig on the si<le on whicli he was l)linfi. It looked

like a real dog, l)Ut the i)atient convinced himself that it was only a shadow.

Another time a girl with a colored shawl on her head walked on his right

side, but again he convinced himself that it was only a phantom.

Probable location of lesion : left gyrus angularis, and visual radiations.

Case 2.—A man of 56 received a head injury one year before examination.

He had numbness of the left hand and leg, pains in the left big toe, left

hemianesthesia and astereognosis, disturbance of vision toward the left, and

a left homonymous hemianopia.

Hallucinations of Vision.—In the blind half field of vision he noticed all

sorts of figures and imagined sometimes that some one was sitting next to him.

Probal)le location of lesion : posterior knee of the internal capsule, pressing

on the optic thalamus and the left geniculate body at this point.

Case 3.—Similar to Case 2 with a lesion in the same place presumaljly.

It may be said also, that the ideas of Pick and Jolly were borne out

by the report of a ca.se by de Schvveinitz ^* in 1891, in which definite

figures (chairs, tables, etc.) were seen in the left field which subse-

quently became hemianopic; at necropsy a gummatous infiltration was

found at the base pressing on the right optic tract. It also happened

that in one of the cases recorded by Dejerine, Sollier and Auscher, in

1890, there were adhesions around the left temporal lobe, as well as

softening of the left cuneus, in a patient who had shown a right

homonymous hemianopia and had experienced visual hallucinations.

Recently Gushing ^^ has referred to the frequent occurrence of hallu-

cinations of vision in temporal lobe tumors, and it is wath an elabora-

tion of the visual phenomena of these cases that this communication

proposes to deal.

In the series of 873 verified cases of brain tumor from Cushing's

clinic there have occurred seventy-two in one or other of the temporal

lobes. Of these, it has been recorded of seventeen that there occurred

visual hallucinatory phenomena of one sort or another. What we have

regarded as definite hallucinations of figures appeared in twelve of

these seventeen patients. The other five showed visual phenomena of

a less elaborate and exact character.

The typical visual hallucination is a phenomenon that is extremely

striking when elicited from a patient who has experienced the sensa-

tion. As Gushing has said in speaking of temporal lobe tumors, "it

seems to be part and parcel of the uncinate seizure," and therefore

apparently definitely bound up with those phenomena which have been

regarded as being produced by irritation of the temporal lobes. At

least, in this series, the visual phenomena were associated with uncinate

attacks or "dreamy states" in thirteen of the seventeen cases. The

14. De Schweinitz: New York M. J. 53:514, 1891.

15. Cushing: Brain 44:341, 1921.
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usual story obtained from the patient is that during the few moments

of "unreality" or "dreamy state," often while experiencing the olfac-

tory or gustatory aura, there appear to them, usually toward one side

or the other, the figures or sometimes the shadows of people, animals

or inanimate objects. These figures sometimes seem grotesque, some-

times fairly natural. Often they are diminutive or more rarely,

enlarged. In some cases the hallucination is stationary, in others it may
seem to be coming toward or going away from the patient. In one of

our cases the whole phenomenon was so repulsive that the patient

dreaded even telling about it. In nine instances the hallucinations have

appeared either in the blind half-fields or, if no hemianopia was

demonstrable, toward the side opposite the tumor, while in the others

the phenomena were not recorded to have been projected toward either

side. The twelve cases showing definite figure formation fall nat-

urally into two groups from a clinical as well as a pathologic standpoint.

GROUP I. CYSTIC GLIOMAS

In the first group there are six cases, in all of which a temporal

lobe gliomatous cyst was demonstrated either at operation or

at necropsy. Three of these patients have remained alive and well, one

for nine years, one for three years, and the other for six months since

operation. The other three have died. An an example of a typical

case in this group we may cite the following:

Case 1.^

—

Clinical History.—J. B., a schoolboy, aged 11, was referred to the

Peter Bent Brigham Hospital on Dec. 14, 1915, by Dr. N. P. Breed of Lynn,

Mass. His family and past history were unimportant. About one year before

admission he began to have pain in his eyes and through his eyeballs. This

pain was continuous and became very severe. Associated with it he had

headaches which were largely frontal. Nausea and vomiting accompanied the

headaches from the start, and he had tinnitus in the right ear at intervals

during the month previous to admission. Also during the month before admis-

sion he complained of slight blurring of vision, and diplopia for one week.

On two occasions he had experienced uncinate gyrus seizures with hallucinations

of smell.

Hallucinations of Vision.—One day during the week before admission he

described having seen the figure of a boy on the wall. "The boy had his

hands behind him and was walking." This phenomenon occurred at eight

o'clock in the evening, while the patient was reclining in a chair. He said it

was not a dream, because he had his eyes open. The figure appeared on his

left side. He also had another hallucination on the night following the first

one. It occurred in the middle of the night, and he said, although the rest

of the family were asleep, he himself was lying in bed with his eyes open.

He saw "a man dressed in white sitting by the fire, bending over to tie his

shoe." This figure also appeared on his left side. The patient was sure he

was not asleep, as he closed and opened his eyes several times, and the figrnre

was always there. While in the hospital he had still another hallucination.

On this occasion he was lying in bed, laic in the afternoon. The room was
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rather dark. He saw six childrfii sitting around a desk on the wall, and

also saw the figure of a yirl in tlie room. On asking the nurse to turn on the

light, the figures vanished.

Neurologic Examination.—Showed tlie presence of bilateral choked disk with

an elevation of from 3 to 4 diopters. Tiic left pupil was slightly Lirger than

the right, and there was a left upper quadrantal homonymous visual defect.

First Operation.—Dec. 31, 1915, Dr. Gushing performed a combined explora-

tion and decompression of the right temporal region, by turning down a bone

flap in this area. The lower temporal convolutions were somewhat flattened

and soft. A needle was introduced into the second temporal gyrus and at

a depth of 4 cm. a gliomatous cyst was encountered from which a few cubic

centimeters of typical yellow, easily clotting fiuid were evacuated. The bone

flap was then replaced.

Convalescence was uneventful. Jan. 20, 1916, he had another hallucination.

This time he saw the figure of a lady who appeared on his left side. She

was "dressed and had her hat on."

All of the patient's pre-operative discomforts were relieved, and the choked

disks receded to 1.5 diopters on each side. He was discharged Jan. 22, 1916.

The symptoms, however, recurred within a short time and he was readmitted

Feb. 14, 1916. The decompression area was bulging, and there was a beginning

weakness of the left face, arm and leg, with increased reflexes on this side.

He now had a complete left homonymous hemianopia.

Second Operation.—Feb. 22, 1916, Dr. Gushing again exposed the right

temporal region and partially removed the soft cystic glioma which was dis-

closed. He was discharged March 12, but failed rapidly and died April 11,

1916. No necropsy was obtained.

The five other cases in the series are almost exact counterparts of

the example just cited in both their neurologic and pathologic aspects.

The only case in this group which came to necropsy may be cited fully.

Case 2.

—

Clinical History.—G. J. M., an Italian laborer, aged 31, was referred

to the hospital Jan. 30, 1914, by Dr. J. W. Courtney of Boston, Mass. The

family and past history were unimportant, except for the fact that he had

fallen out of a tree when a boy and struck the back of his head. This was

apparently not a serious injury and he was up and about feeling very well

the next day. He had been in good health until three or four months before

admission, when he began to get "run down," nervous, and had a general feeling

of weakness. Five weeks before coming to the hospital he began to have

headaches, vomiting, and dizziness. At this time his vision commenced to

fail, he became much confused mentally, and staggered drunkenly in walking.

He complained also of buzzing in his right ear, and of impaired hearing in

this ear. He also described some hallucinations of smell which he had

experienced a few weeks before admission.

Hallucinations of vision.—Feb. 4, 1914, when the nurse was about to take

his temperature, he exclaimed that he had "just seen a bird in the room,

flying about a yard or two in front of him. It was a very beautiful bird,"

and he reached out his hand several times to grasp it. It remained fairly

stationary for manj- seconds in front, and slightly to his left side.

Neurologic Examination.—Examination revealed bilateral, high grade choked

disks of 6 diopters, left homonymous hemianopia, slight ataxia and dysmetria

of the upper and lower extremities, with unsteadiness in standing and walking.
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Operation.—Feb. 6, 1914, Dr. Gushing explored the right temporal region by

a bone-flap reflection. A gliomatous cyst of the right temporal lobe was
evacuated, and a bony defect was left as a decompression.

He had a stormy convalescence, and gradually declined after the operation,

death occurring Maj' 22, 1914.

Necropsy Findings.—The brain was removed after formalin fixation by

injection through the carotids. Transverse sections were made beginning at

the tips of the frontal lobes and proceeding posteriorly. These sections showed

a tumor mass occupying a large portion of the right temporal lobe. The
superficial cystic portion of the growth was collapsed, and from this area it

extended inward even beyond the median line, involving the optic thalamus,

and occluding the right lateral ventricle. Posteriorly, the tumor occupied the

more medial portion of the temporal lobe and finally ran downward into the

aqueduct of Sylvius. There was no involvement of the occipital lobe what-

ever. Microscopic sections showed a typical glioma.

The other four cases which come into this group of gUomatous

cysts need not be given in detail. It is interesting, however, to record

the hallucinations, as further examples of the definite figure forma-

tions under discussion. In every instance the lesion was demonstrated

at operation to be situated in the temporal lobe, involving the optic

radiation certainly in three instances as shown by a contralateral

hemianopia. In the other case no fields were taken. The description

of the phenomena which appears in the history of the first of these is

as follows

:

Case 3.—H. L., during one night constantly saw a woman friend in the

room, and wanted her husband called to talk to this woman. The figure stayed

in the room all night, and moved about but did not talk. It was always on

the patient's left side (she had a left homonymous hemianopia and a right

temporal lobe cyst). When the patient turned her head to follow the figure,

it would also go to the left and disappear.

On another occasion, while being examined, she saw a man with a gold

helmet on his head sitting in a chair beside the examiner. He did not leave

the room until the examiner left. She could not recognize the figure's face,

nor describe it clearly. Both the examiner and the figure were to the left

of the patient.

This woman died after the cyst had refilled and been tapped several times.

Case 4.—A. C, the record of the second patient is rather more brief, but

no less definite as to the figures seen. He also had a cyst of the left temporal
lobe, and was alive and well at our last report, three years after a simple

evacuation of the cyst contents. This patient had a pejiod of three days in

the course of his illness during which he felt dazed all the time as if having
one of his petit mal seizures. At this time he complained constantly of seeing

horses, cows, pigs and ship-wrecked men, but there is no mention as to the

side on which they were seen.

Case 5.—E. A. J., a woman of 43, who had several evacuations of a right

temporal lobe cyst. Her visual hallucinations consisted in seeing "colored
lights and processions of queer figures marching on the ceiling." She has
remained well for nine years since the first operation.
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Cask 6.—G. L. R., a woman of 50, who was operated on Dec. 2, 1922. Her

visual hallucinations had been present for one year before admission, and

always accompanied typical uncinate gyrus attacks, which she might have

once in two or three weeks or as often as five or six times a day. At these times

she said, "I see figures approaching mc from the left side. They are never very

distinct, but sometimes seem like little people, a little old woman, etc." This

patient had a left homonymous hcmianopia, and at the operation a small deep

gliomatous cyst of the right temporal lobe was tapped.

GROUP II. SOLID GLIOMAS

The next group, also showing definite figure phenomena, is that of

the solid gliomas, of which there were six in the series. These cases

from the standpoint of treatment are exceedingly unfavorable in com-

parison with the foregoing class, and all have sooner or later succumbed

to the effects of the lesions. Chief interest here centers around two

patients who were followed in the hospital over long periods of time,

and whose hallucinations have been recorded in detail.

Case 7.

—

Clinical History.—E. G., a woman of 28, was referred to the

hospital June 28, 1913, by Dr. Henry Boynton of Townsend Centre, Mass.

Her family and past history were unimportant, save that her mother had once

been in an insane asylum for six months.

Six months before admission she commenced to have headaches which were

at first suboccipital, radiating to the vault, but later largely frontal in loca-

tion. Vomiting was associated with the headaches and tended to be projectile.

Her vision began to fail at the time of the onset of the headaches, at first

merely a blurring of vision, but later the decline in eyesight was very rapid.

Double vision and dizziness were present two to three months after the onset

of symptoms, and she also had at times a numbness and prickling sensation in

her right arm and leg. Subjectively there was a complete loss of the sense

of smell, and she had also noted some disturbance in taste for two or three

months previous to her entrance into the hospital.

Physical Examination.—On admission she showed some muscular weakness

of the right hand as compared with the left, right aliducens palsy, left pupil

slightly larger than the right, absence of taste on the right side of the tongue

(anterior two-thirds), and bilateral choked disks of from 6 to 7 diopters, with

vision reduced to 20/200 O.U.

Operation.—July 8, 1913, Dr. Cushing performed a right subtemporal decom-

pression. The brain was under extremely great tension, but no surface tumor

was disclosed. The patient made a good operative recovery; the choked disks

subsided to 3 diopters ; the headaches, vomiting and dizziness disappeared, and

she partially regained her olfactory sense. She was discharged July 27, 1913.

Course.—She was readmitted for short periods of observation Oct. 4, 1913,

and June 25, 1914. On the latter date headaches and vomiting had recurred,

and vision was entirely gone. Her final admission was Aug. 11, 1914, and she

remained in the hospital until her death May 31, 1915. During this time she

w-as under constant observation, comfortable for the most part, although she

commenced having generalized convulsions, and it was in one of these that

she died.

This patient's voluminous record contains many detailed accounts of visual

hallucinatory phenomena from which the following are quotations.
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Hallucinations of Vision.—Nov. 30, 1914. During the past month the patient

has at intervals sat up in bed and turned rapidly to the right as if following

something with her eyes. On questioning it was found that on one occasion

she continually pointed as she turned and asked the nurse if she "did not

see the leopard on the wall?" She saw other animals at different times, and

occasionally people, always toward the right.

Feb. 20, 1915. Yesterday and today she again had hallucinations appearing

on her right side. She sat up in bed and looked far around to the right.

When asked what she saw she said, "Little people, and they are yellow."

Feb. 22, 1915. On questioning today she said there is "a steady glow of

light over to the right side." Later she looked to the right and said, "Yes,

I see a red colt there now. It is moving slowly and is not very big."

March 28, 1915. She has constantly seen the "red lights" to her right.

Today she "saw a dog standing out in the field. He had pointed ears and

brown spots. He moved his head from side to side and seemed to be waiting."

May 23, 1915. She has frequently seen red objects, "like children's balloons"

floating to her right. This morning they were directly ahead and one was

green. She said that once or twice the red objects had been to her left.

Yesterday she said "there were a lot of kittens playing over there" (pointing

to her right).

May 31, 1915. Death occurred following a convulsion.

Pathologic Report.—The brain was removed after formalin fixation by injec-

tion through the carotids. Transverse sections were made beginning at the

tips of the frontal lobes and proceeding posteriorly through the occipital.

These sections showed a diffuse glioma occupying the more medial portion of

the right temporal lobe. It extended inward to the basal ganglions, involving

the optic thalamus and occluding the right ventricle. It also spread outward

across the visual pathway, nearly to the lateral surface. There was no involve-

ment of the occipital lobe by the tumor. Microscopic studies confirmed the

gross diagnosis of glioma.

Comment.—It is unfortunate that this woman was so nearly blind at the

time she came under observation because no very accurate record of her visual

fields could be obtained ; there is little doubt but that she must have passed

through the stage of a left homonymous hemianopia previous to total loss of

eyesight. At all events, the visual hallucinations were projected toward the

right side, and the tumor was in the corresponding temporal lobe. In addi-

tion to temporal lobe, however, other neighlwring structures were evidently

involved, such as optic thalamus and septum lucidum. The right visual path-
way in the temporal lobe was seen to be distinctly infiltrated. Obviously then,

one cannot associate the hallucinatory phenomena with any one separate
structure, except to eliminate other portions of the brain than the temporal
lobe and its immediately contiguous area.

The second patient in this group was one of the older cases in Dr.

Cushing's Baltimore series, and was observed at intervals over a period

of .seven months.

Case 8.

—

Clinical History.—J. K., a schoolboy 16 years of age, was referred
to the Johns Hopkins Hospital Sept. 21, 1908. His family and past history
were unimportant. During the two years previous to admission he had not
been as bright and active as formerly. For one year he had been having focal
attacks without loss of consciousness, involving his right side, and associated
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with olfactory and gustatory plu-nonuna. For two years he Iiad had head-

aches and many vomiting attacks and during the ten months previous to his

entrance to the hospital vision had been failing.

I'isual Hallucinations.—On many occasions he said that he saw distinctly

"a crowd of men playing cards and having a good time." They were usually

acquaintances of his playing euchre, and the game inevitably ended in an

altercation among the participants. This visual picture was always the same,

and was part of the aura of his petit mal seizures in which there were nearly

always uncinate gyrus features. He never described any other scene than the

one mentioned, nor any other figures.

Neurologic Examination.—This revealed a slight right facial weakness, and

tenderness over the left temporal region. He had bilateral choked disks of

5 diopters. Otherwise, e.xamination was entirely negative.

Opcratio>i.—Sept. 23, 1909, Dr. Gushing turned down a bone flap over the

left temporoparietal region. There was general intracranial tension, but no

lesion was disclosed. A subtemporal decompression opening was left and

the wound was closed. His convalescence from this procedure was uneventful

;

the choked disks subsided and he was discharged Nov. 3, 1908. Nov. 23, 1908,

he was again admitted, having declined markedly in the interim. December 5,

the right hemisphere was explored without encountering a lesion, and a sub-

temporal defect was left on this side also. He was discharged Jan. 7, 1909,

and readmitted February 10. At this time his memory had begun to fail, and

he had a beginning aphasia. His sense of smell was greatly affected. On this

admission it was determined that he had a right upper quadrantal homonymous

field defect.

Feb. 13, 1909, his left temporal lobe was again explored and the cortex

incised, but no tumor was demonstrated. He was discharged March 9, 1909,

and died April 7.

Pathologic Report.—The brain was removed after fixation by injection

through the carotids. Serial, gross, transverse sections were made of the

entire brain which showed the growth to be confined to the left temporal lobe.

A section through the midtemporal region showed the largest extent of the

tumor; it occupied the medial portion of the lobe, and at this level was about

the size of a hen's tgg. The optic radiation was evidently involved and the

growth had also infiltrated the optic thalamus on this side. Another section,

from 2 to 3 cm. farther back, showed the posterior tip of the tumor, in the

uncinate region. There was no involvement of the occipital lobe. Microscopic

studies showed the tumor to be a glioma.

The other four cases in Group II need not be detailed.. All had

definite figure hallucinations ; in one these were projected to the side

opposite the brain lesion, but in the others it was not stated on which

side the images were seen. Three of the tumors were demonstrated

at operation, and the other at necropsy.

GROUP III. CASES WITH LESS DEFINITE HALLUCIXATIONS

The five remaining cases of temporal lobe tumors showing less

well defined visual hallucinatory phenomena may be placed in a group

by themselves. The character of the hallucinations was either not

accurately described in the records, or they were not the clear cut figure
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phenomena such as were observed in the foregoing descriptions. In

the history of one of these patients it was simply mentioned that he

had visual hallucinations, and at operation a gliomatous cyst of the right

temporal lobe was disclosed. In another patient, from whom an

encapsulated glioma of the right temporal lobe was removed, it was
noted that "he had hallucinations of seeing people and hearing them

speak to him."

The other three cases deserve more than passing mention. One of

these patients had for two months before admission the hallucination

of "seeing something like a big red wall on her left side.'' She said it

was constantly on that side and had never moved to any other position.

Her tumor was not localized before operation, and owing to the fact

that she was left handed, a left decompression was performed instead

of the usual right sided procedure; no lesion was found. She lived

for three months, and at necropsy a huge encapsulated tumor occupy-

ing the right temporal lobe was demonstrated. This growth macro-

scopically was taken to be an endothelioma, but microscopic studies

proved it to be a mixed glioma and neuroblastoma.

Concerning the remaining two patients there was one observation

which is of special interest. One patient was a physician who suffered

from uncinate gyrus seizures which were inaugurated by his thinking

there was something to be seen on his right side, but when he looked

toward the right there was nothing. The striking thing about his

visual phenomena, however, was the fact that when having a petit

mal seizure all his special senses seemed exaggerated. So far as vision

was concerned, this manifested itself by making objects appear abnor-

mally large to him, a condition noted by Josefson ^^ in 1913, in record-

ing the visual hallucinations of a patient who had an occipital lobe

glioma. Josefson gave the name macropsia to this phenomenon. In

addition to the magnified size of objects, our patient also stated that

colored objects, such as flowers, also looked "extraordinarily beautiful"

to him, a condition which might be given the term "kalopsia." This

man had a right homonymous upper quadrantal field defect and at

operation a cystic glioma of the left temporal lobe was disclosed. He
lived ten months after the evacuation of the cyst. The other patient

also said that he often saw in his blind half fields, colors which seemed

uncommonly beautiful.

SUMMARY

From a survey of a large number of the publications which have

dealt with hallucinations of vision in patients who have suffered from
organic disease of the brain, it would seem that, essentially, three

views have been held as to the brain area provoking this phenomenon.

16. Josefson: Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenheilk. 49:341, 1913.
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By far the largest nuinber uf writers, among whom llcnschen, from

his work, stands out preeminently, have regarded the occipital lobes as

the offending region. A careful review of llenschen's cases and those

of others who hold his views has revealed the fact that the lesions

depicted have been too diffuse and widespread to admit of a definite

localization of their visual hallucinations in the occipital lobes alone.

I'urther evidence against the occipital lobes as the source of figure

hallucinations is had from the cases of occipital lobe tumors in the

series at the Peter Bent Brigham Hospital. (Jf these there have been

eleven, and in none were there recorded phenomena which could be

interpreted as imaginary visual images such as were present in the

patients with temporal lobe lesions. Likewise, from the temporal cases

just reported there is the negative evidence of the fact that, in those

which came to necropsy, none showed an extension of growth to the

occipital lobes.

The second theory, advanced by Pick and Jolly, that this phenom-

enon was provoked by lesions purely of the optic tracts, has no basis

authenticated by necropsy findings so far as their cases were concerned,

although borne out by one or two instances reported by others.

The third view is that brought forward by Hughlings Jackson,

namely, that visual hallucinations, although occurring in certified tumors

of the temporal lobe, were believed to have been provoked by irritation

of the higher mental centers, and therefore represented a distant effect

of the growth, rather than a local pressure or irritation phenomenon.

Regarding the temporal lobe origin of visual hallucinations we are in

full accord with Jackson, but from the evidence in our series it would

seem that the phenomenon is called forth by a direct irritation or pres-

sure effect in the temporal lobe itself, as the visual pictures are so often

precipitated in association with, and as a part of the olfactory and

gustatory aura of, a typical uncinate seizure.'"

In the series here presented there have occurred visual hallucina-

tions in seventeen patients with tumors which have been shown to

have occupied at least some portion of one temporal lobe. In six of

these seventeen cases the exact extent of the lesion could be demon-

17. This interpretation is apparently in accord with that of Kennedy expressed

in his discussion of Cushing's paper on temporal lobe tumors in the Transactions

of the American Neurological Association, 1921, p. 420. In this discussion Ken-

nedy also elaborated his theory as to why complex figure hallucinations should

be provoked by irritation of the temporosphenoidal region. This theory is

based on the. idea that in very early life the temporosphenoidal lobes act as

a storehouse for infantile memories, a function which is later taken over by

other brain areas. Thus, in the early days "memory pictures may be laid down

and pass into unconsciousness, only to be called back to consciousness in the

presence of gross irritation of this area."
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strated by postmortem findings, and in each instance there was seen

to be extensive involvement of the temporal lobe, together with that

portion of the visual pathway passing through it. Other structures in

the immediate neighborhood were likewise encroached on, most note-

worthy among which was the optic thalamus. In none of these cases

was there the slightest involvement of the occipital lobe.

The other eleven cases all had temporal lobe tumors or cysts demon-

strated at operation. The size and extent of these lesions could only

be estimated by what was actually visible, or by other evidence of

involvement elicited by neurologic examination. Certainly in Group I,

Cases 1 and 3 must have had very large tumors, as they both had a

complete hemianopia, and although one of them Hved for a year after

operation, it was only because the cystic portion of the growth could

be tapped from time to time. Cases 4, 5 and 6 of this group were alive

and well at our last reports. Two of them certainly had relatively

small cysts, and in Case 5 the fields never advanced beyond the stage

of an homonymous quadrantal defect. In Case 4 no fields were taken.

In Group II, of the cases not detailed, one had tumor w'hich was

first disclosed 3 cm. below the cortex. It was evidently a slowly grow-

ing lesion for she did very well for four years after a decompression.

At the end of that time there was great protrusion of the decompressed

temporal area, and at a subsequent operation when a large amount of

tumor was scooped out, there was no evidence that the growth extended

posteriorly. The other three cases also had large gliomas which could

only be partially extirpated.

In Group III, of the three cases not coming to necropsy, one had

a small encapsulated glioma and the other two had gliomatous cysts

with probably extensive solid growth as well.

CONCLUSION

The evidence from this series of cases would seem to show that a

highly complex variety of visual hallucinations may be caused by tumors

of the temporal lobe. In every instance in which it could be ascer-

tained, the visual pathway was involved by the lesion, and in the six

cases coming to necropsy there was involvement also of the optic

thalamus. In eight instances out of the fourteen in which note was

made of the laterality of the phenomenon the hallucinations were pro-

jected toward the side opposite the lesion in the brain.

DISCUSSION

Dr. Morton Prince, Boston: Clinically, a symptom may have localizing

value when correlated with a given focal lesion. Thus, hallucinations might

frequently be correlated with lesions of the temporal or occipital lobe. On
the other hand, from a psychopathologic point of view, it would not justify

the inference that hallucinations are a function of either one of those lobes.
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The hallucination may, and in fact undoubtedly must he, the product of conscious

processes correlated with the brain as a whole, or at least with many and

various distant areas. The mechanism is to be sought in either release of

inhibition, permitting dencrvatcd mental symptoms to function autonomously

and automatically, or in irritative impulses sent to distant regions and instigating

similar complex mental processes. A hallucination is very complex psychologic-

ally, involving perceptual images, cognition and various other processes. It is also

automatic, and probably the expression of subconscious processes. It is incred-

ible that such a complex phenomenon should be correlated with any particular

focus in the brain.

Dr. M. Allen Starr, New York: This paper states that visual hallucina-

tions occurred in but thirteen of Dr. Cushing's 850 cases, and that in each

case the tumor was located in the temporal lol)e. Therefore, it seems to me
that the visual hallucination is positive evidence, a localizing symptom of a

lesion in this particular region, and Dr. Morton Prince's objection is not well

taken. If on the contrary, his position is well taken, we should have a history

of visual hallucinations from tumors everywhere in the brain.

Dr. H.\rvev Gushing, Boston : There is a patient in the wards that might

be of interest in this connection. She has homonymous hemianopia from an

occipital lobe glioma. Her history records that she has been having visual

hallucinations of a crude sort, such as seing a crescent of light. This is not

the sort of hallucination we associate with tumors of the temporal lobe, a

visual impression associated in some ways with Hughlings Jackson's dreamy

states. Her subjective images are very crude, and are not particularly vivid

images.

Dr. Charles K. Mills, Philadelphia: I have reported cases with hallucina-

tions due to lesions of the temporal lobe. The work recorded by Dr. Horrax

indicates the type of work that should be done with regard to determining

the origin and evolution of hallucinations, rather than by the older method

of looking at crystals. I believe that the temporal lobe is the most likely

situation of irritative lesions causing hallucinations. It must always be

remembered, however, when we speak of temporal and occipital that the real

region morphologically is temporo-occipital.

Dr. Prince: There is one clinical aspect which deals with localization, and

another which concerns the psychopathology. I think, as a phenomenon, a

hallucination may well be a localizing symptom; that is a clinical matter—

a

question of correlation. Meynert attempted to explain hallucinations by

assuming an area which, when destroyed, released inhibition. Thus a lesion

of the temporal lobes or elsewhere, releasing inhibition, permitted hallucina-

tions to be created elsewhere. In this way hallucinations may be localizing

symptoms, and, I believe, according to the evidence that we have heard

presented here, they probably are. It is another question whether the hallucina-

tion itself is localized there. That is a psychopathologic question and does

not at all negative the fact of the localizing value of the symptom. I do not

think it is possible, basing this statement on such knowledge as we have,

that irritation of any particular focal area can produce such a complicated

psychologic phenomenon as a hallucination, comparable as some are to a cinema

picture.

Dr. S. a. Kinkier Wilson, London : I believe that distinction should be

made between the crude and the highly organized type of hallucination. From

the clinical point of view, I think that the crude type is more likely to be
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associated with lesions in the receptive areas of the occipital or temporal lobes,

whereas the more highly organized types are more likely to be associated with

lesions which have their origin in the cortical association areas. It is of interest

to note whether there is an element of familiarity in the phenomenon, whether

it occurs in the same form each time, or whether the patient feels it is different

from anything he has experienced before. There is another form in which

the patient has a "visual memory aura," when the hallucinations appear like

a panorama, going deep down into old incidents in his life, into long- forgotten

events, which appear again in the form of hallucinations. Though I recognize

the force of Dr. Prince's contention, as a clinician I associate the elaborate

type of visual phenomenon with temporal or temporo-occipital lesions, that is

lesions in association fields, and the cruder type with lesions of the receptive

zones.

Dr. Harvey Gushing, Boston : In connection with what Dr. Wilson has said

concerning the hallucinations of a more vivid type, I would like to recall an

early case of my tumor series in which these impressions were fully recorded.

The patient was a small boy whom I had had under observation for a long

time, and who ultimately died from a temporal lobe tumor. I saw him in

many of these attacks. They were always inaugurated with gustatory and

olfactory impressions, and ended with a vivid hallucination. The attack would
begin with a vague stare. He might be in the midst of a conversation, when
he would stand, become salivated, go through chewing movements, and finally

turn and look to one side. This was followed by a horrified expression. The
whole seizure lasted possibly thirty seconds. He always saw the same scene

—his father playing cards with a group of men, and getting into a quarrel

with them ; the game always ended in a squabble in which these people were
fighting. (As a matter of fact, his father did not play cards at all.) He
never became accustomed to this scene and was always equally shocked and
horrified by it. It was a very vivid hallucination associated with what we
would call a typical dreamy state. I never saw the patient have a convulsion.

Dr. Horrax, in closing: As to the mental attitude of the patients toward
these phenomena, it has been recorded in some instances in our histories,

and in cases reported elsewhere, that the patients were quite aware that these

were hallucinations. In other words, they would see the figures off to one
side and convince themselves they were not real by feeling or looking around,

or seeing that there was not an actual object beside them. No cases of brain

tumor, except those in the temporal or temporo-occipital regions, in Dr.

Cushing's series had hallucinations of this sort. There might have been vague
hallucinations, such as are present in other diseases, or in inorganic troubles,

but none of these definite figure hallucinations of the type we have recorded.

In regard to Dr. Kinnier Wilson's question, that is the distinction wc wished
to draw; the crude sensations of scintillating scotoma or the crude sensations
of light are associated definitely with occipital lobe tumors. In the patient we
exhibited this morning, the definite diagnosis of occipital lobe tumor could
be made from her crude hallucinations, whereas the more elaborate hallucina-
tions we believe to be associated with temporal lobe tumors. The cases which
we reported are all temporal lobe tumors, five or six of which have been
confirmed by necropsy.
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AND
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IMIILADELIMIIA

In works on ])sychiatry, gastric and other secretions are generally

assumed to be diminished in depressed or melancholic states, and

increased (less clearly) in excited or manic states. ^'^ Less definite

statements are made in regard to dementia praecox.^ In many depressed

patients, moreover, there are definite gastro-intestinal symptoms and

curious somatic delusions which are well exemplified in some of our

cases. They were aptly described by Clouston.'* Independently of

psychiatry the observations of physicians and physiologists '^'^ point to

a marked influence of the mental, and particularly of the emotional,

state on gastro-intestinal functions, both secretory and motor. While

this supposed correlation between the mental and bodily functions seems

to be reasonable, and clinically well substantiated, we have been able

to find no studies by modern methods (fractional test meals and roent-

genologic observations) confirmatory of these assumptions. The pres-

ent study was undertaken to fill this gap in our knowledge. Our

observations are as yet obviously too few to be decisive even in respect

to secretion. We intend to continue them and to include motility

observations by Haudek's roentgenographic method.

Our patients were all in the psychiatric wards of the Pennsylvania

Hospital. The complete fasting contents were removed in the morning

and an Ewald test breakfast was usualh' given with the tube still in

place. We used as a rule small rubber tubes (No. 12) weighted at the

* From the laboratory of the Pennsylvania Hospital, Department for

Mental and Nervous Diseases.

* Read before the American Gastro-Enterological Association, May 1, 1923,

and the Philadelphia Psychiatric Society, May 11, 1923.

1. Stransky, E. : Das manisch-depressive Irresein, Leipzig: 1911.

2. Kracpelin, Emil : Manic-Depressive Insanity, Chicago: Chicago Medical

Book Co., 1921, p. 48.

3. Kraepelin, Emil: Dementia Praecox, Chicago: Chicago Medical Book

Co., 1919, p. 86.

4. Clouston, T. S. : Lectures on Mental Diseases. Philadelphia : 1884, p. IZ.

5. Miller, Bergeim, Rehfuss, and Hawk: Psychic Secretion of Gastric Juice

in Normal Men, Am. J. Physiol. 52:1 (May) 1920.

6. Cannon, W. B.: The Alechanical Factors of Digestion, London, 1911,

p. 210; Bodily Changes in Pain, Hunger, Fear and Rage, New York: 1915.
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dp by a perforated lead shot and supplied with lateral perforations.

These tubes could be used equally well tfarongfa the nose or iwwirh-

Fractions were removed at fifteen minute intervals by the Refafnss

method. Wlien the stomach was apparently empty, 100 cc of water

was injected and withdrawn to derocmstrate complete evacuation. The
total and free add of the fasting contents and of the fractional speci-

men of gastric chjTne were estimated in the usual manner. A specimen

removed in frmn sixtii' to seventy minutes after tfaebeginnii^ of the

meal was recorded as the "^one hour" specimen for cmnparison with

standard '^Ewald" figures. Pepsin was tested in diis specimen by the

Mette method. In most cases quantitative estimatiMis of lipase and
trypsin were made in the fasting contents and in each of the gastric

fractions. Gauhier's methods as modified by one of us ^ were employed.

Regurgitation of bile and the time of complete evacuation were recorded.

In all patients routine examinations were made of blood, urine.

Wassermann reaction and blood pressure; and in many, sjMnal fluid

findings, blood cultures, blood chemistry and other data were secured.

In twenty-four of the forty-six cases the basal metabc^ism was esti-

mated by die Roth-Benedict apparatus. In most cases this was within

normal limits. In four cases there was definite increase or decrease of

die basal metabolism, but a careful comparison with the gastric findings

failed to show any correlation. These tests have incidentally proved

\-aluable as a measure of the patient's cooperation. Thus in Group A
all were sufficiendy cooperative. In Groups B and C (dinicalhr the

most depressed, and those showing the most marked chai^nes in gastric

secreticm) it was possible to take the basal metabolism in only four of

twelve cases. In Groups D and E„ which appeared casually similar

(depressed and anxious), only one of the twelve cases lacked the neces-

sary cooperation ; another remained untested for other reasons.

We tabulated all the important gastric findings in our series of cases

and then arranged them under important clinical headings—manic-

depressive psychosis (including involutional melancholia), psychas-

thenia, dementia praecox. and miscellaneous ps\-choses due to soooatic

disease. Subsequently we arranged diese cases under each disease

group in the order of the gastric acidity (as determined at one hour).

In dcnng this we had in mind Caiison's dictum ^ that "pathological dela-
tion in acidity is always in die direction toward anacidity." When we
had finished we were struck by the dose correspondence between the

degree of emotional dqjression and lack of cooperation on one hand.

7. Loeders. C W., and Bergeim: Qaantiudre Detemunatioa of Tnrpsin
and Lipase in Gastric Contents. -Am. J. PhrsioL C«:297. 1523.

8- Carlson. A. J.: Some Practical .Aspects of die Phvsiology of Digcstiaa.
Tr. Am. Gastro-Enterol. .\, 1919. p. 2J2.
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and the rcduciicMi in acidity or delay of secretory response on the other.

In the following pages is an analysis of the table with brief clinical

histories (including positive data only).

SUMMARY OF CASES IN (JROUl' A

The group contains four cases, predominantly manic. The emo-

tional tone varied from elated to normal. The secretory response was

:

high acidity (hyperacidity); normal or continuous curves; evacuation

as a rule normal, occasionally slightly delayed.

The findings are not inconsistent with the emotional state, tiiat is,

the motor and secretory functions are normal or increased. There is

no evidence of organic disease of the stomach. There were unexplained

blood and leukocytes in the fasting contents of one case.

REPORT OF CASES

Case 1. Manic-Dcpressive Psychosis, Hypomanic Type.— Ada B., a woman,

aged 21, was admitted Dec. 30, 1922. The onset of the present attack had

occurred two months before admission. No gastric symptoms were present

or had existed previously; the bowels were negative. General and laboratory

examinations were negative.

There were: slightly increased gastric acidity; normal curve with a tendency

to the continuous type; slightly delayed evacuation time. Earlier test meals

showing abnormal findings were explained by gagging and duodenal regurgita-

tion. The findings suggest slightly exaggerated secretory response, and are

not inconsistent with a hypomanic state.

Case 2. Manic-Depressive Psychosis, Manic Type.—Anna N., a woman,

aged 71, who was admitted Sept. 21, 1914, had had twenty-six distinct periods

of excitement. (Subsequently, she died during a period of depression. At

necropsy, extensive arteriocapillary fibrosis was found). At the time of the

examinations she was hypomanic, but she cooperated. Appetite was good and

nutrition excellent, though she was slightly obese. There were no gastro-

intestinal symptoms ; the bowels were regular. There were no abnormal physical

findings. The pulse rate was 90; blood pressure, 186 systolic and 94 diastolic.

The gastric findings were: normal or moderately increased acidity; normal

curve
; prompt evacuation. The findings suggest slightly e.xaggerated secretory

response and are not inconsistent with the hypomanic state.

Case 3. Manic-Dcpressive Psychosis, Circular Type.—Alice B., a woman,

aged 47, was admitted July 18, 1917. The disease began at 39 with depressions

followed by normal intervals, and later manic phases. Recently there had

been twenty-eight days of severe mania, during which she was exhilarated,

noisy, unreasonable, untid}', etc.; this was followed by one day of normality and

then twenty-eight days of mild or moderate depression. Tests were taken during

the mild depression. The patient was constipated during the depressed periods

and had hemorrhoids. Polyphagia occurred during excitement. She ate poorly

in the depressed period. She was sallow and weighed 109 pounds (50 kg.),

pulse rate, 76; blood pressure, 186 systolic, 118 diastolic during the depression,

and 210 systolic, 150 diastolic in the manic stage. The urine showed occa-

sionally a faint trace of albumin and a few hyalin casts (it had been negative

recently).
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The gastric findings were : hyperchlorhydria with a tendency to a continuous

curve; slight delay in evacuation; no duodenal regurgitation. The findings

suggest slightly exaggerated secretory response with possibly increased tone

of the pylorus ; they have no relation to the psychic state.

Case 4. Manic-Depressive Psychosis, Manic Type.—Alma P., a woman, aged

41, was admitted June 4, 1922. The present attack began in June, 1922, following

the illness and death of her husband. There were brief periods of mild depres-

sion but usually she was exalted. At the time of the tests she was hypomanic,

but cooperative. Appetite was good and there were no gastro-intestinal symp-

toms. Nutrition was good, the weight being 129 pounds (58.7 kg.), and the

color was good. General and laboratory examinations were negative.

The gastric findings were : moderate hyperchlorhydria, with a normal curve

tending to a continuous type
;
prompt evacuation. The findings suggest slightly

exaggerated secretory response, and are not incompatible with the emotional

state.

SUMMARY OF CASES IN GROUPS B AND C

In the twelve patients in these groups there is apparent agreement

between the depressed emotional state and the altered secretory findings

(hypochlorhydria or achlorhydria). Other factors, particularly mal-

nutrition, were possibly operative. The findings in Group B are more

striking than those in Group C. Most of these patients were resistive

or did not cooperate.

Group B.—Six cases. All were markedly depressed and either

anxious or resistive. Five of the patients were more or less emaciated,

and several had distinct dyspeptic symptoms, recurrent diarrhea, and

other gastro-intestinal disorders. Four of the patients showed achlor-

hydria throughout (two, in fact, achylia). The other two showed

marked hypochlorhydria of the delayed type. All had low or absent

pepsin; duodenal ferments were reduced in the majority. Motor func-

tion was normal in all ; early emptying occurred in four or five. There

was evidence of pathologic products in the fasting contents of two

cases. No retention occurred in any case.

Group C.—Six cases. All were markedly depressed, some with

depressing somatic delusions and four with considerable malnutrition.

The gastric findings were not fully in accordance, though all cases

showed either hyiiochlorhydria or moderate disturbance of motility.

REPdKT OK CASES I.V C.ROUI' B

Case 5.

—

Manic-Dcprcssivc Psychosis, Depressed Type.—Blanche D., a

woman, aged 63, who was admitted Jan. 22, 1923, had had four previous

periods of depression. The onset of the present attack occurred one month
before admission. She had gas and belching one-half hour after meals, and
experienced a "worried feeling" in the abdomen. There were no other dyspeptic

symptoms, and the l)owels were regular. Nutrition was good, and she weighed
163 pounds (74 kg.) ; the skin was yellowish. Blood pressure was 148 systolic,

86 diastolic; the urine showed occasioiiallv livaline casts, but no albumin. Basal
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metalxilic rating, ?>7.i or 8 pt-r cent, plus (limit of normal). I£motionall\ she

was depressed, anxious, and retarded.

The gastric findings were: acidity at the fasting level, -4 to 5 ; lactic acid

present ;
pepsin absent ; duodenal ferments present but low ; evacuation prompt.

There is a gastric achylia, which may be organic (dyspeptic history), or pos-

sibly related to the psychic depression.

C.\sE 6. Involutional Melancholia.— Bi;rt\vd A., a woman, aged 54, who was

admitted Oct. 27, 1920, and had now been ill three years. She was self accusa-

tory, apprehensive, irritable, confused, and hypochondriacal, with somatic and

depressive delusions. She weighed 104 pounds (47 kg.) and was emaciated and

pale. Her appetite was fair; the bowels were regular but with recurrent

attacks of diarrhea (lientery). The abdominal walls were thin, with visible

intestinal coils, but no definite mass. The basal metabolic rate was 29.7 (21

per cent, minus). Tuberculosis and carcinoma were suspected, l)Ut apparently

discounted by the general improvement.

The gastric findings of achylia, prompt evacuation and history of recurrent

diarrhea suggest organic changes in the mucosa with compensatory duodenal

ferments in the stomach. Relation to the depressive psychosis is, however,

possible.

Case 7. Manic-Dcprcssirc Psychosis, Depressed Type.—Betsie W., a woman,

aged 49, who was admitted Oct. 17, 1922, had had a previous attack in 1909.

The present attack began six weeks before admission. The patient was agitated,

apprehensive and suicidal. At the first test she was moderately resistive : at

the second she spoke repeatedly of being lost. She had had constipation,

anorexia, moderate loss of weight, from 176 to 123 pounds (80 to 55 kg.). The

eyelids were full; the pupils were unequal and the right did not react: the skin

was moist ; the lower molars were lost, and pyorrhea was present. There was

a nasopharyngeal catarrh. In this patient there was marked mental depression

combined with loss of nutrition.

The gastric findings were: achlorhydria, low pepsin with low fasting level

(4), and early evacuation of the stomach. The duodenal ferments were present

in considerable amounts, both in the fasting stomach and after the test meal.

Case. 8. Manic-Depressive Psychosis, Depressed Type zvith Catatonia.—
Belinda B., a woman, aged 56, who was admitted Dec. 21, 1922, had had fourteen

previous attacks, the last in 1919. The present attack began in Octber, 1920. She

had been agitated and apprehensive and imagined that she was reduced to an

"atom." She was thin and anemic; had thin gray hair, and her teeth were

poor. She lay curled up in bed with knees against her chin. She was uncom-

municative, but keenly appreciative of her surroundings. She resisted through-

out the tests. Urine examination revealed : trace of albumin, leukocytes and

occasional hyaline casts; the blood count was only slightly reduced (4,200,000).

The gastric findings were : achlorhydria, almost complete lack of pepsin,

very low duodenal ferments, no lipase and delayed evacuation. Here again

physical conditions, cachexia, etc., are possible factors.

Case 9. Involutional Melancholia.—Bess S., a woman, aged 55, was admitted

Nov. 12, 1921. The onset of the present illness was in September, 1921. At the

time of examination she was depressed, sullen and resistive. She had had a

"sluggish liver" for many years, and gave a history of diarrhea on excitement

in early life. Since admission appetite had been variable. She had been fre-

quently tube fed, and also had recurrent diarrhea. She had no teeth and was

emaciated. The urine occasionally contained a trace of albumin, and indican
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was increased; blood urea was 18.3 mg., nonprotein nitrogen 29.2 mg. per

100 c.c.

The gastric findings were: achlorhydria at one hour; later, hypochlorhydria

with reduced pepsin, i. e., delayed curve ; normal evacuation time ; regurgitation

of bile in the fasting stomach and at two and one-half hours; pus and epithelial

cells in the fasting contents, probably from the nasopharynx; duodenal

ferments normal in the fasting contents. The gastric findings correlated with

emotional depression, subnutrition, the history of recurrent diarrhea,

indicanuria, etc.

C.\SE 10. Manic-Dcpressivc Insanity, Depressed Type (Possible Dementia

Praecox.—Brunhilde H., a woman, aged 43, was admitted Feb. 11, 1919. The
present attack began in December, 1918, during convalescence from an operation,

and she had remained absolutely unresponsive and uncooperative. She resisted

the tests. She had had slight stomach trouble and constipation all her life.

Physical examination revealed : moderate emaciation, flabby musculature,

impacted feces and dilated colon. Appendicostomy was performed, and was
followed by medical treatment. The bowels became normal. She had to be

spoon or tube fed. The urine contained a faint trace of albumin, a trace or more
of indican, and occasional hyalin casts; there was slight reduction of red blood

cells (4,000,000), and the hemoglobin was 59 per cent.

The gastric findings were : the fasting contents contained mucus, and

epithelial and pus cells ; low acid and low duodenal ferments
;
gastric secretory

curve delayed; hypochlorhydria and diminished pepsin; early emptying. The
gastric findings are correlated with anxious depression, depraved nutrition and

the gastro-intestinal pathologic conditions ; they suggest a possible gastritis.

REPORT OF CASES IN GROUP C

Case 11.

—

Involutional Melancholia.—Celia K., a woman, aged 52, who was
admitted Oct. 18, 1919. The onset of the present attack occurred at 48. At the

time of the test she was depressed but cooperative and quiet. She required to

be spoon fed, and was constipated and poorly nourished. Physical examina-

tion was negative. There were transient allniminuria, low urinary specific

gravity, hyalin and granular casts; the blood count w'as practically normal;

basal metabolic rate, 35 (normal).

The gastric findings were: hypochlorhydria or achlorhydria with delayed

curve, diminished pepsin ; low or no duodenal ferment in the fasting stomach

and during digestion; early emptying. These findings are correlated with a

depressed mental state and depraved nutrition. Secretion appears to have been

inhibited while motility was normal or increased.

Case 12.

—

Manic-Depressive Psychosis, Involutional Type.—Catharine H., a

woman, aged 53, was admitted May 28, 1922, with a history of onset of the

illness nine months before. A month later she began to say she had no internal

organs, no stomach, no taste, no smell, "everything gone." She had to be tube

fed. She lost 48 pounds and weighed only 86 pounds (40 kg.) on admission.

The general physical examination was negative. Urine examination revealed:

slight glycosuria, no albumin, an occasional granular cast.

In this patient gastric tests revealed: normal acidity with delayed curve
and in a second test hypochlorhydria ; normal gastric and duodenal ferments ;

early evacuation. Tlie nasal route was used. The findings are correlated with
mental depression, somatic gastro-intestinal delusions, and subnutrition.
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Cask 13. htvolutiniuil Melancholia.—Clara D.. a woman, aged 50, was

adinitted Jan. 15, 1923, with a hi.story of onset of the illness three months l)eforc.

She had an agitated depression with vague somatic delusions, e. g., that her

throat was eaten out, that she was half alive and could never get well. She

cooperated fairly well. She was tall and undernourished. Saliva was increased

;

urine at first sliowed marked albuminuria with hyalin casts.

The gastric findings were: in the first test achlorhydria due in part to

retching and duodenal regurgitation ; in subsequent test normal acidity with

somewhat delayed curve; much mucus; pepsin normal; trypsin and lipase low

except in fasting contents; motility slightly delayed. These findings are to be

correlated with psychic depression and mahnitrition.

Case 14. Manic-Dcprcssivc Psychosis, Depressed Type.—Constance P., a

woman, aged 35, was admitted Oct. 16, 1922, with a history of a similar attack

twelve years before with the same somatic delusion of a rat in her stomach.

.\ppendectomy had been performed at 24. The present attack began six weeks

before admission. The patient had had a very few dyspeptic symptoms; she

expectorated phlegm and sometimes had a gnawing sensation in the epigastrium

shortly after eating. Her nutrition was good and there was no unusual dryness

of the skin, etc. There was a moderate sized, asymmetrical goiter, but there

were no general symptoms and no evidences of pressure, and no dysphagia.

The pulse rate was 80; the l)lood pressure 110 systolic, 72 diastolic; basal

metabolism on two occasions was normal (36.5).

The gastric findings were : in the first test, achlorhydria at one hour with

delayed normal; later (coincident with clinical improvement) normal curve,

acidity sustained longer than usual, ferments normal, evacuation normal. These

findings are correlated with a depressing somatic delusion. Nutrition was good.

C.\SE 15.

—

Manic-Depressivc Psychosis, Depressed Type.—Christina H., a

woman, aged 60, was admitted Sept. 4, 1922, with a history of two previous

attacks. The present attack began in November, 1921. At the first test she

was resistive, at the second cooperative. She had anorexia, only ate because

it was unavoidable. She felt that she was filled up. and had a sense of gas

and distention in the stomach and bowels. The bowels were constipated ; the

skin, dry, wrinkled and sallow. She was emaciated, her weight being 71 pounds

(32 kg.). Her upper teeth were gone and the lower in bad condition. Salivary

secretion was apparently suppressed. The urine showed a trace of albumin

and hyalin casts ; a nephritic test meal showed that power of concentration was

present ; the blood count was normal ; the Wassermann test negative ; the blood

pressure, 120 systolic, 84 diastolic (at first 200 systolic. 110 diastolic) ;
basal

metabolism, 35 (normal). The medical diagnosis was arteriosclerosis (arterio-

sclerotic kidney).

The gastric findings were : first test hypochlorhydria and delayed evacua-

tion ; subsequently, with clinical improvement, normal acidity became con-

tinous, normal ferments, delayed evacuation. Correlated with the severe

emotional depression, obstipation, subnutrition, etc., are found delayed motility,

and on one occasion achlorhydria.

Case 16.

—

Manic-Depressive Insanity. Depressed Type (Possibly Mixed).—
Cora C, a woman, aged 33, when admitted Nov. 28, 1922. was moderately well

nourished but pallid. At the onset severe headaches had been experienced on

account of which ten teeth were removed. She had repeatedly required tube

feeding. She resented examination violently. There was an excess of ropy

mucus at the first test. The urine showed a transient albuminuria.
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The gastric findings were : one test, achlorhydria ; another test, normal

acidity at one hour, well sustained curve, normal ferments, delayed evacuation.

These findings are to be correlated with severe mental depression and lack of

cooperation.

SUMMARY OF CASES IX GROUPS D AND E

These cases belong to the same clinical groups (manic-depressive)

as the preceding groups. The depression in four or five was very mild,

in the remainder it was quite definite. Cooperation was good or fair in

all but one. The latter resisted violently. Five of the patients were

anxious or resentful ; three had hypochondriacal ideas or delusions

referable to the gastro-intestinal tract. Nutrition was good in eight,

fair in two. A-ery poor in two.

The five cases in Group D had normal acid values at one hour with

normal pepsin in all ; the seven cases in Group E showed acid values

which we would formerly have called hyperchlorhydria. In one case

there was continuous hypersecretion.

It is difficult to reconcile the clinical and laboratory findings in these

cases ; nevertheless, it is noteworthy that mental depression was less and

nutrition better than in the previous groups.

REPORT OF CASES IN GROUP D

Case 17. Involutional Melancholia.—Dora H., a woman, aged 47, was

admitted Jan. 17, 1921, in a state of good nutrition. At the time of the tests she

was mildly depressed and resentful. The tests showed normal fasting contents,

normal acidity and curve, normal pepsin, and normal evacuation.

Case 18. Involutional Melancholia ; Carcinoma of Descending Colon.—Donna

S., a woman, aged 45, was admitted March 1, 1923. She was anxious and

depressed, but cooperative. Nutrition was good, but the diagnosis of cancer was

subsequently confirmed by operation. Tests showed findings almo.st identical

with those of Case 17.

Case 19. Involutional Melancholia. Convalescent.—Delia Y., a woman, aged

51. was admitted Aug. 23, 1922. She showed then little or no depression. There

was low acidity in the fasting gastric contents ; otherwise the findings were

similar to previous cases.

Case 20. Manic-Depressive Psychosis, Involutional Type.—David McC, a

man, aged 60, was admitted Feb. 27, 1923, in a state of marked depression. He
was cooperative. He expressed hypochondriac ideas about his stomach. He
was extremely emaciated, and had been operated on for carcinoma previously

with negative findings. He presented normal gastric findings corresponding to

other members of the group.

Case 21. Manic-Depressive Psychosis, Depressed Type; Tendency to

Catatonia.—Dina G., a woman, aged 23, was admitted Oct. 17, 1922. She was

depressed and saliva drooled from her month. There were : low acidity in the

fasting stomach; normal acidity at one hour, rising later; moderate delay in

evacuation.
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REPORT OF CASES IN GROUP E

Case 21. Involutional Melancholia.—Etta \V., a woman, aged 68. was

admitted Jan. 1, 1923. She was moderately depressed and anxious in the first

test, hut was more normal in the second. Acidity in the first test was low

normal hut delayed. In the second there w^as hyperchlorhydria, with a normal

curve. Duodenal ferments were high in the fasting contents and after two

hours; pepsin was normal, evacuation time nf)rmal.

Case 23. Involutional Melancholia.—Ella C, a woman, aged 46. who was

admitted Jan. 11, 1923. was well nourished, hut in a fairly deep depression and

not very cooperative. In the first test she gagged ; there was much mucus, hut

normal acidity. In the second test acidity was normal at one hour; later there

was hyperchlorhydria (86), i. e., there was a delayed curve. Pepsin was normal;

duodenal ferments were normal in the fasting contents and at the end of

digestion. Evacuation was normal.

Case 24. Manic-Deprcssive Psychosis, Depressed Type.—Emma W., a woman,

aged 31. who was admitted Dec. 10, 1922, was fat, sluggish, depressed and appre-

hensive, and had delusions of sinfulness. The first test revealed moderately

high acidity, normal curve, and normal evacuation. The second test (taken

when the patient was more depressed) showed hypochlorhydria, no pepsin at

one hour; duodenal ferments were present at one-half hour; evacuation was

normal or slightly delayed.

Case 25. Manic-Deprcssive Psychosis, Depressed Type.—Edward F.. a man,

aged 61, was admitted Nov. 10, 1921. He was retarded and markedly depressed,

but chewed tobacco. The tests were incomplete, but showed hyperchlorhydria,

normal curve, early emptying.

Case 26. Manic-Deprcssive Psychosis, Depressed Type.—Ethel R., a woman,

aged 63, was admitted April 16, 1921. She resisted violently and had vague

somatic delusions. She was given an Ewald test meal. There were found:

hyperacidity in fasting contents, and hyperchlorhydria at one hour. There was

probably a continuous secretion.

Case 27. Manic-Depressive Insanity, Depressed Type.—Edith S., a woman,

aged 54, w-as admitted Jan. 9, 1923. She was well nourished, with a mild depres-

sion, and had psoriasis. Gastric tests revealed hyperchlorhydria with a well

sustained curve.

Case 28. Manic-Deprcssive Depression zi.'ith Somatic Delusions Referable to

the Gastro-Intestinal Tract.—Edgar R., a man, aged 33, was admitted Feb. 1,

1923. He was depressed and suicidal. Gastric tests revealed : highly acid fast-

ing contents; no duodenal ferments; marked hyperchlorhydria (maximum, 109).

The form of secretion was continuous; at two and one-half hours there was

much acid secretion remaining.

SUMMARY OF C.\SES IN GROUP F ( PSVCIIOXEUROSES)

The four patients with psychoneuroses were all more or less

depressed. One case showed achylia. probably organic ; two hypo-

chlorhydria ; one slight hyperchlorhydria. No definite conclusion was

drawn as to the effect of the psychic factor, but the findings are at least

suggestive.
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REPORT OF CASES IN GROUP F

Case 29. Psychoncurosis (Psychasthenia).—Frank K., a man, aged 54, was

admitted July 19, 1919. He was well nourished but apprehensive, and gave a

history of gastro-intestinal disorder with recurrent diarrhea. Gastric studies

revealed : complete achlorhydria in two tests, low pepsin, high duodenal fer-

ments in the fasting sample and throughout the digestive phase, and early

evacuation.

Case 30. Psychoncurosis ( Hysteriaj.—Freda S., a woman, aged 23, was

admitted Feb. 24, 1923, in a state of fair nutrition; she was moderately depressed

and emotional. Gastric examinations revealed : normal acidity and ferments

in the fasting contents ; delayed hypochlorhydria after the test meal ; trace of

pepsin ; and high duodenal ferments almost throughout.

Case 31. Psychoncurosis (Hysteria).—Fannie G., a girl, aged 16, was

admitted Jan. 20, 1923. Gastric test revealed : hypochlorhydria, normal curve,

and normal evacuation.

Case 32. Psychoneurosis (Psychasthenia).—Faith P., a woman aged 36, was^

admitted Jan. 19, 1923. She made all sorts of neurotic complaints, and appeared

to be depressed. Gastric examination revealed a larval hyperchlorhydria with

normal evacuation. Only one test was made.

SUMMARY OF CASES IN GROUPS G AND H

Cases 33 to 36 (Group G) were examples of dementia praecox of

the paranoid type. All presented emotional irritability or instability.

In one case examination was unsatisfactory (the patient gagged and was

flighty)
; there was hypochlorhydria, the evacuation time being normal.

The remaining cases showed normal acidity at one hour with a tendency

to higher figures later (delay in the curves)
;
pepsin and duodenal fer-

ments were normal. In two cases evacuation was delayed.

Cases 37 to 41 (Group H) were also examples of dementia praecox

of other types and included one patient who was practically well. All

five patients were quiet and cooperative. All showed decided hyper-

chlorhydria (high normal?) with normal pepsin; duodenal ferments

were absent in two, present in one case ; the evacuation time was normal.

One case had retention and a continuous curve. The fasting contents

showed a high acidity.

The case histories in these groups have been omitted ; there was no

discernible relation between the secretory curve and the emotional

aspect.

SUMMARY OF CASES IN GROUP I

Cases 42 to 46 were examples of miscellaneous psychoses—general

paralysis, toxic-exhaustive and senile psychoses. The general paralytic

drooled and was irritable. The test was unsatisfactory but showed

hypochlorhydria with delayed evacuation. The other patients were

quiet, apathetic or slightly depressed. High fasting acidity was found

in the two cases in which it was tested. Ilyperchlorhydria was present
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in nil with coiilinuous curves in two { in both with a tendency to reten-

tion). No definite relation to the emotional state was discernible.

SUNf MAKV

1. Manic-depressive psychoses and involutional melancholia.

(a) Manic States.—Four hypomanic cases showed a normal secre-

torv response with a hif(h acidity, unduly sustained. Formerly we

ii4L::::::::::::::iii^fi::":
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Seven cases, including some with mild depression and others with pre-

sumably depressing somatic delusions, showed high acidities altogether

comparable to those in the manic states.

Of the twenty-four depressed cases, approximately half showed dis-

tinct disturbances of secretion in the sense of diminution; in a few,

motor disturbances occurred. So far we have been unable to distin-

guish satisfactorily between the effects of subacute or persistent psychic

depression and of the acute temporary emotion associated with dislike

for or resistance to the use of the tube. In several instances patients

were examined by the nasal catheter and in a few mechanical restraint

was used (pack). It is noteworthy, however, that the two patients^

who resisted most violently gave rather high acid values.

We feel that these observations show good evidence of the inhibiting

effect (sympathetic) of profoundly depressing emotions and less definite

evidence of the favorable eft'ect (vagus) of elation. It is hardly neces-

sary to add that psychiatrists regard the emotions in this group of

insanities as real in contrast with the emotions in dementia praecox

which are superficial, unreal and not in accord with the circumstances.

2. Psychoneuroses.—In these cases emotional depression was a

uniform symptom, but the depth of the emotion was less pronounced

and its sincerity less unquestionable than in the preceding depressive

states. Only four cases were examined and, while reduced acidity was

evident in three, in one at least there was a sufficient physical cause.

Experience, moreover, warns against drawing too broad conclusions

from this class of cases.

3. Dementia Praecox.—Of four paranoid cases with emotional irri-

tability and instability two showed moderately delayed evacuation with

normal acidity. Five other cases of dementia praecox all showed high

acidity (hyperacidity), but no relation was detected between the emo-

tional state and the gastric secretion.

4. Miscellaneous Psychoses.—Five cases of general paralytic, toxic-

exhaustive or senile psychoses in which apathy or slight depression was
the rule, showed high acidity in four and continuous secretion in two.

CONCLUSIONS

Depressing emotions appear to exert an inhibiting eff'ert on gastric

and even on duodenal secretions. Motility is less clearly influenced, but

requires further investigation. Malnutrition may be a principal factor

in causing reduced gastric secretion, but it is more likely that the mal-

nutrition is secondary to the digestive disturbance.

Somatic and hypochondriacal delusions bear no evident relation to

secretory variation. Mental exaltation seems to favor s:astric digestion.
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DISEASES OF THE STRIATE SYSTEM. Cecile and Oskar Vogt, T. f

Psychol, u. Neurol. 25:3, 1920.

This monograph, which takes up an entire number of the journal and con-

sists of over 200 pages of text with 78 double pages of illustrations, is a

sequel to a prior work by these authors on the same subject to which thev refer

extensively. The subject is taken up in a systematic manner. First, the normal

anatomy is discussed and, in order to make clear what follows, it will be

necessary to give a rather full description of Figures 1 and 2 which are taken

from the article. As will be noted Fig. 2 is an enlargement of Fig. 1 at

level 'TIi;'

At level I, besides the thalamic nuclei /, vtl, vtiii and aa, in i)n>, in the most

oral part, is seen what Friedmann has described in the cercopithecin as the

nucleus of the tuber cinereum t. Ventral to mv lies the main part of the most

oral portion of the field of Forel, H' with its mesial process X drawn out into

the tuber cinereum. Then there are : the posterior part of the internal capsule

Cip: the beginning of the peduncle p ; and the mammillary body C;«.

.At level II a section of the prefrontal cortex is represented.

At level III (which is enlarged in Fig. 2) is represented the thalamus

in frontal plane, the corpus Luysi, the striatum and the pallidum. In the

thalamus are seen the nuclei /, aa, via, vil. vtm and mv. In the hypo-

thalamus are: the H^ and H' bundles of Forel as well as their median junc-

tion; Cajal's nucleus campi Foreli (iicf) ; the pars dorsalis {Zid) and the pars

ventralis {Ziv) of the zona incerta and the corpus Luysi (CL). In the peduncle

(P) is the oral portion of the substantia nigra (Sn). At its medial part is

found dorsally, the commissura mollis (Cmo) and ventrally the decussatio

Foreli (DF). Dorsolateral to the thalamus is the nucleus caudatus, (AV)

;

lateral to the posterior segment of the internal capsule (Cip) is the putamen
(Put) and the pallidum. The pallidum is bounded laterally by the lamella

pallidi externa (Le) ; ventrally by the ansa lenticularis (A I) and medially by
the lamella pallidi limitans (LI). The lamella pallidi interna (Li) divides the

pallidum into a pars externa (Ge) and a pars interna (Gi). The latter is

divided by the lamella pallidi accessoria (La) into Gil and Gi)n.

At level IV there is represented a part of the area gigantopyramidalis, "the

so-called motor region."

At level V is a frontal section of tlie hypothalamus with its nucleus ruber
(Nr). Dorsally this region is bounded by the thalamic nuclei: fa, vb, and
mh. Medially is the decussation of Forel (DF). \'entrally is represented sub-

stantia nigra (Sn), P and the beginning of the pons. Beside this there is

quite schematically represented a piece of the cerebellar cortex with its nucleus
dentatus (Dt) of the opposite side.

Level VI represents the commissura posterior {Cp^. the nucleus Dark-
schewitschi (XD) commissura posterioris (Cp) and Cajal's nucleus intcrstitialis

(ni).

At level VII is represented the nucleus Bechterewi (nB^ and the luicleus

Deitersi («D) as well as the canalis semicircularis horizontalis {Csh) and the

canalis semicircularis verticalis anterior (Csva').

The structures represented are connected as follows : From the prefrontal
cortex Fiber 1 goes to the thalamic nuclei ma ; from ma is drawn an hypothetical
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associate Fiber 2 into the region of mv + f + ncF. From the motor cortex

there goes a descending Fiber 3 to the thalamic nucleus va. From this is

postulated a hypothetical intrathalamic Fiber 4 to unite with mv + t +ticF. From
these latter regions Fibers 5 go as thalamopallidal and thalamostriatal through the

thalamus as well as the hypothalamopallidal and thalamostriatal Fibers 6

through H to the pallidum and striatum. Fiber 5 is ended in Gim exclusively

so as not to complicate the picture. Besides, there also goes from the region

of mv +' + "cF a Fiber 7 through DF to the opposite pallidum. While Fiber

6 ends in Put and Xc, it comes into relation with an association Fiber 8. This

again stands in relation to Fiber 9 which sends striopallidal fibers to Ge and

Gi. In the pallidum there arises a branch, Fiber 10, to CL (corpus Luysi)

and in less degree to the substantia nigra (Sn). (In Fig. 2 this is represented

by 10a.) A second branch, Fiber 11, runs from the pallidum through the ansa

eli^^
: aa ..• " •

ma \

Fig. 2.—Enlargement of Level III in Figure 1.

lenticularis (Al) following f/ " and divides into five branches lid to llr.

Branch 11a runs through the middle part of the capsule of the red nucleus;

one part apparently ends in the nucleus Darkschewitschi (XD), and part goes

through the posterior commissure to end in the opposite nucleus interstitialis

ni. Branch lib ends in the frontal part of the nucleus ruber; lie helps first

to build the lateral capsule of tlie red nucleus, and the fibers then go in part

to this nucleus, and in part, after passing through the decussatio Foreli. to the

opposite red nucleus, and in part to the posterior commissure. The last hypo-

thetical portion is allowed to end in the opposite nucleus interstitialis, (ni).

Branch lid ends in the region of mv -\- t +ncF. Branch llr goes, in the decus-

satio Foreli, to end on the opposite side. A third group of neurons sends

its axons through the thalamus in the region of »i7'.

From the cortex cerebelli the axis cylinders of the Purkinje cells, Fiber 13,

run to the dentatum (Dt). The Fibers 14 of the dentatum go in part to the
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red nucleus and in i)art to va. The former find their way out also from the

red nucleus as Fiber 15. In I'iher 16 there are as yet unknown fibers from

the region of viv -\- t -\-ttcF.

The horizontal semicircular canal (Csli) sends Fibers 17 to the nucleus

Bechterewi {uB) and to nucleus Ueitersi {iiD). The anterior vertical semi-

circular canal (Csz'a) sends a system of Fibers 18 to (tiD). From uD F"ibers

19 go to the opposite .\'D. From nB they go to the homolateral .\D by Fibers

20 and probably by Fiber 21 to the homolateral >ii. From \D and ni a system

of Fibers 22 (fasciculus commissuromedialis) and 23 (fasciculus interstitio-

spinalis) go downward in the tractus longitudinalis dorsalis. F"inally we have,

in the posterior commissure, commissural Fibers 24 between the two .\'D.

In the comments on the foregoing, two facts are brought out forcibly, which

are to be found in all modern textbooks on neuro-anatomy : First, there is

no fiber connection between the cortex and the opposite striatum ; secondly,

there is practically no difference in structure and origin between the caudatus

and the putamen. In brief, therefore, the Vogts state that the striatum is

a terminal organ. Fibers do not connect the cortex with it except indirectly

as follows : the cortical fibers proceed to the thalamus, from the thalamus to

the pallidum and then from the pallidum to the striatum. It is connected also

with the periphery indirectly as follows : fibers from the periphery go to the

thalamus; from the thalamus they go to the pallidum (and also to the cortex) ;

those that end in the pallidum go to the striatum. Fibers beginning in the

striatum go to the pallidum ; from there they go through the ansa lenticularis

and divide into branches to the thalamus and to the subthalamic nuclei, includ-

ing the red nucleus, substantia nigra, corpus Luysi etc. From there the fibers

proceed down into the cord as the rubrospinal tract, and in this w^ay have a

direct influence on the anterior horn cells. Finally the cerebellum is brought

into relation with this system through fibers going to the red nucleus.

In the further discussion the authors state that the fiber system between

the thalamus, hypothalamus and the pallidum is medullated for the greater

part at the time of birth. On the other hand, the striopallidal fillers (Fiber

9 in Fig. 1) are not medullated even at 5 months. It is practically universally

believed that beginning of medullation shows the beginning of function. In

the new-born the striatum and pallidum do not communicate. The similarity

between the movements of infants and those that occur in disease of the

striatum—muscle spasm, associated movements, chorea, athetosis, etc.—becomes

clear through a study of these facts.

The rest of the article is then divided into eight chapters and the following

types of case are discussed: (1) etat marbre (marbled condition); (2)

stationary etat fibreux (fibrous condition) as part of the Bielschowsky type

of cerebral hemiatrophy; (3) progressive etat fibreux; (4) etat dysmyelinique;

(5) total necrosis of the striatum; (6) areas of neuroglia proliferation in the

striatum with simultaneous presenile changes in the striate system; (7) etat

de desintegration ; and (8) large focal lesions.

ETAT M.\RBRE

Eight cases of etat marbre (marbled condition) are discussed at length.

The symptoms are typified by the first case, which has been used by C. Vogt

in a previous article and is known as "Barre's case of Jacquel." In this case

there was a typical double athetosis of the face and body without paralysis

of sphincters or severe intelligence disturbances, with increased knee jerks

and ankle clonus. A brother had had involuntary movements in the hands.
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The patient was born asphyxiated. Speech was slower to develop than walk-

ing. The condition had undoubtedly been present since birth. In the last

year of life there developed a slight right sided paralysis. Death occurred

at 59, probably by suicide.

The pathology of this case was summarized as follows : A condition of

etat marbre with decreased volume of the striatum. This was especially pro-

nounced in the caudal part of the putamen, wnth decrease in the number of

striopallidal fibers in the pallidum externum; marked internal hydrocephalus;

the number of "plaques fibromyeliniques" of the cortex was within normal limits
;

the area gigantopyramidalis, H,^ and the corpus Luysi as well as the cerebellar

system were intact ; the left pyramid showed a decrease in its fibers because

of the capsular softening in the last year of life. Bielschowsky found amyloid

particles in the dendrites of the cells of the pallidum.

On the basis of the location of the lesion in this and other cases C. Vogt
has formulated the following localization of functions : Lesions producing dis-

turbances of the bulbar muscles are located in the most oral part of the striatum;

caudad are the centers that control the lower extremities; between these, the

abdomen, chest and upper extremities are represented.

A case of tremor of one forearm is mentioned in which there was involve-

ment of the middle part of the opposite putamen.

Symptomatology.—The first six cases showed the picture of etat marbre

in such isolated form that the authors believe they are able to map out a

symptomatology that can be applied to other cases. In the foreground stands

hyperkinesis. This manifests itself in spastic phenomena and it remains to

be seen whether contractures ever result when the case is handled correctly.

In many cases the spasm is only temporary. A second form of hyperkinesis

shows choreic movements and movements resembling athetosis. These involun-

tary movements occur in the slighter cases of etat marbre in contrast to the

spastic phenomena. A true Babinski sign is not present. Uncontrollable

laughing and crying are frequently found. Peripheral stimuli, intentional or

emotional, increase the hyperkinesis. There is slowness and clumsiness of

movement as well as lack of emotional expression of the face. There are also

severe disturbances in articulation, phonation, mastication and deglutition.

The question as to whether these symptoms are dependent on hyperkinesis

or akinesis is discussed at length. In all cases the disease was bilateral and
began after birth with a tendency to improve up to the age of 5. The authors'

cases show more marked involvement of the lower than the upper extremities

as is usual also in Little's disease. Pathologically, they believe that theii

hypothetical leg center in the striatum was not more severely diseased than

the arm area. They therefore believe that there is a greater brain compensa-
tion for arm movements due to a greater representation of the arm in the

brain cortex. These cases usually show at first equal involvement of the

arm and leg with greater improvement of the upper extremity. In the seven

cases studied anatomically they believe that they have made an advance in the

correct topography of the striatum. They give credit to Alarie, Brissaud and
others.

Patliofiliysiology.—The authors believe that no exact opinion can be given

as to the functions of the various tracts since normal anatomy and physiology'

nave not been definitely determined. They took up this subject in their former
work. They believe from a study of one of their cases that the entire picture

may be present clinically, but absent pathologically. All the symptoms must
be brought into relation with the striate system. In tlu-ir case there was no
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reduction of fibers hetween the tlialamiis and ncH with tlie pallidum. The

corpus Luysi showed but a slight volume reduction. The pallidum was

greatly reduced in size, but this could be attributed to the loss of fibers of

the striopallidal system. The authors believe that there was defective embryonic

development and the disease was due to a functional disturbance of the

striatum that was present even in the embryonic brain.

The slight and severe cases differ only quantitatively, the pathologic

changes being parallel to the symptomatology, and the striatum has a definite

topography. The conclusion reached is that the symptomatology of etat

marbre is to be attril)Uted to the al)scnce of striate function and that the

hyperkinesis is an inhibitory symptom.

As the result of past and present work the \'ogts believe that they arc

able to formulate the following: Through Fibers 16, 14, 15 and others not

represented (Figs. 1 and 2) impulses are carried to the thalamus. Part of

these stimuli are direct (16) and others are indirect (through 4 and other

associated neurons) going by way of Fibers 5 and 6 to the pallidum. Normally

the striatum receives regular impulses which influence the pallidum through

Fibers 8 and 9. If these impulses fail, impulses come from the periphery

through the thalamus to the pallidum and especially by way of the corpus

Luysi without the restraining cfifect of the striatum, and hyperkinesis results.

This view explains why peripheral stimuli increase kinesis. The entire cortex

is connected with the thalamus through the corticifugal Fibers 1 and 3, and in

this way impulses can affect the pallidum through the thalamus. Cortical

influences either "intentional" or "emotional" can increase pallidal kinesis. In

certain isolated motility disturbances it is difficult to know whether they are

hyperkinetic, akinetic or a mixture of these two; the history does not help.

How far the motor weakness can be traced to spasticity is problematic, but

most cases of etat marbre have a positive motor asthenia. Babinski has

described, under the term adiadokokinesis, a slowness and uncertainty of

antagonistic movements; for example, in pronation and supination of the

hands. The patient may do it a little faster witli the right hand and there

may be a lessening of excursion of the left hand. This depends on an insuffi-

ciently prompt stimulus or "denervation," and occurs in greater degree in

cerebellar disease. The Vogts here postulate a true adiadokokinesis depending

on disturbance of voluntary denervation, in relation with the pallidum. They

call pseudo-adiadokokinesis an "innervation" symptom consisting of slowness

and clumsiness of movement ; it plays an important part in etat marbre and is

atributed to absence of "kinesis" of the striate system. These movements in

this condition may be due in part to the spasticity. The fact that hyperkinesis

and akinesis of etat marbre improve with age is explained by the statement

that there is an increase of "innervation performing" ability of the brain which

in time compensates.

Pathologic Anatomy and Genesis.—As shown in the Vogt's former work

etat marbre is an entity as far as the pathologic anatomy in concerned. The

ganglion cells disappear and are replaced by a dense fiber network. Only

in C. Vogt's cortical "plaques fibromyeliniques" do they find an analogous

condition. They state that there are practically no "normal" human brains in

which these plaques do not occur
;
yet they are not numerous. They have even

found them, though less frequently, in monkey brains. If the plaques fibro-

myeliniques of the cortex and etat marbre of the striatum can be attributed

to the same cause the conclusion must be formulated that the striatum is

much more liable to this condition.
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The fact that this disease more often attacks brothers and sisters without

the parents being affected points to an early germ plasm defect, and it is

possible that the same condition may develop even after embryonic lite. In

one case descri])ed there was a true fibromyelinique condition with partial

microgyria and meningitis, all of which are attriljuted to embryonic maldevelop-

ment. The condition of etat marbre shows a predilection for the inner half ot

the striatum.

ETAT FIBREUX

Elective necrosis of ganglion cells and the finest nerve fibers may occur in

the striatum with crowding together of the remaining large medullated fibers.

This results in a striking picture which C. V^ogt has called "etat fibreux."

Four different etiologic forms of etat fibreux are demonstrable in recognizable

striate motility disturbances : (1) As part of the Bielschowsky type of cerebral

hemiatrophy (e. g. spastic diplegia); (2) isolated; (3) as part of the process

in Huntington's chorea; and (4) as a sequence of general paralytic processes

in the striatum. The first of these is regarded as a stationary infantile con-

dition ; the other three appear later in life and are progressive.

STATIOXARV INFANTILE ETAT FIBRELX

This is illustrated by the case of Fritz G., an illegitimate child, who, at

the age of 2 began to have epileptic attacks, and in the course of the third

year developed weakness of the left side and pes equinus, with marked
athetotic disturbances of the hand, but without marked spasticity. There

was no progression in the paresis up to the time of death at 21 from pneumonia.

Anatomic Findings.—In the brain, there were primary encephalitic foci lead-

ing to a hemiatrophy, the basis of which, as shown by Bielschowsky, was
partial necrosis of the third cortical layer. There was also marked atrophy

of the thalamus, but the brain stem was normal and there was no recognizable

change in the pyramidal tracts. The elective necrosis in this case was not

limited to the third cortical layer. The cell necrosis of the outer part of the

caudate nucleus was so severe that the fibers remaining formed an etat

fibreux. In the rest of the striatum there was also an etat fibreux. On the

other hand the cell picture of the pallidum, the corpus Luysi, and the H'
bundle showed no change. It must, however, lie added that the neuroglia

reaction in this case was not identical with that to be described as etat

fibreux.

In view of these findings the athetotic movements are traced to the etat

fibreux of the caudatus ; the right thalamus had no part in the functional

disability. In this case, the relatively slight manifestations of one sided

paralysis are Ijrought into relation with disease of the third cortical layer and
the authors believe that the mechanism is similar to that shown by Biel-

schowsky. Whether the spastic paralysis indicated a striatal component or can

be explained entirely by the cortical injury must be left to further work. In

this case, as shown by Bielschowsky, there was an elective cell necrosis of

the striatum. Sections from the cases of Bielschowsky showed changes resemb-
ling those descri])ed here but with more marked atrophy of one hemisphere
and thalamus.

In relation to these facts the V^ogts discuss:

(a) The role of the corticospinal system in the striate syndrome. In the

two cases described by Bielschowsky there was spastic hemi|>lcgia with no
Apparent striate symptoms. This is interpreted as indicating that the severe
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cortical disease masked the striatal sjinptoms. In Fritz G. the slight cortical

disease caused the striate symptoms to stand out. The conclusion reached

is that the masking of the striate syndrome stands in direct relation to the

intensity of the corticomotor disturbances.

(b) Von Economo stated that, in children as well as in the aged, after

injuries of the brain in different locations athetosis may result. Economo gives

credit for this observation to Magendie, in 1823; none of the cases, however,

were studied with modern methods. The case of Fritz G. gives a clue as to

how athetosis and a brain disease can occur together. The hemiatrophy was

noticealile to the naked eye, but the striate lesions required study in serial

sections with modern methods. The conclusion reached is that syndromes said

to be due to cortical changes may, on further study, prove to be striatal.

(c) The production by striate disease at different times of athetosis,

chorea, paralysis agitans, and other hyperkineses. This observation has

puzzled many authors. Kleist recently offered the explanation that in athetosis

the pallidum is diseased. The Vogts show that etat fil)reux causes, at the

least, a severe secondary change in the pallidum and yet, in spite of this, may

produce chorea. No cases are known in which disease limited to the striatum

in fetal or in the first years of life has produced a chorea. The conclusion

is reached that striate disease must occur in the embryo or in the first years

of life to produce a true athetosis. Occurring later, if limited to the striatum,

it occasions other involuntary movements.

(d) Etat fibreux as a sign of especial vulncraliility of the striate cells. \X

present the three known cases of the Bielschowsky type of cerebral hemiatrophy

show, in addition to elective necrosis of the third layer of cortical cells, a

disease of the striate cells. Bielschowsky has investigated this question and

comes to the conclusion that the elective necrosis of the third layer is due

to a special vulnerability of these cells. Later the Vogts give further reasons

for suggesting that the striatal cells are also especially sensitive.

(e) Part of the caudate is related to the arm muscles and the most anterior

part has connections with the bulbar muscles.

(f) The clinical picture of etat fibreux of the striatum as part of the

Bielschowsky type of cerebral infantile spastic paralysis. At present the striate

component cannot be certainly separated from the spastic manifestations. The

slightly spastic cases are characterized in the beginning by epileptic spells,

after several months by spastic hemiplegia, and later in life by hypoplasia of

the musculature and skeleton. In the three cases quoted the disease was

unilateral. Bilateral involvement or diplegia is possible. That other forms of

cerebral spastic paralysis may be associated with disease of the striatum must

be kept in mind, though the authors have not observed a case.

PROGRESSIVE ETAT FIBREUX

1. Etat Fibreux Alone.—Three cases are presented. The first concerns a

progressive bilateral chorea of the body musculature in a man of 31 who for

three and one-half years suffered with difficulty in articulation and walking.

There was no hereditary taint, nor disturbance of eye movements, motor power

or psychic power, but the knee jerks were increased. Anatomically this case

showed pronounced chronic disease (atrophy) in the striatum, with much less

change in the pallidum and still less in the corpus Luysi. There was a marked

loss of ganglion cells, especially of the smaller type, with secondary glial

increase and, according to Bielschowsky, a secondary reaction of the blood ves-

sels (thickening of the vessel walls, capillary fibrosis and new capillary forma-
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tion). The preservation of the mcdullatcd fillers in the striatum (Filter 6 in

Fig. 1) produced an etat fibreux. The atrophy of the pallidum depended on loss

of the fine fibers (Fiber 9 in Fig. 1) connecting the striatum with the pallidum.

There was also primary necrosis of the striatal neurons (Fillers 6 and 9 in

Fig. 1).
_

In commenting on this case the authors attribute the chorea to disease of

the striatum. The severe atrophy of the oral region of the striatum explains

the severe bulbar symptoms. The fact that the pallidum is more severely

diseased than in their cases of etat marbre brings up Kleist's remark that

coincident disease of the pallidum in a case of etat marbre produces athetosis

in place of chorea. But against this is the conclusion that choreic movements

are to be thought of as "the syndrome of the corpus striatum."

Bielschowsky's Case E. : A woman, aged 65, showed severe motor unrest

involving the entire body; she rolled about in bed and moved the extremities

in all directions. There was no intelligence defect. Pathologically, there was

extreme reduction in the size of the striatum with an etat fibreux and sUght

atrophy of the pallidum as well as a slighter decrease in the corpus Luysi.

In commenting on this case the authors say "here, as in the previous case, the

striatum is the chief seat of disease and we trace the chorea to this pathologic

finding. Our views on the physiopathology of chorea as well as the objections

to the theories of Kleist and von Economo, expressed in the preceding case

we hold to be correct for this case."

Schuster's Case Heinrich N. : A case of chronic chorea with no history of

hereditary defect, beginning at the age of 53 and lasting ten years. There was

involvement of the eye musculature. Some intelligence defect was present.

The brain showed marked etat fibreux in the severely atrophied striatum, with

much less atrophy of the pallidum and still less of the corpus Luysi.

Comments : In the adult central nervous system there occurs an isolated

necrosis of the ganglion cells (especially the smaller type) of the striatum,

with resultant reaction of the glia and blood vessels, and proliferation of the

medullated fibers that remain. This causes an etat fibreu.x with much less

atrophy of the pallidum and still less marked atrophy of the corpus Luysi from

secondary degeneration. The process is always bilateral. Clinically it is a

progressive bilateral chorea. The authors have reported three cases and after

observing the first case they were able to predict the pathologic changes in the

others. The etiology is unknown. They have not found similar conditions

except in chorea.

2. Etat Fibreux Together icitli Typical Cerebral Disease.—F"reund's case,

"H. B., was typical of hereditary Huntington's chorea with mental deteriora-

tion. The anatomic findings were : widespread gliosis after disappearance of

the nervous parenchyma especially of the ganglion cells. The process was
largely limited to the striatum which was atrophied and presented the picture

of an etat filjreux. The pallidum was moderately atrophied from secondary

degeneration and the corpus Luysi was small. The cortex cerebri was also

involved in the disease process, especiallj' the fourth layer. The Vogts "see

the cause of the chorea in the disease of the striatal system." They refer to the

work of Marie and Lhermitte in 1914, and of Hunt with four cases of Hunting-

ton's chorea in 1916, in which the only lesion was disappearance of the small

striatal cells, but maintain "that the limitation of the disease process to

the small ganglion cells is not correct." They conclude that the cortical

changes account for tlie psychotic disturlianccs.
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Licpniann's Case, julic R.: Mental symi)toms bewail at the a^e of iA aiui

soon there developed the typical picture of Huntington's chorea. No hereditary

taint was present. Pathologically, in addition to congenital micromyelia,

there was widespread parenchymatous degeneration with consequent gliosis.

This was most intense in the striatum. In the pallidum there was a moderate

secondary degeneration of the outgoing bundles and the thicker medullated

fil)ers of the pallidum externum were of abnormal caliber. The corpus Luysi

was likewise atrophied. // ' and //
' were slightly reduced. The cortex was

also involved, especially the fourth layer. In the discussion, the chorea is

brought into relation with the striatal disease. The extreme involvement of

the oral part of the striatum is in line with the thought that this region

controls the bulbar functions. The cortical changes produced the mental

symptoms.

Maass' Case, Poersch : \ woman, aged 71, whose history could not

be obtained; she developed choreiform movements and dementia in the last

years of life. Anatomically, the cortex showed narrowing and crowding together

of the cells, decrease of the ganglion cells and, in the fourth layer, a great

increase of glia. The striatum was distinctly small and showed an undoubted

etat fibreux. This atrophy had brought about an internal hydrocephalus. The

pallidum was much atrophied and the corpus Luysi also to a much less degree.

The internal capsule showed no fiber decrease. In addition the brain, especially

the striatum and pallidum, showed an etat crible. In discussing this case the

authors state : "There were the characteristic findings of Huntington's chorea

in the striatum and the corte.x. The etat crible did not reveal itself because

of the etat fibreux." Two other cases of Huntington's chorea are detailed.

Comments on Cases of Huntington's Chorea : These cases all show severe

atrophy^ of the striatum, due to disappearance of the ganglion cells and com-

pensatory increase of glia. The preservation and pressing together of the

large medullated fibers of the striatum produces an etat fibreux. There results

internal hydrocephalus with granular walls. Less intense atrophy with" gliosis

occurs in the pallidum, and there is a decrease of the corpus Luysi. The
brain is small with lessened density of layers and there is gliosis in the

region of the fourth layer. There is decrease in the rest of the central

nervous system with a similar gliosis. Clinically, all cases showed chorea

together with psychotic disturbances. The pathologic findings in the striatum

and cortex are diagnostic.

3. Etat Fibreux as a Result of General Paralytic Disease Invoh'ing the

Striatum.—In Liepmann's case, Karl R., choreic movements were present during

the last ten years of life. The facial muscles were involved as well as the

extremities, though speech was but little affected. Two years after the begin-

ning of the chorea there was sluggishness of the pupils and other symptoms

of general paralysis of the insane. Anatomically, the cyto-architecture of the

cortex was relatively normal. The chief abnormality w-as infiltration of the

vessel walls. Bielschowsky showed that the vascular changes and cell characters

were typical of general paralysis. The striatum showed considerable atrophy

due to disappearance of the ganglion cells, while the thick medullated fibers

were relatively well preserved. There was here a general paralytic process

with elective necrosis of the ganglion cells which produced an etat fibreux.

There was increase of neuroglia nuclei, especially in the putamen, but not so

marked as in the cases of Huntington's chorea. In addition there were general

paralytic changes in the vessels. The pallidum showed, besides atrophy and

general paralytic changes in the vessels, a cell decrease and disease of the
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remaining ganglion cells that were more intense than was found in the cases

of etat fibreux up to this time. The usual thick medullated fibers of the

pallidum externum showed pathologic thickening. The corpus Luysi was
slighth' small. The other subcortical regions showed no changes.

Comments : There is some doubt as to whether the intellectual defect was

due to general paralysis. The anatomic studies showed the general paralytic

process, but it is important to recognize that in this case, in spite of the long

drawn out illness, the cortex was relatively intact, which explains the absence

of the usual psychic disturbances of general paralysis. The cause of the

chorea is found in the necrobiosis of the ganglion cells of the striatum. The
disease of the pallidum needs explanation. The fact that the pallidum is

diseased shows that this is possible without changing the choreic character of

the involuntary movements. Further, it is interesting that the choreic move-

ments entirely disappeared as the disease ran its course. Two important things

are brought up by this case: (1) In rare cases of general paralysis the

process attacks the striatum first and foremost; (2) in some cases of general

paralysis the striatum and not the cortex is attacked. There is seen in these

facts further proof of the especial vulnerability of the ganglion cells of the

striatum.

Reich's Case, George M. : The patient was a man, aged 37, who had typical

general paralysis in the last years of life. Two and one-half weeks before

death, a violent chorea began. Pathologically, besides the marked general

paralj-tic findings in the cortex, there were numerous typical vascular changes

in the putamen. The s&me condition was found in the pallidum, but

of much less degree. There was also a partial focal elective necrosis of

the cells of the striatum. This produced first slight atrophy and then an

etat fibreux in the striatum. In contrast to the severe changes in the striatum,

they were much less severe in the pallidum and corpus Luysi and only slight

deviations from the normal were found in the other subcortical regions. The
beginning elective cell necrosis in the striatum agrees with the clinical fact

of chorea a few v.^eeks prior to death.

4. General Comments on the Cases Cited.—All these cases have in common
progressive cell necrosis in the striatum and general compensatory prolifera-

tion of neuroglia, which left no spaces and did not result in severe striatal

atrophy. In this disease the majority of the thicker (striopetal) fibers remained,

while the other fibers of the striatum were abnormally medullated. There

thus resulted an etat fibreux, the ganglion cell necrosis occurring when the

condition had lasted for some little time. Practically identical pathologic

changes resulted from at least three dissimilar causes. Each of the three

forms of progressive etat fibreux shows a specific staining: Huntington's

chorea sho.ws marked gliosis ; and the general paralytic cases show the typical

vascular changes. Of importance is the fact that almost identical changes

occur in the striatum in progressive bilateral chorea, in Huntington's chorea

and in general paralysis of the insane. The disease was so severe in the

striatum and so slight in the pallidum and corpus Luysi that the authors trace

the choreic movements to inhiliition of the pallidum.

ETAT DVSMYELINIQUE

Under the term etat dysmyelinique. C. Vogt has grouped cases in which

pathologically there results simultaneous reduction in volume and poverty of

striatal medullated fibers; this occurs especially in the region of the pallidum.
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Tile two cases dcscrilied give tlu- picture of progressive, pure rigidity. The

connection between the pathologic picture and the clinical disease is shown in

Oscar Fischer's case described in their former work. The correlation between

the cases that occurred in earliest infancy and those in juvenility is shf)wii

in the following case quoted from Rothmann. The patient was a girl who
a])peared to be normal at birth, but was slow in walking and talking and died

at the age of 12. At 6 there developed a spastic condition of the extremities

with choreo-athetoid movements. At 10 she became much worse and there

were involuntary movements of the face and throat muscles which impeded

speech. Only in the chewing movements was there occasional rest. Light

chloroform anesthesia stopped these movements. Death occurred in severe

coma. The brain was peculiarly dark and there was bilateral atrophy of the

striatum and pallidum. The cortex appeared to be intact. With the Weigert

stains the basal ganglions showed : "numerous sclerotic patches with many new
vessels in the region of the globus pallidus, while the putamen and caudate

were intact."

HISTORY OF C.\SE.S

Callus' Case, Ccrhard F.— .\ 7 months child, born in a difficult labor,

who at the age of 6 months began to have convulsions, with ensuing rigidity

and athetotic movements of the entire body musculature. He developed the

ainlity to speak, but only indistinctly, though he could neither walk, stand nor

sit. Pseudo-Babinski signs were present. Foerster's resection of the second

to fifth lumbar and first and second sacral roots on the right side was done,

and as a result the right leg could be moved. Psychic and body stimuli

increased the spasm and the athetotic movements. In the last years of life

there was an increase of spasticity with complete contracture of the legs

and hips. There were severe involuntary movements of the face and upper

e.xtremities. Intelligence was limited. The facial e.xpression was "timid.*"

Death occurred at age 10.

Anatomic Findings : In a generally small brain, poor in medullary fiber,

the putamen was abnormally w-ide and arched outward; the claustrum was also

wide. On the other hand, the pallidum (especially Cil, Fig. 1), the corpus

Luysi and in less degree the thalamus (vtl, vtm and mv) were small. The most

oral striopallidal fibers in great part were missing. Further, there was no

doubt of decrease in the thick striopetal fibers, at least in the inner half of

the putamen. Most of the thick fibers that run between Cc and the thalamus

and hypothalamus were missing. The thick fibers that connect Ci with the

thalamus and hypothalamus were even more deficient. H ~ showed also a reduc-

tion to half and a large part of the pallidoluysian fibers had disappeared. The
corpus Luysi was shrunken to about half, but in its remaining part contained

practically normal fibers. In vtl the typical thick fiber bundles were not

altered; z'tvt and tnv were fiber-poor. Fiber disappearance in the substantia

nigra, the nucleus ruber and its capsule could not be determined.

Comment: The authors consider this case of athetosis that began after

birth a progressive disease of the striatum. They found principally a decrease

of the fibers of the pallidum, as in the cases of Fischer and Rothmann which

began later in life.

Thomalla's Case, Oskar M.—This was an eight months child, born in difficult

labor, but not asphyxiated, w-ho died at the age of 13 years. Slow constant

movements in the throat and extremities began at the age of 1 month and

soon involved the entire body; they were associated with spasticity which did not

disappear in sleep. The spasticity increased under the influence of voluntary
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movement and psychic stimuli. The left side was more affected than the right.

There then developed disturbance of speech and, toward the end, dysphagia

and retention of urine. With the general rigidity there was increase of

reflexes and bilateral Babinski sign. There were no paralyses nor sensory

disturbances and no intelligence defect. Anatomically, the cortex was normal.

The striatum was smaller than in the preceding case. The pallidum, especially

Gi, was very much reduced as in the former case. At the inner part of the

pallidum it had led to severe fiber loss. This was located differently from that

in the previous case. The oral striopallidal fibers were intact. The head of

the caudate as well as the dorsal and ventral part of its middle region and

the caudal part of the putamen were reduced. This condition was greater on

the right. The lamellae of the pallidum and H' were richer in medullated

fibers than in the previous case. The thick fibers of vtl were reduced. Mz' and the

commissura mollis were poor in medullated fibers. The corpus Luysi was reduced

to about one-fourth, but stained well. On the other hand there was no abnor-

mality of the nucleus ruber, its capsule or of the substantia nigra. The entire

ganglions of the right side were less intensely stained than on the left.

General Comments.—The cause of the degeneration of the neurons in etat

dysmyelinique has remained obscure. Jelgersma has described as a "system

disease" a similar anatomopathologic picture which will be taken up under

the term etat de desintegration. It should be noted that it is not the dying

out of a single neuron system but a partial and varied consecutive degerera-

tion. Part of the striopallidal, the thalamopallidal, the pallidoluysian and of

the thick fibers going into vtl from H ' are degenerated. The termination of

the last named fibers, previously unknown, has been worked out by C. Vogt,

in her myogenetic pictures, the fibers going from H^ through H'^ into the pal-

lidum. Accordingly they conclude, contrary to Jelgersma, that primary injury

of the pallidum has the effect of killing all neurons that have a clear connection

with the pallidum.

TOTAL NECROSIS OF THE STRIATUM

Tlwmalla's Case, Alfred L.—Clinically, this was a case of torsion spasm

beginning nine months before death. In the last years of life there was a

generalized muscular rigidity of the entire body. This patient became ill at

the age of llYz years with torsion movements of the right leg, and later of

the hips and right arm. Four months after the onset speech was affected

;

two months later there was difficulty in swallowing and saliva drooled from

the half-opened mouth. When admitted to the hospital, the patient showed

rotary movements of the entire body with the exception of the left arm.

Emotion increased the symptoms ; active movements of the parts decreased it.

Speech, after several words, w-as impossible. Sleep decreased the movements.

Motor power, sensation and intelligence were intact. The knee jerks and skin

reflexes were decreased. Babinski's sign was questionable ; there was no

beard ; the genitals were underdeveloped. Once, under scopolamin, he showed

athetotic movements of the right arm and bilateral Babinski sign. Death

occurred from aspiration pneumonia. At necropsy there was found pneumonia,

a colloid goiter and a small and nodular liver. Grossly the brain showed

bilateral atrophy of the putamen with softer consistency than the neighboring

tissue. Microscopically, no gross myelo-architectural changes were present in

the cortex cerebri, only a general medullary poverty. (It could not. however.

be determined how far the technical difficulties played a part.) The cyto-

architecture of the motor area showed an abnormal retention of the embryonal
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fourtli layer. Tlic pallKjloxy was centered in the striate system. In the left

hemisphere there was a slight decrease of the caudate nucleus. The much
atrophied putamen showed total necrosis of cells and fihers as described by

Wilson in his cases. This had spread laterad not only toward the external

capsule and even to the claustrum, but also mediad into part of Ge. Gi

showed a fii)er reduction. The corpus Luysi was not only smaller, hut also

fil)er-poor; the rest of the hypothalamus, as well as the thalamus, especially

the outer half of the region of va and the peduncle shfiwed no anomalies.

The right hemisphere showed similar changes except that the necrotic process

was located in the oral part of the putamen and its neighl)oring part, and was

less severe in the caudal portion. In the thalamus, in the region of va,

there was moderate loss of fibers as on the left side. Tlie liver showed

cirrhosis identical with that described by Wilson.

Comments : The disease picture was that of a torsion spasm. That, at

the bottom, there was a progressive disease of the striate system was evident.

The authors were, however, astonished to find a pathologic process which

in nature and location, including the liver cirrhosis, was like that of Wilson's

disease. The authors feel it is not yet possible to state the cause of the

great differences in the clinical pictures. In the foregoing case the putamen

was the primary site of the disease which had spread to the neighboring

structures. The bilateral fiber poverty in the region of the thalamic nucleus

va needs explanation. Whether the relatively long freedom of the left arm

is related with the slightness of the disease in the caudal part of the right

putamen must be determined; it will assist toward a finer somatic localization,

not only in the putamen, but also in the pallidum. The contrast between the

severe degeneration of the corpus Luysi and the integrity of the rest of the

hypothalamic region and that part of the thalamus which was hitherto brought

into relation with the striate system was striking. The conclusion must be

that Ge sends relatively few fibers to the striate body. The better preserva-

tion of the medullated fibers in the oral part of the left corpus Luysi speaks

for a relation between its fibers and the caput caudati and the most oral part

of the pallidum.

LOCALIZED NEUROGLIA LESIONS IN THE STRIATUM WITH CON-

COMITANT PRESENILE CHANGES OF THE STRIATE SYSTEM

Westphal's Case, Johann Rckhardi.—At 43 the patient began to have athctoid

movements in the proximal joints of the left leg and arm, and also in the

face and in the tongue. After several weeks the same sort of move-

ments began in the rest of the body. There resulted then, a general athetosis

which was increased by psychic stimuli and a torsion spasm which varied in

its intensity. It was not increased by passive movements, but was lessened

by active movements, with increasing dysphagia, dysarthria, salivation, and

brachybasia. The body was bent over, with retropulsion and lateropulsion,

mask-like face, slow movements, and urinary dribbling. The abdominal

reflexes were present and the knee jerks undisturbed. Memory was impaired,

especially perceptive memory. Seven weeks after the onset of the disease

diarrhea set in and in three weeks the patient died. Anatomically, there was

perivascular cell infiltration in single vessels of the cortical white matter.

Westphal and Sioli found chronic changes and true degeneration in the

cortex of the first frontal convolution and in a lesser degree in the anterior

and posterior central convolutions. The area gigantopyramidalis showed no
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architectural change. The striatum and pallidum contained numerous vessels

with perivascular infiltration. The cells consisted mainly of lymphocytes with

some plasma and mast cells. The tunica media of many blood vessels in

these areas showed hyalinization. The capillaries of certain areas of the

oallidum were covered with lime salts, which hitherto has been recorded only

in one case of paralysis agitans, and by Walbum and Catola as an accidental

finding in tabes. The above pathologic findings had not led to parenchymatous

destruction. Yet as the result of loss of parenchyma, an etat crible resulted,

especially in the striatum and neighboring parts. The most essential pathologic

change consisted of numerous patches in which the normal tissue was replaced

by neuroglia tissue. This was present especially in the striatum. The etiology

of the process is unknown.

Comments : This was a peculiar case in which the patient showed at the

beginning a localized athetosis which soon became generalized; it suggested

torsion spasm and paralysis agitans sine agitatione. Death occurred in ten

weeks from an intercurrent disease. The microscopic findings although

observed in other parts of the brain were especially manifest in the striatum,

and pallidum ; there were presenile changes with marked parenchymatous

atrophy that was confined to striatum and pallidum but were more particularly

present in the striatum.

ETAT DE DESIXTEGRATIOX

C. \ ogt investigated cases of paralysis agitans and in all, whether with

tremors or without, found pathologic changes constantly in the striatum and

pallidum. These changes she has called etat de desintegration in close agree-

ment with Marie. She also examined normal brains and in no case w'ithout

paralysis agitans did she find similar changes. Moreover, in two cases whose
clinical history was unknown, she made a diagnosis of paralysis agitans on

the basis of the pathologic anatomy, a diagnosis that was afterward substan-

tiated. The Vogts in their former work have discussed the meaning of the

term etat de desintegration in various diseases which are associated with

degeneration of the striatal and pallidal tissue: (1) Those in which volume
reduction was caused by disappearance of the ganglion cells and fibers as

an etat paradysmyelinique and which approach the picture of an etat dysmye-
linique; (2) small areas of softening from necrobiosis or hemorrhage with

the production of cavities (etat lacunaire) ; "(3) rarefaction and eventual

resorption of the tissue and blood vessels. This necrobiotic process begins

with lightly stained areas which can be recognized with the van Gieson stain.

An atrophy of the ganglion cells follows and the glia nuclei increase in number.
The nerve fibers then disappear. Connective tissue elements and new blood

vessels are formed later.

In the smallest blood vessels there is a tendency to the condition described

by Durand-Fardel, in 1854, as etat crible. The resorption of tissue around the

larger blood vessels leads to the etat lacunaire of Marie. This can be desig-

nated as etat prelacunaire. The Vogts recall the fact that such parivascular

extensions occur not only around arteries but also around veins. As P. Marie
has noted, the process around larger blood vessels is not different from that

around the smaUer ones. The etiology is different from that in *the lacunar

form mentioned under (2). The Vogts subdivide as follows: all distended

perivascular lymph spaces are called "crible" ; the adjoining portions are called

precrible"; and the title "lacunaire" is reserved for the processes mentioned
under (2).
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REPORT OF CASES

Etat do desiiitc-gration may occur with or without severe arteriosclerotic

or senile dementia.

(1) Without Severe Dementia: The following cases show clinical mani-

festations similar to those of paralysis agitans :

Bielschowsky's Case, Karolinc \'.
: Clinically, this was a typical case of

paralysis agitaiis with violent tremor. Anatomically, sections revealed dilata-

tion of the ventricles. There were no changes belonging to a senile or arterio-

sclerotic dementia. Etat crible was present in many parts of the brain, but

especially in the striatum. These changes in the striatum and pallidum were

so recent that they were thought to have no bearing on the clinical mani-

festations. The caudate nucleus was atrophied.

The essential pathologic change, in addition to atrophy of the caudate,

was an etat crible in various parts of the brain, especially in the striatum.

It is interesting to note that with the disease most marked in the striatum

there was severe tremor.

Bielschowsky's Case, Wilhelmine P.: A case of paralysis agitans without

tremor. Anatomically, there was found in the white matter of many convolu-

tions an etat crible which had not led to degeneration of any known fiber

system. The caudate nuclei were evidently atrophied, especially the left. It

showed, as did the putamen, a moderate etat crible; large vessels were found

in the putamen. Finally there was an especially intense etat crible in the

pallidum, mainly in the anterior part. Aside from this, there was a fiber lack

(a partial etat paradysmyelinique) which suggested cases of etat dysmye-

linique. The corpus Luysi was slightly atrophied.

Comment : Here the pathologic changes in the striate system were of

the type of an etat de desintegration. In contrast to the former case (with

tremors), the pallidum was more involved than the striatum. This fact

bespeaks the evident atrophy of the corpus Luysi. Clinically, the case was
distinguished by the fact that there were no tremors, but instead an intense

rigidity which the authors in their former work have designated as the

"pallidal syndrome." The fact that such severe disease existed in the pallidum

agrees with the theories of the authors. The contrast between the normal
H' bundle and the atrophic corpus Luysi should be noted.

Freund's Case, Pauline H. :A case of paralysis agitans of two years' dura-
tion which showed rigidity and only slight tremors, probably limited to the

left hand. The rigidity was especially marked in the upper extremities and
particularly in the left. Anatomically, there was a form change in the striatum

and an etat crible in the putamen, more marked on the right than on the

left. The pallidum showed severe volume reduction, more in the right than
the left. In the pallidum, especially on the right, many of the thicker fibers

were degenerated. H" showed a slight volume reduction, the right more than
the left. The corpus Luysi was much reduced, again more on the right than
the left.

Comment: There was no doubt that the main pathologic change was in

the striatum system. In addition to an etat crible in the putamen there was
partial disappearance of the thick fibers of the pallidum as an etat para-

dysmyelinique. The cause of the localization of the lesion is' explained as in

the case of etat dysmyelinique. Because rigidity was prominent, it was
theoretically presumed that pallidal disease existed. This was confirmed. Of
the arms the left only showed rigidity; the left leg was more rigid than
the right. This led to the assumption that the lesion was in the. oral part
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of the right pallidum. This was verified. The theoretical relation

of tremor to the striatum was verified by finding an etat crible especially

in the right putamen. Finally the etat paradysmyelinique of the pallidum,

and the severe atrophy of the corpus Luysi were parallel and this was more

severe on the right side. A true decrease in the size oi H^ and H' supports

the cases described under etat dysmyelinique.

Marie's Case, Renoult : A hitherto well man, aged 72, showed typical

paralysis agitans with tremors of the left hand two or three days after a

.severe fall. Tremors soon appeared in the right hand, then in the left foot,

and finally in the right. Rigidity remained slight; there were no pseudo-

bulbar symptoms. In the left hand there was ankylosis of the joints probably

of rheumatic origin. Pathologically, there was a large area of softening in

the caudal part of the medial side of the left hemisphere, with a widespread

etat crible, which was especially marked in 'the white matter of the island

of Reil and in the striatum.

Comment: There was here, in an etat crible of the striatum, one of the

forms of etat de desintegration. It was remarkable that the pallidum and

the pallidal system were relatively intact. The particular localization in the

striatum indicates, according to the Vogts, predominance of tremors with

slight rigidity in the clinical picture.

Freund's Case, Bertha Z. : A typical case of paralysis agitans with tremor

and rigidity, the patient dying at the age of 82. Pathologically, there were

senile changes in the cortex. The caudate was atrophied, with beginning etat

crible in the putamen and especially marked fiber loss in the outer two-thirds

of the left external lamella and an even greater loss in the outer half of the

left internal lamella in the region of the hypothetical arm zone. The authors

conclude that tliis case adds justification to their hypothesis of pallidal and

striatal localization.

Schuster's Case, Marie B. : A case of paralysis agitans in a man who
died at the age of 62, after having shown marked rigidity with propulsion

and retropulsion. Pathologically, besides smallness of the striatum and pal-

lidum, and an etat crible in these structures, there was also partial disappear-

ance of the fibers of the pallidum especially in the most caudal part.

Comment: Paralleling a marked rigidity there was a severe pallidal disease

marked in the caudal area where is located by the authors the center for

the back and legs. Propulsions were most prominent in this case.

Lemos' Case, J. D. : This is one of the two cases in which C. Vogt made
a diagnosis on the basis of the pathologic findings. It was diagnosed by

Lemos as paralysis agitans with pseudobulI;ar palsy and w-as reported as such

in Anales scientificos de Faculdade de Medicina do Porto in 1912. In brief

the disease, beginning at 17, was a paranoid condition accompanied by symp-

toms of paralysis agitans sine agitatione with bulbar palsy. Pathologically,

there was a severe lacunaire condition in the sense of Marie, with numerous

small areas of softening and isolated areas of hemorrhage. There was marked

etat crible in the white matter of the hemisphere and in the central ganglions;

also numerous changes in the pons and in the white matter of the cerebellum.

This etat lacunaire et crible had probably occurred in the last year of life.

The striatum, pallidum and thalamus were small and part of the striopallidal

fibers were degenerated.

Comment: It was because of the etat de desintegration that C. \'ogt made
the diagnosis of paralysis agitan. The severity of the changes in the striatum
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and pallidum, and the tendency to propulsion and rigidity were not clear.

The bulbar symptoms were explained due to disease of the head of the

caudate and disappearance of part of the fibers to the pallidum. The dis-

proportion between the mild caudate disease and the very severe bulbar symp-

toms became clear from the severe lacunaire lesions in the white matter of

the cortex and in the thalaxnus. The authors attribute the severity of the

striate symptoms to the concomitant disease of the cortex.

Lemos' Case of a Negro, Aged 100 : The brain of this man was given to

C. Vogt as a normal brain and she was astonished to find in the striatum

and pallidum a marked etat de desintegration. When the history was obtained

it was found that there had been symptoms of paralysis agitans. Pathologically,

aside from a diffuse atrophy of the medullated fibers of the cortex and a few

areas of softening in the cortex and thalajnus, there was a marked etat

crible in the striatum and pallidum. There were none in the album insulac.

Comment : The fact that C. Vogt made the diagnosis on the basis of the etat

de desintegration is interesting. The caput caudati and its fibers were not

nearly so severely diseased as in the former case. No pseudobulbar symptoms

were present and the authors feel that bulbar symptoms make severe lacu-

naire disease of the white matter of the hemispheres, especially of the thalamus,

probable. The rigidity must have been due in part to the medullated fiber

atrophy of the hemisphere. Etat crible in the putamen without involvement

of the insula is of interest.

Westphal's Case, P. Grohe : A syphilitic and alcoholic man, aged 65, with

Argyll Robertson pupils, six months before death developed paralysis agitans

symptoms without tremor. Pathologically, besides numerous large areas of

necrobiosis in the rest of the brain, severe changes of the same kind were

found in the striatum and pallidum.

Comment: This was a case of paralysis agitans very late in life. There

was a "lacunaire" condition in the striatum and pallidum, to which is attributed

the paralysis agitans sj'ndrome.

(2) With Severe Senile Dementia:

Reich's Case, Hermann W. : A patient, aged 65, with senile dementia on

an arteriosclerotic basis, developed progressive muscular rigidity, greater on

the left side and more in the arms and hips. There were slight static tremors

of the hands, and facial rigidity. Pathologically, the cortex show^ed, especially

in the frontal pole, a severe cell decrease in the various layers. In the

motor area no such change was found. The cortex elsewhere contained numer-

ous "drusen." The album gyrorum showed a moderate etat crible. The album

centrale, the capsula interna, the pes pedunculi, thalamus, nucleus ruber, cere-

bellum, pons and medulla were without severe pathologic change. On the other

hand the striatum, and in less degree the pallidum and corpus Luysi, were

atrophied. In the striatum a moderate amount of etat crible was present.

Comment : In this case the diagnosis was made from the pathologic picture

without knowledge of the clinical history. Not only were the authors able

to form a judgment of the severity of the clinical manifestations, but they

believe that the changes in the striate system were sufficient to account for

the severe rigidity. Of importance for elucidation of the fiber connection

is the fact that with severe atrophy of the fillers in the striatum, the fibers

running between the striatum and pallidum were well preserved. These fibers

are the axis cylinders of the interposed cells of the striatum. The cause of

the severe dementia is found in the cell disappearance of the frontal lobe as

contrasted with the integrity of the cytoarchitecture of the motor area. Through-
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out the cortex were numerous "drusen," or spaces recognizable by their

granular background. They had definite relation to -the blood vessels and

contained many glia nuclei.

The origin of the etat crible (miliary degeneration) is important. Biels-

chowsky thinks that these result from a hindrance to the outflow of lymph

as a result of stoppage of the adventitial lymph space. He supports this view

by the demonstraljle fibrosis of the advcntitia of the vessels. Marie and his

students believe that it is due to the "corrosive action" of material from the

arterial walls and they speak .of a "vaginalitis destructiva." This material

must also come through the veins since the same condition is seen around them.

At present all this is theoretical.

GENERAL COMMENT

All the cases cited can be classified as paralysis agitans even though com-

plicated with other cerebral disease.

(a) Symptomatology.—The disease may begin with a monotremor and then

spread ; or it may run its course without tremor. The rigidity then comes

to the fore ; it is increased by peripheral stimuli and em.otion, and is decreased

by active and passive movements. Malaise has come to the conclusion that

brachy1)asia is due to incoordination with slight paresis, and that rigidity may
coexist without relation to it. He has therefore confirmed the views of

Bielschowsky, Maillard, and Zingerle. Foerster has recently substantiated his

findings.

(b) Pathophysiology of Paralysis Agitans.—It must first be stated that the

entire symptomatology of paralysis agitans can remain constant. The Vogts

do not attribute the symptoms to irritation from a necrobiotic process, but

rather to absence of function. This theory has the following basis : The
disease begins with the tremor. The fact that Wilson's disease may begin

with a similar tremor demonstrates that tremor may be a symptom of the

"syndrome of the striatum." That paralysis agitans may begin similarly can

be deduced from the fact that in two cases of paralysis agitans (Bielschowsky's

case of Karoline V. and Marie's case of Renoult) the pathologic change was

most intense in the striatum. The tremor manifests itself here as a "pallidal

hyperkinesis." The question arises as to why etat de desintegration produces

tremor, and etat fibreux and gross lesions produce choreic movements. Etat

de desintegration is a much slighter process than the other two diseases and

injures the function of only a part of the striatal cells. The authors point

out that in Wilson's disease, with increasing involvement of the striatum,

there is produced not tremor nor involuntary movements but a rigidity which

prohibits movement. Previous involvement of the pallidum leads to rigidity

without tremor as in the case of von Economo. The Vogts believe it is per-

missible to formulate the present day hypothesis that in paralysis agitans sine

agitatione there has been previous disease of the pallidum w'hich has produced

rigidity and thus prevents tremor. The increase in the tremors in paralysis

agitans by peripheral stimuli and psychic influences, becomes intelligible when
the connections of the pallidum with the periphery and tlie cortex are con-

sidered. Rigor is a pallidal symptom and is attrilnited to severe inhibition

of pallidal function. This is supported by Bielschowsky's case Wilhelminc

P- In Lemos' case J. D. and Reich's case Hermann W. there was an increase

of rigidity liy injury of the prefrontal "denervation" function. The increase

of rigor by peripheral stimuli and especially by psychic stimuli becomes

intelligilde l)y analosiv witli tremor.
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Various and diverse changes have been included under the term etat de

dcsintegration. In one case many forms may be combined. The authors

believe that paralysis agitans is not the result of primary alteration of the

entire cerebrum by senility, but that the striate system, especially the striatum

and pallidum, tend themselves to produce presenile disease. They do not

subscribe to syphilis as a factor, and the work of Camp is quoted to sub-

stantiate this. Is it possible to make the diagnosis as to what type of etat de

desintegration is present in a given clinical case? According to present indica-

tions an etat lacunairc as the result of etat de desintegration is to be expected

when: (1) The disease advances very acutely (Westphal's case P. Grohe);

(2) severe bulbar symptoms are preserft with other slighter manifestations

(Lemos* case J. D.) ; (3) slight strokes occur with only few symptoms of

paralysis agitans, and with more or less pronounced pseudobulbar symptoms.

Progressive tremor with slight rigidity speaks for the possibility of an

etat crible in the striatum. Outspoken rigidity occurred with disease of the

pallidum. With very slow onset of tremor there was usually either an etat

crible of the pallidum as in Lemos' case of the negro aged 100, or a com-

bination of etat cril)le and etat paradysmyelinique. The material gave no

clue to the diagnosis of these two conditions during life. The V'ogts believe

that serology may help to solve the problem. Sicard could find neither

chemical nor cytologic modification in the cerebrospinal fluid in paralysis

agitans, but in lacunaire and pseudobulbar cases he found increase in the

albumin.

GROSS LESIONS IN THE STRIATE SYSTEM

Liepmann's Case, Elisabeth L.—At 43, the patient began to have an hallu-

cinatory confusion with dementia and soon showed confused and inarticulate

speech. In her sixty-seventh year, choreic movements began in the right arm

and increased in violence. After another stroke, there was paresis of the right

corner of the mouth and the right arm with a cessation of the choreic move-

ments for twenty-four hours. They began again and in the right leg in addition,

but without paralysis. The movements persisted until death at the age of 69.

The knee jerks were much increased, the right more than the left. Doubtful

Babinski signs were present. Hypertonia occurred in the legs in the last year.

One month before death a slight left sided hemiplegia occurred. Pathologically,

there was degeneration of the left caudate nucleus, the anterior part of the

internal capsule and the oral half of the putamen. The choreic movements

were considered to be due to the left striatal lesion.

CONCLUSIONS

The Vogts have described thirty-three cases of striate system disease and

draw the following conclusions: (1) The striate system as they delimit it

includes various functions. Destruction of gray matter of higher or lower

physiologic level produces finer or coarser symptoms. Disturbance of finer

striatal function leads to involuntary movements ; while coarser pallidal func-

tion disturbances shows grosser movement defect accompaned by rigidity. In

this way are explained the dissimilar clinical pictures from lesions in the same

region; (2) in the various diseases, the inhibition of pallidal function may

dominate the picture; (3) in the cases studied the strict striatal system has

controlled only the opposite side of the body; (4) no cases have yet been

described of a similar symptomatology in which the striate system, in the

limited sense, was intact.
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THE STRIATE SYXDROME

The authors distinguish between irritation and loss of function. The loss

of function syndrome is limited to etat marbre, etat fibreux, etat de desintegra-

tion and gross lesions. The characteristic symptoms are: (A) Striatal

akinesis, which is a component of poverty of mimic expression as well as of

associated movements, changes of position, movements of orientation, protec-

tion, and defense deflexes; (B) incoordination, especially in the bulbar muscles,

in walking and standing; (C) substriatal (pallidal) hyperkinesis : (1) involun-

tary movements (athetosis, choreic movements, etc.) which can be suppressed

for a moment, and can be called forth or exaggerated by peripheral stimuli,

particularly psychic stimuli of an agreeable nature; (2) hypertonic conditions:

(a) The duration and intensity are not known since pure striatal disease was
not present in their cases; (b) they are increased by peripheral stimuli, espe-

cially emotional stimuli, but are not exaggerated by continued irritation; they

are decreased by nonirritative active and passive movements; (c) certain

muscle groups or affect agonists and antagonists are attacked equally; (d) they

produce a true diminution of muscle power or a slowness of motion; (e) per-

haps a pathophysiologic hypertonia which is as yet not clear; (f) the absence
of other disturbances. Such a picture is not produced by any other portion of

the brain.

The interpretation of the normal physiology is due to five anatomic facts

:

(1) The striatum and pallidum of man show neither "evolution" nor "devolu-

tion" as contrasted with the same organs in the cercopithecine brain. The
same functions must therefore be attributed to both man and the lower apes

;

(2) the fibers of the pallidum become myelinated so much earlier than the

cortex or striatum that a time existed when the highest motor functions were

carried on by the pallidum; (3) in the corticospinal and the corticopontocere-

bellar tracts, corticifugal fibers are present, which, avoiding the pallidum and

striatum, can affect the peripheral motor neurons; (4) the pallidofugal and

striofugal fibers originate, at least in man, from the thalamus and its neighbor-

ing gray nuclei; (5) the subpallidal tracts do not act directly on the peripheral

motor neurons.
WiNKELMAN, Philadelphia.

THE ETIOLOGY AND PATHOLOGY OF SCIATICA. Karl Petren
and Edith Otterstrom. Act. med. Scand. 55:614, 1921.

There have been many theories as to the site of the lesion producing the

disease known as sciatica. Some authors have claimed that it is in the sciatic

nerve itself, some that it is in the posterior nerve roots and some have even

suggested its presence in the muscles of the lower extremities. This article

is chiefly concerned with the possible relationship of spondylitis deformans

with sciatica, and the condition of the spinal fluid in patients suffering from
this disease.

In eighty cases of sciatica, roentgenologic studies were made of the

vertebral column. In forty-five it appeared normal, in twenty- five there were

some very slight arthritic changes, just enough to permit a diagnosis of

spondylitis deformans. In the remaining ten cases there was a much greater

degree of osseous and joint change, constituting them well pronounced cases

of this disease. The question, of course, arises as to how many people of

advanced or middle age, who do not have sciatica, would show changes in the

vertebral column. They quote Kahlmeter as having found pathologic changes
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in 17 per cent, of patients complaining of symptoms otlier than those referable

to the spinal column or nerves. The authors conclude, therefore, that the

patients suffering from sciatica who have changes in the vertebral column

are relatively few in number and the arthritis is not sufficiently important in

itself to play much part in the causation of sciatica. If there is any etiologic

relationship between the two aflfections, it is necessary also to admit the

existence of some other factor to explain the fleeting and temporary character

of the symptoms of sciatica and the relatively steady progression and fixed

character of the alterations produced by spondylitis deformans.

In forty-nine patients lumbar puncture was performed. In forty-seven of

these the fluid was normal, although in twelve there was a slight increase

of pressure. The Nonne reaction was negative in all these fluids, except those

that had been contaminated by blood, and the cell count was always below

4 cells per cubic millimeter. The Wassermann reaction was negative in -the

spinal fluid of all the patients. Of the two cases in which the spinal fluid

showed pathologic change, the first case is given in detail. It concerned a

man, aged 60, with a history of pain in the back for ten years and a sciatica

of three months' duration. Lasegue's sign and tenderness along the sciatic

nerve were present on both sides. Lumbar puncture in his case revealed : a

pressure of 170 mm. in the spinal fluid, a positive Nonne test, no lymphocytes,

and a negative Wassermann reaction. The puncture was repeated a month

later and showed the same changes. However, he left the hospital a few days

later apparently relieved of pain. It was considered that his trouble was

meningitic rather than a true sciatica, and the authors were unwilling to deny

the possibility of his having syphilis.

The other patient was a man of 23, w'ith a two weeks' history of severe

pain in the back and in the posterior aspect of both lower extremities, worse

at night-time and less marked during the day. He had a bilateral Lasegue

sign, tenderness along both sciatic nerves, and walked with his back held

rigid. Lumbar puncture showed a pressure of 205 mm. and 28 lymphocytes

per cubic millimeter. The Nonne and Wassermann reactions were both negative.

The possibility of a syphilitic meningitis irritating the posterior roots, was

considered, but no other evidence of syphilis was discovered. He was treated,

however, with mercury inunctions, iodid of potassium, and acetyl-salicylic acid,

and was kept in bed. Lumbar puncture performed three weeks later showed

a pressure of 22 mm. with 24 cells and a strongly positive Nonne reaction.

At the end of his course of mercurial inunctions he was given a third lumbar

puncture. The pressure at this time was 160 mm., there were 5 cells and

a faintly positive Nonne reaction. The patient was discharged forty-seven

days after his admission, apparently well. The final diagnosis was syphilitic

spinal meningitis. The authors quote these two cases as of importance in the

consideration of a possibility of syphilis giving sjmptoms like sciatica. In

most of the quotations from other waiters, there is an apparent agreement

on the relative rarity of changes in the spinal fluid. Dejerine, however,

who promoted the theory of sciatica as a lesion of the roots rather than

of the nerve itself, has published a case report with a marked lympho-

cytosis in the spinal fluid. This patient, however, had paralysis of certain

muscles of the leg, which would not entitle the case to classification in the

category of sciatica. Those patients whose spinal fluids showed a lympho-

cytosis cannot escape the suspicion of having syphilis and, in that case, would
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not be true cases of sciatica according to the authors. However, Dejerine seemed

to consider that a large number of cases of sciatica were due to irritation of

the posterior roots in syphilitic meningitis. If this conception be true, it is

evident that the percentage of cases of sciatica should be in proportion to the

frequency of syphilis in any given population; and this is certainlj' more or

less in accord with the diffusion of syphilis in different populations. Be that

as it may, the cases coming under this heading could only be those in which

either there were changes in the spinal fluid or sensory and motor disturbance

in the lower limbs. The authors consider those cases with positive spina!

fluids and other changes as coming under the heading of secondary sciatica

rather than the more common types of sciatica which do not show such changes.

There seems to be nothing in the literature to show that spinal fluid changes

in sciatica are at all common and the presence of such changes excludes an

ordinary sciatica. ^ _ , .^.
Parker, Rochester, Ahnn.

FURTHER OBSERVATIONS ON THE ROENTGEN-RAY TREATMENT
OF TOXIC GOITER. J. H. Means and G. W. Holmes, Arch. Int. Med.

.31:303 (March) 1923.

In this paper, which covers observations extending over more than three

years and a prewar period of two years, Means and Holmes discuss the value

and limitations of roentgen-ray treatment of exophthalmic goiter and toxic

adenoma. It is suggested b}' the authors that forthcoming papers by their

colleagues giving the results of treatment by surgery alone and by surgery and

roentgen ray combined be read in conjunction with the present communication.

After reviewing the history of roentgen-ray treatment of toxic goiter and

describing the methods of their clinic, the authors present the data of their

study. One group was made up of recent cases, another of prewar cases. There

were fifty-eight cases in the recent series, of which forty-four were cases of

exophthalmic goiter and fourteen were cases of toxic adenoma. "Of the forty-

four exophthalmic goiter cases, sixteen showed little or no improvement ; eight

of these came to operation later and were apparently cured. Of the twenty-

eight cases in which there was improvement, twelve were apparently cured and

sixteen were improved but were not rendered entirely free from hyperthroyidism.

No cases seemed to be made worse by the treatment." A composite chart of

the twenty-eight cases showing improvement indicates "a rapid fall in pulse

(from 115 to 89) and basal metabolism (from -i- 55 to -f21 per cent.) and a

corresponding gain in weight (9 per cent.) in the first four months of treat-

ment, during which time the patients received, on the average, five treatments.

No further significant drop in pulse or metabolism curves occurred in the next

six months, in spite of more treatment." All the toxic adenoma cases showed

improvement and five were apparently cured. The curves of the toxic adenoma
group show a more gradual decrease in pulse and metabolism and a more
gradual increase in weight. In this group as a whole a normal pulse and

metabolism level is finally reached. Of the prewar group the authors were

able to examine nine patients : six have normal basal metabolic rates five to

six years after the first treatment; one has a slight elevation, +15 per cent.,

but no clinical symptoms ; two patients still had elevated metabolism and

clincally were better though not well.

The authors recommend roentgen-ray treatment of exophthalmic goiter

for four or five months; if the patients do not respond or still remain somewhat
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thyrotoxic after this period, surgery should be considered. In toxic adenoma
the thyroid appears to be the actual seat of the disease and here the authors

believe the indication for surgery is more definite; but roentgen-ray treatment

is to be used when operation has been refused or when the patient is too thyro-

toxic for a safe operation.
VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

DYSTROPHIA MYOTOXICA (MYOTONIA ATROPHICA). W. J. Adie

and J. G. Greenfield, Brain 46:73 (Part 1) 1923.

In presenting this subject the authors review 123 cases in the literature

and report four cases of their own, one with necropsy. The general char-

acteristic features of the disease are myotonia, muscular atrophy and general

trophic disturbances. Dystrophia myotonica is considered to be heredofamilial.

The fully developed disease is confined in the main to one generation; while

ancestors do not suffer as a rule from myotonia or muscular atrophy, they

often have presenile cataract or other degenerative phenomena. The age of

onset of the disease is usually between 20 and 35 years.

Myotonia is one of the chief symptoms and is usually best observed in the

hand grasps, but is also expressed in "buckling up" of the feet on Ijeginning

to run, stiffness in the knees after squatting, and stiffness in the jaws during

mastication ; sudden falling, as in Thomsen's disease is another manifestation

regarded by the writers as myotonia, as is also the marked incoordination seen

in rapid extension and flexion of the limbs. In contrast to this active myotonia,

mechanical myotonia with persistence of contractions produced by percussion

of the muscles was more widespread. The classical myotonic reaction to

electrical excitation was seldom found, but some minor modification was usually

present. The authors maintain that myotonia is always present in some stage

of the disease and that this symptom is myogenic in origin.

Muscular atrophy is said to be a common finding, and the following regions

are nearly always attacked : the facial muscles, the muscles of mastication, the

sterno-mastoids, the forearms, the vasti of the thighs or dorsifle.xors of the

feet ; it is usually present in more than one of these groups when the patient

first comes under observation, but it may affect any one of them first, or most,

or alone. From the regions first affected the atrophy may spread to other

areas. The authors do not believe that pseudohypertrophy accompanies this

disease, and maintain that fibrillary tremors are never present. Except for its

selection of the extremities of the limbs, they call attention to the close

similarity, lioth clinical and pathologic, of the atrophy of dystrophia myotonica

to that of the progressive dystrophies.

Dystrophic symptoms which make up the third group of the symptom com-

plex of this disease are : cataract, atrophy of the testes and loss of sexual

power, baldness, general wasting of the body tissues, cyanosis and coldness

of the extremities.

Necropsies have been performed in six cases of this disease including one

by the writers ; in none were there any pathologic findings in the cord. In

the authors' case there was an increase of colloid in the pars anterior and

pars intermedia of the pituitary body ; in the suprarenal glands there was a

patchy distribution of the cortical lipoids. There were striking changes in

the muscle tissue examined at biopsy and at necropsy. In the early and middle

stages of the disease there was disproportion in the size of the muscle fibers,

with a large increase of the sarcolemma nuclei which invade the fiber itself
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and form long chains down its center. The writers regard this picture as a

characteristic feature of dystrophia myotonica. In the later stages the muscle

fibers disintegrate and are replaced by fat and connective tissue. The authors

do not accept the claims of some that this disorder is due to a disturbance of

the endocrine glands.
t^, ., , , , .

Stack, Philadelphia.

THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE FRONTAL LOBES FOR THE HIGHER
PSYCHIC FUNCTIONS. Julius Donath, Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenheilk.

76:281 (March) 1923.

The author reviews the literature on this subject. According to Camper's

facial angle (index for intellect) the Caucasian race measures from 80 to 85

per cent., the negro 70 per cent., the young orang 76 per cent. Some neurologists

(Monakow, Monk and others) deny or attach slight importance to the psychic

significance of the frontal lobes. They base their views on the experimental

work on animals of Fritsch and Hitzig in 1870, of Ferrier in 1873, and of

Beevor and Horsley in 1887. The author believes that little, if any, scientific

data can be obtained from subjects of such low intelligence level. Clinical

observations have definitely established the importance of the frontal lobes.

Those who oppose this statement believe that motor functions only exist in these

regions.

Definitely, there have been established: (1) Broca's speech center in the

posterior third of the left third frontal convolution
; (2) the tractus fronto-

pontocerebellaris extending from the frontal lobe through the pons to the

cerebellum. Its definite point of origin in the frontal lobe is undetermined;

according to Flechsig in the first, to Dejerine in the third and to Brodmann in

the first and second convolutions. Disturbances of this tract supposedly cause

frontal ataxia. Similary Barany in 1913, and Szasz and Podmaniczky in 1917,

reported that spontaneous past pointing can occur with frontal lobe tumors; (3)

projection fibers from the second and third frontal convolutions to the sub-

cortical ganglions; (4) association fibers, fasciculus longitudinalis superior,

connecting the second and third convolutions with the occipital and temporal

lobes, and Monakow's fasciculus frontocentralis
; (5) the graphic and motor

musical centers, probably located in the left second frontal convolution.

In frontal brain tumors paresis of the neck muscles has been observed, also

typical paralysis agitans syndromes. This latter syndrome is probably due to

pressure on the corpus striatum. Other neighboorhood symptoms are jacksonian

epilepsy, paralysis of the extremities, etc. Against the theory of the psychic

functions of the frontal lobes, the author quotes from the literature a series

of frontal brain tumors, unilateral and bilateral, and of extensive frontal brain

injuries (thirty cases) without definite psychic disturl)ances. He explains this

by citing the fact that brain tumors frequently run a symptomless course, or by

the suggestion that the observations were not sufficiently accurate.

In favor of the location of psychic functions in the frontal lobes, Donath
reports cases (tumors and injuries) under three headings: (a) simulating

general paralysis (five cases), (b) schizophrenoid syndromes (nine cases), and

(c) marked dementia (nine cases).

Donath further calls attention to the early and constant psychic disturbances

that dccur in tumors of the corpus callosum, proliably as the result of the

indirect involvement of both frontal lobes. According to Gaspero, mental

changes, especially child-like dementia, occur most frequently in callosal tumors,

next in frontal tumors ; stupor is frequent in tumors of the frontal half of the
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ccrcbriim. Melancholia, hallucinations and paranoia have no localizing import.

In frontal brain lesions, impairment of memory, retrograde amnesia, confaltula-

tion, impairment of intelligence, euphoria, hypomania, irritability and outbursts

of temper, uncontrollable laughter and crying, moral insanity, and undue drowsi-

ness are most frequent.
H.\MMKS, St. Paul.

BRAIN TUMORS IN YOUNG CHILDREN. A CLINICAL AND PATHO-
LOGICAL STUDY. Marth,\ Woij.stein and Frederic H. B.arti.ett, Am.

J. Dis. Child. 25:257 (April) 1923.

Wollstein and Bartlett find an incidence of 0.2 per cent, of brain tumors in

4.563 necropsies. The ages ranged from two weeks to three years, the average
l)eing 15 months; there were two girls and seven boys. Seven of the nine

cases are analyzed in this paper. All of the tumors were gliomatous in type.

There were two supratentorial tumors, one of which occupied the basal

ganglions; the other ocupied the left cerebral hemisphere and occurred in a

child two weeks old so that the congenital origin appears evident. There
were five infratentorial tumors in all of which the vermis of the cerebellum was
involved. The medulla and pons were infiltrated in two cases, and the right

cerebellopontile peduncle was involved in two cases.

The physical signs were variable. The authors point out that in infancy

there is a growing brain and a distensible skull so that manifestations of the

neoplasm are delayed. Vomiting did not appear as a significant symptom in

any case; convulsions were similarly inconspicuous in the symptomatology,

occurring in only one case and in that just before death. The spinal fluid

showed no constant changes ; xanthochromia was present in only one case.

The one constant manifestation was hydrocephalus.

VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

THE PHENOMENON OF THE INDEX FINGER. J. M. R.ai.miste, Rev.

neurol. 29:387 (April) 1922.

The author speaks of two forms of this phenomenon: passive, and active.

The first is best seen when the forearm is at rest in the prone position and

the hand is hanging limply. The index finger hangs or extends in a plane

beyond that assumed by the other three fingers, the distal phalanx projecting

farthest beyond the plane of the other fingers, and the proximal phalanx least.

The active form of the phenomenon of the index finger is best demonstrated

Iiy making a fist, or by actively extending all the fingers. The index finger

then lies approximately, at all points, in the same planes as the other fingers.

This, phenomenon also appears to be a manifestation of certain emotional

states: the passive, of sad, depressed, or indififerent moods; the active, of the

more tense moods, such as anger, fear, disgust, etc.

The writer then discusses the conditions under which this phenomenon,

active or passive, may be absent or modified.

Preliminary to a detailed discussion of the presence or absence of the

phenomenon in central or peripheral palsies, the writer raises the question

whether the phenomenon is not purely mechanical. Based on experiments on

the cadaver, he concludes that it is mechanical, as the sign appears as distinctly

in the cadaver before rigor mortis sets in as it does in the living subject.

This is particularly true of the passive phenomenon. It is in cases of peripheral

nerve palsies, particularly, that he assumes that the presence or absence of
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the phenomenon is due to normal muscle tone; this is particularlj- true of the

active phenomenon. In all cases of profound narcosis, when the tendon reflexes

were absent and muscle tone was lacking, the passive index phenomenon was

always manifest.

Then follows a discussion of particular cases in which central or peripheral

nerve palsy was present. The paper concludes with the following summarj-

:

A. In cases in which: (1) The individual having both arm and hand in

the limp position, the phenomenon of the index is absent or is weakened; and

(2) when, with this, there is no contracture of the fingers, it is logical to

conclude that there is paresis of the extensor muscles of the index finger of

peripheral character (e. g., an isolated paralysis of the radial nerve, as in

polyneuritis).

B. (1) In pronounced organic paralysis of central origin, the patient, in

opening the hand and fingers, still manifests the condition of a raised or

elevated index finger; i. e., the active index phenomenon is preserved; (2) in

two pronounced cases of functional paresis of the entire upper extremity, when

the patients opened the fist the index finger remained in the same plane as the last

three, that is, the phenomenon of the index finger was absent. Such a failure

in the absence of contracture or spasticity speaks in favor of a functional

condition; (3) the phenomenon in question may have a marked significance

for prognosis. In a peripheral paralysis of the radial nerve, the presence of

the passive index phenomenon, when it has been absent previously, indicates

the beginning of improvement; in central organic paresis, the disappearance

of the active index phenomenon, when it has previously been present, indicates a

very mild degree of paresis.
JoxES, Detroit.

PSYCHIC DISTURBANCES AND HYPOPHYSIAL TUMORS. Paul
S.\ixTox and Noel Peron, Encephale 18:358, 1923.

In connection with a rather large epithelioma of the hypophysis without

glandular or ocular signs, but with distinct radiographic evidence and mental

changes, Sainton and Peron take up the various types of psychoses met with

in hypophysial disorders. It has long been recognized that the mental condition

of giants is abnormal. Schuster states that 65 per cent, of cases of pituitary

tumor are accompanied by psychic disturbances. The case reported is of a

man, aged 48, who complained of violent headache, difficulty in walking and

failing memory. In general he lay inert, taking no interest in his surround-

ings, though at times he became jovial. He tired easily, his speech became

slower and he reverted to pleasant revery. Intellectual activity and memory
were greatly affected, although he remembered music well. AfTectivity was

practically absent.

The necropsy revealed a tumor measuring 37 x 34 mm. pushing up from the

sella, compressing the third ventricle, and, in one place, actually invading the

cerebral tissue. In the neighborhood were dilated perivascular spaces filled

with round cells.

The authors class the psychoses arising in the course of pituitary tumors

as follows: (1) Mental states (acromegaly, gigantism, adiposogenital syn-

drome); (2) true psychoses; (3) variable psychic disorders in which a state

of dementia is common and more or less marked.

In acromegaly there are inaptitude for work, lassitude, modifications ot

character, depression with asthenia, and a melancholic tendency. Intellectual

debility is shown especially by inability to elaborate. In cases of adiposo-
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genital dystn-phy thcrr is arrest of psychic as well as of physical development.

In older subjects apathy and somnolence predominate. True psychoses have the

forms of the common mental syndromes. Psychic troubles with a tendency

toward dementia are recof,Miized by torpctr, imperfect memory and judgment,

confusional states and sometimes, as in the case reported here, a mixture of

torpor with euphoria.

In dealing with the cause of these troubles the authors consider endocrine,

mechanical, and psychoregulatory extracortical centers. The resemblance of

the symptoms to those of tumors of the frontal lobe suggests that local pressure

may ])e the cause. —
Freeman.

THE PHENOMEX.\ OF R.WNAUD'S DISEASE. J. Arthur Buchanan.

Am. J. Med. Sc. 164:1-1 (July) 1922.

Buchanan reviews the local manifestations associated with Raynaud's dis-

ease and analyses the histories of sixty-seven patients observed in the Mayo

Clinic. Birthplace and place of residence were greatly diversified; twenty-one

occupations were represented ;
physical and nervous strain was not a constant

factor. There was a slight predominance of females, 59.8 per cent. The mode

of onset in the majority of cases was sudden and characterized by a portion

of the body turning "white, blue or black"; in other cases there was noticed

paresthesia, clumsiness or discomfort. The local syncopal or asphyxial attacks

lasted as a rule from fifteen minutes to one hour. The gangrene usually lasted

about two months before sloughing of the part occurred. The lesions were

bilateral and symmetrical in 43.2 per cent. The blood picture, blood pressure,

pulse pressure, and pulse rate were inconstant. Urine examination was negative

in all cases.

Interesting incidental findings are recorded. One patient was always well

during her pregnancies. In one patient menstruation was suppressed during

an attack. One patient had a transient hemiplegia during attacks. Orre man

was sexually impotent during attacks. Several patients observed that if they

pricked their fingers during the stage of local syncope no bleeding occurred.

One patient suffered from migraine and during the two years in which she gave

evidence of Raynaud's phenomena had eighteen convulsions.

Of the measures for relief a warm non-variable climate seemed to be most

helpful. Thyroid extract produced no benefit and the eradication of foci of

infection was also without results. ,, t-.i -i j i l-VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

LETHARGIC ENCEPHALITIS AXD HERPES FEBRILIS. Z. Szvm.\-

NOWSKi and Nath.\lie Zvlberblast-Zaxd, Brain 46:49 (Part 1) 1923.

By injecting material from the vesicles of herpes febrilis into the cornea

and beneath the dura in a series of rabbits, the authors showed that this dis-

ease was capable of being transferred to the central nervous system; also

that emulsions from these brains were infective to other animals. The cerebral

changes were manifested by a series of nervous symptoms : unilateral posi-

tions of the head, stereotyped circus movements of the body, profuse salivation,

stiffness of the jaw, convulsions and paresis. Postmortem examination of

the brain always revealed pathologic changes identical with those due to

epidemic encephalitis. These results Avere similar to those obtained by Doerr

and Levaditi. By injecting another series of rabbits in a similar manner with

the nasopharyngeal discharge, the cerebrospinal fluid, or brain emulsions from
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patients suffering from epidemic encephalitis, the same clinical and pathologic

picture was produced. The authors conclude that the clinical symptoms of

infection by epidemic encephalitis (lethargica) arc identical with those of

herpetic infection. There is a great variation in the incubation period; in

some animals clinical symptoms were absent, but the infection was always

detected by postmortem examination. Unlike the symptoms observed in man,

the authors never observed in animals spasmodic or catatonic symptoms,

tremors, myoclonic movements, Parkinsonian findings, sleepiness, or paralysis

of the oculomotor nerves; on the other hand labyrinthine symptoms, and con-

vulsions, general or local, were frequently present. Similar results were pro-

duced in healthy rabbits by inoculations from those already infected, but the

results were slower to develop and more difficult to obtain. Histologic examina-

tion of the brains of rabbits infected by either method described, showed changes

typical of epidemic encephalitis ; in all cases the pia was involved. The

circus movements mentioned are explained by involvement of the vestibular

nuclei, the authors believing that the virus in animals has an affinity for this

nucleus just as the virus of the human form selects the oculomotor nuclei.

In all their animals, infected with either virus, inflammatory changes in the

liver, consisting of mononuclear infiltration about the bile ducts, were found.

The characteristic changes common to animals and man are : infiltration of

mononuclear cells, localization in the basal ganglions, and degenerative changes

in the cerebellum.
Stack, Philadelphia.

HUNTINGTON'S CHOREA AND MIGRAINE. Benedek and Goldexberg,

Deutsch. Ztschr. f. Nervenheilk. 78:100 (April) 1923.

The authors report a family in which Huntington's chorea was associated

with migraine. Three generations were studied. The patient observed was
a woman, aged 36, suffering from Huntington's chorea of four years duration.

She had three sons, the eldest died at the age of 6 weeks; the second, aged 16,

is healthy; the third, aged 13, has typical migraine attacks. The father of the

patient died at 47 from pulmonary tuberculosis; he was markedly alcoholic and

developed Huntington's chorea at 43. The paternal grandparents died at the

ages of 95 and 96. A maternal grandaunt was feebleminded and a stutterer.

The patient has had seven sisters. The first two died from scarlet fever in

childhood; the third, a mother of four children is well, but one son, aged 12,

has enuresis; the fourth is the mother of three healthy children; the fifth died

at 36 from Huntington's chorea that began at the age of 21 ; the sixth, aged 44,

who is married but has no children, developed Huntington's chorea at 38; the

seventh, aged 40, who is married, but childless, has suffered from migraine for

twenty-eight years. The eighth child in this family is the patient whose case

is reported in detail.

A similar case history of Huntington's chorea with migraine was previously

reported by Benedek and Csorsz. The authors question a definite hereditary

relationship between the two diseases but report this study in order to stimulate

further research. ^ ^
H.VMMES, St. Paul.

INFLUENZAL MENINGITIS. T. M. Rivers, Am. T. Dis. Child. 24:102,

(Aug.) 1922.

The author reviews 197 cases of influenzal meningitis from the literature

and reports twenty-three new cases. An analysis of tlie entire group is made.
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The disease is essentially one of infancy, 79 per cent. >if the cases occurring

in patients under 2 years of age. The clinical picture is not characteristic: it

is often indistinj^uishaljle from epidemic cerebrospinal meningitis. A leuko-

cytosis with an increase of polymorphonuclear cells is usual. Positive blood

cultures may he obtained; in the author's series eight positive blood cultures

were obtained in the eighteen cases examined. The spinal fluid is slightly

turbid, later becoming purulent ; the spinal fluid with stained smears shows

gram-negative pleomorphic bacilli. After analyzing data from histories and

necropsies the author finds evidence that in the majcjrity of instances influenzal

meningitis is a primary infection and that it is probably a carrier-borne disease

A study of influenzal epidemics shows no increase of influenzal meningitis at

this time; likewise the seasonal incidence of influenzal meningitis and of epi-

demic influenza and pneumonia do not coincide. The author also compared

meningitic strains of Bacillus influeacae with fourteen respiratory strains; in

no instance was any one of the respiratory strains identical with meningitic

strains serologically even though they had similar cultural characteristics.

VoNDERAHE, Philadelphia.

CASE OF EPILEPSY OF TWENTY-TWO YEARS' STANDING DUE
TO CALCIFIED ENDOTHELIOMA OR PERITHELIOMA IN THE
LEFT LATERAL VENTRICLE, REMOVAL AND RECOVERY. J.

Lynn-Thom.\s, Brit. J. Surg. 9:36, 490 (April) 1922.

This is a report of a case of epilepsy in a woman aged 48. At the age

of 24 she had a seizure that began in the right ring finger and later involved

the right side. Attacks recurred once a year for fifteen years and then

increased in frequency (fourteen day intervals). There was no history of

an aura or loss of consciousness until the last six seizures. The attacks were

followed by right hemiplegia, which lasted one or two hours. On examina-

tion there were: weakness of the right side, with wasting of the muscles;

motor aphasia ; increased tendon reflexes and a Babinski sign on the right

side; diminished sensation to heat, cold, touch, and pain on the right side;

loss of stereognostic sense in the right hand ; enlargement of the veins of

the left fundus oculi. A roentgenogram showed a shadow above the left

ear. At the operation, a subcortical calcified mass, \% by 1% inches, was

removed from a point just anterior to a line parallel to the posterior border

of the mastoid and about % inch above the external auditory meatus. The

patient suffered no postoperative seizures and showed a gradual improvement

in the neurologic signs. Ten years after the operation she was able to do

her own housework and suffered only from athetoid movements of the right

hand. Pathologically, the calculus was classified as a calcified endothelioma

or perithelioma. _, .

,

„
Potter, Akron, O.

SEROUS MENINGITIS AND BRAIN TUMOR. Henri Claude and Henri

ScHoEFFER, Enccphalc 18:254 (June) 1923.

Localized serous meningitis following infections and intoxications may be

difficult to differentiate from tumor of the brain. The authors report a case

in which there were definite evidences of intracranial pressure which had

gradually increased over a period of three years. At necropsy, the third and

lateral ventricles were dilated. There w^as an ependymitis in the walls of the
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ventricles and an ependymal cell hyperplasia in the spinal cord. There was,

in addition, a vascular fibroma about the size of a cherry lying between the

lateral portion of the pons and the anterior portion of the cerebellum on the

left side. It was separated from the cerebellum by pia and attached to the dura

by a pedicle.

Such tumors are seldom the cause of increased intracranial pressure. The

authors suggest that the tumor was a source of irritation and that ependymitis

was a result of this irritation.

The patient had certain pituitary and metabolic sjmptoms which may have

been due to the distention of the third ventricle. The pituitary body itself,

while small, was normal on microscopic examination.

HvsLOP, Xew York.

EXPERIMENTS IN TREATING EPIDEAIIC ENCEPHALITIS WITH
CASEIN INTRASPINALLY. M. Roch, Presse med. 31:496 (June 2) 1923.

A 10 per cent, solution of casein, in ampules was diluted with physiologic

salt solution to 0.001 gm. of casein in 1 c.c. of solution
;
part of the cerebro-

spinal fluid withdrawn at lumbar puncture was mixed with a measured quantity

of this casein solution and re-injected. One-half milligram of casein seemed the

optimum dosage; in one case a second injection (1 mg.) was given.

The injection caused a meningitic reaction, clinically and serologically,

with an increased permeabilitj- of the meninges to nitrates administered by

mouth. It was thought that this increase in permeability should theoretically

extend to antibodies produced by the organism against the epidemic encephalitis,

and similarly to hexamethylenamin, which was introduced by mouth or intra-

venously as part of the method.

The puncture alone was credited with producing some increase in perme-

ability. On the other hand, a dose of 2 mg. of casein produced too severe a

meningitis. The 0.5 mg. dose apparently gave good results in two cases of the

short series, and further trials were recommended.

HuDDLKSox, New York.

THE SUBDIVISIONS OF THE NEURAL FOLDS IN MAN. G. W.
Bartklmez, J. Comp. Neurol. 35:231, 1923.

A two somite human embryo presents five enlargements of the neural

folds: a forebrain, a midbrain, and three hindbrain segments. The mid-

brain is identified liy the cranial flexure. Constrictions separate this seg-

ment from the forebrain in front and the hindbrain behind. Anatomical

characters are cited which mark these segments. In following the develop-

ment of these segments up to the si.xteen somite stage it is pointed out, in

particular, that the first hindbrain segment becomes the trigeminal segment

and hence associated with the semilunar ganglion and that the middle

hindbrain or otic segment becomes identified with the acusticofacialis

primordium.

Evidence is presented that differentiation proceeds from the post-otic

region forward; that the hindbrain is the most dominant feature of the

brain in the early stages; and that at the beginning of the fourth week of

pregnancy the forebrain is not relativclv larger in man than in other vertebrates.

Gr.w, Chicago.
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THE CHARACTERISTICS OF THE CEREBROSPINAL FLUID IN

POSTDIPHTHERIC PARALYSIS. Joseph C. Recan, Cathhhiine Rroan

and Brick iroLSE Wii.sox, Am. J. Dis. Child. 25:284 (April) 1923.

The authors note that clinicians, with the exception of French investigators,

have paid scant attention to the characteristics of the cerebrospinal fluid in

postdiphtheric paralysis. Sixteen patients were studied. The cerebrospinal fluid

was clear in all instances and was under normal or slightly increased tension.

A Bordet-Wassermann reaction was negative in all instances. The cell count

was always within normal limits. A mildly positive globulin reaction occurred

in about one third of the patients, indicating in these cases a dissociation

between the cytologic and chemical findings. The colloidal gold reaction gave

a positive reaction in the syphilitic zone, occasionally extending into the higher

dilutions. The colloidal gold reaction was the most constant finding and

occurred in all cases except one ; in this case there was a slight pharyngeal

paralysis with subsequent recovery. ,, t^, -i j i i •

VoxDERAHE, Philadelphia.

VENOUS ANGIOMA OF THE CEREBRAL CORTEX. W. Drought

and C. A. Ballanxe, Lancet 2:125 (Jan. 15) 1922.

These authors remark on the rarity of pure venous angioma of the

cerebrum and report the case of A. J. A., aged 31. At 27 years, he first noted

tingling of the left side of the face accompanied later by transient loss of

consciousness, and followed by loss of power in the left arm and leg. The

seizures gradually increased in frequency and severity. On examination, the

muscles of the left side were weaker than those of the right and the tendon

reflexes were increased. No eye ground or sensory changes were demonstrable.

Later w-eakness of the left lower face, ankle clonus (left), and extension of

the left great toe (Babinski) appeared. The seizures were preceded by tingling

in the left side of the face and tongue. At operation the subarachnoidal veins

were found greatly enlarged over the right motor cortex. Marked improvement

with no seizures for five months followed the operation.

Potter, Akron, O.

STUDIES ON THE CEREBRO-SPINAL FLUID WITH AN ACETIC
ANHYDRIDE-SULPHURIC ACID TEST. Oswald H. Boltz, State

Hosp. Quart. 8: No. 2 (Feb.) 1923.

The acetic anhydrid-sulphuric acid test is a modification of Liebermann's

test for cholesterol. This test w-as first used by the author for the detection

of cholesterol in spinal fluid. The spinal fluid from a case of general paraly-

sis when treated with the above reagent gave a positive reaction consisting

of a "blue pink or lilac color." The technic of the test is carefully given.

Tables accompanying the article show results obtained by testing the spinal

fluid of patients suffering with various psychoses.

The author concludes (1) that this test is predominantly positive in cases

of neurosyphilis and 100 per cent, positive in general paralysis; (2) it may

prove an index of degenerate nerve tissue and the author is not convinced

that the test is specific for neurosyphilis; (3) in psychoses of functional

tvpe the test is negative. _
t-,i -i j i l-

. Ebaugh, Philadelphia.
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A CASE OF GENERAL PARALYSIS HAVING AN EVOLUTION OF
SEVENTEEN YEARS. Cornil and Robix, Progres med. 38:169 (April)

1923.

The writers know of only one reported case of general paralysis, uncom-

plicated by tabes, which had a longer clinical course than the one they report

—one recorded by Vallon and Laignel-Lavastine. These exceptional cases

should be reported in order to convince the skeptical that they actually occur.

Their patient was first examined in 1905, at the age of 43. At that time, the

notes stated: "Syphilis at 19; apathy; indifference; speech difficulty; inequality

of pupils." Subsequently, there were remissions with partial subsidence of the

mental symptoms ; the serologic confirmation of the diagnosis was obtained

at a somewhat later date and included a weakly positive spinal fluid Wasser-

mann reaction, and 70 cells. The benzoin reaction was negative. Death

occurred at 60, 17 years after the onset of the psychosis.

The necropsy report gives confirmatory macroscopic findings and describes

also lymphoplasmatic infiltrations in the sheaths of Virchow-Robin, particularly

in the corpus striatum. Histologic demonstration of the spirochete in the brain

substance is not mentioned. t-. x- \' iDavis, New lork.

NEUROPATHIC MANIFESTATIONS IN INFANTS AND CHILDREN
AS A RESULT OF ANAPHYLACTIC REACTION TO FOODS CON-
TAINED IN THEIR DIETARY. W. Ray Shannon, Am. J. Dis. Child.

25:89 (July) 1922.

Shannon calls attention to the frequent occurrence of the exudative and

neuropathic diatheses in the same individual and disagrees with Czerny who
believes that the association is merely accidental. In eight neurotic children,

which the author selected for his study, four presented skin eruptions ; in all

there were positive anaphylactic reactions to foods contained in the dietary.

Improvement occurred in all instances when the diet was properly corrected.

In one case it was possible to relieve or bring on the nervous symptoms by

removing or adding to the patient's diet the food to which she was sensitive.

VoxDERAHE, Philadelphia.

TROPHIC CHANGES IN SYRINGOMYELIA. F. H. Koov, M. J. So.

Africa 17:7, 133 (Feb.) 1922.

This is a report of a case of syringomyelia with prominence of the left

half of the forehead, exophthalmos, loss of vision in the left eye (except light

perception), loss of pupil reaction to light (left), atrophy of the left disk,

thickening of the bony floor of the left orbit, enlargement of the left zygoma
and maxilla, thickening of the left half of the hard palate, and blocking

of the left nasal meatus. There was dissociation of sensibility (pain and
temperature) over the left arm, neck and one-half of the face. At necropsy,

m addition to the bony changes noted, the sphenoid, ma.xillary and frontal

sinuses were completely replaced by solid bone. Microscopic examination of

the spinal cord showed proliferation of the ependymal cells about the central

canal in the dorsal and cervical cord and in the medulla with extension of

the cavity of the canal into the left posterior horn. In the upper cervical

segments the ascending fibers of the fifth cranial nerve were involved in the

process. The author believes that the involvement of the fifth nerve is

responsible for the unusual trophic lesions in the case recorded.

Potter, Akron, O.
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THE CELL STRL'CTLRE ()E THE SUPERIOR OLI\K IN MAN
Edwaki) v. MAU>N^:, J. Comp. Neurol. 85:205, 1923.

From the character and distrihution of the Nissl granules within the

cells of the superior olive, Malonc has shown that the ceils of this nucleus

structurally rescnilile neurons of the motor type. The cells of the reticular

formation medial to the superior olive show this resemblance even more

closely. The inference is made that this nucleus is an eflfcrent correlation

center and that the cells do not send axons to the higher auditory centers.

Malonc further finds that the cells of the superior olive and those of the

preganglionic visceral nuclei arc similar in type. Both are essentially pre-

niotor cells. It is suggested that in the tegmental portion of the brainstem,

at least, typically afferent cells are probably confined to the primary sensory

nuclei and that here, at the first synapse, the nervous impulses pass from

cells of afferent type to cells of efferent type; in other words at this point

the reflex changes from its sensory to its motor element.

Gray, Chicago.

CHOREA CRUCL\TA. Luermittk and Bourguina, Encephale 18:228

(April) 1923.

llie authors present a clinical description of a patient with a muscular

disorder, hemiplegic in distriliution, with manifestations both of so-called

chorea and of cerebellar nature. The distinct cerebellar manifestations justified

the authors in placing the lesion in the region of the superior cerebellar

peduncle. This cerebellar variety of chorea is quite distinct from chorea of

striate origin because of the associated cerebellar symptoms.

HvsLOP, New York.

THE INTRODUCTION OF ANTIMENINGOCOCCUS SERUM BY CIS-

TERN PUNCTURE. REPORT OF A CASE OF MENINGOCOCCIC
MENINGITIS IN AN INFANT AGED FOUR MONTHS CURED BY
THIS METHOD. A. Graeme Mitchell and J. J. Reillv, Am. J. Med. Sc.

164:66 (July) 1922.

Mitchell and Reilly used the cistern puncture described by Ayer in this

case of meningococcic meningitis, when, as shown by a depressed fontanel

under normal tension, it was evident that there was a persistent subarachnoid

block. Antimeningococcic serum was introduced by this route on two alternate

days ; on the fourth day after administration, the cerebrospinal fluid had become

perceptibly clearer and free from meningococci. The patient recovered and

six months after discharge from the hospital presented no symptoms except

atrophy of the left eye. .^ r>u-i j i«»,--,^ ^ Vonderahe, Philadelphia.
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Harvey Gushing, M.D., President

A CONTRIBUTION TO THE NEUROPATHOLOGY OF THE PARKIN-
SONIAN SYNDROME FOLLOWING EPIDEMIC ENCEPHALITIS.
Drs. Israel Strauss and Joseph H. Globus.

The frequency with which acute epidemic encephalitis terminates in a clinical

picture not unlike the parkinsonian syndrome, and the rarity of anatomic

observations made in such cases, gives to the case herewith reported an unusual

interest.

Clinical History.—The patient, a man aged 37, except for the accidental loss

of his right eye, was well up to February, 1920. He then became suddenly ill.

There was a moderate rise of temperature, general body pain, drowsiness,

alternating with occasional episodes of delirium. He remained in bed twelve

weeks, making full recovery.

Six months later, without any febrile reaction, there began a gradual and
progressive development of the outspoken parkinsonian syndrome. At first

there appeared a tremor of both upper extremities, soon followed by a similar

tremor in the lower extremities; with this there developed rigidity, a tendency

to propulsion, masklike expression of the face, pill-rolling movements of the

fingers, and profuse sweating. There were no localization signs except some
narrowing and irregularity of the left pupil. The condition of the patient

remained stationary until December, 1921, when a sudden change occurred

associated with a rise in temperature, and swelling and inflammatory changes
in the joints. Death took place in January, 1922, with bronchopneumonia and
myocarditis as the terminating events.

Gross Anatomy.—The findings here are limited to the distinct and marked
narrowing of the substantia nigra, which appeared much lighter than normal
in color.

Microscopic Anatomy.—The following positive findings are based on an
exhaustive search of the entire brain substance:

1. Cerebral cortex: normal in all regions.

2. Subcortex: only occasional lymphocjtic infiltration of blood vessels.

3. Striatum : normal.

4. Pallidum:

(a) No reduction in the number of cells.

(b) Only slight occasional degenerative changes in the ganglion cells.

(c) No increase in fat content.

(d) Marked reduction in iron content.

(e) Occasional mild lymphocytic infiltration of blood vessels.

5. Thalamus, nucleus ruber and corpus Luysi: normal.
6. Substantia nigra : most striking and definite changes were found, limited

to the zona compacta.

(a) Striking reduction in ganglion cells.
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(b) Tlie cells found in the area showed marked degenerative changes

and loss of pigment material.

(c) Marked gliosis with rosette formation.

(d) Frequent perivascular infiltration.

(e) Reduction in iron content.

7. Myelin stains of serial sections did not Ijring out definite changes in

fiber structure.

The principal interest in this case lies in the fact that it presents the clinical

picture of paralysis agitans, in a patient who died from encephalitis, and in

which the principal lesion consisted in a bilateral destruction of the substantia

nigra, with a very slight pathologic involvement of the globus pallidus on one

side. Tretiakoflf was the first to call attention to the degeneration of the sub-

stantia nigra in cases of paralysis agitans. Since that time Goldstein has

reported a case of postenccphalic parkinsonian syndrome in which the lesion

also involved the substantia nigra. Foix has reported a similar case.

McKinley has likewise recently described a case of the same nature develop-

ing in epidemic encephalitis, in which there was a lesion atTecting jirincipally

the substantia nigra.

The changes which occur in our case in the globus pallidus can be regarded

as minor in degree, and as not necessarily of such a nature as to lead to loss

of the function subserved by this structure. Therefore, it is apparent that the

syndrome of paralysis agitans can be due to a destructive lesion in the sub-

stantia nigra as well as to changes in the pallidum which have been hitherto

described as the cause of this clinical picture.

DISCUSSION

Dr. E. Bates Block, Atlanta : Dr. S. S. Schochet and I examined four

cases of Parkinson's syndrome, following acute epidemic encephalitis, with the

Aberhalden test. We used the globus pallidus and putamen as substrates.

All tests were negative, except in one case in which the first test was positive;

on repeating, it proved to be negative.

Dr. Fredkrick Tilney, New York: Frequently, studies of the brain are so

desultory that the results are unsatisfactory. When the method of serial section

is applied, we may then speak with some degree of certainty of the pathologic

lesion and its extent. I think the authors' conservatism is timely, in sounding

a note of caution, lest we accept too readily and wholly any one theory as

to the position of a lesion producing the syndrome with which we are familiar,

t3T)ified particularly by parkinsonian characteristics. Certainly there is abundant

testimony to show that other lower centers, mesencephalic particularly, may
have a great deal to do with the production of these peculiar hypertonic and

agitans states.

As long ago as 1895, Brissaud, in a case of isolated tubercle in the sub-

stantia nigra, reached the conclusion that this body had much to do with

the regulation of muscle tonus, and perhaps also with automatic associated

movements. He even went so far as to make the statement that the substantia

nigra, or "locus nigra," as he called it, might well enough be the anatomic

substratum of paralysis agitans. Drs. Strauss and Globus, in eflfect, are bringing

into line a well studied case with this particular observation.

Dr. William G. Spiller, Philadelphia : This interesting paper might be

emphasized in importance by asking in how many cases of encephalitis epidemica

without the paralysis agitans syndrome did he find changes in the substantia

nigra? Almost invariably the mesencephalon is the area chiefly affected in

this disease, and one would suppose, a priori, that the substantia nigra could
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hardly escape. In studying a series of cases microscopically, I had one case

of encephalitis, in which the mesencephalon was much less affected than the

pons and the medulla oblongata.

It is curious that this paralysis agitans syndrome develops in a number of

cases at a considerable period after the disease has passed. Drs. Strauss

and Globus will possibly explain that by the overgrowth of the neuroglia in

the substantia nigra. Perhaps that is the reason why in their case it was

six months before the syndrome of paralysis agitans developed.

They referred to the rubrospinal tract. I should like to know from the

members of the Society, especially from Dr. Tilney, who has been working on

the anatomy of the brain, what authority there is for attributing so much
function to the rubrospinal tract in man? Many years ago it was stated that

this tract is much less important in the human being than it is in some lower

animals.

Dr. Tilney : There is no question about the fact which Dr. Spiller has

mentioned. In lower mammals, it is a tract of far greater importance than

the pyramidal tract. A shift to the neokinetic system with the further develop-

ment of the pallium would probably explain the progressive decrease in size

of the rubrospinal tract in the primates and especially in man. By this shifting

to the neokinetic structures, some functions, of which the older motor system in

the striatum formerly had charge, were then delegated to the pyramidal system.

I believe that the rubrospinal tract is important, both in relation to the cere-

bellum and to the striatum, particularly to the pallium, but in its latter capacitj-

decidedly more so in the lower mammals than in man.

Dr. Str.'VUSS, in closing: In the studies of acute epidemic encephalitis which

were made by Dr. Globus and myself, we were never particularly interested

in the histologic features, so that I am unable to tell Dr. Spiller whether

there was involvement of the substantia nigra.

SOME OF THE CHIEF CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SO-CALLED
INSTINCTIVE REACTIONS. Dr. Stew.-vrt Paton.

The present popular interest in certain phases of psychology has directed

attention away from some of the old, important, and unsolved problems of the

relations of body and mind. It is unfortunate that the variety and intimacy of

these relations are not discussed more frequently by this society. The time

has come when the organic neurologist and the psychiatrist should be expected

to be more explicit than they are at present in stating their reasons for wish-

ing to be members of the same society. If we were to judge intellectual relations

by the small number of papers presented that discuss the relations of body and

mind, an outsider might have occasion to affirm that the mutual interests of

psychiatrists and neurologists were largely of a sentimental character.

No doubt the present demands made on the psychiatrist for assistance in

helping to organize society on a more rational liasis are so urgent that there

is danger he may not take sufficient time to think about the foundations of

the house in which he proposes to live. What are then some of the more

important conne9ting links between the objective minded neurologist, who still

owns and uses a microscope, and the psychiatrist completely absorbed in the

new dynamic psychology and cultivating only a subjective mental attitude toward

the problems in which both investigators should have a common mutual and

sympathetic interest.

If we try to descril)e some of the chief characteristics of the so-called instinc-

tive reactions, wo shall find excellent reasons for encouraging more sympathetic
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relations between students of structure and of function. The necessity for close

cooperation l)etween subjective and objective minded investigators is strikingly,

for example, emphasized if we trace the genesis of some of the reactions

occurring during embryonic life. These reactions represent stages in the integra-

tion of adjustments which later come to be recognized as instinctive in character.

Various phases in the integration of these reactions can be correlated with

definite structural changes. We seem to be justified, therefore, in assuming

that the structural organization to a large extent determines the character of

the functional response.

The process of integration of reactions taking place prior to birth, including

components that form such important factors in all instinctive adjustments,

deserves to be more carefully studied. Doubtless, if the number of factors

involved in these particular forms of organized response had been more closely

observed we should be more impressed than we are with the arbitrary limita-

tions often imposed on the use of the terms "instinctive reactions." The

acceptation of the usual limitations accepted in describing these responses gives

a wrong idea about the number and variety of processes involved in instinctive

adjustments.

There is no good reason for assuming, as the psychologist often does, that

the character of the instinctive reactions is specifically different from processes

taking place during embryonic life. For example, it is difficult, if not impossible,

to pick out specific differences distinguishing the first bodily movements of the

vertebrate embryo occurring at a very early period in embryonic development

from the adjustments taking place after birth, at the time when the psychologist

claims that the reactions are characteristics of instinct.

When the eml)ryo chick (14 mm.) or guinea-pig (12 mm.) is pricked with a

needle, this stimulus is followed by movements of the body away from the

stimulus— it results in a protective adjustment. No one would seriously question

our right to designate this reaction as a reflex. A little later, however, in the

life of the embryo a prick of the needle is followed by a series of what are

relatively much more complicated movements, marking the development of the

machinery required to speed up as well as to continue movements. In such

reactions there are suggestions of the fact that already the embryo is beginning

to pay attention to certain forms of stimuli, to remain indifferent to others,

and to react in a complicated manner to annoying or painful situations.

If we follow closely these reactions of the embryo as the integrations become

more complex we shall find it exceedingly difficult to select any special feature,

sufficient in itself to differentiate the so-called automatic adjustments occurring

before birth from the reactions of the new-born animal when, for example, it

is said to seek nourishment instinctively.

It seems therefore to be merely a matter of personal preference whether

the integration of responses has reached a degree of complexity when they

shall be described as automatic movements, or shall be regarded as forms of

adjustment usually described as instinctive responses.

Long before birth, the thyroid and suprarenals, part of the machinery neces-

sary for strengthening and continuing simple movements, if the exigencies of

the situation demand greater and more complicated efforts, are well supplied

with nerves. These organs seem to be ready to take an active part in increasing

the capacity of the organism to adjust its life to more varied and complex

situations.

The concentration of effort exclusively on the attempt to give a purely

psychologic account of instinct either in man or in any of the other vertebrates,
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without considering the structural organization is liable to make us overlook

important events occurring in connection with the earliest reactions of the

living organism.

If we study the living embryo carefully, it is easy to understand how very

slight anomalies of structure, such as variations in the development of the

thyroid and suprarenals, may be responsible for considerable variations in the

instinctive reactions. Even very slight structural changes can be responsible

for the development of muscular attitudes that are of great importance when

considered in connection with the development of the entire emotional life.

Suppose, for example, that there exists at birth even a slight degree of hyper-

excitability of the thyroid and suprarenal functions. One result of these condi-

tions would be that the very young animal would at once develop a motor

attitude toward the extra-uterine environment, that on very slight provocation

will express the beginning stages of apprehensiveness, fear, or fright. The

young animal is predisposed by its physical organization to react emotionally

in certain definite ways that in the case of the human subject may affect the

development of the entire mental life.

A close study of the structural organization of embryos clearly indicates that

the predisposition of the young animal or infant to develop early in life states

of fear and apprehensiveness can often be accounted for on a physiologic basis.

In many instances the psychologic factor is only of secondary importance. Some
animals and people are literally born to show symptoms of fear on every

possible occasion.

We should not forget, however, that one set of habits formed prior to birth

may be inhibited or interfered with by quite another set induced by the new
extra-uterine environment. The cutting out of one set by a second set of habits

is a process essentially different from what would occur if a hypothetical

censorship or repression of impulses were the deciding factors in determining

behavior.

The impulses of the growing organism are discharged through a variety of

channels. We can easily imagine them to be switched quickly from one line

of discharge to another. The operation involved in switching is quite different

from that which is supposed to take place in the act of repression.

It has seemed to the writer to be desirable in studying "frustrated impuses"

to remember that, as far as is known, the shunting or side-tracking of one

impulse by another, not repression, is what is observed in connection with

nervous impulses.

Doul)tless, as we become more fully acquainted with the organization of

the motor activities of the embryo we shall be in a better position, not only to

understand the instinctive reactions, but also to pick up interesting clues as

to the nature of attitudes and tendencies expressed by wishes, and even to

clear away some of the mystery now associated with the unconscious.

We have become so accustomed to studying only the particular phases of

the phenomena in which we happen to be interested that we seldom stop to

consider their relation to other biologic processes. This objection is particularly

noticeal)le in connection with recorded observations on the instinctive reactions.

Freud's recent definition of an instinct as "an innate tendency in living organic

matter impelling it toward the reinstatement of an earlier condition" represents

only one phase of a large problem. Braun has done well to call attention to

the fact that the instinctive responses of the organism are not only the con-

tinuation of, but are identical with organic development. Once we grasp the

full l)iologic significance of this idea, we are in a better position to begin to

investigate the nature of the forces shaping the personality.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Smith Elv Jelliffe, New York: In trying to think out some of the

antenatal influences that might modify conduct, and in the course of a discussion

before a medical society apropos of musical talent and its relation to rhythmic

stimuli and their possible conditioning liy the mother's heart-beat during the

fetal period, I threw out the inquiry that I should like to know what was the

nature of Irving Berlin's mother's heart-beat. Could a master of "jazz" music

have been "conditioned," i. e., so far as rhythm was concerned, by an irregular

heart-beat during fetal life?



Book Review

DISEASES OF THE NERVOUS SYSTEM; A TEXT BOOK OF
NEUROLOGY AND PSYCHIATRY. By Smith Ely Jelliffe, M.D.,

Ph.D. Formerly Professor of Psychiatry, Fordham University, New York,

and formerly Adjunct Professor of Diseases of the Mind and Nervous

System, New York Post-Graduate School and Hospital, and William A.

White, M.D., Superintendent of St. Elizabeth's Hospital, Washington, D.C.

;

Professor of Nervous and Mental Diseases, Georgetown University; Pro-

fessor of Nervous and Mental Diseases, George Washington Univer-

sity, and Lecturer on Psychiatry, U. S. Army and U. S. Navy Medical

Schools. Cloth. Fourth edition. Price, $9.50. Pp. 1,119 with 475 engrav-

ings and 13 plates. Philadelphia : Lea and Febiger, 1923.

Whatever attitude may be adopted toward the interpretations that have

been placed on the results of psychanalysis and the formulations that have

been built on them, there will be no hesitation in conceding that an intelligent

grasp of the consequences of nervous disease is possible only when the functions

of this system as an integrating mechanism are fully recognized. The human
organism is a living unit, motivated by forces and working with mechanisms

many of which are infinitely more primitive than consciousness and must be

given consideration in studying the reactions of the man.

In this book the authors have endeavored consistently to pivot their descrip-

tions of the diseases of the nervous system around this conception of the

organism as a reacting unit, and to regard the syndromes that develop as

expressions of some disorder in integration. This view gives the book a

characteristic stamp and makes of it something more than an ordinary text

book. The material has been divided into sections corresponding with stages

of evolution in the reactive mechanisms. The most primitive are the physico-

chemical mechanisms which comprise the vegetative and endocrinal integrations,

and with them are included the primary disorders of striated muscle. An
immense mass of detail is given concerning the anatomy and physiology of

these structures in much condensed form which is liable to be confusing to the

student, even though it is admirably illustrated with diagrams and photographs
drawn from many sources. The relation of these primitive reactive mechanisms
to the dynamics (including conscious feelings and the psychanalytic "uncon-
scious") of the organism is strongly emphasized and the foundation is laid

for its use in interpreting functional disorders and diseases of higher levels,

as well as to explain the possible origin of many somatic diseases. In the

main the statements are conservative, though they touch on topics that are
admittedly controversial and even speculative. Under this heading are described
many syndromes arising from damage to special glands and particular vegetative
nervous regions.

The second level is that of the sensorimotor system in which the subdivisions
are necessarily conventional. The illustrations are excellent and the material
has been brought thoroughly up to date. Here again the cflfort to be concise
and yet to include all recent work often tends to make the language difficult

to follow. This fact is evidently recognized by the authors and frequent refer-
ences are given to original contributions and reviews with advice for further
reading. The final level is the psychic or symbolic and includes descriptions
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of the psychoneuroscs, psychoses and the various forms of mental deficiency,

both intellectual and temperamental. In discussing the dynamics of the func-

tional disorders, the formulation is essentially that of Freud. The mechanisms

are briefly and simply described, Imt the strivings, the conflicts and the evolu-

tif)nal levels arc all expressed in terms of erotic libido. In a text Ijook of this

kind it would certainly seem desiral)le that the existence of other methods of

formulation should l)e mentioned; the dogmatic assertions detract considerably

from the unquestionable merits of the hook. The introductory chapters on the

methods of examination, both bodily and mental, would prove of particular

value to the undergraduate student; but the lack of clearness and the wholesale

inclusion of much that is not established render its general adoption by such

students without careful guidance, inadvisable. The more advanced student

who has acquired the foundation on which to select and think for himself will

find tliis book a useful supplement to standard works.
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NOTES ON A SERIES OF INTRACRANIAL TUMORS
AND CONDITIONS SIMULATING THEM

TUMOR suspects; tumors unverified; tumors verified*

HARVEY GUSHING, M.D.

BOSTON

This discussion may be opened by calling attention to Table 1 as a

point of departure for the several matters I shall briefly touch on in con-

nection with the patients with proved or presumptive tumors at present

in the hospital wards. It gives in summary a working subdivision of the

cases in our tumor series up to May 1 of this year.

Table 1.

—

Cases in the Tumor Series

Number Percentage Total

Tumors histologically verified 868
Gliomas (so diagnosed) of all types 362 41.7

Adenomas (chiefly pituitary ) 169 19.5

Meningiomas ("dural endotheliomas") 99 11.4

Neurinomas (acoustic) 77 8.9

Congenital tumors 54 6.2

Craniopharyngeal pouch cysts 42
Cholesteatomas and dermoids 8

Teratomas 4

Granulomatous tumors 36 4.2

Tuberculomas Z?>

Syphilomas l3

Metastatic and invasive tumors (varia) 34 3.9

Papillomas (choroid-plcxus tumors) 13 1.5

.Angiomas 8 0.9

Miscellaneous and unclassified 16 1.8

Tumors unverified but presence unquestioned... 476
Tumor suspects : pr()bal)ly not tumor, or so

proved 314

Total listed cases 1,658

A special card catalogue of these cases is kept uj) to dale. Xaturally

the cards may subsequently be shifted from time to time as diagnoses

are corrected or new information is secured. The material they repre-

sent serves as the basis of our special tumor studies.

* The 1)asis of a clinic before tlie .American Neurobigical .Association at the

Peter Bent Brigham Hospital, Boston, May 31. 1923. Much was left to tlic

audience in the way of recognizing the status of each patient. .Ml that can be
indicated here was whether they were walking, bed, or wheelchair cases. Owing
to lack of space there are omitted here a number of the original illustrations

of patients, tumors and microscopic sections.
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W'v have t'oiiiul it t'onvcnient for (.liiiical ])Ur]Mi.sc'S to file the cards

under three main liea(hnL,f>: tumor siisf^ccts. of whicli there have hecii

recorded 314 examples; tiimurs unverified, 476 cases; and tumors veri-

fied, which on the first of this month numhered 868 cases. Kach of

these separate groups needs some elucidation. There are at present

thirty-one adcHtional cases in the hospital which will come to l>e inclufled

in one of these three grou])s. Some have already heen operated on;

some await operation ; some will escape it. In addition, I have asked a

few other jxitients recently dischar^i^ed to re])ort at this session.

There are certain dellnite (|uestions we must keep before us in every

case. (1) Is tumor or some other lesion resjjonsible for the clinical

syndrome? (2) If tumor, what is its location? (3) Its site having

been determined, what is its probable character? (4) Is it operable?

(5) What is the end result? An answer to the first of these questions

may be given in most cases after a thorough neurologic study, even with-

out an exploratory operation, though in some doubtful instances this

may be required. The cases which we are enabled to discard by one

means or another from the true tumor list we may first of all consider.

TUMOR SUSPI'XTS

These, as j)reviously em])hasized in jmpers by Dr. I>ailey and Dr.

Locke, arc clinically the most interesting cases of all. Tliey require a

general neurologic training if they are to be dififerentiated from tunifir.

which indeed they oftentimes cannot be until the presence, or absence,

of a growth is made certain by operation or necropsy.

Naturally these patients are sent into the clinic for some outstanding

svm])tom—headache, convulsions, loss of vision, or something (jf the

kind which suggests a possible tinnor; and often the best we can do is

temporarily to diagnose the case on a symptomatic basis— for example,

as "Ce])halalgia : cause unknown.'' But we have been deceived so often

by discarding tumor in favor of another diagnosis that we incline toward

this diagnosis until it can be disproved, rather than the rever.se. We
would, for example, look wath great suspicion on a patient in whom
a choked disk accompanies an encephalitic syndrome, whereas some of

you migln incline toward encephalitis in view of the general picture.

I cannot give the exact number of cases that have passed through

our hands with this "Tumor Suspect" diagnosis, which later on, here

or elsewhere, have been proved to be tumor. The jjartial list ^
( Table 2 )

1. The list comprises the "suspects" admitted to the clinic during the past

few years since we have heen recording these conditions under tumor. With it

have been included a few cases frorn the earlier series, then designated as

"pseudo tumor."
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includes only those cases which originally entered the clinic as pos-

sible tumor, and whose symptoms we must still regard as due in all

probability to some other condition.

The list is too long to give in full and these few entries must sufifice.

The sixty-seven other cases include such varied diagnoses as optic

neuritis, diabetic coma, myasthenia gravis, neuralgia, aphasia, and so on.

Even at necropsy one may be deceived. In a recent revision with

Dr. Bailey of the diagnoses of my early Baltimore series, we have been

able to correct a good many errors. I may give in illustration one case

which has gone all these years under the caption of "pseudo tumor," or,

as it would now be classified, "Tumor Suspect : Hydrocephalus." The

patient was a boy, aged 9, who was nearly blinrl from an obvious

Table 2.

—

Tumor Suspects

A. Symptomatic diagnoses {cause undetermined)

Convulsions (varia) 28 Hemiplegia 4

. Amblyopia (varia) 14 Ataxia 4
Neuroses (varia) 13 Psychoses (varia) 3
Cephalalgia (varia) 11 Xanthochromia 1

Dementia (varia ) 9 Nystagmus 1

Hysteria (varia) 6 Ophthalmoplegia Externa... 1

Hydrocephalus 5

B. Organic diagnoses (proved or reasonably certain)

Cerebral Vascular Disease.. 36 Abscess 9
Arachnoiditis 29 Labyrinthine Disease 7
Cerebral Syphilis 15 Aneurysm 6
Meningitis (varia) 13 Nephritic Edema 3
Encephalitis (varia) 12 Cerebellar Apoplexy 2
Sclerosis (varia) 10

obstructive hydrocephalus, due as we thought to a subtentorial tumor.

He died some weeks after a negative cerebellar ex{)loration and at

necropsy nothing was found to account for his hydrocephalus which was
ascribed to a possible ependymitis or arachnoiditis. Reinvestigation of

the tissues with a study in serial sections of the l)rain stem has disclosed

a microscopic subependymal glioma occluding the iter ( iMg. 1). Had
this unfortunate boy been "discliargcd unrelieved" the diagnosis of

"tumor unverified" would ha\e been recorded—a diagnosis nearer the

truth than tliat of "jiseudo tumor" actually made after the necropsv with
the su])se(|uent incom])lete study of the brain.

1 lie lirst ])atieiit will illustrate what we mean b\- a "tumor suspect"

syiulronic.

Cask 1 (Wlnrl-chair).—This lady is in iicr seventy-eighth year. She entered
the hospital a few weeks ago complaining of facial pain and blindness of the right
eye. There is marked internal s(|uint of tiiis eye: the inipil gives ni reaction
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to IIkIh. ii'i'l till- iKTvt- head sliows c<>:ni)ltlc primary atr<)i)liy. In additimi to

this, there is anestliesia of the entire tri^i^'minal skin (ulrl on the rij^ht side.

She has no other neurologic symptoms.

There can he no question as to the site of tile lesion, which involves the right

optic nerve, the al)ducens, and the senscjry jxjrtions of the trigeminus; Init the

nature of sncli a lesion without other facts, particularly those gained from her

past history, might l)e open to considcrahle douht. My first impression was that

she might have a meningioma arising from the right trigeminal envelopes.

She recalls very imi)erfectly the chronology of her symptoms. Her account

is that she enjoyed good health until five years ago, when, after exposure to a

cold wind, she had a sudden attack of pain in the right eye. This was regarded

as neuralgia, for which she suhsequently had one turhinate removed. One of

•iiMildiataSkifMB

V

Fig. 1.—Section of iter showing suhependymal gliuina.

existed at another level. X 30.

Complete occlusion

her former attendants, however, reports that she consulted him thirteen years

ago, when she had partial ptosis of the right eye, with trigeminal pain and a

turning-in of the eye. These symptoms must have largely subsided, for seven

years later she consulted another physician because of temporary paresis of

the right external rectus, and he noted that she had marked arteriosclerosis.

Three years ago she sustained a fracture of the hip from which she has made

a fairly good functional recovery. At about this time she thinks her present

strabismus began, with gradual loss of vision in the eye.

For a year there has been numbness of the right side of the face, increasing

in extent and degree. It is not clear in which order the trigeminal divisions

became involved, but at present there is practically total anesthesia over all three

of them and the corneal reflex is absent. There have been no uncinate symptoms.
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In spite of her original imperfect history, my assistant Dr. McKenzic jumped

at the correct diagnosis, and his opinion was corroborated l)y the roentgeno-

grams. They show a crescentic shadow in the right temporal fossa alongside

the sella, unquestionably due to calcification in the wall of a cyst. We have seen

something similar, to l)e sure, in a patient with a dermoid in this region—

a

case recently reported by Dr. Horrax." However, in view of her arteriosclerosis

it is much more likely that the calcification lies in the wall of an aneurysm;

and as she is to be discharged untreated, the diagnosis will read. "Brain tumor

suspect: aneurysm of internal carotid: unverified."

We have been on the alert for these anem-ysms durin_t,r the past three

or four years, ever since Dr. Symonds of Guy's Hospital while here

made a correct diagnosis during life on a patient who had entered the

hospital in extremis and who showed unilateral ptosis, subretinal hemor-

rhages, and bloody cerebrospinal fluid. '* The experience led to a change

in the presumptive diagnosis on the cards of several cases in the list

of "tumor suspects"—cases which had previously been recorded as

unilateral ophthalmoplegia, ophthalmoplegic migraine, pachymengitis

hemorrhagica, and basilar syphilis.

To be sure, the aneurysm in this patient, if aneurysm it actually be,

has never rupttired. Moreover, it is larger by far than the usual

mycotic aneurysms of this region, which are small, pea-sized affairs and

usually give no symptoms till they have ruptured (Fig. 2). The first

symptoms often resemble a stroke of apoplexy with bleeding into the

meninges ; and, under these circumstances, if a fatality ensues the small

lesion, even should its presence have been suspected, may easily escape

notice at necropsy unless great care is exercised. Curiously enough,

recovery is not tmcommon even when rti])ture has occurred. There mav
indeed be recurrent hemorrhages.

I see nothing surgical about this case. However, the symptoms

wiiich the patient shows, essentially those of a stationary tumefaction in

the middle cerebral fossa, might easily lead the unwary into a useless

and (langerotis exploration.

I will show you another example of tumor suspect—one which has

been proved not to be tumor only after exjjloration.

C.\SK 2 (Walking).—This man, 47 years of age, was recommended to the

hospital a month ago by Dr. Beverly Tucker. His chief complaints were loss

of vision, diplopia, and defective memory. For aliout six years, following what

seems to have been either tlie grippe, encephalitis, or acute articular rlieumatism

followed bv endocarditis, he has been emotionallv unstable, lie I'lnallv gave

2. Horrax, Gilbert: A Consideration of the Dermal X'ersus the Ependymal
Cholesteatomas Having Their Attachment in the Cerebral P^nvelopes. Arch.

Neurol. & Psychiat. 8:265 (Sept.) 1922.

.1 This, with other samples of intracranial aneurysm of the internal carotid

which have been diagnosed during life, has been reported by Dr. C. V. .^ynnMuls

ill (iuy's Hospital Reports for April. 192.1 p. lo9.
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up his jirofc'ssion and took tn farniin)^. During I'^l'^ and tlie following year

he occasionally had transient di|)lo|)ia lasting three or four days. In March,

1921, he had a general convulsion and the next year several more.

Physical examination was essentially negative. What in our o|)inion was

taken by our predecess(jrs for an optic atrophy is the pallor due to an unusually

large lamina crihrosa in each eye. Moreover, we were unable to substantiate the

supposed homonymous field defect they had observed. He showed merely

marked memory defect, emotional instability and lack of initiative. He was inco-

operative and suffered from •insomnia. There was considerable tremor of the out-

stretched hands, and the abdominal reflexes were inactive. Roentgenograms

Fig. 2.—Sketch of the ruptured aneurysm in Dr. Symond's report.

disclosed a calcified plaque of the anterior falx (Fig. 3). Repeated Wasser-

mann tests and detailed studies of the cerebrospinal fluid including the colloidal

gold curve had been negative.

Our tentative diagnosis was "presenile dementia" of some sort; but as there

had been a difference of opinion it was thought that light might be shed on

the matter by pneumoventriculograms. These were taken, but unfortunately

proved misleading. The left ventricle was normal in size and contour. The

right was much smaller than the Ifeft and showed irregularity and imperfect

filling. No lateral dislocation was apparent. There was no way definitely to

clear up the diagnosis without an exploration. I rather expected to find a

right frontal endothelioma arising from the falx.
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Operation disclosed a markedly atrophic frontal lobe with many empty

thread-like vessels and thickening of the leptomeninges. A fragment, including

one of the empty cortical vessels, was excised for examination. This shows

merely an extreme degree of gliosis, no abnormalities being present in the walls

of the empty arteriole—certainly nothing suggesting syphilitic vascular disease.

The operation has had an unexpectedly beneficial ei?ect. His entire mental

outlook is changed. He has begun reading again ; takes a renewed interest in

his surroundings; sleeps well: has been attending clinics and thinks of resuming

his profession.

F'ig. 3 (Case 2).—Anteroposterior roentgenogram showing calcified placque

on anterior falx.

There is no better time to register helpful psychotherapeutic impres-

sions than after an operation, llecause ])atients often aj)pear, however,

to be subjectively benefited by them rarely justifies their performance.

< )ne may be very easily misled and ascril)e too much to the operation

itself. It is this sort of self deception, in which surgeon and patient and

relatives often share, that has led to innumerable futile operations for

old birth palsies and ho])eless conditions of a similar kind. This man's
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operation was purely exploratory, it is of course ^'ratifyinj,' that he i-

subjectively ini])r()ve(l. hut this can hardly he directly ascribed to the

operation. He is ahout to l)e (hscharj^ed and the case will he recorded

as "Brain tumor suspect: cerebral sclerosis: verified."

The next three patients—all three f)f them with threatened lo.ss of

vision—are further examples of suspected tumor.

C.\SK 3 (W alkiiiji ).—Mr. S., aged 31, an active Imsincss man inclined to

work under high tension, first entered the hospital in January of this year on

the recommendation of Dr. J. W. Courtney with the diagnosis of a "tumor in

the lower lip of the left calcarine Fissure." This was a little fine, hut unques-

tionably he has a lesion of some sort involving the left visual pathway, for he

shows an homonymous field defect involving tlie right upper quadrants.

Fig. 4 (Case 3).—Persistent riglit upper lidinonxmuus tield defects. V.O.S.

20/30; V.O.D. 20/30.

Obscuration of vision with some mild headaches represent his chief complaint,

but the field defect is of the type we are more inclined to associate with a

temporal than with an occipital lesion.

The onset of symptoms was rather abrupt for tumor, being more suggestive

of a vascular lesion. Without loss of consciousness he experienced a sinking

feeling w-ith transient loss of power in his right side some time last August;

and. soon after, he himself noticed the constriction in the right upper visual

fields.

Since then he has never felt quite himself though he has continued with his

business affairs. There have been headaches, night sweats, and "muscular

quaverings" in his right side. He also gave a history of vague abdominal

sensation ("sinking spells") accompanied I)y gustatory impressions suggestive

of uncinate seizures.

Physical and neurologic examinations revealed nothing except the homony-

mous field defect (Fig. 4) and a slightly edematous papilla in the left eye with
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marginal obscuration of the disk. Feeling that delay was justified, he was
discharged untreated, with 'a diagnosis of "tumor unverified: left temporal

lobe (?)."

He reentered the hospital two weeks ago. During the four months' interval

he had had a good deal of dull frontal headache and felt that his vision was
becoming progressively impaired. The perimeter, however, did not corroborate

this. The papilledema of the left eye showed no advance.

Ten days ago a subtemporal decompression was performed. There was
an excess of fluid, but the temporal lobe appeared quite normal. The area

is now quite flat though it bulges slightly at times when he tends to feel a

headache—a symptom, I am glad to say, from which he has been comparatively

free since his operation.

What is this? An arachnoiditis, a vascular lesion, or tumor? I

think we will now have to recede from our presumptive tumor diagnosis

in favor of the less definite "tumor suspect." In any event, we need no

longer fear that we are neglecting the possible secondary pressure effects

of tumor, and can now await further developments, if there are to be

any, with some assurance that his cephalalgia meanwhile will be relieved

and that his optic nerves will suffer no further damage.

What may happen if we wait too long is illustrated by the next two

patients. Both entered the hospital the same afternoon.

Case 4 (Walking, but led).—This woman. 37 years of age, began three

years ago to have temporary failure of vision. Two years ago she was given

a thorough study in the Neurological Institute where I judge that the diagnosis

lay between tumor and retrobulbar neuritis. She had repeated Wassermann
tests, rhinologic and roentgen-ray examinations of her sinuses, and so on: all

were negative.

During the succeeding two years this low grade of choked disk has persisted,

until now she has advanced secondary atrophy with blindness of the right eye

and almost complete loss of vision in the left. She has had from the outset

some moderate intracranial discomforts, chiefly described as aching in the

back of the neck. The neurologic examination, aside from the changes in the

optic nerves, is practically negative.

Her chronologic twin, Mrs. LaB., I need not produce. She has had

symptoms for only a year, with low grade of choked disk ( first observed

in Fel)ruary of 1922). and some moderate headaches. For the p.ist

month there has been rapid failure of vision with complete blindness

on the right side and marked constriction of fields on the left. Aside

from inconspicuous nystagmus and choked disk of about 2 diopters, her

neurologic examinations have been as completely negative as in the

patient who has just been here. She however has the additional factor

of high blood pressure—over 200. Cases of this kind are what make
up the group on our tumor-susi)ect cards listed symptomatically as

"Optic neuritis : cause undetermined."

I fear that unless a decompres.sion is performed, this patient's vision

after another few uKinths will be as irrevocablv lost as in the case of the
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unfi)itunatf ])alic'nt wli" lias just <,M)ne out. I say this with all deference

to Dr. Ikrnard Sachs who gave us last year a very gloomy picture of his

personal experience with decompression operations.* Me was doubtless

referring to cases of uiKiuestioned tumor, but even in the tumor cases,

as we shall see later, the measure may be beneficial : indeed, may be our

only therai)eutic recourse if we are to i)reserve vision.

We now come to a more definite example of what for want of a

better term we classify as ''Brain tumor suspect: chronic arachnoiditis."

In these ca.ses i)robably more than any others we are likely to be

deceived. The preceding two cases may possibly belong in this same

category.

C.\SE 6 (Walking).—This healthy-appearing man, aged 38, is as good an

example of our difficulties as any other. This is his second reentry. He came

here first in December, 1922, complaining of annoying tinnitus in the right ear,

with progressive impairment of hearing. For eighteen months he had been having

recurrent attacks of nausea and vertigo accompanied by right-to-lcft movement

of objects. In July, 1922, a diagnosis had been made of toxic vertigo: his

tonsils were removed and lie was given phenoliarbital. Latterly, his attacks

had increased in number, often two or three a day, in spite of large doses of

bromids. He had become persistently unsteady on his feet.

Neurologic examination revealed incomplete right nerve deafness, moderate

nystagmus, positive Romberg sign and some clumsiness in gait. There was

some obscuration of the nasal margins of the disks on each side without mea-

surable elevation. The blood Wassermann reaction was negative. Lumbar

puncture was not performed.

I inclined to a presumptive diagnosis of early acoustic tumor. He was

incapacitated for work, and though I would ordinarily have advised delay until

we could lie more assured of the diagnosis, he courted the exploration which

was made.

Operation revealed a huge posterior arachnoid cystern with thickened and

grayish walls. In the right lateral recess a similar condition was found. The

nerves in the angle were all brought into full view without disclosing a tumor.

He made a good recovery and remained free from his former attacks for a

month. He then had a period of fulness in the suboccipital region with a return

of dizziness, which promptly subsided after a lumliar puncture. Since his dis-

charge this experience has been repeated now six times at his home, each time

with immediate relief on withdrawal of fluid. He returned here a few days

ago to learn what can be done al)out it. On the whole he is much better as

regards his tinnitus and vertigo, and the disk margins are clear. He still has

a little nystagmus. Regular saline catharsis is about the best I can suggest

for him.

What are we dealing with in this man's case? \\t can never be

certain of course without a postmortem examination, and sometimes not

even then, because disturbances of cerebrospinal fluid circulation are

particularly dif^cult to make out when fluid has escaped after the

4. Shall We Decompress for Choked Disk? Tr. Am. Neurol. Assn. 48:75.

1922.
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removal of the calvarium, unless of course there should he such a def-

inite thickening of the arachnoid that it is grossly ajjparent. "Chronic

cysternal arachnoiditis with periodic lahyrinthine vertigo" is about as

near as we can come to a diagnosis.

Though these are sometimes very baffling cases, experience would

tend to show that a large proportion of them may recover if their more

critical period is tided over by some palliative operation. It is a subject

on which Dr. Horrax will make a detailed report.

These, then, are examples of what come to be listed as "tumor sus-

pects." They represent in many respects our most difflcult problems.

UNVERIFIED TUMORS

We come to a group of cases in which there is less uncertainty as

regards the underlying cause of the symptoms, tumor being unques-

tioned. The diflficulty now lies in localization and type verification

rather than in actual tumor diagnosis. There have been 476 patients

with tumor unverified in our past series. Many of them in time will

become verified either by operation or necropsy.

There are at present in the wards eleven examples of tumor as yet

unverified: five of them have been operated on; the others await their

turn. Some ]:)atients refuse operation when promise of relief is not

great. Many more have deep and inaccessible growths which an opera-

tion has failed to disclose. Not infrequently, too, a growth may be

exposed which is obviously inoperable and it may seem unwise even to

take a fragment for histologic investigation. Some tumors, of course,

like most metastatic lesions or the primary pontile tumors, for example,

may be regarded, generally speaking, as inoperable, though I shall show

an example of the benefit that may be gained by an operation e\-en

under each of these most unfavorable circumstances. All these varied

factors serve to relegate cases into this unverified group.

At the outset I shall show two or three patients with unquestionable

supratentorial tumors who have been benefited by palliative decompres-

sions and who will prove, I think, to any of you who may possibly have

come to share Dr. Sachs's views, that a good deal may be accomplished

in certain cases even bv this somewhat old fashioned measure.

Dr. A. was operated on over six months ago. and though he is not at present

a house patient he came in a few days ago to report, to have his eyegrounds

examined and his fields taken. He entered the hospital last Octo1)er on tlie

advice of Dr. J. J. Thomas, liecausc of rapidly advancing choked disk. Jn tlie

previous July he had had his first severe attack of occipitofrontal headache

and dizziness. His discomforts gradually increased until shortly hefore admis-

sion they had l)ecome continuous. He had had a good deal of staggering, and
during his particularly 1)ad periods experienced some numbness of the left

side of the face and tongue. Clicked disk had first heen ohserved five weeks
before admission. Lumhar ])uncture was ixTtormed : the Huid was negative.
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I'.xainiiiation showid iiicTily clinktd disk nicasurin^; alxuit 5 (li<)i)tcr,s. In

addition, he had compKtc anosmia on tlu- ri^lit ; slijiht cxoplitlialmos possibly

inori- marked on tlu' left, and some possible <lysmetria of the left upper extrem-

ity. Repeated examinations showed nothing m<ire than this.

( )n Octolier 25, right suI)lemporaI decompression was performed. It was a

difficult procedure owing to marked intracranial tension and to unusual vascu-

larity of the hone. An attemjjt to enter the left tem])oral ventricle hy puncture

was unavailing.

He made an excellent recovery from the operation, had no sulisequcnt

headaches; the choked disk at the time of discharge Xovemher 4, had subsided

til 1 diopter, and he left the hospital with a bulging decompression.

\\v ciine in a few days ago to report, and shows no change in the former

syniiitonis. The disks are completely flat and though the decompression is full,

it is not particularly tense; he states that it is occasionally more so than at

present. Right anosmia and slight exophthalmos remain as before. He has

been working regularly at his profession, tires easily, but otherwise regards

himself as in very good condition.

I may j)()int out that the (lec(im])i-essi()n is about a.^ full as one should

ever see after a properly conducted o])eration. We see a ^reat many

people after so-called decompressions who have enormous jjrotrusions

due, 1 think, to misplaced defects and utterly inadequate wound closures.

I am dismayed to find that some neurologists are still under the irn])res-

sion that one can properly decompress without opening the dura, and I

cannot understand how this idea should have come to prevail. These

wounds are closed in four or five layers of delicate interrupted silk

sutures for muscle, fascia and galea. The skin sutures have of cour.se

nothing whatever to do with the strength of the wound and are merely

a])plied to get the best ])ossible e])idermal approximation. Many of the

incisions that you will see in the course of the evening, even only ten

days after operation, are ])ractically invisible. I may add that invisi-

bility of the scar is something for which ever}- neurologic surgeon

should strive, though it is merely an artistic feature of his work.

I may be doing Dr. A. an injustice in letting him go without ventric-

ulograms, l)Ut were I in his place I would prefer to go on reasonably

content with things as they now stand. I assume that in the course of a

year he may l)egin to have further symptoms, and if his tinnor is one

that we can actually fleal with .successfully, this delay will not be in his

disfavor.

I shall now show you another case illustrating what I admit is a very

unexpected degree of relief aiiforded by a subtemporal decompression

—

in what evidently is a pontile tumor.

C.\SE 7 (Walking).—This j-oung fellow is 23 years of age. a linotype opera-

tor. Eight months ago he first experienced some difficulty in reading manu-

scripts, and took to glasses without much benefit. Six months ago he began

to have double vision from liilateral oculomotor palsies. One month ago general

pressure symptoms set in with severe headaches and vomiting.

Examination showed a high grade of choked disk with hemorrhages. He

liad also complete paralysis of conjugate movement upward, and though move-
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merits of the eyes were possible in other directions, these movements were

associated with extreme nystagmus, which is still present. In addition he had

marked static instability; was practically Ijedridden.

It was reasonably certain that there must be a tumor of the pons, and though

I did not believe that decompression would help him greatly, it seemed to offer

his only chance. In view of his advanced choked disk I did not feel that we
were justified in delaying operation even to take a ventriculogram which, if

our diagnosis were correct, would merely serve to show dilatation of the

ventricles.

A right subtemporal decompression was performed three weeks ago. An
exploratory needle was introduced into the temporal horn of the ventricle and

air was introduced at the time of the operation. The plates showed, as was
expected, a symmetrical and Iiilateral dilatation of the ventricles of marked
degree.

He has shown remarkable and unexpected improvement. His choked disk

has rapidly subsided and now measures 2 diopters. He has had no further

headache and he walks briskly and steadily. He has actually regained a little

upward movement of the eyes, but when he attempts to look up a conjugate

strabismus is produced and marked nystagmus elicited. He has had one deep

radiotherapeutic treatment. He will be discharged tomorrow with a diagnosis

of "Tumor of midbrain: probably glioma: unverified," and will return

periodically for observation and further roentgen-ray treatments.

This was good luck, undoubtedly. Generally speaking, subtemporal

decompression avails little when there is obstructive hydrocephalus.

Moreover, in the presence of a pontile tumor decompression, whether

subtemporal or suboccipital, may, by permitting some dislocation of the

lesion, actually lead to an increase of preexisting paralyses. The case

shows that these rules are not invariable. How enduring will be this

young man's period of relief is of course most uncertain.

The next patient sliows a still more difficult problem. She, too, has

had a deconipressioii long ago and this is a reentry.

C.\SE 8 (Walking).—Mrs. R. is a healthy-looking woman of 43 who has a

typical left hemiplegic gait. She first entered the hospital a year ago, with

severe occipitofrontal headache of ten months' duration and frequent attacks

of unconsciousness. She then showed full blown choked disks with hemorrhages,

poorly-sustained nystagmus, and some unsteadiness of gait. We were unable

to agree on a localizing diagnosis. Her vision was threatened, and after one

unsuccessful attempt was made to puncture the right ventricle, a right decom-
pression was performed, June 21, by Dr. Horra.x as a temporizing measure.

She did extremely well. The choked disks subsided with no impairment of

vision and she was discharged free from all subjective complaints, with her

decompression slightly bulging. There was complete relief for six months.

She reentered the hospital two months ago because of unsteadiness of gait,

some return of headaches and the first "unconscious period" (convulsion?) she

had had since her discharge.

She showed at this time a peculiar syndrome to which attention will i)e

drawn in connection with a later case. We had a difference of opinion as to

whether she had a left cerebellar or a right parietal lobe lesion. She showed
on the one hand, nystagmus, a positive Romberg sign, marked unsteadiness of

gait, left hypotonus with adiadokokinesis ; on the other, a clear-cut left

astereognosis with slight sensory changes, and right dorsal toe response.
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As events have proved, it would liave heeti hcst at this juncture to have

taken recourse once more to Dr. Dandy's procedures and to have attempted

further ventriculoj<raphic studies. However, her right i)arietal region was first

explored (April 20), hy an osteoplastic operation under local anesthesia with

negative findings except for hydrocephalus. The ventricle was easily entered

and suhsequent pneumograms, if we can interpret them correctly, show what

we take to he a filling defect involving both hemispheres, due to a centrally

placed growth which gives a mephistoi)helian appearance to her anteroposterior

plates owing to the peculiar flattening and displacement of the ventricles (Figs.

5, 6 and 7).

I may he lUKluly const-rvative about ventriculograms. Tliey are

oftentimes unnecessary, oftentimes extremely upsettinj^ to the patient,

Fig. 5 (Case 8).—Patient after negative osteoplastic exploration, just before

she was shown at the clinic.

often most confusing. Moreover, there has been one unfortunate out-

come to the early and overentluisiastic reports : namely, that many

neurologists have been led to believe this to be a simple and certain

diagnostic procedure which may be undertaken like a lumbar puncture

by those possessed of scant surgical training who would not presume to

undertake the final operation even should an accurate localizing diag-

nosis be made. These things, I fear, will lead to a serious reaction

against a procedure which, under suitable circumstances as in the case

of this patient, might l)e invaluable.

Experience is gradttally teaching us just where we should stand in

regard to ventriculography just as it has done in the case of bismuth

gastro-intestinal studies. It may serve to localize an increasing number

of brain tumors, but for the time being, in the majority of instances at

least, it does not replace a thorough neurologic examination.



Fig. 6 (Case 8).—Anteroposterior ventriculogram showing peculiar sym-

letrical disortion of the ventricles.

a

^i' •»• *«

^rc o^ •««i>

Fig. 7 (Lase iS )
.— Ph()tt)micn)grapli of tumor (cf. l-'ootnote 5). ,\ .>hii.

^
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W'lKthcr we lia\c tlinie rij^lii in ilie case of this woman to tide her

along and be satisfied with preservation of vision and avoidance of dis-

comforts, is o])en to debate. She is cheerful and in good physical con-

dition. Had we known a year ago just where her lesion lay and attacked

it. 1 do not believe she would have been any better off. If it is a benign

lesion like an endothelioma we may still be able to remove it. If it is a

glioma we could not have removed it in its totality a year ago. even

had we been able then to localize it.^'

There are two other ])atients at present in the hospital with problems

almost as difficult as that laid bare in the foregoing recital. The first

of them is blind and dixtriented. I shall give the main incidents of his

historv without bringing him here.

C.\SE 9.—This man. 48 jcars of age, during the past year has made the

rounds of many clinics and his history is a complicated and difficult one to

untangle. He has had tinnitus for twenty-five years and has become almost

deaf in the right ear. Naturally it has been suggested that he might have an

acoustic tumor. He has had extraordinary periods of prolonged comatose

sleep associated with prostrating headaches, hiccoughing and vomiting. From

some of these attacks he has had sudden waves of improvement. A year ago

he was in the Mayo Clinic in such bad condition that an operation was thought

inadvisable. He left for home on a stretcher ; suddenly improved, and on

reaching home was well enough to walk of? the train unaided. He remained

5. Subsequent Xote.—On June 8, another attempt was made to disclose this

woman's tumor. It could be detected by a blunt exploratory needle deep in

the hemisphere. The appearance of the ventriculograms, showing as they did

a filling defect of the ventricle on each side, made it seem probable that the

growth was median ; and consequently bone was removed up to the longitudinal

sinus so that it was possible to look between the hemisphere and the falx, and

at a depth of about 4 cm. the upper surface of what was taken to be an endo-

thelioma was disclosed lying astride the margin of the falx. The patient's

condition did not justify an attempt at its removal. It was impossible to replace

the honeflap, so that it had to be stripped away to permit a closure. She did

remarkably well after this step—so well, in fact, that I determined to make a

transcortical incision in an attempt to remove the growth. This was done

June 13. It proved to be a huge frontal glioma which was growing into the

ventricle. A mass of the tumor, as large as a fist and weighing 150 gm., was

removed. She again made an excellent surgical recovery and at the time of

discharge, July 21, was up and about on her feet and rapidly regaining the use

of her arm ; free from discomforts, with normal vision and with her decom-

pression area flat. The tumor is w"hat we designate a protoplasmic glioma

(Fig. 7).

From the first we were utterly at sea in this woman's case misled by the

clinical symptoms as well as b}- the ventriculograms. The decompression, with

its nine months' period of complete relief, is possibly the best thing that could

have been done for her at that time and unquestionably saved her vision. She

now promises, after all our struggles, to do extremely well and will have

further roentgen-ray treatments, for we think a tumor of this type is par-

ticularly amenable to deep radiation.
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practically free from symptoms until the following SeptemJjer. He was brought

here a month ago in one of his stuporous periods.

Examination showed receding choked disks, with near 1)lindness; diminished

audition on the right; positive Romberg sign.

One would feel that in a case of this sort a ventriculogram was likely to

give more information than anything else, and consequently the right hemi-

sphere was tapped with the expectation of finding a dilated ventricle. As

a matter of fact the ventricle contained only a small amount of fluid, which

was xanthochromic; and an attempt to introduce air for the purpose of getting

a ventriculogram was futile. Consequently an immediate subtemporal decom-

pression was performed.

He has improved greatly, but is still bedridden, Ijlind, and nearly deaf.
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Fig. 8 (Case 9).—Glioma of third ventricle; natural size.

I have not the .slightest idea where the tumor is, but it certainly is

above the tentorium and, in view of the xanthochromia, probably

involves the ventricles.''

6. Stthscqttciit Xotc.—This man's condition remained unchanged for weeks.

On July 5, in despair, under local anesthesia the left ventricle was punctured

and found to be dilated with xanthochromic fluid. A ventriculogram showed

that the air did not pass from the left to the right ventricle. Following the

puncture the pressure symptoms, bad enough before, became greatly aggravated

and though the air was promptly removed he died suddenly about twelve hours

later. The necropsy showed a huge glioma of the third ventricle (Fig. 8).
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There i> still anntlK-r amouj^f ihc unvcriticd tumors in the h()U^e that

presents a proljlem of er|ual interest, thouj^h there is less difficulty in

localization. She also is too um-onifortalile to hrin<( here.

Case 10.
—

'Jliis [jaticnt is a vouiik woman of 20, a .steiiograi)h(.-r, who came
on March 21, with a diagnosis of ccrel)cllar tumor. Her illnes.s dates from an
attack of influenza fourteen months ago. She su!)sec|uently lf)st a good deal of

weight, and in August, 1922, l)egan having severe and almost constant head-
aches with ahnost daily projectile vomiting. Three weeks before admission
she developed left-sided internal squint; at that time also choked disk of low
grade was first observed.

On examination she showed marked cerebellar symptoms with sustained

nystagmus on looking to right and left as well as upward ; positive Romlierg
sign with falling to the left and backward ; definite deviation to the left in

Fig. 9 (Case 10).—Tuberculoma projecting into dilated fourth ventricle:

natural size.

walking; partial left facial palsy; weakness of the left abducens and deviation

of the protruded tongue to the left. It may be added that Dr. H. H. James who
sent her here found that she had a positive intradermal tuberculin reaction.

These were the essential findings. In spite of the absence of any impair-

ment of hearing it was thought that she probal)ly had an intracerebellar tumor

on the left side extending into the recess.

She was kept under observation for three weeks before operation. It was

undertaken only because she had begun to show advancing choked disk. The

cerebellar exploration was negative. There was no special tension of the dura,

the cranial nerves on the left side were all seen, and though there was a

somewhat peculiar projection of a nodule of cerebellum between them, it was

not identified as tumor and the wound was closed with a possible diagnosis of

pontile tumor, or chronic arachnoiditis.
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She recovered well from the operation, hut it had no hencticial effect on her

symptoms. She has gradually gone down hill during the succeeding three

weeks, with persistent vomiting, almost perpetual nystagmus and of late such

extreme vertigo that she is unable to turn from her left side. In addition, she

has lately begun to show a good deal of incoordination of the left arm and

leg and the choked disk has advanced though the edema has never been high.

This woman, therefore, has an unverified lesion. ])restuiiably of the

brain stem. A tuberculoma perhaps, but more probably a glioma. The

lesion has apparently caused a nuclear palsy of the seventh and sixth

nerves on the left, and has involved the vestibular nucleus as well. The

eighth and fifth nerves have escaped. The wound is perfectly healed,

and if we should discharge her it would be better for our surgical

statistics, for it is a regulation that every case dying in the hospital after

an operation is recorded as a postoperative fatality no matter how long

the interval may be.' We are. however, more interested in learning

something from our mistakes than in improving our operative per-

centages, and I am glad to say that even on this basis our fatalities do

not range much over 15 per cent.

Case 11 (Bed case).—This poor man is 43. His symptoms began with loss

of vision, lack of ambition, and frontal headaches, eighteen months ago. He
is now quite somnolent. His vision at present is reduced to shadows in the left

eye and 10/100 in the right. The disks are pale and slightly edematous, and

there has been a difference of opinion as to whether the edema is superimposed

on a primary atrophy or whether it is a secondary atrophy. He has marked

static instability, incoordination of right arm and leg with definite hypotonia;

no nystagmus.

It is the sort of case in which there is great difficulty in distinguishing

between a median cerebellar and a suprasellar lesion. He has had ventriculo-

grams made and they merely show s^'mmetrical dilatation of both ventricles.

One thing is distinctly in favor of a supratentorial lesion : namely, some
fields of vision which were taken by a competent ophthalmologist a year ago

and which then showed a lower right quadrantal homonymous defect. This

we would ordinarily have regarded as evidence of a left temporal lobe lesion,

but in view of the complete dilatation of the temporal horn as shown by the

ventriculogram, this past finding must, 1 presume, lie disregarded.

In addition, he shows a sulmormal temi)erature, often as low as 97, and
a basal metabolism of —20 per cent. Tliough an internal hydrocephalus may
give similar reactions, this sounds more like a i)ituitary or suprasellar lesion.

However, the sella is normal and tliere arc no suprasellar shadows.

7. Subsequent Xotc.—She l)egan having fever on May 30, passed into

coma and delirium, and died June 3. Examination of the brain revealed

marked hydrocephalus produced by a local lesion of unusual site and appear-

ance (Fig. 9). A nodular growth the size of a hickory nut projected from

the brachium pontis on the left side of the dilated fourth ventricle. It involved

the restiform l)ody of the cereliellum, and must have caught principally the left

vestibular nucleus as well as the nucleus of the left abducens and the loop of

facial fillers which embrace it. Diagnosis: "Tulierculoma of brain stem:

verified."
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1 presume thai this ])r()hlcni in (hllVrciitial (ha^Jiosis is otic which
(•ln-iitinK'> roiil'idius many of you. 'Id our untutored eves it is some-

times impossible to distinguish l)etween primary atro|)hy with superim-

posed edema and olioUed disk suljsiding with atrophy. His synimetrical

hydrocejjhrdus niij^ht he ])rodiiced either Ijy a lesion above or I)elow the

tentorium, and though nystagmus is ab.sent he has some fairly character-

istic cerebellar symptoms. Just what I shall do I do not c[uitc know,

and among my junior colleagues opinion is divided. 1 rather incline

toward a left transfrontal exploration wliiih would exj)ose the chiasm

as well as the tip of the temporal lobe."

We now come to a series of four other cases not vet operated on

—

all of them ho\ve\er with symptoms which permit of a fairlv definite

Fig. 10 (Case 11).—Portion of wall of pharyiiijcal pouch cyst. X 300.

localizing diagnosis. All four are children, and 1 shall begin with the

youngest.

8. Subsequent Xotc.—W'e agonized over this man until June 16 when a

left transfrontal operation was performed. The chiasm and nerves appeared to

be normal though there was so much thickening of the arachnoid I thought for

a time a chronic arachnoiditis might be the cause. The temporal lobe appeared

normal. With the intent of puncturing the third ventricle to relieve the hydro-

cephalus, the jKisterior margin of the chiasm was exposed and a brain needle

introduced. Instead of clear fluid it struck coiTee-colored fluid rich in cholesterin

crystals—evidently a pharyngeal pouch cyst. A portion of its wall was
removed for verification (Fig. 10). (I have never before encountered one of

these cysts in this posterior situation.) From a dull somnolent state he was
transformed to an alert individual, and made an excellent recovery, in spite

of a wave of postoperative polyuria accompanied by nausea and inappetence.
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Case 12 (Bed case).—This boy, six years of age, previously well, was sent

home from school only a month ago (April 16) because of a bad frontal head-

ache. Headaches with vomiting persisted for the next two weeks, and soon

some weakness of his left arm, leg and face was observed. He also complained

of pain in the region of the left hip. He became progressively worse and

there has been rapid failure of vision. He was brought here in an aml)ulance

a week ago. His symptoms, therefore, have been of only a month's duration

though it is possible that he may have been having some difficulty with vision

for a longer period.

The most striking neurologic findings are: (1) Extensive oculomotor palsy,

there being practically no lateral conjugate movements except on the part of

Fig. 11.—Tumor in a i)aticnl with s\'mi)t(iius comparable to tliose of Case 12.

Note the lierniation from tlic affected heniisplierc comproniisinti tlie jions.

tile left interna! rectus. X'ertical movements are normal ami witliout nystagmus.

(2) Choked disk of from 3 to 6 diopters, receding with atrophy and loss o\

vision. (3) Left hemihypesthesia and hemiparesis. the arm being completely
flail. Indeed, tlie musclt's tliroughout are so markedly livpotonic tliat deei>

reflexes are diflicult to elicit, but tliey are prol)ably increased on tlie left. (4)

His obviously enlarged liead, wliicli has cracked-pot resonance on percussion,

due to the separated sutures that show in the roentgenogram. It is a condition
common in hydrocephalus and suggests a jxisterior lesion. He has, moreover,
extreme suboccipital tenderness to pressure.
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I Irtc ha\c \k-c\\ (iilVcrfin'o (if opiiiiun about \\\\> little hoy. One

wdiiM t'ccl that liis oculiinKitor disturhances ])()iiit witli certainty to a

pontile lesion with nuclear ])alsies. (This opinion was c(»ncurre<l in by

members of the .Association), it' this is s(j, he probably has a hydro-

cephalu>. but there is a possibility which, in spite of the extreme hypo-

tonus, bis bcmiparesis suggests; namely, that the le>ion may be a large

Fig. 12 (Case 12).—Cranial pncumogram showing e.xtent of huge gliomatous

cvst.

one in the right hemisphere. The fields of vision might determine this,

but he is too young, too incooperative and too nearly blind to secure

dependable charts. I will pass about a photograph ( Fig. 11) which

shows the brain of a child, seen many years ago, who had a very simi-

lar syndrome, the supposedly pontile and false localizing symptoms

having been due to pressure on the anterior pons by a cerebral hernia-
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turn through the incisura tentorii. provoked Ijy the huge tumor of tlie

hemisphere. This child, I may add, was supposed to have a cereljelhir

lesion and it is just the sort of case in which ventriculography would be

of great value.

^

Cases notoriously run in groups, and there are three young girls,

supposedly with cerebellar tumor, who have been admitted during the

past week. All of them urgently need operation if we are to preserve

vision.

Case 13 (Walking).—This child, Hazel McD., 12 years of age, was admitted
May 25, 1923. She looks the picture of health but for the past year has been
having spells of dizziness and vomiting in the early morning which have
increased in frequency. Accompanying the more severe of these attacks there

has been pain referred to the neck and shoulders. Her symptoms, as so often

Fig. 13 (Case 12).
—

'I'he liistoldtiic cliaractcr ni tin- tumor. X 300.

9. —Subscqitoit Xotc.—To cknermim,' whether there was tumor or a dilated

ventricle in the right brain, a puncture was made on juiu' 4. The needle entered
a huge gliomatous cyst from which 100 c.c. of yellow clotting fluid was with-
drawn and replaced by 80 c.c. of air. The roentgenogram (Fig. 12) gives

some idea of the size of the cyst. On June 7 an osteoplastic resection was
made; the cyst was opened, its walls were fixed with formalin, and the only
nodule of tumor which could be detected was removed from the cyst wall. It

showed a ,i;lionia. The cliild almost innuediatelv began to regain the use of

his paralyzed side after the puncture and did well for a few weeks but symptoms
again returned and the flap became raised. Consequently on July 16 the flap

was re-elevated. The position of the cyst was occupied by a huge tumor mass
of whose presence there had been ni) indication before. It was removed cit bloc.

The mass removed weighed 144 gm. Histologically, it shows (Fig. 13) a non-
fibrillar glioma of peculiar character. The boy (except for his unfortunate loss

of vision) had almost completely recovered at the time of his discharge
August 12.
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happens, were at first tli<)U^;lit to In- dui- to some jj;astric troiil)k- and gastro-

intestinal studies were interpreted as showing stasis of the ileocecal junction.

Consequently, a few weeks liefore her admissit n an exjiloratory laparotomy

was performed.

From the outset her vomitinjj; has heen i)rojecti!e. I'or a month she has been

having hlurring of vision, dii)!opia. and increased sul)occipital discomforts

There is a choked disk of 5 diopters. She holds her head to the ri^ht in

a somewhat ti.xed attitude. There is consideraliie hypotonia of the whole

muscular system, l)Ut without special incoordination of movement. With eyes

closed there is definite swaying, hut the usual tests to elicit cerebellar inco-

ordination are fairly well performed. There is possibly some clumsiness of

the left hand and arm. We find no other symptoms worthy of note.

It is our impression that she lias a cerebellar lesion, though there is

very little to show for it and I do not wonder that her former attendant

Fig. 14 (Case 14).—Photograph (after operation) showing the fi.xcd position

of the head.

was led to explore the abdomen—far as it is from her cerebellum. She

may possibly have an ependymal glioma of the fourth ventricle, for

Dr. Bailey's analysis has shown that vomiting was an early symi)tom in

all of the cases.*"

C.^SE 14 (Bed case).—Elizabeth McC, a schoolgirl of 13. was perfectly well

until February 12, when she fell and struck her head liehind the right ear.

10. Subsequent Xotc.—Operation was not performed until June 18. .\.side

from tension and marked herniation of the cerebellum into the spinal canal

and internal hydrocephalus, no lesion was disclosed. She did extremely well

and was discharged July 7. her choked disks completely sulsided. She was

given one treatment with deep radiation and will return periodically for others.

Diagnosis: "Intra cerebellar tumor (glioma?), unverified."
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Two weeks later she began having attacks of vomiting which were thought to

be bilious and she had some transient oculomotor symptoms. These symptoms

subsided; she was sent back to school and was fairly well, though occasionally

dizzy and nauseated, until three weeks ago. At that time double vision was

again observed and w-ith it consideral^le loss in visual acuity. Suboccipital

discomforts appeared, with nausea, vomiting, and staggering.

About the same time she began to hold her head to the right and she has

had a numljer of "sinking spells" in which the eyes roll upward, and the arms

become flexed and rigid. These spells are inaugurated by a feeling of numb-

ness of the face and teeth and followed by a long period of somnolence. Lumbar
puncture was performed shortly before her entrance, without upsetting her.

Examination shows an early choked disk of 2 diopters, coarse nystagmus

both horizontal and vertical ; left abducens paralysis—indeed a paralysis of

conjugate movement to the left in both eyes ; crossed hypesthesia involving

the right side of the bod}' and left trigeminal area where there is corneal

areflexia. There is also a marked Romberg sign, staggering gait with tendency

to fall to the right, and some incoordination of the extremities. Perhaps the

most striking symptom is the fixed position in which she holds the head

(cf. Fig. 14).

Roentgenograms show nothing more than evidence of intracranial tension.

The deep reflexes are brisk, definitely more so on the right where there is a

positive Bal)inski sign.

There can be little doubt of the approximate position of tlie lesion,

and 1 think all will agree in the diagnosis of a pontile tumor with sec-

ondary hydracephalus. It is in cases of this sort that one may see out-

spoken paralyses without a very high grade of choked disk : in short,

the localizing symptoms as a rule far outweigh the general pressure

symptoms."

C.\SE 15 (Walking).—E. H. G., aged 16, had had symptoms since

December, 1922, lieginning with headaches, slight fever, tinnitus, and convergent

sciuint. Xaturally she was thought to have encephalitis. During Feliruary.

March, and April she was apparently well and was again at school: but for

the past month severe frontal headaches have reappeared, some dimness of

vision has been noted and there is diplopia on looking to the right.

She is an intelligent and normal appearing girl. It is hard to believe that

she has a high grade of choked disk with hemorrhages, and that the roentgen-

ograms showed increased intracranial pressure. She sways a little with her

eyes closed, uses her left hand a little clumsily; there are a few nystagmoid

twitches to the right and weakness of the right alulucens. In brief, here is a

11. Subsequent Xotc.—June 5. a suboccipital exploration was made l)y Dr.

Horrax. There was internal hydrocephalus, moderate pressure cone, a some-

what enlarged cerel)ellar hemisphere ; otherwise a negative exploration. The

child did extremely well as a result of this decompression and was soon able

to sit up. The choked disks rapidly sul)sided, and the discomforts were relieved

—no further vomiting, no headaches. .At the time of her discharge. June 21,

the local paralyses remained much as before. She was given deep radiotherapy.

The case remains as yet "pontile tumor: unverified: tulierculoma or glioma?"
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child witli littlr iiMrL' than licadachfs and advanced choked disk, and wc have

to .strctcli nialttrs to read any localizing symptoms into her case.''

I (U) not know wliat we shall lind in any of these three children. All

of theni. I assume, will have suhoccipital explorations—the sooner the

better so far as vision is concerned—and if the hndings are nej^ative

supplenientarv roent^'en-ray treatments will be j^iven.

In the same ward with them is a girl who was here a year ago in a

condition similar to, ])crhaps even worse than, theirs; at her operation a

deep gliomatoiis cyst was punctured. She will serve as a transition from

the unverified to the verified tumor cases to follow.

C.^SE 16 ( Walking).—Sarah H., is 12 years old—a healthy looking girl

She entered the hospital two years ago with a history not unlike that of the

children just presented—eight inonths of headaches, vomiting, stiffness of the

neck, unsteadiness in gait, and, alas ! marked lowering of vision. She showed

the usual typical cerehellar syndrome—suhoccipital tenderness, hydrocephalus,

choked disks, nystagmus and motor incoordination with static instahility,

adiakokinesis, asynergia, hypermetria, hypotonus and all the rest.

.\\. operation nothing was found on the cerebellar surface. A puncture of

each hemisphere entered a small gliomatous cyst—perhaps two cysts in the same
tumor—containing al)out 10 c.c. of yellow clotting fluid. She made an excellent

recovery, except that we were not in time to save her vision. She could only

distinguish shadows on the subsidence of her choked disks. She was given

deep roentgen-ray treatments.

She has just returned for an examination in response to a letter of inquiry

after two years. She is a little unsteady but gets about very well. Her neck

is a trifle full, though only a surgeon would realize it. The disks are flat.

She looks in perfect health, but will be given another deep cerebellar radiation

while here.

\'p:kifii-:d tumors
We now come to the verified cases. I mav call attention again to

Table 1 and to the main subdivisions under which the cases are listed.

Of niost of these groups, in sequence, I shall show some examples,

reserving the gliomas to the end as they represent the largest group and

surgically the most difficult cases with which we have to deal.

THE .XDEXO.MAS

Needless to say, these are largely hypophysial in origin. The disease,

which was unknown twentv years ago, we now recognize about as easilv

12. Subsequent Xote.—During the next ten days the nystagmus became slightly

more pronounced: right corneal areflexia with slight hypesthesia of the right

face was detected : also some slight incoordination of the right hand on the

usual tests. There was right suboccipital tenderness, and possibly some loss

of acoustic acuity on the right. A possible recess tumor was suspected. The

suboccipital exploration on June 12 was entirely negative except for hydro-

cephalus. She has done well as a result of the decompression ; the headaches

were relieved and on her discharge, July 19, after two deep radiotherapeutic

treatments, the choked disks were flat with vision preserved. Diagnosis:

"Cerebellar tumor (Glioma?) : unverified."
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as thyroid disease, and it is probably as common. Sadly enough we
know little about the underlying factors which provoke these jjituitary

tumefactions. We do well enough i)erhaps to recognize them at all and

are called on to operate with the chief object of preserving vision. In

this regard we stand today in relation to these hypophysial "goiters" in

much the same position that the surgeons stood who first began to

operate for thyroid goiters because of deformation of the trachea and

consequent dyspnea.

Hypophysial adenomas are often attended by cephalalgia at an early

stage, but it is not uncommon for the discomforts to cease before extra-

sellar pressure disturbances begin to appear. In other words, subjective

relief is apt to be experienced by the time the tumor has fully distended

the sella and burst its fibrous capsule. The growth may extend through

the dura into the intracranial chamber or downward into the sphenoidal

cells; or, indeed, in both directions.

There are two possibilities of approach. I shall give examples of

each of them. There are only two verified adenomas at present in the

house. Both happen to be ones wdiich have been operated on by the

transfrontal rather than transsphenoidal route—that is. by an exposure

from above through an osteoplastic operation rather than by one through

the nose. In neither of them has the result lieen as satisfactory as I

could wish in so far as ra])id improvement in \-ision is concerned. In

both cases the process was long standing, and we perhaps should not

expect much more than to hold the vision where it now stands.

Case 17 (Walking).—Mr. S.. 48 years i)f age, is a l)0()kkeeper who shows a

bad scar on the left side of his forehead. This is not his operative scar,

which is on the right side. The other scar was made by a horse's hoof when
he was a child. Whether it has any bearing on his trouble I do not know.

Mr. S.. enjoyed good health till about eighteen months ago, when vision

began to fail and repeated change of glasses gave no relief. He complains

too of excessive drowsiness and of growing stout. He had never had head-

aches. This is about all. I do not think that one would pick him out on the

street as an example of adult hypopituitarism though ordinarily the condition

is about as easy of recognition as thyroid myxedema, and I may say it is a

far more common malady. There was little noteworthy in his e.xamination,

except the primary optic atrophy, an unusually clear-cut bitemporal hemianopia
with vertical meridians, and slight anosmia on one side. The basal metabolism
was normal. The roentgenogram showed a widely distended sella with unusually

well marked diploetic channels in the cranial bones. Owing to this and the

very peculiar absorption of the anterior clinoid processes, I inclined to a diag-

nosis of suprasellar meningioma. Dr. Bailey thought he had a congenital

lesion, and Dr. Sosman, the roentgenologist, a pituitary adenoma. Dr. Sosman's
view was correct, and had I accepted it, Mr. S. would have had a transsphenoidal

operation and bccTi home two weeks ago. I thought it was best, in view of

the difference of opinion, to get a look at the lesion from above. It proved to

be a very large adenoma which had crowded its way upward between the legs
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of the cliiasin and liad largely alis<)rl)<.(l the anterior cliunids wliidi were

pa|)CT-thin and tilted upward. It had not hurst through the cai)sule and. though

under these circumstances I dislike to operate froin ahove, the capsule was

incised and large masses of the relatively nonvascular growth were scooped

out of the fossa until the stretched nerves and chiasm lay collapsed and free.

It proved to In a typical pituitary chromopholjc adenoma.

His fulds liavc sliowed no change, though I hojie they may still imjirovc.

lie lias liad two dctii tin rapcutic radiations. His metaholism two days ago

was — 11 per cent. The scar, as you see, is practically invisihle. He is taking

pituitary extract (whole gland) and will he discharged in a day or two, to

report in a fiw nioiitlis.

The next patient has a liistory extending back many years, which

Ijcgan with separation from her husband twenty-one years ago; increas-

ing blindness for eighteen years ; convulsions for fourteen years. She

has had proloiii^cd antisy])hiHti(.- treatments.

Case 18.—Mrs. I., is a woman, aged 60, who has the look of pituitary insuffi-

ciency. She l)egan to lose her vision twenty years ago and the left eye soon

I)ecame com])letely ))lind. The otlier eye was also much im])aired hut vision

remained nearly stationary until twelve months ago, since when this eye also

has heen failing. For many year.-; she suffered greatly from headaches, hut

these of late have heen less annoying. For a long time she had also had curious

fainting attacks, associated with polyuria, incontinence and loss of conscious-

ness. She has been taking a i)atcnt medicine for some years to control them.

Examination showed primary optic atrophy ; a clean-cut temporal hemianopia

in her right (the seeing eye) where vision is reduced to 20/200; a moderately

distended sella with eroded clinoid s : metaholism of —10 per cent., with the usual

accompaniment of subnormal temperature, slow pulse, moderate adiposity, and

so on. She shows the usual pallid skin and loss of hirsutes characterizing

the malady.

On admission drugs were stopped and shortly slie had one of her familiar

attacks, fortunately without loss of consciousness or convulsion. It began

with the peculiar numb feeling which always accompanies them, and during

the course of an hour she passed 1,800 c.c. of urine and had two watery liowel

movements.

This peculiar circumstance led me to feel that she in all probability had

an adenoma which had penetrated the dural capsule and was involving the

infundibular region. Otherwise I would have preferred to operate from below.

A transfrontal operation, the scar of which is barely visible, was performed

May 12. The optic nerves were found widely separated by a soft bulging

adenoma which, however, had not pushed through the dural capsule. This was

incised and a considerable portion of the soft tumor was spooned away. It proved

to 1)0 a typical chromophobe adenoma.

She has made a good operative recovery and her visual acuity has improved

to 20/100, l)Ut there has been as yet no widening of visual fields, and we possibly

cannot expect any. She may have to be satisfied after eighteen years of pressure

on the nerves it she can retain the vision she now has.

Lest you carry away the impression that these two last patients

tvpitv the outcome of the usual operation for a pituitary adenoma, I
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shall show a more encouraging example. It is a two-year result after

a transsphenoidal operation through the nose. The man came in a few

days ago, as he does every six months, to have his fields taken.

Mr. C, 50 years of age, has long Ijeen a clerk of our Supreme Court—

a

position for which good vision is as essential in Massachusetts as elsewhere.

He is a vigorous looking man, in spite of the fact that in the last twenty

years he has advanced from 150 to 230 pounds (from 68 to 94 kg.). On the

advice of Dr. J. J. Thomas he entered the hospital two years ago, with the

story that for five years he had gradually Ijeen losing vision until for three

months he had no longer been able to read the news sheets. Coincidentally

there had been frontal headaches and for a year rapid increase in weight.

The examination showed primary optic atrophy, bitemporal hemianopia

(Fig. 15, A), adiposity, a large sella, and a basal metabolism of —10 per cent.

It was regarded as a suitable case for a transsphenoidal operation. This

was performed on April 5, 1921. The tumor was found filling the sphenoidal

cells where, having burst through the sellar floor and dural capsule, it was
covered only by mucous membrane. A large amount of the soft struma was
cleared away.

He experienced subjective improvement in vision on recovering from the

anesthetic ; and four days later the perimeter recorded vast improvement in his

fields (Fig. 15 5).

He was discharged April 16, eleven days after the operation, with visual

fields normal (Fig. 15 G). The acuity in the eye most seriously affected showed

improvement from 20/200 to 20/50.

Since then, to use his own words, he has not lost a day's work; he is free

from headaches, with normal vision and, as formerly, he usually reads every

night till after midnight.

The vision, uncorrected, is now 20/30 in each eye, but the fields, which have

remained practically normal for two years (Fig. \6 A and B), now show for

the first time a li,t^i.' notching of the upper temporal quadrants (Fig. 16, C). In

view of this he will l)e given a deep radiation.

This was a fortunate case, I admit, hut our pituitary series contains

many others equally satisfactory. No transfrontal operation at the best

can (juite do this for a chromophobe adenoma. In most cases, blood

stilling from the raw surface of the gland is the serious problem ; and in

operating from above one runs some risk, in spite of all care, of injuring

the nerves. Then, too, one can never be sure whether the adenoma, as

in Mr. C.'s case, has already burst its dural and bony capsule and

extended into the sjjhenoidal cells. Of the 169 cases listed in the table,

164 have been operated on, 149 b\- the transs})hen()i(lal route, nineteen by

the transfrontal route, and four by both routes. There have been four-

teen postoperative fatalities after the former, and one after the latter

procedure. The mortality, therefore, is higher for ihe transs])henoidal

o])eration (9.3 per cent.) than for the transfrontal (5.2 per cent.), but

this is partly due to the fact that the earlier operations for advanced

cases were done in ibis way. and two of the fatalities were the result of

inadvisal)le second or third operations wlu'n the hrst had failed to relieve
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visidii. 'I'lie case niortality has been 9.1 i)er cetit. for the entire series;

the ()])erative mortality S.2 per cent. The end results are the important

things, hut tliis would lead me too far astray.

Till-: .\II:N INCH).MAS

These have been made the subject of a recent Cavendi.sh lecture in

which an apologia was made for assigning to the tumor commonly called

dural endothelioma a new name. Their source of origin from the

arachnoid, their association with the arachnoid villi and consequentlv

with the dural sinuses, was then emphasized.

Though unmistakable lesions in the long run, they are of variable

histology ranging all the way from very cellular, rapidly-growing,

sarcoma-like growths, to fibrous lesions full of psammona bodies. They

need to be carefully studied from a histogenetic standpoint, for it is still

undetermined whether mesothelial elements are ca])able of transforma-

tion into fibroblasts.

There are two verified examples at present in the house. The first

of them illustrates the tendency of the more rapidly growing types of

these tumors to recur if broken or incompletely removed at the first

session.

C.\SE 19 (Walking).—Mr. T., a school teacher, was 39 years of age when

he first entered the hospital in Feliruary, 1916. For eight months he had been

having increasing disability of the left leg, first noticed as a lack of control

over movements of the toes. Soon there began to be some numbness of the

left hand and arm. Subsequently there were many jacksonian attacks begin-

ning in the arm which for a month liefore his entrance had become practically

useless.

He had had no headaches though he was aware of a sense of intracranial

fulness. He had never lost consciousness in one of his attacks ; they were

invariably preceded by numbness of the arm, and indeed the focal convulsions,

of which he had had only three, were limited to the arm and to the left corner

of the mouth. The leg and foot had never lieen involved. It would have been

a little more usual for the focal attacks to have preceded the paralysis which

began in his leg, rather than to have followed it.

Examination showed left-sided hemiparesis, with increased deep refle.xes and

dorsal toe response.

Although there were no pressure symptoms whatsoever, the story was
sufficiently typical of tumor. In view of this, it is interesting to read in his

hospital histor\- an account of previous treatments by six successive physicians

before he came into the hands of some one who suggested tumor.

I find that my own recorded diagnosis seven years ago favored a right

parasagittal glioma. Init at the operation an endothelioma was found and removed

at a single session. The tumor was a fairly large one, weighing 98 grams.

In its extirpation I did a very unwise thing. For, when the growth had been

exposed and partly enucleated I found that it partially underlay the upper

margin of the osteoplastic defect. Consequently in dislodging the growth, it

was fractured and a small fragment of it might easilv enough have been left
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liehind. To ensure complete removal, I should have rongeured awaj- the shelf

of bone up to and beyond the sinus. But this would have necessitated a two-

stage operation with sacrifice of the boneflap, for reasons the surgeons will

understand, and I was glad enough to get out of my difficulties even though

there was a possibility of incomplete extirpation.

Mr. T., made an excellent recovery, completely regained the use of arm

and leg, and with the exception of an occasional mild focal attack remained

perfectly well until a few- months ago—a period of seven years. This past

winter he began to notice a return of weakness in the left leg. There was

also some headache and he had numerous jacksonian attacks involving arm

and face but with no loss of consciousness. He fought against these things

and kept at his studies till the left side had Ijecome so weak and spastic he

could barely get about. Hearing of his plight and knowing what was going

on in all certainty, I urged him to return.

Under local anesthesia, in two stages, on May 1 and May 4, this recurrent

tumor was removed. It necessitated leaving a considerable defect in the midline

over -the longitudinal sinus where I found the bone involved, though the

roentgen rays gave no indication of it. I had the unusual experience of finding

the sagittal sinus occluded by tumor and an unattached plug of growth 3 cm.

in length was removed from within the sinus which subsequently was resutured.

With the addition of this fragment I think the growth is completely intact.*

He is rai)i(lly recovering; indeed, the afternoon of the operation he

was ahle to move his toes—for the first time in eight months. Imme-

diate improvement in function rather than further loss may be taken

in intracranial as well as intraspinal surgery as an evidence of the

delicacy with which a tumor is removed and the degree the nervous

tissues are spared from trauma in the process.

The chief lesson to be drawn from this case is ol)vious : namely, that

one cannot be sure there will be no recurrence after the removal of a

meningioma unless the growth is removed intact and with it the entire

dural area to which it has become attached.

These mesothelial growths behave in most peculiar ways, for not only

may the dura become invaded but the adjacent bone and even the extra-

cranial tissues as well. Diagrams of the various ways in which the

cranium may be affected were given in my Cavendish Lecture, and a

good example of how the tumor may extend through the bone without

destroying it is shown by a patient who has just been discharged and

who therefore does not properly belong in this series of present house

cases. Nevertheless, 1 wish to present the ])atient and show his tumor

as an example of total removal.

Mr. G., 59 years of age, entered the li(isi>ital .\pril 1 and was discharged

April 29. Meanwhile he had this tumor removed in a single session under

local anesthesia. He stood the three hour procedure well. There was no loss

of l)lood; no change in pulse rate. The growth (Fig. 17), a 110 gram menin-

gioma, is intact ; it has been cleanly shelled out of the brain, and consists of

a small extracranial and a larger intracranial portion. Beyond the disk of bone

* The photographs (omitted) of this case show the original tumor with its

slightly torn surface and the recurrent 80 gm. tumor removed intact with dura

attaciied.
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Fig. 17.—Lateral view of parietal meningioma weighing 110 gm., extruding

through (a1)o\o) apparently intact skull.

Fig. 18.—Parietal tumor caused by extracranial extension of a meningioma.
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there was one outlying intracranial nodule which might easily have been missed

and which necessitated the rongeuring aw^ay of a further portion of the skull.

This left a larger cranial defect than I like, but a considerable defect was

necessary.

The photographs (Fig. 18) show his condition before operation. He was

supposed to have a malignant tumor (sarcoma) of the skull. He had first

noticed the "bump" on his right parietal region in August, 1922. A month

later there was some disability of the left hand. He was treated for syphilis.

Soon jacksonian attacks began in the hand. In time the leg became involved

and then the face. A sensorimotor hemiparesis followed, most marked in the

arm. The disk margins were only slightly hazy : there had been no severe

headaches. The roentgen ray showed the skull to be intact though somewhat
mottled at the situation of the tumor.

During the course of operation he appreciated the return of slight voluntary

movement in the paralyzed hand. He made an excellent recoverj- and has

already regained nearly full power of his arm : active movement and normal

sensation returned before stereognostic perception was regained. It is still

somewhat below normal.

The next example of these lesions presented a far more difficult diag-

nostic problem than either of the foregoing cases. It is difficult to

realize when you see her that she still carries a large inoperable men-

ingioma and was operated on only twelve days ago.

C.\sE 20 (Walking).—Mrs. T., entered the hospital on May 6, complaining

of ^"pounding headaches" and numbness of the right face. She is 34 years old

and had perfect health until her present trouble which began eight months

ago with what she describes as "sinking spells." These were vague attacks

with gastric sensations, nausea and drooling, which occurred many times a

day. Five months ago she first became aware of some haziness of vision for

which glasses were prescribed. Since then vision has been progressively failing

so that two months ago she was no longer able to read. Headaches did not

begin until six weeks ago ; they have been severe and usually nocturnal. At

about the same time she first noticed some numbness of the right upper lip

and gum. Two weeks ago diplopia was first observed, and latterly she has had
some instability in walking, with tendencx to fall to llie left. .She has lost

a good deal of weight.

Examination showed advanced choked disk of 5 diopters: definite hypesthesia

of the three divisions of the right trigeminal nerve: a poorly sustained nystagmus
to right and left : inability to stand with eyes closed and a good deal of

unsteadiness during progression.

It was dii^cult to tell from these symptoms whether her trigeminus was
implicated by a growth above or below the tentorium, but the cerebellar

symptoms were suiificiently definite to favor a posterior lesion and 1 think

if we did not follow a fixed routine for all tumor cases and had not taken

her fields of vision we might easily have been misled into a cerebellar explora-

tion. Her fields of vision, however, showed a definite upper left homonymous
notch (Fig. 19) which we have come to regard as one of the most significant

signs of a temporal lobe tumor. This matter I discussed before this Associa-

tion two years ago.

The roentgen rays, beyond evidence of increased intracranial ])ressure, showed
nothinu of localizing value.
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Fiy. 19 (Case JO). hul(l> on admission. May 12. 1923, showing upper left

homonymous notch suggesting right temporal lesion. V.O.S., 20/40; V.O.D..

20/50.

'

^^-—
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Before the notch had been detected in licr visnal fields, two of my associates

had committed themselves on a diagnosis of cerebellar tumor, and I mention
this to show how misleading the cerebellar signs may be in the presence of a

temporal lobe lesion. In view of this difference of opinion. Dr. Horrax attempted
a ventriculogram, air being introduced into the left occipital horn. He was
able to secure only 10 c.c. of fluid, which was enough to show there was no
hydrocephalus and therefore that the tumor must be supratentorial. The small
amount of air which could be safely introduced did not pass from the left

into the right ventricle. For several days she was very much upset by this

procedure.

A right osteoplastic exploration was performed on May 18. The temporal
lobe was bulging and its convolutions flattened. An incision carried through
the second convolution came down on the smooth surface of what was taken

to be an extremely vascular meningioma, so vascular that I did not venture

to attempt its removal. A small fragment was taken for histologic verification,

and bleeding was so excessive that muscle had to bo taken from the patient's

leg and implanted before it could be controlled. .-\n immediate subtemporal

decompression was made and the bone flap replaced.

She has made an excellent recovery from the optTation : iier choked disks

have subsided rapidly, and are now nearly flat, with restoration of reading
vision. The fields, however, as would be expected, show advancing left homony-
mous constriction (Fig. 20) l)ecause the temporal looi) has become further

impaired by the outward dislodgment of the growth.

I he chief interest in ihi.s case lies in the locahzing (Hagnosis. .V

temporal lohe lesion may give a psendocerehellar symptomatology which
is very deceptive. Curiously enough since the operation her trigeminal

nunil)ness has entirely disappeared, yet 1 think we may assume that the

growth lias arisen from the temporal meninges overlving the ganglion.
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Ilow l(iii<,f luT ini|iro\cmem will last I cannot foretell. 1 tliink she

should ha\e roent},'eii-ray treatments, though they offer less promise

than in >')nK' of the i^'lionias and in the pituitary aden(»mas.'^

Till-: NKIKI.NOMAS

Timifjrs of the cerehellopontile angle have i)een long known to have a

distinctive symptomatology. That most of them arise from the acoustic

nerve has of late hegun to be generally appreciated. In a monograph on

the subject written six years ago it was i)ointed out that the histologic

diagnoses returned by pathologists from the tissues of my early cases

had been most variable — neuroglioma, fibroglioma. endothelioma,

neuroma, fibrosarcoma, etc. It was only when the material from a large

group of cases was finally assembled that the nature of the lesion was

fully understood and ilic imjxirtance of the chronology of symptoms

appreciated. Xow we operate on these conditions in the majority of

cases with full knowledge beforehand as to what we will encounter. It

is a great advantage, i)articularly since there is possibly no more difficult

and dangerous intracranial oj^eration we may be called on to perform.

There have been seventy-seven of these cases in the series up to

May 1. The seventy-eighth example is a ])atient sent here by Dr; Abra-

hamson. She is an intelligent Jewish woman and gives a good history of

her malady. If she is correct in the chronology of her symptoms, how-

ever, her case is an exce])tion to the usual rule of primary acoustic

symptoms.

Case 21 (Bed case).—Miss S., is a school teacher, 26 years of age. Begin-

ning nine months ago, she developed symptoms in the following order : (1

)

numbness of the lips and tongue on the right side; (2) difficulty in balancing

and a deviation in gait; (3) buzzing in the right ear with impairment of hear-

ing; (4) some obscuration of vision. These symptoms persisted with slight

change until six weeks before admission when she began having diplopia. There

has been practically no headache and only one attack of vomiting.

Examination showed a low grade of choked disk; complete right nerve deaf-

ness ; marked horizontal nystagmus, slower to the right ; a positive Romberg
sign with typical cerebellar gait; considerable incoordination particularly of

the right arm and leg. There was also loss of the right palatal reflex and

some dysarthria. Caloric tests gave negative responses from the right ear.

The presumptive diagnosis of an acoustic tumor was made, though a recess

meningioma could not be excluded. She gave an unusual chronology of

13. Later Xotc.—Tlie tumor is found to be one of the rarer types of endo-

thelioma—a so-called perivascular endothelioma (perithelioma) (Fig. 21), which

is supposed to originate from the vessels of the leptomeninges and is unlike

the meningiomas proper, which are of mesothelial rather than of endothelial

origin. From its extreme vascularit\-. an attem.pt to remove the tumor, even

had it been more accessible, would probably have been fatal. It is curious

that there should have been two of these rare tumors (Cf. Case 27) in this

short series of thirty cases.
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symptoms. However, deafness of the left car is more often noticed than of

the right became of the use of that ear in the telephone, and her deafness,

it may be observed, was first called to her attention by a physician. She has

been studied by at least fifteen neurologists, otologists, and ophthalmologists.

Her operation was performed on May 15, and she is just beginning to sit

up. The growth was thoroughly gutted until its capsule completely collapsed,

12 gm. of tumor in all being removed (Fig. 22). It was a fairly thorough

intracapsular enucleation of a small neurinoma and I hope will serve to give

her long and possibh- permanent relief.

It i.s always difficult to know just how much to do in cases of

this kind. Occasional!}- when tumors have reached a large size and

have caused more marked general pressure symptoms than Miss S.

Fig. 22 (Case 21).—Tissue nodules (nati'.ral ^izc) irom intracapsular enucle-

ation of neurinoma.

showed, a thorougli intracapsular enucleation may not suffice to restore

normal cerehrospinal fluid circulation and pressure symptoms ma\- con-

tinue. Under these circumstances one may have to go in again and

atttempt a com])lete enucleation, hut this is extremely hazardous and

permanent facial ])aralysis is almost inevitahle.

One of course would always wish to do what Dr. Dandy has advo-

cated in a recent note in the Johns Hopkins Hospital Bulletin : namely,

carry out a complete e.xtir])ation. It, however, is exceedingly dangerous

and I presume it is hecause of such attemjits that the mortality which has

heen re]K)rted from certain clinics is appallingly great—twelve post-

operative deaths in a series of fourteen cases from one foreign clinic.

Of course one should always make as thorough an enucleation as

circumstances ])ermit and occasionally one may be so fortunate as to
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tind a |)artially c\>tjc lu-uriiKniia ; 1 lia\t' Ijccii ahlc- tn rt'iiinvt' such a

j^rowth in it> entirety. s])aring the facial nerve in only three instances.

I niay l)e dverconservative in these matters, hut 1 would rather keej) nn

operative mortality reasonahly low than take unnecessary chances with

these cases.

IMie next ])atient i> the seventy-seventh case in ihe series, a man who
was (hscharj^'ed ju^t a iiKinth a<,M) after a \ery thorouj^h intracapsular

cmu-lcatidii of his lumor. I Ic is alrcadv hack at hi> trade.

Mr. W., is a loom-tixcr, a^ccl 25. He came lierr first in Fcljruary. 1923,

with a typical history of left acoustic tumor of seven months' duration—

a

blowing tinnitus followed l)y deafness; severe headaches increasing in severity;

liliirrinu <>f vision for six weeks; nystagmus, and unsteadiness in gait.

Fig. 1^ (CiiM' -'_' 1^ l.( II

punch cyst. \".().S., 20/40 -

hdinonyninus lienuaiinpia \Vi<u\

; X'.O.D., 20/70.

raniopharyngeal

Unfortunately lie had a had furunculosis of tiie neck and it was necessary

to postpone operation until the lioils could ))e cured; it was a somewhat slow

process.

It w-as not until Marcli 15 that it seemed safe to operate. Meanwhile

liis choked disk had gone up from 2 to 4 diopters, and a definite hyperesthesia

of the left cheek had appeared.

At the operation a partially cystic tumor was found in the recess, the gross

appearance of which for a time led me to think it might be a tumor of the

choroid plexus. Histologic examination, however, shows it to be a typical

acoustic neurinoma. A fairly thor-^ugh enucleation was performed—so thorough

that I fully expected him to have a subsequent facial paralysis, but he for-

tunately has escaped from this accident.

14. Our figures for the Brigham Hospital cases, which gave a 13 per ecu',,

mortality at the time of m\' last report (Further Concerning the Acoust;c

Neuromas, The Laryngoscope 31:209, 1921) have crept up again, the operative

mortality now being 13.5 per cent, for the series, which -s none too good.
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1 started his operation under novocaiiie hut it was too much for him and

recourse had to be taken to ether. This, however, was withdrawn ))efore the

final closure, and during the last stages of the procedure he became restless

and must have ptilled out some of the deep muscle sutures. At the time of

his first dressing it was found that there was a collection of cerebrospinal fiuid

under the scalp which necessitated a secondary repair of the wound, which

accounts for his somewhat long postoperative sojourn in the hospital of nearly

six weeks.

As you see, he walks steadily, turns quickly, has no nystagmus and no facial

palsy. The disks are flat and show only slight secondary atrophy: he is able

to read fine print with ease. It is r.ow four weeks since his discharge and he

has been back at work for three we?ks. It may be considered a very satisfactory

result.

COXGENITAL TUMORS

We come to quite a diliterent group of cases—the cystic tumors

arising from Rathke's pouch. They are sometimes loosely called supra-

sellar c}-sts though they may at times occupy the distended sella itself

as in one of the cases I shall present. Thev might well enough have heen

considered in connection with the pittiitary ttmiors ]:)roper. There

ha])pen to I)e three verified exam])les of these craniopharyngeal ])(iuch

cysts in the hospital at present. Moreover one of the patients with the

lesion as yet unverified (Case 11) may have a tumor of this same

nature.

The first of the tiiree verified cases was operated on only a week

ago. She is a young woman of 19, hut with an immature aspect which

gives her the appearance of a child of 12 or 13. Yet her mature bearing

and mentalitv belie her seeming age.

Case ZZ (Wheel-chair).—Jeannettc l\., recently entered the hospital com-

plaining of headaches and threatened blindness. Because of these things she

had to leave school a few months ago—a particular disappointment because she

has without difficulty always led her classes since she first went to school at

the age of 6. Until she was 14, she was considered a normal child, but since

then she has grown little if any and has remained sexually immature. Five

years ago she commenced having periodic frontal headaches and there was a

period, for a year or two, of pronounced jxilyuria. Her present visual field

defects (Fig. 23) of an homonymous nature were first noticed four months ago.

Tliere was no question about the diagnosis—a typical example of Friihlich's

syndrome : tumor, with hypophysial insufficiency. E.xamination showed primary

optic atrophy with what was taken to l)e slight superimposed edema; a moder-

ately enlarged sella with the shadow of a small patch of calcification ( Fig. 24) ;

a basal metabolism of —23; an incomplete physical development.

.\ right transfrontal operation was performed twelve days ago. The cyst,

which was opened and evacuated, and which underlay the chiasm, was largely

intrasellar. It was a little more difficult of access than usual because it did not

separate the optic nerves but dislocated the entire chiasm upward.

She was not done quite as well as these patients ordinarily do. There has

I)een no such i)romi)t widening of tlie fields of vision as is usual, though she
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cxpcrii. nets a dctiiiitf iiicrtasc in visual acuity. Moreovt-r, a few days after

the operation she acquired a i)alsy of the left external rectus. I am unaMe fully

to account for it. \or can I exi)lain hy any tiling seen at the oi)eratiiin why she

should have shown an lioinonynious rather than a hitempora! field defect.''

The next case shows a far better resiiU. fen- whirh Dr. llorrax may

be given the credit.

Case 23 (Walking).—William C, is a clerk, Zh years of age. though lie looks

much younger. Since he was 16 his physical development has heen at a stand-

still, but he has matured mentally and graduated from high school six years

ago with hoys of his own age, standing well in his class.

Fig. 24 (Case 22).—Deformed sella with shadow of patch of calcification in

craniopharyngeal pouch cyst.

Three years ago he hegan having afternoon headaches, occasional vomiting,

diplopia and Murring of vision in the right eye. He was treated for nephritis

and later for anemia. He has taken pituitary extract for a long time. Two
months before admission there occurred with some rapidity a marked loss of

vision.

He has never shaved and looks like a boy of 16. He represents the lean

rather than the fat type of dyspituitarism. Examination revealed a marked

15. Subsequent Xotcs.—Before discharge on June 15. she had begun to show

marked and progressive improvement in her fields though the abducens palsy

persisted. On July 23. she wrote that her eyes have straightened and her vision

is "back to normalcv," whicli the laitv at least can understand.
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pallor of the optic disks ; bitemporal constriction of the fields, more advanced

in the right (Fig. 25) ; also a large sella with a few faint shadows of calcification

above the posterior clinoids ; a metabolism of —30.

Dr. Horrax operated on May 2, by the usual transfrontal route, found a

suprasellar cyst containing the usual brownish fluid with cholesterin crystals.
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lliis is a j^Miod rcsull. I Inw tlic cyst will l)C'lia\i- imw ihai it lias oiice

been ii|)eiK'(l and drained is jjmhk-niatic. W c can nnly hope that it will

lie <|ui(.'six-nl fur ;is IdHir a tinu- a> ha> the cyst in the folic )\vin<i[ case:

Cask J4 (Walking).— lliis youiij; man, now M) years of aj^o, was mic of my
Baltimore i)ituitary st-rifs. At that time, ton years ago, we were just beginning

to get Minic ylimnuriiigs of li^ht in regard to intrasellar versus suprasellar

lesions, and I knew no l)etter than to attack all cases from l)elow, hy the trans-

sphenoidal route. In conse(|uence. I nearly had a catastroi)he in his case, for

a i)haryngeal pouch cyst occupied his fairly large sella, and with the colla])se

of the cyst a cerebrospinal rhinorrhea occurred and he had a sharp meningitis.

Fiii. 27 (Case 24).—Sella showing sliaduws of calcareous dei)osiis in wall oi

intrasellar pharyngeal pouch cyst and of 'clip' Kt't on mucous membrane at

time of transsphenoidal oiicration 10 years previously.

He entered the Johns Hopkins Hospital December. 1911. with the story of

four years of severe cephalalgia and two years' gradual bitemporal loss of

vision. He showed—and still shows (Fig. 27)—a large sella: a primary optic

atrophy; and a bitemopral hemianopia with field defects which had advanced

lieyond a hemianopia (Fig. 2diA). X'ision was reduced to the perception of

shadows.

After the transsphenoidal operation his subjective improvement in vision was

so marked that fields were taken the next morning, when it was found that

normal peripheries had been regained on the left and a hemianopic field on
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the right. Subsequently his meningitis developed and he had a close call, hut

made a good recovery with vision preserved.

Eighteen months later, May 30, 1913, he reported here at the Brigham Hos-

pital and these fields (Fig. 28R) were taken l)y Dr. Walker. His vision then
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A ftw inoiitlis a^o lie first iioticid a return of sdmc ttmiioral liliirriiiK. This

])r( •pressed and lu- came here- for advice on April li. His tK-lds showed a

marked constriction and I was anxious about him, Init not knowing for certain

whether or not the trouble was progressing he was asked to report in a month.

He has just returned. The fields show considerable advance (Fig. 29 A) and he

is now no longer able to read newspaper print. He has had some double

vision of late but practically no otlur s\mi)t<ims—no discomforts whatscjever.

Fig. 29 (Case 24).—Fields of vision: A: June 9. 1923, just before second

operation (transfrontal) after eleven years interval. V.O.S., 20/2(X); V.O.D.,

20/100 +. B: June 20, 1923, six days after transfrontal operation. \\0.S.,

20/70: \\0.D., 20/50.

The examination reveals merely a marked pallor of the nerves; a complete

bitemporal field defect and a moderately enlarged sella within which the same

calcareous deposits formerly observed are still to be detected (Fig. 27).
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There can l)e no (loul)t but that he has a pharyngeal duct cyst whose

calcareous portion largely occupies the sella. He ought to have a trans-

frontal operation—indeed, should have had one eleven years ago. In

view of the fact that the cyst was merely emptied at that time, it is

gratifying that he has had so long a period of unafifected vision.'"

There are two other cases at present in the hospital that we assume

have pharyngeal pouch cysts. Neither has been here very long, and

their studies are not fully completed. I will show them briefly in con-

nection with these three other cases, realizing fully that in the absence

of suprasellar shadows one must speak with hesitancy of the pathology

of these lesions whose site is so easily recognized. With Dr. Paul

Martin I have recently ])ublished an article ^' on a series of primary

chiasmal tumors which may be easily mistaken for the more common
tumors of Rathke's pouch. I shall hope to say a word at the end of this

session regarding a further case.

Case 25.—This man, aged 32, sent here l)y Dr. Israel Strauss, entered the

hospital last week. He has always had perfect health. He liad a fine war

record, and liecause of his exceptional vision was made a range finder in th.e

navy. Twenty months ago he first noticed some blurring of vision. Subsequently

there was diplopia and, for the past few weeks only, he has had severe frontal

headaches which are chiefly nocturnal.

He shows nothing l)ut bilateral primary optic atrophy and a clean cut

liitemporal hemianopia. His sella is normal. Physically, to all intents and

purposes, he is a healthy appearing man without pituitary manifestations.

What are we to do in a case of this kind? There must be something

affecting his chiasm, and his Ijest chance lies in the possibility that it

may be a pharyngeal pouch cyst. The absence of shadows unfortunately

makes this improbable. ^-

The next patient has an outspoken syndrome of pituitary insutfi-

ciency. He might l)e the twin l)rother of the young woman, the first of

this short series. He also presents a ty])ical Frcihlich's s\ndrome and

has a feminine habitus.

1(). Siibscqiioil Xotc.—He was not operated on until June 17, the vision

at that time being reduced to 20/2(X) on the left and 20/100 on the right, and

the fields (to a .3 mm. disk) showing a sharp hitemporal hemianopia. The left

eye was lilind to a 1 mm. disk. The upper cyst wall was removed together with

a good deal of the calcareous material from the sella. There were no com-
plications. He experienced immediate improvement in vision, and six days

after tiie ojieration his fields had widened out to tliose siiown in Figure 29 B.

He was discliarged July 4. in e.xcellent condition.

17. .Arch. Ophtlial. 52:209 1923.

18.

—

Subsequent Xolc.—An exploratory operation on June 6 revealed a

primary tumor of the chiasm—probably a glioma. Xo fragments were taken,

and the case therefore remains one of "tumor unverified." He was given deep

radiotherapy, though our experience is that this type of glioma is not benefited

thereby. His condition on discharge June 21 remained practically unaltered.

He died shortly after. No necropsy was performed.
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Case 26.—This young man, a^ed li<, has hcon in the' hos|)ital only a few

days. He began three years ago to have severe headaches followed hy periods

of somnolence. Soon obscuration of vision was observed, i)rimarily in the left

eye. Siibsc(|iR'ntly the right became affected. He has had a period of polyuria,

and during the past year has gained 25 pounds (11 kg.) in weight. Si.\ months

ago because of poor vision he gave up school. He is 5 feet (152 cm.) in height;

his voice has not changed ; he has never shaved.

Examination shows adiposogenital dystrophy; primary optic atrophy; jiartial

bitemporal hemianopia (Fig. 30); a large sella (Fig. 31) with a suspicious

suprasellar shadow; a basal metabolism of —8.

Were it not for the taint suprasellar shadow which sugj^ests a

])har\n<^eal pouch cy.st 1 would he inclined tf) aj)proach this h(jy's tumor

throu<jh the nose, hut 1 presume in view of our uncertainties as to the

nature of the lesion it would he hetter to expose it from ahove.'''

Tin-: GK.\NULO.\r.\s

Sypliilonias of the hrain are rare. I spoke in my address thi.> morning

of the view which was held not long ago regarding the propriety of

a six weeks' antisyphilitic regimen for every case of suspected tumor.

Horsley fought against this even in the days before the Wassermann

reaction. Today there are probably few who still follow this dictum.

One may nevertheless occasionally encounter a large fibrous syphiloma.

I recently mistook such a tumor for a meningioma because of its gross

characteristics and the way it adhered to the dura. The operative

diagnosis, indeed, was "endothelioma" and it was not until the his-

tologic report was returned that the true nature of the lesion was

revealed. On the other hand I recently encountered and removed a

tumor which I could have sworn was a syphiloma, but the microscope

shows it to he an endothelioma. Not long ago, too. a syphiloma was

mistaken for a tuberculoma until sections were cut. These experiences

show how essential for a clinical verification the microscope may he.

19. —Subscqucut Xotc.—At operation. June 9, the lesion proved to be a

pituitary adenoma. A large portion of the gland, sufficient to free the distorted

nerves from pressure, was scooped out from between the legs of the chiasm.

Owing to the vascularity of the adenoma there was a good deal of difficulty in

getting complete hemostasis before closure. His wound healing was not perfect

because of a too tight bandage. Vision promptly improved, l)ut he had marked

postoperative exacerbation of his diabetes insipidus. This was controlled by

intranasal pituitrin. He was discharged June 29 in excellent condition with his

fields of vision practically normal, having improved from 20/100 to 20/50 in

his left eye and from 20/50 to 20/20 in his right. He has subsequently done

extremely well and his wave of polyuria has fortunately receded. It could

have been avoided entirely. I believe, had his operation been a transsphenoidal

one. The case, therefore, now classified as "pituitary adenoma : verified," was

wrongly diagnosed because of a misleading series of roentgenograms. It will

be seen that the preoperative pathologic diagnosis of each of these last two

cases was wrong and that they do not belong with this group of craniopharyngeal

pouch tumors.
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TiibcriHloimis also arc rare, jjcrliaps more x) in an adult than in a

children's clinic. My reccjrd with the sur^dcal treatment of these lesions

is had. They may do very well for a time, hut even after what a;)])ears

to he complete enucleation, a tuherculous meningitis or a recurrence

seems to he inevitahle. My last case is now livinj^ six months after the

removal of a large ])arasagittal tuherculoma. which hefore operation had

hccn regarded as a ])rcsiini])ti\'e endothelioma. 'Ilinugli every effort has

heen made to aid in her hght against the disease hy the use of an .\lpine

lamp and attention to her general nutritive condition, it is evident from

letters that a recurrence has already taken place.-"

MISCKI.I.A.NKorS AM) rXlI.ASSI l"l i;i) TV.MOR.S

We can ])ass over with hare mention the metastatic and invasive

tumors, the choroid ])le\us tumors, the angiomas and the group of

unclassified or unclassitiahle lesion.s. The metastatic growths are more

common than the 3.9 \)Qr cent, of the verified tumors in the tahle would

indicate, for l)eing rarel\- sul)jectcd to operation most of them fall in

the unverified group. Though one must he ever on the alert, they as a

rule are easy of diagnosis and, generally speaking, an operation of any

kind is futile. Nevertheless there have heen some very extraordinary

histories among the thirty-six cases—stories well worth telling though

they do not properly concern this present clinic.

1 have unwittingly during the past few months stumhled on iwo

metastatic tumors. One of them, a melanoma, was removed from a

woman's speech center, and almost hefore her hospital discharge mul-

tiple metastases appeared elsewhere and she survived only a few weeks.

The other case I shall show tonight, even though he does not belong

chronologically to this present group of ])atients. It is the sort of case,

however, in which time counts, and it is now four months since his

operation. His tumor is regarded by the pathologists as unquestionably

metastatic, yet he seems to be thriving.

Mr. S., is a Jewish raljl)i, 05 years old. Eighteen months ago, following an

operation for femoral hernia, he had some temporary weakness of the left hand

and leg which suhsequently disappeared. Some months later (August, 1922)

the same symptoms accompanied by paresthesia affected his right side, and

speech became impaired. These symptoms rapidly progressed. He entered our

medical service last Decemljer and was regarded as a case of cerebral arterio-

sclerosis. During the course of four weeks he became increasingly dull and

his vocabulary became reduced to one or two monosyllables. He was too

incooperative for a satisfactory neurologic examination. On January 3 a low

grade of choked disk was observed and he was transferred to the surgical

service.

20. There was no suspicion that the tumor in Case 10. unverified at the time

this meeting was held, might be a tuberculoma.
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In view of a case with a similar syndrome we had carefully studied two

years before,"' it was recognized that he had a global aphasia with apraxia.

The diagnosis of left supramarginal lesion was unquestioned: tumor probable:

glioma most likely.

On January 16, under local anesthesia, this peculiar, nodular dark-colored

growth (Fig. 32) weighing 51 gm. was carefully dislodged from his supra-

marginal gyrus. He improved rapidly. There was daily improvement in com-

prehension; in finding words, first in Yiddish; in making sentences; finally in

conversation and in writing. His apraxia meawhile slowly disappeared. His

hospital history has pages of voluminous notes on these matters. Dr. Bailey

I hope will find time to report the case fully from a psychologic standpoint."

i|iiiijiiii|iiiimii|iiiiliiii|iiii|iiiimiiiiiii|i

i\ 61 71 el 91 if-

Fig. 32 (Case 27).—Xodule of tumor dislodged from supramarginal gyrus.

This is all ven' satisfactory. But there is one "out" about the case.

The pathologic report from a frozen section of a bit of the tumor taken

at the operating table was returned "probable adenocarcinoma." It was

subsequently reported to be a metastatic hypernephroma ! Consequently

he was gone over physically from top to toe—pyelograms taken, etc.

—

21. Bremer, F. : Gloljal .'Kphasia and Bilateral Apraxia Due to an Endo-

thelioma Compressing the Gyrus Supramarginalis, .Arch. Xeurol. & Psychiat.

5:663 (June) 1921.

22. Certain tests were made before the .Xssociation to see if there were any

possilile traces of the patient's former apraxia. He performed complicated acts

promptly. Possil)ly the most interesting incident was his voluntary statement

regarding his remembered confusion when he was asked to do similar acts

during his convalescence.
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i)Ui no primary lesion could be detected. By February 16, wiien be was

discbar^cd. be bad made ])ractically a complete recovery. I bave not

.seen bim till today, and. as you bave observed be looks in j)erfect beallb..

(.I.IOMAS

We now come lo what alter all is tbe most important grou]j and

tbe least well understood—the j^liomas, wbicb su])posedlv represent

about 40 per cent, of tbe tumors. A j^eneral idea prevails that tbese

true tumors of tbe brain, ratber tlian of tbe cerebral appendages, repre-

sent bopeless surgical lesions. .\s a matter of fact we know so little

about tbem tbat we do not c\en bave a satisfactory cla>siiication of

tbeir many varieties.

Dr. Bailey and 1 bave set ourselves tbe difficult task of reviewing

all tbe tissues in our large stock in tbe bope of at least sejjarating out

a few types from tbe main group as be bas done witb tbe ei)endymal

lesions. For until we can begin to differentiate tbe gliomas. po>sihlv

on the basis of their gross appearances and certain! v on tbe basis of

their histogenesis, we are unable either to give a proper prognosis or

to know what is the proper course to pursue when a tumor of one type

or another has l)een exjjosed at operation.

Many of tbem, as we are all aware, are slow^ growing and may be

carried for years ; some may be enucleated without recurrence ; some

undergo complete cystic degeneration ; some are susceptible to radia-

tion : some if interfered w ith in any way whatsoever appear to grow

with accelerated speed. But we have not tbe slightest idea what kinds

of gliomas tend to behave in one way or another wav.

In years gone ])y the best we could do was to subdixide the tuiuor>

on which a histologic diagnosis of glioma had been returned, into

:

(1) solid gliomas. (2) cystic gliomas, and (3) gliomatous cysts. This

was done without regard for their histologic a]:)j)earance. of which,

indeed. I knew very little. It was enough for the time being to recognize

tbat tbe cystic tumors were far more amenable to surgical treatment and

therefore gave a better prognosis.

A year ago my assistant Dr. Martin made a thorough statistical

study of all the cases recorded as "gliomatous cysts." then numbering

ninety-live, and in his pa];er - • makes an interesting comparison between

the results of these operations and those for malignant disease of tbe

breast. He sbows that tbe expectation of life is greater after operations

for this group of glioma cases than for cancer of the breast in spite of

the operative mortality of 14 per cent, which in the case of tbe breast

2i. Dr. Martin's paper. "La chirurgie des gliomes cavitaires" will shortly

appear in the .\rchives Franco-Beiges de chirurgie.
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operations is practical!}- nil. In short, 7^.i per cent, survived over three

years ; 46.3 per cent, may be considered as jiermanent cures ; 6.7 per cent,

had survived over the ten year limit.

But this admittedly is a most imperfect and crude classification and
undoubtedly the 362 listed cases contain many tumors which further

study v^^ill show to be capable of further subdivision ; some of them,

indeed, may prove not to be gliomas at all. We may recall that a few
years ago many of the acoustic neurinomas were regarded as gliomas.

If all tumors arising from the primitive spongioblast are to be

designated as gliomas, whatever their histologic characteristics, we need

not trouble ourselves further. .\s a matter of fact, they need to be

subdivided and there are various bases on which a subdivision can be

made. Most pathologists bear heavily on the architectural arrangement

of the cells, and thus the so-called neuroblastomas have come to be

recognized as tumors without glia fibrils, which unquestionably arise

from the spongioblast before its differentiation. But the name is mis-

leading, for no one can possibly say that the cells in many of the tumors

so designated are actually neuroblasts.

Undoubtedly we must seek other refinements than the architectural

appearances alone, and the chemical affinities of the various cells in all

probability hold the key. The school of Ramon y Cajal has shown that

there are glia cells of several types, all showing special staining affinities.

Apparently, the methods of the Spanish school have not l)een utilized

in dilterentiating glial tumors, and steps certainly should l)e taken in

this direction.

So far we have merely made a tentative subdivision of the timiors

into the fibrillar and nonfibrillar or protoplasmic types. For the detec-

tion of the former Dr. Bailey has already perfected a stain far more

simple and effective than Mallory's phosphotungstic stain so commonly
used. In these directions we shall hope to progress.

\\ hy, it may be asked, is all this of any concern to the neurosurgeon?

It is of the greatest possible concern ; for until we can learn to recognize

and dififerentiate these tumors on a histogenic basis and learn much
more about them than we now know, we cannot ex])ect to differentiate

them when exposed at operation, far less can we predict at the bedside

what the lesion will prove to be. Hence imtil we can ])ro])erlv identify

and classify these tumors we cannot know what ojierative procedure,

if any, would best be carried out. It is only after we have taken this

step that we can hope to answer the question as to whv certain gliomas

purstie such an unaccountably long clinical course: wh\' certain ones

are so amenal)le to surgical removal whereas others ajipear thereby to

be merely stimulated into activity : why certain other types appear to be

susceptible to a prolonged course of iodism or to dee]) radiotherapv and
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DtiicT.s do not; and, tiiially. what ty])^^ arc to he c.\])etied in certain

areas of the encephalon.

'I'he first of these patients to follow will give an encouraging view

(\i certain of these true brain tumors. The case is an unusual one and

deserves a longer time than 1 can give to it. It evidences the help

one may gain in obscure cases from a ventriculogram and brings u]) a

question which has puzzled us greatly and which relates to the localizing

value of aslcreognosis.

C.\SK 17 ( W'hfcl-chair).—Mr. V... is 48 years of age, a mt-rchaiit and (tf good

habits. He has for years been the victim of severe headaches, Ijut otherwise has

had good health. .\ year ago he noticed that the left hand was getting clumsy

;

that he would drop things from it : that he could not use it to get small objects,

like a piece of money, from his pocket. This symptom persisted. Six months

ago his headaches became worse, were now occipital and extended down the

right shoulder. There was occasional nausea and vomiting. \\. this time also

he began to experience vertigo and some unsteadiness in gait. For some weeks

before admission he had been l)edridden owing to very marked instability.

\\. the same time there had been very noticeable mental deterioration.

The outstanding features of his condition on admission over two months

ago were: (1) static instability so marked that when put on his feet he would

'crumple up' unless supjiorted. and (2) clean-cut astereognosis with loss of

postural sense in his left fingers, hand, wrist and elbow.

We were at a loss to account for the syndrome, and the impression was

gained that there might be two lesions : a right parietal and a cerebellar lesion.

However, aside from some slight stiffness complained of on flexion of the neck,

there w-as nothing besides the static instability to favor a cerebellar lesion.

There was very low grade of choked disk. A few poorly sustained nystagmoid

twitches could sometimes be elicited, but more often they were absent. There

was considerable incoordination of the left hand, and the left arm showed some

relative hypotonus, but tliis might have lieen due to a lesion in either situation.

He had also definite hypesthesia to all forms of sensation in the left forearm.

The deep reflexes were exaggerated with sustained clonus at the left ankle.

Had it not been for the astereognosis, which though now fading since his

operation is still easily demonstrable, we would doulitless have felt, even in

the absence of nystagmus, that he had a cereliellar tumor and would have

operated for it without further ado.

All of us independently went over the case. Our findings agreed, though our

interpretations did not. It was my own opinion that first or last we would

have to explore the right parietal region and I felt that this would better be

done first. Consequently, under novocain a flap was turned down, disclosing

a bulging wet brain with hydrocephalus, but no lesion whatsoever of the cortex.

At the time of operation air was injected and the ventriculograms showed

symmetrical dilatation of both ventricles. This made it almost certain that

the lesion was subtentorial and in the absence of nystagmus I anticipated

finding, if anything, a median lesion.

A cerebellar exploration was performed a month ago. It disclosed in the

right hemisphere a large cyst whose contents were yellowish and clotted on

standing. The cyst extended well down into the right cerebellar tonsil, and

on opening it a surface nodule of tumor was disclosed which together with the
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herniated tonsil prifjected down into the canal through the foramen. This was

dislodged and the flat nodule measuring about 2 liy 2 by 1 cm. was excised.

It was intact so far as could be told.

It was a long, four hour procedure, but he has made a rapid convalescence.

In such a fortunate case as this, the recovery, which should be permanent, is

nothing short of a resurrection. A bedridden, disoriented, untidy creature has

been transformed into a cheerful cooperative man who is able to get about

alone. Fortunately vision has not liccn impaired.

In this case there are two things deserving of sj^ecial comment.

One of them, the enticleation of the tumor nodule, is possibly a purely

surgical matter : but the other, which concerns his astereognosis, will

be of general interest. I shall dismiss the first by saying merely that

there have been several other exam]:)les of this procedure in the series

—

that is. large supposedly gliomatous cysts from whose walls it has been

possible to enucleate a single remaining tumor nodule. .Ml of these

cases have done exceedingly well. One of them at the present moment
is a nurse in our training school ; another is a patient from my Baltimore

series who was operated on thirteen years ago and, though the

gliomatous nodule showed cells undergoing active mitosis, he remains to

this day well in every respect e.xcept for slight stationary impairment

of vision; for he had at the time of o])eration an advanced stage of

choked disk.

The other point of interest concerns Mr. K. W.'^ astereognosi.s which

made us suspect a parietal lobe lesion. This. 1 may say, persists and
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tlii>u.L;li iIk- im])airc'(l >c"iisc (if p()>iti(in of thr hand and t'nif^ers. with

>li;^dit loss (if common sen>ation, ha^ been completelv regained, lie still

Iia> what we regard as an ahsolutely pnrc astereogno^is. We have seen

a numl)er of patients with a comparable syndrome and shall hereafter

regard astereognosis as a s\niptiiin that ma\- accomjjany a tumor i«i the

j)osterior jjortion of the cerehelhnn, which can in some way involve the

sensory pathwa\

.

I have dwell on ihi> case at some length because it is a good exanij)le

of the struggles in which we may have to engage if we are successfully

to pull through a patient with an obscurely localized lesion. It takes

persistence and some courage, but one need never give uj) hope of doing

something to relieve a ])erson with a brain tumor.-'

Fig. 34 (Ca Section of neurdhlasttMna of fourth ventricle. X 300.

Four patients with verified glioma remain to be shown. The first

is in an infant. It is difficult to do much in the way of a neurologic

examination with a fretful and incooperative child who rebels even at

the ]:)roximity necessary for an oj^hthalmologic examination. But this

is quite a different child from the one that entered here on Mav 9.

24. Later Xotc.—The tuirn)r of this case had been rcponed by the pathologists

as the tiire of the meeting to lie a glioma and they still adhere to this diagnosis.

It, however, is a peculiar tumor which Dr. Bailey and I are inclined to believe

is a perithelioma similar to the tumor in Case 20. which at operation was
taken to be a vascular meningioma. We make this diagnosis reluctantly for

if it is correct we will have to modify considerably our stand in regard to

the justification of recording diagnoses of "glioma: verified" on the character

of the cyst contents alone. In our opinion, therefore, the case stands a.-;

"cerebellar tumor: verified; cvstic perithelioma" and is not a glioma at al!

(Fig. 33).
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Case 28.—This baby is 2V2 years of age. She is said to have had influenza

in February, subsequent!}' became irritable and began to have shrieking spells

followed by vomiting. She became unsteady on her feet and finally unable to

walk alone. She appeared to be blind, with widely dilated pupils and what

seemed to be secondary optic atrophj- ; the fontanel was open and bulging ; there

was marked incoordination of movement of the extremities ; no nystagmus was
observed. The roentgen ray gave no help' in the diagnosis but it was thought

to be most probably a cereljellar lesion.

On May 16. Dr. Horrax operated and disclosed a large solid, smooth tumor

occupying the middle portion of the cerebellar field.^ A fragment taken for

histologic verification shows a neuroblastoma, so-called (Fig. 34).

I need not dwell on these midline cerebellar tumor.s. They may
.sometimes offer diagnostic difficulties. The next case is a similar one,

though in an older child.

C.\SE 29 ( W'ay-lied).—Helen M., 14 years of age, entered the hospital just

two weeks ago. For a year and a half she has been growing clumsy on her

feet and at entrance could walk only with marked staggering. For four

months there have been suboccipital headaches, vomiting, and some left tinnitus.

The examination showed a high grade of choked disk ; nystagmus ; and the

marked incoordination typical of a cerel)ellar lesion with hypotonus of all

extremities particularly of the left.

At the operation on May 22, the ventricle was punctured early because of

tension. The cerebellum was exposed without disclosing any abnormalities

aside from a marked pressure cone, it being impossible to withdraw the herniated

cerebellar tonsils from the foramen magnum. Punctures of the hemispheres

were negative. Nothing was found in the recesses. There was no asymmetry

of the hemispheres. Acting on an intuition, a median incision was made through

the uvula and came down on a midline subcortical tumor, a suflficient amount

of which was removed to permit cerebellar tonsils to be withdrawn and separated.

This made it possilile to see the growth occupying the roof of the fourth

ventricle.

She has made an excellent recovery ; is now free from headaches ; her

choked disks are now down to 1 diopter, fortunately w'ith retention of normal

vision. She will have roentgen-ray treatments. The tumor proves to be a

glioma of fibrillary type (Fig. 35).""

This girl is of course enormously inijiroved, largeh' liecause of her

decompression, hut owing to the position of the lesion I fear that her

ol)structive hydrocephalus may return ere long. The growth proves to

l)e a glioma of different type from that in the foregoing case but we

are not in a position as yet to give a comparative prognosis. However,

I think the neuroblastomas of this region, of which we have had many

examples, have the more favorable outlook—as good in all pro1)al)ility

25. Subsequent Xotc.—The child made an astonishingly good recovery with

preservation of considerable vision. She received her first roentgen-ray treat-

ment and was discharged June 24.

26. Subsequent Xote.—She was discharged June 23. greatly improved, with

her choked disks flat.
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Fig. 35 (Case 29).—Section of fil)rillarv glioma from mid-ccrcliellar region.

X 300.

P.

Fig. 36 (Case 30).—Section of right occipital tumor, a ganglioneuroma (?).

X 300.
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as the midcerebellar ependymomas; and Dr. Bailey this morning cited a

case now hving and in perfect health ten years after the tumor was

exposed.

The next case illustrates what one may be sometimes forced into,

namely the deliberate sacrifice of the bone flap in large inoperable

tumors.

Case 30 (Walking).—Mrs. H., is 50 years of age, and on May 10. entered

the hospital, as so many of these patients do, because of failing vision and

headaches. Eight years ago she had an abdominal operation, presumal^ly for

something other than malignant disease. Her inaugural symptom was loss of

vision, and she has had some crude hallucinatory impressions (circles of

light)—not the pictorial sort of hallucination discussed by Dr. Horrax this

morning. She has had latterly, marked photopholiia, severe headaches and

vomiting, and for two weeks before entrance has been bedridden. She was

thought to have encephalitis, and has been sulijected before admission to a

rigorous antisyphilitic regimen.

The examination showed merely bilateral choked disk of about 4 diopters,

sharply-cut left homonymous hemianopia with bisection of the macula, and

possibly some increase in the deep reflexes on the left.

There was little doubt in the minds of any of us but that she had a right

occipital lobe tumor, and on May 21, Dr. Horrax operated and disclosed a

large solid subcortical glioma with boundaries so ill defined as to render an

attempted enucleation impossible. Consequently the Ijone flap was sacrificed

and the scalp closed after a fragment was removed for study.

She has made an excellent recovery; headaches and vomiting have ceased;

the choked disks have largely subsided. She will have roentgen-ray treatments

and fortunately the lesion is in such a position as to cause no paralyses, so

that she unquestionably may l)e able to resume her domestic duties for a

time at least.

The tumor (Fig. 36) proves to be of an unusual type—-one which

has been described in the literature as a ganglioneuroma. It is made

up of cells of the neuroepitheliiun which have difterentiated imperfectl}-

into both glia and nerve cells. It might be called a glioganglioneuroma

or possibly a glioneuroblastoma. I do not know how effectively a

growth of this kind can be checked by dee]i radiation. However, that

is the best we can now oiler. Occasionally under circumstances of

this sort, and with the lesion in the right posterior hemisphere, one can

withottt loo much damage remo\-e a huge glioma and gi\e patient> a

long subsequent period of almost complete relief, with an abe\ance of all

symptoms excejit for the hemianopia (Cf. Case 12 of this series). Most

neurosurgeons have doubtless had this experience, and some six months

ago. in des])eration over the outcome of a case very like that of this

woman. I went in again shortly after a first stage ineffective operation,

and removed a great ball of glioma the size of a fist ; the man is now

back at work and considers himself in perfect health.

The last of the.se glioma cases shows as good a result as the first of

them—a similar stu-gical problem having been encountered.
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Cask .?1 ( Wlucl-iliair ).—Mary O'ii.. a^i-d 20 yt-ars, a steiKigrajjlur. tiiUTccl

the lKisi)ital Ai)ril 20 with a typical history of tumor in the riglit i)aracentral

region. She first noticed soinc disability of the left hand in N'ovemher, 1922,

which prevented her from typing. In January, the left thumb and forefinger

became insensitive and numbness gradually s|)read to the hand and wrist.

Soon the arm became increasingly weak, and finally totally paralyzed. Shortly

before admission the leg and face also became invcjlved. She has had attacks

of severe pain radiating from the thumb and forefinger up the arm to the

shoulder and trunk. She also had three jacksonian attacks ending in unccjn-

sciousncss; also much headache and vomiting of late.

E.xamination showed choked disk of 3 diopters, left hemihypesthesia, and
hcmiparcsis with slightly increased reflexes—they were difficult to obtain because
of hypotonicity of the muscles. Tlu- arm was completely paralyzed and flail.

S' * v.^:'"*' m^
^- -^^
:«t•^> ,*i1^

^ ^f

::h

Fig. i7 (Case 31).—Section of iiutlulL removed from tlu- wall of a gliomatous

cyst of the hemisphere. X 300.

April 24. an osteoplastic operation disclosed a large gliomatous cyst which
was pointing in the prerolandic convolution about at the arm center. An
incision was made into the cyst which, with the escape of a large amount of

fluid, promptly collapsed so that satisfactory fixation of its walls was precluded.

It was my impression that the cyst was tumor-lined throughout. At all

events, there was tumor immediately adjacent to the cortical incision. Before

replacing the flap a suI)temporal decompression was made.

There was immediate marked improvement in motion and sensation, but

contrary to expectation this was very transient and her paralyses soon returned

as before. Her choked disks, after subsiding, again became swollen, with still

higher measurements.

The cyst evidently had refilled and with misgivings five days ago (May 26)

the lesion was reinvestigated. A more anterior cortical incision was made
down to the cyst wall : 75 c.c. of fluid was withdrawn and immediately replaced

by liq. formaldehydi until the walls were sufficiently fixed to hold their position
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and permit of an examination. Two tumor nodules were thereby disclosed

:

one near the original incision and another near by. Both were removed in

their entirety, so far as could be told.

From this second operation she has made an excellent recovery. Movement
in the paralyzed arm was possible within a few hours after recovery from the

anesthetic. She now, after five days, has almost completely lost the hypesthesia

and is beginning to regain good power in arm and leg. The choked disks

have already again receded to 2 diopters. The tumor (Fig. 37) is a glioma

of peculiar type, difficult as yet for us to classify—an irregular cytoplasmic

mass with numerous coarse filirils. mitotic figures and large multinucleated

cells. Diagnosis: "glioma: verified (type undetermined)."

This then ends our present May series of neurologic cases. It con-

tains perhaps a more favorable group of verified gliomas th.'m usual,

but I am glad for this for I wish to leave an encouraging view in your

minds regarding these lesions. Mary O'B., I hope and believe, has an

e.xcellent outlook, to judge from our other cases of a similar sort.-'

FATALITIF.S

Out of a series of thirty odd cases of tumor one may expect with

an average case mortality ranging about 15 per cent, that there will be

at least two or three fatalities. The l)low may yet fall on some of these

patients as yet unoi:)erated on who have so hopefully passed before us.

Lest you may have gained the false impression, from the series of cases

you have seen, that these tumor cases all do well. I must tell you of the

month's experiences in the necropsy room, where the examinaticm of

six "brain tumor" cases is recorded—though only one of them, I am
happy to say, the fifth, chances to be recorded as a postoperative fatality.

Xecropsv 1.—The first was a patient who was sent into the hospital in

extremis with the history of a bad sinusitis. He died in a few hours. The
necropsy showed a badly infected sphenoidal sinus which had involved a large

pituitary adenoma that was almost completely destroyed liy an al)scess.

Xecropsv 2.—The second is the brain of an old glioma case operated on a

year ago with partial tumor removal. The brain, removed after death and

forwarded to us, shows a large right frontal glioma of protoplasmic type.

Necropsv 3.—In the third case the brain also was sent from outside for

study. The case was one of tumor suspect: chronic arachnoiditis. A sub-

occipital operation had been performed eighteen months ago with this pre-

sumptive diagnosis. There is no tumor and the necropsy therefore confirms

the diagnosis.

Xecropsv 4.—The fourth case was a patient with a large right frontal

glioma who entered the medical wards and died there without operation. She

had a positive \\'assermann reacti(-n. The aiitemortem diagnosis lay between

cereliral syphilis, encephalitis and tuberculous meningitis.

27. Suhscqiii'iil Xotc.—She continued to do extremely well. By June 6.

she was up and able to get about the ward alone. Her choked disks had

su1)sided without impairment of vision. She had received one roentgen-ray

treatment, and was discharged June 18, walking from the hospital with liardb

a perceptible limp.
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Xkcroi'SV 5.—Tliis lirain, as yet uiKiit, shows dii tlu- surfacL' a Inixf glioma

ill tlu' loft temporospiunoidal region. Iht- patiint was a man of 46, who had
hccn uiuler observation in a hospital with a diagnosis of encephalitis since

Fel)ruary 20, when he had had a jacksonian convnlsif»n l)egiiuiing in the right

side of the face. This was followed hy aphasia, left sided headaches, halluci-

nations, and partial right hemiplegia. Choked disk was first observed on
May 9. and in a few days he became exceedingly stuporous and was brought
lure in this condition.

He arrived in coma with Cheyne-Stokes respiration. Dr. McKenzie imme-
diately gave liim an intravenous injection of hypertonic saline solution and a

few hours later he had so far regained consciousness that a fairly satisfactory

neurologic examination was possible. It disclosed enough to justify the diag-

nosis of glol)al aphasia and a probable lesion of the left sui)ramarginal gyrus.

Under local anesthesia an immediate osteoplastic exploration with a generous
decompression was made. This large inoperable glioma was exposed. The
tumor lies in the Sylvian fissure and its extirpation, had it been possible, w^ould

liave left him hemiplegic. It was the poor man's good fortune to die ten

days later of a pneumonia.

Xecropsv 6.—The last of these cases had a most unusual history, and we
were never able during life to arrive at a satisfactory pathologic diagnosis,

though the location of the lesion was fairly unmistakable. The patient was
a school-teacher of 51, who was referred here last September from the Clifton

Springs Sanitarium. Her trouble began in January. 1922, with headaches. In

June, there was sudden diplopia due to a left abducens palsy. Subsequently
the right abducens became affected, and left ptosis developed. There was
marked photophobia. She had arterial hypertension, systolic pressure 200 mm.
A roentgenogram showed a peculiar deformation of the sella with erosion of

the posterior clinoid processes.

In addition there were evidences of hyperpituitarism, without acromegalic
changes. She had a beard and had shaved for some years. Her metabolism
was -f 34 per cent. The fields were normal and the optic nerves, though pale,

were regarded as within normal limits.

The marked degree of ophthalmoplegia without impairment of vision

naturally suggested a pontile lesion, possibly vascular in view of the hyi)er-

tension. However, the sellar destruction was definite and a transfrontal explora-

tion was made. Lying below and behind the chiasm, the anterior end of a

firm tumor, the nature of which w^as undetermined, was brought into view.

She was subsequently given deep radiation : the right eye regained its

normal movements, and she was discharged."*

She returned last December for further roentgen-ray treatment. At that

time she complained of a burning sensation in the right cheek. It was found

that the right trigeminus had become involved and I was tempted to explore

the subtemporal region on the supposition that she might have an endothelioma

of the gasserian envelopes. Her oculomotor palsies were less marked than

before and fortunately I procrastinated.

A month later the trigeminal anesthesia had disappeared and there was
only a trace of the oculomotor palsies. A third roentgen-ray treatment was
given.

28. The case was reported by Dr. C. E. Case in the Clifton Medical
Bulletin, 1923, p. 22, as "Pituitary Tumor Differentiated from Myasthenia
Gravis."
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By tile end of Feliruary she began to liavc pain and stitYnt-ss in the neck

and the trigeminal anesthesia reappeared.

On her reentry in March there was unilateral anosmia, l^eginning failure

of vision, bilateral ptosis, some dysarthria and definite deviation of the tongue.

She returned again April 28. By that time the left facial, acoustic and

hypoglossal nerves were involved. She was in great pain ; deglutition and

speech were difficult. The best we could do was to have recourse to euthanasia.

Fig. 38.—.'\den()carcin()ma of pituitary liody spreading i)ack\vard and l)ilatcr-

allv, in\()lving all tlie cranial nerves l)efore death.

There was an evident glandular metastasis in the left sulmientai region; also

rigidity of the neck.

Her release came only two days ago. Before that time, however, practically

every cranial nerve from the olfactorii to the hypoglossi, so far as could be

told on such examination as her condition justified, was either palsied or

paralyzed on both sides.

The examination revealed an astonishing lesion which is feebly indicated

by Miss Warner's sketch (Fig. 38). .X fiat hard tumor (adenocarcinoma)
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extended from the i)ituitary region. along the hasilar process into the spinal

canal, implicating, as can be seen, every cranial nerve. The growth had
involved the sphenoidal body, the basilar process and the body of the atlas.

There were multiple visceral metastases.

In these sorry ways we may sometimes verify oljscure intracranial

lesions. The diagnosis is "Tumor of the I'ituitary Body, with multiple

cranial nerve ])aralyses : .Xdenocarcinonia : X'erified at necroj^y."



CRURAL MONOPLEGIA AND PARAPLEGIA OF COR-
TICAL ORIGIN WITH A DISCUSSION OF THE

CORTICAL CENTERS FOR THE RECTUM,
BLADDER AND SEXUAL

FUNCTIONS *

GEORGE WILSON. M.D.

PHILADELPHIA

Paralysis of an extremity or of part (jf one extremity may occur

from a limited lesion of the cortex. Lesions of the internal capsule

when present produce a more extensive paralysis, and it is almost incon-

ceivable that a monoplegia or a segmental monoplegia could arise from

a lesion anywhere in the cerebrum except in the cortex. Limited lesions

of the cortex secondary to vascular disease may be so small as to

produce aphasia, either motor or sensory, alexia, the parietal lobe

syndrome or hemianopia, l)ut it is unusual for a patient to have a

monoplegia or a segmental monoplegia due to a vascular lesion ; when

such a condition exists it is perhaps more frequently seen in the upper

than in the lower extremities.

Paralysis of one extremity or of a limited portion of one extremity

is frecpiently seen in cerebral neoplasms, and was not uncommon dur-

ing the late war in soldiers who had head injuries. The literature on

cerebral monoplegia has recently l)een reviewed by Spiller,^ to whose

article the reader is referred for this information.

The first two cases presented are instances of crural monoplegia

which were due to a limited vascular lesion, this being proved in the

first case by necropsy. The artery involved in these cases is a branch

of the anterior cere])ral which su])])lies the upi)er part of the motor

cortex and the paracentral lobule. This artery also supplies a rim of

the cortex along the intercerebral fissue extending from the frontal jxile

to the occipital lobe and on the mesial aspect of the brain from the

frontal lobe to the precuneus.

REPORT OF CASES

Cask 1.

—

Clinical History.—A white widow, aged 74. was admitted to the

Philadelphia General Hospital, Oct. 26, 1920, in the service of Dr. \V. G.

Spiller through whose kindness I am permitted to rcjiort this case. Three

* Read 1)efore the Fortj'-Ninth Annual Meeting of tlie American Xeuro-

logical Association, Boston, June 1. 1923.

* From the neurological department of the Scliool of Medicine, University

of Pennsylvania and from the neurological service and laboratory of the

Philadelphia General Hos])ital.

1. Spiller, W. G.: Contributions to Medical and Biological Research

Dedicated to Sir William Osier 2:1175. 1910.
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wcoks hcforc admission she liccamc sii(l(itnl_\ weak in lur right fnot an<l wai
forced to go to l)e<l ; in the course of a few hours tlie weakness liecamc paral-

ysis and involved the entire right lower extremity. Her relatives thought that

the condition was due to the excitement that followed a family quarrel. A
short time after the palsy occurred, swelling was observed in the paralyzed

part. The patient apparently had no spontaneous |)a!n. The relatives knew
nothing of her i)ast medical history.

Physical Examination.—The woman lay in hed ai)|tarently sutTering no pain.

The right eye was missing, having been removed fcjllowing an accident some

years before. The left pupil was deformed because of an iridectomy; the

pupil, however, reacted to light. Xo cranial nerve palsies were made out.

althougli the patient was completely deaf and had been so for a number of

years ; tiie deafness came on slowly. Her speech, the upper extremities, the

lungs, heart and abdomen presented no abnormalities. The right lower

Fig. 1.—Center of softening in the paracentral lobule; X 10.

extremity was completely paralyzed for motion and the extremity was swollen

and edematous, its circumference being twice that of the left. It lay in a

position of helpless evcrsion, a position frequently assumed in fracture of the

hip. Manipulation of the right lower extremity caused the patient to cry out

with pain, but the roentgenogram of the hip was negative for fracture and

for evidence of arthritis. The deep reflexes in both lower extremities were

present and normal. An abortive ankle clonus was present on the right and

plantar stimulation produced a typical Babinski sign on the right and normal

flexion on the left. So far as could be determined sensation was normal,

although the sense of position could not be tested because of lack of coopera-

tion on the part of the patient. There was no evidence of vertebral disease

and the sphincter action was normal.

Examination of the blood, both chemically and for the Wassermann reac-

tion, was negative. The urine showed evidence of a low' grade nephritis, not

incompatible with the state of her arteries and her age.
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Clinical Course.—The paralysis in the right lower extremity improved to

some extent, but the swelling remained constant. Jan. 12, 1921, she developed

an acute gastro-intestinal condition and she died on the following day.

Pathologic Study of the Xcrz'ous System.—The brain showed a small area

of softening (Fig. 1) involving part of the paracentral lobule and the extreme

uppermost part of the motor cortex, and a small adjoining area of the superior

tip of the parietal lobe; the softening was not sharply defined but blended into

the surrounding tissue. The nerve cells in the surrounding tissue showed

chromatolytic changes, and many gitter cells were seen. The meninges over-

lying the softening presented a reactive inflammation and the blood vessels

within the area were the seat of an obliterating endarteritis (Fig. 2). The

' '• I

,

A«^.'

...a,.^ _^^^.

Fig. 2.—Area of softening showing obliterating endarteritis; X 115.

blood vessels throughout the brain showed intense sclerosis. The spinal cord

showed a very slight degree of degeneration on either side of the posterior

septum and the right pyramidal tract was the seat, as revealed by VVeigert's

stain, of a mild degree of involvement. With Marchi's stain the sections of

the cord showed nothing abnormal.

The necropsy in general revealed a marked arteriosclerosis, lobular pneu-

monia, and an acute inflammation of the esophagus, stomach and the intestines.

C.\.SE 2.

—

Clinical History.—A white, married man. aged 54, was first seen

at Salem, N. J., with Dr. R. M. A. Davis. The patient was admitted to the

Hospital of the University of Pennsylvania Fel). 26, 192.\ and died March

10, 1923. The past and personal histories were negative. His chief com-

plaints were drowsiness and weakness of the riglit foot and leg.
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In August, 1919, tlic iiitirc lilt >.i<lc' of tlu- Ixxly l>tcamc numl) and weak

and tliL' speech was thick; this cleared ui) in the course of the next two years.

In January, 1922, he had a sudden attack in which the left side of his face

twitched and his speech became a jumhle of words; this passed off in a

nuniher of hours, hut recurred the following day. After this he had what

seems, from the description given by his wife, to have been a sensory aphasia

which lasted several weeks and then improved, but the man was not as bright

mentally as he had been. In January, 1923, he showed a tendency to fall

asleep and slept a large part of each twenty-four hours. At this time he

noticed weakness in the right foot which slowly involved the entire right lower

extremity so that he dragged the foot when walking.

Physical Examination.—The man was drowsy during the first examination

although at subsequent visits he was awake, but he took very little interest in the

various tests to which he was subjected and he tired quickly. The station was

normal and the gait was hemiplegic on the right. The cranial nerves were normal

in every respect and the eye grounds showed no changes other than those of a

moderately advanced arteriosclerosis. The upper extremities had good mus-

cular power and showed no disturbance of sensation, coordination, or in the

reflexes. Stereognosis was normal on both sides. The patellar reflex was

active on the left and increased on the right. The left Achilles reflex was

absent, the right was present but diminished, and ankle clonus was not obtained

on either side. Plantar stimulation produced prompt flexion on the left and

a typical extensor response on the right. All forms of sensation were normal

in the lower extremities with the exception of the sense of position which was

lost in the toes of the right foot. Hemianopia was not present. The man could

read although he quickly tired and would not persist. He was not word deaf

although at times very slow in complying with requests. The peripheral vessels

were moderately sclerosed.

The urine, blood, kidney functional test, blood pressure and roentgenogram

of the skull showed nothing abnormal. A lumbar puncture was not done

because this had been performed at another hospital and was reported as

yielding normal results.

Clitiical Course.—March 4, 1923, the man became paralyzed on the entire

right side and stuporous, and remained so until he died March 10, 1923.

COM.MEXT

These two cases represent instances of crural monoplegia due to

thrombosis of a branch of the anterior cerebral artery. In the case of

the woman with necropsy considerable doubt was present in the minds

of some regarding the correct diagnosis; the case being considered by

various physicians as one of phlebitis, fracture of the hip, myelitis and

monoplegia due to a lesion of the cortex.

The diagnosis of phlebitis, while incorrect in this case, had some

points in its favor. The sudden onset, the swelling and pain on

motion, point in a measure, at least, to disease of the femoral vein. The

absence of spontaneous pain and the presence of a typical Babinski sign

ruled out this condition. Monoplegia may result from phlebitis, this

condition having been present in two cases of brachial monoplegia which

I reported as coming on after a phlebitis of the subclavian vein.
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The position which the lower extremity assumed, that is. one of

helpless eversion, and the fact that manipulation of the extremity

produced pain suggested to the minds of some that the woman had a

fracture of the hip, a condition which was ruled out hy a negative roent-

genogram and by the extensor plantar response.

The diagnosis of a spinal lesion as the cause of this woman's symp-

toms appeared far fetched because it is almost inconceivable that a

lesion of the spinal cord in the lateral section could be so small as to

produce nothing except a paralysis of one leg ; one would certainly have

expected, if this were the case, that at least a partial Brown-Sequard

syndrome would have resulted.

The one remaining consideration in this case w-as that the woman
had a monoplegia, cortical in origin, because any lesion as low as the

capsule owing to the compactness of the fibers in this location could not

produce a monoplegia or a segmental monoplegia.

Case 2, although without necropsy, was in all probability a similar

condition. Because of the slowness of the onset, a tumor at one time

was thought to be a likely diagnosis.

BILATERAL CORTICAL LESIONS

The remaining cases which form a basis for this report are

instances of paralysis of both lower extemities with incontinence of

urine and feces, and in one, paralysis of the sexual functions due to

bilateral cortical lesions. Paralysis of both lower extremities due to

a cerebral condition is uncommon and it will be recognized that the

lesions in such a case must be bilateral.

Bilateral thrombosis of the arteries supplying the occipital lobe has

been known to occur, but so far as I know there is no case on record

in which there was a bilateral thrombosis of the arteries supplying the

upper part of the motor cortex. It is possible that a tumor could

involve both leg centers, but such an eventuality is only infrequently, if

ever, seen.

The two other possibilities which could produce a cortical crural

paraplegia are thrombosis of the longitudinal sinus and injury to tlie

brain. The superior longitudinal sinus receives on either side the

veins which drain the mesial aspect as well as those which carry blood

from the upper lateral half of the surface of each hemisphere; the veins

of the lower half of each hemisphere ]iass through the Sylvian system.

A free anastomosis is often present between the two sets of lateral

cerebral veins, and consequentlv complete occlusion of one set may not

necessarily ])ro(luce a ])ermanent l)locking of the venous outflow from

the area naturally drained by it. A sudden blocking may abolish, at

least temporarily, the functions of a part of the area normally drained

by the venous system affected.
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lliiliiK'S and Sarj^'ciU -' in tlR-ir articU- nn "Injurv to the Superior

I^)ngitu(linal Sinn>"' mite sixteen cases in wliicli only the lower linibs

were affected, and thirty-one cases in which h<jth le}^s and one arm
were weak. All of their cases were due to head wounds.

UK I -OUT ()!•" CASKS

Case 3.

—

C'liiilcnl Ilislory.—A l)lacl< inarrii-d woman, aKcd 38, was admitted

to the Philadclpiiia General H()S|)ital Fel). 2, 1923, in the service of Dr. M. A.

Burns to whom I am indebted for the privilege of using this case. She had
had ahout fourteen jiregnancies. ten nf tliem resulting in miscarriages. She
had four children living and well, tlie oldest being twenty-one years of age.

The patient was married twin- : lur first husband died of paralysis, the second

is living and well.

In the latter part of October, 1922, she became unconscious and fell down
four steps. When she regained consciousness in a few hours she found her-

self sitting in a chair, and completely paralyzed from the waist down. She
was also weak but not paralyzed in the right arm, and had a rather marked
difificulty with her speech which persisted for one month and then cleared up.

At the end of six weeks she could walk I)y pushing a chair in front of her.

The weakness in the right upper extremity disappeared with the exception

that she could not completely elevate the arm at the shoulder. F'rom the

time she regained consciousness after the onset she was entirely incontinent

of urine and feces. For two months before admission she had been bedfast

and bad complained a great deal of pain in the right lower extremity. Both
legs became swollen a month before admission to the Philadelphia Hospital

She had no headache and no trouble with the eyes or ears.

Clinical Course.—The condition remained unchanged until March 20, 1923,

when she became stuporous, and on the following day weakness of the entire

left side of the body was noted. March 23, 1923, she had three generalized

convulsions and between these she had twitchings of the left side of the face,

left arm and the left side of the abdomen. Her entire body became swollen

and she died March 28, 1923. Her clinical chart showed a temperature which

ranged from 99 to 101 degrees from the time of her admission until March
20, 1923, when it rose to 103, and the last two days of her life her temperature

gradually mounted until it was 107 by axilla shortly before she died. Her
pulse and respiration curves showed a rise proportionate to the fever.

Pliysical Examiiiation.—The woman, who was obese, spoke clearly although

she contradicted herself on a number of minor points ; she gave a history of

her illness rather accurately Js checked up by the report of a relative. She lay

in lied and cried out with pain in th^ legs whenever she was moved. She
could neither turn over in bed nor sit up without assistance. The pupils

were equal, large, regular, and reacted well to light and in accommodation.
The cranial nerves were normal, although it is proper to state that the eye

grounds were not examined. The upper extremities showed perfect function

with the exception of limitation of motion in abduction of the right shoulder

joint. When the right shoulder joint was passively moved the patient com-
plained of great pain in this region, although a roentgenogram of the shoulder

was negative. Coordination in the upper extremities was good.

2. Holmes, Gordon, and Sargent, P. W. G. : Brit. M. J. 2:493 (Oct. 2) 1915.
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The lower extremities were completely paralyzed and were in a position of

helpless eversion. Whenever either lower extremity was moved the patient

complained bitterly of pain in the part moved, although she could not localize

the pain. Both lower extremities were considerably swollen, the left more
than the right. All the deep reflexes were normal, although it was difficult

to oljtain those in the lower extremities because of the edema. Plantar

stimulation produced no movement of the toes on either side. Touch, pain,

heat and cold were normal throughout and no note was made on the record

concerning other forms of sensation. The woman was extremely obese and

S Ifr IC |3 M31SAS
I
OlbljN
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Fig. 3.—The brain of Case 3 showing hemorrhages occupying the upper

part of both motor areas.

the fat on the alulomen hung in a large apron-fold over the pubes. A moderately

large tumor was present in the right lower {juadrant of the abdomen; this

tumor was smooth and of rul)bery consistency; catheterization did not re<J.uce

its size. A loud systolic murmur was present over the mitral area and was
transmitted to the axilla. The pulse was regular and the blood pressure

was 165 systolic, and UK) diastolic.

March 20, 1923, as noted above, the patient became completely paralyzed

on the life side of the body, had three generalized convulsions and between

the attacks she had twitchings of the left side of the face, left arm and left
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side of tlic alidoimii. Fcl). 11, 1*^23, the urine shri\v«.-<l a tract- of alltumin with-

out casts, while on March 12, 1923, a heavy trace was i)resent with a few

hyaline casts. The hlood urea was 19 mg., Feh. 12, 1923. and on March 15,

1923, was 15 mg. per 100 c.c. The hlood sugar was 125 my. March 12. 1923,

the blood Wassermann was three plus with cholesterinized antigen and nega-

tive with the Noguchi antigen; March 15, 1923, the Wassermann reaction was

two plus with the cholesterinized and negative with the Noguchi antigen. The
spinal fluid was normal in every respect when examined March 15, 1923.

Pattwloijic Study.—The lirain was small; the frontal lobes were long and

narrow, and appeared hypoi)lastic. The meninges were thin over the right

superior frontal cortex : a liemorrhage of large size, with considerable dis-

turbance of the underlying tissue extending to the superior surface of the

cortex, could be made out distinctly in this area. On sectioning the brain

(Fig. 3), the upper part of the motor cortex was found to contain many
minute hemorrhages on the left side, whereas on the right there was a large

hemorrhage witii softening; this area extended 5 cm. downward from the

intcrcerebral fissure and 5 cm. into the subcortical region, although it did not

involve the corpus callosum or lenticular nucleus. The hemorrhage on the

right side of the brain extended from 2 to 3 cm. back of the rolandic fissure,

and 6 to 8 cm. in front of it. On the left, the petechial hemorrhages were

confined almost exclusively to the upper part of the motor area. Pial veins

in the left frontal region and right precentral and frontal regions were throm-

bosed. The left paracentral lobule showed many microscopic areas of soften-

ing. A thrombosis of the superior longitudinal sinus was present just

anterior to the rolandic fissure; the center of the thrombosis showed liquefac-

tion necrosis, a thick reddish gray material being obtained on section. Smear
of this material revealed a coccus. The spinal cord was removed only as

far as the cervical region; in this part of the left crossed pyramidal tract

showed a diffuse but mild degeneration.

The general necropsy showed chronic mitral disease, chronic diffuse

nephritis, an infarct of the right lung and fibroids of the uterus.

Case 4.

—

Clinical History.—A white, unmarried man. aged 27, was first seen

at the U. S. Veterans' Bureau on Sept. 30, 1921. His past and personal

histories were negative with the exception of a head wound incurred in action.

The patient denied venereal disease and the use of alcohol.

Aug. 11, 1917, while a private in the One Hundred and Eleventh Infantry.

he suffered a severe head wound. He was unconscious for seven days and

then remained between the lines for six more days before being picked up

by the Germans who made him a prisoner of war. When he regained con-

sciousness he was paralyzed for motion from the waist down, and he was

unable to control the bowels or bladder. For some months he noticed that

all sexual desire and power were absent. Dec. 1, 1918, he first noted a return of

power in the right hip and shortly after this in the left hip; all through his

convalescence the right lower extremity improved before the left. He was

first able to stand about the middle of March. 1919. and began to walk shortly

after April 1, 1919. Control of bowels and bladder and the return of sexua!

functions took place shortly after movement was noticed in the right hip.

From the time he regained consciousness he was certain that there was no

loss of sensation in the lower extremities.

Physical Examination.—The man was fairly well developed and nourished,

and presented no abnormality above the hips with the exception of a depres-

sion in the interparietal region. A roentgenogram of the skull by Dr. David
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R. Bowen of the Pennsjlvania Hospital revealed the following: "There is

a large defect in the interparietal region just behind the coronal suture; this

defect is roughly ovoid with a linear bone formation extending through it.

The edges of the defect are clean cut and give every evidence of being

permanently healed."

The gait was peculiar, the base of support being widened and the gait

being a combination of spasticity and bilateral foot drop. The station was

normal. The abdominal and cremasteric reflexes were present and normal.

Plantar stimulation produced a slow extension of the great toe on both sides-

The patellar and Achilles reflexes were exaggerated but ankle clonus was not

obtained. Marked weakness was present in all movements of the lower extrem-

ities especially those of the feet where little motion was present. Sensation

was normal in the lower extremities with the exception of a slight disturbance

of the sense of position and of tactile localization in the toes of the left foot.

His ability to walk, as already mentioned, returned about April 1, 1919,

although he could not walk any distance until the latter part of August, 1919.

At present his lower extremities tire very easily. The return of control of

bowels and bladder is complete and sexual functions are normal.

COMMENT

Cases 3 and 4 represent crural paraplegia of cortical origin, due in

both instances, I believe, to involvement of the superior longitudinal

sinus—in Case 3 to disease and in Case 4 to injury.

In Case 3 the primary cerebral insult resulted in paralysis of both

lower extremities, weakness of the right upper extremity and some dis-

turbance of speech. The weakness in the right upper extremity dis-

appeared with the exception of the movements of the shoulder, and the

disturbance of speech vanished entirely. She then presented a paraly-

sis of both lower extremities with incontinence of urine and feces which

persisted until death five months later. There was intense pain in both

lower extremities whenever they were moved ; a similar condition

existed in Case 1 when the paralyzed extremity was manipulated.

While neither of these patients had involvement of the thalainus, they

did have pain, central in origin, which suggested thalamic disease.

Case 4 was one in which injury to the superior longitudinal sinus

occurred following a head wound. In this man the paralysis of the

bowels, bladder and sexual functions persisted at least four months, and

the return of these functions occurred simultaneously with movements

of the hips. It will be noted that in both of these cases incontinence

of urine and feces occiu"red.

( iriinbaum and Sherrington ^ in their experimental work on apes

place the cortical centers for the rectal, bladder and sexual functions

at the very top of the motor convolution, or in other words in the foot

center. Czylharz and Marl)urg,' in at least two articles which they

3. Griinbaum and Sherrington, C. S. : Proc. Roy. Soc. 69:206, 1902.

4. Czylharz and Marburg: Tahrb. f. Psychiat. 134. 1901; Wien. klin.

Wchnschr., 788, 1902.
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have written, place the eortical center for the hiadiler in the hip rei^ioii

and l'"rie(hnan agrees with them.

Jiohnes and .^^arj^ent - mention a nuniher of cases in which the

functions of the l)la(lder were alTected. In the majority of these cases

there was at first (hfticulty in passing urine or even retention, hut this

usually disa])peared (piickly. These writers say that incontinence occurs

less frequently, although in a few of their patients it was ))resent and

persisted for a considerable length (jf time; the bladder apparently

em])tied itself reflexly wiien it had filled to a certain ])oint.

SUMMARN- .\.\I) CONCLUSIONS

The four cases here reported present unusual features. Case 1 and

Case 2 are instances of crural monoi)legia of cortical (origin, proved in

Case 1 by necrojxsy findings and due to vascular disease in Case 2. In

Case 1, with comjilete paralysis of the right lower extremity, the jjatient

had no disturbance of the sphincters, and although Case 2 w^as not

paralyzed completely in the right lower extremity, he was very weak

in this part and at no time did he present disturbance of the sphincters.

Cases 3 and 4 were paralyzed in the lower extremities and had

incontinence of urine and feces. In Case 4. a male, there was j)araly-

sis of the sexual functions. Case 3 never regained ability to control the

bowels and bladder. At necropsy the brain showed bilateral lesions

involving the upper part of the motor convolutions. This woman had

tremendous edema of both extremities, a condition which was also,

present in the paralyzed limb of Case 1.

Cases 1 and 3 also had intense pain in the ])aralyzed limbs when

those parts were manipulated; a condition which ai)])roaches in a way

the dysesthesia of thalamic disease.

In Case 4, which was that of a soldier who suffered a head wound,

the return of function of rectum, bladder and sexual a]^paratus first

appeared with return of movement of the hi])s. and a short time after-

ward was normal.

In a person clear mentally, paralysis of the bladder, bow^el and

sexual function probably never occurs from a unilateral cortical lesion,

although some cases of brain tumor limited to one side do show this

phenomenon ; but in most of these cases there is considerable mental

derangement.

Concerning the functions of the bowels, bladder and sexual func-

tions, from the data I have presented, it seems logical to assume that

a cerebral condition must be bilateral to produce paralysis of these

functions, the centers for which are in close proximity to the cortical

areas which control the hips.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Charles K. AIills, Philadelphia : Dr. Wilson's paper is one of the

few clinicopathologic communications bearing on the location of the cortical

centers of the bladder, bowels and sexual functions. I think very few cases

of bladder incontinence from cortical disease have been reported. Sometimes

we make the mistake of attributing to mental hebetude incontinence of bladder

and bowels which are reallj- due to involvement of centers concerned with

these functions. This paracentral region is far removed from the thalamus,

and, apparently, in Dr. Wilson's cases no local conditions were present to

account for the pain in the limbs. His paper suggested the question whether

or not the cortical centers for pain in the limbs may not have been involved

in these cases. One of the theories held by Horsley, Schaeflfer and others

is that the centers for pain are, in part at least, located in the limbic lobe

near the paracentral region.
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While paralvsis agitans is not a coinnion affection, it.s fre(|iiency

being put by the majority of observers at about 1 i>er cent, of all

nervous disea.ses. it has been recognized as a distinct clinical entity since

1817, wlien its neurologic syndromes were first described by Parkin-

son, a well de\el()i)ed case of "shaking jjalsy" ])resents no difficulty in

the matter of diagnosis.

It wotild seem, however, that the psychic manifestations of this dis-

ease have to a great extent been overshadowed by the neurologic symp-

toms ; most writers dismiss the mental changes with the statement that

there may be j)resent in this disease some irritability and in cases occur-

ing late in life some defects of memory, while still other observers

assert that as a rule the mind remains entirely clear.

Unquestionably, there are many cases of paralysis agitans that are

uncomplicated by well marked mental symptoms ; but. on the other

hand, there are patients sufifering from this disease who present definite

evidences of a psychosis and when this occurs the mental syndromes are

as characteristic and constant as are "the mask-like expression and pill

rolling fingers." Not only is this true, but mental symptoms may be

the first to make their appearance and may jirecede by months or years

the classiiral neurologic signs.

From the psychiatric standpoint, the etiologic factors in themselves

are such as to suggest the probability of abnormal psychic functioning

as part of the disease syndromes. Heredity would seem to play a part

as a predisposing cause, as a neurojiathic ancestry is frequently

encountered and in some instances the disease appears in several gen-

erations or in collateral family l)ranches; the direct exciting causes are

as a rule psychogenic in nattire and the first manifestations of the dis-

ease freciuently ap])ear after undue or prolonged anxiety, fear, or grief;

and while in some cases traumatism has apparently incited the condi-

tion, in these cases the element of mental shock cannot be excluded.

The onset of the mental symptoms in this psychosis is as a rule

gradual with prodromata referable especially to the emotional reactions.
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The patient shows evidences of nervousness, is easily irritated, worries

over trifles occurring in connection with his family and his work; he

becomes introspective and suspicious, may complain of vague, ill defined

pains and often is unable to sleep. These early manifestations may
continue for weeks or months and slowly merge into more well defined

manifestations of a true psjrchosis; this psychosis, if it occurs before

the development of well marked neurologic signs, frequently leads to

the diagnosis of manic-depressive insanity, involution melancholia, or

senile psychosis, which it may closely simulate.

In the fully unfolded psychosis, all psychic factors are not equallv

afifected, the most marked involvement being found in the fields of per-

ception, judgment and afifectivity.

Disorders of attention, if they occur at all, are slight. There may
be marked inadequancy of involuntary attention as a result of intro-

spection and absorption by delusions, but this does not reach a true

hyperprosexia and the patient is generally found in touch with most of

his environmental happenings. Voluntary attention can be easily

gained, the thought processes are capable of adequate direction and con-

centration as a rule is good.

The stream of mental activity, if at all altered, shows diminished

productivity. There may be little spontaneous conversation, but answers

to questions are coherent and relevant, and while the utterances may be

slow, investigation will show that there is no well marked mental

retardation; the slowness of speech is a forerunner of the monotonous

scanning type that later is to become so definitely established.

The mental trend is always depressive and the thought content is

dominated by false percepts and concepts. Hallucinations are frequent

;

they are generally limited to the organic sensations and tactile sense,

and are generally the result of sensory and vasomotor disturbances.

The patient will complain of strangulation and blocking of the intes-

tines, disappearance of the stomach, electricity continually passing

through his arms and legs ; on these false percepts are developed well

defined delusions of a somatic, self accusatory or paranoid nature. The

patient will refuse food and interpret all eftorts to compel him to take

sufticient nourishment as attempts to put him out of the way ; members

of his immediate family or unknown persons are responsible for the

electric currents that pass through him, or he will think he has com-

mitted an unpardonable sin and is responsible for the misfortunes of

others about him.

The emotional state is in keeping with the mental content. These

patients are always emotionally depressed, at times markedly agitated,

give evidence of great psychic pain and not infrequently this condition

leads to attempts at suicide or homicide.
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Consciousness is as a rule clear, orientation is correct and, save in

the late stages of the disease, there is hut little mental confusion.

Memory is well retained as a rule ; though mental inertia is present,

fixation, conservation and reproduction are generally good ; the excep-

tion to this is in those patients in whom the disease occurs quite late in

life; then there may he amnesia, the result i^ainly of general senile hrain

changes.

The following cases studied at the Danville State Hospital, Danville,

Pa., serve to illustrate the mental manifestations of paralysis agitans

as set forth above.

rp:port of cases

Case 1.—D. S., a woman, aged 40, Russian by birth, married, gave a history

of nervousness and hysteria in her ancestry; also, one brother died with

general paralysis in the Danville Hospital. The patient had always been of a

neurotic temperament. The first mental symptoms were manifested four years

before admission, when, following a mild attack of influenza, she I)ecame

emotionally depressed and hypochondriacal. Two years later, while pregnant,

she developed a neuritis in both upper and lower extremities which disappeared

after the delivery of the child. A few months later she suffered from pleurisy

and after several months of illness, while emotionally depressed, she attempted

suicide by shooting. Shortly after this her husband developed a malignant

disease; the patient at once became markedly agitated, self accusatory, believed

her husband's condition to be an infliction of divine wrath in punishment for

her sins, and while in this condition she again attempted suicide by drinking

"Lysol." At this time, four years after the development of mental symptoms,

neurologic signs first appeared, and the case was diagnosed by Dr. F. X.

Dercum as one of paralysis agitans. She has been under treatment in the

Danville State Hospital for six months and at the present time is emotion-

ally depressed, self accusatory, and actively suicidal ; but, in spite of the fact

that the disease has progressed to the point when she is confined to bed, there

is no mental retardation, clouding of consciousness or memory change.

Case 2.—R. R., a married man, aged 56, a coal merchant, w^ith a family his-

tory that was negative so far as known, had been of good natural intelligence,

temperate habits, and economically efficient, and had always enjoyed good

physical health. He was apparently free from mental disorder until six years

before admission, when, follow-ing business reverses, he became nervous, emo-

tionally depressed and hypochondriacal. This condition continued for six

months when a serious injury to his favorite son completely upset him men-

tally; delusions of a self accusatory, paranoid and somatic character developed

and while in this condition he attempted suicide by hanging. He was admitted

to the Danville State Hospital where he remained under treatment for three

months and thirteen days. During this time, he complained of pain and numb-
ness in the right arm and leg, but no objective neurologic signs were present.

Emotional depression was marked and delusions of a paranoid and somatic

character were very prominent. He refused food because his stomach and

intestines were blocked and when urged to eat, he accused the physicians and

nurses of feeding him for the purpose of causing his abdomen to burst.

Gradually he improved and his psychosis w^as diagnosed as manic-depressive,

depressed phase. He returned to his home and resumed work; while he con-

tinued to show- periods of mild depression, undue worry over business trifles
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and at times decided irritability, he adapted himself fairly well to his environ-

ment for nearly five years, when, gradually, tremors of the right hand developed,

the face became expressionless and speech showed marked defects. He was
examined by Dr. F. X. Dercum and the condition was diagnosed as paralysis

agitans. Gradually, his old delusional manifestations reappeared and at the

present time he is again in the Danville State Hospital showing, in addition

to the neurologic signs, extreme mental depression with agitation and marked
psychic pain, delusions similar to those already noted; consciousness remains

clear and there is entire absence of intellectual deterioration.

Case 3.—E. W., a widow, aged 63, concerning whose ancestry no reliable

history was detained. She was admitted to the hospital with a history of

periods of emotional depression of rather short duration extending over several

years. These attacks were mild in character and did not prevent hec from

caring for her family and, although she was widowed and without financial

means, she educated her five children. Three months prior to admission, she

became greatly worried over the drafting of her son into the army and gradu-

ally developed delusions of persecution against her neighbors, who, she believed,

were plotting to do her bodily harm ; in consequence she threatened to kill her

supposed enemies. On admission to the hospital, she showed marked physical

prostration with myocardial weakness, but an entire absence of neurologic

signs or symptoms.

Mentally, there were present : great emotional depression, agitation and

psychic pain, with pathologic irritability, auditory hallucinations and well fixed,

systematized delusions of a paranoid nature—nurses and physicians were

plotting against her life
;
poison was placed in her food. For several months

it was necessary to resort to tube feeding to sustain life. Memory showed
some slight impairment, especially a lack of fixation and conservation of recent

happenings. Fifteen months later she complained of numbness and tingling

in the arms and legs ; she attributed them to electrical currents which her

persecutors were passing through her. Six months later, or twenty-one months
after admission to the hospital, the first well marked neurologic signs developed

and the condition which had been diagnosed as a senile psychosis had become
a typical case of paralysis agitans.

C.^SE 4.—L. H., a widowed woman, aged 71, concerning whom no reliable

data as to ancestry or early life were available, gradually developed a mental

disorder, extending over a period of two years, which was characterized by
emotional depression, delusions of persecution directed against her neighbors,

threats oi homicide and gradual loss of memory. On admission to the hospital,

she presented the mental picture of a senile psychosis and her case was so

diagnosed. She continued in a depressed emotional condition and exhibited

well defined delusions of a persecutory nature for a period of two years; then,

gradually, neurologic signs of paralysis agitans appeared and rapidly pro-

gressed. The patient became confined to bed and died as the result of a

terminal bronchopneumonia, four j'ears and seven months after admission.

Case 5.—G. S., a liveryman, aged 62, whose father was insane at the time

of death and one of whose brothers died in this hospital, had been normal

mentally and physically until seven years before admission when he first com-
plained of a twitching of the right great toe. The twitching gradually extended

to the leg and arm of the same side and later involved the left side. As this

condition progressed, emotional depression became marked; delusions of a

paranoid nature developed and the patient became homicidal. He believed his

food was poisoned and refused to eat. On admission to the hospital, he was
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in a critical physical condition, with evidences of starvation together with the

neurologic signs of Parkinson's disease. He failed to respond to treatment,

rapidly passed into a condition of coma and died five days after admission.

Necropsy revealed no definite pathology other than chronic parenchymatous

myocarditis, chronic parenchymatous nephritis and bilateral hypostatic con-

gestion of the lungs.

CONCLUSIONS

1. From the cases cited, it may be seen that mental manifestations

are not uncommon in paralysis agitans and that they are frequently

overshadowed by the neurologic symptoms.

2. The mental symptoms in paralysis agitans often precede the

neurologic signs and lead to erroneous diagnoses.

3. Mental manifestations in paralysis agitans are characteristic, and

consist of emotional depression; agitation and psychic pain; hallucina-

tions, generally referable to the organic sensations and the sense of

touch ; delusions of a somatic, self accusatory or paranoid nature with

resultant attempts at homicide or suicide; and varying defects of

memory with little mental confusion.
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ASSOCIATION FOR RESEARCH IN NERVOUS AND
MENTAL DISEASES

Fourth Annual Meeting, December 27 and 28, 1923

HOTEL COMMODORE, XEW YORK

PROGR^\ M

1. Introductory Address on the general subject of hereditj-.

Dr. Walter Tim me.

2. The characteristic of heredity and inherited constitutional predisposition.

Dr. Charles L. Dana.

3. The biologic mechanism of heredity. Contributor to be announced.

4. The parts of the central nervous system which tend to exhibit morbid

recessive or dominant characters. Dr Smith Ely Jelliffe.

5. Is there fundamental similarity in the pathological processes which occur

in the different parts of the central nervous system in the various hereditary

nervous and mental diseases? Dr. Leox H. Cornwall.

6. Is there fundamental similarity in the pathological processes which occur

in the extraneural systems of the body in the various hereditary nervous and

mental diseases? Dr. Xolan D. C. Lewis.

7. The diseases and accidents occurring during pregnancy, labor and early

childhood which if unrecognized would lead one to believe that the resulting

condition was a hereditary disease. Dr. Charles Hendee Smith.

8. Biochemistry of hereditary diseases. Contributor to be announced.

9. Experimental production of degeneracy in its bearing on hereditary

abnormalities of the nervous system. Dr. Ch.\rles R. Stockard.

10. The hereditary factors responsible for the development of optic atrophy

and retinitis pigmentosa. Dr. William H. Wilmer.

11. The hereditary factors operative in the development of amaurotic family

idiocy. Dr. Bern.\rd Sachs.

12. The hereditary factors in the development of the psychoses.

Dr. Albert M. Barrett.

13. A discussion of the factors entering generally into the development of

hereditary diseases such as consanguinity, race, endocrinopathies, to.xins, etc.

Dr. Lewellys F. Barker.

14. \ paper outlining the evidences of hereditary disturbances throughout

the animal and plant kingdoms. Dr. Henry F. Osborn.

15. Pathology of hereditary nervous and mental disease.

Dr. Samuel T. Orton.

16. Heredity in literature. Dr. Joseph Collins.
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DIETS AND FASTING IN EPILEPSY

TIk- prcdominatiiiKly toxic nature of the causes of symptomatic and experi-

mental epilepsy leads naturally to the suspicion that some toxic substance is

responsible for the fits of idiopathic or essential epilepsy. The intestine is

one possible site for the origin of such toxins ; it is conceivable that they could

arise from faults in digestion, from fermentation produced by bacterial growth,

or in other ways. The hypothesis that they arise by fermentation has led to

measures directed toward changing the flora of the intestinal tract, sometimes

by heroic means, but so far without lasting therapeutic success. Efforts to

control epilepsy by dietary regulation have for years been attempted, and hereto-

fore have been largely empiric. It is a common custom to limit the consumption

of meat by epileptics on the assumption that excessive protein and particularly

excess of purins favor the occurrence of "fits." Within the last two years,

prolonged abstinence from food of all kinds has been somewhat extensively

exploited as a cure for epilepsy, and has been the subject of special study.

Carefully controlled investigations of the effects of variations in the quantities

and composition of foods in epilepsy are therefore especially welcome.

Weeks, Renner, Allen and Wishart,' working with patients under complete

control at the State \'illage for Epileptics, Stillman, X. J., have studied the

effects of complete fasting and also of a nonnutritive bulk diet continued for

periods of three weeks. In many cases the fits decreased in number, in some

they ceased entirely, in others there was no change in frequencj'. In general,

after the termination of the fast, the attacks recurred as frequently as before.

Similar results from starvation have been reported by Goldbloom." Lennox'

observed decrease in the number oi fits under similar conditions, and reports

that studies of the nonprotein nitrogen in the blood, which had been uniformly

within normal limits before the fast, revealed a marked increase, especially

of the uric acid fraction. The conclusion, therefore, seemed justified that fits

were not caused in these cases by a large excess of uric acid or other non-

protein nitrogenous compounds in the blood.

Weeks and his co-workers also studied small groups of patients who were

maintained for several weeks on high protein (up to 260 gm., with Z2 gm.

of fat), high calory (over 8,(X)0), high carbohydrate (from 5(X) to 8(X) gm.)

and high fat (from 260 to 440 gm.) diets. They concluded that none of these

diets had a demonstrable relation to the frequency of the fits. These results

are somewhat disconcertingly at variance with generally prevailing opinion.

They conflict with the observations reported by Cuneo, to which reference was

made in an earlier editorial,* that the incidence of fits was much greater with

a high carbohydrate than with a high protein diet.

It seems, therefore, that at present there is no justification for exploiting

any particular dietary regimen for general application in the management of

epilepsy. Common sense avoidance of materials that give rise to gastric or

intestinal indigestion, with due regard for individual idiosyncrasies, must con-

1. Weeks, D. F. ; Renner. D. S. ; Allen, F. M., and Wishart, Mary B.

:

Observations on Fastin and Diets in the Treatment of Epilepsy, J. Metabol.

Res. 3:317 (Feb.) 1923.

2. Goldbloom, Alton : The Starvation Treatment of Epilepsy, Canadian

M. A. J. 12:539 (Aug.) 1922.

3. Lennox, W. G. : The Chemistry of the Blood in Epilepsy, J. A. M. A.

81:1138 (Sept. 29) 1923.

4. Research in Epilepsy, editorial, J. A. M. A. 80:1939 (June 30) 1923.
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tinue to guide the selection of the appropriate diet, in epilepsy as well as in

other diseases. Particularly should it be emphasized that, while it is true that

the number of fits often diminishes during a period of starvation, there is no

justification for claims that this measure is in any sense a cure for epilepsy

;

the remarkable changes in the blood chemistrj', as well as common sense, lead

to the suspicion that it may be a cause of potential, if not immediate, actual

damage.—Ec/iY. Jour. A. M. A., Oct. 6. 1923.

SECOND ANNUAL CONVENTION OF THE CENTRAL
NEUROPSYCHIATRIC ASSOCIATION, ST. LOUIS,

OCTOBER 20, 1923

The morning session, at Barnes Hospital, began with a neurosurgical clinic

by Dr. Ernest Sachs and assistants.

Dr. Greenfield Sluder, rhinologist, read a paper on Sphenopalatine Neuralgia

and Lower Half Headaches. Dr. Sidney Schwab and assistants (Dr. A. B.

Jones, Dr. A. D. Carr, Dr. G. B. Smith) presented eight cases in a general

neurologic clinic, consisting of: (1) glioma, frontal lobe; (2) tic or cortical

fits following mumps in a man aged 72 \ (3) suprasellar tumor; (4) left cere-

bellar lesion invading the meninges; (5) paretic seizures with respiratory

failure; (6) muscular atrophy with subjective sensory symptoms; (7) mental

depression with a series of conscious conflicts and an inferiority complex, and

(8) case showing the submergence of psychic symptoms by minor complaints

and minor findings.

A clinic of neurosyphilis in children was conducted by Dr. P. C. Jeans.

The afternoon session, in St. Johns Hospital, was opened with an endocrine

clinic by Dr. Wm. Engelbach, followed by an illustrated discussion of pituitary

disease.

Psychiatric papers were presented as follows :

Mental Conditions Associated with Deafness. Dr. L. B. Alford.

The Psychiatric Factor in Vocational Incapacity. Dr. F. M. B.\rxes.

The Development of a Mental Hygiene Program in St. Louis.

Dr. M. a. Bliss.

Report of a Family of Four Generations Presenting Sixteen Cases of the

Hypertrophic Neuritic Type of Progressive Muscular Atrophy.

Dr. M. L. Perry, (Topeka, Kans.).

The annual dinner was held at the University Club. Dr. Arthur S.

Hamilton, of Minneapolis, made the presidential address dealing with available

facilities for special training in neuropsychiatry, and Dr. Hugh T. Patrick, of

Chicago, gave a survey of European neurology as observed in a recent trip

abroad.

The officers elected for the succeeding year are

:

President, Dr. George A. Moleen, Denver; \"ice President, Dr. Herman M.

Adler, Chicago; Secretary-Treasurer, Dr. Karl A. Menninger, Topeka; Coun-

sellor, Dr. Arthur S. Hamilton, Minneapolis.

Twenty-six neurologists and psychiatrists of the central and western parts

of the United States joined the association. Xumlier of members present, 40;

total attendance, 85.
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The Central Ncuropsychiatric Association was formed to afford better

acquaintanceship among the neuropsychiatrists of the central and western

states and for mutual improvement. Annual meetings are held at which the

nu-n in the convention city furnish the program. This is expected to be

principally clinical.



Abstracts from Current Literature

MORPHOGENESIS OF THE NERVOUS CENTERS IN CHIROPTERA.
PART I. THE FIRST PHASES OF DEVELOPMENT OF THE NER-
VOUS CENTERS IN RHINOLOPHUS HIPPOSIDEROS (BECH-
STEIN). E. Luna, Folia neurobiol. 12, 1922.

The development of the central nervous system in Chiroptera has been little

studied. Many problems related not only to the morphogenesis of the organs

which are dififerentiated from the vesicles of the neural tube but also to the

general morphogenesis of the neural tube itself, remain still unsolved. The

author, being in possession of a rich embryonic material, has undertaken com-

parative embryologic researches in several species of Chiroptera, namely

Rhinolophus hipposideros (Bechstein), Vespertilio murinus (Schreb), Ves-

perugo Kiihlii and Minioptcrns. Part 1, dealing with the first phases of develop-

ment of nervous centers in Rhinolophus, has been published in full in Ricerche di

Morfologia, Vol. 2, Rome. It follows the evolution of the nervous centers

from the epoch of the closure of the neural tube up to the rudiment of the

cerebral hemispheres.

The methods of Spuler, Zenker and others, staining with hematoxylin,

hemalum, congo red, etc., were employed. The embryos were cut serially in

frontal, transverse and horizontal planes. The method of plastic reconstruction

with the Born-Peter apparatus was extensively used. Very good results were

also obtained with the demolition method of Chiarugi. There are fifty-nine

good figures in the text and a complete bibliography of the subject closes the

article. A minute description of all embryonic stages, from Stage 1 to Stage 7,

with measurements and all the transformations, precedes the general summary.

FLEXURES OF THE ENCEPH.VLIC AXIS

In the embryonic brain of Rhinolophus three flexures are early differentiated';

the cephalic or apical (Scheitelkriimmung), the nuchal (Nackenkriimmung),

and the pontile flexure (Bruckenkriimmung). The bending of the neural tube

in its anterior segment cannot be interpreted as the consequence of the growth

of the pontile flexure, contrary to the opinion of Tandler who attributed it to

the volumetric increase of the prosencephalon. The nuchal flexure appears in

emryos of Stage 1 as a slight curve dividing the rhombencephalon from the

spinal cord. In the embryos of Stage 3 the axis of the rhombencephalon forms

with that of the spinal cord an obtuse angle which is gradually reduced approach-

ing the size of a right angle in embryos of Stages 6 and 7. The pontile Hexure

appears relatively late in embryos of Stage 3. In later stages it becomes very

prominent, the base of the rhombencephalon coming almost in contact with the

infundibulum. This condition is different from what is found in birds, where

the flexure appears in much later stages and does not reach a great development.

DIVISION OF THE ENCEPHALON AND LIMITS OF THE SINGLE

CEREBRAL VESICLES

There is no doubt as to the existence in Rhinolophus of the primary differ-

entiation of the three vesicles
;
prosencephalon, mesencephalon and rhomben-

cephalon. There is difference of opinion, though, regarding the successive sub-
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divisions of tlie neural tube and the delimitation of the various vesicles resulting

from it. The author has failed t(j recognize in the first phases of development

of Rhuinloplius an isthmus of the rhombencephalon between mesencephalon and

metencephalon, as described by His.

Myelencephalon and metencephalon originally are not distinct from one

another as are the other segments of the neural tube ; they never assume the

shape of two seperate vesicles. The anterior limit of the mesencephalic base

corresponds to the tuberculum posterius, and perhaps more exactly, to the small

pit which lies before it. As is known, there is no consensus of opinion either

on the limits between diencephalon and telencephalon, or as to the allotment

of that region of the neural tube from which the optic vesicles are formed, to

either one of the vesicles originating from the primary anterior cerebral vesicles.

The author has found that from the telencephalon three zones are early dif-

ferentiated ; telencephalon, diencephalon and opththalmencephalon. However,

in the progress of development, the limits of the ophthalmencephalon become

steadily less evident until they disappear entirely, the opththalmencephalon

becoming a portion of the diencephalon. Contrary to the opinion of Tandler and

Kantor it cannot be admitted, at least in Rliiuolophus, that the infundibular

portion is a segment primarily developed from the prosencephalon and therefore

differentiated' from the rest of the diencephalon ; in no stage of development

does a demarcation between the two portions exist.

THE SPIXAL CORD

In Stage 1, the spinal cord has the shape of a tube whose anteroposterior

diameter is larger than the transverse. The caliber is even throughout the whole

length of the cord, except for a diminution at its caudal end where it assumes

the cylindric form. In this stage the caudal end presents a large dorsal fissure

which is the posterior neuropore.

The lateral walls are thick and connected by means of two thin ependymal

laminae, a ventral or basal plate and a dorsal or roof plate, the latter

thinner than the former. The central fissure, namely the cavity of the spinal

cord, which precedes the definitive central canal, appears, in a transverse

section, elongated in its sagittal diameter, narrower in its middle portion,

with two enlargements on the sides, the dorsal being the larger. Proceeding

caudad the fissure has the form of an ovoid with the posterior pole bigger than

the anterior. The basal plate is constituted of two or three layers of elliptic

nuclei, whose greater axes have a sagittal direction. In the roof plate the

nuclei are round and disposed in a single layer. The lateral walls are con-

stituted of indifferent nuclei (indifferent cells of Schafer) disposed in six

or eight planes, which constitute the internal plate (Innenplatte of His) or

layer of the nuclei (Kernschicht). Outside these there is a narrow marginal

layer, which represents the rudiment of the white substance, whose initial

formation is therefore quite precocious. The germinative cells are disposed

near the central fissure. The marginal layer, absent in both the basal and

tectal plates, appears in successive stages. In the caudal section of the cord

the indifferent cells are more scarce and the marginal layer is almost entirely

absent.

In Stage 2, slight horizontal depressions, segmentally disposed, and separated

by regular projections of the neural wall, begin to appear on the external sur-

face of the cord. This is the first outline of the neuromeres. A ventricular

neuromery corresponds to the superficial neuromery. Almost unchanged
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remains the form of the central fissure, except that its transverse diameter

tends to become a little larger. The posterior neuropore is either closing or

almost entirely closed. The indiflferent cells, and the marginal layer are

increased.

In Stage 3 the protoplasmatic fibrils appear on the free surface of the

ependymal cells, as contractile cilia, especially in the cells of the basal plate.

The neuromery of the spinal cord is preserved in Stage 4, but in Stage 5

it disappears almost entirely. In this last stage a wide longitudinal groove

appears in the wall of the central fissure, namely the so-called sulcus limitans,

and in the lateral walls an alar plate and a fundmental plate. The author

was unable to distinguish a portio intermedia or Schaltstiick of His, because

neither in this stage nor in the following stages was a posterior lateral sulcus

recognizable. The structural differentiation of the lateral walls becomes more

evident is Stage 5 and even more so in Stage 6, in which a modification of the

shape of the cord takes place. This, in transverse sections, appears as an

irregular quadrangle having two lateral faces, one dorsal and one ventral. In

the point where the lateral face passes to the dorsal, superficial projections

appear on account of the development of the dorsal columns and of the tractus

ovalis, which represents the rudiment of the posterior funiculus. Another white

formation appears well pronounced in this stage, the ventral commissure, which

is formed by the arcuate fibers (arcuate formation of His) running among the

cells of the anterior horn and intersecting in the middle line with the ependymal

fibers of the basal plate. The evolution of the spinal cord proceeds from the

cranial toward the caudal region. The development of the cervical and lumbar

enlargements appears very early in the embryo of 5 mm. The closure of the

. anterior neuropore precedes shortly that of the posterior neuropore, the one

taking place in Stage 1, the other in Stage 2.

In connection with the spinal neuromery the author cites Sterzi (whose

results in fishes are in accord with his own), Froriep, Widersheim, Dorello.

Lucy and Herrick, the latter attributing the segmentation of the spinal cord to

mechanical effects produced by the formation of the rudiments of the nerves.

He remarks that in Rhinolophus the neuromeres appear before the ganglions
,

manifest themselves as definite formations, capable of determining pressure on

the surrounding organs, and that their correspondence with the somites is very

clear. He thinks it is very likely that in the spinal cord a true metamery

in the morphologic sense docs not exist, that it is due to pressure exerted by

the primitive segments.

RHOMBENCEPH.ALOX

The division of the rhombencephalon into metencephalon and myelencephalorv

is only possible because the dorsal wall at the level of the metencephalic seg-

ment appears thicker than in the myelenccphalon where it will form the

myelencephalic tela chorioidea.

In Stage 1 the myelenccphalon has the form of a very narrow tube, slightly

flattened on the sides. The walls of the myelencephalic ventricle are smooth,

except for the region which will constitute the tela chorioidea where the dorsal

plate is thinner and made up by very flat cells. In this stage the myelen-

ccphalon has the same aspect and structure as the spinal cord. In Stage Z,

embrvo of 2 mm., the myelenccphalon undergoes transverse expansion and

becomes the widest segment of the neural tube. The myelencephalic cavity

shows a different appearance in the different transverse sections. These dif-

ferences are in relation with the progressive broadening of the roof plate
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(future tela chorioidea), which near the mctenccphalon is much wider than

elsewhere. In Stages 3, 4 and 5, the expansion of the transverse diameter of

the myelenccphalic ventricle gradually progresses, until it reaches its highest

degree at Stage 6, in which the intermediate segment, the region of the calamus

scriptorius and the region of the maximal width of the rhombic cavity (losange)

can be distinguished. The first outline of rhombomcry appears in Stage 2;

therefore it is contemporaneous with the so-called neuromery of the spinal

cord. The rhombomeres in Rhinoloplms are six. The first, however, belongs

to the metencephalon, which in this stage begins to be difTerentiated from the

myelencephalon, by the thickening of the roof (cerebellar neuromere—Klein-

hirnneuromer). In the following stages the rhombomery gradually disappears,

the external one first. In Stage 7 (embryo of from 5.5 to 6 mm.), while the

external surface is regular, the ventricular surface shows, in the depressio

transversa rhombi, three transverse grooves which limit two small transverse

ridges. Besides, there are also longitudinal grooves, two for each side,

which bound three ridges corresponding to the eminentiae longitudinales

rhombencephali described by Kupffer in BdcUosloma ScylUum and other craniota.

The grooves are medial and lateral ; the latter is very likely the sulcus limitans.

As to the probable significance of the rhombomeres the author has postponed

his final opinion until after the study of other species. A discussion of the

modifications which the dorsal margin of the alar plates of the myelencephalon,

or rhomboidal lip (Rautenlippe of His) undergo follows the findings of Her-

rick, Blacke, Charnock Bradley, Dexter, Groenberg and Vernoni, who studied

it in different species. The author foimd in the cranial segment of the myelen-

cephalon and also in the metencephalon an eversion of tlie rhomboidal lip with

the formation of an internal and external groove. Histogenetic researches have

.

shown that in embryos from 1.5 to 2 mm., the structure of the myelencephalic

walls is almost similar to that of the spinal cord. It is in embryos of 2.5 mm.
that the differentiation into three layers—germinal, mantle, and marginal

—

begins. In Stage 5, embryo of 4 mm., the mantle layer is thicker and the

elements of the nucleus of the twelfth nerves are particularly evident. The
marginal layer is still thin, except in the fundamental plate. The basal plate

is constituted by several layers of spongioblastic nuclei with germinal cells.

The spongioblasts form the septum medullae with their divergent processes.

The tectal plate is reduced to a layer of flat cells, outside which is the

mesenchyme, which forms the rudiment of the meninges. It is in the later

stages that the septum medullae is crossed by nerve fibers going from one side

to the other with the formation of a real raphe. In these stages neuroblasts and

glioblasts of the mantle layer of the alar zone migrate toward the ventral region.

The same phenomenon is observed where the soldering of the external labial

sulcus takes place, neuroblasts and glioblasts moving laterally to a segment of

the marginal layer, which represents perhaps the rudiments of the tractus

solitarius. The descending radix of the trigeminal is clearlj- seen in the

embryo 3.5 mm. long.

The metencephalon appears in the embryo of 2 mm. as a differentiated seg-

ment of the neural tube in the form of a short vesicle. The distinction between

metencephalon and myelencephalon appears only when the sketch of the plica

chorioidea begins, namely in embryos from 5.5 to 6 mm. long. A cerebellar

portio and a pontile portio can be distinguished very early. The lateral walls

of the metencephalon are, in fact, contributed by a dorsal segment (alar plate

or cerebellar plate) and by a ventral segment (pontile plate) separated by the
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sulcus limitans. The two cerebellar plates are united by means of the tectal

plate, the pontile plates are united by means of the basal plate. The two

pontile plates from a sagittal disposition assume a gradually more horizontal

direction ; they also become thicker with the appearance of a mesial longitudinal

furrow (future sulcus basilaris). The histogenetic differentiation of the pons

follows the development of the other portions of the neural tube. The two

pontile plates, first formed by the layer of nuclei and by the thin marginal

layer, present three distinct layers, germinal, mantle, and marginal, in the

embryo 5.5 mm. long.

The cerebellar plates also have a sagittal direction in the first stages. In

the successive stages they assume a transverse disposition. In embryos from

5.5 to 6 mm. long the cerebellum appears as a transverse plate behind the mesen-

cephalon, from which it is separated by means of the deep rhombomesencephalic

fossa. The cerebellar laminae undergo a gradual increase in thickness, pro-

truding into the underlying ventricle. The roof plate, at first thin, gradually

reaches the thickness of the alar plates; therefore the rudiment of the cere-

bellum l:iecomes single and medial. The cerebellar plates are also first orig-

inated as in the other portions of the neural tubes by a layer of nuclei and by

a thin marginal layer. The differentiation in the three layers begins in the

embryo of 4 mm., except for the velum medullare anterius which contains only

the germinal layer. This structure is preserved in embryos of 5.5 mm., in

which the rudiment of the cerebellar body presents a very thick mantle layer

formed by an internal nuclear layer, an internuclear laj'er and an external

nuclear layer, the latter corresponding to the layer of Obersteiner. This,

contrary to the opinion of Sterzi, originates from the germinal layer; there-

fore from the morphologic point of view the lip of the cerebellar margin must

be considered as the equivalent of the rhomboidal lip.

DEVELOPMENT OK THE RHOMBEXCEPHALIC NERVES

The radicular fillers of the trigeminal appear very early in embryos of

2.5 mm. They are seen to emerge from the ventrolateral surface of the

rhombencephalon, immediately behind the rhombomesencephalic sulcus. More

caudad in a ventral plane is situated the radix of the sixth nerve, which

together with the seventh and the eighth nerves, originates from the rhomben-

cephalic segment that may be considered as a myelencephalic portion. Still

more caudad are the roots of the ninth and tenth nerves, and at the point

of transition of the myelencephalon into the spinal cord emerge the roots of

the twelfth nerve situated in a ventral plane. The eleventh nerve is not

evident in this stage. In the embryos 5.5 mm. long the apparent origin of the

fifth nerve is situated at. the limit between metencephalon and the point of

maximal width of the rhombencephalon. Slightly caudad, but in a ventral

plane, appear the roots of the sixth nerve, which is now decidedly a myelen-

cephalic nerve. The same may be said for the seventh and eighth nerves.

The roots of the ninth, tenth and eleventh nerves come after. The twelfth

nerve emerges at the same level as the eleventh, but in a more ventral plane.

The author thinks that in Rhinoloplius, as was found by Kappers in other

superior craniota, a migration to the metencephalon of the same nuclei takes

place, which in the embryonic stages are myelencephalic. Sterzi showed that

in man also at the end of the first month the trigeminal emerges at the point

of limit between myelencephalon and metencephalon.
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MESENCEPHALON

In Stage 1, tlu- mesencephalon has al)()Ut the same j^eneral outline and

structure as the other parts of the neural tul)e. In the emliryo of 2 mm. (Stage

2) two mesorheres appear; their formation is contemporaneous with neuromeres

of the rhombencephalon. In the same embryo appears also the sulcus limitans

which, in this stage, is an exclusive formation of the mesencephalon and of

tlie cranial portion of the rhombencephalon. In embryos 2.5 mm. long (Stage 3)

the roots of the third nerves make their first api)earancc; the mesencephalic

base is somewhat thickened l)y the presence of the tori tegmentales, whose

rudiments, however, began to form in the preceding stage. In embryos 4 mm.

long (Stage 4) a mantle layer begins to difYerentiate, with the appearance near

the medial line of neuroblasts which constitute the nucleus of the oculomotor.

In stage 5 the groove and the projection which divide the two mesomeres dis-

appear. It is in embryos from 5.5 to 6 mm. long (Stage 7) that the mes-

encephalon begins to present important changes owing to the development of

the vault, which expands into the two lateral vesicles or optic lobes. In this

stage the radicular fibers of the trochlear are seen emerging from the rhombo-

mesencephalic sulcus behind the mesencephalic roof. A longitudinal spur like

the one described by His in man is found along the middle line of the roof.

The vault is constituted by the germinal layer and by a very thin marginal

layer; in the lower portions of the optic lobes, however, a conspicuous mantle

layer and a large marginal layer are found. The development of the mesen-

cephalic base proceeds simultaneously with that of the vault; its behavior

varies though from the cranial to the caudal segments. The caudal segment

is formed by thick germinal and marginal layers; scarce neuroblasts between

the two represent the mantle rudiment. More cephalad the fusion of the

mesencephalic base with the optic lobes takes place. A small opening in

embryos of 5.5 mm. indicates that the fusion is not complete. The nucleus

of the oculomotor is not well differentiated.

PROSENCEPHALON AND DIENCEIPH ALON

In embryos 1.5 mm. long, the diencephalon appears as a vesicle flattened on

the sides and elongated in the anteroposterior direction; its posterior pointed

end corresponds to the future region of the infundibulum, whose differentiation

begins in the embryos 2 mm. long. The diencephalic vesicle appears some-

what dilated; it presents two lateral walls, a base and a roof. There is no

indication of the sulcus limitans, but the posterior commissure begins to form

in the vault. This commissure develops in part in the diencephalon and in part

in the mesencephalon, a condition similar to that found by D'Erchia in fishes,

guinea-pigs and in man. In Stages 3, 4, and 5 the infundibular region assumes

gradually greater proportions, but only in Stage 6 does the encephalic vesicle

begin to show special peculiarities in form, owing to the first outline of the

optic thalamus appearing on its external lateral walls. The thalamus seen

from the inside has the appearance of a hoop elongated in its anteroposterior

diameter. It is bounded by two furrows, a rostral one which is the strio-

thalamic sulcus and a dorsal one which is the sulcus limitans, or Monro's

sulcus, dividing the thalamus from the hypothalamus. It terminates in the

optic recess. The author confirms the interpretation of Vernoni, namely, that

the sulcus opticus or the radicular sulcus of the optic vesicle is divided into

two other sulci, the sulcus Monroi and the sulcus striothalamicus. The
diencephalic roof presents a thin medial band which is the vault of the third
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ventricle, and two lateral zones which are the epithalami. In Stage 7 a

slight depression of the internal or ventricular layer of the vault indicates

the first sketch of the epiphysis. This mode of development of the pineal body

was also found by Chiarugi in the guinea-pig and by Vernoni in Muletia

novcmcincta. In Stage 7, also, the two thalami coalesce in the middle com-

missure (commissura mollis). Such commissure appears therefore quite early

in Rhinolophus. On account of a gradual diminution of the base of the optic

vesicle, the ophthalmencephalon assumes the appearance of an appendix of

the diencephalon. The regio optica seen from the inside is represented by

the optic or preoptic recess, which laterally ends in the optic peduncles. The

postoptic plate and the postoptic recess do not belong to the regio optica l)Ut

to the region of the infundibulum. The chiasmatic protuberance appears

early as a slight ventricular projection of the neural wall. It is the primitive

chiasmatic protuberance and represents the ventricular expression of the post-

optic sulcus. Later, for the development of the fibers of the optic tract, it

will become the definitive chiasmatic protuberance. The histogenic differentia-

tion of the diencephalon begins rather late in Rhinolophus in comparison with

man. The three layers are well distinguished in the embryos of 5.5 mm. but

their development is not the same in the different parts of the lateral walls.

In the embryos from 5.5 to 6 mm. a projection of the ventricular wall appears

ventrad to the mammillary recess. It is a formation found in teleosts, reptiles

and birds, and corresponds to the tubcrculum mammillare of Kupffer or tuber-

culum postinferius of B. Haller.

TELENCEPH.\L0X

In some embryos of Stage 1, a telodiencephalic sulcus appears, w^iich

continues caudad with the preoptic sulcus. The telodiencephalic prominence

and the preoptic prominence are the ventricular expression of these two sulci.

In a sagittal section of the neural tube the telodiencephalic prominence appears

as a thickening of the wall. It is the first outline of the velum transversum,

whose existence in mammals is denied by some authors. It is very evident in

the successive stages of Rhinolophus. In Stage 2, two sulci tegmenti appear

which outline the evagination of two lateral vesicles. In Stage 3, the telen-

cephalon begins to differentiate as a cerebral vesicle; its division in singles

and pairs becomes more evident. In Stage 5 appears a neuroporic recess

;

the lateral vesicles expand on the sides of the nonpaired telencephalon; their

form is not hemispheric but hemi-clliptic. In Stage 7 they progress forward,

their rostral pole surpassing the anterior end of the diencephalon, and expand

laterally, assuming the shape of real hemispheric vesicles. The telo-encephalic

sulcus has become deeper. The anterior end of each vesicle ends in a spur

like projection which represents the first rudiment of the rhinencephalon. The
unpaired telencephalon is reduced in size. The anterior branches of bifurca-

tion of the telodiencephalic sulcus converge and unite forming the inter-

hemispheric fissure. The paraphysis is thus formed. The author then takes

up the much debated question relating to the mechanism of formation of the

cerebral hemispheres. The researches of Baer, Reichert, Goette, Mihalcowicz,

Remak, Sterzi, Heinrich, Neumayer, Koelliker, His, Minot, Gegenbaur, Hcrtwig,

Kamon are quoted. Luna admits that in Rhinolophus, since the epoch ot

Stage 1, there is a triple subdivision of the telencephalon, without denying

that this subdivision may be only apparently due to the presence of the sulci

tegmenti. The torus transversus appears first in embryos of 5.5 mm. ; it belongs

to the subneuroporic plate. The author then discusses the terminology used
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by Tandler and Kantor in the constitution of the lamina tcrminalis. He
suggests the name of lamina reunions be kept to indicate the first, second and

third portions of the neural tube which go from the velum transversum to the

optic chiasm, and to name the first portion supraneuroporic plate, the second

suhnouroporic plate and the third preoptic plate, this last portion belonging to

the ophthalmencephalon. The rudiment of the striate bodies is formed by a

very abundant germinal layer and by a thick mantle layer. The choroid

plexuses of the lateral ventricles begin to appear in Stage 7. The appearance

of the paraphysis previous to the epiphysis and to the choroid plexuses of

the lateral ventricles is a fact worthy of note. The author is not in a position

to esta1)lish a morphologic correspondence between that bud of the telencephalic

roof found in Stage 3 and analogous structures described by D'Erchia, and

Qiiarugi in Torpedo ocellata and by Livini in birds. This formation, he says

has a transient existence, because it is not recognizable in the successive stages.

The paraphysis therefore, which in Rhinolopltus api)ears in Stage 6, is not

developed from such a bud. ,, ., ,, ,

a: .\ccAR.\Ti, iMew York.

ASTHMA AND VAGO-SYMPATHETIC IMBALANXE. J. Galup. Presse

med. 31:555 (June 20) 1923.

The writer treats his subject at length, discussing, together with his own,

the clinical and laboratory data and theories of two score other investigators.

His ultimate conclusion is that asthmatics, both in and between attacks, must

be sufferers from a disturbed equilibrium between the activities of the vagus

system and those of the sympathetic system, rather than from a disorder of

either system alone. He particularly o1)jects to the conception of asthmatic

seizures as mainly vagotonic.

The oculocardiac reflex is specially considered. Data were secured in 15i

cases of asthma, with the subject recumbent, a measured pressure on the eyeball

of 500 gm., and the pulse counted for one minute. A slowing of more than ten

beats per minute was deemed an exaggerated reflex. Thirty per cent, of the

cases yielded a normal response; 35 per cent., exaggerated; 35 per cent., inverted

or abolished. That is, 70 per cent, of these asthmatics showed an abnormal

oculocardiac reflex, but as frequently so in the direction of sympathicotonia as

in that of vagotonia. Another author had found the reflex inverted or abolished

in over 60 per cent, of his cases.

The relative frequency of this inverted or abolished oculocardiac reflex is

noted in quotations from other works, and the conclusion is reached that this

phenomenon does have a sympathicotonic significance. The writer finds in

comparative researches further evidence of the simultaneous appearance of an

inverted oculocardiac reflex with pharmacodynamic reactions of sympathico-

tonia. He disagrees with Barre, who believes that the oculocardiac reflex is

sympathetic-vagal rather than trigeminal-sympathetic-vagal, and that cardiac

acceleration will not be the effect of ocular compression but of superadded

phenomena, chiefly pain, and will not express a sympathicotonia.

Galup claims that the finding by some authors of a greater incidence of

increased (i. e., vagotonic) oculocardiac reflexes among their asthmatics, can

be explained by making the tests only when the patients were having attacks,

and by using unstandardized technic. He distinguishes the equilibrium of an

asthmatic's vegetative nervous system in periods when attacks prevail, from

that in periods quite free from attacks.
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During free periods, the sympathicotonic signs oftenest observed were

dermographia, dryness of the skin, impulsiveness, habitual constipation, and

increased tendon reflexes. A number of cases were found to show vagotonic

oculocardiac reflexes with other signs mainly sympathicotonic, or vice versa.

"Vagotonia" and "sympathicotonia" aS entities are set aside in favor of the

conception of "vegetative dystonia."

The writer further contends against the attacks themselves being explained

as an expression of vagotonia exclusively. An attack may follow a paroxysm

of hypervagotonia or it may follow a modification of the sympathetic tone, either

the latter's inhibition or the succession within its influence of inhibition and

excitation. Regarding interrelations between anaphylaxis and vagotonia, while

it is true that the serologic phenomena of anaphylactic shock have been exag-

gerated by pilocarpin and diminished by atropin, this does not disprove that

effects could be produced in anaphylactic susceptibility by modifications of

sympathetic tone. In the great majority of asthmatics, a condition of permanent

imbalance between the vagus and the sympathetic systems seems to prevail.

The probable causes of this imbalance, and of the paroxysms, are discussed

separately. Local causes of permanent imbalance are said to be irritations at

a point in the organism innervated by the vegetative system (as a whole),

irritations which provoke a hypertonic condition, either of the whole system

or of one of its antagonistic components. In most instances this irritation

appears to be in the respiratory apparatus, often as a pulmonary sclerosis.

Statistics are given to show the frequency of an abnormal oculocardiac reflex

in various nonspasmodic respiratory disorders.

General causes of the permanent imbalance are found in the physiologic

and pathologic variations of the internal secretions, also in infections and

intoxications. The state of vagosympathetic imbalance is claimed to favor

serologic shock (the hemoclastic shock of Widal and others), and repeated

serologic shocks may also enhance the intensity of an existing imbalance, so

establishing a vicious circle. Colloidoclastic shock is considered again as the

chief cause of the actual attacks of asthma. ^^ ^.
HuDDLESON, New 1 ork.

THE TREATMENT OF BRAIN ABSCESS BY THE INDUCTION OF
PROTECTIVE ADHESIONS BETWEEN THE BRAIN CORTEX AND
THE DURA BEFORE THE ESTABLISHMENT OF DRAINAGE.
Charles E. Dowman, Arch. Surg. 6:747 (May) 1923.

Dowman calls attention to the necessity for creating adhesions in the sub-

dural and subarachnoid spaces, before free drainage of a brain abscess is

attempted. To cause the formation of these protective adhesions, only a small

trephine opening is made over the supposed site of the abscess. The dura

is opened for no more than a half centimeter and the abscess is probed for

with a ventricular needle. As soon as the abscess is reached and a few drops

of pus have escaped, the needle is withdrawn slightly until the pus ceases

to appear. The exact depth and direction of the needle are then calculated.

The prevention of the free escape of pus at the time of operation cannot

be too strongly emphasized, for contamination of the wound may result, and

the sudden release of the intracranial tension may prevent the formation of

adhesions in the subdural and the subarachnoid spaces.

After the depth and direction of the abscess have been calculated, the needle

is entirely withdrawn, and a small filiform drain of folded rubber tissue is

inserted down the track of the needle in the direction of, but not into, the
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abscess. The wound is then covered with a properly fitted dressing, which

is not changed for two or three days. During this time, the rul>her tissue wick,

acting as a foreign body, stimulates the formation of adhesions between the

brain cortex and the dura, forming a well-defined ring around the drain. At

the first dressing, the wick may be inserted into the abscess. This usually

causes little drainage unless the pus is under great tension. Two days later,

the second dressing may be attempted, and a second s.mali rubber tissue wick

inserted down tiie track beside the first. The dressings may then be changed

daily, for by this time the protective adhesions are wide-spread and firm enough

to permit the gradual enlargement of the drainage track by means of additional

small wicks of rul)ber tissue. Within a week or ten days, it is safe to with-

draw these wicks and to sub.stitute a drainage tube (preferably the eye portion

of a No. 10 English rubber catheter) down the w-ell formed drainage track

into the abscess. Usually, free drainage does not take place until tube drain-

age is established. The dressings from this time may be performed as fre-

quently as desired, the tube being removed and cleansed if suspected of being

clogged with exudates. Xo undue haste in permanently withdrawing the drain

should be practiced. .\s long' as drainage occurs at all, the tube should be

kept in situ and only removed permanently when all evidences of the infection

have subsided. It is safe to leave the tube inserted for a week or ten days

after active drainage has ceased, and gradually withdraw it by daily shorten-

ing. It may be two or three months before the drainage tube is dispensed with,

although the average case does not require so long.

The author's conclusions are that in this way the danger of meningitis

following drainage is minimized, and the small trephine and dural opening

prevent the formation of a cerebral fungus. _ t^, ., , , , •

Gr.\nt, Philadelphia.

TAY-SACHS DISEASE: A STUDY OF THE SYMPTOMATOLOGY
AND PATHOLOGY OF THREE ATYPICAL CASES. H. W. Torrance,

Glasgow M. J. 97:193 (April), 263 (May), and 341 (June) 1922.

In the first paper this author presents a brief summary of the literature

bearing on the nomenclature of this disease. He discusses the symptomatology

of the juvenile and infantile types with reference to sixty-seven (personally

verified) reported juvenile cases. Torrance calls special attention to the fact

that, contrary to the usually understood rule, infantile cases do occur in

Gentile families, and juvenile cases among Hebrews. He tries, without reach-

ing a definite conclusion, to find connecting links between the infantile and

juvenile types.

In his second paper the author gives the detailed history of three children

(one male and two female) in one family, suffering with Tay-Sachs disease,

which may be summarized as follows:—the family history was negative; the

parents were both Gentiles. Birth in each case was normal ; one child was

bottle-fed, the other two were partly breast-fed. Growth and development

were normal to the end of the first year. The initial symptoms began just

after the first year with nystagmus, dental caries, and cessation of attempts

at walking and talking, followed by apathy, listlessness, "screaming fits" and

progressive mental enfeeblement. On admission to the hospital they showed

varying degrees of mental impairment, were irritable and apathetic. Physically

they were feeble, unable to stand or sit (except Case 3), the arms were spastic

and the legs occasionally so, all tendon reflexes were greatly increased

;

Babinski's sign was present; sphincter control was lost; nystagmus was present;
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the pupils reacted normally to light and in accommodation; and double optic

nerve atrophj^ was present. No macular changes were demonstrable. In

Case 1 a patch of pigment was present on the temporal side of the disks ; in

Case 2 no pigmentary changes were present ; in Case 3 pigment was present

at the periphery of the fundus at the last examination. Sight and hearing were

present in a limited degree. Examination of the chest and abdomen gave

negative results in each case. Urinary, cerebrospinal fluid and W'assermann

tests were negative. Each child became progressively worse and death was

due to bronchopneumonia at 4^2, 3%2, and 2942 years respectively.

In the third paper Torrance presents details of the gross and microscopic

findings in the tissues removed at necropsy. The thoracic and abdominal

organs were negative except for the bronchopneumonia. Grossly, the brain

gyri in Cases 2 and 3 were wasted and shrunken ; the cortex was indurated in

the rolandic areas and over the occipital poles. The basal nuclei in Case 2

were small. There was definite atrophy of the cerebellum with narrow

laminae and wide sulci. The pons, medulla, spinal cord and optic nerves were

diminished in size. The material from the nervous system w-as fixed in

Miiller's fluid. Sections from the ascending frontal, the ascending parietal,

and the mid frontal convolutions, the angular gyrus, the cuneate lobule, occipital

pole, superior temporal convolutions, the basal ganglions, the midbrain, the

cerebellum, the pons, the medulla, the spinal cord (three levels), the third to

the eighth and the twelfth cranial nerves, the optic nerves and tracts, and the

retinae (Cases 2 and 3) were studied. This material showed varying degrees

of degeneration of the pyramidal cells of the cerebral cortex, Purkinje cells

in the cerebellum, and the large angular cells in the spinal cord; degeneration

of the motor tracts in the brain and spinal cord; degeneration of the optic

nerves and tracts. Although the maculopapillary bundle was somewhat degen-

erated it did not seem to be especially involved. The retinal material unfor-

tunately had been fixed in formaldehyd and was not satisfactory for examina-

tion, although there was an apparent diminution of the ganglion cells, and

in places the inner molecular layer was thinner than the outer layer.

In the biI)liography this author gives a list of all published reports on

Tay-Sachs Disease.

This splendid and detailed paper should be read in the original by those

interested in Tay-Sachs Disease. _ ,

,

_
Potter, Akron, O.

CLINICAL STUDY OF A CASE OF PARAPLEGIA DUE TO A BULLET
AND COMING ON FOUR YEARS AFTER THE WOUND. J. A.

Barre, Encephale 18:441, 1923.

In November, 1915, the patient was hit by a bullet which was found point

upward in the vertebral canal opposite the eighth and ninth thoracic vertebrae. At

this time there were no neurologic symptoms. In September, 1919, the patient

experienced a sense of weight in his legs, formication, and a sense of constric-

tion and coldness in the toes of both feet. Constipation was present. Signs

of medullary compression appeared and by the end of May, 1920, he was almost

completely paralyzed. The reflexes of defense were interesting. In seeking

the upper limit of the cutaneous zone from which these reflexes could be

elicited it was found that at the inguinal fold there was a latent period of

five or six seconds, and that at the level of the umbilicus it was fifteen seconds

on the right and twenty-eight seconds on the left. Frequently the movement

followed only when the pinching of the skin was interrupted. The author
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suRgests the possibility of other causes for these movements. l)Ut is inclined

to believe that cutaneous stimulation was really res|)onsible, since spontaneous

movements were lacking.

Objective sensibility was reduced or abolished in varying degrees to the

level of tlie seventh thoracic segment, although there was very little diminu-

tion in the sacral distrioution.

At operation the bullet was found embedded in a mass of tough fibrous

tissue, 6x2 cm., arising from the dura and compressing the cord. It was

removed without opening the dura. Following operation catheterization was

necessary. Five days afterward there were spontaneous contractions of the

lower extremities, but these disappeared in a short time and convalescence was

rapidly established. A month after operation the patient was able to walk a

little without support. Sensation was normal when tested objectively, but

the patient complained of paresthesia in his toes. The gait was distinctly

spastic.

The patient was reexamined nearly three years after operation. He was

able to walk 15 to 20 kilometers without distress and could run, but he

noticed that his left foot hit the ground harder than the right and accom-

modated itself less well to the inequalities of the ground, and also that in

hopping on one foot there was some irregularity in alighting in the same

spot. He stubbed his left toes more than the right. Visceral function was

completely restored. There was some subjective change in sensation at the

level of the seventh thoracic segment. The left lower extremity was hypo-

thermic. The tendon reflexes on the left were still more prompt than normal

;

an abortive ankle clonus and Babinski sign were present. The area for excita-

tion of the reflexes of defense had extended to the sole of the foot.

The points of interest are the long silent period of the bullet, the question of

severe constipation as an early sign of medullary compression, of paresthesia

far below the level of the lesion and its interpretation, the latent period of

reflexes of defense, the residua of the paraplegia, and the prolonged tolerance of

the spinal cord in the presence of an "intraspinal" projectile.

Freem.\x, Philadelphia.

ARTIFICIAL NERVE BRANCHES FOR INNERVATION OF PARA-
LYZED MUSCLES. Byrox Stookev. Arch. Surg. 6:731 (May) 1923.

Stookey finds that, if an autogenous graft be anastomosed to a slip from a

motor nerve and the free end is inserted in a muscle, regeneration of motor

fibers occurs along the graft, these fibers taking up the motor fiuiction to the

muscle into which they have been implanted. In this way, a muscle in which

the motor nerve supply has been cut may be neurotized. He finds further

that the same results may be obtained without the use of an autogenous graft,

if a slip be dissected away from the side of a motor nerve and inserted into

the paralyzed muscle. He believes that the best results are obtained if the

slip, or graft, is sutured into the muscle at the point where the motor nerve

normally enters it. This, however, is not essential, for neurotization apparently

occurs, wherever the nerve graft reaches the muscle. The importance of these

experiments cannot be overestimated, for by this method nerve control over

a paralyzed muscle may be regained in cases in which, for some physical

or technical reason, it has been found impossible to perform effective nerve

suture on the nerve trunk.
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The technic is simple. Apparently the mere insertion into the muscle of

an autogenous graft, or of a slip dissected from the trunk of a neighboring

motor nerve, is sufficient to cause neurotization of the paralyzed muscle. Care

must be taken to inform the patient that the dissection of the slip from the

nerve trunk may cause him motor weakness in the muscles controlled by that

nerve.

The author believes, however, that owing to the shifting pattern of the

nerve fibers in any given nerve trunk and the possible downgrowth of the

new neuraxes to replace those cut in the dissection of the slip, the chance ot

serious motor involvement is reduced to a minimum. He says nothing, how-
ever, of the possibilities of placing under control of a single motor nerve an

antagonistic group of muscles. Reeducation is, of course, imperative in these

cases.

Protocols of five animal experiments are given. The conclusions are that

:

(1) When muscular branches are destroyed and nerve suture is impossible

paralyzed muscle may be innervated by the formation of an artificial nerve

branch. (2) When a free nerve transplant is sutured to the nerve trunk

and the distal end is implanted directly into the muscle, the free nerve trans-

plant serves as a conduction path from the nerve trunk to the muscle. (3)

An artificial nerve branch may be made for a muscle from a nerve trunk which

normally supplies the muscle; or, if this nerve trunk is totally destroyed, a

branch may be made from a adjacent nerve. (4) Evidence that paralyzed

muscles may be neurotized by an artificial nerve branch was shown by electric

stimulation of the artificial nerve branch, resulting in a rapid and quick con-

traction of the muscle; by the normal size and color of the muscle; and by

the histologic findings which revealed normal striations in the muscle fibers.

The presence of nerve branches and nerve fibers in the muscle thus innervated

is conclusive evidence that neurotization has taken place.

Gr.'\xt, Philadelphia.

THE REMOTE EFFECTS OF GUNSHOT WOUNDS OF THE HEAD.
L. B. Rawlings, Brit. J. Surg. 10:93 (July) 1922.

This author summarizes the results of four-hundred and fifty-two cases,

divided as follows : scalp wounds forty-seven, non-penetrating wounds one-

hundred and nineteen, penetrating wounds two-hundred and six, perforating

wounds nineteen, fractured base sixteen, decompression forty. Of the forty-

seven cases with scalp wounds ten per cent, were incapacitated for work, fifteen

per cent, suffered with paralysis and ten per cent, with seizures. Rawlings

states that scalp wounds must not be looked on as of no consequence as they

are frequently accompanied by contusions of the brain or even hemorrhages.

Of the two-hundred and six cases with penetrating wounds of the head thirty-

eight per cent, were unable to work, thirty-five per cent, had paralysis, and

thirty-five per cent, suffered with seizures. Of the nineteen cases having per-

forating wounds twenty-one per cent, were incapicated, thirty-two per cent, had

paralysis, and sixteen per cent, suffered with seizures. Of the sixteen cases

having fracture at the base fourteen per cent, were incapacitated, twenty-one

per cent, had paralysis and fourteen per cent, suffered with seizures. Rawlings

describes in detail the headaches which were still present in eighty-nine per

cent, of this group of four-hundred and fifty-two cases and recommends, in

selected cases, subcortical decompression for their relief. Repeated lumbar

puncture has not proved satisfactory in the treatment of these headaches.
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Giddiness was present in seventy-seven per cent, and nervousness in sixty-eight

per cent, of his cases. He remarks that while retained foreign bodies may
remain encysted in the brain substance without producing harmful eflfects,

there is always danger of a "flare" with serious consequences. The author

describes in detail his method of decompression and gives a synopsis of forty

operated cases. He also descril)es what he believes to be the best method of

closing skull defects by the insertion of a double celluloid plate.

P(jttkr, Akron, ( ).

THE THERAPEUTIC USE OF TRYPARSAMID IX NEUROSYPHILIS.
W. F. LoRKNZ, A. S. LoEVENiiARDT. \V. F. Bleckwe.w, and F. J. Hod<;es.

J. A. M. A. 80:1497 (May 26) 1923.

From the results of experimental work it was evident that the drug possessed

an affinity for the central nervous system and it seemed possible that the

affinity of the drug for these tissues might Ije utilized for therapeutic purposes.

The spirocheticidal action is comparatively feeble, but in the experimental work
with the drug there was noted a promptness of recovery from toxic injury,

tolerance to repeated doses, a marked tonic effect, and the aljility of the drug

to induce resolution and healing of syphilitic lesions, even in the presence of

actively motile spirochetes, but without increasing the liability to the occurrence

of a generalized disease.

The chief clinical interest in this drug lies in its use in the treatment ot

general paralysis. In the work reported forty-two advanced general paralytic

patients and twelve earlier cases were studied. Of the advanced cases twenty-

one have been discharged from the hospitals and are working. The earlier

cases w-ere relatively acute and were of the extremely agitated type of general

paralysis; in these cases the results have been the most pronounced. Seven

have fully recovered their normal mentality, have been discharged and are

earning their livelihood; five are mentally in condition to earn their living,

but, on account of serologic findings have not been discharged. Other typeS'

of neurosyphilis were treated effectively with tryparsamid and mercury sali-

cylate. The authors also recommend its trial in syphilitic patients showing

a poor state of nutrition, in those beyond middle age and in cases that are

"Wassermann fast." When used in dosage of 3 gm., tryparsamid produces

no local or general symptoms, either immediately or late, and can be used to

advantage in cases in which the patient cannot tolerate other arsenicals.

The drug possesses the power of injuring the optic tract and should not

be used in cases showing degenerative changes in the retina.

Xixox, San Francisco.

THE SKIX SIGNS OF VISCEROSENSORY PHENOMENA IN ACUTE
APPENDICITIS. Edward M. Livingston, Arch. Surg. 7:83 (July) 1923.

Livingston finds a constant increase in the sensitivity of the skin over

McBurney's point to pain in cases of acute appendicitis. That this is a

reasonable claim is suggested by the association of skin areas with viscera,

following the segmental distribution of the "cord zones" of the skin, as described

by Head. The area involved in the hyperesthesia is bounded above by a line

from the umbilicus to the highest point on the right iliac crest, a line carried

from this point to the right pubic spine forms the lower side, and a line from
the right pubic spine to the umbilicus closes the triangle. Though this triangle

does not correspond to any cord zone or zones and does not include the region
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of hjperesthesia which is present dorsally, it is of great clinical value. Skin

signs within this triangle and maximal at its center constitute confirmator}-

evidence of appendicitis. When the signs extend definitely beyond its borders

upon the anterior abdominal wall or are maximal elsewhere, they are con-

sidered negative for appendicitis. Skin signs above the superior line of this

triangle suggest cholecystitis, while those below its inferior line suggest right

renal colic, and so forth.

The method of applying the stimulus to this area is to give the skin a

vigorous twisting pinch of sufficient intensity to produce discomfort on normal

skin. Such an uncomfortable pinch becomes exceedingly painful when applied

with the same intensity on an involved zone. The basis of the test is the com-

parison of the slight discomfort on noninvolved skin with the severe pain on

involved skin. The essential factor on applying this test is to use a deep

grade of stimulus.

One hundred and thirty-six patients were tested, ten of whom did not have

appendicitis, but did not have positive skin signs. Seven were not tested. Of
the remaining 119, 101 presented positive signs (84.9 per cent.), and eighteen

gave negative results. In all negative cases with appendicitis the organ was
either gangrenous or ruptured. Skin signs thus elicited and thus localized

constitute evidence of value in the diagnosis of acute appendicitis.

Grant, Philadelphia.

STUDIES OF EXOPHTHALMIC GOITER AND THE INVOLUNTARY
NERVOUS SYSTEM. L. Kessel, C. C. Lieb and H. T. Hyman. III. A
STUDY OF FIFTY CONSECUTIVE CASES OF EXOPHTHALMIC
GOITER. L. Kessel, H. T. Hvman and H. Laxde, Arch. Int. Med. 31:

433 (March) 1923.

The object of this study was to ascertain the natural course of the disease

process in exophthalmic goiter. No "specific" therapeutic measures were used.

The patients were placed under approximately ideal hygienic and psychic condi-

tions. Phenobarbital or wet packs at 75 F. were given for restlessness and

insomnia. With the exception of syrup of ferrous iodid, which was given to

reduce the neck circumference, no other drug was generally employed. In 72

per cent, of the cases of this group some psychic insult was noted as a precipi-

tating factor and appropriate measures were taken to alleviate such mental

trauma. Whenever focal infection was demonstrable, surgery was resorted to

with occasional excellent results. As a rule the patients were kept in bed from

six to ten weeks and then sent to the country for a month. With such treat-

ment there was a definite arrest of the symptoms with a return to economic and

social capacity within six months. The authors accordingly conclude that the

spontaneous course of exophthalmic goiter is toward restitution to normal in

the vast majority of cases.
X'oNDERAHE, Cincinnati.

THE COAGULATORY ACTION OF PITUITARY EXTRACT. Alfred

Hanxs, Milan Stefanovitch and Voislav Arnovljevitch, Presse med.

31:302 (March 31) 1923.

Exception is taken to the recent statement of R. Feissly (of Lausanne)

denying specificity to the coagulating action of pituitary extract. If, taking

his theory that its coagulating action is a phenomenon of shock, we admit

accelerated coagulation of the blood could constitute a shock sjmptom, this
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hypercoagulability immediately after the injection of pituitary extract would

have to be accompanied by other phenomena characteristic of colloidal shock;

e. g.. arterial hypotension and leukopenia.

Hypotension frequently, but not always, follows ihr intravenous injection

of extract of the posterior lobe of the pituitary gland; among ten subjects,

only two gave a definite reaction, four a slight one, and four were quite

negative. Similar results were obtained in a series of nine experiments : three

definite, four slight and two negative.

Leukopenia can exist, but it also is inconstant: in nine cases, half an hour

after the injection, diminutions of 155, 465, 700, 930, were found, counts that

could hardly be considered characteristic of hemoclastic shock; in one case

there was no leukopenia but an actual increase in the number of white cells

;

in four cases only were there notable drops in the leukocyte counts, attributable

to colloidal shock (diminutions of 1,395, 2,005, 2,170, and 2,480).

A detailed table is given of nine experiments, showing the number ot

leukocytes before the injection, and half an hour and one hour afterward;

behavior of the arterial tension; modification of the pulse, and acceleration

of the coagulation. From these data, no relation is deduced between accelerated

coagulation, leukopenia and hypotension. Three cases without leukopenia

showed the greatest acceleration of coagulation.

The authors conclude that the property of accelerating blood coagulation

is a specific chemical character of pituitary extract, independent of that group

of phenomena known as hemoclastic shock (capable of being induced by many

varying agents), and different from the properties of all other glandular

extracts. ,^ ..^ ,, ,

HuDDLESON, Aew lork.

STUDIES IN EXHAUSTION: V. HEMORRHAGE. G. W. Crile, Arch.

Surg. 7:154 (July) 1923.

In continuing his studies of exhaustion, Crile considers the effects of

hemorrhage without accompanying physical trauma. He finds that the

immediate effect of an acute hemorrhage on the cardiovascular system is stimu-

lation to compensatory activity. If the hemorrhage is protracted, the power

of compensation is gradually lost. The brain shows increased functional

activity after acute hemorrhage, manifested by an increase in the percentage

of active cells and an increase in its temperature. As the blood loss continues,

the temperature of the brain decreases and there is a diminution in the

percentage of active cells.

The suprarenals show the efifect of hemorrhage by histologic changes

characteristic of exhaustion; these are seen in the cortex. There is also an

increase in amount of suprarenal secretion. The liver shows similar histologic

signs of exhaustion.

There is an increase of the hydrogen ion, and concentration of the blood,

following hemorrhage. The effects of hemorrhage on the economy, with the

exception of the effects on the constituents of the blood itself, are identical

with the effects of physical trauma or of any other exhaustion-producing agent.

Apparently, a slight hemorrhage is more dangerous to a debilitated patient

than a massive hemorrhage to a vigorous subject. There is, therefore, no

practical value in the categorical statement that a certain proportion of blood

may be lost with safety.
Grant, Philadelphia.
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ALCOHOLISM AND THE BEHAVIOR OF WHITE RATS. XL THE
MAZE-BEHAVIOR OF TREATED RATS AND THEIR OFFSPRING.
E. Carleton MacDowell, J. Exper. Zool. 37:417 (July) 1923.

An attempt was made to control or modify normal inheritance, with par-

ticular attention to mental conditions as revealed in behavior. White rats

treated with maximal doses of alcohol fumes daily for twenty-eight days before

and during training took more time per trial in running a circular maze than

did their untreated brothers and sisters. The criteria involving perfect trials

give results that tend in the same direction as those given by the data on

time, but they are less conclusive and definite. The treatment of the parents

as well as the rats themselves caused no more modification in the maze
behavior than was found in the rats originally treated, namelj-, a tendency

to retard learning ; but this tendency with the small numbers involved is

either on or below the borderline of statistical significance. A small but

consistent modification of the maze behavior of the untreated offspring from

treated parents was found; this appeared more clearly in the criteria from

perfect trials than in the time per trial. Untreated rats from parents treated

with mild doses showed no difference in their maze behavior from the controls.

The following generalization is reached : Alcoholism in ancestors may modify

the behavior of untreated descendants.
Wymax, Boston.

OBSERVATIONS OF THE CARDIOVASCULAR SYSTEM IN THYROID
DISEASE. W. J. Kerr and George Hexsel, Arch. Int. Med. 31:398

(March) 1923.

The authors studied the cardiovascular condition of 181 patients with

thyroid disease ; 123 of the cases were classified as adenomas and fifty-eight

as hyperplasias ; no sharp distinction was drawn between toxic and non-toxic

types. In 44 per cent, of the cases cardiovascular symptoms were more or less

marked. The symptoms usually complained of were rapid and forceful beating

of the heart and "palpitation," while vasomotor disturbances, irregularities of

the heart, dyspnea and breathlessness were frequently noted
; precordial pain

and anginal attacks were rare. The cardiac signs and symptoms in toxic

adenomas and hyperplasias were found to differ only in degree; the vascular

changes were more marked in the cases of hyperplastic goiter. In about one-

third of all toxic cases auricular fibrillation or auricular flutter, usually

paroxysmal in type, occurred; the authors believe that such cardiac irregu-

larities are more common than is generally recognized and that such paroxysmal
attacks explain the periods of palpitation described by many patients. The
authors also believe that the state of the circulatory system is the best index

to prognosis and to the time and extent of operative treatment. Treatment
toward relieving the myocardium is indicated : rest, sedative drugs when neces-

sary, elimination and the appropriate use of digitalis.

Vonder.\he. Cincinnati.

STUDIES IN EXPERIMENTAL TRAUMATIC SHOCK. THE INFLU-
ENCE OF MORPHIN ON THE BLOOD PRESSURE AND ALKALI
RESERVE IN TRAUMATIC SHOCK. McKeex Cattell, Arch. Sufg.

7:96 (July) 1923.

Cattell studied the influence of morphin on the blood pressure and alkali

reserve in traumatic shock. He found that, in the cat, morphin does not
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accelerate tlie production of shock as measured by blood pressure, and in the

normal animal, even in large doses, it caused only a temporary depression of

the Mood pressure. Morphin, moreover, apparently prevents the depletion of

the alkali reserve of the l)ody, which occurs when the blood pressure has

been reduced below 60 mm. of mercury. If morphin was injected in large

doses, the alkali depletion was not only prevented, but there resulted a return

almost to normal in the alkali content of the blood. Injection of morphin in

large doses resulted in only a slight and temporary fall in gaseous metabolism.

The changes in the gaseous exchange are probably not sufficient to explain

the increase in the alkali reserve through a decrease in the oxygen requirement."^

of the tissues.
u, •, . , , •

. (jR.\NT, Philadelphia.

HIGH GRADE CHOKED DISKS IX EPIDEMIC EXCEPHALITIS.
William G. Spiller, J. A. M. A. 80:1843 (June 23) 1923.

The diagnosis of epidemic encephalitis may in some instances be difticult;

the symptoms may resemble those of brain tumor, and this difficulty may be

greatly increased when choked disks are present. The author states that he

has seen at least three cases in which the diagnosis of encephalitis seemed

definite and yet choked disks were present. Two cases are reported in this

paper. Both cases were in boys, one aged 16 years, the other 17.

Nixon, San Francisco.

A CASE OF RHEUMATIC FEVER WITH CEREBRAL SYMPTOMS
SIMULATING ENCEPHALITIS LETHARGICA. Lkwis Fo.x Frissel,

Arch. Int. Med. 31:411 (March) 1923.

The onset in this case was characterized liy an acute tonsillitis followed two

days later by joint pain and erythema nodosum. Seven days later meningeal

symptoms developed. At this time there was slight diplopia, doubtful Babinski

sign and slight stiffness of the neck. Lumbar puncture revealed two cells and

a faintly positive butyric acid test. The central nervous system signs increased

in intensity; the patient became semistuporous and the face assumed a parkin-

sonian mask-like expression. About the second week there were slight chorei-

form movements and slight facial weakness with marked somnolence. A blood

culture taken during the height of the illness was negative. About the third

week the patient began to show signs of improvement and subsequently a com-
plete recovery was made.

VoxDERAHE, Cincinnati.

SYPHILIS AND MENTAL DEFICIENCY. G. J. Key and A. Pijper, So.

African Med. Rec. 20:8, 142 (April 22) 1922.

These authors present the report of an investigation of the Wassermann
serum reaction in 217 cases of mental deficiency. The estimation of the degree

of the mental defect was based on the result of intelligence tests (Stanford

revision of the Binet-Simon scale). They report thirty-nine definitely positive

and twenty weakly positive reactions among ninety-two idiots ; thirty-two defi-

nitely positive and eleven weakly positive among ninety imbeciles ; eleven

definitely positive and five weakly positive among thirty-four feebleminded

children. One case of juvenile general paralysis with a positive reaction is
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included in this series. In thirty-five of the cases showing some form of

paresis (diplegia, hemiplegia or paraplegia), nineteen gave a definitelj' positive

and nine a weakly positive reaction. In studying the results of this series in

relation to age incidence the authors note that, after the age of 25 years, the

relative percentage of definitely positive results decreases while the percentage

of weakly positive results increases.
Potter, Akron, O.

THE ARSENIC CONTENT OF THE SPINAL FLUID AFTER THE
INTRAVENOUS ADMINISTRATION OF SILVER ARSPHENAMINE.

, (A CLINICAL AND BIOCHEMICAL STUDY OF NEUROSYPHILIS.
PART I.) Leox H. Cornw.\ll and C. N. Meyers, Am. J. Syphilis 7:287

(April) 1923.

Cornwall and Meyers give the results of 239 spinal fluid examinations of 151

patients receiving silver arsphenamin. In 78 per cent, of the cases arsenic was

present in sufficient amount for quantitative determination. The arsenic con-

tent in general tended to fall after the first two hours. It rose slightly between

twenty-four and forty-eight hours . and at the end of seventy-two hours was

present in still greater quantity. This latter characteristic, however, the authors

point out, is not equally true for all types of neurosyphilis.

V0XDER.A.HE, Cincinnati.

CALCIFICATION AND OSSIFICATION OF THE MENINGES. Albert

E. H.\LSTEAD and Frederick Christopher, Arch. Surg. 6:847 (May) 1923.

Halstead and Christopher report a case of calcification and ossification of

meninges diagnosed by roentgenogram. From a review of the literature and

their experience in the case reported, they conclude that: (1) Ossification and

calcification of the meninges are not rare. (2) Areas of ossification may
arise from (a) the retention of the osteogenetic function of islands of dura;

(b) an inflammatory process. (3) Areas of calcification may arise as: (a)

the result of a not far distant absorption of calcium of the skull and its sub-

sequent deposition in the meninges; (b^ the result of an inflammatory process.

(4) In cases of suspected lirain tumor, tlie demonstration by means of the

roentgenogram of calcification of the meninges is additional evidence of the

existence of a l)rain tumor exerting a circumscribed pressure on the skull.

(5) The chance finding of ossification or calcification in roentgenograms of

the head affords occasion for an intensive neurologic study of the case in

Gr.wt, Philadelphia.

TRE.\TMENT OF MIGRAINE WITH PEPTONE. EVIDENCE OF THE
ANAPHYLACTIC CHARACTER OF THE SEIZURE. J L. Miller

and B. O. Raulston, J. A. M. A. 80:1894 (June 30) 1923.

Twenty-five patients were treated for migraine by the intravenous injection

of peptone ; as the result of this treatment, 36 per cent, were much improved,

48 per cent, were moderately improved, and 16 per cent, were not benefited.

Whether these results were due to desensitization or to some other action of the

peptone is not known. Clinically, migraine has many of the characteristics

of a sensitization disease. ._, _ _ .

AixoN', San Francisco.
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MONGOLISM IN ONE OF TWINS AND THE ETIOLOGY OF MON-
GOLISM. T. Halbertsma, Am. J. Dis. Child. 25:350 (May) 1923.

The author reports five cases of twins in which one of the infants showed

evidence of mongolism. In three of the cases both sexes were represented; in

the other two cases, in which the twins were of the same sex, each child had its

own placenta and membranes, so that in all instances a two egg pregnancy

was demonstrated. The occurrence in one twin is pointed out as indicating a

germinal rather than an acquired origin of the condition; accordingly, the

author believes that the basis of mongolism is a defective germ plasm.

VoNDERAHE, Cincinnati.

PRESERVATION OF THE FACIAL NERVE IN THE RADICAL TREAT-
MENT OF PAROTID TUMORS. Alfrkd W. Adson and \Vnj,iAM O.

Ott, Arch. Surg. 6:739 (May) 1923.

Adson and Ott descril)e a technic for the location of the facial nerve and

its preservation in dissections about the parotid gland. They find that with

their technic, they have been able to preserve the facial nerve in cases in which

it was necessary to remove tumors from the parotid, or even to extirpate the

entire gland. m •, . , u-Grant, Philadelphia.
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A CASE OF DYSTONIA WITH ATHETOID FEATURES. Dr. I.

Margaretten.

This patient has a sequential history since birth which has a definite bear-

ing on the etiology of her disease. Birth was normal from a tuberculous

mother. The family history was otherwise negative. Two weeks after birth

she had convulsions and developed a right hemiplegia. She cried almost

incessantly for two years. She received a trauma to the head at two years of

age and shortly after this her aunt, with whom she lived, noted peculiar move-

ments in the right upper and lower extremities. A year ago the same type

of movements developed in the left upper and lower extremities. Today she

cannot walk or sit up without assistance; nor can she talk beyond a few mono-

syllabic words.

Physical Examination.—This reveals a poorly nourished child, with apparent

dystonic and athetoid movements, most intense on voluntary effort, when
ataxia also becomes evident. The right upper and lower extremities still show-

definite weakness although there is no sign of atrophy or fibrillation anywhere.

The abnormal movements are less evident in the muscles of the trunk and

those supplied by the cranial nerves. They are most marked in the face and

tongue and least in the eyes. Voluntary movement improves with continued

effort and there is a tendency even to associated automatic movements in

walking. There is alternating hypotonia and hypertonia. There is no deformity

or contracture. The emotion exhibited is pleasant even with painful stimuli.

There are no disturbances of reflexes, sensation or cranial nerves beyond these

adventitious movements. The mental state seems to be fair, if allowance is

made for her physical handicap.

TWO JUVENILE CASES OF MYASTHENIA. Dr. M. Neustaedter.

Case 1.—R. S.. a girl, aged SVa years, was born in the United States ot

Jewish parents who were second cousins. There is a history of tuberculosis

in the family of her father; otherwise the family history is negative so far

as could be elicited. The child was born at full term after normal labor, and

there was no oligopnea. She was breast and bottle fed ; teething began at

7 or 8 months and was accompanied by slight fever; she sat up at 6 months,

walked at 16 months and talked at 1 year. She had pertussis and measles

without any sequelae. Tonsils and adenoids were removed three and one half

years ago. She coughed constantly from birth up to the age of 3 years and

was habitually constipated up to the age of 2.

At the age of 6 months the mother noticed that she could not open her

eyes as completely as her normal brother. Only on rising after sleep would

she open them completely and keep them open for about an hour, .^t present
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she keeps them open for three hours after a night's rest. During the first year

of life she suffered from frequent attacks of dyspnea and at every attempt at

vomiting she became cyanotic for a few seconds. She was always weak on

her legs and never ran with the ease of her brother. At the age of 4 years

her mother noticed that, after walking a few minutes, she became tired, was

unable to proceed and had to be carried. At present after walking two blocks

she complains of pain in the legs and is forced to rest. She cannot walk*

up stairs without holding onto something. Her arms are fairly strong, but,

after writing for about an hour, she is forced to stop on account of weakness.

If pushed slightly she falls.

Her school teacher reports as follows : "Ruth falls when she plays running

or skipping games; she has difficulty going up and down stairs; every exercise

seems to tax her strength so that she appears used up after any exercise;

even in marching she lags and tires. In school work she does well. In reading

and writing she shows some nervousness and her voice is nasal in reading."

Physical Condition: Blood pressure is 70 systolic, 50 diastolic; pulse 108

and small; thoracic and abdominal viscera are normal; pupils are sluggish to

light; accommodation cannot be tested for she has a complete ophthalmoplegia.

There seems a slight mobility of the eyeballs downward. The ocular fundi

show contracted arteries and injected veins, the disks are normal. There is

myopia. Superficial and deep reflexes are present. There are no sensory dis-

turbances, the motor power is fair and there is no adiadokokinesis, but there

is hypotonia in all muscles and they tire easily on passive movement. There

is considerable weakness in all facial muscles, especially in the orbiculares

palpebrarum and frontales. The response to the faradic and galvanic currents

is normal, but there is a distinct myasthenic reaction in all muscles of the

extremities, which is absent at times after the administration of nux vomica

for a few weeks.

Case 2.—L. G., a girl, aged 10 years, was born of American parents. There

is a history of tuberculosis on both sides of her family and diabetes and

neuropathy on her mother's side. "Lots of rheumatism" on both sides. The

child was born after a very difficult labor, rather late in the life of her

mother. She was breast fed for two months and then bottle fed ; teething

began at 10 months, walking at 16 months and talking at one year. Between

the second and sixth week of her life she had three convulsions that lasted

several minutes. She had measles and influenza without sequelae. Tonsil-

lectomy was performed two years ago. She suffers from chronic constipation.

In school until two years ago she did good work. She is left handed.

Two years ago she awoke with a peculiar cry and had an epileptic seizure

of the grand mal type lasting several minutes. When out of the attack she

vomited. These seizures came on mostly during sleep at intervals of from

five to ten days until a year ago when she became subject to daily petit mal

attacks ; only one grand mal seizure has occurred since February of this year.

She bit her lip several times during the attacks and urinated involuntarily.

There is history of trauma to the head four weeks before the onset of the

first attack.

Early this year she began to experience difficulty in chewing and swallowing

so that only semisolid food could be given and at times only in the recumbent

position. At the same time she had difficulty with speech, being unable to finish

words, dropping the last svllable, until at the end of February this year she
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became completely aphonic. At this writing the mother informs me that one

morning she said a few words with difficulty; she is beginning to chew solid

food and swallows better.

Physical Condition : Blood pressure 80 systolic, 50 diastolic
;
pulse 96 of

good volume; thoracic and abdominal viscera normal; pupils respond promptly

to light and accommodation; the ocular fundi show the veins injected and pallor

of the temporal side of the disk in the left eye; the pharyngeal reflex is absent;

all other superficial and deep reflexes are present; there are no sensory dis-

turbances and no vocal cord paralyses ; she protrudes the tongue with some

difficulty and is unable to raise it to the roof of the mouth ; on attempting to

move the tongue, a considerable tremor sets in; there is flattening of the right

facial muscles and she is unable to coapt the lips tightly; saliva is constantly

drooling; there is complete aphonia. There is normal response to both electrical

currents in all facial muscles. The myasthenic reactions could not be tested

for. There is no disturbance in any of the other muscles.

Comment.—In both of these patients the blood Wassermann reaction is nega-

tive, and there is no deviation from the normal in blood picture or chemistry
;

urines also are negative, and roentgen rays show no thymus shadow or other

abnormality.

The interesting feature in Case 1 is that the affection seems to have appeared

before the first year of age. The earliest case on record began at the age of

2V2 years, and was reported by Mailhouse. The second case came on quite

early in life and was accompanied by so-called essential epilepsy. So far

as I could discover in literature there is no case recorded associated with

epilepsy.

DISCUSSION

Dr. L. Pierce Clark : Have you studied the recent literature with the idea

of finding out the frequency of convulsions in these cases?

Dr. Neustaedter: I believe these are two separate and distinct phases. I

do not think the myasthenia has anything to do with the epilepsy. I think it

precedes the condition.

Dr. L. Pierce Clark : I have never seen a case as young as this and have

never seen convulsions mentioned. I have been over the literature completely.

You say the rocntgen-ray examination in this case showed nothing; has any

chemical examination been made?

Dr. Neustaedter : In a few cases acidosis is found, but nothing important

as regards creatinin. The question in these cases is what is to be done.

Dr. Dana suggests massive doses of strychnin, but I am afraid of large doses.

I have used nux vomica, and this does some good ; it suspends the myasthenic

reaction.

Dr. I. Abrahamson: Myasthenia gravis at 6 months of age is very rare;

the persistence of the signs and symptoms without remissions is rare; other

features are rare ; too many exceptions to the rule are not apt to be present

in one case. The question of infantile nuclear aplasia or progressive nuclear

disease must be borne in mind. On the facts presented, further observation

is necessary before a definite diagnosis is made. The other child is a ver^'

peculiar case especially in regard to the sudden and complete aphonia.

Dr. M. Neustaedter: I said that the aphonia was gradual, preceded by

partial aphonia, or clipping of words. I have had her in the hospital for

eight days, on a mixed diet. She has had one petit mal attack without loss of

consciousness. During that time I tried to persuade her to talk but without
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result. In regard to the girl with ptosis, 1 thought first of hypoplasia of the

third, fourth and sixth nuclei. I have seen a congenital double facial paralysis

which was of nuclear origin. But here you have the muscles of the legs and
arms, giving the full myasthenic reaction again and again. I think we must
rule out hypoplasia of nuclear origin. This case is practically at a standstill,

but there are similar cases in the literature. In the picture taken at 8 months,

the ptosis did not show, but the mother explained that the child had just been

awakened from sleep and ptosis was not present shortly after sleep.

Dr. T. K. Davis : I would like to question the diagnosis in Case 2. I

think the occurrence of the grand mal and petit mal attacks would at once

raise a doul)t. Is there any variability in the paresis of the tongue? Does
this vary as does the weakness of myasthenia?

Dr. M. Neustaedter: The paralysis of the tongue is progressive; she is

unable to lift the tongue. She has a slight facial paralysis. She is unable to

close the lips and has difficulty in swallowing which is progressive. The
aphonia does not suggest a nuclear origin although some myasthenias begin

that way.

Dr. T. K. Davis: That looks to me like pseudobull)ar paralysis, and not

myasthenia.

. Dr. M. Neustaedter: There is involvement of the seventh and twelfth nerves

and of the motor nucleus of the fifth. What ctiologic factor would take in

three peripheral nerves so far apart? These cases were described by Oppenheim
as l)ulbar paralyses without anatomic findings.

SOME UNUSUAL FORMS OF PSYCHOGENIC EPILEPSY. Dr. L.

Pierce Clark.

There are few nervous diseases so unique in symptoms or pathology as to

warrant the statement that they have no anomalous forms. Essential epilepsy,

is no exception. Some of the names that have been given to the variable and
irregular group of essential epilepsies are "emotional epilepsy," "hystero-

epilepsy," "affective epilepsy," and "paraepilepsy." The chief significance of

these irregular types is that they possess ethical perversions in personality

makeup that are so glaring as to overpower the picture of infrequent seizures.

Secondly, they generally have a favoralile prognosis so far as riddance of the

convulsive phenomena is concerned ; but there is some doubt as to whether the

ethical perversions do not continue and gradually pass into specific and enduring

antisocial deterioration.

The outstanding syndrome as the basis of the unclassified type is undue
and labile afTectivity. In most instances the seizure phenomena are not

essentially dissimilar to those seen in essential epilepsy, from which they are

differentiated only with the greatest care, not on the basis of the type of the

seizure but of the antecedent or subsequent mental state. Unfortunately, both

for physician and patient, there are fewer of the so-called affect epilepsies

than one would wish to suppose. They are essentially to be characterized by

(1) psychogenetic factors; (2) absence of the makeup of the essential epileptic

aS well as his enduring mental stigmata (deterioration)
; (3) intractability

to sedative therapy; and (4) response to psychotherapeutics, analysis, and

training.

In consideration of the affective epilepsies in childhood, obviously the

personality makeup of the essential epileptic is largely wanting. Symptoms
of many of these young patients disappear spontaneous!}- or are early outgrown
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under the physician's or pediatrist's care, so neuropsychiatric studies are not

frequent. Perhaps the observer who has most thoroughly studied these peculiar

types in children is Stier. The condition is not so infrequent, however, as

his observations would seem to imply, but it may be diagnosticated incorrectly

either as hysteria or as a condition of spasmophilia of childhood. The state

does not constitute a distinct clinical entity. Some of the children are obviously

suffering from the beginnings of essential epilepsy and after a more or less

brief pause continue an epileptic career; others have a mixture of symptoms

not so very different in general outline from anomalous spasmophilics ; while

still others are not essentially dissimilar to attacks of anger, or to "opportunity

convulsions," which closely ally them to some of the protean forms of hysteria

of childhood and early adolescence. A few would seem to be but a very early

form of the affect group and not unlike the Westphal type of affect epilepsy.

Many of the latter also in turn shade into essential epileptics on the one hand

and pure psychopaths on the other. Finally, the material in the affect group

will also prove not very dissimilar in many instances to the anomalous

material of dementia praecox and epilepsy in which it is a nice question whether

the latter exists as an association disease or as an atypical form of dementia

praecox on the one hand and an anomalous essential epilepsy on the other.

In the entire service at Manhattan State Hospital, under institutional care

at the present time, I found but a dozen cases of dementia praecox who had

had one or more convulsions. Without exception there was an absence of

the epileptic makeup in these cases and none came within the range of the

epileptic type. The ages of the patients ranged from 22 to 50 years. The

makeup was typically that seen in the dementia praecox of paranoid and

hebephrenic varieties. In the cases in which but one attack occurred, in one

patient the seizure was described as a dizzy spell or faint as the result of

being overcome with the heat; in another there was a convulsion in which

the patient became purple and foamed at the mouth. One male patient fell

from a tree at 11 years of age when he became unconscious for a few minutes,

but he made good recovery from his physical injuries after six months;

he had previously had convulsions at the age of AVz years. Another male

patient had nocturnal convulsions at the age of 8 years which continued

to the age of 14; he is now 28 years old and there have been no convulsive

phenomena for fourteen years. Another male patient, aged 34, had convulsions

at 14 averaging one every six months, the last occurring three years ago; his

present makeup is dull and apathetic and he has catatonic states. One man,

aged 40, had convulsions which were purely specific; he contracted syphilis

at 19. In the remaining cases studied, the convulsions came within the range

of spasmophilia of childhood.

In conclusion we may say that the so-called affect epilepsies in the adult

prove most frequently to be really psychoneuroses, or protean forms of hysteria.

The respiratory affect convulsions of childhood need our continued study to

eliminate them from the beginnings of essential epilepsy. This task is both

a pediatric and a neurologic one. Finally, the supposed occurrence of dis-

charge convulsions in dementia praecox is much rarer the more definite the

syndrome of dementia praecox is made. It seems unlikely that there is ^n

association disease of dementia praecox and epilepsy. The disease entity is

either one or the other. True epileptic attacks are rare outside of the essential

type except in organic brain disiease or as an occasional accompaniment of

internal disorders such as diabetes, nephritis, and the like.
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DISCUSSION

Dr. M. W. Kavnok: 1 have been much interested in Dr. Clark's paper and

especially in his study of the various types of convulsive phenomena in epilepsy.

I feel tiiat this is a real contribution to the subject of epilepsy. I cannot

recall a single instance in which a true epileptoid seizure occurred in dementia

praecox in my several years experience. There have been syncopal attacks

but not true convulsions. I have, however, seen a few patients with manic
syndromes who have later developed epileptic convulsions.

Dr. L. Pikrck Cl.^kk : I had hoped to get some of the pediatricians here,

as I have obtained most of my clinical material from them, especially from

Dr. Kerley. I think it is important for the relief of the parents that this group

of cases be taken out of the category of true epilepsy. I believe it is important

for the pediatrist to cooperate with the neurologist in these cases. In regard

to the praecox types, I failed to find an association of the two disorders in

this clinical material. Kahll)aum and others have confused hyperkinesis with

epileptic phenomena, and this should be corrected. I have seen one patient, a

man of 29, a dangerous type, with paranoia. The sensorium was clear but

he had two or three periods of typical epileptic convulsions of the grand mal

type. These were temporary and have not recurred. It is preposterous to

assert, as do some workers, that the association percentage of epilepsy and
dementia praecox runs as high as 25 per cent.

IN MEMORIAM
The Secretary, Dr. Atwood, presented the following resolution :

It is my painful duty to announce the death of Dr. Paul Waterman, of

Hartford, Conn., a member of the New York Neurological Society, who died

July 31, 1923, of acute dilatation of the heart, after a strenuous career. He
was only 46; liorn at Westfield, Mass., December 17, 1877. He obtained the

degrees of B.A. at Williams, and M.D. at Cornell. After general hospital

experience at Bellevue he was assistant resident alienist there for several years

and then studied a year in Vienna, becoming, while there, president of the

American Medical Association of Vienna. After his return to this country he

practiced neurology and psychiatry at Hartford, Conn., and held many posi-

tions of honor and activity in hospitals and medical societies, and in the

militia of Connecticut. In 1915, he was graduated from the Army Field Service

School for medical officers at Fort Leavenworth, and for four months in 1916

was with the federalized Connecticut troops in Arizona on the Mexican border.

He joined the regular federal service in 1917 and became assistant division

surgeon, 26th division, under Gen. Edwards. In France he was made medical

liaison officer of the Division at the headquarters of the Eleventh Corps d'Armee
and held that post from February 11 to March 15, 1918. Then, after serving

as assistant to the chief surgeon of the Yankee division, he became commanding
officer of the One Hundred and First Sanitary Train, which played an important

part in much of the heavy work of the division. On October 1, 1918, he was
assigned division surgeon, Fourth Division, and on the day of the Armistice

commissioned lieutenant-colonel. On March 5, 1919, he was made colonel, and
was honorably discharged from the U. S. Army, August 26, 1919, after twenty-

one months in France. His localized service in France comprised the Chemin
des Dames Sector, La Reine Sector (with three actions). Pas Fini Sector

(near Chateau-Thierry), Champagne-Marne Defensive, Aisne-Marne OfTensive,

Rupt Sector (near St. Mihiel) ; St. Mihiel OiTensive ; Troyon Sector; Meuse-
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Argonne Offensive ; and with the Army of Occupation. After his return to

the United States, Col. Waterman continued to live a strenuous life and was

loaded with honors, medical, civic, and military, in the State. He was a mem-
ber of twenty-three societies, clubs and associations, and wrote several papers,

chiefly on intracranial injuries and on sanitation. He maintained his member-

ship and interest in our own society for the twenty years he was a member,

although unfortunately his distant residence prevented his attendance.

I move that suitable resolutions of sympathy and respect be drafted by a

committee appointed by the president to be sent to the widow and a copy kept

in the archives of the society. (The motion was duly seconded and carried.)

CHICAGO NEUROLOGICAL SOCIETY

Regular Meeting. October IS, 1923

Julius Grinker, M.D., President, in the Chair

PARALYSIS OF LANDRY'S TYPE IN AN ADULT FOLLOWING A
BITE BY A WOODTICK. Dr. Peter B.\ssoe. This report will appear

in full in a later issue of the Archives.

EARLY CONVULSIONS IN EPILEPTICS AND IN OTHERS. Drs.

Hugh T. Patrick and David M. Lew.

A study of the prognosis of early convulsions was made by comparing those

occurring in a group of 500 epileptics with those in a group of 752 "'unselected"

infants and children. The epileptics were private patients with idiopathic

epilepsy and no other clinical findings. The unselected group consisted of

infants and children seen at "Better Baby Conferences" in one urban and two
rural communities in Illinois. Studies of the occupational classification of the

parents of the unselected children showed that this group was representative

of "private practice," as contrasted with institutional or dispensary groups.

In previous studies the frequency of early convulsions in epileptics was estimated

largely from institutional and dispensary records. Such data suffered because the

institutional epileptics are largely feel)lcminded and of low social status, and
present a different picture from that of epileptics seen in private practice.

Ninety-eight cases, or about 20 per cent, of early convulsions were found

in the epileptic group; thirty-two cases, or about 4 per cent, in the unselected

group.

Analysis was made of the validity of the figure "20 per cent." as a percentage

frequency for the epileptics. This frequency was, in a general way, inversely

proportionate to the age at the time of the first epileptic seizure. The records

show that a history of early convulsions was elicited three times as frequently

when the epilepsy began in the first decade of life, as when it began in the

third decade. A determination of frequency, Iiased on the time elapsing

l)etween the first epileptic attack and the time of our first office examination,

showed that for the early epileptics there was little difference in the percentage

of early convulsions, as shown l)y the history, whether they came to the office

five or fifteen years after the first attack. The difference in the frequency of

early convulsions elicited from early and late epileptics is thought to be duo

largely to the factors of memory, or incompleteness of data due to the mother's
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absence at the time of history taking. The difference most likely was not due

to something in late epilepsy essentially different from early epilepsy. Based

on the instances of convulsions in early epileptics, the frequency of early

convulsions in all epileptics is more probably 40 than 20 per cent. The presence

of early convulsions per sc multiplies the individual's ordinary chances of

epilepsy by at least fi^'e—in itself a scarcely insignificant risk.

There is no definite "interval of safety" beyond which epilepsy will not

occur. In our series an appreciable percentage of cases occurred ten, twenty,

and even thirty years after the early convulsion. This is quite contrary to

the belief expressed by some writers that there is a period of immunity

beginning five to ten years after the early convulsions.

Our statistics show a marked contrast between the epileptic and the non-

epileptic series of early convulsions in regard to: (1; number; (2) age;

(3) type, and (4) assigned cause.

There is a preponderating number of single early convulsions in the non-

epileptic group (65 per cent, of the total) and of multiple convulsions in the

epileptic group (76 per cent, of the total).

The majority of early convulsions in the nonepileptic group (75 per cent.)

occur between the ages of 6 and 17 months, and most of these are between 11

and 13 months. In the epileptic group 63 per cent, of the early convulsions

occur under 6 or over 17 months ; only Z7 per cent, between 6 and 17 months.

As contrasted with the "epileptic" early convulsions, the nonepileptic are

typically brief, generalized, and not followed liy confusion or prolonged stupor.

The same type of assigned causes occurs in both series with teething highest

in frequency in the nonepileptic; trauma, especially birth trauma, and "reflex"

causes in the epileptic. In the latter group there is a contrasting high per-

centage of "unassigned causes."

From these findings it is concluded that the more likely forerunners of

epilepsj' are convulsions (1) occurring before 6 or after 18 months of age; (2)

multiple: (3) severe; (4) localized; (5) assigned to birth trauma, "reflex"

causes, or to no cause, with (6) a family history of epilepsy or similar con-

vulsions. The more fully these conditions are fulfilled, the more likely is

epilepsy to follow. The most significant are unilateral convulsions occurring

after the fourth year and generalized convulsions lasting over half an hour and

followed by confusion of torpor for several hours. Especially benign appear

to be "teething spasms" occurring between 11 and 13 months.

Our tables indicate a similar distribution of sex (about 60 males to 40

females), in the two groups.

Within the unselected group, the cases with early convulsions contained rela-

atively seven times as many families with instances of early convulsions in

relatives as did the remainder, and a much higher frequency of epilepsy.

These studies indicate a similarity in epileptics and in the nonepileptics with

convulsions as regards sex distribution and family history of epilepsy. The

nonepileptic group without convulsions were relatively free from epilepsy and

early convulsions in the family history, as contrasted with those having early

convulsions alone. No significant difference was found in the frequency of

miscarriages, still births, deaths in infancy, or forceps deliveries between the

normal and the epilepsy group. When forceps were commonly used in a com-

munity, the number of early convulsions was no greater than in communities

in which they were rarely used.

(This article will appear in full in The Journal of the American Medical

AssoaATioN.)
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DISCUSSION

Dr. Hugh T. Patrick : As this is really Dr. Levy's work, I feel free to state

that I believe it to be the best report yet produced on this subject. In this con-

nection two things have interested and surprised me. First, the enormous dif-

ference of opinion, as shown in the literature, regarding the significance of

infantile convulsions and their relation to epilepsy. Second, I have found that

a great many physicians, and even pediatricians, look on infantile convulsions

as trifling affairs. For a long time I have thought this to be a mistake, but the

investigations of Dr. Levy seem to have converted my impression into a cer-

taint}'. Furthermore, I believe that many cases considered rather lightly simply

as recurrent infantile spasms are really cases of incipient epilepsy and surely

should be carefully and intensively treated as such.

Dr. Peter Bassoe: I rise only to express my admiration of Dr. Levy's work.

My experience with 200 cases (published in Medical Clinics of North America,

1923) taught me that this does mean a great deal of work. I would warn against

paying much attention to the small number of cases I had. I took epilepsy in a

very loose and broad way and included many cases that Dr. Levy quite rightly

excluded. There is one problem that I wish Dr. Levy or Dr. Patrick would

touch on and that is spasmophilia—just where to draw the line between spasmo-

philia and epilepsy in infants. It has often been difficult for me to decide

whether an attack was really epileptic or whether it was simply spasmophilic.

As we know, there is much difference of opinion among pediatrists as to the

relationship of spasmophilia to epilepsy. Some say that there is no relation

and some say there is. For instance, Morse and Thom, using largely the same

material, arrive at different conclusions. Morse found that spasmophilia was

apparently unimportant and rarely led to epilepsy while Thom found that it did.

It is surprising to me how little real definite information is to be had when jou

think of the millions and millions of epileptics that have lived and the tens of

millions of children who have had convulsions
;
yet statements are based more

on general impressions than on definite data. It is remarkable that more sta-

tistics of this kind are not obtainable. .\\\ interested in this work should go.

over their own cases and put them on record. I tried to do that in a small

w-ay. If everyone would do this, it would not be long before we would have

hundreds of thousands of cases from which to draw conclusions.

Dr. DA\^D M. Levy (closing) : I am glad that Dr. Bassoe brought up the

question of spasmophilia. The prognosis of spasmophilia in regard to epilepsy

is still a disputed point as shown in the literature. In our normal series there

was no way of ruling out spasmophilia since we saw only one half of the

children in our normal series. The number of attacks is usually regarded as a

definite point in eclampsia and spasmophilia. If this is a good guide, there were

no spasmophilics in our series. The second series of normal cases reported,

contained only one case in which there were several hundred convulsions in a

day. A number of the so-called teething spasms will, no doubt, be regarded by

some pediatricians as evidence of spasmophilia. It must be emphasized that

even if this should be true, the prognostic inferences from this study are not

affected because we are here dealing with certain facts in sequence, which follow

regardless of how they are interpreted. For example, it has been found that

those convulsions occurring between the ages of 6 and 17 months, largely

attributed to teething, are the least likely to be the forerunners of epilepsy. This
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fact follows from the statistical analysis. If it should he found that they are

falsely ascrihed to teething spasms, l)ut are dehnitely caused hy some other

condition, the facts nevertheless remain. We do not hold, of course, that the

assigned causes are causes in any sense. They arc antecedent or coincident

events and the facts warrant tlu- conclusion that they have a definite relation

to prognosis.

A MEMORIAL TO DR. JAMES A. KIERXAN. Uk. Hakoi.i. X. Movkr.
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DIE HIRNKARTE DES PARALYTIKERS. STUDIEX UBER DAS
WESEN UND DIE AUSBREITUXG DES PARALYTISCHEX PRO-
ZESSES IN DER HIRNRINDE. Von Prof. Dr. Shigeyoshi Saito,

(Nagasaki, Japan). Arbeiten aus dem Neurologischen Institute von

Obersteiner und Marburg. Vol. 25. Pages 182, with 21 plates. Leipzig

und Wien : Franz Deuticke, 1923.

From Lissauer to Kaes there was a tendency to consider general paralysis

a system disease involving largely the second and third layer of Meynert.

Schaffer accused not so much specific layers but rather the association areas

of Flechsig. Nissl and Alzheimer turned their attention more to the histologic

process and they and Noguchi brought about the collapse of the notion of

toxins and a system disease. Spielmeyer claimed the existence of both factors.

Bielschowsky, however, considered the changes of glia and vessels of the

degeneration patches as inflammatory and not purely parenchymatous, and

Jakob found spirochetes in these foci. All this does not, however, discourage

further efforts to correlate the localization and the symptoms, such as were

undertaken by Wada for dementia praecox, 1910, (second and third Meynert

layer) and since by Josephy (third and fifth layer). Vogt also has furnished

a few examples. Saito aims to be more systematic, takes most of the Brodmann
areas and studies seven cases, but unfortunately with very meager clinical

records (pages 45-48). It is regrettable that the descriptions are cut up accord-

ing to the localities and that there is no summary according to the individual

cases or even according to the regions studied. There is. however, a general

discussion of the various tissue elements.

Saito finds the depth of the normal cortex too variable to prove more

than a slight reduction in general paralysis. The participation of the pia

shows that, throughout, the process appears focal, with very small foci becom-

ing confluent. The relation of the pia to the underlying brain substance shows

in only 12 per cent, of the cases the direct transition of an infiltrate into the

molecular layer along bloodvessels, with direct penetrations. The pia change

is probably not the primary factor, but the cortical process appears to be the

decisive factor in the penetration.

The lateral surface shows more involvement of the pia than the mesial

surface. But within the lateral regions there is hardly any preponderance of

special areas (except perhaps Brodmann's areas 45 and 38). The striking

feature is the discontinuity of the process and the impossibility of a temporal

correlation of the clinical phenomena with the pial changes.

The next point is the cell alterations : The three types of changes all begin

with swelling: one is a coagulative necrosis or sclerosis, the second a "coUiqua-

tion necrosis" (Nissl's profound alteration), the third similar to the axonal

alteration and the acute alteration (two really very different changes!). They

occur usually in mixture, the sclerosis preeminently in the second and third layer

of Meynert, the swelling more in the deeper layers. The cell deficits tend to occur

in groups. All regions may be affected, but in the main the frontal most fre-

quently and the olfactory regions and those nearest the callosum least. The
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filjcr^ suflFcr diffusely (especially the supraradiary and interradiary nets) and

in patches, sometimes little in regions with very severe involvement of the pia.

The patches are said to produce little tissue alteration and no obvious secondary

degenerations; "hence a process similar to multiple sclerosis." The crest of

the convolution is apt to be best preserved. The cell and fiber changes do not

usually go parallel except perhaps in tlif diffuse atr()i)li.\-. A relation to paralytic

attacks could not be proved.

Tile neuroglia shows increase of cells in the acute cases or stages and more

increase of fibrils in the chronic cases, and occasionally mixtures. There is

little evidence of neuronophagia and a striking tendency to severe damage to

the neuroglia cells themselves. The dysplastic glia cells, some of which he

calls vesicular cells, are said to occur especially in the second and third layer,

and, like the rod-cells, more in the median areas of the hemisphere near the

callosum, and least in the sensory and motor cortex and more frequently in

the frontal and temporal cortex. Saito considers their appearance as "the

mobilization of the last reserves of glia cells for the fulfilment of the functions

of the glia."

Acute vascular infiltration cannot be used as a measure of the duration of

the process, as it occurs in all cases, even chronic ones. Saito considers it

a definitely inflammatory exudation from the vessels into the tissues. The

transition between inflammation and degeneration seems gradual but the rela-

tions are left uncertain. Marburg suggests that "the individual focus is always

acute, but the total disease chronic." Bielschowsky and Jakob have furnished

evidence of an inflammatory affection even in the apparently degenerative

areas, but according to Saito the proof cannot always be brought. The menin-

geal infiltrations and the cortical infiltrations are not always parallel. The

calcarine cortex is practically free, the sensory and motor cortex relatively

so, while the mesial cortex around the corpus callosum is always much involved.

With regard to the correlation of the clinical and anatomical facts, Saito

finds in an essentially dementing case more involvement of the projection areas

than of the frontopolar region, and a relative integrity of the tangential fibers

with a loss mainly in the meshwork even in the frontopolar area. One definitely

expansive case shows more infiltration. Severe mental involvement seems

to go with affection of the second and third layer ("the latter largely in its

peripheral parts"). The case with frequent paralytic attacks seems to show

most intensively patches of demyelinization.

The clinical data are so meager that an attempt at correlation is uncertain and

hazardous. A perusal of the 138 pages of description is out of the question.

It seems remarkable that such a detailed record should be rendered without a

more adequate summing up. The illustrations are similarly profuse: first,

forty-four pictures of the normal cortex in the areas used and twenty-three

figures from the general paralysis material. For the sake of a more solid basis of

comparison and a correct interpretation of the photos, a specific discussion of

each case, the conditions of death with their specific influence in the pictures

distinct from the lesions constituting the general paralytic process, and a

summing up of the contrasts would have been infinitely more informing than

the unsystematized mass of detail. One of the striking impressions of the

pictures is the great improbability of a diagnosis of locality and process if

submitted without text to even competent students of the human cortex. Their

utilization would have been greatly facilitated by a summarizing statement of

the essential facts and conclusions with each case.
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DEMENTIA PRAECOX, INTERMEDIAERE PSYCHISCHE SCHICHT
UND KLEINHIRN-BASALGANGLIEN-STIRNHIRNSYSTEME. By
Dr. Max Loewv (Marienbad). Paper, pp. 120. Berlin: S. Karger, 1923.

We may well envy those who will be able to look back on the present-day

discussions concerning dementia praecox with all the pretensions, presupposi-

tions, and implications involved in these discussions. As one of the high points

of the products along this line we might well consider the present monograph,

as it makes capital of practically all the loose ends and gropings of psychology,

neurology, and clinical speculation and generously touches the equally fertile

territories of the doctrine of constitutions, of endocrinology and the Abderhalden

ferment-doctrine, leaving very little for any possibly more comprehensive spirit.

The goal of Max Loewy is to point on the one hand to an "intermediary

psychic layer" between Wernicke's somatopsyche and allopsyche and his auto-

psyche, and to find, on the other hand, a neurologizing equivalent in the

cerebellar-striatal-frontal lobe system. Well read and with a very detailed

range of familiarity with psychiatric observation, he indulges in a discussion

which unfortunately, in contrast to the older studies of Kleist, does not work
with casuistic evidence, but uses freely the host of facts which might play on

each other in a mind with many rather loose and free associations, frequently

of doubtful cogency. Many of the pages resemble notes collected in reading,

with annotations but an inadequate effort to work for a solid basis which the

reader and the writer might be sure to be able to share.

Loewy considers the assumption of an intermediary psychic stratum and its

derangement an auxiliary hypothesis with which he may study the symptoms

and pathogenesis and localization of dementia praecox together with Kleist's

doctrine of the cerebellar-thalamo-striatal-frontal systems. He uses extensively

the facts and hypotheses concerning paralysis agitans to supply fragments for

a common interpretation, and he would then like to decide how the histopathology

of dementia praecox might throw light on the possible existence of an elective

system-disease and possibly an heredodegencration with correlation of the dis-

orders of the intermediary psychic stratum and a disease of "the basal

ganglionic systems with their imderstructure and overstructure." Without, a

thorough study of Loewy's older contributions the present struggle for internal

readjustment of his ideas and of the quotations from writers would be difficult

to follow, and since no sufficient new factual basis is offered, the work had

best be looked on as ponderings which unfortunately do not tend toward sim-

plicity, but suffer from distractil)ility by too many loose collateral considerations

which fail to change into a solid rock the sand on which the structure rests.

An attempt to translate the summary shows at once the impossibility of solid

common ground between reader and writer.

1. The symptoms of dementia praecox can bo derived partly from the

"psychomotor disorders" in the sense of Wernicke and Kleist, i. e., from disorders

of the automatic mimic and reactive movements, etc., the "Einstellbewegungen"

or thought movements and associative movements or empathic movements, the

expressive and affective movements ; partly from disorders of the coenesthesis

and its course, among them possibly also disorders of labyrinthine origin

;

partly from disorders of affect formation and disposal of affects, in the form

of impoverishment of affect, rigidity of affect, defective capacity of modulation

of affect; partly from disorders of formation of ideas in the form of dis-

orders of direction and selection—all this in that part of the mental processes

which prepare the ground for conscious thinking and experience.
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2. The disorders which underlie these symptoms arc most variously inter-

related. They are disorders in a common functional domain, the common
intermediary stratum which furnishes the forerunner and foundation for the

conscious thought processes as they diverge in various directions and con-

stitute the unnoticed (unconscious) common undcrstructure, the common base-

ment ("cellar construction") of the variously directed and diverging (or

diffiTcntial) conscious life. This intermediate psychic stratum may be placed

schematically between Wernicke's allopsyche (the external world) and somato-

psyche (the consciousness of one's own body) on the one hand and Wernicke's

autopsyche (the conscious personality) on the other. In this situation the

intermediary functions approach Stransky's thymopsyche and that which we
call character, but they are not quite identical, because they include the

psychomotility, the coenesthesis, the first stages of affects and feelings and

moods (Gemiitslagen and Kronfeld's (iestimmtheiten) and the sympathetic

(co-vibrating) thought atmospheres, the fringe of James, the appositional layer

of condensed steam of nonattended to nature surrounding the conscious think-

ing, the mother-lye solution out of which the conscious thought is crystallized.

3. Disorders in the realm of functions of the intermediate psychic stratum

are occasionally found also in diseases outside of dementia praecox, especially

instructivelj' for the symptomatology of dementia praecox in the diseases of the

I)asal ganglions.

4. Kleist sees in the psychomotor disorders generally and in dementia praecox

a damage of the cerebello-basal-frontal systems. This doctrine finds, according

to Loewy's conceptions, a psychologic correlate, through the interpretation of

the symptoms of dementia praecox as disorders in the realm of function and

eflfective influence of an intermediary psychic stratum. The assumption of

disorders in the functional domain of the intermediary psychic stratum and

the l)asal systems (including, of course, also their spheres of influence in the

cortex) in dementia praecox appears to lend itself to give a unitary principle

or explanation to the polymorphous symptoms, temporary pictures, types of

course and outcome, and the pathogenetic interpretations (through various

"primary symptoms") : through differences in the distribution, the direction of

distribution and progression, the intensity, the acuteness or chronicity of the

damages of the sphere of function of the intermediary psychic stratum and of

the cerebello-l)asal-frontal system. From the interlacing of the intermediary

functions we can also understand that the same symptom in various patients

may arise from diflferent functional disorders of the intermediary stratum.

5. There also evolves from this the relation of the schizoid temperaments

(the schizothymic of Kretschmer, the schizoid reaction-types of Eugen Kahn,

the schizophrenic reaction-types of Popper, the heredoschizosis and pheno-

schizosis of Bleuler) to the manifest schizophrenia—in short, the prepsychotic

personality and its relatives who do not become overtly diseased, with the mani-

fest dementia praecox on the ground of a possibly hypothesized inherited

weakness and susceptibility of certain brain systems, especially the cerebellum-

basal ganglion-frontal lobe systems of Kleist.

Partly through the normal vital stimuli, the normal course of life, an elective

system-disease might arise, with pronounced abiotrophy ( in the sense of

Gowers) as exhaustion-disease (Aufbrauchkrankheit of Edinger)
;

partly

through disease and damage of a susceptible system capable of little resistance,

in the sense of a locus minor is resistentiae after the manner of other nervous

system diseases following injury, infections, or the physiologic revolutions of
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puberty, gravidity, puerperal state, climacteric and perhaps also senility, or

otherwise endocrine or autotoxic, in short exogenous and endogenous through

damaging influences and disorders of functions of an elective kind.

6. It is not excluded (ausgeschlossen) that the endocrine disorders which

have been ascertained in dementia praecox might be secondarily produced by

participation of the interhrain. It may be possible however that more (among
other things possibly also the periodicity of many types of course) speaks in

favor of the causal significance of the endocrine disorders, which would then

deserve the attribute of an elective affinity especially for the domain of function

of the intermediary psychic stratum and the cerebellum-basal ganglion-frontal

brain systems. The nature of these pluriglandular endocrine disorders with

affinity for the just mentioned systems must remain "open," just as the causal

significance of the internal secretions for dementia praecox, etc., etc. More
than four additional pages of similar plausibilities with tributes to Kleist.

Freud, Kraepelin, Wernicke, Bleuler, Berze, Kronfeld, et al., summarize the sug-

gestions and precautions of this flight of hypothetical rumination.

It may be that certain minds will profit from this kind of stimulation, and

the reviewer does not want to run down these confessions of a friend of

speculation. Yet in these days there seems to be more need of concreteness

and direct attack on demonstrable facts, and it is well that the reader should

not be misled to expect a calm and sober demonstration of facts such as the

title might make one long for and expect. On the other hand, one finds

evidence of extensive reading, many bright references, but also little idea of what

an American editor would say of the advisability of incurring the expense of

printing these 120 pages. The European writer still enjoys privileges that would

not be easily obtained in this country.

LA SUBCONCIENCIA. Discurso de recepci6n del Dr. D. Raf.\el del Vallk

Y Aldabalde y contestacion del Dr. D. Ric.vrdo Perez-Valdes v Aguirre.

leidos el 18 Febrero de 1923. Publication of the Real Academia Nacional

de Medicina, Madrid, Estal)lecimiento tipografico nietu y compafiia, 1923.

As an oration on his admission to the National Royal Academy of Medicine

of Spain, the author gives a rather formal review of subconsciousness. The

author of a "Psychotherapy for the Practitioner" (1920), Valle y Aldabalde

shows wide reading in American, French, and German literature. He states

in conclusion that "the human soul as the substantial form of the l)ody intervenes

or enters into all the phenomena and processes of the organisms, not as force

but as direction. Its entering or intervention is more obvious in the phenomena

called psychic, and among these it is much more so in those called conscious.

The subconscious comes to be the point of communication or connecting link

between the conscious and the somatic or organic, a resonator for the emotions

and sentiments, a source of psychic energy for the instincts and passions, a

wealth of images, of ideas and of associations of the ones and the others which

lie latent in its depth ready at any moment to be utilized for the conscious

'psychism' and mechanism which through the medium of habit saves the superior

psychism a great share of its work.

"Thanks to the subconscious, the Innnan understanding, served and directed

by the rational and free will, does not have to interfere not only in the phe-

nomena of organic life, but as little in the very numerous acts of the properly

or really psychic life, so that in that way it can devote itself to the noble and

lofty tasks which place it in a position (|uite apart and superior, not in degree.
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I)Ut in its nature, to that which the highest beings of creation occupy ; thus

rci)roducing, although in a slight degree, in harmony with the limitation and

liiiiteness of our power and understanding, the relation which exists between

tlie secondary causes which govern the universe and world, with all its marvelous

machinery, its grandiose harmony, and its imnienscness, of which wc get but

a faint idea through the thousands of years of light which cover the distance

between us and some stars, and the sovereign intelligence of the Supreme

Creator who created it with his sul)lime 'fiat' and who conserves it without

the need of a new act of his omnipotent power nor of a new manifestation of

his infinite intelligence."

This is the epilogue to the discussion of the following topics : Previous

psychologic and anatomophysiologic notions; organic sensibility and special

senses, affective sensibility and emotions, memory, imagination, instincts, pas-

sions, intelligence and rational volition, habit, age and sex, temperaments,

sleep and dreams, hypnotism, suggestion, psychanalysis, hysterisms, douI)le per-

sonality, obsessions, hallucinations and illusions, delirium and mental diseases.

There is a remarkably wide range of information carried together in a fluent

oration, reaching as far into the physiologic and endocrinologic foundations

as into the loftiest connections.

The response by Dr. Perez-Valdes y Aguirre gives a very appreciative account

of Valle's life and work as editor, translator of foreign medical workers, and

leading member of the profession, and as a fervent Christian and Catholic—

a

position similar to that of our Dr. James J. Walsh. Perez- Valdes then proceeds

to cap the climax of the exaltation of the subconscious to the position of being

"the real psychology itself," by giving an account of how apparently the observa-

tions of Janet and Ribot and a peculiar case of delusion, of being dead, but

with fear of being buried alive, lead over to the recent developments of meta-

psychics, with evidently profound respect for the latest developments of ecto-

plasm, experiences of prescience quoted by Richet, etc.

Among the historical references of Valle there is an interesting quotation

from Avicena's Canon, giving an account of the use of irregularity of the pulse

for the diagnosis of the mental disease of being in love, when the names were

mentioned that might touch the emotions—given as an instance of eleventh

century psychanalysis among Arabs.

As a picture of the catholicity of certain exponents of the subconscious the

pamphlet is of decided interest. It also is an illustration of the quickness and

expeditiousness of publications of proceedings of a society.
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median, pattern of weakness of hand in ulnar and median nerve lesions;

Pollock 121

peripheral, causalgia and allied painful conditions due to lesions of; Carter 106

trigeminus, in albino rat, bilateral effects from unilateral section of
branches of ; Xittono 252

ulnar, pattern of weakness of hand in ulnar and median nerve lesions

;

Pollock 121

Nervous system, efferent, dual nature of efferent nervous system, further
study of static and kinetic systems, their function and symptomatology
contents

; J. R. Hunt *37

syphilis, familial, from various extra familial sources, clinical contribution
to question of neurotropism ; Moore and Keidel 373

syphilis, in aged, study of 19 cases of senile neurosyphilis occurring in

series of 2,175 cases of all types of nervous syphilis; A. E. Bennett. .*324

syphilis, intraspinal therapy in ; Fordyce 112
syphilis, pontobulbar crises associated with sialorrhea in; Boas and Kraus 109

syphilis. Sachs-Georgi reaction in; Levinson and Petersen 376

syphilis, tryparsamid in; Lx)renz, Loevenhardt, Bleckwenn and Hodges.. 702

syphilis, types of, in China ; Woods 253
syphilis, Wassermann reaction and colloidal method in spinal fluid of

neurosyphilitics, theoretic considerations on Wassermann test; Rizzo 467
tumors, experimental studies on malignant tumors of central nervous

system ; Flatau 456

Neuralgia, lower half headache (neuralgic) of nasal origin; glossodynia.
otalgia, nausea, parageusia, vertigo, scotoma, photophobia, rhinorrhea
and asthma as isolated related phenomena; Sluder 476

Neurological surgeons : with report of one case ; H. Cushing *381

Neuroses, angiospasm in vasomotor and trophic neuroses; Briining 237

Neurotropisn>. studies in familial neurosyphilis, familial neurosyphilis from
various extrafamilial sources, clinical contriliution to question of
neurotropism ; Moore and Keidel 373

Obitc.-\ries :

Dr. George M. Beard, a sketch of his life and character, with some per-
sonal reminiscences ; C. L. Dana *427

Heinrich Obersteiner, 1847-1922 100
Paul Waterman, M. D., 1877-1923 714

Olive, superior, cell structure of, in man; Malone 596

Pachymeningitis, internal hemorrhagic, in infancy ; Burhans and Gcrsten-
berger 375

Pain, causalgia and allied painful conditions due to lesions of peripheral
nerves ; Carter 106

central, from lesions of pons; T. H. Weisenburg and S. S. Stack *500

central, in syringomyelia and dysesthesia and overreaction to sensory
stimuli in lesions below optic thalamus; W. G. Spiller *491

Palilalia, contribution to knowledge of ; Senise 375
Paralysis agitans, psvchic manifestations in paralvsis agitans ; T. A. lack-

son, G. B. M. Free and H. V. Pike '. " *680

general ; Riser and Gay 246
general, case having an evolution of 17 years; Cornil and Robin 595
lead, pathology of motor paralysis by lead; G. H. Hyslop and W. M.

Kraus *444
postdiphtheric. characteristics of cerebrospinal fluid in ; Regan. Regan

and Wilson 594

Paraplegia, clinical study of case due to bullet and coming on 4 years
after wound ; Barre 699

crural monoplegia and paraplegia of cortical origin with discussion of
cortical centers for rectum, bladder and sexual functions; G. Wilson. *669

spastic, in flexion ; case due to meningeal tumor compressing lower cervical

cord on anterior and right lateral aspects; W. F. Schaller and
P. K. Gilman .' *512
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Parkinson's "Shaking Palsy" 562
Parotid tumors, iircservation of facial nerve in radical treatment of;

Adson and ( Jtt 708
Pike, H. v., Jackson. J. A., and Free, C>. B. M.: Psychic manifestations

in paralysis aj^itans 680
Pilomotor centers and pilomotor pathways ; Thomas 252
Pituitary hody, intcf^rity of, with tumor of infundiljulum (tuber cinereum)

and adipose syndrome ; Ley 462
coagulatorj- action of pituitary extract; Hanns, Stefanovitch and

Arnovljcvitch 703
syndromes of infundibular-hypophysial group in epidemic encephalitis;

Mouzon 475
tumors and psychic disturbances ; Sainton and Peron 589

Plagiostoma, certain features of laterosensory canals of Plagiostomi;
AlHs 107

Pleura, ganglia, plexuses, and nerve-terminations of; Larsell 103

Poliomyelitis, acute, colloidal gold reaction in; Regan, Litvak and Regan 251
Pollock, L. J., and Davis, L. E. : Studies in decerebration ; method of

decerebration *391

Pons, central pain from lesions of; T. H. Weisenburg and S. S. Stack .... *500
pontobulbar crises associated with sialorrhea in syphilis of nervous

system : Boas and Kraus 109
Prentiss, H. J. : intercostal nerve variations *232
Psychiatry, follow-up work in mental and surgical cases; Bond 106
Psychoneuroses, neuropsychiatric analysis of 2,500 e.x-service men with

special study of relation of thyroid to psychoneuroses; Truitt 118
Psychopathic inferior, constitutional; problem in diagnosis; Johnson 110
Psychoses, gastric secretory functions in; C. B. Farr and C. W. Lueders. .*548
war and acute delirious hyperthymia ; Benon 466

Pupil, dilator pupillae and sympathetic; Ingalls 110
researches on pupillary reactions in epidemic encephalitis ; H. G.

Mehrtens and O. Barkan *399

Raynaud's disease, phenomena of ; Buchanan 590
Reflexes of spinal frogs as induced by chemical stimulation ; Foley 253

Sachs-Georgi reaction in neurosyphilis; Levinson and Petersen 376
Sarcoma, psammomian, radiographic diagnosis of site and nature of variety

of cereliral tumor (psammomian or angiolithic sarcoma); Souques.. 374
Schaller, \V. F., and Gilman, P. K. : Spastic paraplegia in flexion; case due

to meningeal tumor compressing lower cervical cord on anterior and
right lateral aspects *512

Schizophrenia: See Dementia praecox
Sciatica, etiology and pathology of sciatica; Petren and Otterstrom 583
Sclerosis, amyotrophic lateral, clinical picture of, in case of concussion of

spinal cord ; G. B. Hassin *194

multiple, and its etiology ; Long 233
multiple, case of epidemic encephalitis, with tremor typical of; Hassin

and Stone 369
Scully, F. J. : Yellow spinal fluid, its origin and significance 83
Sella turcica of mongolian imbeciles; G. S. Stevenson and A. D. Stultz *299

Sherman. M.. and Beverly, B. L : Factor of deterioration in children show-
ing liehavior difficulties after epidemic encephalitis *329

Shock, experimental traumatic shock; influence of morphin on blood pressure
and alkali reserve; Cattell 705

experimental traumatic shock; action of ether on circulation in traumatic
shock ; Cattell 460

Silver arsphenamin. arsenic content of spinal fluid after intravenous admin-
istration of, (clinical and biochemical study of neurosyphilis) ; Corn-
wall and Meyers 707

Skin signs of viscerosensory phenomena in acute appendicitis ; Livingston 702

Society Transactions :

American Neurological Association 597
Boston Society of Psychiatry and Neurology 254,259
Chicago Neurological Society 114, 715
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Society Transactions—Continued page

New York Neurological Society 128, 709
Philadelphia Neurological Society 122, 477

Soldiers, neuropsychiatric analysis of 2,500 ex-service men with special

study of relation of thyroid to psychoneuroses ; Truitt 118

Spiller, W. G. : Central pain in syringomyelia and dysesthesia and over-
reaction to sensory stimuli in lesions below optic thalamus *491

—and Frazier, C. H. : Telangiectasis of spinal cord *29
Spinal cord, complete transverse lesion of spinal cord with retention of

superficial reflexes ; C. E. Dowman *33

compression, second case of ascending compression myelitis associated
with unusual pathology; Gosline and Murphy 257

compression, spastic paraplegia in flexion ; case due to meningeal tumor
compressing lower cervical cord on anterior and right lateral aspects;

W. F. Schaller and P. K. Gilman *512

concussion of, a case with the clinical picture of amyotrophic lateral

sclerosis ; G. B. Hassin *194

in amblystoma, experiments on transplantation of, and their bearing upon
stimuli involved in dififerentiation of nerve cells; Detwiler 469

spinal subarachnoid block, its significance as a diagnostic sign, analysis
of 53 cases

; J. B. Ayer *420

syndrome of subacute degeneration of long fibers of lateral motor
bundles ; Gordon 250

telangiectasis of ; W. G. Spiller and C. H. Frazier *29

tumors, study of bladder and rectal disturbances in; B. Stookey *519

Stack, S. S., and Weisenburg, T. H. : Central pain from lesions of pons..*500
Stevenson, G. S., and Stultz, A. D. : Sella turcica of mongolian imbeciles. *299
Stomach, gastric secretory functions in psychoses ; C. B. Farr and C. W.

Lueders *548

Stookey, B. : Study of bladder and rectal disturbances in spinal cord
tumors *519

Stultz, A. D., and Stevenson, G. S. : Sella turcica of mongolian iml)eciles. .*299

Suprarenal gland, growth of cortical and medullary substances and their

volumetric relationship ; Castaldi ,370

Sympathectomy, periarterial; Halstead and Christopher 377
Sympathetic nervous system, case of lesion probably involving thalamus

and subthalamic region with symptoms of irritation of sympathetic
nervous system ; Potts 477

Syphilis and mental deficiency; Key and Pijper 706
6f the nervous system : See Nervous system syphilis

Syringomyelia, central pain in syringomyelia and dysesthesia and over-
reaction to sensory stimuli in lesions below optic thalamus; W. G.
Spiller *491

trophic changes in ; Kooy 595

Thalamus, case of lesion prol)ably involving thalamus and subthalamic
region with symptoms of irritation of sympathetic nervous system;
Potts .'

477
Thymus, enlarged, incidence of, without symptoms in infants and children ;

Grccnthal 244
Thyroid gland : See also Goiter

acute manic-depressive insanity cured by thyroidectomy; Stocker 248
disease. ol)servations of cardiovascular system in; Kerr and Hensel.... 705
weight variability of normal thyroid gland and its significance; Castaldi 368

Torsion spasm, studies in extrapyramidal syndromes; progressive infantile
torsion spasm (syndrome of corpus striatum); Wimmer 235

Trauma, studies in exhaustion
;
physical trauma ; Crile 249

Tremor, experimental vestibular, with analogous clinical cases ; C. L.

Woolsey .*314

fibrillary, do fibrillary contractions always denote organic change in

nervous system ? Ostheimer ASO
Tryparsamid in neurosyphilis ; Lorenz, Loevenhardt, Bleckwcnn and Hodges 702
Tumor: See Brain tumor; Nervous system tumor, etc.

Typhoid fever, case of hcmihvpertrophv and hemihypertonia developing
after ; Rea " '.

477
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V'entriculoKraphy, value of, clinical experience hased on a series of 40
cases ; F. C. (irant 154

Vertebra, cancer, radiologic signs of vertebral cancer; Sicard, Lermoyez
and Laplane 468

Vestibular apparatus, quadrantic muscular coiitrf)! by: a preliminary report
on result of experiments on vestibular apparatus of pigeon; Woolsey 259

experimental vestibular tremors, with analogous clinical cases; C. L.

Woolsey *3\A

VV'alshe, F. M. R. : Decerei)ratc rigidity of Sherrington in man. its recogni-
tion and diflfcrentiation from other forms of tonic muscular contraction *\

War and acute delirious hyperthymia ; Benon 466
Wassermann test. Wassermann reaction and colloidal method in spinal fluid

of neurosyphilitics ; theoretic considerations on Wassermann test;

Kizzo 467
Weisenburg, T. H.. and Stack. S. S. : Central pain from lesions of pons...*500
Wilson, G. : Crural monoplegia and paraplegia of cortical origin with dis-

cussion of cortical centers for rectum. l)ladder and sexual functions. *669
Winterode, R. P.. and Lewis. \. D. C. : Porencephalic defect associated with

tuberculous encephalitis, histopathologic support to Striimpell theory
of inflammation *304

Woolsey, C. L. : Experimental vestibular tremors, with analogous clinical

cases *314
Wright, H. W, : Chronic intestinal amebiasis, clinical aspects with special

reference to neuropsychiatric manifestations *226

Xanthochromia : See Cerebrospinal fluid, xanthochromia

Zona : See Herpes zoster



LAS ENCINAS
Pasadena, California

A SANITARIUM
FOR THE
TREATMENT
OF ALL FORMS
OF NERVOUS
DISORDERS
AND GENERAL
DISEASES

AIRPLANE VIEW OF GROUNDS

SIXTEEN MILES
FROM
LOS ANGELES,
HEART OF THE
ORANGE BELT

MAIN BUILDING

LOCATION—Situated In the foothills of the Sierra
Madre Mountains, just outside of the city of I'asa-
dena, is this beautiful sanitarium. It Is surrounded
toy a natural live-oak grove of 20 acres, with lawns and
gardens. Ideally adapted to rest and enjoyment. Large
central buikling and cottages all modernly equipped.
Homelike and comfortable.

Climate Ideal.

Cuisine Excellent.

Outdoor Sports and Recreation.

EQUIPMENT—Special eiiuipment for aidinK in a cor-
rect dlacnosls. The Laboratory, Hydrotherapy and
Electricity Departments are important adjuncts to the

Write fcr beautiful illustrated booklet.

general Sanitarium treatment. All forms of baths are
given, including the famous Nauhelm.

Dairy and Poultry Plant.

Rooms With or Without Baths.

Private Bungalows With Sleeping Porches.

CLASS OF PATIENTS—All forms of nervous disorders
and general diseases are treated. Special attention is

paid to Castro-Intestinal disorders and Circulatory Sys-
tem, No Tuberculosis, Kpilepsy or Insanity received.

BOARD OF DIRECTORS—Norman Bridge, M.D.. H. C.
Brainerd, M.D., W. Jarvis Barlow, M.D., F. C. B. Mat-
tison, M.D., Stephen Smith, M.D.

Phone Fail Oaks 901.

STEPHEN SMITH, Medical Director, Las Encinas, Pasadena. Calif



"Il is not the custom of the Arkansas
Medical Society Journal to boost maf/a-

zines, medical or otheri\.'ise, merely to

boost them. IIYCILIA is not a tnoney-

mahin;/ enterprise. It is enija(/ed in a

t/reat iK-orlc in the interest of public health.

Its object is to give authentic, unbiased,

reliable information to the public for the

benefit of the public. It is health propa-

i/anda pure and simple. It does not e.vist

for any selfish or self-seelciny purpose.

The only hope for the elimination of com-
municable diseases or the use of useless

and fraudulent remedies is in education of
the public.

"Incidentally IIYGEIA is calculated to

raise the profession of medicine in the

minds of the people and endoii.' them zcith

greater respect for its practitioners.

"Xot only should every physician subscribe

for his oii'u benefit, but should subscribe

for an extra copy to be placed in his

reception room for the entertainment, and
incidoitally for the enlightenment, of i\.-ait-

ing patients."

From the Arkansas Medical Society Journal

I

What

Is Your

Local

Society

Doing

for

HYGEIA?

In an additional paragraph the above quoted article tells of an

Arkansas physician who is planning' to visit every county in his

state in the interest of HYCiEIA. the new Journal of Individual and
Community Health. Can you not mention HYOEIA when you visit

your own local meeting?

Individual backing, valuable as it may be as the nucleus for group
backing, is weak in comparison with organized support. If your
local society has not done anything about HVGEIA as a group,

why not bring up the subject at your next meeting ?

HYGEIA is rendering a valuable service to organized medicine.

Established at the request of the members of the profession,

HYCiEIA merits the backing of every local society. Let each

meml)er subscribe for his own office. Let the societ}' as a whole
send complimentary subscriptions to the libraries, the schools, the

community centers, wherever people read and public opinion is

wrought.

Helpitia HYGEIA
Is Discharging

Your Debt to

Both Social and
Scientific Medicine

use this coupon _
H AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATIOX, M
^ 535 K. Dearborn St., Chicago. =
B As a part payment of my debt to both social and scientific medicine g= / enclose $3 for one year's subscription to HYGEIA. ^

^ Name

= Street

= City and State.

.lllllllllll



WESTWOOD LODGE, Inc.

y^MODERN private sanatorium within fifteen miles of Boston, fully

(^^^y]^ equipped for the scientific treatment of nervous and mild mental dis-

eases, also for those in need of rest under medical supervision.

The building stands in the midst of over one hundred acres comprising wood-

lands, cultivated gardens, beautiful pine groves and walks.

For further information, apply to

WILLIAM J. HAMMOND, M.D., Resident Physician. WESTWOOD, MASS.

WOODSIDE COTTAGES
FRAMINGHAM, MASSACHUSETTS

A private health resort designed for rest, recuperation and the upbuilding

of mind and body. Suitable to the needs of most forms of chronic or nervous

troubles, convalescents, etc. Committed cases not received.

FRANK W. PATCH, M.D., Founder

CHANNING SANITARIUM, INC.
WELLESLEY, MASSACHUSETTS

(Established in Brookline 1879. Transferred to Wellesley 1916.)

Eight new buildings on fifty acres of high woodland, especially designed and built for

the care and treatment of nervous cases. Five separate dormitory cottages provide
privacy and quiet; private liaths and sleeping porches offer comfort and modern
hygienic conveniences. Complete equipment for Vichy, Nauheim and Electric Baths,
and Heliotherapy.

Ample accommodations and modern equipment for a limited number of cases.

DONALD GREGG, N.D., Superintendent



F "^^Ttlodevn and Homelike—
Unlike most sanitariums, the Milwaukee has but little

of the institutional, hospitalized armosphcre. We have
gone to the opposite extreme by providing eleven differ-

ent buildings— six of them luxuriously and comfortably
furnished for the care of patients. The newly opened
rolonial Hall (illustrated below) is one of the finest
tiuildings of its kind in the country and is used for the
inatnicnt of the psycho-neuroses only. Fifty acres of
\irKin forest provide quiet, restful surroundings — yet
two minutes' walk reaches street car and railroad lines
to nearby Milwaukee and Chicago. Separate psychopathic
Iiospital. Equipped for all modern methods of treatment.
Write for attractively illustrated booklet, mailed free
on request.

Ilock Sleyster. M.D., Medical Director; W. T. Kra.lwell, M D ,

Asst. Med. Dir. : Chauncey Beebe, M.D.. Asst. Physician; A. J.

Patek. M.D.. Attdg Internist; RIcliard Dewey. M.D.. Con-
MiltliiB Psychiatrist: William F. Lorcnz, M.D.. Consulting P»y-
cliiatrlst.

n

Ttlilwaukee Sanitarium,iVauwafosa,wis.
for Nervous and Mental Diseases Established 1884

Oconomowoc Health Resort

Built and

Equipped for

Treating

Nervous and

Nild Mental

Diseases

COMPLETE BATH

DEPARTMENT

Oconomowoc
Wisconsin

Work Therapy

and Re-educa-

tional Methods

Applied.

Main line Chi-

cago, Milwaukee

& St. Paul Ry.

Three hours

from Chicago.
ABSOLUTELY FIREPROOF BUILDING

Fifty acres of natural park surrounded by lakes and tree-covered hills.

Situated in the garden spot of Wisconsin. Number of patients limited,

assuring the personal supervision of the resident physician in charge.

ARTHUR W. ROGERS, B.S., M.D.



LUMINAL THERAPY
OF EPILEPSY

In Institutional Practice

Among' the leading institutions in which Luminal and

Luminal-Sodium (Soluble Luminal) are used are the

following

:

Craig Colony for Epileptics

Indiana Village for Epileptics

Ohio Hospital for Epileptics

Arkansas State Hospital for Nervous Diseases

R. I. State Hospital for Mental Diseases

Manhattan State Hospital

N. J. State Village for Epileptics

Iowa State Hospital and Colony for Epileptics

N. C. State Colony for Epileptics

In the great majority of cases treated in these insti-

tutions with Luminal there has been either a cessation

of the seizures or at least a considerable reduction of

their frequency and severity, with marked improve-

ment of the mental status of the patients.

HOW SUPPLIED

LUAIINAL
Tablets, 1^ gr., bottles of 50

Tablets, Vi gr., bottles of 100

Powder, J/2 oz. cartons

LUMINAL-SODIUM
Tablets, V/z gr., bottles of 50

Powder, y2 oz. bottles

Pnmphlet on request

WiNTHROP Chemical Company, Inc.

16-22 Hudson St. New York. N. Y.



^^^ Toren Restoration Hosiiital
IiH'orpuratc'd

(Formerly WaUiheiin Park Sanitarium)

sp]

^:N institution for the treatment of

nervous, mental and chronic diseases.

Located on the north shore of Lake Oconomowoc, Wisconsin,

in a park of twenty-two acres. Easily accessible on the main
line of the Chicago, Milwaukee and St. Paul Railway.

Medical and Surgical equipment complete in every detail,

including X-Ray laboratory, chemical and microscopical

laboratories, massage and electro-therapeutic department, etc.

Exceptional recreational features for convalescent patients.

For reservations or information^ address:

THE TOREN RESTORATION HOSPITAL,
Oconomowoc, Wisconsin

Chicago Office—
25 E. IVashington St., Suite 1610

Telephone—Central 3879

Julius \. Torek, M.D.
Medical Director

John H. Voje, M.D.
Medical Director Emeritus

HOMEWOOD SANITARIUM, •^•^^^TiisA^DY^""'

A PRIN'ATE neuropsychiatric hospital with special facilities fcr the study cases to establish

diagnosis and determine prophylactic or treatment indications.

Seventy-five acres of woods and lawns with ample provision for out and in-door employments and
diversions.

Guelph, reputed as one of the healthiest cities of Canada, is conveniently accessible from Toronto,
Montreal, Buffalo and Detroit. Address

DR. C. B. FARRAR, Medical Superintendent, Cuelph, Ontario



KENILWORTH SANITARIUM
(Established 1905) KENILWORTH. ILLINOIS

C. & N. W. Railway, 6 miles North of Chicago

Built and equipped for the treatment of nervous and mental diseases. Approved
diagnostic and therapeutic methods. An adequate night nursing service maintained.

Sound-proofed rooms w^ith forced ventilation. Elegant appointments. Bath rooms en

suite, steam heating, electric lighting, electric elevator.

Sherman Brown, M.D.

Resident Medical Staff:

Mable Hoiland, M.D. Sanger Brown, M.D.
'Consultation by appointment only)

All correspondence should be addressed to Kenilworth Sanitarium, Kenilworth, 111.

The Sawyer Sanatorium
White Oaks Farm, Marion, Ohio

^UUTH DRIVE

Treats Nervous and Mental Diseases
Located on an 130 acre farm. Thoroughly equipped to treat all forms of Nervous and Mental diseases

by modern, scientific methods. Consists of sixteen bungalows of fireproof construction, erected for their

present purpose and having all the refinements and accommodations of the best private homes. Presided

over by a permanent skilled staff. Personal professional attention. Private rooms for all patients.

Physicians having Nervous or Mental patients needing treatment away from home will find that the

Sawyer Sanatorium's facilities are satisfactory and adequate no matter how mild or how disturbed the

patient may be.

A house book telling more in detail will be sent on request.

Address, THE SAWYER SANATORIUM, White Oaks Farm. Marion, Ohio





THE

TOLEDO SANITARIUM
TOLEDO OHIO

A MODERN, private institution

for the care and treatment

of nervous and mental diseases,

located on five acres of beautiful

park just outside the city limits,

with modern equipment.

Louis A. Miller, M.D., Neurologist

Supervising Physician

Jas. a. Belyea, M.D., Manager Illustr iving Hospital, 2102 Cherry Street

The LIVERMORE SANITARIUM
LIVERMORE. CALIFORNIA

F'or the Treatment oj^ f^evVou^ and Mental DUeaj^e^

The Hydropathic Department, for nervous and general patients ; the Cottage Depart-
ment, for mental patients. Features : near Oakland and San Francisco ; ideal climate
all year around; large beautiful grounds; gymnasium and outdoor athletic department;
two hydropathic departments; vocational department; clinical laboratory; large trained
nursing force. Rates include room, suitable diet, medical care, general nursing and
routine examinations.

Medical Staff: Dr. V. H. Podstata. Dr. C, W. Mack and Dr. Jewel Fay. Consulting— Dr. J. W. Robertson

SPRING HILL SANITARIUM
HASTINGS-ON-HUDSON

18 miles from Grand Central Station, N. Y. City. .'\ private sanitarium for mental and
nervous diseases, l)uilt and equipped especially for such cases. Approved diagnostic and
therapeutic methods. Spacious and attractive grounds. Accommodations, nursing, table

—all first-class. Daily medical attention, massage, electricity and hydro-therapy. Single

rooms, rooms with baths, or complete suites.

DR. D. W. McFARLAND, Medical Director DR. G. F. WASHBURNE. Associate

ALGONQllN MINERAL SPRINGS SANATORIUM
Ad.\ms Axn North Strkets, Lexingtox, Mass.

12 Mill', rru!ii l".i> tiin^T.liTl.oin' I.i\iTi;;t(ui '.<:VA

A Private HOME for the AGED—RETREAT for the NERVOUS—RESORT for the

INVALID—FARM for the CONVALESCENT—COLONY for COMPLETE REST
The shan>ly limited number of S-'Icct patients or cuesu rccoivcl assurer clo-c In llvlihial attention

A Private Country Estate, the liome of Oic famous AlyOO.NQriN M1NER.\L SPRING WATER: beautiful and restful fur-
rounilln;;s. free from institutional atmosphere; liberal anil varied cuisine; modern equipment and ceneral medical treatment.
incluilins Pliysiotlierapy, Crounotherapy, Occupational Therapy and .Amusements.
Rates are reasonable and depend upon the nature of Uic case, character and location of the room or accommodations
selected, attendance and treatment required.

LOWELL OFFICE BOSTON OFFICE
Rooms 3-10, Keith's Theatre BIdg. Rooms 305-306, Warren Chamben

29 Bridge Street 419 Boylston Street

Telephone ."ilJ^ Telephone Uaik 15ay 1:;00

Telephone or write for information, reservations or Illustrated booklet

T. F. KRASNYE, M.D.
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THAT QUALITY IS FUNDAMENTAL has been conclusively demon-
strated. Test, one by one, the elements of satisfaction. Prices and terms
lose half their appeal if they are not backed up by Quality.

What is to be gained by promptness in the matter of delivery, or a lower
price, if the goods upon receipt have to be rejected because of deficiency

in Quality f

And so on, we find Quality paramount.

D. R. L.

Neoarsphenamine
has been developed to the highest degree by the science of QUALITY
PRODUCTION.

Ask your dealer for

D. R. L. NEOARSPHENAMINE

DISTILLED WATER FREE
with ten ampules in any one of four sizes

>S"t';i(/ for booklet, "The Treat )iieiit of Syphilis"

Licensed by The Chemical Foundation, Inc.

The Dermalological Research Laboratories
Philadelphia

Branch of

THE ABBOTT LABORATORIES
Chicago

New York Soallh* San Fraiioisoo Los AngoU's



New
Eighth
Edition

Order Your Copy Today

Why the Specialist Needs a Directory

FOR INFORMATION ON HOSPITALS

When you want to locate a hospital that can
give the specialized service needed for a par-

ticular case, you can rely on the Directory.

Over 7,500 sanatoriums and hospitals are listed

geographically and according to class of patients

treated. Superintendent's name, number of

beds and other data given, supplemented by
institution's announcement.

TO LEARN COLLEGE FACILITIES

If you are thinking of taking a post-graduate
course or teaching you will find the historical

and comparative data on both foreign and
United States colleges of distinct use.

IF YOD CHANGE LOCATION

You may move to a larger city—or while you
are studying you may want to keep up your
practice. The medical practice laws in the vari-

ous states are given in the Directory. Personnel
of state medical boards listed.

FOR DATA ON OTHER SPECIALISTS

In compiling lists to whom reprints and other

articles are to be sent and in learning who are

members of special societies the Directory is in-

dispensable. Besides indicating each man's spe-

cialty with his name the complete roster of

special societies is given.

TO LOCATE GENERAL PRACTITIONERS

When a patient is referred to .you and you
need the correct address and name of doctor

who has been handling the case information is

quickly obtained by consulting the Directory.

College, year of licensure and other personal

data are given on over 150,000 physicians and
surgeons.

IF YOD WANT EQUIPMENT
The Physicians Reference and Purchasing In-

dex, supplemented by commercial announce-
ments, will tell you exactly where you can buy
any professional supplies you msy need. All

the most reliable firms are represented.

More than 2400 pages of authentic data on Doctors,

Hospitals, Societies, Colleges, Libraries, Journals

Use this Coupon^

and obtain this complete

reference volume.

Price, $15.00

{Foreisii postage extra)

AMERICAN MEDICAL ASSOCIATION
835 North Dearborn Street, CHICAGO

Enter mg order for one copy of the 1923 Directory.

I enclose my check for $15.00.

NAME.

STREET . .

; ADDRESS
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P^ 200 cubic cetitimel«^
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LZ.DERLE: A'^^'-^^>, —ff

r URE, whole milk, cultured with

the Bacillus Acidophilus, for use in

transforming the intestinal bacterial

flora and establishing the Bacillus

Acidophilus as the predominant

organism.

Recommended in the treatment of

intestinal disturbances due to pu-

trefactive changes; in chronic coli-

tis, chronic constipation, rheumatic

conditions, sprue and eczema; and

in typhoid fever, dysentery and chol-

era. Also in toxic diarrheas ofinfants

and infant feeding.

Bacillus Acidophilus Milk LEDERLE has

been accepted by the Council on Pharmacy and

Chemistryfor New and Nonojficial Remedies

Supplied in packages of six bottles of seven ounces each.

Price $1.75 per package plus delivery charges.

FULL PARTICULARS AND SAMPLE UPON REQUEST

LEDERLE ANTITOXIN LABORATORIES

511 FIFTH AVENUE, NEW YORK



JAS. K. HALL. M.D. O. B. DARDEN, M.D.. Associate

P. G. HAMLIN. M.D., Associate

PAUL V. ANDERSON. M.D.

Westbroolc Sanatorixim
RICHIVIOND, VIRGINIA

The sanatorium is a private institution of 135 beds, located in the Ginter Park suburb,

midway between trolley lines, within ten minutes ride of the heart of the city, and on

tlie Richmond-Washington National Automobile highway. Midway between the North

and the distant South, the climate of this portion of Virginia is almost ideal. Nearby
are many reminders of the civil war, and many places of historic interest are within easy

walking distance.

The plant consists of twelve separate buildings,

most of which are new, located in the midst of a
beautifully shaded fifty-acre lawn, surrounded by
a hundred and twenty-acre tract of land. Re-
moteness from any neighbor assures absolute quiet-

ness.

The large number of detached buildings makes
easy the satisfactory and congenial grouping of
patients. Separate buildings are provided for men
and for women. Rooms may be had single or en
suite, with or without private bath. A few cot-

tages are designed for individual patients.

The buildings are lighted by electricity, heated
by hot water, and are well supplied by baths.
The water supply for the entire institution is

derived from an artesian well on the grounds, of
approved therapeutic value.

The scope of the work of the sanatorium is

limited to the diagnosis and the treatment of

nervous and mental disorders, alcoholic and drug
habituation. Every helpful facility is provided for
these purposes, and the institution is well equipped
to care for such patients. It affords an idea! place
for rest and up-building under medical supervision.
Five physicians reside at the sanatoriiini and devote
their entire attention to the patients A chartered
training school for nurses is an important part of

the institution in providing especially equipped
nurses—both men and women—for the care of

the patients.

Systematized out-of-door employment constitutes
an important feature of the treatment. Wonderful
work in the arts and crafts is carried on under a

trained teacher. There are bowling, tennis, cro-

quet, billiards and pool.

The sanatorium maintains its own truck farm,
dairy and poultry yard.

Illustrated Booklet on Request
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